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RPS Instrumentation 
3.3.1 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.1 Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation 

LCO 3.3.1 Three channels of RPS instrumentation for each Function in 
Table 3.3.1-1 shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.1-1.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One required channel A.1 Place channel in 1 hour 
inoperable. trip.  

B. Two or more required B.1 Enter the Condition Immediately 
channels inoperable. referenced in 

Table 3.3.1-1 for the 
OR Function.  

Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
not met.  

C. As required by C.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 
Required Action B.1 
and referenced in AND 
Table 3.3.1-1.  

C.2 Open all control rod 12 hours 
drive (CRD) trip 
breakers.  

(continued) 
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RPS Instrumentation 
3.3.1 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

D. As required by D.1 Open all CRD trip 6 hours 
Required Action B.1 breakers.  
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.1-1.  

E. As required by E.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 6 hours 
Required Action B.1 < 30% RTP.  
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.1-1.  

F. As required by F.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 12 hours 
Required Action B.1 < 2% RTP.  
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.1-1.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

-----------------------------------NOTE------------------------------
Refer to Table 3.3.1-1 to determine which SRs apply to each RPS Function.  

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours 

(continued) 
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RPS Instrumentation 
3.3.1 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.1.2 -----------------NOTE---------------
Not required to be performed until 24 hours 
after THERMAL POWER is : 15% RTP.  

Compare results of calorimetric heat 24 hours 
balance calculation to the power range 
channel output and adjust power range 
channel output if calorimetric exceeds 
power range channel output by : 2% RTP.  

SR 3.3.1.3 ----------------- NOTE----------------
Not required to be performed until 24 hours 
after THERMAL POWER is : 15% RTP.  

Compare out of core measured AXIAL POWER 31 days 
IMBALANCE to incore measured AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE and adjust power range channel 
output if the absolute difference between 
the power range and incore measurements is 

2% RTP.  

SR 3.3.1.4 -----------------NOTE---------------
Not required to be performed until 24 hours 
after THERMAL POWER is : 15% RTP.  

Calibrate power range channel output to the 31 days 
calorimetric coincident with the imbalance 
output being calibrated to the imbalance 
condition determined by the incore detector 
system.  

SR 3.3.1.5 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 45 days on a 
STAGGERED TEST 
BASIS 

(continued) 
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RPS Instrumentation 
3.3.1 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.1.6 -------------------NOTE----------------
Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION.  

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months 
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RPS Instrumentation 
3.3.1 

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 1 of 1) 
Reactor Protective System Instrumentation 

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS 
MODES OR REFERENCED 
OTHER FROM 

SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE 
FUNCTION CONDITIONS ACTION B.1 REQUIREMENTS VALUE 

1. Nuclear Overpower 

a. High Setpoint 1 ,2 (a),3 (d) C SR 3.3.1.1 5 105.5% RTP 
SR 3.3.1.2 
SR 3.3.1.4 
SR 3.3.1.5 
SR 3.3.1.6 

b. Low Setpoint 2(b),3 (b) D SR 3.3.1.1 5 5% RTP 

SR 3.3.1.6 

2. RCS High Outlet Temperature 1,2 C SR 3.3.1.1 5 618*F 
SR 3.3.1.5 
SR 3.3.1.6 

3. RCS High Pressure 1,2(a),3 (d) C SR 3.3.1.1 5 2355 psig 
SR 3.3.1.5 
SR 3.3.1.6 

4. RCS Low Pressure 1 ,2 (a) C SR 3.3.1.1 1 1800 psig 
SR 3.3.1.5 
SR 3.3.1.6 

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure 1,2 (a) C SR 3.3.1.1 As specified in the 
SR 3.3.1.5 COLR 
SR 3.3.1.6 

6. Reactor Building High 1,2 ,3 (c) C SR 3.3.1.1 5 4 psig 
Pressure SR 3.3.1.5 

SR 3.3.1.6 

7. Reactor Coolant Pump to 1,2 (a) C SR 3.3.1.1 >2% RTP with 5 2 pumps 
Power SR 3.3.1.5 operating 

SR 3.3.1.6 

8. Nuclear Overpower Flux/Flow 1 ,2(a) C SR 3.3.1.1 As specified in the 
Imbalance SR 3.3.1.3 COLR 

SR 3.3.1.4 
SR 3.3.1.5 
SR 3.3.1.6 

9. Main Turbine Trip a 30% RTP E SR 3.3.1.5 2 800 psig 
(Hydraulic Fluid Pressure) SR 3.3.1.6 

10. Loss of Main Feedwater a 2% RTP F SR 3.3.1.5 1 75 psig 
Pumps (Hydraulic Oil SR 3.3.1.6 
Pressure) 

11. Shutdown Bypass RCS High 2 (b),3 (b) D SR 3.3.1.1 5 1720 psig 
Pressure SR 3.3.1.5 

4(b),5(b) SR 3.3.1.6 

(a) When not in shutdown bypass operation.  

(b) During shutdown bypass operation with any CRD trip breakers in the closed position and the CRD System 
capable of rod withdrawal.  

(c) With any CRD trip breaker in the closed position and the CRD System capable of rod withdrawal.  

(d) When not in shutdown bypass operation with any CRD trip breakers in the closed position and the CRD 
System capable of rod withdrawal.  
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RPS Manual Reactor Trip 
3.3.2 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.2 Reactor Protective System (RPS) Manual Reactor Trip 

LCO 3.3.2 The RPS Manual Reactor Trip Function shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2, 
MODES 3, 4, and 5 with any control rod drive (CRD) trip 

breaker in the closed position and the CRD System 
capable of rod withdrawal.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Manual Reactor Trip A.1 Restore Function to 1 hour 
Function inoperable. OPERABLE status.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met in AND 
MODE 1, 2, or 3.  

B.2 Open all CRD trip 12 hours 
breakers.  

C. Required Action and C.1 Open all CRD trip 6 hours 
associated Completion breakers.  
Time not met in MODE 4 
or 5.  
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RPS Manual Reactor Trip 
3.3.2 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.2.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. Once prior to 
each reactor 
startup if not 
performed 
within the 
previous 7 days 

0 
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RPS-RTM 
3.3.3 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.3 Reactor Protective System (RPS)-Reactor Trip Module (RTM) 

LCO 3.3.3 Four RTMs shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2, 
MODES 3, 4, and 5 with any control rod drive (CRD) trip 

breaker in the closed position and the CRD System 
capable of rod withdrawal.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One RTM inoperable. A.1.1 Trip the associated 1 hour 
CRD trip breaker.  

OR 

A.1.2 Remove power from the 1 hour 
associated CRD trip 
breaker.  

AND 

A.2 Physically remove the 1 hour 
inoperable RTM.  

B. Two or more RTMs B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 
inoperable in MODE 1, 
2, or 3. AND 

OR B.2.1 Open all CRD trip 12 hours 
breakers.  

Required Action and 
associated Completion OR 
Time not met in 
MODE 1, 2, or 3. B.2.2 Remove power from all 12 hours 

CRD trip breakers.  

(continued) 
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RPS-RTM 
3.3.3 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

C. Two or more RTMs C.1 Open all CRD trip 6 hours 
inoperable in MODE 4 breakers.  
or 5.  

OR 
OR 

C.2 Remove power from all 6 hours 
Required Action and CRD trip breakers.  
associated Completion 
Time not met in MODE 4 
or 5.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.3.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days 
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CRD Trip Devices 
3.3.4 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.4 Control Rod Drive (CRD) Trip Devices 

LCO 3.3.4 The following CRD trip devices shall be OPERABLE: 

a. Two AC CRD trip breakers; 

b. Two DC CRD trip breaker pairs; and 

c. Eight electronic trip assembly (ETA) relays.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2, 
MODES 3, 4, and 5 when any CRD trip breaker is in the closed 

position and the CRD System is capable of rod 
withdrawal.  

ACTIONS 

-------------- NOTE-----------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each CRD trip device.  

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more CRD trip A.1 Trip the CR0 trip 48 hours 
breakers or breaker breaker.  
pair diverse trip 
Functions inoperable. OR 

A.2 Remove power from the 48 hours 
CRD trip breaker.  

B. One or more CRD trip B.1 Trip the CRD trip 1 hour 
breakers or breaker breaker.  
pair inoperable for 
reasons other than OR 
those in Condition A.  

B.2 Remove power from the 1 hour 
CRD trip breaker.  

(continued) 
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CRD Trip Devices 
3.3.4 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

C. One or more ETA relays C.1 Transfer affected 1 hour 
inoperable. CONTROL ROD group to 

power supply with 
OPERABLE ETA relays.  

OR 

C.2 Trip corresponding AC 1 hour 
CRD trip breaker(s).  

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met in AND 
MODE 1, 2, or 3.  

D.2.1 Open all CRD trip 12 hours 
breakers.  

OR 

D.2.2 Remove power from all 12 hours 
CRD trip breakers.  

E. Required Action and E.1 Open all CRD trip 6 hours 
associated Completion breakers.  
Time not met in MODE 4 
or 5. OR 

E.2 Remove power from all 6 hours 
CRD trip breakers.  
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CRD Trip Devices 
3.3.4 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.4.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days 
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ESPS Analog Instrumentation 
3.3.5 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.5 Engineered Safeguards Protective System (ESPS) Analog Instrumentation 

LCO 3.3.5 Three channels of ESPS analog instrumentation for each 
Parameter in Table 3.3.5-1 shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.5-1.  

ACTIONS 

------------------------------------NOTE------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Parameter.  

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more Parameters A.1 Place channel in 1 hour 
with one channel trip.  
inoperable.  

B. One or more Parameters 8.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 
with two or more 
channels inoperable. AND 

OR B.2.1 -------- NOTE------
Only required for RCS 

Required Action and Pressure-Low.  
associated Completion 
Time not met.  

Reduce RCS pressure 36 hours 
< 1750 psig.  

AND 

(continued) 
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ESPS Analog Instrumentation 
3.3.5 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

B. (continued) B.2.2 -------- NOTE------
Only required for RCS 
Pressure-Low Low.  

Reduce RCS pressure 36 hours 
< 900 psig.  

AND 

B.2.3 -------- NOTE------
Only required for 
Reactor Building 
Pressure-High and 
High High.  

Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.5.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours 

(continued) 
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ESPS Analog Instrumentation 
3.3.5 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.5.2 ------------------ NOTE----------------
When an ESPS analog channel is placed in an 
inoperable status solely for performance of 
this Surveillance, entry into associated 
Conditions and Required Actions may be 
delayed for up to 8 hours, provided the 
remaining two channels of ESPS analog 
instrumentation are OPERABLE or tripped.  

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days 

SR 3.3.5.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months 
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ESPS Analog Instrumentation 
3.3.5 

TabLe 3.3.5-1 (page 1 of 1) 
Engineered Safeguards Protective System Analog Instrumentation 

APPLICABLE 
MODES OR OTHER SPECIFIED ALLOWABLE 

PARAMETER CONDITIONS VALUE 

1. Reactor CooLant System Pressure -Low a 1750 psig a 1500 psig 
2. Reactor CooLant System Pressure -Low Low a 900 psig a 500 psig 
3. Reactor Building (RB) Pressure -High 1,2,3,4 5 4 psig 

4. Reactor Building Pressure -High High 1,2,3,4 5 15 psig 
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ESPS Manual Initiation 
3.3.6 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.6 Engineered Safeguards Protective System (ESPS) Manual Initiation 

LCO 3.3.6 Two manual initiation channels of each one of the ESPS 
Functions below shall be OPERABLE: 

a. High Pressure Injection, Reactor Building (RB) Non
Essential Isolation, Keowee Start, Load Shed and Standby 
Breaker Input, and Keowee Standby Bus Feeder Breaker 
Input (ES Channels 1 and 2); 

b. Low Pressure Injection and RB Essential Isolation 
(ES Channels 3 and 4); 

c. RB Cooling, RB Essential Isolation and Penetration Room 
Ventilation (ES Channels 5 and 6); and 

d. RB Spray (ES Channels 7 and 8).  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2, 
MODES 3 and 4 when associated engineered safeguard equipment 

is required to be OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS 

------------------------------------ NOTE-------- -------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.  

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more ESPS A.1 Restore channel to 72 hours 
Functions with one OPERABLE status.  
channel inoperable.  

(continued) 
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ESPS Manual Initiation 
3.3.6 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.6.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months 
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ESPS Digital Automatic Actuation Logic Channels 
3.3.7 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.7 Engineered Safeguards Protective System (ESPS) Digital Automatic 
Actuation Logic Channels 

LCO 3.3.7 Eight ESPS Digital Automatic Actuation Logic Channels shall 
be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2, 
MODES 3 and 4 when associated engineered safeguard (ES) 

equipment is required to be OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS 

------------------------------- --- NOTE------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each automatic actuation logic 
channel.  

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more digital A.1 Place associated 1 hour 
automatic actuation component(s) in ES 
logic channels configuration.  
inoperable.  

OR 

A.2 Declare the 1 hour 
associated 
component(s) 
inoperable.  
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ESPS Digital Automatic Actuation Logic Channels 
3.3.7 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.7.1 Perform digital automatic actuation logic 31 days 
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.  
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PAM Instrumentation 
3.3.8 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.8 Post Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation 

LCO 3.3.8 The PAM instrumentation for each Function in Table 3.3.8-1 
shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.  

ACTIONS 

------------------------------------- NOTES-----------------------------------
1. LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.  

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.  
------------------------------------------------------------------------

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. --------- NOTE--------- A.1 Restore required 30 days 
Not applicable to channel to OPERABLE 
Functions 14, 18, 19, status.  
and 20.  

One or more Functions 
with one required 
channel inoperable.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Initiate action in Immediately 
associated Completion accordance with 
Time of Condition A Specification 5.6.6.  
not met.  
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PAM Instrumentation 
3.3.8 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

C. --------- NOTE--------- C.1 Restore one channel 7 days 
Not applicable to to OPERABLE status.  
Functions 10, 14, 18, 
19, and 20.  

One or more Functions 
with two required 
channels inoperable.  

D. --------- NOTE--------- D.1 Restore one required 72 hours 
Only applicable to channel to OPERABLE 
Function 10. status.  

Two required channels 
inoperable.  

E. --------- NOTE--------- E.1 Restore required 24 hours 
Only applicable to channel to OPERABLE 
Function 14. status.  

One required channel 
inoperable.  

F. --------- NOTE--------- F.1 Declare the affected Immediately 
Only applicable to train inoperable.  
Functions 18, 19, and 
20.  

One or more Functions 
with required channel 
inoperable.  

(continued) 
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PAM Instrumentation 
3.3.8 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

G. Required Action and G.1 Enter the Condition Immediately 
associated Completion referenced in 
Time of Condition C, D Table 3.3.8-1 for the 
or E not met. channel.  

H. As required by H.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 
Required Action G.1 
and referenced in AND 
Table 3.3.8-1.  

H.2 Be in MODE 4. 18 hours 

I. As required by I.1 Initiate action in Immediately 
Required Action G.1 accordance with 
and referenced in Specification 5.6.6.  
Table 3.3.8-1.  
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PAM Instrumentation 
3.3.8 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

------------------------------------NOTE-------------------------------
These SRs apply to each PAM instrumentation Function in Table 3.3.8-1 except 
where indicated.  

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.8.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK for each required 31 days 
instrumentation channel that is normally 
energized.  

SR 3.3.8.2 ------------------NOTE---------------
Only applicable to PAM Functions 7 and 10.  

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 12 months 

SR 3.3.8.3 ------------------- NOTE----------------
1. Neutron detectors are excluded from 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

2. Not applicable to PAM Functions 7.  
and 10.  

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months 
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PAM Instrumentation 
3.3.8 

Table 3.3.8-1 (page 1 of 1) 
Post Accident Monitoring Instrumentation 

CONDITIONS 
REFERENCED FROM 

FUNCTION REQUIRED CHANNELS REQUIRED ACTION G.1 

1. Wide Range Neutron FLux 2 H 

2. RCS Hot Leg Temperature 2 per Loop H 

3. RCS Hot Leg Level 2 I 

4. RCS Pressure (Wide Range) 2 H 

5. Reactor Vessel Head Level 2 I 

6. Containment Sump Water Level (Wide Range) 2 H 

7. Containment Pressure (Wide Range) 2 H 

8. Containment Isolation Valve Position 2 per prflow H 

9. Containment Area Radiation (High Range) 2 I 

10. Containment Hydrogen Concentration 2 H 

11. Pressurizer Level 2 H 

12. Steam Generator Water Level 2 per SG H 

13. Steam Generator Pressure 2 per SG H 

14. Borated Water Storage Tank Water Level 2 H 

15. Upper Surge Tank Level 2 H 

16. Core Exit Temperature 2 independent sets of 5(d) H 

17. Subcooling Monitor 2 H 

18. HPI System Flow 1 per train NA 

19. LPI System Flow 1 per train NA 

20. Reactor Building Spray Flow 1 per train NA 

21. Emergency Feedwater Flow 2 per SG H 

(a) Not required for isolation valves whose associated penetration is isolated by at least one closed and 
deactivated automatic valve, closed manual valve, blind flange, or check valve with flow through the 
valve secured.  

(b) Only one position indication channel is required for penetration flow paths with only one installed 
control room indication channel.  

(c) Position indication requirements apply only to containment isolation valves that are electrically 
controlled.  

(d) The subcooLing margin monitor takes the average of the five highest CETs for each of the ICCM trains.  

0 
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Source Range Neutron Flux 
3.3.9 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.9 Source Range Neutron Flux 

LCO 3.3.9 Two source range neutron flux channels shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 2, 3, 4, and 5.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One required source A.1 Restore channel to Prior to 
range neutron flux OPERABLE status. increasing 
channel inoperable THERMAL POWER 
with THERMAL POWER 
level :5 4E-4% RTP on 
the wide range neutron 
flux channels.  

B. Two required source B.1 Suspend operations Immediately 
range neutron flux involving positive 
channels inoperable reactivity changes.  
with THERMAL POWER 
level :s 4E-4% RTP on AND 
the wide range neutron 
flux channels. B.2 Initiate action to Immediately 

insert all CONTROL 
RODS.  

AND 

B.3 Open CONTROL ROD 1 hour 
drive trip breakers.  

AND 

(continued) 
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Source Range Neutron Flux 
3.3.9 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

B. (continued) B.4 Verify SDM to be 1 hour 
within the limit 
specified in the AND 
COLR.  

Once per 
12 hours 
thereafter 

C. One or more source C.1 Initiate action to 1 hour 
range neutron flux restore affected 
channel(s) inoperable channel(s) to 
with THERMAL POWER OPERABLE status.  
level > 4E-4% RTP on 
the wide range neutron 
flux channels.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.9.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours 

SR 3.3.9.2 -------------------NOTE----------------
Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION.  

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months 
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Wide Range Neutron Flux 
3.3.10 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.10 Wide Range Neutron Flux 

LCO 3.3.10 Two wide range neutron flux channels shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODE 2, 
MODES 3, 4, and 5 with any control rod drive (CRD) trip 

breaker in the closed position and the CRD System 
capable of rod withdrawal.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One required channel A.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 2 hours 
inoperable. to < 4E-4% RTP.  

0 
B. Two required channels B.1 Suspend operations Immediately 

inoperable. involving positive 
reactivity changes.  

AND 

B.2 Open CRD trip 1 hour 
breakers.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.10.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours 

(continued) 
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Wide Range Neutron Flux 
3.3.10 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.10.2 ------------------NOTE---------------
Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION.  

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months 

SR 3.3.10.3 Verify at least one decade overlap between Once each 
source range and wide range neutron flux reactor startup 
channels. prior to the 

source range 
indication 
exceeding 
10s cps if not 
performed 
within the 
previous 7 days 
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MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation Instrumentation 
3.3.11 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.11 Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) Detection and Main Feedwater (MFW) 
Isolation Instrumentation 

LCO 3.3.11 Three MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation instrumentation 
channels per steam generator (SG) shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2, 
MODE 3 with main steam header pressure 700 psig except 

when all main feedwater control valves (MFCVs) and 
startup feedwater control valves (SFCVs) are closed.  

ACTIONS 

----------------------------- -------NOTE------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each SG (MFW Isolation Function).  

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more MFW A.1 Place channel(s) in 4 hours 
Isolation Functions trip.  
with one channel 
inoperable.  

B. One or more MFW B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 
Isolation Functions 
with two or more AND 
channels inoperable.  

B.2.1 Reduce main steam 18 hours 
OR header pressure to 

< 700 psig.  
Required Action and 
associated Completion OR 
Time not met.  

B.2.2 Close all MFCVs and 18 hours 
SFCVs.  
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MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation Instrumentation 
3.3.11 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.11.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours 

SR 3.3.11.2 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months 
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MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation Manual Initiation 
3.3.12 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.12 Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) Detection and Main Feedwater (MFW) 
Isolation Manual Initiation 

LCO 3.3.12 Two MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation manual initiation 
switches shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2, 
MODE 3 with main steam header pressure 700 psig 

except when all main feedwater control valves (MFCVs) 
and startup feedwater control valves (SFCVs) are closed.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One manual initiation A.1 Restore manual 72 hours 
switch inoperable. initiation switch to 

OPERABLE status.  

B Two manual initiation B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 
switches inoperable.  

AND 
OR 

B.2.1 Reduce main steam 18 hours 
Required Action and header pressure to 
associated Completion < 700 psig.  
Time of Condition A 
not met. OR 

B.2.2 Close all MFCVs and 18 hours 
SFCVs.  
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MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation Manual Initiation 
3.3.12 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.12.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months 
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MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation Logic Channels 
3.3.13 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.13 Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) Detection and Main Feedwater (MFW) 
Isolation Logic Channels 

LCO 3.3.13 Two MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation Logic channels shall be 
OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2, 
MODE 3 with main steam header pressure 700 psig 

except when all main feedwater control valves (MFCVs) 
and startup feedwater control valves (SFCVs) are closed.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One logic channel A.1 Restore channel to 72 hours 
inoperable. OPERABLE status.  

B. Two logic channels B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 
inoperable.  

AND 
OR 

B.2.1 Reduce main steam 18 hours 
Required Action and header pressure to 
associated Completion < 700 psig.  
Time of Condition A 
not met. OR 

B.2.2 Close all MFCVs and 
SFCVs. 18 hours 
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MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation Logic Channels 
3.3.13 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.13.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months 

0 
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EFW Pump Initiation Circuitry 
3.3.14 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.14 Emergency Feedwater (EFW) Pump Initiation Circuitry 

LCO 3.3.14 Two loss of main feedwater (LOMF) pump instrumentation 
channels for each automatic initiation circuit, and an 
automatic and manual initiation circuit for each EFW pump 
shall be OPERABLE.  

--------------------------------------NOTE - -------------------
The EFW pump automatic initiation circuit is not required to 
be OPERABLE in MODES 3 and 4.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3, 
MODE 4 when the steam generator is relied upon for heat 

removal.  

ACTIONS 

------------------------------------ NOTE---- ----------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each EFW pump initiation circuit.  

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more EFW pump A.1 Place channel(s) in 1 hour 
automatic initiation trip.  
circuits with one LOMF 
channel inoperable.  

B. One or more required B.1 Declare the affected Immediately 
EFW pump initiation EFW pump(s) 
circuits inoperable. inoperable.  

OR 

Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time not met.  
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EFW Pump Initiation Circuitry 
3.3.14 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.14.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days 

SR 3.3.14.2 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months 

0 
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TSV Closure 
3.3.15 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.15 Turbine Stop Valve (TSV) Closure 

LCO 3.3.15 Two TSV Closure channels shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3 except when all TSVs are closed.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more TSV A.1 Declare the TSVs 1 hour 
Closure channel(s) inoperable.  
inoperable.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.15.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days 
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RB Purge Isolation-High Radiation 
3.3.16 

.i 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.16 Reactor Building (RB) Purge Isolation-High Radiation 

LCO 3.3.16 One channel of Reactor Building Purge Isolation-High 
Radiation shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: During CORE ALTERATIONS, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within the 

containment.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One channel A.1 Place and maintain RB Immediately 
inoperable. purge valves in 

closed positions.  

OR 

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately 
ALTERATIONS.  

AND 

A.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies within the 
containment.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.16.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours 

(continued) 
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RB Purge Isolation-High Radiation 
3.3.16 

O SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.16.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. Once each 
refueling 
outage prior to 
CORE 
ALTERATIONS or 
movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies 
within 
containment 

SR 3.3.16.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months 
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EPSL Automatic Transfer Functions 
3.3.17 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.17 Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Automatic Transfer Function 

LCO 3.3.17 Two channels of the EPSL Automatic Transfer Function shall 
be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One channel A.1 Restore channel to 24 hours 
inoperable. OPERABLE status.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 84 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.17.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months 
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EPSL Voltage Sensing Circuits 
3.3.18 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.18 Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Voltage Sensing Circuits 

LCO 3.3.18 Three channels of each of the following EPSL voltage sensing 
circuits shall be OPERABLE: 

a. Startup Transformer; 
b. Standby Bus 1; 
c. Standby Bus 2; and 
d. Auxiliary Transformer.  

----------------------------------------- NOTE- ------------------
1. If both N breakers are open, Auxiliary Transformer 

voltage sensing circuits are not required to be 
OPERABLE.  

2. When not in MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4, only EPSL voltage 
sensing circuit(s) associated with required AC power 
source(s) are required to be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.  

ACTIONS 

----------------------------------- NOTE------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each circuit.  

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more required A.1 Restore channel to 24 hours 
circuits with one OPERABLE status.  
channel inoperable.  

(continued) 
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EPSL Voltage Sensing Circuits 
3.3.18 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met in MODES AND 
1, 2, 3, and 4.  

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 84 hours 

C. Two or more channels C.1 Declare affected AC Immediately 
of a required circuit power source(s) 
inoperable when not in inoperable.  
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.  

OR 

Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time not met when not 
in MODES 1, 2, 3, 
and 4.  

D. Required Action and D.1 Suspend movement of Immediately 
associated Completion irradiated fuel 
Time not met during assemblies.  
movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.18.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months 
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EPSL 230 kV Switchyard DGVP 
3.3.19 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.19 Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) 230 kV Switchyard 
Degraded Grid Voltage Protection (DGVP) 

LCO 3.3.19 Three DGVP voltage sensing channels and two DGVP actuation 
logic channels shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One voltage sensing A.1 Place channel in 72 hours 
channel inoperable. trip.  

B. One actuation logic B.1 Restore channel to 72 hours 
channel inoperable. OPERABLE status.  

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A or AND 
B not met.  

C.2 Be in MODE 5. 84 hours 

D. Two or more voltage D.1 Declare the overhead Immediately 
sensing channels emergency power path 
inoperable. inoperable.  

OR 

Two actuation logic 
channels inoperable.  
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EPSL 230 kV Switchyard DGVP 
3.3.19 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.19.1 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months 

SR 3.3.19.2 Perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the 18 months 
voltage sensing channel with the setpoint 
allowable value as follows: 

Degraded voltage 219 kV and 5 222 kV with 
a time delay of 9 seconds ±1 second.  
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EPSL CT-5 DGVP 
3.3.20 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.20 Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) CT-5 Degraded Grid 
Voltage Protection (DGVP) 

LCO 3.3.20 Three CT-5 DGVP voltage sensing channels and two CT-5 DGVP 
actuation logic channels shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 when the Central Switchyard is 
energizing the standby buses.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One voltage sensing A.1 Place channel in 72 hours 
channel inoperable. trip.  

B. One actuation logic B.1 Restore channel to 72 hours 
channel inoperable. OPERABLE status.  

C. Two or more voltage C.1 Open SL breakers. 1 hour 
sensing channels 
inoperable.  

OR 

Two actuation logic 
channels inoperable.  

OR 

Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A or 
B not met.  
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EPSL CT-5 DGVP 
3.3.20 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.20.1 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months 

SR 3.3.20.2 Perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the 18 months 
voltage sensing channel with the setpoint 
allowable value as follows: 

a. Degraded voltage : 4143 V and :5 4185 V 
with a time delay of 9 seconds ±1 
second for the first level 
undervoltage inputs; and 

b. Degraded voltage : 3871 V and a 3901 V 
for the second level undervoltage 
inputs.  
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EPSL Keowee Emergency Start Function 
* 3.3.21 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.21 Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Keowee Emergency Start Function 

LCO 3.3.21 Two channels of the EPSL Keowee Emergency Start Function 
shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One channel A.1 Restore channel to 72 hours 
inoperable. OPERABLE status.  

. B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE.3. 12 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 84 hours 

C. Two channels C.1 Declare both Keowee Immediately 
inoperable. Hydro Units 

inoperable.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.21.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months 
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EPSL Manual Keowee Emergency Start Function 
3.3.22 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.22 Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Manual Keowee Emergency Start 
Function 

LCO 3.3.22 One channel of the EPSL Manual Keowee Emergency Start 
Function shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Required channel A.1 Declare both Keowee Immediately 
inoperable. Hydro Units 

inoperable.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.22.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 12 months 

0I 
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.1 Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The RPS initiates a reactor trip to protect against 
violating the core fuel design limits and the Reactor 
Coolant System (RCS) pressure boundary during anticipated 
transients. By tripping the reactor, the RPS also assists 
the Engineered Safeguards (ES) Systems in mitigating 
accidents.  

The protective and monitoring systems have been designed to 
assure safe operation of the reactor. This is achieved by 
specifying limiting safety system settings (LSSS) in terms 
of parameters directly monitored by the RPS, as well as the 
LCOs on other reactor system parameters and equipment 
performance.  

The LSSS, defined in this Specification as the Allowable 
Value, in conjunction with the LCOs, establishes the 
threshold for protective system action to prevent exceeding 
acceptable limits during accidents or transients.  

During anticipated transients, which are those events 
expected to occur one or more times during the unit's life, 
the acceptable limit is: 

a. The departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) shall 
be maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) value; 

b. Fuel centerline melt shall not occur; and 

c. The RCS pressure SL of 2750 psia shall not be 
exceeded.  

Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures 
that the offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR 20 and 
10 CFR 100 criteria during anticipated transients.  

Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are 
not expected to occur during the unit's life. The 
acceptable limit during accidents is that the offsite dose 
shall be maintained within reference 10 CFR 100 limits.  
Meeting the acceptable dose limit for an accident category 
is considered having acceptable consequences for that event.  

(continued) 
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

BACKGROUND RPS Overview 
(continued) 

The RPS consists of four separate redundant protective 
channels that receive inputs of neutron flux, RCS pressure, 
RCS flow, RCS temperature, RCS pump status, reactor building 
(RB) pressure, main feedwater (MFW) pump status, and turbine 
status.  

Figure 7.1, UFSAR, Chapter 7 (Ref. 1), shows the arrangement 
of a typical RPS protective channel. A protective channel 
is composed of measurement channels, a manual trip channel, 
a reactor trip module (RTM), and control rod drive (CRD) 
trip devices. LCO 3.3.1 provides requirements for the 
individual measurement channels. These channels encompass 
all equipment and electronics from the point at which the 
measured parameter is sensed through the bistable relay 
contacts in the trip string. LCO 3.3.2, "Reactor Protective 
System (RPS) Manual Reactor Trip," LCO 3.3.3, "Reactor 
Protective System (RPS)-Reactor Trip Module (RTM)," and 
LCO 3.3.4, "control rod Drive (CRD) Trip Devices," discuss 
the remaining RPS elements.  

The RPS instrumentation measures critical unit parameters 
and compares these to predetermined setpoints. If the 
setpoint is exceeded, a channel trip signal is generated.  
The generation of any two trip signals in any of the four 
RPS channels will result in the trip of the reactor.  

The Reactor Trip System (RTS) contains multiple CRD trip 
devices; two AC trip breakers, two DC trip breaker pairs, 
and eight electronic trip assembly (ETA) relays. The system 
has two separate paths (or channels), with each path having 
one AC breaker in series with a pair of DC breakers and 
functionally in series with four ETA relays in parallel.  
Each path provides independent power to the CRDs. Either 
path can provide sufficient power to operate all CRDs. Two 
separate power paths to the CRDs ensure that a single 
failure that opens one path will not cause an unwanted 
reactor trip.  

The RPS consists of four independent protective channels, 
each containing an RTM. The RTM receives signals from its 
own measurement channels that indicate a protective channel 

(continued) 
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

BACKGROUND RPS Overview (continued) 

trip is required. The RTM transmits this signal to its own 
two-out-of-four trip logic and to the two-out-of-four logic 
of the RTMs in the other three RPS channels. Whenever any 
two RPS channels transmit channel trip signals, the RTM 
logic in each channel actuates to remove 120 VAC power from 
its associated CRD trip device.  

The reactor is tripped by opening circuit breakers and ETA 
relays that interrupt the control power supply to the CRDs.  
Six breakers are installed to increase reliability and allow 
testing of the trip system. A one-out-of-two taken twice 
logic is used to interrupt power to the rods.  

The RPS has three bypasses: a shutdown bypass, a dummy 
bistable and an RPS channel bypass. Shutdown bypass allows 
the withdrawal of safety rods for SDM availability and rapid 
negative reactivity insertion during unit cooldowns or 
heatups. The dummy bistable is used to bypass one or more 
functions (bistable trips) associated with one RPS Channel.  
The RPS Channel bypass allows one entire RPS channel to be 
taken out of service for maintenance and testing. Test 
circuits in the trip strings allow complete testing of all 
RPS trip Functions.  

The RPS operates from the instrumentation channels discussed 
next. The specific relationship between measurement 
channels and protective channels differs from parameter to 
parameter. Three basic configurations are used: 

a. Four completely redundant measurements (e.g., reactor 
coolant flow) with one channel input to each 
protective channel; 

b. Four channels that provide similar, but not identical, 
measurements (e.g., power range nuclear 
instrumentation where each RPS channel monitors a 
different quadrant), with one channel input to each 
protective channel; and 

c. Redundant measurements with combinational trip logic 
outside of the protective channels and the combined 
output provided to each protective channel (e.g., main 
feedwater pump trip instrumentation).  

(continued) 
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

BACKGROUND RPS Overview (continued) 

These arrangements and the relationship of instrumentation 
channels to trip Functions are discussed next to assist in 
understanding the overall effect of instrumentation channel 
failure.  

Power Range Nuclear Instrumentation 

Power Range Nuclear Instrumentation channels provide inputs 
to the following trip Functions: 

1. Nuclear Overpower 

a. Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint; 

b. Nuclear Overpower-Low Setpoint; 

7. Reactor Coolant Pump to Power; 

8. Nuclear Overpower Flux/Flow Imbalance; 

9. Main Turbine Trip (Hydraulic Fluid Pressure); and 

10. Loss of Main Feedwater (LOMFW) Pumps (Hydraulic Oil 
Pressure).  

The power range instrumentation has four linear level 
channels, one for each core quadrant. Each channel feeds 
one RPS protective channel. Each channel originates in a 
detector assembly containing two uncompensated ion chambers.  
The ion chambers are positioned to represent the top half 
and bottom half of the core. The individual currents from 
the chambers are fed to individual linear amplifiers. The 
summation of the top and bottom is the total reactor power.  
The difference of the top minus the bottom neutron signal is 
the measured AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE for the associated core 
quadrant.  

(continued) 
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

BACKGROUND Reactor Coolant System Outlet Temperature 
(continued) 

The Reactor Coolant System Outlet Temperature provides input 
to the following Functions: 

2. RCS High Outlet Temperature; and 

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure.  

The RCS Outlet Temperature is measured by two resistance 
elements in each hot leg, for a total of four. One 
temperature detector is associated with each protective 
channel.  

Reactor Coolant System Pressure 

The Reactor Coolant System Pressure provides input to the 
following Functions: 

3. RCS High Pressure; 

0 4. RCS Low Pressure; 

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure; and 

11. Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure.  

The RPS inputs of reactor coolant pressure are provided by 
two pressure transmitters in each hot leg, for a total of 
four. One sensor is associated with each protective 
channel.  

Reactor Building Pressure 

The Reactor Building Pressure measurements provide input 
only to the Reactor Building High Pressure trip, Function 6.  
There are four RB High Pressure sensors, one associated with 
each protective channel.  

(continued) 
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

BACKGROUND Reactor Coolant Pump Power Monitoring 
(continued) 

Reactor coolant pump power monitors are inputs to the 
Reactor Coolant Pump to Power trip, Function 7. Each RCP, 
operating current, and voltage is measured by four current 
transformers and four potential transformers driving four 
underpower relays. Each power monitoring channel consists 
of an underpower relay. One channel for each pump is 
associated with each protective channel.  

Reactor Coolant System Flow 

The Reactor Coolant System Flow measurements are an input to 
the Nuclear Overpower Flux/Flow Imbalance trip, Function 8.  
The reactor coolant flow inputs to the RPS are provided by 
eight high accuracy differential pressure transmitters, four 
on each loop, which measure flow through calibrated flow 
tubes. One flow input in each loop is associated with each 
protective channel.  

Main Turbine Automatic Stop Oil Pressure 

Main Turbine Automatic Stop Oil Pressure is an input to the 
Main Turbine Trip (Hydraulic Fluid Pressure) reactor trip, 
Function 9. Each of the four protective channels receives 
turbine status information from one of the four pressure 
switches monitoring main turbine automatic stop oil 
pressure. An open indication will be provided to the RPS on 
a turbine trip. Contact buffers in each protective channel 
continuously monitor the status of the contact inputs and 
initiate an RPS trip when a main turbine trip is indicated.  

Feedwater Pump Hydraulic Oil Pressure 

Feedwater Pump Hydraulic Oil Pressure is an input to the 
Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps (Hydraulic Oil Pressure) trip, 
Function 10. Hydraulic Oil pressure is measured by four 
switches on each feedwater pump. One switch on each pump, 
connected in series with a switch on the other MFW pump, is 
associated with each protective channel.  

(continued) 
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

BACKGROUND RPS Bypasses 
(continued) 

The RPS is designed with three types of bypasses: dummy 
bistable, channel bypass and shutdown bypass.  

The dummy bistable provides a method of placing one or more 
functions in a RPS protective channel in a bypassed 
condition, the channel bypass provides a method of placing 
all Functions in one RPS protective channel in a bypassed 
condition, and shutdown bypass provides a method of leaving 
the safety rods withdrawn during cooldown and 
depressurization of the RCS. Each bypass is discussed next.  

Dummy Bistable 

The dummy bistable is used to bypass one or more functions 
(bistable trips) associated with one RPS Channel. A dummy 
bistable is used if a parameter in an RPS channel fails and 
causes that channel to trip. Dummy bistables may be used in 
only one RPS channel at a time. Also, if an RPS channel is 
bypassed, no other RPS channel may contain a dummy bistable.  
Inserting a dummy bistable in the place of a failed 
(tripped) bistable allows the RPS channels to be reset, thus 
allowing the remainder of the functions in that RPS channel 
to be returned to service. This is more conservative than 
manually bypassing the entire RPS channel. The trip 
functions in an RPS channel with a dummy bistable are not 
considered OPERABLE.  

Channel Bypass 

A channel bypass provision is provided to allow for 
maintenance and testing of the RPS. The use of channel 
bypass keeps the protective channel trip relay energized 
regardless of the status of the instrumentation channel of 
the bistable relay contacts. To place a protective channel 
in channel bypass, the other channels must not be in channel 
bypass or otherwise inoperable. This can be verified by 
observing alarms/indicator lights. This is administratively 
controlled by having only one manual bypass key available 
for each unit. All RPS trips are reduced to a 
two-out-of-three logic in channel bypass.  

(continued) 
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BACKGROUND Shutdown Bypass 
(continued) 

During unit cooldown and heatup, it is desirable to leave 
the safety rods at least partially withdrawn to provide 
shutdown capabilities in the event of unusual positive 
reactivity additions (moderator dilution, etc.).  

However, the unit is also depressurized as coolant 
temperature is decreased. If the safety rods are withdrawn 
and coolant pressure is decreased, an RCS Low Pressure trip 
will occur at 1800 psig and the rods will fall into the 
core. To avoid this, the protective system allows the 
operator to bypass the low pressure trip and maintain 
shutdown capabilities. During the cooldown and 
depressurization, the safety rods are inserted prior to the 
low pressure trip of 1800 psig. The RCS pressure is 
decreased to less than 1720 psig, then each RPS channel is 
placed in shutdown bypass.  

In shutdown bypass, a normally closed contact opens when the 
operator closes the shutdown bypass key switch. This action 
bypasses the RCS Low Pressure trip, Nuclear Overpower 
Flux/Flow Imbalance trip, Reactor Coolant Pump to Power 
trip, and the RCS Variable Low Pressure trip, and inserts a 
new RCS High Pressure, 1720 psig trip. The operator can now 
withdraw the safety rods for additional rapidly insertable 
negative reactivity.  

The insertion of the new high pressure trip performs two 
functions. First, with a trip setpoint of 1720 psig, the 
bistable prevents operation at normal system pressure, 
2155 psig, with a portion of the RPS bypassed. The second 
function is to ensure that the bypass is removed prior to 
normal operation. When the RCS pressure is increased during 
a unit heatup, the safety rods are inserted prior to 
reaching 1720 psig. The shutdown bypass is removed, which 
returns the RPS to normal, and system pressure is increased 
to greater than 1800 psig. The safety rods are then 
withdrawn and remain at the full out condition for the rest 
of the heatup.  

(continued) 
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BACKGROUND Shutdown Bypass (continued) 

In addition to the Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure trip, 
the high flux trip setpoint is administratively reduced to 
5 5% RTP prior to placing the RPS in shutdown bypass. This 
provides a backup to the Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure 
trip and allows low power physics testing while preventing 
the generation of any significant amount of power.  

Module Interlock and Test Trip Relay 

Each channel and each trip module is capable of being 
individually tested. When a module is placed into the test 
mode, it causes the test trip relay to open and to indicate 
an RPS channel trip. Under normal conditions, the channel 
to be tested is placed in bypass before a module is tested.  
Each trip module is electrically interlocked to the other 
three trip modules. Removal of a trip module will indicate 
a tripped channel in the remaining trip modules.  

Trip Setpoints/Allowable Value 

The trip setpoints are the normal values at which the 
bistables are set. Any bistable is considered to be 
properly adjusted when the "as left" value is within the 
band for CHANNEL CALIBRATION accuracy.  

The trip setpoints used in the bistables are based on the 
analytical limits stated in UFSAR, Chapter 15 (Ref. 2). The 
selection of these trip setpoints is such that adequate 
protection is provided when all sensor and processing time 
delays are taken into account. To allow for calibration 
tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties, instrument drift, 
and severe environment errors for those RPS channels that 
must function in harsh environments as defined by 
10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 3), the Allowable Values specified in 
Table 3.3.1-1 in the accompanying LCO are conservatively 
adjusted with respect to the analytical limits. A detailed 
description of the methodology used to calculate the trip 
setpoints, including their explicit uncertainties, is 
provided in Reference 4. The actual nominal trip setpoint 
entered into the bistable is more conservative than that 
specified by the Allowable Value to account for changes in 
random measurement errors detectable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 

(continued) 
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BACKGROUND Trip Setpoints/Allowable Value (continued) 
(continued) 

TEST. One example of such a change in measurement error is 
drift during the Surveillance Frequency. A channel is 
inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not within its 
required Allowable Value.  

Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value ensure that 
the limits of Chapter 2.0, "Safety Limits," in the Technical 
Specifications are not violated during anticipated 
transients and that the consequences of accidents will be 
acceptable, providing the unit is operated from within the 
LCOs at the onset of the anticipated transient or accident 
and the equipment functions as designed. Note that in 
LCO 3.3.1 the Allowable Values listed in Table 3.3.1-1 for 
Functions 1 through 8 and 11 are the LSSS.  

Each channel can be tested online to verify that the 
setpoint accuracy is within the specified allowance 
requirements. Once a designated channel is taken out of 
service for testing, a simulated signal is injected in place 
of the field instrument signal. Surveillances for the 
channels are specified in the SR section.  

The Allowable Values listed in Table 3.3.1-1 are based on 
the methodology described in Reference 4, which incorporates 
all of the known uncertainties applicable for each channel.  
The magnitudes of those uncertainties are factored into the 
determination of each trip setpoint. All field sensors and 
signal processing equipment for these channels are assumed 
to operate within the allowances of these uncertainty 
magnitudes.  

APPLICABLE Each of the analyzed accidents and transients can be 
SAFETY ANALYSES, detected by one or more RPS Functions. The accident 
LCO, and analysis contained in the UFSAR, Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), takes 
APPLICABILITY credit for most RPS trip Functions. Functions not 

specifically credited in the accident analysis were 
qualitatively credited in the safety analysis and the NRC 
staff approved licensing basis for the unit. These 
Functions are high RB pressure, high RCS temperature, 
turbine trip, and loss of main feedwater. These Functions 
may provide protection for conditions that do not require 
dynamic transient analysis to demonstrate Function 

(continued) 
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APPLICABLE performance. These Functions also serve as backups to 
SAFETY ANALYSES, Functions that were credited in the safety analysis.  
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY The LCO requires all instrumentation performing an RPS 

(continued) Function to be OPERABLE. Failure of any instrument renders 
the affected channel(s) inoperable and reduces the 
reliability of the affected Functions. The three channels 
of each Function in Table 3.3.1-1 of the RPS instrumentation 
shall be OPERABLE during its specified Applicability to 
ensure that a reactor trip will be actuated if needed.  
Additionally, during shutdown bypass with any CRD trip 
breaker closed, the applicable RPS Functions must also be 
available. This ensures the capability to trip the 
withdrawn CONTROL RODS exists at all times that rod motion 
is possible. The trip Function channels specified in 
Table 3.3.1-1 are considered OPERABLE when all channel 
components necessary to provide a reactor trip are 
functional and in service for the required MODE or Other 
Specified Condition listed in Table 3.3.1-1.  

Only the Allowable Values are specified for each RPS trip 
Function in the LCO. Nominal trip setpoints are specified 
in the setpoint calculations. The nominal setpoints are 
selected to ensure that the setpoint measured by CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TESTS does not exceed the Allowable Value if the 
bistable is performing as required. Operation with a trip 
setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip setpoint, 
but within its Allowable Value, is acceptable provided that 
operation and testing are consistent with the assumptions of 
the setpoint calculations. Each allowable Value specified 
is more conservative than instrument uncertainties 
appropriate to the trip Function. These uncertainties are 
defined in Reference 4.  

For most RPS Functions, the trip setpoint Allowable Value is 
to ensure that the departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) or 
RCS pressure SLs are not challenged. Cycle specific values 
for use during operation are contained in the COLR.  

Certain RPS trips function to indirectly protect the SLs by 
detecting specific conditions that do not immediately 
challenge SLs but will eventually lead to challenge if no 
action is taken. These trips function to minimize the unit 
transients caused by the specific conditions. The Allowable 
Value for these Functions is selected at the minimum 
deviation from normal values that will indicate the 
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APPLICABLE condition, without risking spurious trips due to normal 
SAFETY ANALYSES, fluctuations in the measured parameter.  
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY The Allowable Values for bypass removal Functions are stated 

(continued) in the Applicable MODE or Other Specified Condition column 
of Table 3.3.1-1.  

The safety analyses applicable to each RPS Function are 
discussed next.  

1. Nuclear Overpower 

a. Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint 

The Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip 
provides protection for the design thermal 
overpower condition based on the measured out of 
core neutron leakage flux.  

The Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip 
initiates a reactor trip when the neutron power 
reaches a predefined setpoint at the design 
overpower limit. Because THERMAL POWER lags the 
neutron power, tripping when the neutron power 
reaches the design overpower will limit THERMAL 
POWER to prevent exceeding acceptable fuel damage 
limits.  

Thus, the Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip 
protects against violation of the DNBR and fuel 
centerline melt SLs. However, the RCS Variable 
Low Pressure, and Nuclear Overpower Flux/Flow 
Imbalance, provide more direct protection. The 
role of the Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip 
is to limit reactor THERMAL POWER below the 
highest power at which the other two trips are 
known to provide protection.  

The Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip also 
provides transient protection for rapid positive 
reactivity excursions during power operations.  
These events include the rod withdrawal accident 
and the rod ejection accident. By providing a 
trip during these events, the Nuclear 
Overpower-High Setpoint trip protects the unit 

(continued) 
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APPLICABLE a. Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint (continued) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and from excessive power levels and also serves to 
APPLICABILITY limit reactor power to prevent violation of the 

RCS pressure SL.  

Rod withdrawal accident analyses cover a large 
spectrum of reactivity insertion rates (rod 
worths), which exhibit slow and rapid rates of 
power increases. At high reactivity insertion 
rates, the Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip 
provides the primary protection. At low 
reactivity insertion rates, the high pressure 
trip provides primary protection.  

b. Nuclear Overpower-Low Setpoint 

Prior to initiating shutdown bypass, the Nuclear 
Overpower-Low Setpoint trip must be reduced to 
5 5% RTP. The low power setpoint, in conjunction 
with the lower Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure 
setpoint, ensure that the unit is protected from 
excessive power conditions when other RPS trips 
are bypassed.  

The setpoint Allowable Value was chosen to be as 
low as practical and still lie within the range 
of the out of core instrumentation.  

2. RCS High Outlet Temperature 

The RCS High Outlet Temperature trip, in conjunction 
with the RCS Low Pressure and RCS Variable Low 
Pressure trips, provides protection for the DNBR SL.  
A trip is initiated whenever the reactor vessel outlet 
temperature approaches the conditions necessary for 
DNB. Portions of each RCS High Outlet Temperature 
trip channel are common with the RCS Variable Low 
Pressure trip. The RCS High Outlet Temperature trip 
provides steady state protection for the DNBR SL.  

(continued) 
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APPLICABLE 2. RCS High Outlet Temperature (continued) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and The RCS High Outlet Temperature trip limits the 
APPLICABILITY maximum RCS temperature to below the highest value for 

which DNB protection by the Variable Low Pressure trip 
is ensured. The trip setpoint Allowable Value is 
selected to ensure that a trip occurs before hot leg 
temperatures reach the point beyond which the RCS Low 
Pressure and Variable Low Pressure trips are analyzed.  
Above the high temperature trip, the variable low 
pressure trip need not provide protection, because the 
unit would have tripped already. The setpoint 
Allowable Value does not reflect errors induced by 
harsh environmental conditions that the equipment is 
expected to experience because the trip is not 
required to mitigate accidents that create harsh 
conditions in the RB.  

3. RCS High Pressure 

The RCS High Pressure trip works in conjunction with 
the pressurizer and main steam relief valves to 
prevent RCS overpressurization, thereby protecting the 
RCS High Pressure SL.  

The RCS High Pressure trip has been credited in the 
transient analysis calculations for slow positive 
reactivity insertion transients (rod withdrawal 
transients and moderator dilution). The rod 
withdrawal transient covers a large spectrum of 
reactivity insertion rates and rod worths that exhibit 
slow and rapid rates of power increases. At high 
reactivity insertion rates, the Nuclear Overpower-High 
Setpoint trip provides the primary protection. At low 
reactivity insertion rates, the RCS High Pressure trip 
provides the primary protection.  

The setpoint Allowable Value is selected to ensure 
that the RCS High Pressure SL is not challenged during 
steady state operation or slow power increasing 
transients. The setpoint Allowable Value does not 
reflect errors induced by harsh environmental 
conditions because the equipment is not required to 
mitigate accidents that create harsh conditions in the 
RB.  

(continued) 
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APPLICABLE 4. RCS Low Pressure 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and The RCS Low Pressure trip, in conjunction with the RCS 
APPLICABILITY High Outlet Temperature and Variable Low Pressure 

(continued) trips, provides protection for the DNBR SL. A trip is 
initiated whenever the system pressure approaches the 
conditions necessary for DNB. The RCS Low Pressure 
trip provides DNB low pressure limit for the RCS 
Variable Low Pressure trip.  

The RCS Low Pressure setpoint Allowable Value is 
selected to ensure that a reactor trip occurs before 
RCS pressure is reduced below the lowest point at 
which the RCS Variable Low Pressure trip is analyzed.  
The RCS Low Pressure trip provides protection for 
primary system depressurization events and has been 
credited in the accident analysis calculations for 
small break loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs) and main 
steam line break (MSLB) accidents. Harsh RB 
conditions created by small break LOCAs cannot affect 
performance of the RCS pressure sensors and 
transmitters within the time frame for a reactor trip.  
Therefore, degraded environmental conditions are not 
considered in the Allowable Value determination.  

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure 

The RCS Variable Low Pressure trip, in conjunction 
with the RCS High Outlet Temperature and RCS Low 
Pressure trips, provides protection for the DNBR SL.  
A trip is initiated whenever the system parameters of 
pressure and temperature approach the conditions 
necessary for DNB. The RCS Variable Low Pressure trip 
provides a floating low pressure trip based on the RCS 
High Outlet Temperature within the range specified by 
the RCS High Outlet Temperature and RCS Low Pressure 
trips.  

The RCS Variable Low Pressure setpoint Allowable Value 
is selected to ensure that a trip occurs when 
temperature and pressure approach the conditions 
necessary for DNB while operating in a temperature 
pressure region constrained by the low pressure and 
high temperature trips. The RCS Variable Low Pressure 
trip is assumed for transient protection in the unit 
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APPLICABLE 5. RCS Variable Low Pressure (continued) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and safety analysis but does not affect the limiting 
APPLICABILITY cases; therefore, determination of the setpoint 

Allowable Value does not account for errors induced by 
a harsh RB environment.  

6. Reactor Building High Pressure 

The Reactor Building High Pressure trip provides an 
early indication of a high energy line break (HELB) 
inside the RB. By detecting changes in the RB 
pressure, the RPS can provide a reactor trip before 
the other system parameters have varied significantly.  
Thus, this trip acts to minimize accident 
consequences. It also provides a backup for RPS trip 
instruments exposed to an RB HELB environment.  

The Allowable Value for RB High Pressure trip is set 
at the lowest value consistent with avoiding spurious 
trips during normal operation. The electronic 
components of the RB High Pressure trip are located in 
an area that is not exposed to high temperature steam 
environments during HELB transients inside 
containment. The components are exposed to high 
radiation conditions. Therefore, the determination of 
the setpoint Allowable Value accounts for errors 
induced by the high radiation.  

7. Reactor Coolant Pump to Power 

The Reactor Coolant Pump to Power trip provides 
protection for changes in the reactor coolant flow due 
to the loss of multiple RCPs. Because the flow 
reduction lags loss of power indications due to the 
inertia of the RCPs, the trip initiates protective 
action earlier than a trip based on a measured flow 
signal.  

The Reactor Coolant Pump to Power trip has been 
credited in the accident analysis calculations for the 
loss of more than two RCPs.  

(continued) 
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APPLICABLE 7. Reactor Coolant Pump to Power (continued) 
SAFETY ANALYSIS, 
LCO, and The Allowable Value for the Reactor Coolant Pump to 
APPLICABILITY Power trip setpoint is selected to prevent normal 

power operation unless at least three RCPs are 
operating. RCP status is monitored by power 
transducers on each pump. These relays indicate a 
loss of an RCP on underpower. The underpower setpoint 
is selected to reliably trip on loss of voltage to the 
RCPs. Neither the reactor power nor the pump power 
setpoint account for instrumentation errors caused by 
harsh environments because the trip Function is not 
required to respond to events that could create harsh 
environments around the equipment.  

8. Nuclear Overpower Flux/Flow Imbalance 

The Nuclear Overpower Flux/Flow Imbalance trip 
provides steady state protection for the power 
imbalance SLs. A reactor trip is initiated prior to 
the core power, AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, and reactor 
coolant flow conditions exceeding the DNB or fuel 
centerline temperature limits.  

This trip supplements the protection provided by the 
Reactor Coolant Pump to Power trip, through the power 
to flow ratio, for loss of reactor coolant flow 
events. The power to flow ratio provides direct 
protection for the DNBR SL for the loss of one or more 
RCPs and for locked RCP rotor accidents.  

The power to flow ratio of the Nuclear Overpower 
Flux/Flow Imbalance trip also provides steady state 
protection to prevent reactor power from exceeding the 
allowable power when the primary system flow rate is 
less than full four pump flow. Thus, the power to 
flow ratio prevents overpower conditions similar to 
the Nuclear Overpower trip. This protection ensures 
that during reduced flow conditions the core power is 
maintained below that required to begin DNB.  

The Allowable Value is selected to ensure that a trip 
occurs when the core power, axial power peaking, and 
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APPLICABLE 8. Nuclear Overpower Flux/Flow Imbalance (continued) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and reactor coolant flow conditions indicate an approach 
APPLICABILITY to DNB or fuel centerline temperature limits. By 

measuring reactor coolant flow and by tripping only 
when conditions approach an SL, the unit can operate 
with the loss of one pump from a four pump initial 
condition at power levels at least as low as 
approximately 80% RTP. The Allowable Value for the 
Function is given in the unit COLR because the cycle 
specific core peaking changes affect the Allowable 
Value.  

9. Main Turbine Trip (Hydraulic Fluid Pressure) 

The Main Turbine Trip Function trips the reactor when 
the main turbine is lost at high power levels. The 
Main Turbine Trip Function provides an early reactor 
trip in anticipation of the loss of heat sink 
associated with a turbine trip. The Main Turbine Trip 
Function was added to the B&W designed units in 
accordance with NUREG-0737 (Ref. 5) following the 
Three Mile Island Unit 2 accident. The trip lowers 
the probability of an RCS power operated relief valve 
(PORV) actuation for turbine trip cases. This trip is 
activated at higher power levels, thereby limiting the 
range through which the Integrated Control System must 
provide an automatic runback on a turbine trip.  

Each of the four turbine hydraulic fluid pressure 
switches feeds one protective channel through buffers 
that continuously monitor the status of the contacts.  

For the Main Turbine Trip (Hydraulic Fluid Pressure) 
bistable, the Allowable Value of 800 psig is selected 
to provide a trip whenever main turbine hydraulic 
fluid pressure drops below the normal operating range.  
To ensure that the trip is enabled as required by the 
LCO, the reactor power bypass is set with an Allowable 
Value of 30% RTP. The turbine trip is not required to 
protect against events that can create a harsh 
environment in the turbine building. Therefore, 
errors induced by harsh environments are not included 
in the determination of the setpoint Allowable Value.  
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APPLICABLE 10. Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps (Hydraulic Oil Pressure) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and The Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps (Hydraulic Oil 
APPLICABILITY Pressure) trip provides a reactor trip at high power 

(continued) levels when both MFW pumps are lost. The trip 
provides an early reactor trip in anticipation of the 
loss of heat sink associated with the LOMF. This trip 
was added in accordance with NUREG-0737 (Ref. 5) 
following the Three Mile Island Unit 2 accident. This 
trip provides a reactor trip at high power levels for 
a LOMF to minimize challenges to the PORV.  

For the feedwater pump hydraulic oil pressure 
bistables, the Allowable Value of 75 psig is selected 
to provide a trip whenever feedwater pump hydraulic 
oil pressure drops below the normal operating range.  
To ensure that the trip is enabled as required by the 
LCO, the reactor power bypass is set with an Allowable 
Value of 2% RTP. The Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps 
(Hydraulic Oil Pressure) trip is not required to 
protect against events that can create a harsh 
environment in the turbine building. Therefore, 
errors caused by harsh environments are not included 
in the determination of the setpoint Allowable Value.  

11. Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure 

The RPS Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure is provided 
to allow for withdrawing the CONTROL RODS prior to 
reaching the normal RCS Low Pressure trip setpoint.  
The shutdown bypass provides trip protection during 
deboration and RCS heatup by allowing the operator to 
at least partially withdraw the safety groups of 
CONTROL RODS. This makes their negative reactivity 
available to terminate inadvertent reactivity 
excursions. Use of the shutdown bypass trip requires 
that the neutron power trip setpoint be reduced to 5% 
of full power or less. The Shutdown Bypass RCS High 
Pressure trip forces a reactor trip to occur whenever 
the unit switches from power operation to shutdown 
bypass or vice versa. This ensures that the CONTROL 
RODS are all inserted before power operation can 
begin. The operator is required to remove the 
shutdown bypass, reset the Nuclear Overpower-High 
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APPLICABLE 11. Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure (continued) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and Power trip setpoint, and again withdraw 
APPLICABILITY the safety group rods before proceeding with startup.  

Accidents analyzed in the UFSAR, Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), 
do not describe events that occur during shutdown 
bypass operation, because the consequences of these 
events are enveloped by the events presented in the 
UFSAR.  

During shutdown bypass operation with the Shutdown 
Bypass RCS High Pressure trip active with a setpoint 
of a 1720 psig and the Nuclear Overpower-Low Setpoint 
set at or below 5% RTP, the trips listed below can be 
bypassed. Under these conditions, the Shutdown Bypass 
RCS High Pressure trip and the Nuclear Overpower-Low 
Setpoint trip act to prevent unit conditions from 
reaching a point where actuation of these Functions is 
necessary.  

1.a Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint; 

3. RCS High Pressure; 

4. RCS Low Pressure; 

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure; 

7. Reactor Coolant Pump to Power; and 

8. Nuclear Overpower Flux/Flow Imbalance.  

The Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure Function's 
Allowable Value is selected to ensure a trip occurs 
before producing THERMAL POWER.  

General Discussion 

The RPS satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 8).  

In MODES 1 and 2, the following trips shall be OPERABLE 
because the reactor can be critical in these MODES. These 
trips are designed to take the reactor subcritical to 
maintain the SLs during anticipated transients and to 
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APPLICABLE General Discussion (continued) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and assist the ESPS in providing acceptable consequences during 
APPLICABILITY accidents.  

la. Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint; 

2. RCS High Outlet Temperature; 

3. RCS High Pressure; 

4. RCS Low Pressure; 

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure; 

6. Reactor Building High Pressure; 

7. Reactor Coolant Pump to Power; and 

8. Nuclear Overpower Flux/Flow Imbalance.  

Functions 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8 just listed may be bypassed 
in MODE 2 when RCS pressure is below 1720 psig, provided 
the Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure and the Nuclear 
Overpower-Low setpoint trip are placed in operation.  
Under these conditions, the Shutdown Bypass RCS High 
Pressure trip and the Nuclear Overpower-Low setpoint trip 
act to prevent unit conditions from reaching a point where 
actuation of these Functions is necessary.  

In MODE 3 when not operating in shutdown bypass but with 
any CRD trip breaker in the closed position and the CRD 
system capable of rod withdrawal, the Nuclear 
Overpower-High Setpoint trip and the RCS High Pressure 
trip are required to be OPERABLE.  

Two Functions are required to be only OPERABLE during 
portions of MODE 1. These are the Main Turbine Trip 
(Hydraulic Fluid Pressure) and the Loss of Main Feedwater 
Pumps (Hydraulic Oil Pressure) trip. These Functions are 
required to be OPERABLE at : 30% RTP and 2: 2% RTP, 
respectively. Analyses presented in BAW-1893 (Ref. 6) have 
shown that for operation below these power levels, these 
trips are not necessary to minimize challenges to the PORVs 
as required by NUREG-0737 (Ref. 5).  

(continued) 
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APPLICABLE General Discussion (continued) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and Because the safety function of the RPS is to trip the 
APPLICABILITY CONTROL RODS, the RPS is not required to be OPERABLE in 

MODE 3, 4, or 5 if either the reactor trip breakers are 
open, or the CRD System is incapable of rod withdrawal.  
Similarly, the RPS is not required to be OPERABLE in MODE 6 
because the CONTROL RODS are normally decoupled from the 
CRDs.  

However, in MODE 2, 3, 4, or 5, the Shutdown Bypass RCS 
High Pressure and Nuclear Overpower-Low setpoint trips are 
required to be OPERABLE if the CRD trip breakers are closed 
and the CRD System is capable of rod withdrawal. Under 
these conditions, the Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure and 
Nuclear Overpower-Low setpoint trips are sufficient to 
prevent an approach to conditions that could challenge SLs.  

ACTIONS Conditions A and B are applicable to all RPS protective 
Functions. If a channel's trip setpoint is found 
nonconservative with respect to the required Allowable 
Value in Table 3.3.1-1, or the transmitter, instrument 
loop, signal processing electronics or bistable is found 
inoperable, the channel must be declared inoperable and 
Condition A entered immediately.  

A.1 

For Required Action A.1, if one or more Functions in a 
required protective channel becomes inoperable, the 
affected protective channel must be placed in trip. This 
Required Action places all RPS Functions in a 
one-out-of-two logic configuration. The "non-required" 
channel is placed in bypass when the required inoperable 
channel is placed in trip to prevent bypass of a second 
required channel. In this configuration, the RPS can still 
perform its safety functions in the presence of a random 
failure of any single Channel. The 1 hour Completion Time 
is sufficient time to perform Required Action A.1.  

(continued) 
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ACTIONS 8.1 
(continued) 

Required Action B.1 directs entry into the appropriate 
Condition referenced in Table 3.3.1-1. The applicable 
Condition referenced in the table is Function dependent.  
If the Required Action and the associated Completion Time 
of Condition A are not met or if more than two channels are 
inoperable, Condition B is entered to provide for transfer 
to the appropriate subsequent Condition.  

C.1 and C.2 

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Condition A are not met and Table 3.3.1-1 directs entry 
into Condition C, the unit must be brought to a MODE in 
which the specified RPS trip Functions are not required to 
be OPERABLE. The allowed Completion Time of 12 hours is 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and to open 
all CRD trip breakers without challenging unit systems.  

D.1 

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Condition A are not met and Table 3.3.1-1 directs entry 
into Condition D, the unit must be brought to a MODE in 
which the specified RPS trip Functions are not required to 
be OPERABLE. To achieve this status, all CRD trip breakers 
must be opened. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to open CRD trip 
breakers without challenging unit systems.  

E.1 

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Condition A are not met and Table 3.3.1-1 directs entry 
into Condition E, the unit must be brought to a MODE in 
which the specified RPS trip Function is not required to be 

(continued) 
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ACTIONS E.1 (continued) 

OPERABLE. To achieve this status, THERMAL POWER must be 
reduced < 30% RTP. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours 
is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach 
30% RTP from full power conditions in an orderly manner 
without challenging unit systems.  

F.1 

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Condition A are not met and Table 3.3.1-1 directs entry 
into Condition F, the unit must be brought to a MODE in 
which the specified RPS trip Function is not required to be 
OPERABLE. To achieve this status, THERMAL POWER must be 
reduced < 2% RTP. The allowed Completion Time of 12 hours 
is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach 
2% RTP from full power conditions in an orderly manner 
without challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for each RPS Function are identified by the SRs 
REQUIREMENTS column of Table 3.3.1-1 for that Function. Most Functions 

are subject to CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, and 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION testing.  

The SRs are modified by a Note. The Note directs the 
reader to Table 3.3.1-1 to determine the correct SRs to 
perform for each RPS Function.  

SR 3.3.1.1 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours 
ensures that a gross failure of instrumentation has not 
occurred. A CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the 
parameter indicated on one channel to a similar parameter 
on other channels. It is based on the assumption that 
instrument channels monitoring the same parameter should 
read approximately the same value. Significant deviations 
between two instrument channels could be an indication of 

(continued) 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of 
something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect 
gross channel failure; therefore, it is key in verifying 
that the instrumentation continues to operate properly 
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

Agreement criteria are determined based on a combination of 
the channel instrument uncertainties, including isolation, 
indication, and readability. If a channel is outside the 
criteria, it may be an indication that the transmitter or 
the signal processing equipment has drifted outside its 
limit. If the channels are within the criteria, it is an 
indication that the channels are OPERABLE. If the channels 
are normally off scale during times when surveillance is 
required, the CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that they are 
off scale in the same direction. Off scale low current 
loop channels are verified to be reading at the bottom of 
the range and not failed downscale.  

The Frequency, equivalent to once every shift, is based on 
operating experience that demonstrates channel failure is 
rare. Since the probability of two random failures in 
redundant channels in any 12 hour period is extremely low, 
the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of 
protective function due to failure of redundant channels.  
The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal but more frequent 
checks of channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use 
of the displays associated with the LCO's required 
channels.  

For Functions that trip on a combination of several 
measurements, such as the Nuclear Overpower Flux/Flow 
Imbalance Function, the CHANNEL CHECK must be performed on 
each input.  

SR 3.3.1.2 

This SR is the performance of a heat balance calibration 
for the power range channels every 24 hours when reactor 
power is > 15% RTP. The heat balance calibration consists 
of a comparison of the results of the calorimetric with the 
power range channel output. The outputs of the power range 

(continued 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.2 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

channels are normalized to the calorimetric. If the 
calorimetric exceeds the Nuclear Instrumentation System 
(NIS) channel output by : 2% RTP, the NIS is not declared 
inoperable but must be adjusted. If the NIS channel cannot 
be properly adjusted, the channel is declared inoperable.  
A Note clarifies that this Surveillance is required to be 
performed only if reactor power is : 15% RTP and that 
24 hours is allowed for performing the first Surveillance 
after reaching 15% RTP. At lower power levels, 
calorimetric data are less accurate.  

The power range channel's output shall be adjusted 
consistent with the calorimetric results if the 
calorimetric exceeds the power range channel's output by 
: 2% RTP. The value of 2% is adequate because this value 
is assumed in the safety analyses of UFSAR, Chapter 15 
(Ref. 2). These checks and, if necessary, the adjustment 
of the power range channels ensure that channel accuracy is 
maintained within the analyzed error margins. The 24 hour 
Frequency is adequate, based on unit operating experience, 
which demonstrates the change in the difference between the 
power range indication and the calorimetric results rarely 
exceeds a small fraction of 2% in any 24 hour period.  
Furthermore, the control room operators monitor redundant 
indications and alarms to detect deviations in channel 
outputs.  

SR 3.3.1.3 

A comparison of power range nuclear instrumentation 
channels against incore detectors shall be performed at a 
31 day Frequency when reactor power is t 15% RTP. A Note 
clarifies that 24 hours is allowed for performing the first 
Surveillance after reaching 15% RTP. If the absolute 
difference between the power range and incore measurements 
is : 2% RTP, the power range channel is not inoperable, but 
a calibration that adjusts the measured imbalance to agree 
with the incore measurements is necessary. If the power 
range channel cannot be properly recalibrated, the channel 
is declared inoperable. The calculation of the Allowable 
Value envelope assumes a difference in out of core to 
incore measurements of 2.5%. Additional inaccuracies 
beyond those that are measured are also included in the 

(continued) 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.3 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

setpoint envelope calculation. The 31 day Frequency is 
adequate, considering that long term drift of the excore 
linear amplifiers is small and burnup of the detectors is 
slow. Also, the excore readings are a strong function of 
the power produced in the peripheral fuel bundles, and do 
not represent an integrated reading across the core. The 
slow changes in neutron flux during the fuel cycle can also 
be detected at this interval.  

SR 3.3.1.4 

This SR calibrates the power range channel output to the 
calorimetric coincident with the imbalance output being 
calibrated to the imbalance condition determined by the 
incore neutron detector system. A Note clarifies that this 
Surveillance is required to be performed only if reactor 
power is > 15% RTP and that 24 hours is allowed for 
performing the first Surveillance after reaching 15% RTP.  
At lower power levels, calorimetric data are less accurate.  

The 31 day Frequency specified for the Nuclear Overpower 
trip string considers drift determined using the 
methodology of Reference 4. Furthermore, operating 
experience shows the reliability of the trip string is 
acceptable when calibrated on this interval.  

SR 3.3.1.5 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required RPS 
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the 
intended function. Setpoints must be found within the 
Allowable Values specified in Table 3.3.1-1. Any setpoint 
adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions of the 
current setpoint analysis.  

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and 
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the 
surveillance interval extension analysis. The requirements 
for this review are outlined in BAW-10167 (Ref. 7).  

(continued) 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.5 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

The Frequency of 45 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is 
consistent with the calculations of Reference 7 that 
indicate the RPS retains a high level of reliability for 
this test interval.  

SR 3.3.1.6 

A Note to the Surveillance indicates that neutron detectors 
are excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION. This Note is 
necessary because of the difficulty in generating an 
appropriate detector input signal. Excluding the detectors 
is acceptable because the principles of detector operation 
ensure virtually instantaneous response.  

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 
channel, including the sensor. The test verifies that the 
channel responds to the measured parameter within the 
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves 
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift to 
ensure that the instrument channel remains operational 
between successive tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall find 
that measurement errors and bistable setpoint errors are 
within the assumptions of the setpoint analysis. CHANNEL 
CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the 
assumptions of the setpoint analysis. Whenever a sensing 
element is replaced, the next required CHANNEL CALIBRATION 
of the resistance temperature detectors (RTD)sensors is 
accomplished by an inplace cross calibration that compares 
the other sensing elements with the recently installed 
sensing element.  

The Frequency is justified by the assumption of an 18 month 
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude 
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 7.  

2. UFSAR, Chapter 15.  

3. 10 CFR 50.49.  

(continued) 
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REFERENCES 4. EDM-102, "Instrument Setpoint/Uncertainty 
(continued) Calculations." 

5. NUREG-0737, "Clarification of TMI Action Plan 
Requirements," November 1979.  

6. BAW-1893, "Basis for Raising Arming Threshold for 
Anticipating Reactor Trip on Turbine Trip," 
October 1985.  

7. BAW-10167, May 1986.  

8. 10 CFR 50.36.  
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.2 Reactor Protective System (RPS) Manual Reactor Trip 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The RPS Manual Reactor Trip provides the operator with the 
capability to trip the reactor from the control room.  
Manual trip is provided by a trip push button on the main 
control board. This push button operates four electrically 
independent switch contacts, one for each train. This trip 
is independent of the automatic trip system. As shown in 
Figure 7.1, UFSAR, Chapter 7 (Ref. 1), power for the control 
rod drive (CRD) breaker undervoltage coils and contactor 
coils comes from the reactor trip modules (RTMs). The 
manual trip switch contacts are located between the RTM 
output and the breaker undervoltage coils. Opening of the 
switch contacts opens the lines to the breakers, tripping 
them. The switch contacts also energize the breaker shunt 
trip mechanisms. There is a separate switch contact in 
series, with the output of each of the four RTMs. All 
switch contacts are actuated through a mechanical linkage 
from a single push button.  

APPLICABLE The Manual Reactor Trip ensures that the control room 
SAFETY ANALYSES operator can initiate a reactor trip at any time. The 

Manual Reactor Trip Function is required as a backup to the 
automatic trip functions and allows operators to shut down 
the reactor.  

The Manual Reactor Trip Function satisfies Criterion 3 of 
10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2).  

LCO The LCO on the RPS Manual Reactor Trip requires that the 
trip shall be OPERABLE whenever the reactor is critical or 
any time any control rod breaker is closed and rods are 
capable of being withdrawn, including shutdown bypass. This 
enables the operator to terminate any event that in the 
operator's judgment requires protective action, even if no 
automatic trip condition exists.  

(continued) 
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LCO The Manual Reactor Trip Function is composed of four 
(continued) electrically independent trip switch contacts sharing a 

common mechanical push button.  

APPLICABILITY The Manual Reactor Trip Function is required to be OPERABLE 
in MODES 1 and 2. It is also required to be OPERABLE in 
MODES 3, 4, and 5 if any CRD trip breaker is in the closed 
position and if the CRD System is capable of rod withdrawal.  
The safety function of the RPS is to trip the CONTROL RODS; 
therefore, the Manual Reactor Trip Function is not needed in 
MODE 3, 4, or 5 if either the reactor trip breakers are open 
or if the CRD System is incapable of rod withdrawal.  
Similarly, the RPS Manual Reactor Trip is not needed in 
MODE 6 because the CONTROL RODS are normally decoupled from 
the CRDs.  

ACTIONS A.1 

Condition A applies when the Manual Reactor Trip Function is 
found inoperable. One hour is allowed to restore Function 
to OPERABLE status. The automatic functions and various 
alternative manual trip methods, such as removing power to 
the RTMs, are still available. The 1 hour Completion Time 
is sufficient time to correct minor problems.  

B.1 and B.2

With the Required Action and associated Completion Time not 
met in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the unit must be placed in a MODE in 
which manual trip is not required. Required Action B.1 and 
Required Action B.2 place the unit in at least MODE 3 with 
all CRD trip breakers open within 12 hours. The allowed 
Completion Time of 12 hours is reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power 
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit 
systems.  

(continued) 
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ACTIONS C.1 
(continued) 

With the Required Action and associated Completion Time not 
met in MODE 4 or 5, the unit must be placed in a MODE in 
which manual trip is not required. To achieve this status, 
all CRD trip breakers must be opened. The allowed 
Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to open all CRD trip breakers without 
challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST of the Manual Reactor Trip Function. This test 
verifies the OPERABILITY of the Manual Reactor Trip by 
actuation of the CRD trip breakers. The Frequency shall be 
once prior to each reactor startup if not performed within 
the preceding 7 days to ensure the OPERABILITY of the Manual 
Reactor Trip Function prior to achieving criticality. The 
Frequency was developed in consideration that these 
Surveillances are only performed during a unit outage.  

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 7.  

2. 10 CFR 50.36.  
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.3 Reactor Protective System (RPS)-Reactor Trip Module (RTM) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The RPS consists of four independent protection channels, 
each containing an RTM. Figure 7.1, UFSAR, Chapter 7 
(Ref. 1), shows a typical RPS protection channel and the 
relationship of the RTM to the RPS instrumentation, manual 
trip, and CONTROL ROD drive (CRD) trip devices. The RTM 
receives bistable trip signals from the functions in its own 
channel and channel trip signals from the other three 
RPS-RTMs. The RTM provides these signals to its own 
two-out-of-four trip logic and transmits its own channel 
trip signal to the two-out-of-four logic of the RTMs in the 
other three RPS channels. Whenever any two RPS channels 
transmit channel trip signals, the RTM logic in each channel 
actuates to remove 120 VAC power from its associated CRD 
trip devices.  

The RPS trip scheme consists of series contacts that are 
operated by bistables. During normal unit operations, all 
contacts are closed and the RTM channel trip relay remains 
energized. However, if any trip parameter exceeds its 
setpoint, its associated contact opens, which de-energizes 
the channel trip relay.  

When an RTM channel trip relay de-energizes, several things 
occur: 

a. Each of the four (4) output logic relays "informs" its 
associated RPS channel that a reactor trip signal has 
occurred in the tripped RPS channel; 

b. The contacts in the trip device circuitry, powered by 
the tripped channel, open, but the trip device remains 
energized through the closed contacts from the other 
RTMs. (This condition exists in each RPS-RTM. Each 
RPS-RTM controls power to a trip device.); and 

c. The contact in parallel with the channel reset switch 
opens and the trip is sealed in. To re-energize the 
channel trip relay, the channel reset switch must be 
depressed after the trip condition has cleared.  

(continued) 
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BACKGROUND When the second RPS channel senses a reactor trip condition, 
(continued) the output logic relays for the second channel de-energize 

and open contacts that supply power to the trip devices.  
With contacts opened by two separate RPS channels, power to 
the trip devices is interrupted and the CONTROL RODS fall 
into the core.  

A minimum of two out of four RTMs must sense a trip 
condition to cause a reactor trip. Also, because the 
bistable relay contacts for each function are in series with 
the channel trip relays, two channel trips caused by 
different trip functions can result in a reactor trip.  

APPLICABLE Transient and accident analyses rely on a reactor trip for 
SAFETY ANALYSES protection of reactor core integrity, reactor coolant 

pressure boundary integrity, and reactor building 
OPERABILITY. A reactor trip must occur when needed to 
prevent accident conditions from exceeding those calculated 
in the accident analyses. More detailed descriptions of the 
applicable accident analyses are found in the bases for each 
of the RPS trip Functions in LCO 3.3.1, "Reactor Protective 
System (RPS) Instrumentation." 

The RTMs satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2).  

LCO The RTM LCO requires all four RTMs to be OPERABLE. Failure 
of any RTM renders a portion of the RPS inoperable.  

An OPERABLE RTM must be able to receive and interpret trip 
signals from its own and other OPERABLE RPS channels and to 
open its associated trip device.  

The requirement of four RTMs to be OPERABLE ensures that a 
minimum of two RTMs will remain OPERABLE if a single failure 
has occurred in one RTM and if a second RTM is out of 
service. This two-out-of-four trip logic also ensures that 
a single RTM failure will not cause an unwanted reactor 
trip. Violation of this LCO could result in a trip signal 
not causing a reactor trip when needed.  

(continued) 
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APPLICABILITY The RTMs are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2. They 
are also required to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, and 5 if any 
CRD trip breakers are in the closed position and the CRD 
System is capable of rod withdrawal. The RTMs are designed 
to ensure a reactor trip would occur, if needed. This 
condition can exist in all of these MODES; therefore, the 
RTMs must be OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS A.1.1, A.1.2, and A.2 

When an RTM is inoperable, the associated CRD trip breaker 
must then be placed in a condition that is equivalent to a 
tripped condition for the RTM. Required Action A.1.1 or 
Required Action A.1.2 requires this either by tripping the 
CRD trip breaker or by removing power to the CRD trip 
device. Tripping one RTM or removing power opens one set of 
CRD trip devices. Power to hold up CONTROL RODS is still 
provided via the parallel CRD trip device(s). Therefore, a 
reactor trip will not occur until a second protection 
channel trips.  

To ensure the trip signal is registered in the other 
channels, Required Action A.2 requires that the inoperable 
RTM be removed from the cabinet. This action causes the 
electrical interlocks to indicate a tripped channel in the 
remaining three RTMs. Operation in this condition is 
allowed indefinitely because the actions put the RPS into a 
one-out-of-three configuration. The 1 hour Completion Time 
is sufficient time to perform the Required Actions.  

B.1, B.2.1, and B.2.2 

Condition B applies if two or more RTMs are inoperable or if 
the Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Condition A are not met in MODE 1, 2, or 3. In this case, 
the unit must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not 
apply. This is done by placing the unit in at least MODE 3 
with all CRD trip breakers open or with power from all CRD 
trip breakers removed within 12 hours. The allowed 
Completion Time of 12 hours is reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power 
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit 
systems.  

(continued) 
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ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 
(continued) 

Condition C applies if two or more RTMs are inoperable or if 
the Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Condition A are not met in MODE 4 or 5. In this case, the 
unit must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not 
apply. This is done by opening all CRD trip breakers or 
removing power from all CRD trip breakers. The allowed 
Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to open all CRD trip breakers or remove power 
from all CRD trip breakers without challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.3.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

The SRs include performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 
every 31 days. This test shall verify the OPERABILITY of 
the RTM and its ability to receive and properly respond to 
channel trip and reactor trip signals.  

The Frequency of 31 days is based on operating experience, 
which has demonstrated that failure of more than one channel 
of a given function in any 31 day interval is a rare event.  

Testing in accordance with this SR is normally performed on 
a rotational basis, with one RTM being tested each week.  
Testing one RTM each week reduces the likelihood of the same 
systematic test errors being introduced into each redundant 
RTM.  

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 7.  

2. 10 CFR 50.36.  
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B 3.3.4 Control Rod Drive (CRD) Trip Devices 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The Reactor Protective System (RPS) contains multiple CRD 
trip devices: two AC trip breakers, two DC trip breaker 
pairs, and eight electronic trip assembly (ETA) relays. The 
system has two separate paths (or channels), with each path 
having one AC breaker in series with a pair of DC breakers 
and functionally in series with four ETA relays in parallel.  
Each path provides independent power to the CRDs. Either 
path can provide sufficient power to operate the entire CRD 
System.  

Figure 7.1, UFSAR, Chapter 7 (Ref. 1), illustrates the 
configuration of CR0 trip devices. To trip the reactor, 
power to the CRDs must be removed. Loss of power causes the 
CRD mechanisms to release the CONTROL RODS, which then fall 
by gravity into the core.  

Power to CRDs is supplied from two separate sources through 
the AC trip circuit breakers. These breakers are 
designated A and B, and their undervoltage trip coils are 
powered by RPS channels A and B, respectively. From the 
circuit breakers, the CRD power travels through voltage 
regulators and stepdown transformers. These devices in turn 
supply redundant buses that feed the DC power supplies and 
the regulating rod, APSR and auxiliary power supplies.  

The DC power supplies rectify the AC input and supply power 
to hold the safety rods in their fully withdrawn position.  
One of the redundant power sources supplies phase A; the 
other, phase CC. Either phase being energized is sufficient 
to hold the rod. Two breakers are located on the output of 
each power supply. Each breaker controls half of the power 
to two of the four safety rod groups. The undervoltage trip 
coils on the two circuit breakers on the output of one of 
the power supplies is controlled by RPS channel C. The 
other two breakers are controlled by RPS channel D.  

In addition to the DC power supplies, the redundant buses 
also supply power to the regulating rod, APSR and auxiliary 
power supplies. These power supplies contain silicon 
controlled rectifiers (SCRs) that are gated on and off to 

(continued) 
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BACKGROUND provide power to, and remove power from, the phases of the 
(continued) CRD mechanisms. The gating control signal for these SCRs is 

supplied through the closed contacts of the ETA relays.  
These contacts are referred to as E and F contactors, and 
are controlled by the C and D RPS channels respectively.  

The AC breaker and DC breakers are in series in one of the 
power supplies; whereas, the redundant AC breaker and DC 
breakers are in series in the other power supply to the 
CONTROL RODS. The logic required to cause a reactor trip is 
the opening of a circuit breaker in each of the redundant 
power supplies. (The pair of DC circuit breakers on the 
output of the power supply are treated as one breaker.) 
This is known as a one-out-of-two taken twice logic. The 
following examples illustrate the operation of the reactor 
trip circuit breakers.  

a. If the A AC circuit breaker opens: 

1. the input power to associated DC power supply is 
lost, and 

2. the SCR supply from the associated power source 
is lost.  

b. If the D DC circuit breaker(s) and F contactors open: 

1. the output of the DC power supply is lost, and 

2. when the F contactor opens, SCR gating power is 
lost.  

c. The combination of (a) and (b) causes a reactor trip.  

In summary, two tripped RPS channels will cause a reactor 
trip. For example, a reactor trip occurs if RPS channel B 
senses a low Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure condition 
and if RPS channel C senses a variable low RCS pressure 
condition. When the channel B bistable relay de-energizes, 
the channel trip relay de-energizes and opens its associated 
contacts. The same thing occurs in channel C, except the 
variable lower pressure bistable relay de-energizes the 

(continued) 
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BACKGROUND channel C trip relay. When the output logic relays in 
(continued) channel B and C de-energize, the B and C contacts in the 

trip logic of each channel's reactor trip module (RTM) open 
causing an undervoltage to each trip breaker. All trip 
breakers and the ETA relay contactors open, and power is 
removed from all CRD mechanisms. All rods fall into the 
core, resulting in a reactor trip.  

APPLICABLE Accident analyses rely on a reactor trip for protection 
SAFETY ANALYSES of reactor core integrity, reactor coolant pressure boundary 

integrity, and reactor building OPERABILITY. A reactor trip 
must occur when needed to prevent accident consequences from 
exceeding those calculated in the accident analyses. The 
CONTROL ROD position limits ensure that adequate rod worth 
is available upon reactor trip to shut down the reactor to 
the required SDM. Further, OPERABILITY of the CRD trip 
devices ensures that all CONTROL RODS will trip when 
required. More detailed descriptions of the applicable 
accident analyses are found in the Bases for each of the 
individual RPS trip Functions in LCO 3.3.1, "Reactor 
Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation." 

The CRD trip devices satisfy Criterion 3 of CFR 50.36 
(Ref. 2).  

LCO The LCO requires all of the specified CRD trip devices to be 
OPERABLE. Failure of any required CRD trip device renders a 
portion of the RPS inoperable and reduces the reliability of 
the affected Functions. Without reliable CRD reactor trip 
circuit breakers and associated support circuitry, a reactor 
trip may not reliably occur when initiated either 
automatically or manually.  

All required CRD trip devices shall be OPERABLE to ensure 
that the reactor remains capable of being tripped any time 
it is critical. OPERABILITY is defined as the CRD trip 
device being able to receive a reactor trip signal and to 
respond to this trip signal by interrupting power to the 
CRDs. Both of the CRD trip breaker's diverse trip devices 
and the breaker itself must be functioning properly for the 
breaker to be OPERABLE.  

(continued) 
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LCO Both ETA relays associated with each of the three regulating 
(continued) rod groups and the two ETA relays associated with the 

auxiliary power supply must be OPERABLE to satisfy the LCO.  
The ETA relays associated with the APSR power supply are not 
required to be OPERABLE because the APSRs are not designed 
to fall into the core upon initiation of a reactor trip.  

Requiring all breakers and ETA relays to be OPERABLE ensures 
that at least one device in each of the two power paths to 
the CRDs will remain OPERABLE even with a single failure.  

APPLICABILITY The CRD trip devices shall be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and 
in MODES 3, 4, and 5 when any CRD trip breaker is in the 
closed position and the CRD System is capable of rod 
withdrawal.  

The CRD trip devices are designed to ensure that a reactor 
trip would occur if needed. Since this condition can exist 
in all of these MODES, the CRD trip devices shall be 
OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating separate 
Condition entry is allowed for each CRD trip device.  

A.1 and A.2 

Condition A represents reduced redundancy in the CRD trip 
Function. Condition A applies when: 

* One diverse trip Function (undervoltage or shunt trip 
device) is inoperable in one or more CRD trip 
breaker(s) or breaker pair; or 

* One diverse trip Function is inoperable in both DC 
trip breakers associated with one protective channel.  
In this case, the inoperable trip Function does not 
need to be the same for both breakers.  

(continued) 
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ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued) 

If one of the diverse trip Functions on a CRD trip breaker 
or breaker pair becomes inoperable, actions must be taken to 
preclude the inoperable CRD trip device from preventing a 
reactor trip when needed. This is done by manually tripping 
the inoperable CRD trip breaker or by removing power from 
the inoperable CRD trip breaker. Either of these actions 
places the affected CRDs in a one-out-of-two trip 
configuration, which precludes a single failure from 
preventing a reactor trip. The 48 hour Completion Time has 
been shown to be acceptable through operating experience.  

B.1 and B.2 

Condition B represents a loss of redundancy for the CRD trip 
Function. Condition B applies when both diverse trip 
Functions are inoperable in one or more trip breaker(s) or 
breaker pairs.  

Required Action B.1 and Required Action B.2 are the same as 
Required Action A.1 and Required Action A.2, but the 
Completion Time is shortened. The 1 hour Completion Time 
allowed to trip or remove power from the CRD trip breaker 
allows the operator to take all the appropriate actions for 
the inoperable breaker and still ensures that the risk 
involved is acceptable.  

C.1 and C.2 

Condition C represents a loss of redundancy for the CRD trip 
Function. Condition C applies when one or more ETA relays 
are inoperable. The preferred action is to restore the ETA 
relay to OPERABLE status. If this cannot be done, the 
operator can perform one of two actions to eliminate 
reliance on the failed ETA relay. This first option is to 
switch the affected CONTROL ROD group to an alternate power 
supply. This removes the failed ETA relay from the trip 
sequence, and the unit can operate indefinitely. The second 
option is to trip the corresponding AC CRD trip breaker.  
This results in the safety function being performed, thereby 
eliminating the failed ETA relay from the trip sequence.  
The 1 hour Completion Time is sufficient to perform the 
Required Action.  

(continued) 
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ACTIONS D.1, D.2.1, and D.2.2 
(continued) 

With the Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Condition A, B, or C not met in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the unit 
must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply.  
To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to MODE 3, 
with all CRD trip breakers open or with power from all CRD 
trip breakers removed within 12 hours. The allowed 
Completion Time of 12 hours is reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power 
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit 
systems.  

E.1 and E.2 

With the Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Condition A, B, or C not met in MODE 4 or 5, the unit must 
be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To 
achieve this status, all CRD trip breakers must be opened or 
power from all CRD trip breakers removed within 6 hours.  
The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based 
on operating experience, to open all CRD trip breakers or 
remove power from all CRD trip breakers without challenging 
unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.4.1 is to perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST every 
31 days. This test verifies the OPERABILITY of the trip 
devices by actuation of the end devices. Also, this test 
independently verifies the undervoltage and shunt trip 
mechanisms of the trip breakers. The Frequency of 31 days 
is based on operating experience, which has demonstrated 
that failure of more than one channel of a given function in 
any 31 day interval is a rare event.  

(continued) 
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REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 7.  

2. 10 CFR 50.36.  
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B 3.3.5 Engineered Safeguards Protective System (ESPS) Analog Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The ESPS initiates necessary safety systems, based on the 
values of selected unit Parameters, to protect against 
violating core design limits and to mitigate accidents.  

ESPS actuates the following systems: 

* High pressure injection (HPI); 

* Low pressure injection (LPI); 

* Reactor building (RB) cooling; 

* Penetration room ventilation; 

* RB Spray; 

* RB Isolation; and 

* Keowee Hydro Unit Emergency Start.  

The ESPS operates in a distributed manner to initiate the 
appropriate systems. The ESPS does this by determining the 
need for actuation in each of three analog channels 
monitoring each actuation Parameter. Once the need for 
actuation is determined, the condition is transmitted to 
digital automatic actuation logic channels, which perform 
the two-out-of-three logic to determine the actuation of 
each end device. Each end device has its own automatic 
actuation logic, although all digital automatic actuation 
logic channels take their signals from the same bistable in 
each channel for each Parameter.  

Four Parameters are used for actuation: 

* Low Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure; 

* Low Low RCS Pressure; 

* High RB Pressure; and 

* High High RB Pressure.  

(continued) 
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BACKGROUND LCO 3.3.5 covers only the analog instrumentation channels 
(continued) that measure these Parameters. These channels include all 

intervening equipment necessary to produce actuation before 
the measured process Parameter exceeds the limits assumed by 
the accident analysis. This includes sensors, bistable 
devices, operational bypass circuitry, and output relays.  
LCO 3.3.6, "Engineered Safeguards Protective System (ESPS) 
Manual Initiation," and LCO 3.3.7, "Engineered Safeguards 
Protective System (ESPS) Digital Automatic Actuation Logic 
Channels," provide requirements on the manual initiation and 
digital automatic actuation logic Functions.  

The ESPS contains three analog channels. Each analog 
channel provides input to digital logic channels that 
initiate equipment with a two-out-of-three logic on each 
digital logic channel. Each analog channel includes inputs 
from one analog instrumentation channel of Low RCS Pressure, 
Low Low RCS Pressure, High RB Pressure, and High High RB 
Pressure. Digital automatic actuation logic channels 
combine the three analog channel trips to actuate the 
individual Engineered Safeguards (ES) components needed to 
initiate each ES System. Figure 7.5, UFSAR, Chapter 7 
(Ref. 1), illustrates how analog instrumentation channel 
trips combine to cause digital logic channel trips.  

The following matrix identifies the analog instrumentation 
(measurement) channels and the Digital Automatic Actuation 
Logic Channels actuated by each.  

RCS RB 
Digital Actuated RCS PRESS RB PRESS 
Logic Systems/ PRESS LOW PRESS HIGH 

Channels Functions LOW LOW HIGH HIGH 

1 and 2 HPI and RB Non- X X 
Essential Isolation, 

Keowee Emergency Start, 
Load Shed and Standby 
Breaker Input, and 
Keowee Standby Bus 
Feeder Breaker Input 

3 and 4 LPI and RB Essential X X 
isolation 

5 and 6 RB Cooling, RB X 
Essential isolation, 
and Penetration Room 

Vent.  

7 and 8 RB Spray X 
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BACKGROUND The ES equipment is generally divided between the two 
(continued) redundant digital actuation logic channels. The division of 

the equipment between the two digital actuation logic 
channels is based on the equipment redundancy and function 
and is accomplished in such a manner that the failure of one 
of the digital actuation logic channels and the related 
safeguards equipment will not inhibit the overall ES 
Functions. Redundant ES pumps are controlled from separate 
and independent digital actuation logic channels with the 
exception of HPI B pump which is actuated by both.  

The actuation of ES equipment is also available by manual 
actuation switches located on the control room console or ES 
panel.  

The ESPS, in conjunction with the actuated equipment, 
provides protective functions necessary to mitigate 
accidents, specifically the loss of coolant accident (LOCA) 
and main steam line break (MSLB) events. The ESPS relies on 
the OPERABILITY of the automatic actuation logic for each 
component to perform the actuation of the selected systems 
of LCO 3.3.7.  

Engineered Safeguards Protective System Bypasses 

No provisions are made for maintenance bypass of ESPS 
instrumentation channels. Operational bypass of certain 
channels is necessary to allow accident recovery actions to 
continue and, for some channels, to allow unit shutdown 
without spurious ESPS actuation.  

The ESPS RCS pressure instrumentation channels include 
permissive bistables that allow manual bypass when reactor 
pressure is below the point at which the low and low low 
pressure trips are required to be OPERABLE. Once permissive 
conditions are sensed, the RCS pressure trips may be 
manually bypassed. Bypasses are automatically removed when 
bypass permissive conditions are exceeded. This bypass 
provides an operational provision only outside the 
Applicability for this parameter, and provides no safety 
function.  

(continued) 
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BACKGROUND Reactor Coolant System Pressure 
(continued) 

The RCS pressure is monitored by three independent pressure 
transmitters located in the RB. These transmitters are 
separate from the transmitters that feed the Reactor 
Protective System (RPS). Each of the pressure signals 
generated by these transmitters is monitored by four 
bistables to provide two trip signals, at 2: 1500 psig and 
2: 500 psig, and two bypass permissive signals, at 
2: 1750 psig and : 900 psig.  

The outputs of the three bistables, associated with the low 
RCS pressure, : 1500 psig, trip drive relays in two sets 
of identical and independent channels. These two sets of HPI 
channels each use a two-out-of-three coincidence network for 
HPI Actuation. The outputs of the three bistables 
associated with the Low Low RCS Pressure 500 psig trip drive 
relays in two sets of identical and independent channels.  
These two sets of LPI channels each use a two-out-of-three 
coincidence networks for LPI Actuation. The outputs of the 
three Low Low RCS Pressure bistables also trip the drive 
relays in the corresponding HPI Actuation channel as 
previously described.  

Reactor Building Pressure 

There are three Reactor Building pressure sensors. The 
output of each sensor terminates in an input isolation 
amplifier, which provides individually isolated outputs.  
One isolated output of each pressure measurement goes to the 
unit computer for monitoring. One output of each pressure 
measurement goes to a bistable which initiates action when 
its high building pressure trip point is exceeded. Each 
input isolation amplifier module contains an analog meter 
for indicating the measured pressure. Each of the three 
bistables has contact outputs that are combined in series 
with the output of the High and Low Pressure Injection 
System bistables as previously described.  

The outputs of the three bistables are brought together in 
two identical two-out-of-three coincidence logics which 
provide two ESPS channels. Either of the two channels is 
independently capable of initiating the required protective 
action.  

(continued) 
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BACKGROUND Reactor Building Pressure (continued) 

The ESPS channels of the Reactor Building Spray System are 
formed by two identical two-out-of-three logic networks with 
the active elements originating in six Reactor Building 
pressure sensing pressure switches.  

Three independent pressure switches containing normally open 
contacts from one protective channel's two-out-of-three 
logic inputs. Three other identical pressure switches from 
the two-out-of-three logic inputs of the second protective 
channel. Either of the two protective channels is capable 
of initiating the required protective action.  

Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values 

Trip setpoints are the nominal value at which the bistables 
are set. Any bistable is considered to be properly adjusted 
when the "as left" value is within the band for CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION accuracy.  

The trip setpoints used in the bistables are selected such 
that adequate protection is provided when all sensor and 
processing time delays are taken into account. To allow for 
calibration tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties, 
instrument drift, and severe environment induced errors for 
those ESPS channels that must function in harsh environments 
as defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 2), the Allowable Values 
specified in Table 3.3.5-1 in the accompanying LCO are 
conservatively adjusted with respect to the analytical 
limits. A detailed description of the methodology used to 
calculate the trip setpoints, including their uncertainties, 
is provided in the Reference 3. The actual nominal trip 
setpoint entered into the bistable is more conservative than 
that specified by the Allowable Value to account for changes 
in random measurement errors detectable by a CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TEST. A channel is inoperable if its actual trip 
setpoint is not within its required Allowable Value.  

Setpoints, in accordance with the Allowable Values, ensure 
that the consequences of accidents will be acceptable, 
providing the unit is operated from within the LCOs at the 
onset of the accident and the equipment functions as 
designed.  

(continued) 
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BACKGROUND Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values (continued) 

Each channel can be tested online to verify that the 
setpoint accuracy is within the specified allowance 
requirements. Once a designated channel is taken out of 
service for testing, a simulated signal may be injected in 
place of the field instrument signal.  

APPLICABLE The following ESPS Functions have been assumed within the 
SAFETY ANALYSES accident analyses.  

High Pressure Injection 

The ESPS actuation of HPI has been assumed for core cooling 
in the LOCA analysis and is credited with boron addition in 
the MSLB analysis.  

Low Pressure Injection 

The ESPS actuation of LPI has been assumed for large break 
LOCAs.  

Reactor Building Spray, Reactor Building Cooling, and 
Reactor Building Isolation 

The ESPS actuation of the RB coolers and RB Spray have been 
credited in RB analysis for LOCAs, both for RB performance 
and equipment environmental qualification pressure and 
temperature envelope definition. Accident dose calculations 
have credited RB Isolation and RB Spray.  

Penetration Room Ventilation Actuation 

The ESPS actuation of the penetration room ventilation 
system has been assumed for LOCAs. Accident dose 
calculations have credited penetration room ventilation.  

(continued) 
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APPLICABLE Keowee Hydro Unit Emergency Start 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

(continued) The ESPS initiated Keowee Hydro Unit Emergency Start has 
been included in the design to ensure that emergency power 
is available throughout the limiting LOCA scenarios.  

The small and large break LOCA analyses assume a 
conservative 48 second delay time for the actuation of HPI 
and LPI in UFSAR, Chapter 15 (Ref. 4). This delay time 
includes allowances for Keowee Hydro Unit starting, 
Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) pump starts, and valve 
openings. Similarly, the RB Cooling, RB Isolation, and RB 
Spray have been analyzed with delays appropriate for the 
entire system analyzed.  

Accident analyses rely on automatic ESPS actuation for 
protection of the core temperature and containment pressure 
limits and for limiting off site dose levels following an 
accident. These include LOCA, and MSLB events that result 
in RCS inventory reduction or severe loss of RCS cooling.  

The ESPS channels satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 
(Ref. 5).  

LCO The LCO requires three analog channels of ESPS 
instrumentation for each Parameter in Table 3.3.5-1 to be 
OPERABLE in each ESPS digital automatic actuation logic 
channel. Failure of any instrument renders the affected 
analog channel(s) inoperable and reduces the reliability of 
the affected Functions.  

Only the Allowable Value is specified for each ESPS 
Function in the LCO. Nominal trip setpoints are specified 
in the setpoint calculations. The nominal trip setpoints 
are selected to ensure the setpoints measured by CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TESTS do not exceed the Allowable Value if the 
bistable is performing as required. Operation with a trip 
setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip setpoint, 
but within its Allowable Value, is acceptable provided that 
operation and testing are consistent with the assumptions of 
the setpoint calculations. Each Allowable Value specified 
is more conservative than the analytical limit assumed in 
the safety analysis to account for instrument uncertainties 
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LCO appropriate to the trip Parameter. These uncertainties are 
(continued) defined in Reference 3.  

The Allowable Values for bypass removal functions are stated 
in the Applicable MODES or Other Specified Condition column 
of Table 3.3.5-1.  

Three ESPS analog instrumentation channels shall be OPERABLE 
to ensure that a single failure in one analog channel will 
not result in loss of the ability to automatically actuate 
the required safety systems.  

The bases for the LCO on ESPS Parameters include the 
following.  

Three analog channels of RCS Pressure-Low, RCS 
Pressure-Low Low, RB Pressure-High and RB Pressure-High 
High are required OPERABLE. Each analog channel includes a 
sensor, trip bistable, bypass bistable, bypass relays, and 
output relays. Failure of a bypass bistable or bypass 
circuitry, such that an analog channel cannot be bypassed, 
does not render the analog channel inoperable since the 
analog channel is still capable of performing its safety 
function, i.e., this is not a safety related bypass 
function.  

APPLICABILITY Three analog channels of ESPS instrumentation for each of 
the following Parameters shall be OPERABLE.  

1. Reactor Coolant System Pressure-Low 

The RCS Pressure-Low actuation Parameter shall be 
OPERABLE during operation at or above 1750 psig. This 
requirement ensures the capability to automatically 
actuate safety systems and components during 
conditions indicative of a LOCA or secondary unit 
overcooling. Below 1750 psig, the low RCS Pressure 
actuation Parameter can be bypassed to avoid actuation 
during normal unit cooldowns when safety systems 
actuations are not required.  

The allowance for the bypass is consistent with the 
transition of the unit to a lower energy state, 
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APPLICABILITY 1. Reactor Coolant System Pressure-Low (continued) 

providing greater margins to safety limits. The unit 
response to any event, given that the reactor is 
already tripped, will be less severe and allows 
sufficient time for operator action to provide manual 
safety system actuations. This is even more 
appropriate during unit heatups when the primary 
system and core energy content is low, prior to power 
operation.  

In MODES 5 and 6, there is adequate time for the 
operator to evaluate unit conditions and respond by 
manually starting individual systems, pumps, and other 
equipment to mitigate the consequences of an abnormal 
condition or accident. RCS pressure and temperature 
are very low, and many ES components are 
administratively controlled or otherwise prevented 
from actuating to prevent inadvertent 
overpressurization of unit systems.  

2. Reactor Coolant System Pressure-Low Low 

The RCS Pressure-Low Low actuation Parameter shall be 
OPERABLE during operation above 900 psig. This 
requirement ensures the capability to automatically 
actuate safety systems and components during 
conditions indicative of a LOCA or secondary unit 
overcooling. Below 900 psig, the low low RCS Pressure 
actuation Parameter can be bypassed to avoid actuation 
during normal unit cooldowns when safety system 
actuations are not required.  

The allowance for the bypass is consistent with the 
transition of the unit to a lower energy state, 
providing greater margins to safety limits. The unit 
response to any event, given that the reactor is 
already tripped, will be less severe and allows 
sufficient time for operator action to provide manual 
safety system actuations. This is even more 
appropriate during unit heatups when the primary 
system and core energy content is low, prior to power 
operation.  

(continued) 
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APPLICABILITY 2. Reactor Coolant System Pressure-Low Low (continued) 

In MODES 5 and 6, there is adequate time for the 
operator to evaluate unit conditions and respond by 
manually starting individual systems, pumps, and other 
equipment to mitigate the consequences of an abnormal 
condition or accident. RCS pressure and temperature 
are very low, and many ES components are 
administratively controlled or otherwise prevented 
from actuating to prevent inadvertent 
overpressurization of unit systems.  

3, 4. Reactor Building Pressure-High and Reactor Building 
Pressure -High High 

The RB Pressure-High and RB Pressure-High High 
actuation Functions of ESPS shall be OPERABLE in 
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 when the potential for a HELB 
exists. In MODES 5 and 6, the unit conditions are 
such that there is insufficient energy in the primary 
and secondary systems to raise the containment 
pressure to either the RB Pressure-High or RB 
Pressure-High High actuation setpoints. Furthermore, 
in MODES 5 and 6, there is adequate time for the 
operator to evaluate unit conditions and respond by 
manually starting individual systems, pumps, and other 
equipment to mitigate the consequences of an abnormal 
condition or accident. RCS pressure and temperature 
are very low and many ES components are 
administratively controlled or otherwise prevented 
from actuating to prevent inadvertent 
overpressurization of unit systems.  

ACTIONS Required Actions A and B apply to all ESPS analog 
instrumentation Parameters listed in Table 3.3.5-1.  

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating separate 
Condition entry is allowed for each Parameter.  

If an analog channel's trip setpoint is found 
nonconservative with respect to the Allowable Value, or the 
transmitter, instrument loop, signal processing 
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ACTIONS electronics, or ESPS bistable is found inoperable, then all 
(continued) affected functions provided by that analog channel should 

be declared inoperable and the unit must enter the 
Conditions for the particular protective Parameter 
affected.  

A.1 

Condition A applies when one analog channel becomes 
inoperable in one or more Parameters. If one ESPS analog 
instrument channel is inoperable, placing it in a tripped 
condition leaves the system in a one-out-of-two condition 
for actuation. Thus, if another analog channel were to 
fail, the ESPS instrumentation could still perform its 
actuation functions. This action is completed when all of 
the affected output relays are tripped. This can normally 
be accomplished by tripping the affected bistables.  

The 1 hour Completion Time is sufficient time to perform 
* the Required Action.  

B.1, B.2.1, B.2.2, and B.2.3 

Condition B applies when the Required Action and associated 
Completion Time of Condition A are not met or when one or 
more parameters have two or more inoperable analog 
channels. If Condition B applies, the unit must be brought 
to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this 
status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 
12 hours and, for the RCS Pressure-Low Parameter, to 
< 1750 psig, for the RCS Pressure-Low Low Parameter, to 
< 900 psig, and for the RB Pressure-High Parameter.and RB 
Pressure-High High Parameter, to MODE 5 within 36 hours.  
The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions 
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE The ESPS Parameters listed in Table 3.3.5-1 are subject to 
REQUIREMENTS CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, and CHANNEL 

CALIBRATION. The operational bypasses associated with each 
RCS Pressure ESPS instrumentation channel are also subject 
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SURVEILLANCE to these SRs to ensure OPERABILITY of the ESPS 
REQUIREMENTS instrumentation channel.  

(continued) 

SR 3.3.5.1 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK every 12 hours ensures 
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred.  
A CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter 
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other 
channels. It is based on the assumption that analog 
instrument channels monitoring the same parameter should 
read approximately the same value. Significant deviations 
between the two analog instrument channels could be an 
indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the 
channels or of something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK 
will detect gross channel failure; therefore, it is key in 
verifying that the instrumentation continues to operate 
properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

Agreement criteria are determined, based on a combination 
of the channel instrument uncertainties, including 
isolation, indication, and readability. If a channel is 
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the 
transmitter or the signal processing equipment has drifted 
outside its limit.  

The Frequency, equivalent to every shift, is based on 
operating experience that demonstrates channel failure is 
rare. Since the probability of two random failures in 
redundant channels in any 12 hour period is extremely low, 
the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of 
protective function due to failure of redundant channels.  
The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but potentially 
more frequent, checks of channel operability during normal 
operational use of the displays associated with the LCO's 
required channels.  

SR 3.3.5.2 

A Note permits delaying entry into applicable Conditions 
and Required Actions for up to 8 hours while bypassed for 
Surveillance testing provided the remaining two ESPS analog 
instrument channels are OPERABLE or tripped. The Note 
allows channel bypass for testing without entering the 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.2 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

Conditions and Required Actions, although during this time 
period it cannot initiate ESPS. This allowance is based on 
the inability to perform the Surveillance in the time 
permitted by the Required Actions. Eight hours is 
sufficient time to perform the Surveillance. It is not 
acceptable to routinely remove channels from service for 
more than 8 hours to perform required Surveillance testing.  

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required 
ESPS analog channel to ensure the entire channel, including 
the bypass function, will perform the intended functions.  
Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the 
assumptions of the current unit specific setpoint analysis.  

The Frequency of 31 days is based on operating experience, 
with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift, which 
demonstrates that failure of more than one channel of a 
given function in any 31 day interval is a rare event.  

SR 3.3.5.3 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the analog 
instrument channel, including the sensor. The test 
verifies that the channel responds to a measured parameter 
within the necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to account for 
instrument drift to ensure that the instrument channel 
remains operational between successive tests. CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION assures that measurement errors and bistable 
setpoint errors are within the assumptions of the unit 
specific setpoint analysis. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be 
performed consistent with the assumptions of the setpoint 
analysis.  

This Frequency is justified by the assumption of an 
18 month calibration interval to determine the magnitude of 
equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 7.  

2. 10 CFR 50.49.  

(continued) 
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REFERENCES 3. EDM-102, "Instrument Setpoint/Uncertainty 
(continued) Calculations." 

4. UFSAR, Chapter 15.  

5. 10 CFR 50.36.  

0 
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B 3.3.6 Engineered Safeguards Protective System (ESPS) Manual Initiation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The ESPS manual initiation capability allows the operator to 
actuate ESPS Functions from the main control room in the 
absence of any other initiation condition. This ESPS manual 
initiation capability is provided in the event the operator 
determines that an ESPS Function is needed and has not been 
automatically actuated. Furthermore, the ESPS manual 
initiation capability allows operators to rapidly initiate 
Engineered Safeguards (ES) Functions.  

LCO 3.3.6 covers only the system level manual initiation of 
these Functions. LCO 3.3.5, "Engineered Safeguards 
Protective System (ESPS) Analog Instrumentation," and 
LCO 3.3.7, "Engineered Safeguards Protective System (ESPS) 
Digital Automatic Actuation Logic Channels," provide 
requirements on the portions of the ESPS that automatically 
initiate the Functions described earlier.  

The ESPS manual initiation Function relies on the 
OPERABILITY of the digital automatic actuation logic 
channels (LCO 3.3.7) to perform the actuation of the 
systems. A manual trip push button is provided on the 
control room console for each of the digital automatic 
actuation logic channels. Operation of the push button 
energizes relays whose contacts perform a logical "OR" 
function with the automatic actuation.  

The ESPS manual initiation channel is defined as the 
instrumentation between the console switch and the digital 
automatic actuation logic channel, which actuates the end 
devices. Other means of manual initiation, such as controls 
for individual ES devices, may be available in the control 
room and other unit locations. These alternative means are 
not required by this LCO, nor may they be credited to 
fulfill the requirements of this LCO.  

APPLICABLE The ESPS, in conjunction with the actuated equipment, 
SAFETY ANALYSES provides protective functions necessary to mitigate 

accidents, specifically, the loss of coolant accident and 
steam line break events.  

(continued) 
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APPLICABLE The ESPS manual initiation ensures that the control room 
SAFETY ANALYSES operator can rapidly initiate ES Functions. The manual 

(continued) initiation trip Function is required as a backup to 
automatic trip functions and allows operators to initiate 
ESPS whenever any parameter is rapidly trending toward its 
trip setpoint.  

The ESPS manual initiation functions satisfy Criterion 3 of 
10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 1).  

LCO Two ESPS manual initiation channels of each ESPS Function 
shall be OPERABLE whenever conditions exist that could 
require ES protection of the reactor or RB. Two OPERABLE 
channels ensure that no single random failure will prevent 
system level manual initiation of any ESPS Function. The 
ESPS manual initiation Function allows the operator to 
initiate protective action prior to automatic initiation or 
in the event the automatic initiation does not occur.  

The required Function is provided by two associated channels 
as indicated in the following table: 

Function Associated Channels 

HPI and RB Non-Essential 1 & 2 
Isolation, Keowee Emergency 
Start, Load Shed and Standby 
Breaker Input, and Keowee 
Standby Bus Feeder Breaker 
Input 

LPI and RB Essential 3 & 4 
isolation 

RB Cooling, RB Essential 5 & 6 
isolation, and Penetration 
Room Vent.  

RB Spray 7 & 8 

(continued) 
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APPLICABILITY The ESPS manual initiation Functions shall be OPERABLE in 
MODES 1 and 2, and in MODES 3 and 4 when the associated 
engineered safeguard equipment is required to be OPERABLE.  
The manual initiation channels are required because ES 
Functions are designed to provide protection in these MODES.  
ESPS initiates systems that are either reconfigured for 
decay heat removal operation or disabled while in MODES 5 
and 6. Accidents in these MODES are slow to develop and 
would be mitigated by manual operation of individual 
components. Adequate time is available to evaluate unit 
conditions and to respond by manually operating the ES 
components, if required.  

ACTIONS A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating separate 
Condition entry is allowed for each ESPS manual initiation 
Function.  

A.1 

Condition A applies when one manual initiation channel of 
one or more ESPS Functions becomes inoperable. Required 
Action A.1 must be taken to restore the channel to OPERABLE 
status within the next 72 hours. The Completion Time of 
72 hours is based on operating experience and administrative 
controls, which provide alternative means of ESPS Function 
initiation via individual component controls. The 72 hour 
Completion Time is generally consistent with the allowed 
outage time for the safety systems actuated by ESPS.  

B.1 and B.2 

With the Required Action and associated Completion Time not 
met, the unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO 
does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be 
brought to at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 5 
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 
required MODES from full power conditions in an orderly 
manner and without challenging unit systems.  

(continued) 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST of the ESPS manual initiation. This test verifies that 
the initiating circuitry is OPERABLE and will actuate the 
automatic actuation logic channels. The 18 month Frequency 
is based on the need to perform this Surveillance under the 
conditions that apply during a unit outage and the potential 
for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were 
performed with the reactor at power. This Frequency is 
demonstrated to be sufficient, based on operating 
experience, which shows these components usually pass the 
Surveillance when performed on the 18 month Frequency.  

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.36.  
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B 3.3.7 Engineered Safeguards Protective System (ESPS) Digital Automatic 
Actuation Logic Channels 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The digital automatic actuation logic channels of ESPS are 
defined as the instrumentation from the buffers of the ESPS 
analog instrument channels through the unit controllers that 
actuate ESPS equipment. Each of the components actuated by 
the ESPS Functions is associated with one or more digital 
automatic actuation logic channels. If two-out-of-three 
ESPS analog instrumentation channels indicate a trip, or if 
channel level manual initiation occurs, the digital 
automatic actuation logic channel is activated and the 
associated equipment is actuated. The purpose of requiring 
OPERABILITY of the ESPS digital automatic actuation logic 
channels is to ensure that the Functions of the ESPS can be 
automatically initiated in the event of an accident.  
Automatic actuation of some Functions is necessary to 
prevent the unit from exceeding the Emergency Core Cooling 
Systems (ECCS) limits in 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 1). It should 
be noted that OPERABLE digital automatic actuation logic 
channels alone will not ensure that each Function can be 
activated; the analog instrumentation channels and actuated 
equipment associated with each Function must also be 
OPERABLE to ensure that the Functions can be automatically 
initiated during an accident.  

LCO 3.3.7 covers only the digital automatic actuation logic 
channels that initiates these Functions. LCO 3.3.5, 
"Engineered Safeguards Protective System (ESPS) Analog 
Instrumentation," and LCO 3.3.6, "Engineered Safeguards 
Protective System (ESPS) Manual Initiation," provide 
requirements on the analog instrumentation and manual 
initiation channels that input to the digital automatic 
actuation logic channels.  

The ESPS, in conjunction with the actuated equipment, 
provides protective functions necessary to mitigate 
accidents, specifically, the loss of coolant accident (LOCA) 
and main steam line break (MSLB) events. The ESPS relies on 
the OPERABILITY of the automatic actuation logic for each 
component to perform the actuation of the selected systems.  

(continued) 
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BACKGROUND The small and large break LOCA analyses assume a 
(continued) conservative 48 second delay time for the actuation of high 

pressure injection (HPI) and low pressure injection (LPI) in 
UFSAR, Chapter 15 (Ref. 2). This delay time includes 
allowances for Keowee Hydro Unit startup and loading, ECCS 
pump starts, and valve openings. Similarly, the reactor 
building (RB) Cooling, RB Isolation, and RB Spray have been 
analyzed with delays appropriate for the entire system.  

The ESPS automatic initiation of Engineered Safeguards (ES) 
Functions to mitigate accident conditions is assumed in the 
accident analysis and is required to ensure that 
consequences of analyzed events do not exceed the accident 
analysis predictions. Automatically actuated features 
include HPI, LPI, RB Cooling, RB Spray, and RB Isolation.  

APPLICABLE Accident analyses rely on automatic ESPS actuation 
SAFETY ANALYSES for protection of the core and RB and for limiting off site 

dose levels following an accident. The digital automatic 
actuation logic is an integral part of the ESPS.  

The ESPS digital automatic actuation logic channels satisfy 
Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3).  

LCO The digital automatic actuation logic channels are required 
to be OPERABLE whenever conditions exist that could require 
ES protection of the reactor or the RB. This ensures 
automatic initiation of the ES required to mitigate the 
consequences of accidents.  

The required Function is provided by two associated digital 
channels as indicated in the following table: 
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LCO 
(continued) Function Associated Channels 

HPI and RB Non-Essential 1 & 2 
Isolation, Keowee Emergency 
Start, Load Shed and Standby 
Breaker Input, and Keowee 
Standby Bus Feeder Breaker 
Input 

LPI and RB Essential 3 & 4 
isolation 

RB Cooling, RB Essential 5 & 6 
isolation, and Penetration 
Room Vent.  

RB Spray 7 & 8 

APPLICABILITY The digital automatic actuation logic channels shall be 
OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2 and in MODES 3 and 4 when the 
associated engineered safeguard equipment is required to be 
OPERABLE, because ES Functions are designed to provide 
protection in these MODES. Automatic actuation in MODE 5 
or 6 is not required because the systems initiated by the 
ESPS are either reconfigured for decay heat removal 
operation or disabled. Accidents in these MODES are slow to 
develop and would be mitigated by manual operation of 
individual components. Adequate time is available to 
evaluate unit conditions and respond by manually operating 
the ES components, if required.  

ACTIONS A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating separate 
Condition entry is allowed for each ESPS digital automatic 
actuation logic channel.  

A.1 and A.2 

When one or more digital automatic actuation logic channels 
are inoperable, the associated component(s) can be placed in 
their engineered safeguard configuration. Required 
Action A.1 is equivalent to the digital automatic actuation 
logic channel performing its safety function ahead of time.  

(continued) 
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ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued) 

In some cases, placing the component in its engineered 
safeguard configuration would violate unit safety or 
operational considerations. In these cases, the component 
status should not be changed, but the supported system 
component must be declared inoperable. Conditions which 
would preclude the placing of a component in its engineered 
safeguard configuration include, but are not limited to, 
violation of system separation, activation of fluid systems 
that could lead to thermal shock, or isolation of fluid 
systems that are normally functioning. The Completion Time 
of 1 hour is based on operating experience and reflects the 
urgency associated with the inoperability of a safety system 
component.  

Required Action A.2 requires declaring the associated 
components of the affected supported systems inoperable, 
since the true effect of digital automatic actuation logic 
channel failure is inoperability of the supported system.  
The Completion Time of 1 hour is based on operating 
experience and reflects the urgency associated with the 
inoperability of a safety system component. A combination 
of Required Actions A.1 and A.2 may be used for different 
components associated with an inoperable digital automatic 
actuation logic channel.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.7.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.7.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 
on a 31 day Frequency. The test demonstrates that each 
digital automatic actuation logic channel successfully 
performs the two-out-of-three logic combinations every 
31 days. The test simulates the required one-out-of-three 
inputs to the logic circuit and verifies the successful 
operation of the automatic actuation logic. The Frequency 
is based on operating experience that demonstrates the 
rarity of more than one channel failing within the same 
31 day interval.  

(continued) 
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REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.46.  

2. UFSAR, Chapter 15.  

3. 10 CFR 50.36.  
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.8 Post Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of the PAM instrumentation is to display 
unit variables that provide information required by the 
control room operators during accident situations. This 
information provides the necessary support for the operator 
to take the manual actions for which no automatic control is 
provided and that are required for safety systems to 
accomplish their safety functions for Design Basis Events.  

The OPERABILITY of the accident monitoring instrumentation 
ensures that there is sufficient information available on 
selected unit parameters to monitor and to assess unit 
status and behavior following an accident.  

The availability of accident monitoring instrumentation is 
important so that responses to corrective actions can be 
observed, and so that the need for and magnitude of further 
actions can be determined. These essential instruments are 
identified by the ONS specific Regulatory Guide 1.97 
analysis (Ref. 1), UFSAR, Section 7.5 (Ref. 2), and the 
NRC's Safety Evaluation Report for the ONS Regulatory Guide 
1.97 analysis (Ref. 3) which address the recommendations of 
Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Ref. 4), as required by Supplement 1 
to NUREG-0737 (Ref. 5).  

The instrument channels required to be OPERABLE by this LCO 
equate to two classes of parameters identified during unit 
specific implementation of Regulatory Guide 1.97 as Type A 
and Category 1 variables.  

Type A variables are specified because they provide the 
primary information that permits the control room operator 
to take specific manually controlled actions that are 
required when no automatic control is provided and that are 
required for safety systems to accomplish their safety 
functions for accidents.  

Category 1 variables are the key variables deemed risk 
significant because they are needed to: 

* Determine whether systems important to safety are 
performing their intended functions; 
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BACKGROUND * Provide information to the operators that will enable 
(continued) them to determine the potential for causing a gross 

breach of the barriers to radioactivity release; and 

* Provide information regarding the release of 
radioactive materials to allow for early indication of 
the need to initiate action necessary to protect the 
public and to estimate the magnitude of any impending 
threat.  

These key variables are identified by the ONS specific 
Regulatory Guide 1.97 analysis (Ref. 1). This analysis 
identifies the unit specific Type A and Category 1 variables 
and provides justification for deviating from the NRC 
proposed list of Category 1 variables.  

The specific instrument Functions listed in Table 3.3.8-1 
are discussed in the LCO Bases Section.  

APPLICABLE The PAM instrumentation ensures the availability of 
SAFETY ANALYSES information so that the control room operating staff can: 

* Perform the diagnosis specified in the emergency 
operating procedures. These variables are restricted 
to preplanned actions for the primary success path of 
accidents (e.g., loss of coolant accident (LOCA)); 

* Take the specified, preplanned, manually controlled 
actions, for which no automatic control is provided, 
which are required for safety systems to accomplish 
their safety functions; 

* Determine whether systems important to safety are 
performing their intended functions; 

* Determine the potential for causing a gross breach of 
the barriers to radioactivity release; 

* Determine if a gross breach of a barrier has occurred; 
and 

* Initiate action necessary to protect the public and 
estimate the magnitude of any impending threat.  
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APPLICABLE The ONS specific Regulatory Guide 1.97 analysis (Ref. 1) 
SAFETY ANALYSES documents the process that identifies Type A and Category 1 

(continued) non-Type A variables.  

PAM instrumentation that meets the definition of Type A in 
Regulatory Guide 1.97 satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 
(Ref. 6). Category 1, non-type A, instrumentation must be 
retained in Technical Specifications because it is intended 
to assist operators in minimizing the consequences of 
accidents. Category 1, non-Type A variables are important 
for reducing public risk, and therefore, satisfy Criterion 4 
of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 6).  

LCO LCO 3.3.8 requires two OPERABLE channels for all but one 
Function to ensure no single failure prevents the operators 
from being presented with the information necessary to 
determine the status of the unit and to bring the unit to, 
and maintain it in, a safe condition following that 
accident. Furthermore, provision of two channels allows a 
CHANNEL CHECK during the post accident phase to confirm the 
validity of displayed information.  

Where a channel includes more than one control room 
indication, such as both an indicator and a recorder, the 
channel is OPERABLE when at least one indication is 
OPERABLE.  

The exception to the two channel requirement is containment 
isolation valve position. In this case, the important 
information is the status of the containment penetrations.  
The LCO requires one position indicator for each 
electrically controlled containment isolation valve. This 
is sufficient to redundantly verify the isolation status of 
each isolable penetration either via indicated status of the 
electrically controlled valve and prior knowledge of the 
passive valve or via system boundary status. If a normally 
active containment isolation valve is known to be closed and 
deactivated, position indication is not needed to determine 
status. Therefore, the position indication for valves in 
this state is not required to be OPERABLE.  

Each of the specified instrument Functions listed in 
Table 3.3.8-1 are discussed below: 
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LCO 1. Wide Range Neutron Flux 
(continued) 

Wide Range Neutron Flux indication is a Type B, 
Category 1 variable provided to verify reactor 
shutdown. The Wide Range Neutron Flux channels 
consist of two channels of fission chamber based 
instrumentation with readout on one recorder. (Note: 
four channels are available only two are required).  
The channels provide indication over a range of 1E-8% 
to 200% RTP.  

2. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Hot Leg Temperature 

RCS Hot Leg Temperature instrumentation is a Type B, 
Category 1 variable provided for verification of core 
cooling and long term surveillance. The two channels 
provide readout on two indicators. Control room 
display is through the inadequate core cooling 
monitoring system. The channels provide indication 
over a range of 50OF to 700*F.  

3, 5. Reactor Vessel Head Level and RCS Hot Leg Level 

Reactor Vessel Water Level instrumentation is a 
Type B, Category 1 variable provided for verification 
and long term surveillance of core cooling. The 
reactor vessel level monitoring system provides an 
indication of the liquid level from the top of the Hot 
Leg on each steam generator to the bottom of the Hot 
Leg as it exits the vessel and from the top of the 
reactor vessel head to the bottom of the Hot Leg as it 
exits the vessel. Compensation is provided for 
impulse line temperature variations.  

The Reactor Vessel Water Level channels consist of two 
Reactor Vessel Head Level channels that provide 
readout on two indicators (RC-LT0125 and RC-LT0126) 
with one channel recorded in the control room and two 
RCS Hot Leg Level channels that provide readout on two 
indicators (RC-LT0123 and RC-LT0124) with one channel 
recorded in the control room.  
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LCO 4. RCS Pressure (Wide Range) 
(continued) 

RCS Pressure (Wide Range) instrumentation is a Type A, 
Category 1 variable provided for verification of core 
cooling and RCS integrity long term surveillance.  

Wide range RCS loop pressure is measured by pressure 
transmitters with a span of 0 psig to 3000 psig. The 
pressure transmitters are located outside the RB.  
Redundant monitoring capability is provided by two 
trains of instrumentation. Control room indications 
are provided through the inadequate core cooling 
plasma display. The inadequate core cooling plasma 
display is the primary indication used by the operator 
during an accident. Therefore, the accident 
monitoring specification deals specifically with this 
portion of the instrument string.  

RCS Pressure is a Type A, Category 1 variable because 
the operator uses this indication to monitor the 
cooldown of the RCS following a steam generator (SG) 
tube rupture or small break LOCA. Operator actions to 
maintain a controlled cooldown, such as adjusting SG 
pressure or level, would use this indication. In 
addition, high pressure injection (HPI) flow is 
throttled based on RCS Pressure and subcooled margin.  
For some small break LOCAs, low pressure injection 
(LPI) may actuate with RCS pressure stabilizing above 
the shutoff head of the LPI pumps. If this condition 
exists, the operator is instructed to verify HPI flow 
and then terminate LPI flow prior to exceeding 
30 minutes of LPI pump operation against a deadhead 
pressure. RCS Pressure, in conjunction with LPI flow, 
is also used to determine if a core flood line break 
has occurred.  

6. Containment Sump Water Level (Wide Range) 

Containment Sump Water Level (Wide Range) 
instrumentation is a Type B, Category 1 variable 
provided for verification and long term surveillance 
of RCS integrity. The Containment Sump Water Level 
instrumentation consists of two channels with readout 
on two indicators (LT-90 and LT-91) and one recorder.  
The indicated range is 0 to 15 feet.  
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LCO 7. Containment Pressure (Wide Range) 
(continued) 

Containment Pressure (Wide Range) instrumentation is a 
Type B, Category 1 variable provided for verification 
of RCS and containment OPERABILITY. Containment 
Pressure instrumentation consists of two channels with 
readout on two indicators (PT-230 and PT-231) and one 
channel recorded. The indicated range is - 5.0 psig to 
175 psig.  

8. Containment Isolation Valve Position 

Containment isolation valve (CIV) position is a Type 
B, Category 1 variable provided for verification of 
electrically controlled containment isolation valve 
position. In the case of CIV position, the important 
information is the isolation status of the containment 
penetration. The LCO requires one channel of valve 
position indication in the control room to be OPERABLE 
for each electrically controlled CIV in a containment 
penetration flow path, i.e., two total channels of CIV 
position indication for a penetration flow path with 
two electrically controlled valves. For containment 
penetrations with only one electrically controlled CIV 
having control room indication, Note (b) requires a 
single channel of valve position indication to be 
OPERABLE. This is sufficient to redundantly verify 
the isolation status of each isolable penetration via 
indicated status of the electrically controlled valve, 
as applicable, and prior knowledge of passive valve or 
system boundary status. As indicated by Note (a) to 
the Required Channels, if a penetration flow path is 
isolated by at least one closed and deactivated 
automatic valve, closed manual valve, blind flange, or 
check valve with flow through the valve secured, 
position indication for the CIV(s) in the associated 
penetration flow path is not needed to determine 
status. Therefore, the position indication for valves 
in an isolated penetration flow path is not required 
to be OPERABLE. Note (c) to the Required Channels 
indicates that position indication requirements apply 
only to CIVs that are electrically controlled. The 
CIV position PAM instrumentation consists of limit 
switches that operate both Closed-Not Closed and 
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LCO 8. Containment Isolation Valve Position (continued) 

Open-Not Open control switch indication via indicating 
lights in the control room.  

9. Containment Area Radiation (High Range) 

Containment Area Radiation (High Range) 
instrumentation is a Type C, Category 1 variable 
provided to monitor the potential for significant 
radiation releases and to provide release assessment 
for use by operators in determining the need to invoke 
site emergency plans. The Containment Area Radiation 
instrumentation consists of two channels (RIA 57 and 
58) with readout on two indicators and one channel 
recorded. The indicated range is 1 to 107 R/hr.  

10. Containment Hydrogen Concentration 

Containment Hydrogen Concentration instrumentation is 
a Type A, Category 1 variable provided to detect high 
hydrogen concentration conditions that represent a 
potential for containment breach. This variable is 
also important in verifying the adequacy of mitigating 
actions. The Containment Hydrogen Concentration 
instrumentation consists of two channels with readout 
on two indicators and one channel recorded. The 
indicated range is 0 to 10% hydrogen concentration.  

11. Pressurizer Level 

Pressurizer Level instrumentation is a Type A, 
Category 1 variable used in combination with other 
system parameters to determine whether to terminate 
safety injection (SI), if still in progress, or to 
reinitiate SI if it has been stopped. Knowledge of 
pressurizer water level is also used to verify the 
unit conditions necessary to establish natural 
circulation in the RCS and to verify that the unit .is 
maintained in a safe shutdown condition. The 
Pressurizer Level instrumentation consists of three 
channels (two for Train A and one for Train B) on the 
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LCO 11. Pressurizer Level (continued) 

computer and one channel recorded (selected among the 
three channels). The indicated range is 0 to 400 
inches (11% to 84% level as a percentage of volume).  

12. Steam Generator Water Level 

Steam Generator Water Level instrumentation is a Type 
A, Category 1 variable provided to monitor operation 
of decay heat removal via the SG. The indication of 
SG level is the extended startup range level 
instrumentation, covering a span of 0 inches to 
388 inches above the lower tubesheet.  

The operator relies upon SG level information 
following an accident (e.g., main steam line break, 
steam generator tube rupture) to isolate the affected 
SG to confirm adequate heat sinks for transients and 
accidents.  

The extended startup range Steam Generator Level 
instrumentation consists of four indicators (2 per 
steam generator). The channels also display on the 
computer and one channel provides input to a recorder.  

13. Steam Generator Pressure 

Steam Generator Pressure instrumentation is a Type A, 
Category 1 variable provided to support operator 
diagnosis of a main steam line break or SG tube 
rupture accident to identify and isolate the affected 
SG. In addition, SG pressure is a key parameter used 
by the operator to evaluate primary-to-secondary heat 
transfer.  

Steam generator pressure measurement is provided by 
two pressure transmitters per SG. Each instrument 
channel inputs to the ICCM cabinet that provide safety 
inputs to two indicators located on the main control 
board in the control room. One channel per SG also 
provides input to a recorder located in the control 
room.  

(continued) 
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LCO 14. Borated Water Storage Tank (BWST) Level 
(continued) 

BWST Level instrumentation is a Type A, Category 1 
variable provided to support action for long term 
cooling requirements, i.e., to determine when to 
initiate the switch over of the core cooling pump 
suction from the BWST to sump recirculation. BWST 
level measurement is provided by two channels with 
readout on two indicators and one channel recorded.  
The channels provide level indication over a range of 
0 to 50 feet (13% to 100% of volume).  

15. Upper Surge Tank (UST) Level 

Upper Surge Tank Level instrumentation is a Type A, 
Category 1 variable provided to ensure a water supply 
for EFW. EFW draws condensate grade suction from the 
USTs and the Condenser Hotwell.  

Two Category 1 instrumentation channels are provided 
for monitoring UST level. These instrument channels 
are inputs to corresponding train A and B Inadequate 
Core Cooling Monitoring (ICCM) system cabinets. The 
ICCM Train A cabinet provides UST level input to a 
dedicated qualified recorder and to a qualified 
indicator, both located in the Control Room. The ICCM 
Train B cabinet also provides an input to a qualified 
indicator located in the Control Room. The range of 
UST level indication is 0 to 12 feet.  

UST Level is the primary indication used by the 
operator to identify loss of UST volume. The operator 
can then decide to replenish the UST or align suction 
to the EFW pumps from the hotwell.  

16. Core Exit Temperature 

Core Exit Temperature is a Type A, Category 1 variable 
provided for verification and long term surveillance 
of core cooling.  

The operator relies on this information following a 
LOCA to secure HPI and throttle LPI, following a 
SBLOCA to throttle HPI and begin forced HPI cooling if 
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LCO 16. Core Exit Temperature (continued) 

needed, and following a MSLB and SG Tube Rupture to 
throttle HPI and isolate the affected SG.  

There are a total of 52 Core Exit Thermocouples (CETs) 
per Oconee Unit. Twenty-four (12 per train) meet 
seismic and environmental qualification requirements 
(Category 1). The unit computer is the primary 
display for all 52 CETs. The CETs are distributed to 
provide monitoring of four or more in each quadrant 
for each train. The ICCM plasma displays (1 per 
train) located in the Control Room serve as safety 
related backup displays for the twenty-four Category 1 
CETs. The range of the readouts is 50'F to 2300F.  

The ICCM CET function uses inputs from twelve incore 
thermocouples per train to calculate and display 
temperatures of the reactor coolant as it exits the 
core and to provide indication of thermal conditions 
across the core at the core exit. Each of the twelve 
qualified thermocouples per train is displayed on a 
spatially oriented core map on the plasma display.  
Trending of CET temperature is available continuously 
on the plasma display. The average of the five hottest 
CETs is trendable for the past forty minutes.  

An evaluation was made of the minimum number of valid 
core exit thermocouples (CETs) necessary for 
inadequate core cooling detection. The evaluation 
determined the reduced complement of CETs necessary to 
detect initial core recovery and to trend the ensuing 
core heatup. The evaluations account for core 
nonuniformities and cold leg injection. Based on 
these evaluations, adequate or inadequate core cooling 
detection is ensured with two sets of five valid CETs.  

Table 3.3.8-1 Note (d) indicates that the subcooling 
margin monitor takes the average of the five highest 
CETs for each of the ICCM trains. Two channels ensure 
that a single failure will not disable the ability to 
determine the representative core exit temperature.  

(continued) 
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LCO 17. Subcooling Monitor 
(continued) 

The Subcooling Monitor is a Type A, Category 1 
variable provided for verification and long term 
surveillance of core cooling. This variable is a 
computer calculated value using various inputs from 
the Primary System.  

Two channels of indication are provided. One channel 
monitors RCS Loop A and the Core Saturation margin 
while another separate channel monitors RCS Loop B and 
the Core Saturation margin. The indication readouts 
are located in the control room. This variable also 
inputs to the unit computer through isolation buffers 
and is available for trend recording upon operator 
demand. The range of the readouts is 200OF subcooled 
to 50*F superheat. The control room display is 
through the ICCM plasma display unit.  

A backup method for determining subcooling margin 
ensures the capability to accurately monitor RCS 
subcooling margin (Refer to Specification 5.5.17).  

18. HPI System Flow 

HPI System Flow instrumentation is a Type A, 
Category 1 variable provided to support action for 
short term cooling requirements, to prevent HPI pump 
runout and inadequate NPSH, and to indicate the need 
for flow cross connect. HPI flow is throttled based 
on RCS pressure, subcooled margin, and pressurizer 
level. Flow measurement is provided by one channel 
per train with readout on an indicator and recorder.  
There are two HPI trains. The channels provide flow 
indication over a range of 0 to 750 gpm.  

19. LPI System Flow 

LPI System Flow instrumentation is a Type A, 
Category 1 variable provided to support action for 
long term cooling requirements, to prevent LPI pump 
runout and for flow balance. The indication is also 
used to identify an LPI pump operating at system 
pressures above its shutoff head. Flow measurement is 
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LCO 19. LPI System Flow (continued) 

provided by one channel per train with readout on an 
indicator and recorder. There are two LPI trains.  
The LPI channels provide flow indication over a range 
of 0 to 6000 gpm.  

20. Reactor Building Spray Flow 

Reactor Building Spray Flow instrumentation is a 
Type A, Category 1 variable provided to support action 
for long term cooling requirements and iodine removal 
and to prevent Reactor Building Spray and LPI pump 
runout. Flow measurement is provided by one channel 
per train with readout on an indicator and recorder.  
There are two RBS trains. The channels provide flow 
indication over a range from 0 to 2000 gpm.  

21. Emergency Feedwater Flow 

EFW Flow instrumentation is a Type D, Category 1 
variable provided to monitor operation of RCS heat 
removal via the SGs. Two channels provide indication 
of EFW Flow to each SG over a range of approximately 
100 gpm to 1200 gpm. Redundant monitoring capability 
is provided by the two independent channels of 
instrumentation for each SG. Each pressure 
transmitter provides an input to a control room 
indicator. One channel also provides input to a 
recorder.  

EFW Flow is the primary indication used by the 
operator to verify that the EFW System is 
delivering the correct flow to each SG. However, the 
primary indication used by the operator to ensure an 
adequate inventory is SG level.  

APPLICABILITY The PAM instrumentation LCO is applicable in MODES 1, 2, 
and 3. These variables are related to the diagnosis and 
preplanned actions required to mitigate accidents and 
transients. The applicable accidents and transients are 
assumed to occur in MODES 1, 2, and 3. In MODES 4, 5, and 6, 
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APPLICABILITY unit conditions are such that the likelihood of an event 
(continued) occurring that would require PAM instrumentation is low; 

therefore, the PAM instrumentation is not required to be 
OPERABLE in these MODES.  

ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by two Notes. Note 1 is added to 
the ACTIONS to exclude the MODE change restriction of 
LCO 3.0.4. This exception allows entry into an applicable 
MODE while relying on the ACTIONS even though the ACTIONS may 
eventually require a unit shutdown. This exception is 
acceptable due to the passive function of the instruments, 
the operator's ability to respond to an accident utilizing 
alternate instruments and methods, and the low probability of 
an event requiring these instruments.  

Note 2 is added to the ACTIONS to clarify the application 
of Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this 
Specification may be entered independently for each Function 
listed in Table 3.3.8-1. The Completion Time(s) of the 
inoperable channels of a Function are tracked separately for 
each Function starting from the time the Condition is entered 
for that Function.  

A.1 

When one or more Functions have one required channel 
inoperable, the inoperable channel must be restored to 
OPERABLE status within 30 days. The 30 day Completion Time 
is based on operating experience. This takes into account 
the remaining OPERABLE channel, the passive nature of the 
instrument (no critical automatic action is assumed to occur 
from these instruments), and the low probability of an event 
requiring PAM instrumentation during this interval.  

Condition A is modified by a Note indicating this Condition 
is not applicable to PAM Functions 14, 18, 19, and 20.  

B.1 

Required Action B.1 specifies initiation of action described 
in Specification 5.6.6 that requires a written report to be 
submitted to the NRC. This report discusses the results of 
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ACTION B.1 (continued) 

the root cause evaluation of the inoperability and identifies 
proposed restorative actions. This action is appropriate in 
lieu of a shutdown requirement since alternative actions are 
identified before loss of functional capability and given the 
likelihood of unit conditions that would require information 
provided by this instrumentation. The Completion Time of 
"Immediately" for Required Action B.1 ensures the 
requirements of Specification 5.6.6 are initiated.  

C.1 

When one or more Functions have two required channels 
inoperable (i.e., two channels inoperable in the same 
Function), one channel in the Function should be restored to 
OPERABLE status within 7 days. This Condition does not apply 
to the hydrogen monitor channels. The Completion Time of 
7 days is based on the relatively low probability of an event 
requiring PAM instrumentation action operation and the 
availability of alternative means to obtain the required 
information. Continuous operation with two required channels 
inoperable in a Function is not acceptable because the 
alternate indications may not fully meet all performance of 
qualification requirements applied to the PAM 
instrumentation. Therefore, requiring restoration of one 
inoperable channel of the Function limits the risk that the 
PAM Function will be in a degraded condition should an 
accident occur.  

Condition C is modified by a Note indicating this Condition 
is not applicable to PAM Functions 10, 14, 18, 19, and 20.  

D.1 

When two required hydrogen monitor channels are inoperable, 
Required Action D.1 requires one channel to be restored to 
OPERABLE status. This action restores the monitoring 
capability of the hydrogen monitor. The 72 hour Completion 
Time is based on the relatively low probability of an event 
requiring hydrogen monitoring. Continuous operation with two 
required channels inoperable is not acceptable because 
alternate indications are not available.  

(continued) 
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ACTIONS D.1 (continued) 

Condition D is modified by a Note indicating this Condition 
is only applicable to PAM Function 10.  

E.1 

When one required BWST water level channel is inoperable, 
Required Action E.1 requires the channel to be restored to 
OPERABLE status. The 24 hour Completion Time is based on the 
relatively low probability of an event requiring BWST water 
and the availability of the remaining BWST water level 
channel. Continuous operation with one of the two required 
channels inoperable is not acceptable because alternate 
indications are not available. This indication is crucial in 
determining when the water source for ECCS should be swapped 
from the BWST to the reactor building sump.  

Condition E is modified by a Note indicating this Condition 
* is only applicable to PAM Function 14.  

F.1 

When a flow instrument channel is inoperable, Required Action 
F.1 requires the affected HPI, LPI, or RBS train to be 
declared inoperable and the requirements of LCO 3.5.2, LCO 
3.5.3, or LCO 3.6.5 apply. The required Completion Time for 
declaring the train(s) inoperable is immediately. Therefore, 
LCO 3.5.2, LCO 3.5.3, or LCO 3.6.5 is entered immediately, 
and the Required Actions in the LCOs apply without delay.  
This action is necessary since there is no alternate flow 
indication available and these flow indications are key in 
ensuring each train is capable of performing its function 
following an accident. HPI, LPI, and RBS train OPERABILITY 
assumes that the associated PAM flow instrument is OPERABLE 
because this indication is used to throttle flow during an 
accident and assure runout limits are not exceeded or to 
ensure the associated pumps do not exceed NPSH requirements.  

Condition F is modified by a Note indicating this Condition 
is only applicable to PAM Functions 18, 19, and 20.  

(continued) 
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ACTION G.1 (continued) 

Required Action G.1 directs entry into the appropriate 
Condition referenced in Table 3.3.8-1. The applicable 
Condition referenced in the Table is Function dependent.  
Each time an inoperable channel has not met the Required 
Action and associated Completion Time of Condition C, D, 
or E, as applicable, Condition G is entered for that channel 
and provides for transfer to the appropriate subsequent 
Condition.  

H.1 and H.2 

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Conditions C, D or E are not met and Table 3.3.8-1 directs 
entry into Condition H, the unit must be brought to a MODE in 
which the requirements of this LCO do not apply. To achieve 
this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 
within 12 hours and MODE 4 within 18 hours. The allowed 
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full 
power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging 
unit systems.  

I.1 

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Condition C, D or E are not met and Table 3.3.8-1 directs 
entry into Condition I, alternate means of monitoring the 
parameter should be applied and the Required Action is not to 
shut down the unit, but rather to follow the directions of 
Specification 5.6.6 in the Administrative Controls section of 
the Technical Specifications. These alternative means may be 
temporarily installed if the normal PAM channel cannot be 
restored to OPERABLE status within the allowed time. The 
report provided to the NRC should discuss the alternative 
means used, describe the degree to which the alternative 
means are equivalent to the installed PAM channels, justify 
the areas in which they are not equivalent, and provide a 
schedule for restoring the normal PAM channels.  

Both the RCS Hot Leg Level and the Reactor Vessel Level are 
methods of monitoring for inadequate core cooling capability.  
The subcooled margin monitors (SMM), and core-exit 
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ACTIONS I.1 (continued) 

thermocouples (CET) provide an alternate means of monitoring 
for this purpose. The function of the ICC instrumentation is 
to increase the ability of the unit operators to diagnose the 
approach to and recovery from ICC. Additionally, they aid in 
tracking reactor coolant inventory.  

The alternate means of monitoring the Reactor Building Area 
Radiation (High Range) consist of a combination of installed 
area radiation monitors and portable instrumentation.  

SURVEILLANCE As noted at the beginning of the SRs, the SRs apply 
REQUIREMENTS to each PAM instrumentation Function in Table 3.3.8-1 except 

where indicated.  

SR 3.3.8.1 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days for each 
required instrumentation channel that is normally energized 
ensures that a gross failure of instrumentation has not 
occurred. A CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the 
parameter indicated on one channel with a similar parameter 
on other channels. It is based on the assumption that 
instrument channels monitoring the same parameter should read 
approximately the same value. Significant deviations between 
the two instrument channels could be an indication of 
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of 
something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross 
channel failure; therefore, it is key to verifying that the 
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The high radiation instrumentation 
should be compared with similar unit instruments located 
throughout the unit. If the radiation monitor uses keep 
alive sources or check sources OPERABLE from the control 
room, the CHANNEL CHECK should also note the detector's 
response to these sources.  

Agreement criteria are based on a combination of the channel 
instrument uncertainties, including indication and 
readability. If a channel is outside the criteria, it may be 
an indication that the sensor or the signal processing 
equipment has drifted outside its limit. If the channels are 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

within the criteria, it is an indication that the channels 
are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off scale during 
times when surveillance is required, the CHANNEL CHECK will 
only verify that they are off scale in the same direction.  
Offscale low current loop channels are, where practical, 
verified to be reading at the bottom of the range and not 
failed downscale.  

The Frequency is based on operating experience that 
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK 
supplements less formal but more frequent checks of channels 
during normal operational use of the displays associated with 
this LCO's required channels.  

SR 3.3.8.2 and SR 3.3.8.3 

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 
channel, including the sensor. This test verifies the 
channel responds to measured parameters within the necessary 
range and accuracy.  

Note 1 to SR 3.3.8.3 clarifies that the neutron detectors are 
not required to be tested as part of the CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  
There is no adjustment that can be made to the detectors.  
Furthermore, adjustment of the detectors is unnecessary 
because they are passive devices, with minimal drift. Slow 
changes in detector sensitivity are compensated for by 
performing the daily calorimetric calibration and the monthly 
axial channel calibration.  

For the Containment Area Radiation instrumentation, a CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION may consist of an electronic calibration of the 
channel, not including the detector, for range decades above 
10 R/hr, and a one point calibration check of the detector 
below 10 R/hr with a gamma source.  

Whenever a sensing element is replaced, the next required 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the resistance temperature detectors 
(RTD)sensors or Core Exit thermocouple sensors is 
accomplished by an inplace cross calibration that compares 
the other sensing elements with the recently installed 
sensing element.  

(continued) 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.1 and SR 3.3.8.3 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.8.2 is modified by a Note indicating that it is 
applicable only to Functions 7 and 10. SR 3.3.8.3 is 
modified by.Note 2 indicating that it is not applicable to 
Functions 7 and 10. The Frequency of each SR is based on 
operating experience and is justified by the assumption of 
the specified calibration interval in the determination of 
the magnitude of equipment drift.  

REFERENCES 1. Duke Power Company letter from Hal B. Tucker to Harold 
M. Denton (NRC) dated September 28, 1984.  

2. UFSAR, Section 7.5.  

3. NRC Letter from Helen N. Pastis to H. B. Tucker, 
"Emergency Response Capability - Conformance to 
Regulatory Guide 1.97," dated March 15, 1988.  

4. Regulatory Guide 1.97, "Instrumentation for Light 
Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant and 
Environs Conditions During and Following an Accident," 
Revision 3, May 1983.  

5. NUREG-0737, "Clarification of TMI Action Plan 
Requirements," 1980.  

6. 10 CFR 50.36.  
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B 3.3.9 Source Range Neutron Flux 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The source range neutron flux channels provide the operator 
with an indication of the approach to criticality at lower 
power levels than can be seen on the wide range neutron flux 
instrumentation. These channels also provide the operator 
with a flux indication that reveals changes in reactivity 
and helps to verify that SDM is being maintained.  

The source range instrumentation has four redundant count 
rate channels originating in four fission chambers. Four 
source range detectors are externally located symmetrically 
around the core. These channels are used over a counting 
range of 0.1 cps to 1E5 cps and are displayed on the 
operator's control console in terms of log count rate. The 
channels also measure the rate of change of the neutron flux 
level, which is displayed for the operator in terms of 
startup rate from -0.1 decades to +7 decades per minute. An 
interlock provides a control rod withdraw "inhibit" on a 
high startup rate of +2 decades per minute in either 
channel.  

APPLICABLE The source range neutron flux channels are necessary to 
SAFETY ANALYSES monitor core reactivity changes. They are the primary means 

for detecting reactivity changes and triggering operator 
actions to respond to reactivity transients initiated from 
conditions in which the Reactor Protection System (RPS) is 
not required to be OPERABLE. They also trigger operator 
actions to anticipate RPS actuation in the event of 
reactivity transients starting from shutdown or low power 
conditions.  

The source range neutron flux channels satisfy Criterion 2 
of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 1).  

LCO Two source range neutron flux channels shall be OPERABLE to 
provide the operator with redundant source range neutron 
instrumentation. The source range instrumentation provides 
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LCO the primary power indication at low power levels < 4E-4% RTP 
(continued) on wide range instrumentation and must remain OPERABLE for 

the operator to continue increasing power.  

APPLICABILITY Two source range neutron flux channels shall be OPERABLE in 
MODE 2 to provide redundant indication during an approach to 
criticality. Neutron flux level is sufficient for 
monitoring on the wide range and on the power range 
instrumentation prior to entering MODE 1; therefore, source 
range instrumentation is not required in MODE 1.  

In MODES 3, 4, and 5, source range neutron flux 
instrumentation shall be OPERABLE to provide the operator 
with a means of monitoring neutron flux and to provide an 
early indication of reactivity changes.  

The requirements for source range neutron flux 
instrumentation during MODE 6 refueling operations are 
addressed in LCO 3.9.2, "Nuclear Instrumentation." 

ACTIONS A.1 

The Required Action for one required channel of the source 
range neutron flux indication inoperable with THERMAL POWER 
< 4E-4% RTP on the wide range neutron flux instrumentation 
is to delay increasing reactor power until the channel is 
repaired and restored to OPERABLE status. This limits power 
increases in the range where the operators rely solely on 
the source range instrumentation for power indication. The 
Completion Time ensures the source range is available prior 
to further power increases. Furthermore, it ensures that 
power remains below the point where the wide range channels 
provide primary protection.  

B.1, B.2, B.3, and B.4 

With both required source range neutron flux channels 
inoperable with THERMAL POWER s 4E-4% RTP on the wide range 
neutron flux instrumentation, the operators must take 
actions to limit the possibilities for adding positive 
reactivity. This is done by immediately suspending positive 
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ACTIONS B.1, B.2, 8.3, and B.4 (continued) 

reactivity additions, initiating action to insert all 
CONTROL RODS, and opening the control rod drive trip 
breakers within 1 hour. Periodic SDM verification is then 
required to provide a means for detecting the slow 
reactivity changes that could be caused by mechanisms other 
than CONTROL ROD withdrawal or operations involving positive 
reactivity changes. Since the source range instrumentation 
provides the only reliable direct indication of power in 
this condition, the operators must continue to verify the 
SDM every 12 hours until at least one channel of the source 
range instrumentation is returned to OPERABLE status.  
Required Action B.1, Required Action B.2, and Required 
Action B.3 preclude rapid positive reactivity additions.  
The 1 hour Completion Time for Required Action B.3 and 
Required Action B.4 provides sufficient time for operators 
to accomplish the actions. The 12 hour Frequency for 
performing the SDM verification provides reasonable 
assurance that the reactivity changes possible with CONTROL 
RODS inserted are detected before SDM limits are challenged.  

C.1 

With reactor power > 4E-4% RTP in MODE 2, 3, 4, or 5 on the 
wide range neutron flux instrumentation, continued operation 
is allowed with one or more required source range neutron 
flux channels inoperable. The ability to continue operation 
is justified because the instrumentation does not provide a 
safety function during high power operation. However, 
actions are initiated within 1 hour to restore the 
channel(s) to OPERABLE status for future availability. The 
Completion Time of 1 hour is sufficient to initiate the 
action. The action must continue until channels are 
restored to OPERABLE status.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.9.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures 
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A 
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter 
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other 
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.9.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

channels monitoring the same parameter should read 
approximately the same value. Significant deviations 
between the two instrument channels could be an indication 
of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of 
something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect 
gross channel failure; therefore, it is key in verifying 
that the instrumentation continues to operate properly 
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

Agreement criteria are determined, based on a combination of 
the channel instrument uncertainties, including isolation, 
indication, and readability. If a channel is outside the 
criteria, it may be an indication that the signal processing 
equipment has drifted outside its limit. If the channels 
are within the criteria, it is an indication that the 
channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off 
scale during times when surveillance is required, the 
CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that they are off scale in 

* the same direction.  

The Frequency, equivalent to every shift, is based on 
operating experience that demonstrates channel failure is 
rare. Since the probability of two random failures in 
redundant channels in any 12 hour period is extremely low, 
the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective 
function due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL 
CHECK supplements less formal, but potentially more 
frequent, checks of channel OPERABILITY during normal 
operational use of the displays associated with the LCO's 
required channels. When operating in Required Action A.1, 
CHANNEL CHECK is still required. However, in this 
condition, a redundant source range may not be available for 
comparison. CHANNEL CHECK may still be performed via 
comparison with wide range detectors, if available, and 
verification that the OPERABLE source range channel is 
energized and indicating a value consistent with current 
unit status.  
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.9.2 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) For source range neutron flux channels, CHANNEL CALIBRATION 
is a complete check and readjustment of the channels from 
the preamplifier input to the indicators. This test 
verifies the channel responds to measured parameters within 
the necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION 
leaves the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift 
to ensure that the instrument channel remains operational 
between successive tests.  

The SR is modified by a Note excluding neutron detectors 
from CHANNEL CALIBRATION. It is not necessary to test the 
detectors because generating a meaningful test signal is 
difficult. The detectors are of simple construction, and 
any failures in the detectors will be apparent as change in 
channel output.  

The Frequency of 18 months is based on demonstrated 
instrument CHANNEL CALIBRATION reliability over an 18 month 
interval, such that the instrument is not adversely affected 
by drift.  

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.36.  
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Wide Range Neutron Flux 
B 3.3.10 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.10 Wide Range Neutron Flux 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The wide range neutron flux channels provide the operator 
with an indication of reactor power from E - 8 to 200% of 
RTP and fully overlap the source and power range channels 
providing continuity of information needed during startup.  

The wide range instrumentation has four log N channels 
originating in four electrically identical fission chambers.  
Each channel provides ten decades of flux level information 
in terms of the log of chamber count rate and startup rate.  
The startup rate which measures the rate of change of the 
neutron flux level, is displayed for the operator in a range 
from -0.1 decades to +7 decades per minute. A high startup 
rate of +2 decades per minute in either channel will 
initiate a control rod withdrawal inhibit.  

APPLICABLE Wide range neutron flux channels are necessary to 
SAFETY ANALYSES monitor core reactivity changes and are the primary 

indication to trigger operator actions to anticipate Reactor 
Protection System actuation in the event of reactivity 
transients starting from low power conditions.  

The wide range neutron flux channels satisfy Criterion 2 of 
10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 1).  

LCO Two wide range neutron flux instrumentation channels shall 
be OPERABLE to provide the operator with redundant neutron 
flux indication. These enable operators to control the 
increase in power and to detect neutron flux transients.  
This indication is used until the power range 
instrumentation is on scale. Violation of this requirement 
could prevent the operator from detecting and controlling 
neutron flux transients that could result in reactor trip 
during power escalation.  

(continued) 
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BASES (continued) 

APPLICABILITY The wide range neutron flux channels shall be OPERABLE in 
MODE 2 and in MODES 3, 4, and 5 with any CONTROL ROD drive 
(CRD) trip breaker in the closed position and the CRD System 
capable of rod withdrawal.  

The wide range instrumentation is designed to detect power 
changes during initial criticality and power escalation when 
the power range and source range instrumentation cannot 
provide reliable indications. Since these conditions can 
exist in, or propagate from, all of these MODES, the wide 
range instrumentation must be OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS A.1 

If one required wide range channel becomes inoperable, the 
unit is exposed to the possibility that a single failure 
will disable all neutron monitoring instrumentation. To 
avoid this, the inoperable channel must be repaired or power 
must be reduced to the point where source range channels can 
provide neutron flux indication. Completion of Required 
Action A.1 places the unit in this state, and LCO 3.3.9, 
"Source Range Neutron Flux," requires OPERABILITY of two 
source range channels once this state is reached. If the 
one channel failure occurs when indicated power is < 4E-4% 
RTP, the Required Action prohibits increases in power above 
the source range capability.  

The 2 hour Completion Time allows controlled reduction of 
power into the source range and is based on unit operating 
experience that demonstrates the improbability of the second 
wide range channel failing during the allowed interval.  

B.1 and B.2 

With two required wide range neutron flux channels 
inoperable when THERMAL POWER is 5 5% RTP, the operators 
must place the reactor in the next lowest condition for 
which the wide range instrumentation is not required. This 
involves providing power level indication on the source 
range instrumentation by immediately suspending operations 
involving positive reactivity changes and, within 1 hour, 
placing the reactor in the tripped condition with the CRD 
trip breakers open. The Completion Times are based on unit 

(continued) 
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Wide Range Neutron Flux 
B 3.3.10 

BASES 

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued) 

operating experience and allow the operators sufficient time 
to manually insert the CONTROL RODS prior to opening the CRD 
breakers.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.10.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures 
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A 
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter 
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other 
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument 
channels monitoring the same parameter should read 
approximately the same value. Significant deviations 
between the two instrument channels could be an indication 
of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of 
something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect 
gross channel failure; therefore, it is key in verifying 
that the instrumentation continues to operate properly 
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

Agreement criteria are based on a combination of the channel 
instrument uncertainties, including isolation, indication, 
and readability. If a channel is outside the criteria, it 
may be an indication that the signal processing equipment 
has drifted outside its limit. If the channels are within 
the criteria, it is an indication that the channels are 
OPERABLE.  

The Frequency, equivalent to every shift, is based on 
operating experience that demonstrates channel failure is 
rare. Since the probability of two random failures in 
redundant channels in any 12 hour period is extremely low, 
the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective 
function due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL 
CHECK supplements less formal, but potentially more 
frequent, checks of channel OPERABILITY during normal 
operational use of the displays associated with the LCO's 
required channels.  

When operating in Required Action A.1, CHANNEL CHECK is 
still required. However, in this condition, a redundant 
wide range may not be available for comparison. CHANNEL 

(continued) 
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B 3.3.10 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.10.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

CHECK may still be performed via comparison with power or 
source range detectors, if available, and verification that 
the OPERABLE wide range channel is energized and indicates a 
value consistent with current unit status.  

SR 3.3.10.2 

For wide range neutron flux channels, CHANNEL CALIBRATION is 
a complete check and readjustment of the channels, from the 
preamplifier input to the indicators. This test verifies 
the channel responds to a measured parameter within the 
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves 
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift to 
ensure that the instrument channel remains operational 
between successive tests.  

The SR is modified by a Note excluding neutron detectors 
from CHANNEL CALIBRATION. It is not necessary to test the 
detectors because generating a meaningful test signal is 
difficult. In addition, the detectors are of simple 
construction, and any failures in the detectors will be 
apparent as a change in channel output. The Frequency is 
based on operating experience and consistency with the 
typical industry refueling cycle and is justified by 
demonstrated instrument reliability over an 18 month 
interval such that the instrument is not adversely affected 
by drift.  

SR 3.3.10.3 

SR 3.3.10.3 is the verification once each reactor startup of 
one decade of overlap with the source range neutron flux 
instrumentation. The wide range detector should be on scale 
and indicating 1E-8% of RTP.when the source range detector 
is indicating ! 104 counts per second in order for the wide 
range detector to indicate a one decade change prior to the 
source range detector going off scale. This ensures a 
continuous source of power indication during the approach to 
criticality.  

(continued) 
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B 3.3.10 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.10.3 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

The test may be omitted if performed within the previous 
7 days based on operating experience, which shows that 
source range and wide range instrument overlap does not 
change appreciably within this test interval.  

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.36.  

0 
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MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.11 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.11 Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) Detection and Main Feedwater (MFW) 
Isolation Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation instrumentation is 
designed to address containment overpressurization concerns 
by isolating main feedwater (MFW) to both steam generators 
during an MSLB and to mitigate core overcooling concerns.  

Steam generator header pressure is used as input signals to 
the MSLB circuitry for detection and feedwater isolation.  
When a MSLB is sensed, or upon manual actuation, the main 
feedwater control valves (MFCVs) and startup feedwater 
control valves (SFCVs) will be closed to isolate the MFW 
flow paths to both steam generators. In addition, the MFW 
pumps are tripped. The turbine-driven emergency feedwater 
(TDEFW) pump will be inhibited from auto-starting or will be 
auto-stopped if it has already started. A manual override 
for the TDEFW pump inhibit is provided to allow the operator 
to subsequently start the TDEFW pump if necessary for decay 
heat removal. These functions are credited for mitigating 
an MSLB. The function of closing the main and startup 
feedwater block valves is not credited in the MSLB analysis 
for mitigation of containment overpressurization during a 
MSLB. However, the MSLB detection and MFW isolation 
circuitry performs this function.  

There are three pressure transmitters per steam generator 
with each feeding a steam pressure signal to a signal 
isolator (when used) and bistable. These bistables are 
calibrated to provide an ON/OFF signal at the desired 
setpoint for actuation of the feedwater isolation circuitry.  
A pressure transmitter and its associated signal isolator(s) 
and bistable(s) constitute a MSLB detection analog channel.  

The six MSLB detection analog channels feed two redundant 
feedwater isolation digital channels consisting of two 
single failure proof two-out-of-three logic circuits. If 
the logic is satisfied, a master relay coil is energized.  
The use of an energized master relay ensures that a loss of 
power to the digital channels will not result in an in 
advertent feedwater isolation. If either digital channel is 
actuated, an MFW isolation will occur. Energizing the 
master relay results in closure of contacts in various 

(continued) 
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MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.11 

BASES 

BACKGROUND control circuits for systems and components used for the 
(continued) MSLB containment overpressurization protection. Therefore, 

when the master relay is energized, the systems and 
components perform their isolation functions. Other 
features of the digital channels include a test/manual 
actuation pushbutton, a circuit seal-in after the master 
relay is energized, a 2 second time delay to prevent 
spurious actuation, and an "enable" or "arming" switch. The 
two two-out-of-three logic circuits, along with their 
associated enable switch, master relay, seal-in, time delay, 
and test/manual actuation pushbutton are considered a 
feedwater isolation digital channel.  

The feedwater isolation digital channels are enabled and 
disabled administratively rather than automatically.  
Appropriate operating procedures contain provisions to 
enable/disable the digital channels.  

APPLICABLE Based on the containment pressure response reanalysis, the 
SAFETY ANALYSES containment design pressure would be exceeded for a MSLB 

inside containment without operator action to isolate main 
feedwater and installed equipment necessary to automatically 
isolate main feedwater to both steam generators during a 
MSLB.  

Steam generator header pressure is used as input to the MSLB 
circuitry for detection and feedwater isolation. When a 
MSLB is sensed, or upon manual actuation, the MFCVs and 
SFCVs are closed to isolate the MFW flow paths to both steam 
generators. In addition, the MFW pumps are tripped. The 
TDEFW pump will be inhibited from auto-starting or will be 
auto-stopped if it has already started. A manual override 
for the TDEFW pump inhibit is provided to allow the operator 
to subsequently start the TDEFW pump if necessary for decay 
heat removal. All of these functions are credited for 
mitigating a MSLB inside containment.  

The MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation Instrumentation 
satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3).  

(continued) 
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BASES (continued) 

LCO This LCO requires that instrumentation necessary to initiate 
a MFW isolation shall be OPERABLE. Failure of any 
instrument renders the affected channel(s) inoperable and 
reduces the reliability of the Function.  

Three channels per SG are required to be OPERABLE to ensure 
that no single failure prevents MFW isolation. Each MSLB 
Detection and MFW Isolation instrumentation channel includes 
the sensor and measurement channel.  

APPLICABILITY The MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation Function shall be 
OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and MODE 3 with main steam header 
pressure 700 psig because the SG inventory can be at a 
high energy level and contribute significantly to the peak 
pressure with a secondary side break. The main feedwater 
must be able to be isolated on each SG to limit mass and 
energy releases to the reactor building. Once the SG 
pressures have decreased below 700 psig, the MFW Isolation 
Function can be bypassed to avoid actuation during normal 
unit cooldowns. Also during MODE 3 the MFW isolation 
Function is not required to be OPERABLE when all main 
feedwater control valves (MFCVs) and startup feedwater 
control valves (SFCVs) are closed since the function of the 
instrumentation is already fulfilled. In MODES 4, 5, and 6, 
the energy level is low and the secondary side feedwater 
flow rate is low or nonexistent. In MODES 4, 5, and 6, the 
primary system temperatures are too low to allow the SGs to 
effectively remove energy and MSLB Detection and MFW 
Isolation instrumentation is not required to be OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS If a channel's trip setpoint is found nonconservative with 
respect to the Allowable Value, or any of the transmitter or 
signal processing electronics, are found inoperable, then 
the Function provided by that channel must be declared 
inoperable and the unit must enter the appropriate 
Conditions.  

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating that a 
separate Condition entry is allowed for instrumentation 
channels associated with each SG (MFW isolation function).  

(continued) 
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BASES 

ACTIONS A.1 
(continued) 

Condition A applies to failures of a single MSLB Detection 
and MFW Isolation instrumentation channel in one or more MFW 
Isolation Functions.  

With one channel inoperable in one or more MSLB Detection 
and MFW Isolation Function, the channel(s) must be placed in 
trip within 4 hours. Tripping the affected channel places 
the Function in a one-out-of-two configuration. Operation 
in this configuration may continue indefinitely since the 
MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation Function is capable of 
performing its isolation function in the presence of any 
single random failure. The Completion Time of 4 hours is 
adequate to perform Required Action A.1.  

B.1, B.2.1, and B.2.2 

With two channels in one or more MSLB Detection and MFW 
Isolation Function inoperable or the Required Action and 
associated Completion Time of Condition A not met, the unit 
must be placed in MODE 3 within 12 hours and main steam 
header pressure must be reduced to less than 700 psig or all 
MFCVs and SFCVs must be closed within 18 hours. The allowed 
Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full 
power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.11.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures 
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred.  
A CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter 
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other 
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument 
channels monitoring the same parameter should read 
approximately the same value. Significant deviations 
between the two instrument channels could be an indication 
of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of 
something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect 
gross channel failure; therefore, it is key in verifying 
that the instrumentation continues to operate properly 

(continued) 
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BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.11.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

between each CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION.  

Agreement criteria are based on a combination of the channel 
instrument uncertainties, including isolation, indication, 
and readability. If a channel is outside the criteria, it 
may be an indication that the transmitter or the signal 
processing equipment has drifted outside its limit. If the 
channels are within the criteria, it is an indication that 
the channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off 
scale during times when surveillance is required, the 
CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that they are off scale in 
the same direction. Off scale low current loop channels are 
verified, where practical, to be reading at the bottom of 
the range and not failed downscale.  

The Frequency, about once every shift, is based on operating 
experience that demonstrates channel failure is rare. Since 
the probability of two random failures in redundant channels 
in any 12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL CHECK 
minimizes the chance of loss of protective function due to 
failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK 
supplements less formal, but potentially more frequent, 
checks of channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use 
of the displays associated with the LCO required channels.  

SR 3.3.11.2 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 
channel including the sensor. The test verifies the channel 
responds to a measured parameter within the necessary range 
and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channels 
adjusted to account for instrument drift to ensure that the 
instrument channel remains operational between successive 
tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall find that measurement 
errors and bistable setpoint errors are within the 
assumptions of the setpoint analysis. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS 
must be performed consistent with the assumptions of the 
setpoint analysis.  

(continued) 
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B 3.3.11 

Os BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.11.2 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

The Frequency is based on the assumption of an 18 month 
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude 
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.36.  
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.12 Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) Detection and Main Feedwater (MFW) 
Isolation Manual Initiation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation manual initiation 
capability provides the operator with the capability to 
actuate the isolation function from the control room. This 
Function is provided in the event the operator determines 
that the Function is needed and does not automatically 
actuate. This is a backup Function to the automatic MFW 
isolation.  

The MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation manual initiation 
circuitry satisfies the manual initiation and single-failure 
criterion requirements of IEEE-279-1971 (Ref. 1).  

APPLICABLE The MFW Isolation Function credited in the safety analysis 
SAFETY ANALYSES is automatic. However, the manual initiation Function is 

required by design as backup to the automatic Function and 
allows operators to actuate MFW Isolation whenever the 
Function is needed. Furthermore, the manual initiation of 
MFW Isolation may be specified in unit operating procedures.  

The MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation manual initiation 
function satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2).  

LCO One manual initiation switch per actuation channel (A and B) 
is required to be OPERABLE. The MFW Isolation function, has 
two actuation or "trip" channels, channels A and B. Within 
each channel actuation logic there is one manual trip 
switch. When the manual switch is depressed, a full trip of 
actuation channel A or B occurs.  

APPLICABILITY The MFW Isolation manual initiation Function shall be 
OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and MODE 3 with main steam header 
pressure 700 psig because SG inventory can be at a 
sufficiently high energy level to contribute significantly 
to the peak containment pressure with a secondary side 

(continued) 
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BASES 

APPLICABILITY break. During MODE 3, the MFW Isolation manual initiation 
(continued) Function is not required to be OPERABLE when all main 

feedwater control valves (MFCVs) and startup feedwater 
control valves (SFCVs) are closed since its function is 
already fulfilled. In MODES 4, 5, and 6, the SG energy 
level is low and secondary side feedwater flow rate is low 
or nonexistent.  

ACTIONS A.1 

With one manual initiation switch inoperable, the manual 
initiation switch must be restored to OPERABLE status within 
72 hours. The Completion Time of 72 hours is based on unit 
operating experience and administrative controls, which 
provide alternative means of MSLB Detection and MFW 
Isolation Function initiation via individual component 
controls. The 72 hour Completion Time is consistent with 
the allowed outage time for the components actuated by the 
MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation Function.  

B.1 

With both manual initiation switches inoperable or the 
Required Action and associated Completion Time of Condition 
A not met, the unit must be placed in MODE 3 within 12 hours 
and the main steam header pressure reduced to less than 
700 psig or all MFCVs and SFCVs must be closed within 18 
hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based 
on operating experience, to reach the required MODES from 
full power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.12.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST to ensure that the channels can perform their intended 
functions. The Frequency of 18 months is based on 
engineering judgment and operating experience that 
determined testing on an 18 month interval provides 
reasonable assurance that the circuitry is available to 

(continued) 
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BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.12.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

perform its safety function, while the risks of testing 
during unit operation is avoided.  

REFERENCES 1. IEEE-279-1971, April 1972.  

2. 10 CFR 50.36.  
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.13 Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) Detection and Main Feedwater (MFW) 
Isolation Logic Channels 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The six MSLB detection analog channels feed two redundant 
feedwater isolation digital channels consisting of two 
single failure proof two-out-of-three logic circuits. If 
the logic is satisfied, a master relay coil is energized.  
The use of an energized master relay ensures that a loss of 
power to the digital channels will not result in an 
inadvertent feedwater isolation. If either digital channel 
is actuated, an MFW isolation will occur. Energizing the 
master relay results in closure of contacts in various 
control circuits for systems and components used for the 
MSLB containment overpressurization protection. Therefore, 
when the master relay is energized, the systems and 
components perform their isolation functions. Other 
features of the digital channels include a test/manual 
actuation pushbutton, a circuit seal-in after the master 
relay is energized, a 2 second time delay to prevent 
spurious actuation, and an "enable" or "arming" switch.  
Each of the two two-out-of-three logic circuits, along with 
their associated enable switch, master relay, seal-in, and 
time delay is considered a feedwater isolation digital 
channel.  

APPLICABLE MSLB circuitry is installed equipment necessary to 
SAFETY ANALYSES automatically isolate main feedwater to both steam 

generators during a MSLB.  

Steam generator outlet pressure is used as input to the MSLB 
circuitry for detection and feedwater isolation. When a 
MSLB is sensed, or upon manual actuation, the MFCVs and 
SFCVs will be closed to isolate the MFW flow paths to both 
steam generators. In addition, the MFW pumps are tripped.  
The TDEFW pump will be inhibited from auto-starting or will 
be auto-stopped if it has already started. A manual 
override for the TDEFW pump inhibit is provided to allow the 
operator to subsequently start the TDEFW pump if necessary 
for heat removal. All of these functions are credited for 
mitigating a MSLB inside containment.  

(continued) 
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BASES 

APPLICABLE The MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation logic channels satisfy 
SAFETY ANALYSES Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 1).  

(continued) 

LCO Two channels of MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation automatic 
actuation logic shall be OPERABLE. There are only two 
channels of automatic actuation logic. Therefore, violation 
of this LCO could result in a complete loss of the automatic 
Function assuming a single failure of the other channel.  

APPLICABILITY The MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation automatic actuation 
logic channels shall be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, 
and MODE 3 with main steam header pressure 2 700 psig 
because SG inventory can be at a high energy level and can 
contribute significantly to the peak containment pressure 
during a secondary side line break. Also, during MODE 3, 
the MFW Isolation function is not required to be OPERABLE 
when all main feedwater control valves (MFCVs) and startup 
feedwater control valves (SFCVs) are closed since its 
function is already fulfilled. In MODES 4, 5, and 6, the 
energy level is low and the secondary side feedwater flow 
rate is low or nonexistent.  

ACTIONS A.1 

With one automatic actuation logic channel inoperable, the 
channel must be restored to OPERABLE status within 72 hours.  
The Completion Time of 72 hours is based on unit operating 
experience and administrative controls, which provide 
alternative means of MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation 
Function initiation via individual component controls. The 
72 hour Completion Time is consistent with the allowed 
outage time for the components actuated by the MSLB 
Detection and MFW Isolation Function.  

(continued) 
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ACTIONS B.1, B.2.1, and B.2.2 
(continued) 

With both logic channels inoperable or the Required 
Action and associated Completion Time not met, the unit must 
be placed in MODE 3 within 12 hours and the main steam 
header pressure must be reduced to less than 700 psig or all 
MFCVs and SFCVs must be closed within 18 hours. The allowed 
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required MODES from full power 
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit 
systems.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.13.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST to ensure that the channels can perform their intended 
functions. This test verifies MFW Isolation automatic 
actuation logics are functional. This test simulates the 
required inputs to the logic circuit and verifies successful 
operation of the automatic actuation logic. The Frequency 
of 18 months is based on engineering judgment and operating 
experience that determined testing on an 18 month interval 
provides reasonable assurance that the circuitry is 
available to perform its safety function, while the risks of 
testing during unit operation is avoided.  

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.36.  
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.14 Emergency Feedwater (EFW) Pump Initiation Circuitry 

BASES 

BACKGROUND EFW pump initiation circuitry is designed to provide safety 
grade means of controlling the secondary system as a heat 
sink for core decay heat removal. To ensure the secondary 
system remains a heat sink, the EFW pump initiation 
circuitry takes action to initiate EFW when the primary 
source of feedwater is lost. These actions ensure that a 
source of cooling water is available to be supplied to a 
steam generator (SG), thereby establishing the heat sink 
temperature at the saturation temperature of the secondary 
system.  

EFW is initiated to restore a source of cooling water to the 
secondary system when conditions indicate that the normal 
source of feedwater is insufficient to continue heat 
removal. The EFW pump initiation circuitry contains devices 
that generate an EFW pump initiation signal when loss of 
main feedwater pumps are indicated by low hydraulic oil 
pressure. Each EFW Pump initiation circuit is fed by two 
loss of main feedwater (LOMF) instrumentation channels 
(hydraulic oil pressure switches) common only to that 
circuit which feed a two-out-of-two logic circuit that 
automatically starts each EFW pump. Each EFW pump also has 
a dedicated manual start circuit.  

Each motor driven EFW pump is normally controlled by a four
position, OFF-AUT01-AUTO2-RUN, control switch located in the 
control room. The pump can be manually started by turning 
the control switch to the RUN position. In the AUTO1 mode, 
each motor-driven EFW pump starts automatically after a 
sustained low water level in either steam generator for 
greater than 30 seconds. In the AUTO2 Mode, each pump 
starts automatically on low steam generator level or loss of 
both main feedwater pumps.  

The turbine-driven EFW pump is started by opening valve 
MS-93 which admits steam to the pump turbine. A four
position, RUN-AUTO-OFF-PULL TO LOCK, control switch is 
provided to control operation of MS-93. The switch is 
maintained in the AUTO position. In the AUTO mode, MS-93 
opens on low hydraulic oil pressure in both MFW pumps.  

(continued) 
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BASES 

BACKGROUND When the switch is in the RUN position, MS-93 is opened.  
(continued) 

Loss of both MFW Pumps was chosen as an EFW automatic 
initiating parameter because it is a direct and immediate 
indicator of loss of MFW.  

EFW is also initiated by a low level in the SG (after a 30 
second delay to prevent spurious actuation) for SG dryout 
protection. EFW initiation for SG dryout protection is not 
required by this Specification. Finally, EFW is also 
initiated by a loss of both MFW pumps as indicated by low 
hydraulic oil pressure as part of the ATWS Mitigation 
Circuitry (AMSAC), which is a system provided to comply with 
the requirements to reduce risk from an anticipated 
transient without scram (ATWS). EFW initiation for ATWS 
mitigation is not required by this Specification.  

APPLICABLE The transient which forms the basis for initiation of the 
SAFETY ANALYSES EFW systems is a loss of MFW transient. In the analysis of 

the transient, MFW pump turbine low control oil pressure is 
the parameter assumed to automatically initiate EFW.  

The EFW pump initiation circuitry satisfies Criterion 3 of 
10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2).  

LCO Two loss of main feedwater (LOMF) pump instrumentation 
channels and an automatic initiation circuit and a manual 
initiation circuit are required OPERABLE for each EFW pump.  
Each LOMF instrumentation channel is considered to include 
the sensors and measurement channels. The LCO is modified 
by a Note that limits the OPERABILITY required for the 
automatic initiation circuitry to MODES 1 and 2.  

APPLICABILITY The initiation circuitry for EFW pumps shall be OPERABLE in 
MODES 1, 2 and 3 and in MODE 4 when the steam generator is 
relied upon for heat removal. In MODE 4 when the steam 
generator is not relied upon for heat removal, and MODES 5, 
and 6, the primary system temperatures are too low to allow 

(continued) 
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BASES 

APPLICABILITY the SGs to effectively remove energy and EFW Pump initiation 
(continued) instrumentation is not required to be OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by a Note indicating that this 
Specification may be entered independently for each EFW pump 
initiation circuit. The Completion Time(s) of the 
inoperable channels for each EFW automatic initiation 
circuit are tracked separately for each circuit starting 
from the time the Condition is entered for that circuit.  

A.1 

With one or more required EFW pump initiation circuits with 
one LOMF channel inoperable, the channel(s) must be placed 
in trip within 1 hour. With the channel in trip, the 
resultant logic is one-out-of-one. This channel may be 
considered placed in trip, after tripping, by installing 
jumpers or by other means that assure the channel remains in 
the tripped condition.  

B.1 

With one or more EFW pump initiation circuits inoperable or 
the Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Condition A not met, the affected EFW pump(s) must be 
declared inoperable immediately since the initiation 
function is no longer capable of performing its safety 
function.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.14.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies the function of the 
required trip of the channel. Setpoints for trip must be 
found within the Allowable Value. Any setpoint adjustment 
shall be consistent with the assumptions of the current 
setpoint analysis.  

(continued) 
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BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.14.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

The Frequency of 31 days is based on operating experience 
with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift, which 
demonstrates that failure of more than one channel of a 
given function in any 31 day interval is a rare event.  

SR 3.3.14.2 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 
channel including the sensor. The test verifies the channel 
responds to a measured parameter within the necessary range 
and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channels 
adjusted to account for instrument drift to ensure that the 
instrument channel remains operational between successive 
tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall find that measurement 
errors and setpoint errors are within the assumptions of the 
setpoint analysis. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed 
consistent with the assumptions of the setpoint analysis.  

The Frequency is based on the assumption of an 18 month 
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude 
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapters 7 and 15.  

2. 10 CFR 50.36.  
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.15 Turbine Stop Valve (TSV) Closure 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The Turbine Stop Valves (TSV) Closure function partially 
isolates the main steam lines from the SGs by closing the 
TSVs on both main steam lines following a high energy line 
break (HELB).  

Two TSVs are provided for each main steam line and are 
located outside of containment. The TSVs are downstream 
from the main steam safety valves (MSSVs) and emergency 
feedwater pump turbine's steam supply to prevent the MSSVs 
and EFW pump's steam supply from being isolated from the 
steam generators by TSV closure. Closing the TSVs partially 
isolates each steam generator from the other, and isolates 
the turbine from the steam generators.  

TSV Closure is initiated by a reactor trip. To keep from 
rapidly cooling down the primary plant by drawing off too 
much steam, the turbine is tripped when the reactor trips.  
Two independent and redundant "Reactor Trip Confirmed" 
signals in the form of contact closures from the control rod 
drive system will energize two independent turbine trip 
mechanisms. The Channel A trip circuit will close all four 
TSVs within a maximum of 1 second. The Channel B trip 
circuit will close the TSVs within a maximum of 15 seconds.  

APPLICABLE The design basis of the TSV Closure function is established 
SAFETY ANALYSES by the analysis for the main steam line break (MSLB) as 

discussed in the UFSAR, Section 15.13 (Ref. 1). TSV closure 
is necessary to stop steam flow to the turbine (to prevent 
overcooling) following all reactor trips.  

The accident analysis compares several different MSLB 
events. The MSLB outside containment upstream of the TSV is 
limiting for offsite dose, although a break in this section 
of main steam header has a very low probability. The main 
MSLB without ICS and without operator action is the limiting 
case for a post trip return to power. The analysis includes 
scenarios with offsite power available and with a loss of 
offsite power following turbine trip. With offsite power 

(continued) 
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BASES 

APPLICABLE available, the reactor coolant pumps continue to circulate 
SAFETY ANALYSES coolant through the steam generators, maximizing the Reactor 

(continued) Coolant System (RCS) cooldown. With a loss of offsite 
power, the response of mitigating systems, such as the High 
Pressure Injection (HPI) System pumps, is delayed.  

The TSVs remain open during power operation. These valves 
close upon a reactor trip.  

a. For an HELB or an MSLB inside containment, the 
analysis assumes the TSV in the affected steam 
generator remains open. For this scenario, steam is 
discharged into containment from both steam generators 
until closure of the TSV in the intact steam generator 
occurs. After TSV closure, steam is discharged into 
containment only from the affected steam generator.  

b. An MSLB outside of containment and upstream from the 
TSVs is not a containment pressurization concern. The 
uncontrolled blowdown of both steam generators must be 
prevented to limit the potential for uncontrolled RCS 
cooldown and positive reactivity addition. Closure of 
the TSVs isolates the break and limits the blowdown to 
a single steam generator.  

c. An event such as increased steam flow through the 
turbine will terminate on closing the TSVs.  

d. Following a steam generator tube rupture, closure of 
the TSVs isolates the ruptured steam generator from 
the intact steam generator.  

The TSV Closure function satisfies Criterion 3 of 
10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2).  

LCO Two TSV Closure channels are required to be OPERABLE.  

This LCO provides assurance that the TSVs will perform their 
design safety function to mitigate the consequences of 
accidents that could result in offsite exposures comparable 
to the 10 CFR 100 limits (Ref. 3).  

(continued) 
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BASES (continued) 

APPLICABILITY Both TSV Closure channels must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2 
and 3 with any TSVs open. In these conditions when there is 
significant mass and energy in the RCS and steam generators, 
the TSV Closure function must be OPERABLE or the TSVs 
closed. When the TSVs are closed, they are already 
performing the safety function.  

In MODE 4, the steam generator energy is low. Therefore, 
the TSV Closure channels are not required to be OPERABLE.  
In MODES 5 and 6, the steam generators do not contain a 
significant amount of energy because their temperature is 
below the boiling point of water; therefore, the TSV Closure 
channels are not required for isolation of potential high 
energy secondary system pipe breaks in these MODES.  

ACTIONS A.1 

With one or more TSV Closure channels inoperable, all TSVs 
must be declared inoperable. A Completion Time of 1 hour is 
provided to return the TSV Closure channels to OPERABLE 
status. The 1 hour Completion Time is sufficient time to 
correct minor problems.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.15.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST to ensure that the channels can perform their intended 
function. This test verifies the TSV Closure automatic 
actuation channels are functional. This test simulates the 
required inputs to the logic circuit and verifies successful 
operation of the automatic actuation logic channels. The 
test need not include actuation of the end device. This is 
due to the risk of a unit transient caused by the closure of 
TSVs during testing at power. The Frequency of 31 days is 
based on engineering judgment and operating experience, 
which determined the interval provided adequate confidence 
that the TSV Closure channels are available to perform their 
safety function, while the risks of testing at operation are 
avoided.  

(continued) 
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REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 15.13.  

2. 10 CFR 50.36.  

3. 10 CFR 100.  
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.16 Reactor Building (RB) Purge Isolation-High Radiation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The RB Purge Isolation-High Radiation Function closes the 
RB purge valves. This action isolates the RB atmosphere 
from the environment to minimize releases of radioactivity 
in the event an accident occurs.  

The radiation monitoring system measures the activity in a 
representative sample of air drawn in succession through a 
particulate sampler, an iodine sampler, and a gas sampler.  
The LCO addresses only the gas sampler portion of this 
system (RIA-45).  

The trip setpoint is chosen sufficiently below hazardous 
radiation levels to ensure that the consequences of an 
accident will be acceptable, provided the unit is operated 
within the LCOs at the onset of an accident or transient and 
the equipment functions as designed.  

The closure of the purge valves ensures the RB remains as a 
barrier to fission product release. There is no bypass for 
this function.  

APPLICABLE During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within 
SAFETY ANALYSES containment, the most severe radiological consequences 

result from a fuel handling accident. The fuel handling 
accident is a postulated event that involves damage to 
irradiated fuel (Ref. 1). A minimum fuel transfer canal 
water level and the minimum decay time of 72 hours prior to 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies from the reactor 
ensure that the release of fission product radioactivity 
subsequent to a fuel handling accident results in doses that 
are within the guideline values specified in 10 CFR 100.  
The design basis for fuel handling accidents has 
historically separated the radiological consequences from 
the containment capability. The NRC staff has treated the 
containment capability for fuel handling conditions as a 
logical part of the "primary success path" to mitigate fuel 
handling accidents, regardless of the assumptions used to 

(continued) 
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BASES 

APPLICABLE calculate the radiological consequences of such accidents 
SAFETY ANALYSES (Ref. 1).  

(continued) 
The RB Purge Isolation System satisfies Criterion 3 of 
10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2).  

LCO One channel of RB Purge Isolation - High Radiation 
instrumentation is required to be OPERABLE. OPERABILITY of 
the instrumentation includes proper operation of the sample 
pump. This LCO addresses only the gas sampler portion of 
the System.  

APPLICABILITY The RB purge isolation-high radiation instrumentation shall 
be OPERABLE whenever CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies within the RB is taking place.  
These conditions are those under which the potential for 
fuel damage, and thus radiation release, is the greatest.  
While in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the Purge Valve Isolation 
System does not need to be OPERABLE because the purge valves 
are required to be sealed closed. While in MODES 5 and 6, 
without fuel handling in progress, the Purge Valve Isolation 
System does not need to be OPERABLE because the potential 
for a radioactive release is minimized. The need to use the 
purge valves in MODES 5 and 6 is in preparation for entry.  
This capability is required to minimize doses for personnel 
entering the building and is independent of the automatic 
isolation capability.  

ACTIONS A.1, A.2.1, and A.2.2 

Condition A applies to failure of the high radiation purge 
function during CORE ALTERATIONS or during movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies within the RB.  

With one channel inoperable during CORE ALTERATIONS or 
during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within the RB, 
the RB purge valves must be closed, or CORE ALTERATIONS and 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within the RB must be 
suspended. Required Action A.1 accomplishes the function of 
the high radiation channel. Required Action A.2.1 and 

(continued) 
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BASES 

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1, and A.2.2 (continued) 

Required Action A.2.2 place the unit in a configuration in 
which purge isolation on high radiation is not required.  
The Completion Time of "Immediately" is consistent with the 
urgency associated with the loss of RB isolation capability 
under conditions in which the fuel handling accidents are 
possible and the high radiation function provides the only 
automatic actions to mitigate radiation release.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.16.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.16.1 is the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK for the 
RB purge isolation-high radiation instrumentation once 
every 12 hours to ensure that a gross failure of 
instrumentation has not occurred. The CHANNEL CHECK is 
normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on the 
radiation monitoring instrumentation channel to a similar 
parameter on other channels. It is based on the assumption 
that instrument channels monitoring the same parameter 
should read approximately the same value. Significant 
deviations between two instrument channels could be an 
indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the 
channels or of something even more serious. Performance of 
the CHANNEL CHECK helps to ensure that the instrumentation 
continues to operate properly between each CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION. The high radiation instrumentation should be 
compared to similar unit instruments located throughout the 
unit. If the radiation monitor uses keep alive sources or 
check sources OPERABLE from the control room, the CHANNEL 
CHECK should also note the detector's response to these 
sources.  

Agreement criteria are based on a combination of the channel 
instrument uncertainties, including isolation, indication, 
and readability. If a channel is outside the criteria, it 
may be an indication that the transmitter or the signal 
processing equipment has drifted outside its limit. If the 
channels are within the criteria, it is an indication that 
the channels are OPERABLE. The 12 hour Frequency, about 
once every shift, is based on operating experience that 
demonstrates channel failure is rare. Additionally, control 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.16.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

room alarms and annunciators are provided to alert the 
operator to various "trouble" conditions associated with the 
instrument.  

SR 3.3.16.2 

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST to ensure that the channel can perform its intended 
function. The frequency requires the isolation capability 
of the reactor building purge valves to be verified 
functional once each refueling outage prior to CORE 
ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within 
containment. This ensures that this function is verified 
prior to irradiated fuel assembly handling within 
containment. This test verifies the capability of the 
instrumentation to provide the RB isolation.  

SR 3.3.16.3 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 
loop and the sensor. The test verifies that the channel 
responds to a measured parameter within the necessary range 
and accuracy.  

The 18 month Frequency is based on engineering judgment and 
industry accepted practice.  

REFERENCES 1. NRC Letter to RG & E dated December 7, 1995 R.E. Ginna 
Nuclear Power Plant conversion to Improved Standard 
Technical Specifications - Resolution of Ginna Design 
Basis for Refueling Accidents.  

2. 10 CFR 50.36.  
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.17 Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Automatic Transfer 
Function 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The transfer circuits of the EPSL are designed with 
sufficient redundancy to assure that power is supplied to 
the unit Main Feeder Buses (MFBs) and, hence, to the unit's 
essential loads, under accident conditions. The logic 
system monitors the normal and emergency power sources and, 
upon loss of the normal power source (the unit auxiliary 
transformer), the logic seeks an available alternate source 
of power.  

The Load Shed and Transfer to Standby Circuits are designed 
to energize the MFBs from the Standby Buses powered from 
either Keowee or Lee when voltage is lost or is insufficient 
from the Normal and Startup sources. The Load Shed signal 
is generated to separate nonessential loads from the MFBs to 
ensure the CT-4 or CT-5 transformers supplying the Standby 
Buses are not overloaded. The Load Shed timers and Transfer 
to Standby timers are set such that, if no power is 
available from the startup source for approximately 
11 seconds, the startup source breakers are prohibited from 
closing and the standby bus to MFB breakers receive a 
permissive to close.  

The Retransfer to Startup logic provides the emergency power 
switching logic the capability to retransfer essential loads 
from the Standby Bus to the startup source, if available, 
should power to both standby buses be lost for more than 
5 seconds.  

The EPSL automatic transfer function is designed to perform 
their function assuming a single failure. There are two 
automatic transfer channels, with one channel consisting of 
Channel A of the Load Shed and Transfer to Standby function 
and Channel A of the Retransfer to Startup function and the 
other consisting of Channel B of both of these functions.  

APPLICABLE The EPSL Automatic Transfer function is required for the 
SAFETY ANALYSES engineered safeguards (ES) equipment to function in any 

accident with a loss of offsite power.  

(continued) 
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APPLICABLE The limiting accident for the EPSL transfer functions is a 
SAFETY ANALYSES LOCA with a simultaneous loss of offsite power (Ref. 1).  

(continued) The loss of offsite power is considered to occur coincident 
with ES actuation. In this scenario, the Load Shed and 
Transfer to Standby function reenergizes the affected unit's 
MFBs from the standby buses which are powered from Keowee or 
Lee.  

The analyses assume that the maximum time the MFBs will be 
deenergized is 33 seconds. This time is derived from the 
48 second time requirement for ECCS injection minus the 
15 second ECCS valve stroke time requirement.  

EPSL automatic transfer functions are part of the primary 
success path and function to mitigate an accident or 
transient that presents a challenge to the integrity of a 
fission product barrier. The EPSL automatic transfer 
function satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2).  

LCO Two channels of the Automatic Transfer Function, with one 
channel consisting of Channel A of the Load Shed and 
Transfer to Standby function and Channel A of the Retransfer 
to Startup function and the other consisting of Channel B of 
both of these functions, are required to be OPERABLE.  
Failure of one channel reduces the reliability of the 
affected Functions.  

The requirement for two channels to be OPERABLE ensures that 
one channel of the function will remain OPERABLE if a single 
failure has occurred. The remaining channel can perform the 
safety function.  

APPLICABILITY The automatic transfer function of EPSL is required to be 
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to ensure that power is 
provided from AC Sources to the AC Distribution system 
within the time assumed in the accident analyses.  

The EPSL automatic transfer function is not required to be 
OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 since more time is available for 
the operator to respond to a loss of power event.  

(continued) 
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ACTIONS A.1 

If one channel is inoperable, it must be restored to 
OPERABLE status within 24 hours. With one channel 
inoperable, the remaining channel is capable of providing 
necessary transfer functions to ensure power is provided to 
the MFBs. The 24 hour Completion Time is considered 
appropriate based on engineering judgement, taking into 
consideration the time required to complete the required 
action.  

B.1 and B.2 

With the Required Action and associated Completion Time not 
met, the unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO 
does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be 
brought to at least MODE 3 in 12 hours and to MODE 5 within 
84 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, 
based on operating experience, to allow for a controlled 

* shutdown.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.17.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST of the EPSL automatic transfer function. The ES inputs 
to the Load Shed and Transfer to Standby function and the 
Retransfer to Startup function are verified to operate 
properly during an automatic transfer of the Main Feeder 
Buses to the Startup Transformer, Standby Buses, and 
retransfer to the Startup Transformers. The Frequency of 18 
months is based on engineering judgment and operating 
experience that determined testing on an 18 month interval 
provides reasonable assurance that the circuitry is 
available to perform its safety function.  

(continued) 
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REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapters 6 and 15.  

2. 10 CFR 50.36.  
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.18 Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Voltage Sensing 
Circuits 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The EPSL voltage sensing circuits for the Startup 
Transformer, Standby Bus #1, Standby Bus #2, and the 
Auxiliary Transformer provide input to the EPSL controls to 
actuate breakers and initiate transfer control sequences.  
Each phase of each source has an individual potential 
transformer feeding a 2 out of 3 logic for determining the 
status of the power source. The voltage sensing circuits 
also provide trip signals to the breaker control circuitry 
for the normal incoming breakers (N breakers), startup 
incoming breakers (E breakers), and CT-5 incoming breakers 
(SL breakers).  

The EPSL system is designed to ensure power is supplied to 
the main feeder buses (MFBs) during a LOCA. In order for it 
to perform this function, the voltage sensing circuits for 
the Startup Transformer, Auxiliary Transformer, Standby Bus 
#1, and Standby Bus #2 must be OPERABLE. These voltage 
sensing circuits provide input to the EPSL transfer 
functions. The transfer functions utilize the voltage 
sensing circuits to initiate breaker operations to ensure 
the MFBs are connected to an energized source (startup or 
standby). The N and E breakers also get direct trips from 
the two-out-of-three logic.  

No protective relay lockouts or inhibits can be present to 
prevent the connection of required AC power source(s) to the 
MFBs from the Control Room because their presence will not 
allow closure of the associated breaker.  

APPLICABLE The EPSL voltage sensing circuits are required for the 
SAFETY ANALYSES engineered safeguards (ES) equipment to function in any 

accident with a loss of offsite power. The limiting 
accident for the EPSL voltage sensing circuits is a loss-of
coolant accident (LOCA) with a simultaneous loss of offsite 
power (Ref. 1).  

The EPSL voltage sensing circuits satisfy Criterion 3 of 
10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2).  
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LCO Three channels of each EPSL voltage sensing circuit 
(Auxiliary Transformer, Startup Transformer, Standby Bus #1, 
Standby Bus #2) are required to be OPERABLE. These circuits 
and associated channels ensure that no single failure can 
cause a loss of required ES equipment.  

The LCO is modified by two Notes. Note 1 removes Auxiliary 
Transformer voltage sensing requirements when both N 
breakers are open. The function of the Auxiliary 
Transformer Voltage Sensing circuits is to provide a trip 
signal to the N breakers. When the N breakers are open, the 
Auxiliary Transformer voltage sensing circuits are not 
required and, therefore, need not be OPERABLE. Note 2 
requires only the EPSL voltage sensing circuits associated 
with required AC power source(s) to be OPERABLE when not in 
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.  

APPLICABILITY The EPSL voltage sensing circuits are required to be 
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to ensure that power is 
provided from AC Sources to the AC Distribution system 
within the time assumed in the accident analyses.  

The EPSL voltage sensing circuits associated with required 
AC power source(s) required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 
and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies provide 
assurance that: 

a. Systems needed to provide adequate coolant inventory 
makeup are available for the irradiated fuel 
assemblies; 

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident 
are available; 

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events 
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are 
available; and 

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available 
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold 
shutdown condition or refueling condition.  

(continued) 
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EPSL Voltage Sensing Circuits 
B 3.3.18 

BASES (continued) 

ACTIONS A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating separate 
Condition entry is allowed for each Voltage Sensing Circuit.  

A.1 

If one required channel is inoperable in one or more voltage 
sensing circuits, it must be restored to OPERABLE status 
within 24 hours. With one channel inoperable, the remaining 
two channels are capable of providing the voltage sensing 
function. The 24 hour Completion Time is considered 
appropriate based on engineering judgement taking into 
consideration the time required to complete the required 
action.  

B.1 and B.2 

With the Required Action and associated Completion Time not 
met in MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4, the unit must be brought to a 
MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this 
status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 in 12 
hours and to MODE 5 within 84 hours. The allowed Completion 
Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to 
allow for a controlled shutdown.  

C.1 and C.2 

With two or more channels of a required circuit inoperable 
when not in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 or the Required Action and 
associated Completion Time not met when not in MODES 1, 2, 
3, and 4, the affected AC power sources(s) must be declared 
inoperable immediately. The appropriate Required Actions 
will be implemented in accordance with LCO 3.8.2, "AC 
Sources- Shutdown." 

D.1 

With the Required Action and associated Completion Time not 
met during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, movement 
of fuel assemblies must be suspended immediately.  
Suspension does not preclude completion of actions to 
establish a safe conservative condition. This action 
minimizes the probability or the occurrence of postulated 

(continued) 
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EPSL Voltage Sensing Circuits 
B 3.3.18 

BASES 

ACTIONS D.1 (continued) 

events. The Completion Time of immediately is consistent 
with the required times for actions requiring prompt 
attention.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.18.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each voltage 
sensing circuit channel to ensure the channel will perform 
its function. A circuit is defined as three channels, one 
for each phase. Each channel consists of components from 
the sensing power transformer through the circuit auxiliary 
relays which operate contacts in the EPSL logic and breaker 
trip circuits. Minimum requirements consist of individual 
channel relay operation causing appropriate contact 
responses within associated loadshed/breaker circuits, alarm 
activations, and proper indications for the sensing circuit 
control power status. The Frequency of 18 months is based 
on engineering judgment and operating experience that 
determined testing on an 18 month interval provides 
reasonable assurance that the circuitry is available to 
perform its safety function.  

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapters 6 and 15.  

2. 10 CFR 50.36.  
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EPSL 230 kV Switchyard DGVP 
B 3.3.19 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.19 Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) 230 kV Switchyard 
Degraded Grid Voltage Protection (DGVP) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND Two levels of protection are provided to assure the 
degradation of voltage from offsite sources does not 
adversely impact the function of safety-related systems and 
components. The first level of protection is provided by 
the EPSL Degraded Grid Protection System (DGPS). The second 
level of protection is provided by undervoltage relaying on 
the E and N breakers (reference LCO 3.3.18, "EPSL Voltage 
Sensing Circuits") which protects from loss of voltage.  

The DGPS, upon indication of inadequate voltage, provides an 
alarm to the Unit 1 & 2 Control Room. If an engineered 
safeguards (ES) Channel 1 or 2 signal from any unit is 
sensed by the DGPS, while the voltage is below acceptable 
levels, the DGPS will initiate an isolation of the 230 kV 
switchyard Yellow Bus to ensure the onsite overhead 
emergency power path is available. Each DGPS actuation 
logic channel is.capable of initiating isolation of the 
overhead emergency power path. This ensures the startup 
transformers are not connected to a degraded source of 
power. In this event, ES loads are provided power from the 
standby buses.  

Based on operating experience, degradation of voltage in the 
230 kV switchyard does not last for an extended period of 
time. Administrative procedures are in place to assure 
timely actions are taken to restore the voltage.  

There are three undervoltage relays installed to monitor the 
switchyard voltage, one on each phase (X, Y, Z) of the 230 
kV Yellow Bus. The undervoltage relay contacts are arranged 
in a two-out-of-three logic sequence which feeds two 
redundant time delay relays. The time delay relays prevent 
spurious actuations, but still provide adequate response 
time for voltage transients. Either of the two redundant 
time-delay relays will cause either of the two sets of 
actuating relays to initiate switchyard isolation. Circuit 
control power is fed from the 230 kV Switchyard 125 VDC 
system.  

(continued) 
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EPSL 230 kV Switchyard DGVP 
B 3.3.19 

BASES (continued) 

APPLICABLE The EPSL Degraded Grid Voltage Protection function is 
SAFETY ANALYSES required to ensure adequate voltage is available during an 

ES actuation when system grid voltages are not adequate 
(Ref. 1). Based on calculations, 219 kV is the minimum 
switchyard voltage that will ensure proper operation of 
loads during ES actuation.  

The EPSL Degraded Grid Voltage Protection satisfies 
Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2).  

LCO Three degraded grid voltage sensing relay channels are 
required to be OPERABLE. Failure of one channel reduces the 
reliability of the function. The requirement for three 
channels to be OPERABLE ensures that two channels will 
remain OPERABLE if a failure has occurred in one channel.  
The remaining channels can perform the safety function.  

Two channels of the Degraded Grid Voltage Protection 
Actuation Logic function are required to be OPERABLE. The 
switchyard isolation circuit is considered a part of this 
logic channel. Therefore, if a switchyard isolation channel 
is inoperable, then one DGVP actuation channel is 
inoperable. The requirement for two channels to be OPERABLE 
ensures that one channel will remain OPERABLE if a failure 
has occurred in one channel. The remaining channel can 
perform the safety function.  

APPLICABILITY The DGPS functions are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 
2, 3, and 4 to ensure that power is provided from AC Sources 
to the AC Distribution system within the time assumed in the 
accident analyses.  

The EPSL DGVP functions are not required to be OPERABLE in 
MODES 5 and 6 since more time is available for the operator 
to respond to a loss of power event.  

(continued) 
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EPSL 230 kV Switchyard DGVP 
B 3.3.19 

BASES (continued) 

ACTIONS A.1 

If one DGVP voltage sensing channel is inoperable, the 
channel must be placed in trip within 72 hours. Tripping 
the affected channel places the function in a one-out-of-two 
configuration. Operation in this configuration may continue 
indefinitely since the DGVP function is capable of 
performing its DGVP function in the presence of a single 
failure. With one channel inoperable, the remaining 
channels are capable of providing the DGVP function. The 
72 hour completion time is based on engineering judgement 
taking into consideration the infrequency of actual grid 
system voltage degradation, and the probability of an event 
requiring ES operation.  

B.1 

If one DGVP actuation logic channel is inoperable, the 
actuation logic channel must be restored to OPERABLE status 
within 72 hours. With one actuation logic channel 
inoperable, the remaining actuation logic channel is capable 
of providing the DGVP function. The 72 hour completion time 
is based on engineering judgement taking into consideration 
the infrequency of actual grid system voltage degradation, 
and the probability of an event requiring ES operation.  

C.1 and C.2 

With two or more voltage sensing channels or both actuation 
logic channels inoperable or the Required Action and 
associated Completion Time of Condition C not met, the unit 
must be .brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply.  
To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least 
MODE 3 in 12 hours and to MODE 5 within 84 hours. The 
allowed Completion Times are reasonable based on operating 
experience and to allow for a controlled shutdown.  

(continued) 
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EPSL 230 kV Switchyard DGVP 
B 3.3.19 

BASES (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.19.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each DGVP voltage 
sensing channel and DGVP actuation logic channel to ensure 
the entire channel will perform its intended function. Any 
setpoint adjustments shall be consistent with the 
assumptions of the setpoint analysis. The CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TEST of the DGVP actuation logic channels 
includes verifying actuation of the switchyard isolation 
circuitry. The Frequency of 18 months is based on 
engineering judgment and operating experience that 
determined testing on an 18 month interval provides 
reasonable assurance that the circuitry is available to 
perform its safety function.  

SR 3.3.19.2 

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 
channel, including the sensor. The test verifies that the 
channel responds to the measured parameter within the 
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves 
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift to 
ensure that the instrument channel remains operational 
between successive tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall find 
that measurement errors and bistable setpoint errors are 
within the assumptions of the setpoint analysis. CHANNEL 
CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the 
assumptions of the setpoint analysis.  

The Frequency is justified by the assumption of an 18 month 
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude 
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 8.  

2. 10 CFR 50.36.  
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EPSL CT-5 DGVP 
B 3.3.20 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.20 Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) CT-5 Degraded Grid 
Voltage Protection (DGVP) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND Two levels of protection are provided for the standby buses 
to assure that degradation of voltage from the 100 kV 
transmission system does not adversely impact the function 
of safety related systems and components. The first level 
of protection is provided by the EPSL CT-5 Degraded Grid 
Protection System. The second level of protection is 
provided by undervoltage relaying on the standby buses 
(reference LCO 3.3.18, "EPSL Voltage Sensing Circuits") 
which protects from loss of voltage.  

Three undervoltage sensing relays provide common input to 
two channels of actuating logic. In addition to the three 
phase undervoltage sensing relays, each channel includes one 
time-delay relay, one auxiliary relay, and one associated 
single phase undervoltage sensing relay. Each channel trip 
signal passes through a selector switch, which either allows 
or inhibits the trip signal, to actuate one trip coil in 
each SL breaker. Inoperability of any voltage sensing 
channel reduces the logic for the voltage sensing function 
to a two-out-of-two. Loss of two or more voltage sensing 
relays results in inoperability of both channels of 
actuation logic.  

APPLICABLE The EPSL CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage Protection function is 
SAFETY ANALYSES required to ensure adequate voltage is available during an 

ES actuation concurrent with a loss of offsite power or 
degraded voltage from the 230 kV switchyard when ES loads 
are supplied by the standby buses (Ref.1). Based on 
calculations, 4.155 kV is the minimum voltage that will 
ensure proper operation of loads during ES actuation.  

This system is only required to be OPERABLE when the unit is 
in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 and the standby buses are energized 
without being electrically separated from the grid and 
offsite loads. System design is to provide protection for 
ES components caused by voltage droop due to inrush as the 
unit connects to the standby buses. The system is not a 
substitute for the dedicated line from Lee Gas Turbines.  

(continued) 
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EPSL CT-5 DGVP 
B 3.3.20 

BASES 

APPLICABLE The Lee Feeder breakers (SL) have no automatic close 
SAFETY ANALYSES functions. However, this system does provide additional 

(continued) flexibility for the Station electrical system and operators 
in available power source options.  

The EPSL CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage Protection satisfies 
Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2).  

LCO Three CT-5 degraded grid voltage sensing relay channels are 
required to be OPERABLE. Failure of one channel reduces the 
reliability of the function. The requirement for three 
channels to be OPERABLE ensures that two channels will 
remain OPERABLE if a failure has occurred in one channel.  
The remaining voltage sensing channels can perform the 
safety function.  

Two channels of the CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage Protection 
Actuation Logic function are required to be OPERABLE. The 
requirement for two channels to be OPERABLE ensures that one 
channel will remain OPERABLE if a failure has occurred in 
one channel. The remaining channel can perform the safety 
function.  

APPLICABILITY The CT-5 DGPS functions are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 
1, 2, 3, and 4 when standby buses are energized without 
being electrically separated from grid or loads to ensure 
adequate voltage protection should a unit be transferred to 
the standby bus during an event requiring an ES actuation.  

The EPSL CT-5 DGVP functions are not required to be OPERABLE 
in MODES 5 and 6 since more time is available for the 
operator to respond to a loss of power event.  

ACTIONS A.1 

If one CT-5 DGVP voltage sensing relay channel is 
inoperable, the channel must be placed in trip within 
72 hours. Tripping the affected channel places the function 
in a one-out-of-two configuration. Operation in this 
configuration may continue indefinitely since the DGVP 

(continued) 
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EPSL CT-5 DGVP 
B 3.3.20 

BASES 

ACTIONS A.1 (continued) 

function is capable of performing its DGVP function in the 
presence of any single random failure. With one channel 
inoperable, the remaining voltage sensing channels are 
capable of providing the DGVP function. The 72 hour 
completion time is based on engineering judgement taking 
into consideration the infrequency of actual grid system 
voltage degradation, and the probability of an event 
requiring an ES actuation.  

B.1 

If one CT-5 DGVP actuation logic channel is inoperable, the 
actuation logic channel must be restored to OPERABLE status 
within 72 hours. With one actuation logic channel 
inoperable, the remaining actuation logic channel is capable 
of providing the CT-5 DGVP function. The 72 hour completion 
time is based on engineering judgement taking into 
consideration the infrequency of actual grid system voltage 
degradation and the probability of an event requiring an ES 
actuation.  

C.1 and C.2 

If two or more voltage sensing relay channels or two 
actuation logic channels are inoperable, automatic 
protection from degraded grid voltage for the standby buses 
powered from the 100 kV transmission system is not 
available. Continued operation is allowed provided that the 
SL breakers are opened within one hour.  

Additionally, with the Required Action and associated 
Completion Time of Condition A or B not met, the SL breakers 
must be opened within one hour. This arrangement provides a 
high degree of reliability for the emergency power system.  
The one hour Completion Time is based on engineering 
judgement taking into consideration the infrequency of 
actual grid system voltage degradation and the probability 
of an event requiring an ES actuation.  

(continued) 
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EPSL CT-5 DGVP 
B 3.3.20 

BASES (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.20.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each CT-5 DGVP 
voltage sensing channel and each CT-5 DGVP actuation logic 
channel to ensure the entire channel will perform its 
intended function. Any setpoint adjustments shall be 
consistent with the assumptions of the setpoint analysis.  
The Frequency of 18 months is based on engineering judgment 
and operating experience that determined testing on an 18 
month interval provides reasonable assurance that the 
circuitry is available to perform its safety function.  

SR 3.3.20.2 

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 
channel, including the sensor. The test verifies that the 
channel responds to the measured parameter within the 
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves 
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift to 
ensure that the instrument channel remains operational 
between successive tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall find 
that measurement errors and bistable setpoint errors are 
within the assumptions of the setpoint analysis. CHANNEL 
CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the 
assumptions of the setpoint analysis.  

The Frequency is justified by the assumption of an 18 month 
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude 
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 8.  

2. 10 CFR 50.36.  
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EPSL Keowee Emergency Start Function 
B 3.3.21 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.21 Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Keowee Emergency 
Start Function 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The Keowee Emergency Start function of EPSL provides a start 
signal to the two on-site emergency power sources and sets 
up controls for the emergency mode. There are two channels 
of the Emergency Start function. Each channel is capable of 
starting both Keowee units and activating the controls for 
the emergency mode.  

The Emergency Start channels 1 and 2 are actuated from 
Engineered Safeguards channels 1 and 2 respectively. The 
Emergency Start channels can also be activated manually from 
each control room (i.e., two emergency start switches in the 
Unit 1 and 2 control room and two emergency start switches 
in the Unit 3 control room) or cable spread rooms. There 
are two independent channels associated with each Oconee 
unit.  

During a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) with a simultaneous 
loss of offsite power, the Keowee Emergency Start function 
of EPSL sends a start signal to both Keowee units. Logic is 
also actuated that ensures separation of both Keowee units 
from the system grid. Connection of the Keowee Unit aligned 
to the overhead power path is allowed only after a separate 
logic sequence (indicating switchyard isolation logic is 
complete which is not associated with the Keowee Emergency 
Start function) verifies the yellow bus is separated from 
the grid.  

The Keowee Emergency Start function also disables non 
critical protective interlocks and trips associated with the 
Keowee generators. This ensures the generators can remain 
available as an emergency power source despite minor 
failures or malfunctions.  

The Keowee Emergency Start circuitry is designed such that 
no single failure can prevent an Emergency Start signal from 
reaching the Keowee units. Each channel is independent of 
the other and only one channel is required to perform the 
entire safety function.  

(continued) 
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EPSL Keowee Emergency Start Function 
B 3.3.21 

BASES (continued) 

APPLICABLE The EPSL Keowee Emergency Start function is required for the 
SAFETY ANALYSES engineered safeguards (ES) equipment to function in any 

accident with a loss of offsite power. The limiting 
accident for the EPSL voltage sensing circuits is a loss-of
coolant accident (LOCA) with a simultaneous loss of offsite 
power (Ref. 1).  

The EPSL Keowee Emergency Start Function satisfies Criterion 
3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2).  

LCO Two channels of the Keowee Emergency Start function are 
required to be OPERABLE. Failure of one channel reduces the 
reliability of the function.  

The requirement for two channels to be OPERABLE ensures that 
one channel will remain OPERABLE if a failure has occurred.  
The remaining channel can perform the safety function.  

APPLICABILITY The EPSL Keowee Emergency Start function is required to be 
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to ensure that power is 
provided from AC Sources to the AC Distribution system 
within the time assumed in the accident analyses.  

The EPSL Keowee Emergency Start function is not required to 
be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 since more time is available 
for the operator to respond to a loss of power event.  

ACTIONS A.1 

If one channel is inoperable, then a failure of the other 
channel could prevent starting the Keowee units. With one 
channel inoperable, the remaining channel is capable of 
providing the Keowee Emergency Start function. The 72 hour 
Completion Time is considered appropriate based on 
engineering judgement taking into consideration the time 
required to complete the required action.  

(continued) 
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EPSL Keowee Emergency Start Function 
B 3.3.21 

BASES 

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 
(continued) 

With the Required Action and associated Completion Time not 
met, the unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO 
does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be 
brought to at least MODE 3 in 12 hours and to MODE 5 within 
84 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, 
based on operating experience, to allow for a controlled 
shutdown.  

C.1 

With both channels of the Keowee Emergency Start function 
inoperable then both Keowee Hydro Units must be declared 
inoperable immediately. The appropriate Required Actions 
will be implemented in accordance with LCO 3.8.1, "AC 
Sources -Operating." 

O SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.21.1 
REQU IREMENTS 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each Keowee 
Emergency Start channel to ensure the channel will perform 
its function during an automatic transfer of the Main Feeder 
Buses to the Startup Transfer, Standby Buses, and retransfer 
to the Startup Transformers. The Frequency of 18 months is 
based on engineering judgment and operating experience that 
determined testing on an 18 month interval provides 
reasonable assurance that the circuitry is available to 
perform its safety function.  

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapters 6 and 15.  

2. 10 CFR 50.36.  
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EPSL Manual Keowee Emergency Start Function 
B 3.3.22 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.22 Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Manual Keowee 
Emergency Start Function 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The Keowee Emergency Start function of EPSL provides a start 
signal to the two on-site emergency power sources and sets 
up controls for the emergency mode. There are two channels 
of the Emergency Start function. Each channel is capable of 
starting both Keowee units and activating the controls for 
the emergency mode.  

The Emergency Start channels 1 and 2 are actuated from 
Engineered Safeguards channels 1 and 2 respectively. The 
Emergency Start channels can also be activated manually from 
each control room (i.e., two emergency start switches in the 
Unit 1 and 2 control room and two emergency start switches 
in the Unit 3 control room) or cable spread rooms. There 
are two independent channels associated with each Oconee 
unit.  

APPLICABLE The OPERABILITY of the Manual Keowee Emergency Start 
SAFETY ANALYSES Function during MODES 5 and 6 and during movement of 

irradiated fuel assemblies ensures that adequate AC 
electrical power is provided to mitigate events postulated 
during shutdown, such as a fuel handling accident.  

The EPSL Manual Keowee Emergency Start Function satisfies 
Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 1).  

LCO One channel of the Manual Keowee Emergency Start function, 
consisting of a manual initiation switch and an Emergency 
Start channel, is required to be OPERABLE.  

(continued) 
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EPSL Manual Keowee Emergency Start Function 
B 3.3.22 

BASES (continued) 

APPLICABILITY The Manual Keowee Emergency Start function required to be 
OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 and during movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies provides assurance that: 

a. Systems needed to provide adequate coolant inventory 
makeup are available for the irradiated fuel 
assemblies; 

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident 
are available; 

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events 
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are 
available; and 

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available 
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold 
shutdown condition or refueling condition.  

ACTIONS A.1 

If the required Manual Keowee Emergency Start channel is 
inoperable, both Keowee Hydro Units must be declared 
inoperable immediately. Therefore LCO 3.8.2 is entered 
immediately, and the required Completion Times for the 
appropriate Required Actions apply without delay.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.22.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on the required 
Manual Keowee Emergency Start channel to ensure the channel 
will perform its function. The Frequency of 12 months is 
based on engineering judgment and operating experience that 
determined testing on a 12 month interval provides 
reasonable assurance that the circuitry is available to 
perform its safety function.  

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.36.  
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.3 LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS, PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION 

Applicability 

Applies to inst ents monitoring reactor powe , reactor power imbalanc reactor 

coolant syste pressure, reactor coolant o tiet temperature, flow number of 
pumps in op ation, and high reactor buil ng pressure.  

Obi ectiv 

To provide automatic protective action to prevent any combination of process 

variables from exceeding a safety limit.  

Specification / 

4. Cc The reactor protective system trip setpoints and the permissible bypasses for the 
A"js (instrument channels shall be as stated in Table 2.3.1.  

The pump monitors shall produce a reactor trip when a loss of two pumps occurs 
and the reactor is at power operation greater than 2.0% of rated power.  

ses 

The reactor trip setpoints for reactor protective system (RPS) instrumentation 

tri gisvnitae whnteratrsoeuee eahs1 5 f re power 

are given in Table 2.3-1. The trip setpoints have been selected to ensure that 

i"tumn rr s, the maiusculpwra wihati ol e ate 

the core and reactor co lant system are prevented from exceeding their safety 
limits. The various ractor trip circuits automatica ly open the reactor trip 
breakers whenever a arameter monitored by th PS deviates from an allowed 

range. The RPS co ists of four instrument channel forAredundancy. The plant 
saf ety analyses re based on the trip setpoin given in Tabl 2.3-1 plus 
calibration and instrumentation crrors.  

Nuclear Over over 

reacto trip at high power level (neut n flux) is provi d to prevent damage 
to t/he uel cladding from reactivity xcursions too ra d to be detected by 

press e and temperature measurementN .  

During normal plant operation with all reactor coolant pumps operatinga reactor 
trip is initiated when the reactor power level reaches 105.5% of rated power.  
Adding to this the possible variation in trip setpoint du~eto calibration and 
instrument errors, the maximum actual power at which a trip would be actuated 
could be 112%, which is the value used in the safety analysis. (1) 

Oconee 1, 2, 3 2.3-1 Amendment No. 191 
Amendment No. 191 
Amendment No. 188



"DCPe 1,1 ;i'; ioas 

I.-~Nuclear Overpower .~ 105.5" Rated Power / 5.0% 
Rated Powe~ !~ 

&~ -*w- Flux/Flow/Imbalance Axial Power Imbalance RPS Jqqumank
Maximum Allowable Setpoints 
in the Core Operating Limits 
Report .  

-I Pump Monitors At power operation >2.0% Bp 
Rated Power and loss of two.  

3~ijI.h.- High Reactor Coolant .Jpumpspsig 1/f. 12 
System Pressure 

4.' Low Reactor Coolant 1800 psig SypuwsUU 
System Pressure 

-. Variable Low Reactor Variable Low RCS Pressure *4 a&sed
Coolant System RPS Maximum Allowable 

* ~ Pressure Setpoints in the Core 
Operating Limits Report 

2,-Y High Reactor Coolant 618 F .618'F 
Temperature 

6, -&r High Reactor Building 4 psig 4 psig 
Pressure 

(1) Administra vely controlled eduction set onl during reactor sutdown.\ 

(2) Autom cally set when owner segments the RPS are bypass 

Oconee 1, 2, and 3 Amendment No. 197(Unit 1) 
2.3-5 AmendmentNo. 197s(Utit2) 

Amendment No. 194 (Unit 3) 2.3-5~P Amndet o 17 Uit2



3.5 INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS 

3.5.1 Opertcn Safety instrumentation A 
Applicabili *d 1/ 

Aplies ounit instrumentatic and control systems.  

To delineate the conditions of the unit instrumentation and 

3.5.1.1 The reactor shall not be in staru _ ritica ODst h/ 
nat unles nthe requirement s of Table 3.5.1-1, Column C are 

Ocne1 f.and ewth ii given5 er Tablendme.5. 1(Couni C; APPS 1/0.  

... 3 For on-line testing or in the event of a protective instrument 
or channel failure, a key-operated channel bypass switch 
associated with each reactor protective channel may be used to 
lock the channel trip relay in the untripped state. Status of 
the untripped state shall be indicated by a light. Only one 
channel bypass key shall be accessible for use in the control 
room. Only one channel shall be locked in this untripped state 
or contain a dummy bistable at any one time.  

3.5.1.4 For on-line testing cr maintenance during reactor power 
operation, a key-operated shutdown bypass switch associated 

with each reactor protective channel may be used in conjunction 
with a key-operated channel bypass switch as limited by 
3.5.1.3. Status of the shutdown bypass switch shall be 

icated by a light 

scale, the overlap between the intermediate range and the 
source range instrumentation shall not be less than one decade.  
If the overlap is less than one decade, the flux level shall 
not be greater than that readable on the source range 
nstruments until the one decade overlap is achieved. ar 3.10 

*Oconee 1. 2, and 3 3.5-1 Amendment No. (Unit 1) 

Amendment No. (Unit 2) 

Amendment No. (Unit 3)



* 
LA 3 TABLIaBIPAc 

miiao ftMmeNo i CO IONS1.G 

TOT NO. Nuclear3 CnOimnato iiu Column [SEE 33,qO 

a4NA2 Bring to hot shutdown within 
WideRang Chanels12 hours (b) 

~2. Nuclear Instrumentation 4 A2 Buing to hot shutdown within 
Cl12 hours () (c) 

3. RPS Manual Pushbutton I Bring to hot Ahudown within 

CRPS power Range 4(a 2rn ob£iionti Instrument ChannelsA ()Brn obthudwnti 

A RPS Reactor Coolaw 4 2 3(s) Bring to ti Ln ~~Temnpersture Instrument Ad R ,Zr or ChannelsIdA~.~O 
- ~or 

5 RPS Prmre-Tmpratm 4 23()BigItn 
Inuliumcnt Channels ,1 or 

. RPS Flux Imbalance 4 2 3(s) Bring to hot shmde 1"I I., I Flow lIntrumen C11111111:4112hor 

~.RPS Reactor Coohnt premugar 
a+t* High ReacbofCoolant 4 2 3(s) Bring tootmm. thin rtrt 

oL 
S4 z zchannels 00 

-b- *tr.pw Recacto Coolant 4 2 ()Bigt 

7T Pq fwn-libr p p 3s)Oln$toIt,
rt rt rt ! 

-~lq 
4 Co o m p D-tP " 

3



T A B L E 3 S 4 1( 
o t d INSTRUMENTS OPERATING CONDITIONS (conted) 

(A) (B) 
(D) 

FOTANL CHANNELS OA LS perator ion If onditions FUNCTOA,.ay TTLO.CANLHA 
S 'Of Colu C TO TIP 0RABELE Ca e Hie 

4. aPS high Reactor Building 4 2 3(a) Bring to ) within 
34% - HPS Anticipatory Reactor 1 or 

Trip System (A Re Wt TO 7IEA/*AL Af w fA 
rLoss of Turbine 42 

3(a) r 0 

1. Loss of Hain Feedwatershudow 

h 

Pressu e Inst unent12 hours ( ) 

Ln 712.ESF High Pressure 
Injection System andR 

194 N MA Po Reactor Duilding I sol a ti on 
00/ or 

a. Analog Reactor Buoldang 3 2 3 Bring to [jot shutdhown within 
4Pssur Istruent 

12 hours (e) ChiannelIs c. Angalogeacor budia n g 2 I 3 Bri()g to hot shutdown within 
4 PShu tn s 

12 hours (e) 
d. An al log c C oann l 2 

Prennure ogi Inst uen 2 3 Bring to hot shutdown within 

C1 4 uhbuItnstuet23Bigt o hton ti 
OD -112 hours (e) 

d. Digital Logic Channels 22 2 and 2 
Bring to hot shuitdhown within 

24 hours (e) 

SE 3,35 & 7



E 3.S.1-4 

(INSTRY4ENTS 0TING QONITIONS (cont 

40. For channe.4shing, calibrati or mn tenan the minimum of three o2!!ie 
ACT' chanels may mamtained by placing ne c in ass and ne caannel in the 

tipped conditio eavin an checov one ut of two to 

r (b) "When 2 of 4 power range instrument channel are greater a , 
shutdown is not required.  

(c) When 2 of 4 wide range instrument channels are greater than 4 x 10 - % rated power 
hot shutdown is not required.  

e) If minimum conditions are not met within 48 hours after hot shutdown. the unit shI 
be in cold shutdown within 24 hours.  

I. Me the inoperable Reactor Trip Module output in the tripped condition 
within one hour or 

2. Remove the power supplied to the control rod trip devices associated with the 
rable Reactor Tri Module within one hour 

(i) I. The power supplied to the control rod drive mechanisms through e failed 
CRD Trip Breaker shall be removed within one hour or 

2. With one of the CRD Trip Breaker diverse features (undervoltage or shunt trip 
device) inoperable, restore it to OPERABLE stans in 48 hours or place the 
breaker in trip in the next hour.  

Oconel.2and3TYd qs,-d 3 

Oconce L.. and 3 3-5 d Amendment No. (Unit 1) 
Amendment No. (Unit 2) 
Amendment No. (Unit 3)



5PecC4cSion 5:3.1 

4.1 -OPERATIONAL SAFETY REVIEW CA <), a g ?P. ,U 0", 
Applicability 

Applies to item directly related to safety limi rand limiting conditions for 
operation.  

Objective 

To spec y the frequency and type of su eillance to be applied to unit equip
eent and conditions.  

S ecification 

'".4 The frequency and type of surveillance required for Reactor Protec

4.1.5 Using the incore Instrumentation System, a power map shall be ma e 
to verify expected power distribution at periodic intervals not to exceed ten effective full power days.fo s d 

aio, he suplmienis hin typfrbuenc survedisee Baed f o n ad paeorire 

operation, t mni cecing frequenctated s deeme adeuate forre 

actor system instrume tation.  

Calibration is pe ormed to assure the presentatio and acquisition of accurate 
information nuclear flux (power range) cha els amplifiers are calibrated 
(during steady tate operating conditions) whe indicated neutron power exceeds 
core thermal over by more than two percent. uring non-steady-state peration, 
the nuclear flux channels amplifiers are ca rated daily to compens e for 
instrumen tion drift and changing rod pat ens and core physics p ameters.  
Calibra on checks are also performed fo owing significant chan s in core 
condit as (power level and control ro positions) in order to ssure that 
the c re thermal power indication dur' g non-steady-state op ations does not 
exceed the indicated neutron power b more than the tolera e (4% FP) assumed 
in the safety analysis for signifi nt duration (e.g., 4 hours).  

Channels subject only to "drift" errors induced within the instrumentation 
itself can tolerate longer intervals between calibrations. Process system 

OCONEE - UNITS 1, 2 & 3 4.1-1 Amendment No. 187 (Unit 1) 

Amendment No. 187 (Unit 2) 
Amendment No. 184 (Unit 3)



NA 0 
I-' Coincidence Log in 

;j dhe ReactorTrip Mcgnjea 
'3.3,3 L 

R 2. Control Rod DriveNA MM N 
W U~~TrP Brealker, SCR () 11 d ~W&W ofn 

P owe 3.3 ,e 1,liie (I I- r V 1 ) Heal balance cbeckV [ (C 
Heat baam calibr on eee niae 

I Score dhmial powe r q exceds nutro power 

/sing4 uelu I Out~ n. 3, . 3 
Au"lmm Em oaudio a 

(I)i SMN Whenm 
6. Source Ru 95(l) NA SEE 3.3. u#ae.  

Z-- Reactor Coolanl sf? a s. - 's 
3 g3. 9',9 3't U ! ,~~~ . T ep er a tu res 

~ 3 1 2 . A o c } (~ 
000h ectrColn 

e l l& Pressure_ 
_ 

5*.N 1A o Remcor CoI 45 
",bpreure 

'N~~ 
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* 0 
0 - Table 44-4 JCONTINUED) 

chnal no prinn 1  5 3."'d a t Remarks 
E 7 4. Pump-Flux Comparator r ys 

13. High Reactor Building 1 ou SB 
- Pressure 1 1h,(r, T 

4. eg toressure Inection & NA NO NA Includes Reactor Building oJ Reactor Building isolation Ioaino o-seta Logic (Non-essential systems) solti nt 

1.High Pressure Injection 
Analog Channels: 

a. Reactor Coolant 
Pressure ES No RF * b. Reactor Building 
Pressure (4 psig) ES HO RF 

16. Low Pressure Injection NA HO NA 
Logic 

17. Low Pressure Injection 
Analog Channelst 

a. Reactor Coolant 
rm Pressure ES NO RF 

b. Reactor Building 
Pressure (4 psig) ES MO RF 

18. Reactor Building Emergency NA HO NA Reactor Building Isolation 
Cooling and Isolation includes essent a systems 
System Logic (Essential Systems) 

19. Reactor Building Emergency ES HO RF 
Cooling and Isolation 

c2c c System Analog Channel 
B.S.S.Reactor Building 

C+ r Pressure (4 psig) 
MON 

4 4

!0 R 

Reactr Buldin isoatio



NA Al: Sec~wtc M N 

50. 1'ORV and Sarciy vr NA 

4 IIPS Anliiplaory WA 45 Day Reacor Trip System loss 5b, ' of Tuibne Einergemq Tthp 
Ssisem Prcsswrc Swrilcims 

Jo. 4~ nrS Ant icipilory 
Reactor Trip System 
Loss or Main Foedwa 

ai) Cogiggol Oil jIglegjg NA 45 Ds 
Swi1tches 

54. Containment tighnage NA MO4 RIF TMI hI t I.- 1. 3 Riataioi Monitor 

(RIA.S7, 58) 

OCONEE 1. 2, AND 3 
Amendment No. 216 
Amendment No. 216 9.J-PAmendment No. 213



5peci4c~#o,3-F3.2

3.5 INSTRUM4ENTATION SYSTEMS A4 40 A/ c, gi 

3.5.1 Ohe rt:n Safe-y Intrme n a tarn me or in a I 

Apies unit instrumentatic and control e ms. #qun a 

Obiect-ve 

To delineate the conditions of the unit instrumentation and safety 

circuits necessar to assure reactor safetye 

3.5.:.! The reac::r shall hot b:e ina startui5 moce or in a :ritical 

a bl less : reuirements of Table 3.5.1-1. Column C are 

opeat -r hllb im da s cified in olumn 0~ o 

.5.1.3 For on-line testing or in the event of a protective instrument 
or channel failure, a key-operated channel bypass switch 
associated with each reactor protective channel may be used to 
lock the channel trip relay in the untripped state. Status of 
the untripped state shall be indicated by a light. Only one 
channel bypass key shall be accessible for use in the control 
room. Only one channel shall be locked in this untripped state 
or contain a dummy bistable at any one time.  

3.5.1.4 For on-line testing or maintenance during reactor power 
operation. a key-operated shutdown bypass switch associated 
with each reactor protective channel may be used in conjunction 
with a key-operated channel bypass switch as limited by 
3.5.1.3. Status of the shutdown bypass switch shall be 33( 
*icated by a light 

.5.1.5 During startup when the intermediate range instruments come on 
scale, the overlap between the intermediate range and the 
source range instrumentation shall not be less than one decade.  
If the overlap is less than one decade, the flux level shall 
not be creater than that readable on the source range 
nstruments until the one decade overlap is achieved. ,E 3Ig 

-re S-..  
Oconee 1.2,and3 3.5-1 Aumendment No. (Unht 1) 

Amendment No. (Unit 2) 
Amendment No. (Unit 3) 

P'g~L '1



* , . - TA D LB* S. I(LA3) M"12rQ ANCNwo 

__HO._________ 

C on wio olumn C 

NuH~car InstrumenationNAonwtn 

WiSdre Range Channel.2hur 
b 

4. NuclPearnstuentto 4 2A 2rng to hot sutdown wti i SuceRne Channels 
12hor 

S. RPS Reanuor Coolaunt - ------------- Brn to hoS shutdownithin 
hour 

6.RPS PorwamRaneag, 4 Q (a 1in0t hot shutdw wthin Itntftim Channels 
12 hours 

S. High Reactor Coolan 4 2 3(a) Bring to hot shutdown within ft Tepraure nstuent 
12 hours V Channels 

7. RPSPlw ImeacoColan 4 2 3(s) Bring to hot shutdown within Ro ntuetCanl 
12 hours 

0~I . High Rowunr o 4 2py 3(s) Bring to hot shmutdown within Presuentrmet 
12hor zzzChanel 

.1% 00-



4.1 -0PERATIONAL'SAFETY REVIEW 

Applicability 

Applies to ice directly related to safety lim' s and limiting /condi oas for 

Objective 

To speci y the frequency and type of s veillance to be applied to unit equip
ment an conditions.  

Specification 

4.1.1 The frequency and type of surveillance required for Reactor Protec
* tive System nd Enineered Satety ieature Protective Systep instru

mentation shall be as stated in Table 4.1-1. 7 
and tye ofsurveillace eurdo eetdeu 

4.1.3 Required sampling s ou e er orme as etai e in able 4.1-3 

4.1.4 e requency and type of surveillance required for radioactiv 

effluent monitoring instrumentation shall 
be as stated in FSAR 

4.1.5 Using the Incore Instrumentation System, a power map shall be made 
to verify expected power distribution at periodic intervals not to 
exceed ten ef ective full power days.  

Failures such as blown instrument fuses, defective indicators, and faulted 
amplifiers are, in many cases, revealed by alarm or annunciator action. Com
parison of output and/ r state of independent channels measuring the same 
(driab suppslemen o pe of built-in wheinced Beto experience 
in operation of bot conventional and nuclear systems, when the unit is in 
operation, the mi mum checking frequency stated deemed adequate for re
actor system ins uentation.  

Calibration i performed to assure the prese ation and acquisition of accurate 
i tionon. The nuclear flux (power rang channels amplifiers a e calibrated 

(durig stdy-te oprtn ondi tion when indicated /neutro power exceeds 
core the 1 wer by more than two per nt. During on-steady tate operation, 
the nu at flux channels amplifiers e calibrated daily to c ensate for 
instr ntation drift and changing d patterns and core phy cs parameters.  
Calibto checks are also perfo ed following significan changes in core 
conditions (power level and cont 1 rod positions) in ord r to assure that 
the core thermal power indication during non-steady-state operations does not 
exceed the indicated neutron power by more than the tolerance (4% FP) assumed 
in the safety analysis for significant duration (e.g., 4 hours).  

Channels subject only to "drift" errors induced within the instrumentation 
itself can tolerate lner intrvals between calibrations. Process system 

OCONEE - UNITS 1, 2 & 3 4ty-1 Amendment No. 187 (Unit 1) 
Amendment No. 187 (Unit 2) 
Amendment No. 184 (Unit 3) 

IQ4J4 3
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@) fK T 4  QS 

Cheannet-Deri ption CAslk 'E .a__k-_ 

30. Borated Water Storage WE NA RV 
Tank Level Indicator 

31. Boric Acid Hix Tank: 

a. Level NA NA AN 
b. Temperature HO NA AN 

32. Concentrated Boric Acid 
Storage Tank: 

a. Level NA NA AN 
b. Temperature HO NA AN 

33. Containment Temperature NA A652w.  

34. Inor Nuton etctrs HOl)NA NA (I) Check unctioning; inc u ing 
functioning of computer readout or 
recorder readout.  

3.Emergency Plant HO(1) NA RF(1) Battery check.  

Radiation Instruments 

36. Environmental Honitors HO(1) NA (1) Check functionin 

37. Reactor Manual Trip NA PS NA R 3 .2,, 

S 8. Speacor Levling merge y NA NA RF 

.? . Sump Level 

k 39. Steam Generator Water Level WE NA RF .  

c: 40. Turbine Overspeed Trip NA NA RF 
R 4nr?. 1.)r



3.5 INSRUM4ENTATION SYSTEMS "1bE5 3, AJ W'L 

3.5.1 per.tie n Safety instrumon:a ti n scatu moce or a :retyer*c 

Applies unit 'nstrmentaic and control S Cr 

Chiect4± v e eet:a h ubro rtc~v hpesoeal 

To delineate the onditions of the unit instrumentation and safety 
circuits necessary to assure reactor safetyp 

Anaif icat by a/ light 

3.5.1.1 The reacn: shall not be in startup moe or in a ortica 

menmeto (U0. I)Om 

e No. (Uirements 2) 

.5.1.3 For on-line testing or in the event of a protective instrument 
or channel failure, a key-operated channel bypass switch 
associated with each reactor protective channel may be used to 

lock the channel trip relay in the untripped state. Status of 

the untripped state shall be indicated by a light. only one 

channel bypass key shall be accessible for use in the control 

room. Only one channel shall be locked in this untripped state 

or contain a dummy bistable at any one time.  

3.5.1.4 For on-line testing or maintenance during reactor power 
operation, a key-operated shutdown bypass switch associated 

with each reactor protective channel may be used in conjunction 

with a key-operated channel bypass switch as limited by 

3.5.1.3. Status of theshutdown bypass switch shall be S&33 
iicated by a light,? 

.515During startup when the intermediate range instruments com on 

scale, the overlap between the intermediate range and the 

source range instrumentation shall not be less than one decade.  

If the overlap is less than one decade, the flux level shall 

not be greater than that readable on the source range 
astruments until the one decade overlap is achieved. SE-=1J 

Oconee 1. 2, and 3 3.5-1 Amendment No. (unit 1) 

.Amendment No. (Unit 2) 

Aumendnent No.__ (LUt3)



**e 
TABLE 3.5.1-1 

IN UHENTS OPERATING CONDITIONS (cont'd) 

(A) (B) (C) 
HINIHUH Ope or Action If Conditions TOTAL NO. eIANNELS CHANNELS Ofolun 

LFNCINA N:T:OFFOHHNNL T RI OEABECannot B e .,~7 
15. ESF Reactor Building Spray 

System 

a. Analog Reactor 3 2 3 Bring to hot shutdown within Building12 hours (e) Pressure Instrument 
Channel 

b. Digital Logic Hanual 2 I 2 Bring to hot shutdown within hPushbutton 
12 hours (e) 

c. Digital Logic 2 1 2 Bring to hot shutdown within Channels (7 and 8)hours (e 

S6. Turbine Stop Va """""""f"""/2l gt o htonwithin Cl osu re . - -- - - -- - -- 0-. ... - --- - - -24 hours (e) C ..  
4-- Protective Channel 4 loc ; AR o AD 4 ee Note ( 

Coincidence Logic in the chi els; or or CD R64 I .  
Reactor Trip Hodules A 0I C 

and D LA 
I8. C Breakers I AC preaker I AC Breaker See Note (i 

and 2 DC and2BC 
Brea ers per Breakers per 
trip system trip system SEE 33,# > 

0 > 19. SCR Control Relays E and F 4 SCH Control 4 SCR Control See Note (j) 
RelaysRelays per 
triptrip system 

002 

4:1
ZnS



TAecejo 1E 3.5.1,3 

/ STRUMENTS OWA N L ITIONS (cont'd) 

NOTES: 

a) For channel testing, calibration, or maintenance, the minimum of three operable
chanes may be maintained by placing one channel in bypass and one channel in the) tr d condition, leaving an effective one out of two trip logic/ 

(b) When 2 of 4 power range instrument channels are greater than 10% rated power, hot 
shutdown is not required.  

(c Wen 2of 4wid rnge isrment chanl ar rae hn4x1 ated power, 
hot shutdown is not required.  

be molt s hu radown s withi nt caunrsl.  

\-he in cpld shtdowt hie. ous 

(f 1. *- -
?A AL . m one horo /P Mx4 pba <* 

2. Remove the power supplied to the control rod trip devices ssc iated with the RA A- .1 inoperable Reactor Trip Module within one hour.  

(i) I. The power supplied to the control rod drive mechanisms through the failed 
CRD Trip Breaker shall be removed within one hour or 

2. With one of the CRD Trip Breaker diverse features (undervoltage or shunt trip 
device) inoperable, restore it to OPERABLE status in 48 hours or place the 
breaker in trip in the next hour.  

Oconee 1. andt3 3.5-5 d AmendmentNo. (Unit 1) 
Amendment No. (Unit 2) 
p aernde t o (unt )



5pe4~o.~c 1  33.3.

4.1 -OPERATIONAL'SAFETY REVIEW 

Applicability 

Applies to ite directly related to safety lim s and limiting condi ons for 
operation.  

Objective 

To speci y the frequency and type of s veillance to be appliedto unit equip
ment an conditions.  

Specification 

4.1.1 The frequency and type of surveillance required for Reactor Protec
tive System 6nd Engineered safetv eature Protective Syste3 instru
mentation shall be as stated in Table 4.1-1. ( 7 

4.13 Rquied sampling shoud be perormed as detailed in able 4.13) 

.1.4 1 requency and type of surveillance required for radioacti 
effluent monitoring instrumentation shall be as stated in FSAR 
Chapter 1 E g ) 

4.1.5 Using the Incore Instrumentation System, a power map shall be made 
to verify expected power distribution at periodic intervals not to 
exceed ten effective full power days 

Failures such as blown instrument fuses, defective indicators, and faulted 
amplifiers are, in many cases, revealed by alarm or annunciator action. Com
parison of output and/ r state of independent channels measuring the same 
variable supplements hPis type of built-in surveillance. Based on experience 
in operation of bot conventional and nuclear systems, when the unit is in 
operation, the mi um checking frequency stated * deemed adequate for re
actor system ins umentation.  

Calibration i performed to assure the prese ation and acquisition of accurate 
information. The nuclear flux (power rang channels amplifiers a e calibrated 
(during st dy-state operating condition when indicated neutro power exceeds 
core the 1 power by more than two per nt. During non-steady tate operation, 
the nuc ar flux channels amplifiers e calibrated daily to c ensate for 
instr ntation drift and changing d patterns and core phy cs parameters.  
Calib tion checks are also perfo ed following significan changes in core 
conditions (power level and cont 1 rod positions) in ord r to assure that 
the core thermal power indication during non-steady-state operations does not 
exceed the indicated neutron power by more than the tolerance (4% FP) assumed 
in the safety analysis for significant duration (e.g., 4 hours).  

Channels subject only to "drift" errors induced within the instrumentation 
itself can tolerate 1 ngeiaervals between calibrations. Process system 

OCONEE - UNITS 1, 2 & 3 4.'1-1 Amendment No. 187 (Unit 1) 
Amendment No. 187 (Unit 2) 
Amendment No. 184 (Unit 3) 

Pau~ A/ S



NA IL 
-* Control Rod Drive NMO NA(I) sh textlndpndn Trip Broaker. SCR NAad canI NA 

mod dhe undervolta vice.i 
ower I'e Amplfr BS(I) NA (I)() Hem balancecheck each I& 

IHese balanc calibration whenever Indicated 
t- Core Ihennl power exceeds neutron power I ~by 1DM han percent.  

4. Power Raw S4 Dy p~)2 (I) Using Itr In lstruitentadon.  

ts(2) Axial offes upper sod lower chambers 

B3. PiRe o Cag3 
,t L3[ 

1 / 
Teprtr-t 
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3.5 INSTuMENTA7TION SYSS ,A4LS "L 

.. erticn Safety instrumentation mI r n .  

Applies a unit :nstrumentatic and control sysa - r

3be.ve n~e~e~:lt kenme rtciv ~~ieoeal 

To delineate the conditions of the unit instrumentation and safety 

circuits necessar to assure reactor safety 

ono ratis sal baes ie an 2.cfedi olm 

-. S.:.: Sha s o e in ssarlup mbce na c 

.5.1.3 Poroin stet he n the ient et of range instrumn Camen 

orchnnlaiur, e-r ated chne bpSs switc 

associaced wth ehmreor oproective chnl myo sdt 

ale, the chelaip bet wien the ntred satee. Sausn o 

sorch ne istetato shall ndic be ligh.anl oneeae 

rt On shall be les ao cke. th luntrieved sa 

ot conai -ar dumay bitatdable n on te ue rng 

3S.1.3 For on-line testing or inteae vering ractive ioweru 

01 

opr cainear, a key-operated huadown bypass switch scae 

asocdwith each reactor protective channel may be used nuction 

3cne .. 13 . Sttu.o heshtdw byass swith . shed be 

5.1. Duingstarup henthentemedae ndmisuents com oUn2 

scle the ovanelrlap ewenth inte redtage. ands the 

soue nranged isretat o shall oict be lsst thnl oneea.  

cn b passaey shnhatl beaasble s n the sourctrang 

rme nls unti chene deade lovela is ahieve stat3J 

Amendment No. (Unit 3) 

orA 

1 1
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TABLE 3.5.1-1 
INS RUHENTS OPERATINC CONDITIONS (cont'd).  

FUNCTIONAL UNIT O HNEST RPOEAL antB e 

5. ESF Reactor Building pray 
System 6+7 
a. Analog Reactor 

Building High 
1 or e Pressure Instruoment 

Channel( 

(d) 

( 

b' 6. ur itae ogic V a n 2 1 2 Bring to hot shutdown within 12 hours (e) 

7. Protective Channel 4 logic A or Al 4 See Note (f Coincidence Logic in the channels; or BC or C 
Reactor Trip Hodules Ahu Br C( 

and () 
Acrowtr A+g 18. CiD Breakers I AC pre er 0 C Break 14See Note (i) 

W a nd 2and 2 D 
Bre ers per Breaker 

N 1cC-rA L ip svs ri st m 0k-rp 
'_ 

_ 2 19. -8 Control Helays-1--ufl- 4 SC4 ontrnl L Coi trol See Note (j) C1 4 R~~ela s per Rly 000 D-t r ip systdein ri t; 

02A 

I~W



/ STRUMENTS O= TIO/ONS (conted) 

NOTES: ECEi 33 
a) For channel testing, calibration, or maintenance the minimum of three opea e 

channels may be maimained by placing one channel in bypass and one channel in the 
trippedl condition, leaving an effective one. out of two trip logic./ 

(b) When 2 of 4 power range inmment channels are greater than 10% rated power, b 
shutdown is not required.  

(c) When 2 of 4 wide range insrument channels are greater than 4 x 10 % rated power, 
hot shutdown is not required.  

(c) Iminimumn conditions are not met within 48 hours after hot shutdown. the unit 
bin cold shurdown within 24 hours.6_- <C g7,5 ; Ib~&e 1 5,4'7 9,9/5) 

I. ra m th operable Reactor Trip Module output in the p onppe 
within one hour or 

2. Remove the power supplied to the control rod trip devices associated with the 
in le Reactor Trip Module within one hour.  

) The RCP monitors provide inputs to this logic. For operability to be met eideiall 56 3 '3 
RCP monitor channels must be operable or 3 operabic- with the remaining channel in 
the tripped state.  

(i) 1 . The power supplied to the cnroln rod drive mechamisms through the failed RA 3. z CRD Trip Breaker shall be removed within one hour or -Pp +4e ce p 4e 
2. With one of the CRD Trip Breaker diverse features (undervoltage or shunt trIp 

device) inoperable, restore it to OPERABLE status in 48 ho r place the 
RAAI breaker in tripn - U7for 

R T AZ S-d CCA 

Oconce 1. .and 3 3.S-5 d Amendment No. (Unit 1) 
Amendment No. (Unit 2) 
Amendment No. (Unit 3)



T 3.5.1-1 
STRUMENTS OP TING COND IONS (cont'd) 

NOTES: 
o10r M14r 

(j) 1. With on4SCR Control Relay inoperable in logic channel C or D. the 
RAC c* inoperable SCR Control Relay to OPERABLE status i or remove 

oefom the CRD mechanisms supplied by the inoperabi channel's SCR 
Control Relay ith ii[inr th eti ho r i ii i: , 1 1 

/ A '2. Wi o more CR Control Relays inoperable in logic channel C or D, 
.,. gemove power from the CRD mechanisms supplied by the inoperable 

channel's RCnrlRlywtioehu.  

I of 2 digital channels or manual pushbutton can be disabled for up to 72 hours and 
still meet the requirements of this column.  

<;EE 31.3d2#/2> 

Oconee 1, 2, and 3 3.5-5 e Amendment No. (Unit 1) 
Amendment No. (Unit 2) 
Amendment No. (Unit 3)



4.1 *OPERATIONAL'SAFETY REVIEW 

Applicability 

Applies to ite directly related to safety lim s and limiting condi ons for 
operation.  

Objective 

To spec y the frequency and type of s eillance to be applie to unit equip
ment an conditions.  

Specification 

4.1.1 The frequency and type of surveillance required for Reactor Protec
,s- 3.l' tive System 6nd Ln71neere a etv keature Protective syste instru

mentation shall be as stated in Table 4.1-1. 7 

.12 feaefe'and type of surveillance re uired or selected equi £~~3 

,- 4.1.5 Using the Incore Instrumentaton System, a power map shall be made 
to verify expected power distribution at periodic intervals not to 
exceed ten effective full power days 

in operation of bot conventional and nuclear systems, when the unit is in operation, the mi um checking frequency stated deemed adequate for re
actor system ins utentation.  

Calibration i performed to assure the prese ation and acquisition of accurate information. The nuclear flux (power rang channels amplifiers a e calibrated 
(during st dy-state operating condition when indicated neutro power exceeds core the 1 power by more than two per nt. During non-steady tate operation, 
the nuc ar flux channels amplifiers e calibrated daily to c ensate for 
instr ntation drift and changing d patterns and core phy cs parameters.  
Calib tion checks are also perfo ed following significan changes in core conditions (power level and cont 1 rod positions) in ord r to assure that 
the core thermal power indication during non-steady-state operations does not exceed the indicated neutron power by more than the tolerance (4% FP) assumed 
in the safety analysis for significant duration (e.g., 4 hours)..  

Channels subject only to "drift" errors induced within the instrumentation 
itself can tolerate 1 lon ea ls between calibrations. Process system 

OCONEE - UNITS 1, 2 & 3 4.1-1 Amendment No. 187 (Unit 1) 
Amendment No. 187 (Unit 2) 
Amendment No. 184 (Unit 3)
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Spec C'71u~-73.3,, S 

event ofa brech RC iteri 

Misseiichainappouli to engnere saeyPoetv y m actain 
Ob eti e u k 'onA ap Hies tossr 

Toprvie bram* niiaio o e Tsfety&eummp 4o n h 

Specificationlad ~ psi 

SyHigh ssr - Reactor Bulding Iso mnmbpa -:1 

-r~2 5-f~C i 2. Presue 50 psig 

( I) Ma e bypsse beo 75 sg ad is u ail rin sttdaoe15 

i-a. (2) MayIsobetbynassedbow90pgan satmtical ly ei stae aoe 0 

NonAmendment No. 219 
OconeePemaio Roo 2.ad3Amnmn410 1 

Aeacor oolnt ighPxesmAmen*-i m n No. 21 Systm Prssue -LL.) & Ra.to-3S 
(Non-e mtialystem



3.5 INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS 

3.5.1 e ticn Safety Instrumenration 

Applies unit instrumentatic and contr ysrtetems.  

To delineate the conditions of the unit entation and safet 
circuits necessary to assure reactor safetyp 

ouThe reac: r shatl not be i. a startu mode or tn a dcad 
nots bhe uremhahts of Table 3.5.1-1, Column C are 

n51.Frumnits tingh on decae everla of artcivedistumn 

me ~~~ ~ ~3 0: 20.Z1 ad27" m 

ocn firaeoa hel bys s 
associted wth eh betr oprotective chael ma obesdt 

Olc 1. the hae tien me nde NSta. Stusn 1) 
rom. Onlyaonebchanneleshallsbecloced in thisuntrpe stt 

orcotan dmy isabe tae nent. (nt2 

3.5.1.4 For on-line testing or mintheenne durocieingsrectoreowe 

opr caine ar, a key-operated hadown bypass switch scae 

asotdwith each reactor protective channel may be used nucton 

withkatkey-operatedrchanelypassth swtich amted bytuo 

th nrpe tt hl eindicated by a light. nyn 

.5.1.5eDuring s when shle ntermeite frange intruet comeron 

scale, Onhe oelanbeweenllthe intered i ti ranand t tfi 

sorcentaninsrumenbitationa sall ne lesstan eae 

If51. Fhe oviea istessti a onne dadeg theactluxplerhl 

noth be greatr prhan t eadabl ony bhe sed rangenunto 

astuet unertl haonel decae ovrlich ievted. SEby3J 

Amendment No. (Unit 3) 

ith a ke



TABLE 3.5.1-1 
INSTR NTS OPERATING CONDITIONS (cont'd) 

MINItio Syste aprtrncindfCndti 

FUNCTIONAL UNITCHNLOfolmC 

0 RPS High Reactor Building a Pressre Chnne2 3(a) Bring to hot shutdown within 
12 hours 

Trip System 

a. Loss of Turbine 4 2 3(a) Bring to hot shutdown within 
12 hours 

b.Loss of Hain Feedwater 4 2 3(a) Bring to hot shutdown within 

12 .r ESF High Pressure - -12 hours (e) 

Injection System and Edyf&3. a 
Reactor Buildin8 Isolation 
(Non-essential Systems) 

a.PnessureInstrumenlat3 2 f 3 Bring to 6 )within 
Channels CO 12 hours (e) 

1=6r qw thr 3 
- o 

Z 
b. Analog Reactor Building 2 * ADo 3 4 PSIG Instrument , 3 Bring to within 

Channels 12 hours (e) 

C. Digital Logic Manual 2 1 2i t o---n 
Pushbut 2 Bring to hot shutdo 

09 .D i g i t a L o....c C h a n e l 2u 
W Logic Channels 2 2 Bring to hot shutdown within 

tA



T(Yrl. O. "NU111" IIIIIIIIIIIIrerator Action 13 Conditions 
( VIIO NAI. UNIT O)F CHANNELS 1TO TR IP OPERABLIE CnoB e 

1:. I- S M .Low Preasure lInjec
tion System, 

pbra'd,lr 
RAFS -a. Analog Reactor Coolant 3 2 firing to hot within 

Pressure Instrumenit 1 
Channels 12 ho I rb 3s e 

[4r AnlogReatorHuid- / / 13Bring to lmt-sitt-do, Witin Ing 4, PSIi Instrumenut 12 hours (e) Cimaine I a 

I~igi-- l gi Naumial 2 2 Bring to ho0htonwti 

",- (3and 4)24 hours.(e) 

14. ESF Reactor bjuilding 
3Isolation (Essential Symteills) 

R e a c t o r B i l d i g C o o li n 

T nj 

System k. A3 

X4Analog Dulig7 , ~ ~ 2Reactor 3 Bringng tow0hi 

00z.t~-L ~ Imsrgem 12 hours (e) 

Digial ogic"alual 2Bring to hot shutdown within 

2r hgo s hudw witei 

Disi allLogi ch nnel 2 
(5 an 6) TO W. kw-1 

24 hours (e 

SEE 33A7
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TABLE 3.5.1-1 
...... 1INSTRUHENTS OPERAT NC CONDITIONS (cont' 

(A) ()(D).  
I MUM Opera r Action If Conditions 

FUNCIONL UNIITTOTAL NO. CHANNELS C ANNELS Of Columnn C 

IS. ESF Reactor Building Spray 
System 

L a. Analog Reactor J,(- F3  ringto6 Lo a etrCO 3 Eig to within Building High L12 hours wti 
Pressure Instrument 
Channel 

Digital Logic 2 1 2 Bring to hot shutdowi-nwiti7n) 
Channels (7 and 8) 24 houirs 

6. Turbine Stop Valves 2 1 2 Brinig to hot shutdown withii Closure4hor e 

17. Protective Channel 4 ogic ADor AD 4See Note ( > s Coincidenice Logic in the channels; or BC or CD 
Reactor Trip Modules A, B, C, SEe3 .) 

18. CRD Breakers I AC Breaker I AC Breaker See Note--(i) 
0and 2DC and 2DC 

Breakers per Breakers per 
trip system trip system 

00;- 19. SCRi Control Relays E and F 4 SCR Control 4 SCR Control See Note (j) 
c P. ~Relays per Rly e 

0' 
6..  

18. 1 

.- Digta Logic 2yt 1 rn o o htow i n ha nlD7 a d 8)O. . . - - - 4 h a s ( ) 

Tubn tpVles212Bigt htsudw ih



STRUMENTS OPRTN L O . O MONS (cont'd) 

NOTES: SE3 .  

a) For channel testing, calibration, or maintenance, the minimum of thre opea 
channels may be maintained by placing one channel in bypass and one channel in tbc 
tripped condition. leaving an effective one out of two triplogic.  

(b) When 2 of 4 power range instrment channels are greater than 10% rated power, hot 
shutdown is not required.  

(c) When 2 of 4 wide range instrument channels are greater than 4 x 10 % rated power, 
hot shutdown is not required.  

+ (e) If minimum conditions are not me s 

win 
neoro 

inoperable Reactor Trip Module within one ho 

) he RCP mnonitors provide inputs to this logic. For operability to be met eitheraflgg9 
RCP monitor channels must be operable or 3 o a with the remainin t channe in / 
the ippedst 

i) 1. power supplied to conrol rod drive mechamsms thronds the failed 
CRD Trip Breaker shall be removed within one hour or 

2. With one of the CRD Trip Breaker diverse features (undervoltage or shunt trip 
device) inoperable, restore it to OPERABLE status in 48 hours or place the 
breaker in trip in the next hour.  

Add~~~S6 /? 32. LC+_>F 

Oconee 1..and 3 35-5 d Amendment No. (Unit 1) 
Amendment No. (Unit 2) 
Amendment No. (Unit 3)



.1 -OPERATIONAL SAFETY REVIEW 

Applicabilitvt\ 

Applies to it s directly related to sa ety limits and limiting co ditions for 
operation.  

Objective1 

To spec fy the frequency and type f surveillance to be applied to unit equip
ment and conditions. b s e T e 

Specification ss b5dle 13. 

4.1.1 The frequency and type of surveillance required for or P ote 
. 5 ( SysE 3te0 001aa ginee red Safety feature Protective System instru

mentation shall be as stated in Table 4.1-1.  

.1.2 The frequency and type of surveillance -required for radioctivequ 

effluent monitoring instrumentation shall be as stated in FS 0 Chapter 16.  

.1.5 Using the Incore Instrumentation System, a power map shall be made 
to verify expected power distribution at periodic intervals not to 
exceed ten effective full power days.  

Bases 

Failures such as blown instrument ruses, TeFive i cators, and faulted A.  
amplifiers are, in many cases, revealed by alarm or annunciator action. Com
parison of output and/or stat of independent channels measuring the same 
variable supplements this t e of built-in surveillance. Based on experience 
in operation of both conve ional and nuclear systems, when the unit is in 
operation, the minimum ch king frequency stated is deemed adequate for re
actor system instrumenta on.  

Calibration is perfo d to assure the pre entation and acquisitio of accurate 
information. The nu ear flux (power ra e) channels amplifiers re calibrated 
(during steady-sta operating conditio ) when indicated neutr power exceeds 
core thermal powe by more than two pe ent. During non-stea -state operation 
the nuclear fl channels amplifiers re calibrated daily t compensate for 
instrumentatio drift and changing d patterns and core ysics parameters.  
Calibration ecks are also perfo d following signifi nt changes in core 
conditions ower level and contr rod positions) in rder to assure that 
the core ermal power indicatio during non-steady-s te operations does not 
exceed the indicated neutron pow r by more than the tolerance (4% FP) assumed 
in the safety analysis for significant duration (e.g., 4 hours).  

Channels subject only to "drift" errors induced within the instrumentation 
itself can tolerate longer intervals between calibrations. Process system 

OCONEE - UNITS 1, 2 & 3 A.1-1 Amendment No. 187 (Unit 1) 
Amendment No. 187 (Unit 2) 
Amendment No. 184 (Unit 3) 
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*** 
CDC) abb - lc1 ONTIND .-. _______ k" r 

M ~anlDsrph~CekTs Calibrate 

2. mp- Tux Comparator ES 45 Days R 
STB 

* High Reactor Building DA 45 Days RF 
Pr su 

_ 
14. High Pressure Injection A ONDA inclu~0s Reactor Builling Q Reactor Building isolation Islio of nori- essential CL Logic (Non-essential systems 

emCo of7 sys fern 15. High Pressure Injection 
Analog Channels: 

aw-Reactor Coolant ~ Pressure 

3 -b. Reactor Building 
Pressure (4 psig) W Rp 

ow Pressure n NA nfei 
Logic_______ 

17. Low Pressure Injection 
Analog Channels: 

L -a- Reactor Coolant 
m m Pressure 

3 -i Reactor Building IL l/ 
Pressure (4 psig) 

eacoru t megecy NANA 5 3,3,7) Reactdr Buildin Isolation 
* yte ogc(Esntaooling and Iso a ton/ 

Z 49-. Reactor Building Emergency -1W 1 
Cooling and Iso ation 

cea System Analog Channel 
B.2.S. Reactor Building Pressure (4 psig) ( to, 

to~ -U 

IOu 

14



haneDecigjo Check LL Calibra Relllar 
1CL. Reactor 1101414n Spray NA N 37 Po4e~~Systnal Logic3,.7 

/.21. Reactor Building Spray 
System Anialog Channel A sAaV 3.s I VlA Reactor Building 111gh 
I'ressimre 

d 
(22 l!esrzer_ Temperature -sNAR 

;. 25. Core Floos an 6 

Is. L e e sN 

6. a 'resurl LPesel E N I l. j.0 tin Systraes TaloAw 
R 

,:- Pt'J 

- " .20.  

ON " 00 L$



3.5 INSTRTENHTATION SYSi 

3.5.1 Operiiecn Safety instrumbetation 

Applies unit instrumentatic and control Ms.  

bec ve7 

To delineate the conditions of the unit instrumentation and safety 
ircuits necessary to assure reactor safetya 

the unracped sate sh bea startup meae or in a ritical 

h4scannless kh e acessible for.use iolumn C are 

A"m I.C 20, .. 21, and2 / Fcr :ems 

room.nd Ol, oe reaurementsare sced in 5 cipe sat e 
3.5.7.  

3.5.1. thtteubr a protective ch el oprab1 

falls be w che limit given er Table 3.5. 1, Column C; A 
oerati nshall be limited as s ecif ied in Column D 

.5.1.3 For on-line testing or in the event of a protective instrument 

or channel failure, a key-operated channel bypass switch 
associated with each reactor protective channel may be used to 
lock the channelatd rel ay in the untripped state. Status of 
the untripped state shall be indicated by a light. only one 
channel bypass key shall be accessible for use in the control 

room. Only one channel shall be locked in this untripped state 
or contain a dummy bistable at any one time.  

3.5.1.4 For on-line testing cr maintenance during reactor power 
operation, a key-operated shutdown bypass switch associated 

with each reactor protective channel may be used in conjeunction 
with a key-operated channel bypass switch as limited by 

35.1.3. Status of the shutdown bypass switch shall be, &a3Io 
inticated by a light,? 

.5.1.5 During startup when the intermediate range instruments com on 
scale, the overlap between the intermediate range and the 

source range instrumentation shall not be less than one decade.  

If the overlap is less than one decade. the flux level shall 

not be greater than that readable on the source range 
.astruments until the one decade overlap 4s achieved.  

Oconee 1. ::, and 3 3.5-1 Amendment No. (Unit 1) 

Amendment No. (Unit 2) 
Amendment No. (Unit 3) 

lqvjz /& 7



INSRUNNTS01TABLE 3.5S. 1-1 otd INSTRUNENTS PERATING CONDITIONS (otd 

( A )) 
TOTAL NO.INM pr Ato Ifcnios I NCTIONAL UNIT OFAEL CHANELSNoLI 

0. RPS High Reactor Building 4 
Pressure Channels 

12 hot 

II. .RPS Anticipatory Reactor 
Trip System 
a. Loss of Turbine 

3(a) Bring to hot shutdown within 

12 hours 
a. Loss of Turine 4 2 3(a) Bring to hot shutdown within 

-+41 ESF High Pressure 12 [tours 
Injection System and K 1 S 33, 
Reactor Duilding loolation C4-1 
(Non-essential Systems) kt -P.o 

a. Analog Reactor Coolant 3 Pressure Instrument t3 2 3 Bring toL oahutdown iti 
Channels 12 hours (e) Ch ann e s 

12 h u s ' 

b. Analog Reactor Building 3 2 4 PSIG Instrument 3 Bring to hot shutdown with 
Channel --- 12 hours (e) i -~~~ t~iA 3 R 9 IM ~ 3 A F%3 L4o c. Digital Logic Hanual 2 r o 

1. 33 0 4 Pushbutton 2Bigt 

14 /W---ga9tal Logic Channels 'I1 Loc C 2 Bring to hot shutdown within 
,24 hours (e) 

(I adu2 
V$



FIINr IfiNl. NOF (CHANNEL.S TO TR I OPER~IALE Cannot Be Met 
13. EHF Low P~resBsre luliec- T" 4Pd~~ S ~ od~ 3s .,' LinSystem 10doA14d Ife ~ . ij A 

Pressure Instrumenti 
12 h~ours (e) 

Channels . A n a lo g R ea c to r C ol a n 3 2 
3 B rin g to h o t sh u td o w n w ith in) 

HaLO c.Iiital Logic Itanual 2 BrIsm~g to owti P ~~b Iuslhutton Z2 1 or(e 
I. D~igital Logic Channels 2 1 2 Blrinmg to hot shutdown wit in (3 and 4) 

2 or e 
14. ESV Reactor B~uilin~g 

~4 LCIG Isusgi ta l ogic nassa Bring to ho h t o n within ~J j .3 ~ . C I a ul i lg i s 1 2 h o u r s ( e )

a - Ilot rfr 1 2Bring to hot shutdown within 

and ) 24 hour (e 
lii7 

SE& 3,3,7>



** 

TABLE 3.5.1-1 
INSTRUHENTS OPERATING CONDITIONS (cont'd) 

(A) ( )(C) (D).  
HIN M Operator Action Conditions 

TOTAL NO CHANNELS C NNL Of Co umn C 
FUNCTIONAL UNIT OF CHANNEL TO TRIP OPERABLE Cannot Be Met 

-W44 ESF Reactor Building Spray 
System 

a. Analog Reactor 3 2 3 Bring to hot shutdown within 
Building Highhours e 
Pressure Instrument 

LCO b. Digital Logic Hanual 2 I 2 ring to within 
Pushbutton 12 hours (e) 

Digital Logic A B 1 Ad Bar eNe 
SCahanndes and 8) 

16. urbie Stp Vaves Brig tohot- MhuENG wit I 
osur 24 ours(e) 

18. CRD Breakers I AC Breaker I A Breaker See Note t 
and 2DC and 2 DC 
Breakers per Breakers per 
trip system trip system 

0 19. SCR Control Rejays E and F 4 SCR Control 4 SCR Control See Note (j) 
Relays per Relays per 

, o trip system trip system 

001 

C' 

33.4 
LIA



33.6 

TBLE 3.5.1-I1 
STRUENT O TNG OM ITIONS (cont'd) 

NOTES: SE3.  

a) For channel tesoing, calibration. or mamntenance, the minimum of three operabl 
channeis may be maintained by placing one channel in bypass and one channel in the 

tppdcondition. leaving an effective one out of two trip logic.  

(b) When 2 of 4 power range insmanent channels are geater than 10% rated power, hot 
shutdown is not required.  

(c) When 2 of 4 wide range instrument channels are greater than 4 x 10 -% rated power.  
hot shutdown is not required.  

(C) If minimum conditions are not met sthe unitshall 

F?A 8, Z be in 

) 1. Place the iaoperable Reato Trip Module output in the tripe 
within one hour or 

inoperable Reactor Trip Module within one ho 

TheRCPmnitorsprvidemiputs o this logic. For operbility to bemetitherall Jg 3.'LJ 
RCP monitor channels must be operable or 3 o l with dbc remainn channel.  
the tripped stass.  

i) 1. power supplied to contol rod drive mechanisms through the failed 
CRD Trip Breaker shall be removed widnin one hour or 

Z. With one of the CRD Trip Breaker diverse features (undervoltage or shunt trip 
device) inoperable, resrore it to OPERABLE staus in 48 hours or place ithe 
breaker in trip in the next hour.  

f2) (4Soi3jLd 

Ocone supidtotecnto o diend3nssthog heii 

Oconh on of and 3 3.5-5 d Amendment No. (Unit 1) 
Amendment No. (Unit 2) 
Amendment No. (Unit 3) 
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.1 -OPERATIONAL SAFETY REVIEW 

Applicability v 

Applies to it sdirectly related to sa ety limits and limiting co ditions for 
operation.  

Objective 

To spec fy the frequency and type f surveillance to be applied to unit equip
ment and conditions.  

Specification Ef/ 

mentation shall be as stated in Table 4.1-1.  

.1.2 The frequency and type of survillance required for radioct i - 3 
effuen moitrin intrmentato shall be as stated in 

FSl 41 
.1.3 Required sampling should beper ormed as detailed in Table 4.1-3 -ua)dS 

4.1.5 Using the Incore Instrumentation System, a power map shall be made 
L-1- to verify expected power distribution at periodic intervals not to 

exceed ten effective full power days.  

Bases t"Js . , 

Failures such as blown instrument tuss, cive indicators, and faulted 
amplifiers are, in many cases, revealed by alarm or annunciator action. Com
arison of output and/or stat of independent channels measuring the samebae variable supplements this t ;e of built-in surveillance. Based on experience 
in operation of both conve ional and nuclear systems, when the unit is inc 

operation, the minimum Ch kIng frequency stated is deemed adequate for re
actor system instrumenta on.  

Calibration is perfo d to assure the pre entation and acquisitio of accurate 
information. The nu ear flux (pover ra e) channels amplifiers re calibrated 
(during steady-sts, operating conditio ) when indicated neutr power exceeds 
core thermal pove by more than two pe ent. During non-stea -state operation 
the nuclear fl channels amplifiers re calibrated daily t compensate for 
instrumentatio drift and changing d patterns and core ysics parameters.  
Calibration ecks are also perfoa d following signifi nt changes in core 
conditions over level and contr rod positions) in rder to assure that 
the core armal power indicatio during non-steady-s te operations does not 
exceed the indicated neutron power by more than the tolerance (4% FP) assumed 
in the safety analysis for significant duration (e.g., 4 hours).  

Channels subject only to "drift" errors induced within the instrumentation 
itself can tolerate longer intervals between calibrations. Process system 

OCONEE - UNITS 1, 2 & 3 A.1-1 Amendment No. 187 (Unit 1) 
Amendment No. 187 (Unit 2) 
Amendment No. 184 (Unit 3) 
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Channel Des p i ion /R,, , CheA 

41. Engineered Safeguards NA Channel 3 HP Injection O 
Reactor Building loolation 
Manual 

Trip 42. Engineered Safeguards 
A Channel 2 HP Injection & Reactor Building loolationsytmol 

Manual Trip 
43. Engineered Safeguards 

I eacto us Channel 3 LP Injection 
lanual Trip 

44. Engineered Safeguards NA 
Ri Channel 4 LP Injection 

& lManual Trip 

45. Engineered Safeguards 
A Channel 5 RB Isolation & Cooling Manual Trip 

46. Engineered Safeguards NA wNAIcueRe to uidn Channel 6 RB Isolation 
ioaino seta ytm & Cooling Manual Trip 
ol 

47. Engineered Safeguards NA Channel 7 
Spray Manual Trip 

>0 48. Engineered Safeguards NA N 
'oa Channel 8 

Calirat Remarksri 

AAA 

Incldes eact uidingisoltio



' 4P ic ~ an ... ne ecureent ar seciiedinSp±caieon3.7 

3.5 INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS 

3.5.1 opertion Safety instrumentation 

Aliai e y iht$2 

A stes uit instrumentatic and control sys .  

Oblect ve7 

To delineate the conditions of the unit ins(itation and safety 
circuits necessar to assure reactor safetyM 9 

3.5.1.1 The reac:cr shall not be in startuorF mode or in --itica 
Leo ta mies -- e reuirments of Table 3.5.1-1, Column C are 

. F o t n oa eti o itue 
rchannel.failureakeyetemeden Nos swit 

as d wt e to protective cnnel mbe u 

flck the chelit tripean th Triped stat. Sttus of 

rom. Onloncne shall be l ocked as. iin is untrpe stt 

.5.1.3 Por on-line testing or min tene dring aproecte inow er t 

opr cainear, a key-operated cdown bypass switch scae 

vsict ih each reactor protective channel may be used counton 

wicthkeyoed channel yps swth utich amted bytu o 

th nrpe tt hl eindicated by a light. nyn 

.5.1.5eDuring s when thale ntermeite frange intet comeron 

scale, Onhe oelanbeweenllthe intered i ti ranand tet'f 

sorcentaninsrumenitab tio sall ne lesstan eae 

If1. the oviea istesso mthnane dadeg athe flux erhl 

noth beac greatr rthathat readabl ony bhe sed rangenj 

sr um nt un il th ne de a e ve l p s c ie ed 

Ocon5l.,an 3. 3.5-1s ofteuntowexps wichmal _ (Unitl) 

.5..5 urng tarupwhe th iteredae ndmisuent s No cUnt2 

souce angintruenttiosae nd ensstha o. e(Unitd3)



TABLE 3.5.1-1 
INS UtIENTS OPERATING CONDITI S (contod) 

(A) (B) ( D 

:Operator Action 
E ndiltions FUNCTJONAL UNIT OF CHANNELS TO TRIP OPRAL 

0 P ihReactor Buildi o a in 
( )B i g t o h t o n w t i 

Trip Ssemta yse 

a . Los a f Tgur ie l 42( 
)B i g t o h t o n w t i 12 hours 

(letinStmand  
Reco ulin slto 

0 0 
P ( 4cet an 

tt 
OClaSy 

s t e m s )



i~~~~~i.II- 3.5. 1.1 -1ug r Im .c 
tioumMNT OIyut'ri, 3ODTIN 3cut 

__(A)_ <C)E (D) 

L1C0 Ti. I~gid Poi OPannes Can o H t h 

13. LSF i~Lo ressurle Inje 
Islio n (yst eaal aI ytes) 

a. Aa l o Rea ~cor Cool al 
Br n to htsh td w w t i 

Prssr Insnuen 6)'.....1...../ '2 houirs (e) 

toA 

i-S-i
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INSTRUMENTS OPERATING CONDI ONS (cont'd) 

^)A) (C) (D).  
HINIMUM 0 rator Action If Conditions 

TOTAL NO. CIIAN ELS CHANNELS Of Colum C 
FUNCIONL UNT O CRANEL TO RIPOPERBLECannot nenMet 

15. ESF Reactor Building Spray 
System < t335 

a. BnaldgReactor 3 2 3 Brihg to hot shutdown within 

Buldn High 1. Digira Log) 

Pressure Instrument 
Channel 

17. Prteteannl ogic Alnua or AD 2 Seen Nthote (I) L 

_0 c. inial Logic 8) 2 carin to hoohutdow o Cin 

Reactor Trip odules nBD C, < 

18. CRD Breakers I AC Breaker i AC Breaker See Note (1) 
and 2 DC and 2 DC 
Breakers per Breakers per 
trip system trip system 

t 9. SCR Control Ielays E and F 4 SCR Control 4 SCR Control See Note (j) 
C P. Relays per Relays per 
o0 trip system trip s stem 

r% 

00 

4::4J



T; LE 3.5. 1-1 
/ISTRUMENTS OPERTING COV6lTIONS (cont'd) 

NOT7ES: SE3.  

A) For channel tesong, calibration. or maintenance, the minimum of three opea e 

chnnelis may be maintained by placing one channel in bypass and one channel in the 

rppdcondition. leaving an effective one out of two trip logic./ 

(b) When 2 of 4 powe range intaen channels are geater than 10% rated power. hot 
shutdown is not required.  

(c) When 2 of 4 wide range instrument channels are greater than 4 x 10 % rated power.  
hot shutdown is not required.  

t#A.2 (c) Ifm umcondtosaeo met wihp usatrhthurdoirc theyi ita 

1) 1. Place de inoperable Reactor Trip Module output in the tripped conditibi 
within one hour or 

2. Remove the power supplied to the control rod trip devices associated with the 
inoperable Reactor Trip Module within one h 

)TUe RCP monitors provide inputs to this logic. For operability to be metnishesall £g 1) 
RCP monitor channels must be operable or 3 oeale with the remuining channeli 

i) power supplied to caoi rod drive merhamsmthrough the failed 
CRD Trip Breaker shall be removed within one hour or 

2. With one of the CRD Trip Breaker diverse features (undervoitage or shunt trip 
device) inoperable, restore it to OPERABLE staas in 48 hours or place the 
breaker in trip in the next hour.  

Oconee 1. Z and 3 3.5-5 d Amendment No. (Unit 1) 
Amendment No. (Unit 2) 
Amendment No. (UnitS 3)



.1 -OPERATIONAL SAFETY REVIEW 

Applicabilityt 
R T O 

Applies to it s directly related to sa ety limits and limiting co ditions for 
operation.  

Objective 

To spec fy the frequency and type f surveillance to be :applied to unit equip
ment and conditions.  

Specification r .4 & 

mentation shall be as stated in Table 4.1-1.  

.1.4 The frequency and type of surveillance required for radioct i3 

~effluent monitoring instrumentation shall be as stated in FS 

eCeedpten efetiefllpwr.as 

SE4 

Bases 

Failures suc asbonisrmn7usEei ctra dfale 
amplifiersari maycss reeldb alr oranni ora in.C 

parison ofoupteand/rtstatofe idepeindet hnesdi mauingtel samet 

in op erao bthn efc ve ional andnucer ystes hnteui si 

atore s semow instrument n.,-- - igctran ale 2 

hencerfchnesamplifiers reinmn calibratveaed darrannito cont fo

conditons ove levelt andonr odotos indeedn rdaner teassur thate 
eh oe amlpwridcto drn o-taysaeoeain d enot 

vinathe sf ent ly is onficn u atin (vile., sed h ours).iece 

Channels su~bjc on to "dit erosidcdwt nth isru nain isen tolerate lbtone iterals betweclairatosrcs systems hnteui si 

acAenden No.te 187 (Unit2)on 

Caliratoa i pefo to ssue th pr en A meo, ndmenut i o. 184 u t e



** 
ib. AbW04. I- OTI D Channel Descrh C Cal ate R rks 

. ump-Flux Comparator ES 45 Days RF 
C_+ sTo r-E 3.3. > 

L13. High Reactor Building DA 45 Days RF 

14. High Pressure Injection & -NAReactor Building Isolation /- NA- Incu o Reac B il g c Logic (Non-essential systems) . 1 Iso ln eessmsal A 
15. HnghoPressure 

1 
\c 

A 
..  

a. Reactor Coolant 
Pressure ES N0 RF b. Reactor Buildin 
Pressure 4 s .) 

16. Low Pressure Injection -NA- NyA 

t M:, 31 days SE s 3.3,5 7. Low Pressure Injection 
Analog Channeles A 
a. Reactor Coolant 

m m Pressure E 0R L c1 ac b. Reactor Buildid 
Pressure (4 ps S) ES M0 RF 

18. Reactor Building Emergency 4A_Cooling and Isosation 
System Logic (Essential Systems) 

amust 9. eactor u ng Emer ES M0 RF Cooling and Isolation 
C=c System Analog Channel 
.. Reactor Building Pressure (4 paig) 

4b



20. Reactor Disilding spray -4I 4 

I. ItC8Lto ~ 1piujn gray NA N I SYstem AnalIoog Clhannel 
Ileactor building 11131.  
P'ressumre 

CIE I I raz er Te , je r atrS 

_1nH A OF $ 

C hghtl Rod PrslureL NA NA 

Corieconym, FloodTa 
Cm 1~ Prs su eE 

AR 

It. i-e el Es N RF 3 3 

6 . P r s k r z e r e v e lE 
S N 

< >J



A/(AO.T.0ov's l.4t ;r c4.V' 

3.3.4 :ore Flood Tank (CFT) S Bste ) 

'-hen the RCS is in a condition with pressure above 800 psig both CF's s 

associated ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T' colnsuihadaloile S vle salb 

be operable with the electrically operated discharge valves open and breakers 
lKed open and tagged; a minimum level of 13 + .44 feet (1040 +30 ft.3) and 

one (vel Tstruent o hannl pet s a minimum boron concentration within the 
Limit specified in the Core perating Liits Report in each CFT; and pressur 

oat 600 + 25 psigsysh ot pre tre ins oament crtnneldper et the 

3.3.4 Boruated Water Storage Tank (BaST) I) bv in 2 

. h th uel il the/core is in condiion ith Rresure eow 
or re r t 50 psi or temperaturj equal tor grested than 250 F: 

a. The BST shall have operable eo level instrument channels. A 
S ) exs oe maintenance 11al be allod on one channelfo f BUST reve 

(2), If the BVST level instrumentation is no res meet t 
RA A E% requirements of Specification 3.3.4.& ove within24-hours, the 

@,44,# reactor shall be placed in( Cfborthtoncn~t'@ihb1 
hours. I the requirements of Specification 3.3.4.a Are not met 

in 2401ours r ot? tdo the reactor shall be 

M2. in-a condition vich (n 3 

The BST shall contain a minimum level of 46 feet of water having a 
minimum concentration of boron vichin the limit specified in the Core 
Operating Limits Report at a minimum temperature of 50'F. The manual 
valve, LF-28, on the discharge line shall belocked open. If these 
requirements are not met, the BUST shall be considered unavailable and 
action initiated in accogact.with Specificain32 

.3.5 Reactor Building Cooling (RBC) System 

a. When the RCS, with fuel in the core, is in a condition with pressure 
equal to or greater than 350 psig or temperature equal to or greater 
than 250'F and subcriticals 

(1) Two independent RBC trains,* each comprised of an RBC fan, 
.associated cooling-Unit, and associated ESF valves shall be 
operable. Valve LPSV-108 shall be locked open.  

(2) Tests or maintenance shall be allowed on any component of the RBC 
system provided one train of the RBC and one train of the RBS are 
operable. If the REC system is not restored to meet the 
requirements of Specification 3.3.5.a(1) above within 24 hours, 
the reactor shall be placed in a condition with RCS pressure below 
350 psig and RCS temperature below 2507F wichin an additional 24 
hours.  

Oconee Units 1. 2, & 3 3.3-3 Amendment No. 203 (Unit 1) 
Amendment No. 203 (Unit 2) 
Amendment No. 200 (Uni t 3)
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3.5.6 Accident Monitoring Instrumentation 

Applicability 

Applies to accide monitoring instrumentation.  

Objective 

To ensure that sufficient informat n is available on sele ed plant parameters 
to monitor and assess such parameters following an acci;nt.  

Specifications 

4.5.6b1 e accident onitoring instrumentati n shown in Table 3 .6-1 sh 
O be o erab abi ed in the Ta e provision 

e cal Specification 3.0 do not app y 

.5.6.2 a the event th num er of accident itoring instrumentatio 

~conditions as appropriate ensures that sufficient information is available on 
selected plant parameters to monitor and assess these variables following an 
accident.  

RCS subcooled m gin is directly indicated in he control room. Core 
subcooled mar n is indicated on both ICC plas a displays, the OAC video, and 
a digital co rol board meter. Loop A subco ed margin is indicated on one 
ICC plasma splay, the OAC video, and a di tal control board meter. Loop B 
subcooled argin is indicated on the othe ICC plasma display, the OAC video, and a di tal control board meter. The AC video and the digi al control 
board ters are redundant displays o the same signal.  

The operability requirements of th Reactor Coolant System ubcooling margin 
monitors ensures that sufficient nformation is availabl to the operators to 
provide prompt recognition of s urated conditions in e primary coolant 
system and advanced warning of the approach to inadeq te core cooling.  
Guidance for these requirements was provided by the C letter of July 2, 1980, 
and derived from the implementation of the TMI-2 lessons learned program.  

Temperature indications from all 24 qualified core exit thermcouples can be.  
displayed on the 0AC. 12 qualified core exit thermcouples per train will input 
to each train of process electronics and can be displayed on the respective ICC 

- plasma display.  

Ad/d A cr'ur No1-6 d' PAN' ,CVect4,r 2.9~ oia 

OCONEE - Units 1, 2, & 3 3.5-44 Amendment No. 174 (Unit 1) 
Amendment No. 174 (Unit 2) 
Amendment No. 171 (Unit 3) 

6/6/89



E+ rs 

Table 35.-+ 
.f ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION 

(A) (B) (C) 
Required 
Operable 

Instrument 1.Channels 'Applicability 

7 - Containment Pressure Monito (PT-230, -231 2 f 2 I Above hot shutdown 

: 4. Containment Water Level Monitor Wide Range LT-90, -91) 2 2 Above hot sli own 

- Containment High-Range Radiation Monitor RIA-57 8) 2 >2 Above h shutdown 

lo A Containment Hydrogen Monitor T-80, -81) 2 >f 2 Abo e hotshutdown 

3 - Wide Range Hot Leg Level RC-LT0123, Wdi 4) 2 >f 2 3 Above hot shutdown 

5 -6- Reactor Vessel Head Level C-LT0125, RC-LT0126) 2 f3 Above hot shud n 

/44- Qualified Core Exit Thermocouple Trains 2 If (a) 2 Above hot utdown 

8*17- Subcooling Monitors 2 O 4 When CS temperature 
rt rt rt 

/ -9* Wide Range Nuclear Instrumentation 2 5 Above hot shutdown 

FRI./0r4w tat 4 
cc, 4 
C ApJ 

f+ f+ft t :"i Ap



Table 3.5.6-1 (CONTINUED) 
ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION 

301..1 ACTIONS 

If- o channels is inoperable. the channel shall be restored to operable status 
withaysrel ui hkb in hot shdtdown witZn the next 12)tours 

A n 4: If oneof the re chann el s inoperable, theacha shall be restored to eae 

A ereoerable status win ore unit shall be ini shae 

Acon 3: If one chane is inoerable. the channel shall be restored to oprb 

* RA A.1 for 4 3, within 30days, or a repot shl be subanto onmsio w 

ouliin the cas of the inpeailt and las1 n 

f two chnnelIs are inopeabl, at least on"e i chne hle resoe to6 

A ctio 4:) If6 on othreurdcanlisnperable, attu leas one channe shall be  

AmenA.4, (. / 7Um h 

to: If to of the reqired hnnelre ie channel shall bo. 220 ts 
(A (.1or 7 Arestored to operable status within 3 or teuishle n or-

within the next 12 hours e wiN the ne 

Oconee Units 1, 2 and 3 3.5-46 
Amadma No. 223 (unit 1) 

AmenmentNo. 223 (Unit2) 
Amadmar No. 220 (Usit 3)



Table 3.5.6-1 (CONTINUED) 
ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION 

Action 5- I c are inoperable, at least one of the inoperable channels shall be 
restored to operable status within 30 days, r a report shall be submitt to Sg S, 

P or the NRC wiU~ cofowmg ays. I e report shall outline the OMp:eplanned alternate method of monitoring, the cause for the inoperabiilty, 
and the plans an ceuefrrsoigteiznWPtton channelt 

4-caai.4e e inoperable, at least one channel shall be restored to 
operable status within 7 days e umt s all be placed in 

)Operable subcooling mar monitors must consist of: 

1) One direct i cation for I of 2 RCS hot I and one direct indication for 

the core- r 

:~ 1.- N' , I' 

a) of2) qualirect it for each R hot leg.  

Oconee Units 1, 2 and 3 3.547Amede No. 223 (Unit 1) 

A m= No. 223 (Unit 2) 
Andmen No. 220 (Unit 3) 

(a' r~



I A d d S < ' k xce e s 4 ? . 4 

Coinee Logic In N O N 

S 2 . C o ntro l R o d D rive N O A( )I $ t s W n e e d n l o f r TripBreker.SCRthe Operability of the shunt trip device 
Control Relays 6 a P 

and the undervoitage device.  
3. Power Rge Apiner~ BSOl) NA "I I) Icat balance checkeach .Sa 

Heat balance calibration whenever Indicated 

I'core thermal powe eced neutron power 4. Pow Rupas4ngs eI)2 
(1) Using incore instrumentation.  

J - W Ide Range I ~y ) NA ( ) W he I nm< .3 q / I 6.Souce Range () PS A() heiuvce ' 
ReactrCooian,11 45 Days RiP" IIITemperature SmB -<S-EAS3.  

8.HighReacorWCoolaw BS 43 Days RP rtr tPressure 
lTB 

9. Low Reacbor Cooaz as 43 Days RP 

1.Paum. ITS 
M 45 OW Rjp 

- rt rtrt I . 4ecOF CPoiaq 04 4sImu 
O lRmeqt 45'



Syte Logic~ 4LS 

F . Reactor fiilding Spray "A NO A 
0 'ystem oi 

21. Ilcactor Building Spray NA HOU Ur System Angalog Chaninel 
Reactor OlUldinfg hligi 
l'ressire 

22. Presssrataire ES NA RF 3 

U.to ~r l g'ea u ll Level rA3it..81 -Ve 
31 

1' itI-.t i I .,C 

-- A RF(2 Iliad.ec Lowtl 
Re Ieusre 'o s~~Ije t io n S y sa 

t v eFlo w Ij- jj -
2L e sa ent nnc 

(2) ali rate rol Mis lig ment cha nel Rod R 1
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Table 3.t -(CONI NUED 

hunnel Desipitn 4ek Test __i__ temake 

4 >w- Borated Water Storage -WE31dp NA Cor ism:s 
Tank Level Indicator 

[31. 
Boric 

Acid Nix 
Tank: 

a. Level NA NA AN 
b. Temperature NO NA AN 

32. Concentrated Boric Acid 
Storage Tank: 

a. Level NA NA AN 

. ncore eutron etectora HO(1) NA NA (1) Check functioning; including 
functioning of computer readout or 
ecorder reaot.  

35. Emergency Plant O(1) NA RF (1) Battery check.  
Radiation Instruments 

36.Environmental Honitore 10(I) Nt. ISE (1) Check functioning 

T. Reactor Hanual Trip NA PS NA ) - 33 \ 

i I- eactor uilding Emergency NA I 

Z4 1?.". Steam Generator Water Level -4'dcUe NA 

CA ~0. Turbine Overspeed Trip N AR 
L4 U 4W t mv,416 

rtrlrA 

-SCho



Fmt ['IcCncy e4waiCW N 

SI. lIS Anlhcipai ry N 3Dy I .3 Reaaot Up Sjrwcm Ls= SIB < 
of Tusbine EinervencY uhp 
Ssicslm PrcSSUMr S1ritkl"c 

52. BPS Anticipalory 
Retacta Timp Systm 
Loss of Main PccdwaWe 

a) C011110l Oil Pgcesweg NA 45 Days RF 
Swiches SIB3 

OCOEB . I, AND.  a) COAmendment No. 21N 

ContAmendment No.b 216g 

Monior A4 J~ 3.3 -8



Table 4.1-1 (CONTINUED) 

1 -55* Containm essure M I lie II .F .1 4 Monito (P430 1i I 

44&6 Containment Water Level m NA a rm. T tem 
Monitor-Wide Range 3 , -_91 7 

/ a 69* Containment H dro en A I m TMI Item lI P 16 
Monito MT-80 -8 

.3 -50 Wide Range Hot Leg Level -N

5 -b9 Reactor Vessel Head Level R / itp I e.  
/(P- 4 0 Core Exit Thermocouples 3o NA a o 
I7fm" Subcooling Monitors 1 

an Bdeteto i nalgRIRF SEE 3. 3 I// 

63. Feedwater Isolation circuitry NA 3 3. / 3.  (digital) channels and manual 
pushbutton -

S - Each Shift QU - Quarterly 
6 DA - Daily AN - Annual 

PWS - ty - Prio startup, if not perform revious week -Monthly NA - Applical 
RF efueling Outage 
S - STAGGERED TEST BASIS 

Amendment No. (Unit I) Amendment No. (Unit 2) eQ 4.1-8 a Amendment No. (Unit 3)



Safety instrumentation~ 

3.5.7 

3.s.1.1~ The reacc shal note ber n protectimve or 4nei opertial f 

falls uness :he limit give ofe able 3.5.1 1. Column C; are 

oratiin shall be limited as. cif Led in ColumnD 

513.For1-lin Stets o the evntoof byas prtctiv siastument 

th utipdsaesalbinicated by a light.Olon 

o c umn n u m i t he e 
decad o 

e r a ti 
se. ac i 

et 

roomel. Olyoenhnnlshl be- loced in tintri e (Ustate 

Amndn No. (Unit 3) 

caj ti
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TABLB 3.5.1-1 
IS CONDITIONS 

A)) (C) INAlU (D) 
_a MINIMUMOperator Action I TO O S CHANNilLS Condition of Column C UNCTIONAL UNIAN 

Nuclear nstnentaion h shuto wiin 

Ii~ ho Ba s h hu do I dt hl~ . RSoe Range Cha4ls 

Ins wrn Chanels 2 3(a) Bring to hot shuto n wt~ 12 hours 

,"S. RPS Reactor Coolaal 423()rngohtsudwnwhi 9s TeNperature Insunnt 22(s) Brin to hotshutdowwitin 
S r Channels 12 hours 

6. RPS Psessue-Tmnpntrs42 Insbument Channels 3(a) Bring to hot shutdown within 
12 hours 

.PS low IRma nnce 4 2 3(a) Bring to hot shutdown within 
loInim Channels 12 hours 

8. RPS Reactor Coolant Pressse 
a. Igh Reactor Coolant 4 2 3(s) Bring to hot shutdown within Pressure Instrument 12 hours 

Channels 

6.la eato an . Pr esur Cann 2 3(s) Bring to hot shutdown within 
nPsuent Channels 12 hours 

7 IS Peru Nmbane 4 2 3(a) Bring to hot shutdown within t n.neChannel 12 hours( 

rt r rfP r e s u r e I n si u n e i 2 h o u rs ~ h 
xa Chanel



0~0A Yfr CI- c4#'o7 33.9 

INSTRUN TABLE 3,51-!1370S(otd 

INSTR S OPERATING d DT S(otd 

NO 

a) For channel testing, calibration or maintenace, the minimum Of three o channels may be mamntained by placing one channel in bypass and one channel in the/ 
tripped condition, leavmng an effective one out of two trip logi 

(b) When 2 of 4 power range instrument channels are greater nred power, APP shutdown is not required.  

(C) When 2 of 4 wideinse ntmet whin 48 h rater thun te nwtr, 

in cold shutdown within 24 ho 

2. Remove the power supplied to the control rod trip devices associated with the 
norbeRatrTi ouewithin one hour.  

(h) The RCP monitors provide inputs to this logic. For operability to be met either all RCP monitor channels must be operable or 3 operable with the remaining channel S 
the tripped state.  

(1) 1. The power supplied to the control rod drive mechanisms through the failed 
CRD Trip Breaker shall be removed within one hour or 

2. With one of the CRD Trip Breaker diverse features (undervoltage or shunt trip device) mnoperable, restore it to OPERABLE status in 48 hours or plac te 
breaker in trip in the next hour.  

Oconee 1.2.and 3 3.5-5 d Amendment No. (Unit 1) 
Amendment No. (Unit 2) Amendment No. (Unit 3)



0 
0 
0 tD'

(D 
Table 4. 1-1 ClNTRMN SURV i EI LL1111:CE REQUIREMENTS 

1. Protective Chaiel NA MO NA Coincidence Logic in 
the Reactor Trip Modules 

2. Control Rod Drive NA MO(l) NA () This test shall independently confirm 
Trip Breaker, SCR T test 
ContrelyBanp the operability of the shunt trip device 

3. Power Range Amplifier ES(l) NA ()e 

Heat balance calibration whenever indicated 

cor 
core thermal power exceeds neutron power 
by more than 2 percent.  

4. Power Range ES 45 Days MO(1)(2) (1) Using incore instrumentation.  STB (2) Axial offset upper and lower chambers 
after each startup if not done previous 

. Wide Range ES() PS NA . (1 When i se ice. EE 3. 3 8 10> 
6. Source Range ST 

8. HReactr Coo an 1TTemperature B 8. High Reactor Coolant ES 45 Days RF 

Pressure STB 
19. Low Reactor Coolant 

ES 45 Days RP 

10. Flux-Reactor Coolant ES 45 Days RP 
Flow Comparator STB 

44
I. Reactor Coolant Pressure ES 45 Days RP .3 Temperature Comparator



MUDI=- Zj 

3.5 nqSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS 
MoD6S 3, we 4.4 

t4- Safety inst i-nrarnicn 

41-j 

Applies unit --astrzmentaric and control MS. "P464 04 W' 4dr*wj 

7 
To delineate the :znditions of the unit instrumentation and safety 

circuits necess to assure reactor safet 

'r 
.

n 

he reac==r shall not be in6 star--up-m0de 
sta 1.1niess the requirements of Table 3.5-1-1. Column C are, 

I-CO VL ca 
me Z1. ana zz :"Zr ::ems 

and ;rare n S 6/ctfi=az:L ' App lic :7e requirements suecified 

c the number o prote ive c e s operable 

falls be w the limit given r Table 3.5. 1. Column C. A 
rati n shall be limited as 9 ecified in Column 

.5.1.3 For on-line testing or in the event of a protective instrument 

or channel failure, a key-operated channel bypass switch 

associated with each reactor protective channel may be used to 

lock the channel trip relay in the untripped state. Status of 

the untripped state shall be indicated by a light. only one 

channel bypass key shall be accessible for use in the control 

room. Only one channel shall be locked in this untripped staa]te 

or contain a dumrf bistable at any one time.  

3.5.1.4 For on--'-zne testing or maintenance during reactor cower 

operation. a key-operated shutdown bypass switch assoc,. aced 

with each reactor protective channel may be used in c onnjuaction 

with a key-operated channel bypass swit as limited by 

3.5.1.3. Status of the shutdown bypass switch shall be SO 3,34 
icated by a light 

.5.1.5 During startup en the intermediate range instruments am on 
0 Owl 

-jade.  
c 

scale, the overlap between the intermediate range and the 

source range instrumentation shall not be less thanone decade.  

RA If the cverlan i7-lessthan one decade the f ux ie I s all 

t be creater z t rea le on e ppurce r _e 

RA 8.2_ nst_=Vrnts until c one decade o lapOis achie ed.  

rw V;l add A*-" 
4- Ope.61 C.RD4-r;P brec, ri W Z'71 howr 

TTC 95'-03 
Oconee 1. and 3 3.5-1 Amendment No. (Unit 1) 

.Amendment No. (Unit 2) 
Amendment No. (Unit 3)
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I ~ k 4 
I, TABLB 3.S.i-5 

INSIUMBNT OPERATING CONDITIONS 

CNTlN UT LS N L Condit of umn C Se * 

1. Nuclear Instmnmentation 4 NA 
S Wide Range Channels of2 ft ou dw'wti 

Nuclear 
MO 4 8. 8 t 12 u tdown wi Source Range Cha4nel 

IntRu Can ns I I Bring to hot shutdown within 

12 hours 
RPS Power Rage 4 2 3(a) Bring to hot shutdown within inumnt Channels 

12 hours 
S. RPS Reactor Coolan 4 2 3(s) Bring to hot shutdown within Temperatre Instnhent 12 hours Channels 

0. RPS Prementeanel 4 2 3(a) Bring to hot shutdown within 

Inslm nien Chanels121hours 

RPS Reactor Coolant Presuse 
a. High Reactor Coolant 423()Bigthosudwnihn ftf tPressure Instrument 212)Bdg ho t shtonwti 

Channels 12 hous b. w it aco C oan 

. rsur Celan 4 2 3(a) Bring to hot shutdown within 
12 hours 

. P PrH umbe oa4.  a. HigPowr-me r.o~olw 3(s) Bring to hot shutdown within 
ItutChanehels 

bnstm t ea ncis 3(a) Bdng to hot sinsdown whin 
C12 hours (h)



TABLE 3.5. 1-1 
INSTR OPERATING WNDIT ;S (cont) 

NOTFS-4,O T j 

(a) For channel testing, calibration. or maintenance, the minimum of three operab 
channels may be maintained by placing one channel in bypass and one channel in the 
tripped condition, leaving an effective one out of two trip logic.  

(b) , When 2 of 4 power range instrument channels are greater thang ratd powe hot 
shutdown is not required.  

ce1. oa wide range instrument RecrTrip am greater than 4 x 10 /raied poZw, 
hot shutdown is not rqird 

() The RCP moin itors provide inpus to this logic. For oper bility to be met ither all 
RCP monitor channels must be operable or 3 operable with the remaining channel 

wh ipped om.h o 

) . power supplied to t he con trol rod drive mechanisms through the failed 
CRD Trip Breaker shall be removed within one hour or 

2. With one of the CRD Trip Breaker diverse features (undervoltage or shunt trip 
device) inoperable, restore it to OPERABLE smatus in 48 hours or place the 
breaker in trip in the next hour. x 

TSC qs-d3 
Oconee 1. 2. and 3 3.5-5 d Amendment No. (Unit 1) 

Amendment No. (Unit 2) 
Amendment No. (Unit 3) 

Pa,,% 3 /f 4



0 0 
0 
0 0 

(D Table 4. 1-1 
CI INSTRUMENT SURVEILLANCB RBOUIREMENTS 

S h Protecve C anne5 3 
F- Coincidence Logic in 

the Reactor Trip Modules 

2. Control Rod Drive NA MO(I) NA 
Trip Breaker, SCR ( This tt shall independenly confirm 

Relays E and P the operability of the shunt trip device 
I e de' 

3. Power Range Amplifier ES(1) NA()HetUMI 
LCKeaISm.  

Heat balance calibration whenever indicated 
core thermal power exceeds neutron power by more than 2 percent.  

8. Power Ratrge an ES 45 Das R 

. ow r R ne E S 45 D ays M O (1)(2) (1) U sing incore instrum entaton.  
STB (2) Axial offset upper and lower chambers 

after each startup if not done previous 
0E 45.1O w eek .  

7. Reactor Coo ant ays .3 Temperature STB 

8. High Reactor Coolant ES 45 Days RP Pressure STB 

9. Low Reactor Coolant ES45Dy 
S Pressure 4asTRBS 

0. Flux-Reactor Coolant ES 4 as R 
Flow Comparator 45B DayDR 

I't rt 1. Reactor Coolant Pressure ES 4 as R 

Ll reES 4 Day RIO
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SFCVt ai c.6a 
3.5.7 Main Steam Line Break Detection and Feedwater Isolation 1.18 

Applicability M a f /IL ad /OMDM 3 

A" kc,. Applies to main steam line break (MSLB) detection and feedwater isolat on 
circuitry hen main steam header pressure is greater than 700 psig 
he eedwater main and staftap control (Main eedwater control) 

valves when Reactor Coolant System temperature is greater than 250 OF.  

b' ctve LSES 3.7 

toenur aiablty Yof MSLB detection a feedwater is lation 
circuitry and Main Fedw cotrol valves t rotect aga 
conta tvrpressuri tion during a MSLB Inide contai Zen.  

FSee' ic a tions/ 

3.5.7.1 MSLB detection and feedwater isolation circuitry shall be 
operable per Table 3.5.1-1, Items 20, --- * -f. . IL4,1, 

.5.7.2 T Main Feedwater control valves sa operable.  

3.5.7.2.1 The provisions of 3.5.7.2 may be modified as follows: 

a. A Main Feedwater control valve in one or more flow paths 
may be inoperable provided the affected valve(s) are closed 
within 8 hours from discovery and verified closed once per 
7 days.  

b. If the required actions and associated completion time of 
3.S.7.2.1.a cannot be met, the reactor shall be placed in a 
hot shutdown condition within 12 hours, and be less than or 
equal to an RCS temperature of 250 OF in an additional 18 
hours.  

The operability requirements of the MSLB detection and feedwater 
isolation circu .try and Main Feedwater control valves ensure that 
containment or ressure protection is available during a MSLa accident 
inside conta' t. The specified compl ion times provide adequate time 
to take app riate action to restore e operability of the MS detection feedwater isolation cir itry and the Main Feed ter 
control v Ives, or, if necessary, su icient time to reduce wer in a 
control d manner. The completion mes are considered ade te given the 
low pr ility of a MSLB acciden 

es of the main steam lin reak accident have de mined that the 
con ainment design pressure o 59 psig could be exceeded with continued 
feedwater flow into the reactor building. To prevent exceeding the 
containment design pressure, the MSLB detection and feedwater isolation 
circui is desi in Feedwater s, isolate all main 

Oconee 1. 2. and 3 3.5- 48 Amendment No. (Unit 1) 
Amendment No. (Unit 2) 
Amendment No. (Unit 3) 

-7~SPa vs 4



INSTRUMENTS OPERATING CONDITIONS (cont'd) 2A8, Z, clse ad)~ MML AF"S 
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Vic 

TOTAAenden 
No. _______ (IINF oUnit 2 
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TABLE 3.5.1-1 
INSTRUMENTS OPERATING CONDITIONS (cont'd) 

NOTES: 

1. With one SCR Control Relay inoperable in logic channel C or D, restore the 
inoperable SCR Control Relay to OPERABLE status in 48 hours or remove 
power from the CRD mechanisms supplied by the inoperable channel's SCR 
Control Relay within the next hour.  

2. With two or more SCR Control Relays inoperable in logic channel C or D, 
remove power from the CRD mechanisms supplied by the inoperable 

LT/o ~I el's SCR Control Relay within one hou/ 

A (k) Requirement of 3 channels can be met with one of three channels placed in trip. The 
affected channel shall be placed in trip within 4 hours of discovery.  

I of 2 digital channels or manual pushbutton can be disabled for up ours and 
still meet the requirements of this column.  

Oconee 1, 2. and 3 3.5-5 e Amendment No. (Unit 1) 
Amendment No. (Unit 2) 
Amendment No. (Unit 3)



Channel D~escription i iirt eak 
55. Containment Pressure MO NA AN TMI Item II.F.I.4 Monitor (PT-230, 231) 

56. Containment Water Level MO NA RF TMI Item II.F.I.5 Monitor-Wide Range 
(LT-90, -91) 

57. Containment Hydrogen NA MO AN TMI Item II.F.I.6 Monitor (MT-80,-81) 

58. Wide Range Hot Leg Level NA RF RF 
59. Reactor Vessel Head Level NRFFSE6 7 3, T7 

60. Core Exit Thermocouples MO NA 

1. Subcooling Monitors MO RIFRI 

Main Steam Header Pressure 
and MSLB detection (analog) 2 Ars 
channels 

A - Daily AN - Annually 
E - Weekly PS - urior to tup, if not perfor ed previous week 
O - Monthly NA - Not plicable 

RF - fte ling Outage 
2 

STI - STAGGERED TI.STBASS 

Amendment No. (Unit 1) 
Oconce 1, 2, and 3 4.1-8 a Amendment No. (Unit 3)
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3.5.7 Main Steam Line Break Detection and Feedwater Isolaticn 

Applicability tA aDa /0 z .40 me D9 

A I I 'CApplies to in steam line break (MSLB) detection and feedwater isolat 
circuitryhe main steam header pressure i~s greater than 700 psian 

e Miheetar man ande sta control (Mn eedwater control 

valves when Reactor coolant system temperat ure is..reater- than 250 -F.  

To ensure vailabilit f M detection and feedwater is lati 
cicityand Main Feedwa cotrol valves t ertact agai t 

conta t ovrrssuri tion during a MSLB Inide contai t.  

3 . 5. 7.1 MSLB detection and f sedwater isolation czrenitryr shall be 
LCO operable per Table 3.5.1-1, Items 0, MI a Z . <r AFE 3,114 

.5.7.2 in e car control ves a operable .  

3.5.7.2.1 The provisions of 3.5.7.2 may be modified as follows: 

a. A Main Feedater control valve in one or more flow paths 
may be inoperable provided the affected valve (s) are closed 
within 8 hours from discovery and verified closed once per 
7 days .  

b. If the required actions and associated completion time of 
3.S.7.2.1.a cannot be met, the reactor shall be placed in a 
hot shutdoa condition within 12 hours, and be less than or 
equal to an RCS temperature of 250 F in an additional 18 
hours3 

The operability requirements of the MSLB detection and feedwater 
isolation circu try and Main Feedwater control valves ensure that 
containment or ressure protection is available during a MSLB accident 
inside conta t. The specified compl ion times provide adequate time 
to take app riate action to restore operability of the 
detection feedwater isolation cir tryland the Main F ter 
ontrol ves, or, if necessary, s icient time to reduce r in a 

control manner. The completion s are considered ade te given the 
loCwtp=C ility of a MSI.B acciden.  

es of the main steam 1' reak accident have de rmined that the 
con inment design pressure o 59 psig could be exceeded with continued 
feedwater flow into the reactor building. To prevent exceeding the 
containment design pressure, the MSLB detection and feedwater isolation 
circui s desi in Feedater a, isolate all main 

Oconee 1. 2. and 3 3.5- 48 Amendment No. (Unit 1) 
Amendment No. (Unit 2) 
Amendment No. (Unit 3)



*** 
TABLE 3.5.1-1 ( ,) | INSTRUMENTS OPERATING CONDITIONS (cont'd) 

,A CT to IV 
MINIM IM Operator Action i Conditions 

TT ,N.ANNELS ClIANNLS or Columin C 
I'UN TIO ~ l.I I IT A 0111'R BLECannot Hie M et 20. Main S ain I ruder _ _2_()_____t;-,1______1__ITM_Pressure and MSIr detectionn 

(analog) channels per steam 

3d'(A) rig to hot shutdown wiaslin 12 

husabin t lesstha70 
sig steam header pressure within 

veneralor n additional 6 hours.  

1. eedate iolaioncicuiry 12 (l) Bring to hot simtdown withi 1 
Ihours and bring to less than 700 
mpsg steam header pressure withi 
Aan additionifhor 

2io t ne2() Bring to hot shutdown within 12 
hour d bring o less than 700 

pushntlo A.4sig steam header pressure within 
n additional 6 hours.  

Oconce 1, 2, and 3 4.5.1 CAmn etNo Amondment No. _ (Unit 1) 
AmedmntNo (Unit 2) 

Amendment No. (1init 3)



TABLE 3.5.1-1 
INSTRUMENTS OPERATING CONDITIONS (cont'd) 

RurWith one SCR Control Relay inoperable in logic channel C or D, restore the 
ninoperable SCR Control Relay to OPERABLE stats in 48 hours or remove 

power from the CRD mechani ms supplied by the inoperable chann 's SCR 

omt te 
l r 

wime s ofthi s th ou 
r.  

2.o With toorore S CR Co nol Rela y nerlnog or D , 

channee(Control Relay within oe ht 2 

Amendment No. ___(Unit 3) Am nd n N Ile3



Tabl 

5~~~~~.~I Contajpruen Rae e~N FTUemk Fl.  
55 Mont-inme Raes# 

. o;n en 14oe MO N AN 'IM I Item II. i.  Monitor (MT-830,-81) 

RF RF0~~33S 

Nti n jee RRF 3 1  K rn SP~tc~o 1 (nlg4 

5i .3 z ~* ~ NA 
-~ UB(f~6 .irW~ 

Amn mn No.e or__ (Un, 3) IVaAN..,tm IF..  

57. ontanmen "ydpge



Spea4a~f~. 13.13 

"k446 epC+ w-4b all /1FCV1.  

3.5.7 Main Steam Line Break Detection and Feedwater Isolation 

Applicability MaDes /04 M 

A I 'CApplies to in steam line break (MSLB) detection and feedwater isol 
circuitry hen main steam header pressure is greater than 700 psi_ ann 

e e er main and staftS) control (Main Feedwater control) 
valves when Reactor Coolant System temperature is greater than 250 o? 

bicu SES- 3.7 

To 2 ensure vailabi1ity of :eMSI.B detection feedwater is lation 
circutry an MiFedat control valves t rotect aga: 
conntrp Yt overpressuri tion during a MSLB zide contai c.  

3 .5. 7.1 MSLB detection and f eedwater isolation circuit*v shall be 
operable per Table 3.5.1-1, Items 555 3aill12 

.5.7.2 T Main 'eedwater control valves swi operable.  

3.5.7.2.1 The provisions of 3.5.7.2 may be modified as follows: 

a. A Main Feedwater control valve in one or more flow paths 
may be inoperable provided the affected valve (s) are closed 
within 8 hours from discovery and verified closed once per 
7 days.  

b. If the required actions and associated completion time of 
3.S.7.2.1.a cannot be met, the reactor shall be placed in a 
hot shutdown condition within 12 hours, and be less than or 
equal to an RCS temperature of 250 *F in an additional 18 
hours.  

Te oerability requirements of the SLB detection and f eedwater 
isolation cir try and Main Feedwater control valves ensure that 
containment orressure protection is available during a MSI.B accident 

to take app riate action to restore operability of the MS; 
detection feedwater isolation ci try and the Main F ter 
control ves, or, if necessary, a icient time to reduce ver in a 
control manner. The completion mes are considered ad te given the 
low p ility of a MSLB acciden 

es of the main steam lin reak accident have de rined that the 
con inment design pressure o 59 psig could be exceeded with continued 
feedwater flow into the reactor building. To prevent exceeding the 
containment design pressure, the MSLB detection and feedvater isolation 
cir is desi ;in Feedwater s, isolate all main 

Oconee 1. 2. and 3 3.5- 48 Amendment No. (Unit 1) 
Amendment No. (Unit 2) 
Amendment No. (Unit 3) 

7r~c ?ST-0o3 
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TABLE 3.5.1-1 SEE 3311) INSTRUMENTS OPERATING CONDITIONS (cont'd) 

(A) B) (C) ) 
MINIMUJM / Operator Action if Conditions TOT , NO. CIIANNELS CIIANNEL.Sof Column C FUNCTIONAL IUNIT OF C ANNL TO TRIP OPFRAI.I-1 Cannot De Mct 

20. Main Secaum liender 32 Bhiit oska wlW11112 Pressure and MSL.B detection husadbigt esta 0 (analog) channels per steam 
pi ta edrpesiewti 

21. Feedwater isolation circuitry 2(l 

2 3 k IBring to hot shutdown within 12 hucnrd bring to less than 70 psisteam header pressure within 
generator an additional 6 hours 

Ac't to AAO 1 
2. Feedwaterisolaioncircuiry2I 2 () RA Bring to hot shutdown within 12 (digital) channels hour nd bring to less than 700 

pus buto psig steam header pressure within RA 8,2, (an additional 6 hours.  

2. Feed water isolation circuitry 2 1 ()Ii iwti ( di a l h e l s m n a 

Oconce I, 2, and 3 3.5-S c AedetN.____(ntI 

I___ I :zo 

Amendment No. ____(Unit 2) 
Amendnment No. steam (unit 3)



TABLE 3.5.1-1 
INSTRUMENTS OPERATING CONDITONS (cont'd) 

NOITES: 

() 1. With one SCR Control Relay inoperable in logic channel C or D, restore the 

power from the CRD mechanisms supplied by the inoperable channel's SCR 

chnnpeale SCR Control Relay wthon RBEsasi 8hour rrmv 

)pRequirement of 3 channels can be met with one of three channe l in trip. The 
affectedchannelshallbe pacedim ripwithin 4 hours ofdiscovery. .  

leN (1) 1 of 2 digital channelsfor manual pushbutuo can be disabled for up to 72 hours and 
A still meet the requirements of this column.  

0Ocane1, 2, and 3 3.-- e AmendmerNo. _ _(Unit 1) 
Amenmenm No. (Unit 2) 
Am cdmarn N o. s(Unit 3) 

I-I m uro 2. Wt w rmoeSRCnrl easioeabe nlgcchne rD



55. Containnmenf Pfeydrge MAMONTIItmI...  
Monitor (MT-830,- 23)NAN M It I-..  

6. Cortie n Wa;ther Lcopl s NA R F 

. Su coo 
o re i 5 . C ainmS I ete o (nalog)N oA M t mI-..  5 haenels 

(L. 9 .edae soato 1)N 

Monitorn N( (nMT2 .1j M 
m n m n o U~ )J



57pcC. #iO-~ .3.  

3.4.2a Mtile SYSre ibf34. r wvio r~ x 

a. ofcm mrdieneec ke~wer p- e mml for a pIodo 

GA hopa f eo =OoZ 

. h nize uvn ~ feedwwu (~one Semdiep umwp flw0 

b.Tw tyb ergbefimapuiodfo 2a mph* ch-lmptlflow f 
~ iezu one bl with 72icia hauz nsun wllbehlsr' 

3.4.2 1, S N az 1he reoure s 3.. belo3' l a muman 12W bim.  

04.3 4oc"' &v*m [z-d 25F z JMo 3.4.1 amnd 34m be o. 213 d 

PffmiP~- te'bowg aw



Sp~ec; 4i ,N 3,3,IL 

< SEE 3-+> 

d. With three emergency feedwater pumps and/or both emergency feedwater flow 
paths inoperable, immediately initiate correcive action to restore at least one 
emergency feedwater pump and associated emergency feedwater flowpath to 
operable status. The unit shall be at hot shutdown within 12 hours and below 
250OF in another 12 hours if one emergency feedwater pump and associated 
flowpath are not restored to operable status.  

e. Ifanemergency feedwater pump is MOPeratmtciiito 
1,to Neo circuitry as specified by 3.4.2. the additional provisions of 3.4.3 a, b, c, and d 

which rquire cooldown of the RCS do not apply.) 
repre +o iOP&AA U 

SEE 3, .4.4 The 16 main steam safety relieve valves shall be operable. " E 3 4 4 

.4.5 A minimum of 72.000 gallons of water per operating unit shall be available inth 
upper surge tank. condensate storage tank. and hotwell. A minimum of 6 ft. (= 30,0001 
gal) shall be available in the upper surge tank.  

3.4.6 The controls of the emergency feedwater system shall be independent of the Integrated 
Control System.  

3.4.7 The main steam atmospheric dump valve flow path on each steam generator shall be 
operable.  

a. One main steam atmospheric dump valve flow path may be inoperable for a 
period of 7 days. If the inoperable flow path is not restored to operable stams 
within 7 days, the unit shall be brought to hot shutdown within an additional 
12 hours and below 350 *F in another 24 hours.  

b. Both main steam atmospheric dump valve flow paths may be inoperable for a 
period of 24 hours. If one main steam atmospheric dump valve flow path is 
not restored to an operable stanis within 24 hours. the unit shall be brought to 
hot shutdown within an additional 12 hours and below 350'F in another 24 
hours.  

Oconee 1, 2 and 3 3.4-2 -rsc 9 -/ l 
2/ 2 /97



(.19 ecrgcncy Pc4water MO NA I ' -: w Ingli-at 

Position Indicatars 

5I. lIPS Aialicipabory NA 45 Days IF Reactor Trip Sya Loss FM of Turbine Einergecy Trip SE 33 
S)'Stcm Pn~ssurc SwAIlClIW 

2. IIPS Anticipatory 
Reactor Trip Symcm 

Loss of Main Fcedwater 

a) Coiiiwol Oil lesrcse NA43Dy 
Switches B 

53. Emnergency FeedwaIc 
Inlisagon Circi, ; 33/'/ S(Z.3, 1q/, 2_ 

4. Con-janment Ifigh Range NA RFTIlci1F..3 

JjOCONEE 1, 2, AND 3 Amnmn0o 1 

Amendment No. 216 
4.1-8 Amendment No. 213



3.5 INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS . 71TRUKENTAT, 1011 

3.5.1 4-n Saferv inst 

An unit _-:,.st:-_mentat_,o and control MS.  
INS plies! 

C- _ , 7 
To delineate the =Onditions of the unit instrumentation d safety 

circuits necess to assure reactor safety 

'Z 

c 

4 4: tAODCS 14 + # Wep TS 

3.5. The react=r shall not be in srarz 0 in a ::ritic4l 

sta Unless zhe requirements of able ..... .. Column -C are 
Zt_ ms 

ana 44.. . - -:12 me on AP P I 'C. and :ie requirements are 

ber 0 C' 7,ne.Ls operab 
7rTPr1 1 Column C.  e V. fat-the n Dtectlve ch "I_=e eve e u Table 3.5.1 falls 

bel 
w the 

limit 
91 

-"':b 

h e 

9:speci 

umn 

_perati n shall be limited ra VVn, h a be UJ fied in Column D 

rumen 
.S.1.3 For on-line testing or in the event of a protective 

inst t 

so 

c 
0 

or channel failure, a key-operated channel bypass switch 

I 

p 

n e 

associated with each reactor protective 
channel may be used to a d 

tr 

e 

lock the channel trip relay in the untripped state. Status of 
re 

the untripped state shall be indicated by a light. only one 
n 

or t 

channel bypass key shall be accessible for use in the control 
e 

operar Jon . a 

In 

a 

room. Only one channel shall be locked in this untripped state 

with e'c' re 

room 

;a 
r on_ line 

or contain a dummy biscable at any one time.  

c' 

tto 
3.5.11.4 For on-!-;necesting or maintenance during reactor power 

operation. a key-operated shutdown bypass switch associated 

.2. th a key_.c 
St 

A 
with eacn reactor protective channel may be used in conjunction 

with a key-operated channel bypass swirch 
as limited by 

3.5.1.3. Status of the shutdown bypass switch shall be 

jc t a N 
sEc- 3.3.1> 

ica e b .
ii -i ; ! 

tIted by a light 

.5.1.5 During startup when the intermediate 
range instruments comi-on 

scale, -he overlap between the intermediate range and the 

source range instrumentation shall not be less than one decade.  

If the cverlap is less than one decade, the flux level shall 

not be greater than =hat readable on the 
source rance 

sa*- 13'10 nsti-iments until the one decade cverlao is achieved. Sir 

and 3 3.5-1 Amendment No.  

Oconee 1. 2 
(Unit 1) 

.A.mendment No. (Unit 2), 

Amendment No. (Unit 3)



*** 
TABLE 3.5.1-1 

a v7 

INSTRUHENTS OPERATING CONDITIONS (cont'd) 

k(0) 
(A) (B) (C) (D) 

MINIHUM Operator Action If Conditions 
TOT 0. NELS CHANNELS Of Column C 

FUNCTIONAL UNIT OF NNELS TRIP OPERABLE Cannot Be Het 

15. ESF Reactor Building Spray 
System 

a. Analog Reactor 3 2 3 Bring to hot shutdown within 
building High 12 hours (e) 
Pressure Instrument 
Channel 

b. Digital Logic Hanual 2 1 2 Bring to hot shutdown within 

Pusbuo 12 hours (e) 

c. D 2 2 Bring to h t shutdown within 

.2,COor Clour 
& 16. Tuerte Stop Valves )q2 risut ptsunnv 

18. O4D Breakers I AC Preaker I AC Breaker See Note (i) and 2Dad2C 

Breapers per Dreakers per 
trip System trip system 

o> 19. SCR Control Relays E and F 4 SCH Control 4 SCH Control See Note (j) 

LnA4O At r- A (A cPj



O 
eiSTRUIMEN 

Tr O Mdl ONS (contd) 

channels may be mataed by placing one ei d e channel i he 

wipped condition. leavag an effecove one out of two trip logic.  

(b) When 2 of 4 power range Itrumst chansls are IaU than 10% rated Power- hot 

sha ow rip Brequmd.  

(c) When 2 of 4 wid e instrument channes ar greater than 4 x 10 "%rated Power.  

ho shutdown is not required. tEE 3o, P swa / 0  

() if dmusn conditons amstme abi 8 urs after not shatdovo te it snall 21 

be1 dclc sudoewnoopebi Reco2rpMoueo4u i rpe 

within on aher or 

0Remove the power supplied to the control rod trp devices associated with ) 

inoperable Reactor Trip Module witin one 

) The RCP montr providebinut tdtis logic. For opierabiltytobetseseighmad1 0 1 

RCP mansor channels mu be opeable or 3 le wieh the rmkgcmme 

tbseftrentedos -s(Unit * 

A) 
1. power 

-oScoanm3) 

CRD Tip Braker shal be removed within one hou or 

With one of the CRD Trip Breaker diverse feamures 4 undervoltage or shunt trip 

device inpeab e, tr it to OPERABLE status in 48 hours or place the 

breaker in trip in the next hour.  

Oconee 1. 1 and 3 3.5-5 d Amendment No. (Unit 1) 

Amendmont No. (Unit 2) 

4 eaNo. (Un 3)



.8.9 If any of the above specified limiting conditions for fuel loading and refueling are not met, movement of fuel into the reactor core shall cease; action shall be initiated t ocorrect the conditionsso 
that the specified limits are met, and no operations which may increase the reactivity of the core shall be ade.  

C..1 .h reca listem. iucuii h radiation monitor, 

ALT44T&M 1 sallno bimovd fom aereactor until teunt 

* * o trains of spent fue poo ventilation shall be operable with the following exceptions: 

a. With one train of spent fuel pool ventilation inoperable, fuel movement within the storage pool or crane operation with loads over the storage pool may proceed provided the operable spent fuel poo ventilation train is in operation and discharging 
through the Reactor Building purge filters.  

b. With no spent fuel pool ventilation filter operable, suspend all operations involving movement of fuel within the storage pool or crane operations with loads over the storage pool unti at least one train Of spent fuel pool ventilation is restored 
to operable status.  

c. This specification does not apply during reracking operations 

3.8.13 a. Prior to spent fuel cas movement in the Unit 1 and 2 spent fuel pool, spent fuel stored in the first 36 rows of the pool closest to the spent fuel cask handling area shall be decayed a minimum of 55 days.  

b. Prior to spent fuel cask movement in the Unit 3 spent fuel pool, spent fuel stored in the first 33 rows of the pool closest to the spent fuel cask handling area shall be decayed a minimum (se& ~.of 70 days.  

C. Prior to dry storage transfer cask movement in the Unit 1 and 2 
spent fuel pool, spent fuel stored in the first 64 rows of the 
pool closest to the cask handling area shall be decayed a minimum 
of 65 days.  

d. Prior to dry storage transfer cask movement in the Unit 3 spent 
fuel pool, all spent fuel stored in that pool shall be decayed a 
minimum of 57 days.  

.8.14 No suspended loads of more than 3000 lbm shall be transported over 
spent fuel stored in either spent fuel pool.  

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, 3 3.8-2 Amendment No. 177 (Unit 1) 
Amendment No. 177 (Unit 2) 
Amendment No. 174 (Unit 3) 

Pd4~/~2



Table 4.1-2 
MINIMUM EOUIPMENT TEST FREQUENCY 

Item TFrequency 

t Movement of Each Rod Monthly <&& 2.> 

F Pressurizer Safety Valves Setpoint Each Refuelini &..re , 

*Main Steam Safety Valves Setpomt Each Refuel1in SZee 3 -7) 

4. Refueling System Interlocks( Functional (Prior to efuehn 1 

M Movement of Each Stop Monthld'S$" 5 

. Condenser Circulating Water,6) Functional Each Refueling 
Flow Test 

8. High Pressure Service Functional Monthly 
Water Pumps and Power 46E 7 
Supplies 

9. Spent Fuel Cooling System Functional Prior to Refue 

QF High Pressure and Low VetPm aisMonthly and Priorj 

1. Emergency Feedwater Functional Each Refuehng 

P( mp Automatic Start 
and Automatic Valve 
Actuation Feature 

12. Main Steam Atmospheric Stroke Test Each Refueling 
DupValves ..

AOoinable ony when the reactor is <y 

Applicable only when the reactor coolant is above 200*F and at a steady-stateteprue 
and pressure.  

Oconee 1. 2, and 3 4.1-9 9 /



!gperaung pumps excluded.I 4  .4 3IY> 

Cods Sctin X. Atice IV-351 1, such that each valve is tested at least once ever 5 

Applicable only to the interlocks associated with the Reactor Building Purge System.  

(6 Verification of the Emergency Condenser Circulating Water (ECCW) System function to 

supply siphon suction to the Low Pressure Service Water System shall be performed to 

ensure operability of the LPSW System.  

Oconc 1, 7 

Oconee 1, 2,and 3 4.1- 9a 3/2 9/0



EPSL Automatic Transfer Functions 

33..1 7 
3+9- Emergency Power Switchine Logic (EPSL) Automatic Transfer Functions 

Leo 1.2 /7 
*FS34 Two channels of the EPSL Automatic Transfer Function shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILIT: OLO 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One channel inoperable. A.1 Restore channel to OPERABLE 24 hours 
status. Act A 

B. Required Action d associated B.1 Be a 12 hours 
Completion Tim ot met. A eAT 

B.2 Be in 84 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEIL.ANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3+ 3+ PerformR3..4(ESaurractanfsiim 
3.3.(7( 

Oconee Units 1. 2. & 3 3.7-18 A e7 Cn-iOt 
Amendment ___Unit I 
Amendment Unit 2 
Amendment Unit 3



Spe~c. ;ca,4 ;o &, 3,3 17 

5EE 3, gAC Sources - Operating 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.1.11 Verify each Keowee Hydro Unit can: Annually 
M Eerge-ncy start from each contral roo m: 

2) Attain rtdspe and voltagewiffin secodofa 
emergency start initiate: 

3) Be synchronized to the grid and loaded at the maximum practical 
rare to a value equivalent to one Unit's safeguard loads plus two 
Unit's HOT SHUTDOWN loads.  

SR 3.7.1.12 - NOTE 
Not required to be met when the overhead electrical disconnects for 
the Keowee Hydro Unit associated with the underground emergency 
power path are open.  

Verify the ability of the Keowee Unit ACBs to close automatically to Annually 
the underground path.  

SR 3.7.1.13 yNOTE 
Only required to be met when a Lee gas turbine is energizing the standby buses.  

Verify that a Lee gas turbine can be started and connected to the Refueling 
isolated I 00kV dedicated line and carry the equivalent of a single 

AedeUnit's Unt 2 

* om uoiac s3er of th 
IR 83. . I t aru sformer. S thdby Busts, and transfet the Sap tmnA 

SR 3.7.1.15 ?I T 
Only required to be met during periods of commercial power 
generation using the Keowee Hydro Units.  

Verify the ability of the Keowee Hydro units to supply emergency Refueling 
power from the inal condition of commercial power geeration.  

Ocone Uits * 3 -SC 92-0 3 

Oconee~~~~ Unt -2 3.7-13 Amendment UnitI 
Amendment Unit 2 
Amendment Unit 3



EPSL Voltage Sensing Circuits 

3.1.I & 
Ernergencv Power SwitchinE Logic (EPSL) Voltage Sensing Circuits 

4F-3-4* Three channels of each of the followin EPSL voltage sensing circuits shall be OPERABLE: 
.. Startup ro s , 
2. Standby Bus 1 

rc -. StandbyBus 2; v,4 Fv r- ra 1~ 

ICC e If both N breakers are open,.esmah.Sourc voltage sensing is no quired.  

APPLICABILiTY: CO S .3 a-,/ 

Ari/obtf An cofD 9- , C 
ACTIONS 

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each inoperable Voltage Sensing Circuit.  
N er* 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One channel of one or more A.1 Restore channel to OPERABLE 24 hours 

Scircuits inoperable. to.  

B. Required Actio4'~nd associated B.1 Be i 12 hours 
.1o letion Cmot tC 8 

W640 0%,1%Mo$f , B.2 Be in 9 SA84 hours 

ReardAe**ontoc 

C I iadt.. . &q~ 

SURVEILLANCE Q 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3;4-1 Perform a CHANNEL 

o0, 3.7-19 Amendment Unit I 

Amendment Unit 2 
Amendment Unit 3



5pgee4W-,o., 3 3. 1 

EPSLg d Voe c 

=TWS A/~ 3+6.  
-- ELE POWR SYS' MS Ze KVI * 7 
.2..4 3, Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) egraded Grid Voltage Protection ( v 

1 Three Switchyard Degraded Grid Voltage Sensing  
Zwo channels of Switchyard Degraded Grid Voltage Protecuon Actuation Logi 

APPLICABILITY: I 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIE 

A. One voltae sensin A.1I(: ; 72 hours 

B. One channel of actuation logic B.1 Restore channel to OPERABLE 72 hours inoperable. status. AT 

C. Required Acio d associated C.1 Be in 12 hours 
Completion T not met for 
Conditions A or B. AND 

C.2 Be in 1svcm 84 hours 

D. Two or more voltage sensing D.1I Declare overhead emergency power Immediately 
path inoperable.  

Two actuation logic channels 
inoperable.  

Oconee Units 1. 2, & 3 3.7-21 Amendment Unit 
Amendment Unit 2 
Amendment Unit 3 

i--/1 2



EPSL e ed Grid hta e tectio 

SURVEIMLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3Z-4-- Perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the voltage sensing 
3 ji ~ channel with setpoint Allowable Value as follows: 

Degraded voltage 219 kV and < 222 kV with a time delay of 9 
seconds + I second.  

SR Perform aC TEST.  

-rsc 93-03 
Oconee Units 1, 2. & 3 3.7-22 Amendment Unit I 

Amendment Unit 2 
Amendment Unit 3 

P4j< 2-12 L



EPSL CT-5 
3.7.7 

91- ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 
3. S. 2 

Emerzency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltame Protection c V P) 

1..co 3.3.zo _______ 

e follo SL T ed GridVg= c n shall be OPERAB 
Three CT-S Degraded Grid Voltage S 
Two channels of CT-5 Degraded Grid Voltage Protection Actuanon Logic 

App( 4_____________ 
APPLICABILITY: be hen Central switchyard is energizing the standby 

buses.  

CONDMON UIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One voltage sensing wW )hA- .1 etrytaes9pg3 I 72 hoursAcA 

B. One channel of actuation logic B.1 Restore channel to OPERABLE 72 hours Atr B inoperable. status.  

C. Two actuation logic channels C.1 Open SL breakers. I hour 
inoperable.  

OR 

Two or more voltage sensing 
inoperable.  

OR 

Required Actiodand associated 
Completion Tim annot be met 
for Condition&A or B.  

Oconee Units 1. 2. & 3 3.7-23 Amendment -Unit 1 
Amendment Unit 2 
Amendment Unit 3



EPSL CT-5 p ddGde teon 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR+9*9+ Perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the voltage sensing 
M.3.0 channel with setpoint Allowable Value as follows: 

a. Degraded voltage 2 4143 V and < 4185 V with a time delay of 9 
seconds + I second for the first level undervoltage inputs.  

b. Degraded voltage > 3871 V and < 3901 V for the second level 
undervoltage inputs.  

SR 3* Perform a CHANNEL TEST.  

*7 

-T c ? 3 -o3 
Oconee Units 1. 2. & 3 3.7-24 Amendment Unit I 

Amendment Unit 2 
Amendment Unit 3



EPSL Keowee Emergency Start Function 

3 3 ~ Ev ~3..z 

3, 3. I 
- Emerency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Keowee Emergency Start Function 

ico 3.3.21 
-73-3-5 Two channels of the EPSL Keowee Emergency Start Function shall be OPERABLE.  

APLCABILITY: 

ACTTONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACITON COMPLETION TIME 

A. One channel inoperable. A.1 Restore channel to OPERABLE 72 hours Act A 
stems.  

B. Required Actions and associated B. 1 Be in 12 hours 
Completion Times for Condition ACT 6 
A not met. AND 

B.2 Be inP 84 hours 

C. Two channels inoperable. C.1 Declare both Keowee Hydro Units Immediately A c.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIEMENTS r( 

SURVEIANCE FREQUENCY 

SR4.6rPrdmR3 .1 ( ear'wemerenc stqrt)p A 

Oconce Units 1, 2. & 3 3.7-20 Amendment Unit I 
Anendment Unit 2 
Anwadmer Unit 3 

-rsc ?3-,o3 
Ped-e. / 7 2



Spec 4~CAc~eem 3.3.241 

AC Sources - Oprtn 
4ee Operat$ 

SR 3.7.1.11 Verify each Keowee Hydro Unit can: Annually 
)rnergency start from each control room: 

2) Attamn rated speed and voltage within 23 seconds of an 
emergency start initiate: 

3) Be synchronized to the grid and loaded at the maximum practical 
rate to a value equivalent to one Unit's safeguard loads plus two 
Unit's HOT SHUTDOWN loads.  

SR 3.7.1.12 NOTE 
Not required to be met when the overhead electrical disconnects for 
the Keowee Hydro Unit associated with the underground emergency 
power path are open.  

Verify the ability of the Keowee Unit ACs to close automatically to Annually 
the underground path.  

*SR 3.7.1.13 N(OIE SOnly required to be met when a Lee gas turbine is energizing the 
standby buses.  

Verify that a Lee gas turbine can be started and connected to the Refueling 
isolated 100kV dedicated line and carry the equivalent of a sinle 
Unit's maximum within one hour.  

SR 3.7.1.1 MFYT 
ol required to be met during pheri ofmerhaelcial pisoeto 
geeaiuigthe Keowee Hydro Unit s.scae ihteunegon mrec 

Verify the ability of the Keowee Hydro unis to cs uy meecay RefAnulng 
powuergro n thpstaldtiohfcmerilpwr.eeain 

-C 92-0 3 Oconee Units 1, 2. & 3 3.7-13 Amendment Unit I 
nAmendment Unit 2 

Amendment Unit 3



AC-to Ns jAC Sources - Operating 
3.3,2Z3.7.1 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEIL-LANCEFRQEC 

SR S+lerify each Vowee Hydro it can

Pit30 Eerefy start frm4 cont/roo 1 M4 
5aw n Cam W1 Int SCCO wim2 e ond 12 

emergency start initiate: 
3) Be synchronized to the grid and loaded at the maximum practical 

rate to a value equivalent to one Unit's safeguard loads plus two 
Unit's HOT SHUTDOWN loads.  

SR 3.7.1.12 NOTE 
Not required to be met when the overhead electrical disconnects for 
the Keowee Hydro Unit associated with the underground emergency 
power path are open.  

Verify the ability of the Keowee Unit ACBs to close automatically to Annually 
the underground path.  

SR 3.7.1.13 NOTE 
Only required to be met when a Lee gas turbine is energizing the 
standby buses.  

Verify that a Lee gas turbine can be started and connected to the Refueling Verif thathe Rfulig 
isolated 100kV dedicated line and carry the equivalent of a single 
Unit's maximum safeguard Io 

R 3.7.1.14 Perform an automatic transfer of the Main Feeder Buses to the Refueling 33 7 
Startup Transformer. Standby Buses, and retransfer to the Startup 
Transformers... .( 

7R 3.7.1.15 
-NOTF 

Only required to be met during periods of commercial power 
generation using the Keowee Hydro Units. * T ulig3 

Verify the ability of the Keowee Hydro units to supply emergency Refueling 
power from the initial condition of commercial power generation.  

00, (continued) 

-r5C 92-03 Oconee Units 1. 2. & 3 3.7-13 Amendment Unit I 
Amendment Unit 2 
Amendment Unit 3



ONS ITS Conversion 
Attachment 3 - Discussion of Changes 

Section 3.3 - Instrumentation 

ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES 

Al Reformatting and renumbering are in accordance with NUREG-1430, 
Revision 1. As a result, the Technical Specifications should be more 
readily readable, and therefore understandable, by plant operators as 
well as other users. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording 
process involves no technical changes to existing Technical 
Specifications.  

Editorial rewording (either adding or deleting) is made consistent with 
NUREG-1430, Revision 1. During Improved Technical Specification (ITS) 
development certain wording preferences or English language conventions 
were adopted which resulted in no technical changes (either actual or 
interpretational) to the Technical Specifications. Additional 
information has also been added to more fully describe each subsection.  
This wording is consistent with NUREG-1430, Revision 1. Since the 
design is already approved by the NRC, adding more detail does not 
result in a technical change.  

A2 The CTS Bases are completely replaced by revised bases that reflect the 
format and applicable content of proposed ITS Section 3.3. The revised 
Bases are shown in the proposed ITS Bases for Section 3.3.  

A3 CTS 3.5.1.1 requires the reactor coolant system pressure parameter trip 
functions (2 1500 psig and a 500 psig) to be OPERABLE when the reactor 
is in a startup mode or in a critical state. CTS 3.5.3 Notes (1) and 
(2) allow the reactor coolant system pressure parameter trip functions 
to be bypassed below 1750 and 900 psig respectively. ITS 3.3.5 
Applicability for these two reactor coolant system pressure parameter 
trip functions is 2 1750 psig and 900 psig. The Notes of CTS 3.5.3 
effectively change the applicability to the same as that proposed by ITS 
3.3.5, therefore, the proposed change is considered administrative and 
consistent with the NUREG.  

A4 CTS Table 2.3-1, Column "RPS Trip Setpoint" and "Shutdown Bypass" 
provide applicability requirements for RPS instrumentation equivalent to 
ITS Table 3.3.1-1 Notes a and b. CTS column "Shutdown Bypass" either 
states the function is bypassed or provides a different trip setting 
limit for RPS trips in Shutdown Bypass. The ITS 3.3.1-1 Table addresses 
the RPS trips by listing as separate functions, where appropriate, and 
with notes to the "Applicable Modes..." column of Table 3.3.1-1. These 
Notes are needed in the ITS due to the format differences between ITS 
and CTS to maintain allowances consistent with the use and application 
of the requirements of the corresponding portions of CTS Table 2.3-1.  
This change represents a change in presentation format only with no 
addition or deletion of requirements and is consistent with the NUREG.  

A5 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 and Table 4.1-1 provide specific requirements for the 
power range instrument channels, as well as requirements for all the 
reactor trip functions which depend on these instruments for input with 
the exception of the nuclear overpower trip function. ITS 3.3.1, 
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ONS ITS Conversion 
Attachment 3 - Discussion of Changes 

Section 3.3 - Instrumentation 

including Table 3.3.1-1, deals individually with each RPS trip function 
which receives input from the power range instrument channels, including 
the nuclear overpower trip function. The power range nuclear instrument 
channels are not addressed separately by ITS. This is a change in the 
presentation of these requirements, with no actual change in 
requirements and is, therefore, administrative. The change is 
consistent with the NUREG.  

A6 CTS 3.5.1.1 specifies that Table 3.5.1-1 Column C requirements be met 
for each functional unit. The required action when the minimum operable 
channel requirements of Column C are not met are prescribed separately 
for each functional unit. The ACTION Note of ITS 3.3.4, ITS 3.3.5, 
ITS 3.3.6, and ITS 3.3.7 allows separate condition entry for each 
parameter. This Note is needed in the ITS since the ACTIONS are not 
prescribed separately. This is a change in the presentation of 
requirements, with no actual change in requirements and is, therefore, 
administrative. The change is consistent with the NUREG.  

A7 Not used.  

A8 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Column (D) and related Note (e) require the reactor 
to be in hot shutdown (equivalent to ITS MODE 3) in 12 hours and in Cold 
Shutdown (equivalent to ITS MODE 5) within 24 hours if the channel is 
not restored within 48 hours after hot shutdown. ITS 3.3.5 Required 
Action B.2.1 and B.2.2 is to reduce reactor coolant system pressure 
below the applicability, when one or more channels are inoperable or 
Required Action A.1 and associated Completion Time cannot be met. CTS 
3.5.3 Notes (1) and (2) allow the reactor coolant system pressure 
parameter trip functions to be bypassed below 1750 and 900 psig 
respectively. Considering the allowance to bypass, the CTS action is 
essentially the same as the ITS ACTION. As such, the proposed change is 
considered administrative and consistent with the NUREG.  

A9 CTS Table 4.1-1 Surveillance frequencies are replaced with those from 
the NUREG. The CTS and corresponding ITS Frequencies are as follows: 

CTS ITS 
ES - Each shift 12 hours 
DA - Daily 24 hours 
WE - Weekly 7 days 
MO - Monthly 31 days 
QU - Quarterly 92 days 
AN - Annually 12 months 
PS - Prior to startup if not Not Used 

performed previous week 
NA - Not Applicable Not Used 
RF - Refueling Outage 18 months 
Refueling 18 months 
STB- STAGGERED TEST BASIS STAGGERED TEST BASIS 

Each of these changes is consistent with the current application of the 
CTS frequencies at ONS. These changes maintain requirements consistent 
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ONS ITS Conversion 
Attachment 3 - Discussion of Changes 

Section 3.3 - Instrumentation 

with both CTS and NUREG. These changes are administrative in nature 
because they represent a change in presentation format only with no 
change of actual requirements.  

A10 CTS 3.4.2 requires the EFW System automatic initiation circuitry to be 
OPERABLE prior to criticality which is considered encompassed by ITS 
MODES 1 and 2. CTS 3.4.3.a through d capture required actions for EFW 
pumps inoperable due to inoperable EFW pump initiation circuitry. CTS 
3.4.3.e excludes the requirement for RCS cooldown from those cases 
where the EFW pumps are inoperable only due to automatic initiation 
circuitry. These CTS provisions are captured by the Note to LCO 
3.3.14. ITS 3.3.14, ACTION B is added to require the affected EFW pump 
to be declared inoperable immediately when its associated automatic or 
manual initiation circuitry is inoperable or when the Required Action 
and associated Completion Time of Condition A is not met. Allowed 
outage times for EFW System initiation circuitry are currently 
addressed indirectly as part of the EFW pump allowed outage times for 
CTS 3.4.3.a through d. ITS 3.3.14, ACTION B requires the affected EFW 
pumps to be declared inoperable immediately upon discovery that the 
associated automatic or manual initiation circuit is inoperable. As 
such, the ITS provides requirements equivalent to CTS 3.4.3.a 

* through e.  

All CTS 3.4.1 specifies that the reactor shall not be heated above 250'F 
unless each emergency feedwater flow path has an operable flow 
indicator. ITS 3.3.8 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3. Since ITS 
MODE 3 is defined as a 2500F, the applicabilities are equivalent. This 
minor difference (i.e., > versus z) is so close as to be imperceptible 
and is therefore considered administrative. The change is consistent 
with the NUREG.  

A12 CTS Table 3.5.6-1 Action 3 and Action 5 require a Special Report be 
submitted when a PAM channel is inoperable for greater than 7 and 30 
days respectively. ITS 3.3.8 Required Action B.1 requires action be 
initiated in accordance with ITS 5.6.6 immediately for the same 
condition. ITS 5.6.6 specifies requirements for this PAM Special 
Report. Changes to the Special Report requirements are addressed in 
the DOCs for Section 5.0. Therefore, the changes are due to 
presentation differences only and are therefore administrative. The 
change is consistent with the NUREG.  

A13 CTS Table 3.5.6-1 Action 5 specifies required actions based on the 
number of channels available rather than the number required to be 
OPERABLE. ITS Table 3.3.8-1 list the number of channels required as 
two and the Conditions only apply to the number of required channels 
inoperable. There are 4 channels of Wide Range Nuclear Instrumentation 
available at ONS, however, only two channels are required to be 
OPERABLE for the PAM function. CTS Table 3.5.6-1 Action 5 requires 
action when 3 channels are inoperable (leaving one channel OPERABLE) 
and when 4 channels are inoperable (leaving no channels OPERABLE).  
Therefore, the requirements are the same although stated differently.  
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ONS ITS Conversion 
Attachment 3 - Discussion of Changes 

Section 3.3 - Instrumentation 

This change represents no actual change in requirements, only a change 
in presentation of requirements. This change is consistent with the 
NUREG.  

A14 CTS 3.3.4 requires the BWST level instrumentation to be OPERABLE when 
the RCS, with fuel in the core, is in a condition with pressure equal 
to or greater than 350 psig or temperature equal to or greater than 
250F and subcritical. ITS 3.3.8 requires this instrumentation to be 
OPERABLE during MODES 1, 2, and 3. MODE 3 is defined as subcritical 
with the average coolant temperature > 2500F. CTS criteria specified as 
250*F is considered more limiting than the 350 psig criteria, since the 
saturation temperature of water at 350 psig is > 435 0F. As such, the 
proposed change is considered administrative. In addition, the CTS 
applicability statement "with fuel in the core" is deleted since the 
ITS definition of MODE is premised on "fuel in the vessel." This is a 
format change due to ITS conversion and is administrative in nature.  
The proposed change is consistent with the NUREG.  

Al5 The CTS Table 4.1-1 Item 62 specifies the testing requirements for the 
Main Steam Header Pressure and MSLB detection (analog) channels. These 
testing requirements are retained in ITS SR 3.3.11.2. As applied at 
ONS, CTS Table 4.1-1 requires a CHANNEL CALIBRATION and CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TEST of this function every refueling outage. Both the CTS 
and ITS definitions specify that the required calibration includes the 
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. Therefore, the specific requirement to 
perform the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is not retained in the ITS. This 
change represents no actual change in requirements, only a change in 
presentation of requirements and is consistent with the NUREG.  

A16 CTS 3.5.7 Applicability requires the Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) 
detection and feedwater isolation circuitry to be OPERABLE when main 
steam header pressure is greater than 700 psig. ITS 3.3.11, 12, and 13 
Applicability for this circuitry of MODES 1, 2, and MODE 3 when main 
steam header pressure is greater than 700 psig except when all MFCVs 
and SFCVs are closed. With the exception of "except when all MFCVs and 
SFCVs are closed," which is addressed in a separate less restrictive 
DOC, the CTS and ITS Applicabilities are equivalent. Therefore, the 
change is administrative and is consistent with the NUREG.  

A17 CTS 3.5.6, 3.4.1, 3.4.3, and 3.3.4 provide requirements for Post 
Accident Monitoring (PAM) Functions. ITS 3.3.8 consolidates the CTS 
PAM Functions into one Specification. In CTS, each Function has 
separate Actions and is considered separately. However, since ITS 
addresses the PAM functions using common actions, Note 2 to the ACTIONS 
Table is used to indicate separate Condition entry is permitted for 
each function. This is a change in the presentation of requirements, 
with no actual change in requirements and is, therefore, 
administrative. The change is consistent with the NUREG.  

A18 CTS 3.5.6.2 in conjunction with Table 3.5.6-1, Column B serves as a 
pointer to the appropriate action for each function (ITS PAM Functions 
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ONS ITS Conversion 
Attachment 3 - Discussion of Changes 

Section 3.3 - Instrumentation 

1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 16 and 17) when the number of instrument channels 
falls below the limit provided by Table 3.5.6-1, Column A. In ITS, the 
addition of ITS Table 3.3.8-1 Column "CONDITIONS REFERENCED FROM 
REQUIRED ACTION G.1" and Required Action G.1 provides comparable 
requirements. This is an administrative change only, and is necessary 
due to the different format used for ITS. This change is consistent 
with the NUREG.  

A19 CTS Table 4.1-1 specifies instrumentation surveillance requirements for 
each instrument function separately. The ITS 3.3.8 SR Note is used to 
indicate that all 3.3.8 SRs apply to each PAM function in Table 3.3.8-1 
except where indicated. The SR Note to SR 3.3.8.2 and SR Note 2 to SR 
3.3.8.3 are provided to specify different calibration frequencies for 
Functions 7 and 10. The SR Notes are need only due to the change in 
presentation and format. This is an administrative change only, and is 
consistent with the NUREG.  

A20 CTS 3.3.4 provides appropriate actions for an inoperable BWST level 
instrumentation channel separate from other PAM functions. ITS ACTION 
G is added for ITS Function 14 as a pointer to the appropriate action 
for this function. This is necessary because ITS 3.3.8 addresses the 
PAM functions using an instrumentation table and common actions, where 
appropriate. This is an administrative change only, and is necessary 
due to the different format used for ITS. This change is consistent 
with the NUREG.  

A21 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 specifies the minimum channels required OPERABLE for 
CRD breakers and SCR (electronic trip assembly) control relays on a per 
trip system basis. ITS LCO 3.3.4 specifies the total number of 
channels required OPERABLE. Although presented differently, the two 
requirements are equivalent. As such, this change represents no actual 
change in requirements, only a change in presentation of requirements 
and is consistent with the NUREG.  

A22 CTS Table 4.1-1 Items 58, 59, and 61 specifies the testing requirements 
for the Wide Range Hot Leg Level, Reactor Vessel Head Level, and 
Subcooling Monitor channels. These testing requirements are retained 
in ITS SR 3.3.8.3. As applied at ONS, CTS Table 4.1-1 requires a 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of these functions 
every refueling outage. Both the CTS and ITS definitions specify that 
the required calibration includes the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.  
Therefore, the specific requirement to perform the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TESTS is not retained in the ITS. This change represents no actual 
change in requirements, only a change in presentation of requirements 
and is consistent with the NUREG.  

A23 The CTS 3.7.3 through 3.7.7 Applicability is above COLD SHUTDOWN. ITS 
3.3.17 through 3.3.21 Applicability is MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. CTS 
defines Cold Shutdown as RCS temperature :5 2000F. Since ITS MODE 5 is 
defined as :5 200'F, the Applicabilities are equivalent. As such, this 
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Section 3.3 - Instrumentation 

change represents no actual change in requirements, only a change in 
presentation of requirements and is consistent with the NUREG.  

A24 The Remarks column of CTS Table 4.1-1 for Items 54, 55, 56, and 57 
refer to TMI Items II.F.1.3, 4, 5, and 6 respectively. This reference 
to the specific origin of the CTS requirement for these post accident 
monitoring channels is for informational purposes and is deleted. The 
Bases for ITS 3.3.8, Post Accident Monitoring Instrumentation, provides 
appropriate reference to the origin of the requirements without calling 
out specific TMI Item numbers. This change represents no actual change 
in requirements, only a change in presentation of requirements and is 
consistent with the NUREG.  

A25 Not used.  

A26 Not used.  

A27 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 and Note k requirements provide operability and 
action requirements based on instrument channels per steam generator.  
ITS 3.3.11 ACTIONS Note is added to allow separate condition entry for 
the main feedwater isolation function associated with a steam 
generator. This provision allows four hours to place a channel in trip 
for each function when Condition A is entered. The change is 
consistent with the CTS requirement and is only necessary due to the 
format of the ITS ACTIONS Table. In ITS, only four hours would be 
allowed from initial entry into the Table. Therefore, without the 
note, if another channel became inoperable sometime within the four 
hour period, only the time remaining from initial entry would be 
allowed. This change represents no actual change in requirements, only 
a change in presentation of requirements and is consistent with the 
NUREG.  

A28 CTS does not preclude a change in mode while in an action statement.  
In general, ITS precludes MODE changes while relying on ACTIONS when 
the ACTIONS may eventually require a unit shutdown. ITS 3.3.8, ACTIONS 
Note 1 excludes the MODE change restrictions of LCO 3.0.4 for the PAMs.  
Therefore, the CTS and ITS allowances for mode changes for the PAM 
instruments are equivalent. This exception allows entry into an 
applicable MODE while relying on the ACTIONS even though the ACTIONS 
may eventually require a unit shutdown. This exception is acceptable 
due to the passive function of the instruments, the operator's ability 
to respond to an accident utilizing alternate instruments and methods, 
and the low probability of an event requiring these instruments. This 
change is consistent with the NUREG.  

A29 CTS 3.5.6.1 excludes the provisions of Technical Specification 3.0 for 
the PAM instruments. ITS 3.3.8 does not provide a similar provision, 
however, none is needed since appropriate actions are provided for all 
conditions. Therefore, the change is administrative and consistent 
with the NUREG.  
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A30 CTS Table 3.5.6-1 specifies that 2 qualified core exit thermocouple 
trains must be OPERABLE. The accompanying Note (a) indicates that 5 of 
12 qualified core exit thermocouples (CETs) must be operable per train 
for a train to be considered operable. ITS Table 3.3.8-1 specifies 
that the core exit temperature function consisting of 2 independent 
sets of 5 CETS shall be OPERABLE. Note d indicates that the subcooling 
margin monitor takes the average of the five highest CETs for each of 
the Inadequate Core Cooling Monitor (ICCM) trains. Although the 
presentation of these requirements differs, the requirements are 
equivalent. Therefore, the change is administrative and consistent 
with the NUREG.  

A31 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note f.1 requires placing the Reactor Trip Module 
(RTM) output in the tripped condition within one hour of discovering it 
inoperable. ITS 3.3.3 Required Action A.1.1 requires tripping the 
associated CRD trip breaker within one hour. These two actions are 
considered equivalent since tripping the associated CRD trip breaker 
effectively places the RTM output in the tripped condition. Therefore, 
the change is administrative and consistent with the NUREG.  

A32 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Notes j.1 and j.2 require restoration of an 
inoperable SCR Control Relay (same as ETA relay) or removal of power 
from the CRD mechanisms supplied by the inoperable SCR Control Relay 
when one or more SCR control relays are inoperable. ITS 3.3.4 ACTION C 
requires tripping the corresponding AC CRD trip breaker(s)(Required 
Action C.2) when one or more ETA relays are inoperable. This action is 
equivalent since tripping the corresponding AC CRD trip breaker(s) 
removes power from the CRD mechanisms. Also, restoration is always an 
option in ITS so there is not need to provide a separate action for 
this. Therefore, the change is administrative and consistent with the 
NUREG.  

A33 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Item 12 describes the functional unit as ESF High 
Pressure Injection Systems and Reactor Building Isolation (Non
essential Systems. ITS LCO 3.3.6.a describes this function as High 
Pressure Injection, Reactor Building (RB) Non-Essential Isolation, 
Keowee Start, Load Shed and Standby Breaker Input and Keowee Standby 
Bus Feeder Breaker Input (ES Channels 1 and 2). The ITS LCO statement 
was expanded to provide a complete list of equipment actuated by the ES 
channels. The LCO statement does not change the technical 
specification requirements. Therefore, the change is administrative.  

A34 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Item 13 describes the functional unit as ESF Low 
Pressure Injection System. ITS LCO 3.3.6.b describes this function as 
the Low Pressure Injection System and Reactor Building Essential 
Isolation (ES Channels 3 and 4). The ITS LCO statement was expanded 
to provide a complete list of equipment actuated by the ES channels.  
The LCO statement does not change the technical specification 
requirements. Therefore, the change is administrative.  
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A35 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Item 14 describes the functional unit as ESF Reactor 
Building Isolation (Essential Systems) and Reactor Building Cooling 
System. ITS LCO 3.3.6.c describes this function as Reactor Building 
(RB) Cooling, Reactor Building Essential Isolation and Penetration Room 
Ventilation (ES Channels 5 and 6). The ITS LCO statement was expanded 
to provide a complete list of equipment actuated by the ES channels.  
The LCO statement does not change the technical specification 
requirements. Therefore, the change is administrative.  

A36 CTS 3.8.1.10 requires the reactor building purge system, including the 
radiation monitors, to be operable immediately prior to refueling 
operation. ITS 3.3.16 requires the Reactor Building Isolation-High 
Radiation function to be OPERABLE during CORE ALTERATION and during 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within the reactor building.  
CTS defines "refueling operation"as an operation involving a change in 
core geometry by manipulation of fuel or control rods when the reactor 
vessel head is removed. Also, movement of irradiated fuel assemblies 
within the reactor building can only be performed subsequent to the 
start of refueling. As such, the change is administrative and 
consistent with the NUREG.  
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TECHNICAL CHANGE-MORE RESTRICTIVE 

M1 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Column (D) requires the operator to place the plant 
in hot shutdown (ITS equivalent of MODE 3) within 12 hours when the 
minimum channels OPERABLE requirement of Column (C) is not met. ITS 
provides an equivalent requirement (3.3.1 Required Action C.1, 3.3.2 
Required Action B.1) and adds a requirement to open all CRD trip 
breakers within 12 hours (3.3.1 Required Action C.2, 3.3.2 Required 
Action B.2). The added requirement is appropriate since it places the 
unit in a condition where the LCO does not apply. The proposed change 
represents an additional restriction on unit operation and is 
consistent with the NUREG.  

M2 CTS 3.5.1.1 requires the RPS functions of Table 3.5.1-1 to be OPERABLE 
when the reactor is in a startup mode or in a critical state. ITS 
3.3.1 LCO Applicability for each RPS function is according to Table 
3.3.1-1. While the ITS Applicability is equivalent for most functions, 
it is also more restrictive for some functions. The CTS applicability 
of "in a critical state" is encompassed by ITS MODES 1 and 2, which are 
defined as MODES where the reactivity condition is 2: 0.99 keff* CTS 
defines the startup mode to be when the shutdown margin is reduced with 
the intent of going critical. This is considered equivalent to ITS 
MODE 2 as described in the associated DOCs for Section 1.0. The ITS 
Applicability for the following RPS functions is considered more 
restrictive: 

CTS does not explicitly require the Nuclear Overpower - Low Setpoint 
and the Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure to be OPERABLE when the 
reactor is shutdown with any CRD trip breakers in the closed position 
and the CRD System capable of rod withdrawal. ITS 3.3.1 requires these 
functions to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, and 5 during shutdown bypass 
operation with any CRD trip breakers in the closed position and the CRD 
System capable of rod withdrawal (ITS Table 3.3.1-1, Note b). CTS 
3.1.9, Low Power Physics Testing Restrictions, does require these 
functions to be OPERABLE during low power physics testing. However, 
the ITS Applicability of during shutdown bypass operations with any CRD 
trip breakers in the closed position and the CRD System capable of rod 
withdrawal is more restrictive since the CTS Applicability is limited 
to Physics Testing. This is considered appropriate since it ensures 
the capability to trip the withdrawn control rods exists at all times 
that rod motion is possible.  

CTS requires the Reactor Building High Pressure function to be OPERABLE 
when the reactor is in a startup mode or in a critical state 
(equivalent to ITS MODES 1 and 2 as discussed above). ITS 3.3.1 
requires this function to be OPERABLE during MODES 1 and 2 and MODE 3 
when any CRD trip breaker is in the closed position and the CRD System 
is capable of rod withdrawal (ITS Table 3.3.1-1 and Note c). The 
additional requirement for OPERABILITY in MODE 3 is considered 
appropriate to ensure that the instrumentation required to initiate the 
insertion of any withdrawn CONTROL RODS is OPERABLE whenever CONTROL 
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RODS are withdrawn or capable of withdrawal. The automatic insertion 
of any withdrawn CONTROL ROD is consistent with evaluations of 
accidents initiated from MODE 3.  

CTS requires the Nuclear Overpower - High Setpoint and RCS High 
Pressure function to be OPERABLE when the reactor is in a startup mode 
or in a critical state (equivalent to ITS MODES I and 2 as discussed 
above). ITS 3.3.1 requires these functions to be OPERABLE during MODES 
1 and 2 and MODE 3 when not in shutdown bypass operation with any CRD 
trip breakers in the closed position and the CRD System capable of rod 
withdrawal (ITS Table 3.3.1-1, Note d). The additional requirement for 
OPERABILITY in MODE 3 is considered appropriate to ensure that the 
instrumentation required to initiate the insertion of any withdrawn 
CONTROL RODS is OPERABLE whenever CONTROL RODS are withdrawn or capable 
of withdrawal. The automatic insertion of any withdrawn CONTROL ROD is 
consistent with evaluations of accidents initiated from MODE 3.  
The proposed more restrictive changes to the Applicability for RPS 
functions are appropriate since they provide additional assurance that 
a reactor trip will be actuated if needed. These changes are 
consistent with the NUREG as modified by JFD 24.  

M3 CTS 3.5.1.1 requires the RPS manual trip function, Reactor Trip Module, 
and CRD trip devices of Table 3.5.1-1 to be OPERABLE when the reactor 
is in a startup mode or in a critical state. The ITS applicability 
for the manual reactor trip function (ITS 3.3.2), the RTMs (ITS 3.3.3) 
and the CRD trip devices (ITS 3.3.4) is MODES 1 and 2 and MODES 3, 4, 
and 5 during shutdown bypass operation with any CRD trip breakers in 
the closed position and the CRD System capable of rod withdrawal. The 
CTS applicability of "in a critical state" is encompassed by ITS MODES 
1 and 2, which are defined as MODES where the reactivity condition is > 

0.99 k6f. CTS defines the startup mode to be when the shutdown margin 
is reduced with the intent of going critical. This is considered 
equivalent to ITS MODE 2 as described in the associated DOCs for 
Section 1.0. Since the ITS is applicable under more conditions than 
the current applicability, the ITS Applicability is more restrictive.  
The proposed applicability provides additional assurance that a reactor 
trip will be actuated if needed to prevent accident conditions from 
exceeding those calculated in the accident analyses. This change is 
consistent with the NUREG.  

CTS Table 3.5.1-1 does not have any required actions for the manual 
reactor trip function, the RTMs and the CRD trip devices when in MODE 3 
or lower since Column D only requires the unit be place in hot shutdown 
(equivalent to ITS MODE 3). Consistent with the proposed ITS 
applicability, required actions are provided for each ITS Specification 
that require the unit be placed in a condition outside the 
applicability of the Specification when the LCO Required Actions cannot 
be met. ITS 3.3.2 Required Action C.1 is added for the manual reactor 
trip function to require the operator to open all the CRD trip breakers 
in 6 hours. Appropriate Required Actions are provided for the RTM (ITS 
3.3.3 Required Action C.1 and C.2) and CRD trip devices (ITS 3.3.4 
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Required Action E.1 and E.2) when they are inoperable in MODE 3 or 
lower. This additional restriction on operation is appropriate since 
it ensures rod motion is not possible when the required trip function 
or devices are inoperable. This change is consistent with the NUREG.  

M4 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note f requires an inoperable RTM be placed in trip 
in 1 hour or remove power to the associated CRD trip breaker in I hour.  
ITS 3.3.3 Required Action A.2 is added to these actions to require that 
the inoperable RTM be removed from the cabinet. The addition of this 
action is appropriate since it ensures that the trip signal is 
registered in the other channels by causing the electrical interlocks 
to indicate a tripped channel in the remaining three RTMs. Operation 
in this condition is allowed indefinitely because the actions put the 
RPS into a one-out-of-three configuration. This additional restriction 
on operation is consistent with the NUREG.  

M5 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 provides no specific requirements to the address the 
condition where the action specified for an inoperable RTM or CRD trip 
breaker is not completed within the required time period. ITS 3.3.3 
ACTION B and ITS 3.3.4 ACTION D are added to require the Unit be in 
MODE 3 in 12 hours with all CRD trip breakers open or to require the 
operator to remove power from all CRD trip breakers when the Required 
Action and associated Completion time is not met in MODE 1, 2, or 3.  
For ITS 3.3.3 ACTION B this action also applies to the condition where 
two or more RTMs are inoperable in MODE 1, 2, or 3. CTS requires entry 
into CTS 3.0, which requires the reactor be place in Hot Shutdown 
(equivalent to ITS Mode 3) in 12 hours. The ITS ACTION is more 
appropriate since it places the unit in a condition in which the LCO no 
longer applies (i.e., also requires opening all CRD trip breakers or 
removing power from all CRD trip breakers). This change is consistent 
with the NUREG as modified by JFD 17.  

M6 CTS 3.5.1.1 requires the ESPS functions of Table 3.5.1-1 to be OPERABLE 
when the reactor is in a startup mode or in a critical state. The ITS 
3.3.5 Applicability for ESPS Parameters 3 and 4 is MODES 1, 2, 3, and 
4. The CTS applicability of "in a critical state" is encompassed by ITS 
MODES 1 and 2, which are defined as MODES where the reactivity 
condition is 0.99 keff. CTS defines the startup mode to be when the 
shutdown margin is reduced with the intent of going critical. This is 
considered equivalent to ITS MODE 2 as described in the associated DOCs 
for Section 1.0. Since the ITS is applicable under more conditions 
than the current applicability, the ITS Applicability is more 
restrictive. The additional requirement for OPERABILITY of these 
functions in MODES 3 and 4 is considered appropriate since the 
potential for a high energy line break exists. This change is 
consistent with the NUREG.  

M7 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note (e), in conjunction with CTS Table 3.5.1-1 
Column D, provides a total time of 84 hours, from failure to meet the 
MINIMUM CHANNELS OPERABLE requirement of Column C for the ESPS 
parameters, for the unit to enter cold shutdown (equivalent it ITS 
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MODE 5). ITS 3.3.5 Required Action B.2.3 and ITS 3.3.6 Required 
Action B.2 require entry into MODE 5 within 36 hours of failure to meet 
the LCO. These more restrictive requirements minimize the time during 
which the safety function is degraded while providing sufficient time 
to accomplish an orderly shutdown. Additionally, this Completion Time 
is consistent with NUREG.  

M8 CTS 3.5.1.1 requires the ESPS functions of Table 3.5.1-1 to be OPERABLE 
when the reactor is in a startup mode or in a critical state. The ITS 
3.3.6 and 3.3.7 Applicability is MODES 1 and 2 and MODES 3 and 4 when 
associated engineered safeguards equipment is required to be OPERABLE.  
The CTS applicability of "in a critical state" is encompassed by ITS 
MODES 1 and 2, which are defined as MODES where the reactivity 
condition is 2: 0.99 kenf. CTS defines the startup mode to be when the 
shutdown margin is reduced with the intent of going critical. This is 
considered equivalent to ITS MODE 2 as described in the associated DOCs 
for Section 1.0. The ITS Applicability of MODES 3 and 4 when 
associated engineered safeguards equipment is required to be OPERABLE 
is more restrictive. These additional requirements are considered 
appropriate since the potential for a high energy line break exists.  
This change is consistent with the NUREG.  

M9 CTS Table 2.3-1 does not include Allowable Values for the Main Turbine 
Trip (Hydraulic Fluid Pressure) function and the Loss of Main Feedwater 
Pumps (Hydraulic Oil Pressure) function. ITS Table 3.3.1-1 provides an 
Allowable Value for each of these functions (ITS Functions 9 and 10, 
respectively). Their addition is appropriate since these functions 
provide an early reactor trip in anticipation of the loss of heat sink 
associated with a turbine trip or loss of main feedwater. The turbine 
trip lowers the probability of an RCS PORV actuation for turbine trip 
cases. The loss of main feedwater trip provides a reactor trip at high 
power levels to minimize challenges to the PORV. Because these values 
are not specified in CTS, this change represents additional 
restrictions on unit operation. This change is consistent with the 
NUREG.  

M1O CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note (i)2 requires that with one of the CRD trip 
breaker diverse feature inoperable that it be restored within 48 hours 
or placed in trip within the next hour. ITS 3.3.4 Required Action A.1 
is more restrictive since it requires the breaker to be tripped in 48 
hours (eliminates the extra one hour). This reduction in total 
Completion Time from 49 hours to 48 hours is adopted to provide 
requirements consistent with the NUREG. The 48 hour Completion Time is 
adequate to perform the required actions.  

M11 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note (j) allows up to 48 hours to restore a single 
inoperable SCR relay prior to requiring the power be removed from the 
CRD mechanisms supplied by the inoperable channel's SCR relay within 
the next hour. In the event more than one SCR relay in a channel is 
inoperable, all SCR trip devices in the channel are to be tripped 
within one hour. ITS 3.3.4 Required Action C.2 requires the 
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corresponding AC CRD trip breaker be tripped within one hour when one 
or more ETA relays are inoperable. This ACTION contains no provision 
for a 48 hour delay prior to requiring additional action to be taken 
with only one ETA relay inoperable. Because action to compensate for a 
single inoperable ETA Relay is required sooner by ITS than by CTS, this 
change is more restrictive. The reduced allowed outage time is 
considered reasonable in that it provides sufficient time to perform 
the Required Action. The proposed change is consistent with the NUREG.  

M12 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Column C requires the source range channels to.be 
OPERABLE when the reactor is in a startup mode or in a critical state 
except as modified by Note b to the table which modifies the 
applicability to exclude operation at greater than 10% power. ITS 
3.3.9 LCO Applicability is MODES 2, 3, 4, and 5. The CTS applicability 
of "in a critical state" is encompassed by ITS MODES 1 and 2, which are 
defined as MODES where the reactivity condition is at 0.99 keff. CTS 
defines the startup mode to be when the shutdown margin is reduced with 
the intent of going critical. This is considered equivalent to ITS 
MODE 2 as described in the associated DOCs for Section 1.0. The 
expanded applicability is appropriate since it ensures the operator is 
provided with a means of monitoring neutron flux and provides an early 
indication of reactivity changes. The modification of the 
applicability exclusion for operation above 10% to MODE 2 (above 5% 
power) is discussed in L13. The proposed change is consistent with the 
NUREG.  

M13 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 (Column D action for RPS Functional Unit 2, source 
range instrument channels) requires the unit be placed in hot shutdown 
(equivalent to ITS MODE 3) within 12 hours when one or more required 
instrument channels are inoperable when the reactor is in a startup 
mode or in a critical state (equivalent to ITS MODES 1 and 2 as 
described in M12 above). CTS does not provide actions below hot 
shutdown. Because of the expanded Applicability described in DOC M12 
above, ITS 3.3.9 ACTIONS A and B are added to provide appropriate 
actions in MODE 3 or below. With one channel inoperable when the 
THERMAL POWER level is 5 4 x 104 RTP on the wide range neutron flux 
channels, ITS 3.3.9 Required Action A.1 requires the channel be 
restored prior to increasing thermal power. With two channels 
inoperable when the THERMAL POWER level is 5 4 x 10- RTP on the wide 
range neutron flux channels, ITS 3.3.9 Required Action B.1 and B.2 
requires immediate suspension of operations involving positive 
reactivity changes and the immediate initiation of action to insert all 
control rods. Required Actions B.3 and B.4 require the control rod 
drive trip breakers be opened within 1 hour and that SDM be verified 
;: 1% Ak/k within 1 hour. These more restrictive ACTIONS provide 
requirements which ensure that the unit is placed in an acceptable 
condition to compensate for the inoperability of the required source 
range instrument channel. These additional ACTIONS are appropriate and 
consistent with NUREG requirements.  
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M14 CTS Table 4.1-1 Items 5 and 6 do not require a calibration of the 
source range and wide range instruments. ITS SR 3.3.9.2 and ITS SR 
3.3.10.2 are added to require a CHANNEL CALIBRATION for these 
instruments on an 18 month Frequency. This test ensures the channel 
responds to measured parameters within the necessary range and accuracy 
and leaves the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift to 
ensure that the instrument channel remains operational between 
successive tests. The more restrictive change is consistent with 
NUREG.  

M15 CTS 3.5.1-1 Column D requires the unit be place in hot shutdown within 
12 hours when two required wide range instrument channels are 
inoperable. CTS 3.5.1.5 requires action be performed in the event one 
decade of overlap between the source range and wide range instruments 
is not achieved and specifies that the flux level not be greater than 
that readable on the source range instruments until the one decade 
overlap is achieved. This is replaced by ITS 3.3.10 ACTION B which 
requires operations involving positive reactivity changes to be 
suspended (Required Action B.1)and CRD trip breakers to be opened 
(Required Action B.2). These-actions are appropriate since they place 
the unit in a condition outside the Applicability for the wide range 
instrumentation. The wide range instrumentation is designed to detect 
power changes during initial criticality and power escalation when the 
power range and source range instrumentation cannot provide reliable 
indications. Having both instruments inoperable could prevent the 
operator from detecting and controlling neutron flux transients that 
could result in a reactor trip during power escalation. The ITS ACTION 
presents more restrictive requirements in that unlimited continued 
operation in the source range will no longer be allowed. This change 
is consistent with NUREG.  

M16 CTS 3.5.1.1 requires the wide range instruments of Table 3.5.1-1 to be 
OPERABLE when the reactor is in a startup mode or in a critical state.  
ITS 3.3.10 Applicability is MODE 2 and MODES 3, 4, 5 with any CRD trip 
breaker in the closed position and the CRD System capable of rod 
withdrawal. The CTS applicability of "in a critical state" is 
encompassed by ITS MODES 1 and 2, which are defined as MODES where the 
reactivity condition is ,: 0.99 keff. CTS defines the startup mode to be 
when the shutdown margin is reduced with the intent of going critical.  
This is considered equivalent to ITS MODE 2 as described in the 
associated DOCs for Section 1.0. The expanded applicability is 
appropriate since it provides assurance that wide range instrumentation 
will be available to detect power changes during initial criticality 
and power escalation when the power range and source range 
instrumentation cannot provide reliable indications. This change is 
consistent with the NUREG as modified by JFD 19. The deletion of the 
requirement for these instruments in MODE 1 is discussed in DOC L13.  

M17 CTS Table 4.1-1, item 13 requires a channel check of the high reactor 
building pressure function daily. The interval for this check is 
shortened to 12 hours in ITS SR 3.3.1.1 consistent with the NUREG and 
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other RPS instruments. The proposed change is more restrictive since 
it is an additional restriction on operation and is made for 
consistency with the NUREG.  

M18 CTS 3.8.10 requires the radiation monitor associated with the purge 
system to be tested and verified OPERABLE immediately prior to 
refueling operations. No explicit requirement is provided in the CTS 
that addresses required action if monitor is later discovered 
inoperable. Therefore, CTS LCO 3.0 would require a unit shutdown to 
MODE 5. Since the unit is already shutdown, no action would be 
required. ITS 3.3.16 ACTION A, which provides appropriate actions for 
this situation, is added and provides two options. Required Action A.1 
requires the reactor building purge valves to be closed immediately or 
Required Action A.2 requires the movement of irradiated fuel assemblies 
to be suspended. Closure of the purge valves accomplishes the function 
of the high radiation channel. Suspending movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies places the unit in a configuration in which the purge 
isolation on high radiation is not required. The proposed change is 
more restrictive since it is an additional restriction on plant 
operation and is consistent with the NUREG.  

M19 CTS 3.8.10 does not provide a specific requirement to check or 
calibrate the reactor building purge valve isolation - high radiation 
channel. ITS SR 3.3.16.1 requires a CHANNEL CHECK of this channel 
every 12 hours and ITS SR 3.3.16.3 requires a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of 
this channel every 18 months. The addition of the CHANNEL CHECK is an 
appropriate restriction to ensure that a gross failure of 
instrumentation has not occurred. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION provides a 
complete check of the instrument loop and sensor and is an appropriate 
restriction to verify the channel responds to a measured parameter 
within the necessary range and accuracy. The changes are consistent 
with the NUREG.  

M20 CTS Table 4.1-1 does not explicitly require a channel test of the EFW 
System manual initiation circuit. ITS SR 3.3.14.1 is added to provide 
an explicit requirement for a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. The addition of 
the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is appropriate to ensure that the manual 
initiation circuit can perform its intended function. This is an 
additional restriction on operation consistent with the NUREG.  

M21 CTS Table 4.1-1, Item 21, Column "Check" currently does not require a 
check of the Reactor Building Pressure-High High parameter. ITS 
SR 3.3.5.1 is added to require a CHANNEL CHECK of the Reactor Building 
Pressure-High High parameter every 12 hours consistent with the NUREG.  
A CHANNEL CHECK provides reasonable assurance that a gross failure of 
instrumentation will be identified promptly. The more restrictive 
change is an acceptable restriction on operation and is consistent with 
the NUREG.  

M22 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Column D requires the unit to be in hot shutdown 
(MODE 3) within 24 hours when one or more TSV Closure Instrumentation 
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channels is inoperable and Note (e) to the Table requires the unit be 
placed in Cold Shutdown (MODE 5) within the following 72 hours if the 
minimum conditions are not met. ITS 3.3.15 ACTION A is added to 
require the TSVs to be declared inoperable within 1 hour (also, see DOC 
L19). ITS 3.7.2, Turbine Stop Valves, then dictates the required 
action for inoperable TSVs. With one or more TSVs inoperable in MODE 
1, Required Action A.1 requires the TSVs be restored to OPERABLE status 
within 12 hours or Required Action B.1 requires the unit be in MODE 2 
in 6 hours. Therefore, this portion of ITS is more restrictive since 
the unit must be in MODE 2 within 15 hours of an inoperable TSV Closure 
instrumentation channel where CTS required the unit be in hot shutdown 
(equivalent to ITS MODE 3) within 24 hours. ITS 3.7.2 Action C allows 
8 additional hours to close an inoperable TSV when in MODE 2 or 3, 
which is slightly more restrictive since a total of 23 hours is allowed 
to close the TSV from initial discovery of it being inoperable in MODE 
1. In addition, if it were not closed, then an additional 12 hours (on 
top of the eight hours) is allowed to place the unit in MODE 3 and 18 
hours to place the unit in MODE 4. This results in allowing a total of 
35 hours to be in MODE 3 and 41 hours to be in MODE 4 from initial .  
discovery of it being inoperable in MODE 1. This compares to the CTS 
shutdown time of 24 hours to be in hot shutdown (MODE 3) and 96 hours 
to be in cold shutdown (MODE 5). The less restrictive aspects of this 
change are discussed in DOC L36. The proposed more restrictive ITS 
Shutdown Times requirements are considered reasonable since they are 
consistent with ITS 3.7.2 which is consistent with the NUREG.  

These more restrictive changes provide reasonable assurance that the 
TSVs can perform their design safety function to mitigate the 
consequences of accidents that could result in offsite exposures 
comparable to the 10 CFR 100 limits.  

M23 CTS does not include any test requirements for the TSV Closure 
Instrumentation channels. ITS SRs 3.3.15.1 is added to require a 
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST be performed every 31 days to ensure that the 
channel can perform its intended function. This test is an appropriate 
restriction on unit operation. The more restrictive requirement is 
consistent with comparable NUREG (3.3.11-1, Function 4) requirements.  

M24 CTS 3.3.4.a(2) requires the unit be in Hot Shutdown (equivalent to ITS 
MODE 3) within 12 hours and in a condition with RCS pressure below 350 
psig and RCS temperature below 250aF (equivalent to ITS MODE 4) within 
an additional 48 hours when one required channel of BWST level 
instrumentation is inoperable for more than 24 hours. ITS 3.3.8 
Required Actions H.1 and H.2 require the unit to be placed in ITS 
MODE 3 (i.e., subcritical) in 12 hours, and in ITS MODE 4 in 18 hours.  
The shorter Completion Time is reasonable to allow this MODE to be 
reached in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems. The 
proposed change is consistent with the NUREG.  

M25 CTS 3.4.1 requires the EFW pump initiation circuitry to be OPERABLE 
when Reactor Coolant System (RCS) temperature is > 250 0F. ITS 3.3.14 
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APPLICABILITY for EFW pump initiation circuitry is MODES 1, 2, & 3 and 
MODE 4 when a steam generator is relied upon for heat removal. The ONS 
design precludes exceeding 246*F except when relying upon the steam 
generators for heat removal. Requiring the EFW pump initiation 
circuitry to be OPERABLE at 2460F instead of 250*F is a more 
restrictive requirement upon unit operation and is consistent with ITS 
3.7.5 for the EFW System and the corresponding NUREG Specification.  

M26 CTS does not include all Type A and Category 1 post accident monitoring 
(PAM) instrumentation identified in the plant specific Regulatory Guide 
1.97 response and associated NRC Safety Evaluations. ITS 3.3.8 
incorporates all Type A and Category 1 PAM Functions consistent with 
the NUREG. The following PAM Functions, including the associated LCO, 
Applicability, ACTIONS, Table entries, and Notes, are added: 

2. RCS Hot Leg Temperature 
4. RCS Pressure (Wide Range) 
8. Containment Isolation Valve Position 

11. Pressurizer Level 
12. Steam Generator Water Level 
13. Steam Generator Pressure 
15. Upper Surge Tank Level 
18. HPI System Flow 
19. LPI System Flow 
20. Reactor Building Spray Flow 

Surveillance Requirements are added (ITS SRs 3.3.8.1 and 3.3.8.3) for 
PAM Functions 2, 4, 8, 13, 15, and 20. SR 3.3.8.1 is added for PAM 
Functions 18 and 19. CTS provides comparable Surveillance requirements 
for pressurizer level (PAM 11)and steam generator water level (PAM 12) 
indicators (CTS Table 4.1-1, items 26 and 39 respectively). The 
addition of SR 3.3.8.1 for the Functions designated above is appropriate 
since a CHANNEL CHECK provides assurance that gross channel failure will 
be detected and is key to verifying that the instrumentation continues 
to operate properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The addition of 
SR 3.3.8.3 for the Functions designated above is appropriate since the 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION verifies the channel responds to measured parameters 
within the necessary range and accuracy.  

Type A variables are included in the ITS because they provide the 
primary information that permits the control room operator to take 
specific manually controlled actions that are required when no automatic 
control is provided and that are required for safety systems to 
accomplish their safety functions for Design Basis Accidents (DBAs).  
Additionally, Category 1 variables are the key variables deemed risk 
significant because they are needed to: a) determine whether systems 
important to safety are performing their intended functions; b) provide 
information to the operators that will enable them to determine the 
potential for causing a gross breach of the barriers to radioactivity 
release; and c) provide information regarding the release of radioactive 
materials to allow for early indication of the need to initiate action 
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necessary to protect the public and to estimate the magnitude of any 
impending threat. Since these PAM Functions are not in the CTS 
requirements, their addition represents a more restrictive change.  

M27 The CTS applicability for Table 3.5.6-1 instrument 8 is "when RCS 
temperature is > 300aF". The CTS applicability for other Table 3.5.6-1 
PAM instruments is "above hot shutdown." ITS 3.3.8 Applicability for 
PAM functions is MODES 1, 2, and 3. The CTS applicability of "above hot 
shutdown" is equivalent to ITS MODES 1 and 2. The CTS applicability of 
"when RCS temperature is > 300oF" is equivalent to ITS MODES 1 and 2 and 
part of MODE 3 (Note: transition to MODE 4 is at 2500F). Therefore, the 
ITS applicability is more restrictive since OPERABILITY is required in 
MODE 3, but appropriate since these variables are related to the 
diagnosis and actions required to mitigate accidents that are assumed to 
occur in these MODES. In MODES 4, 5, and 6, unit conditions are such 
that the likelihood of an event occurring that would require PAM 
instrumentation is low, therefore, PAM instrumentation is not required 
to be OPERABLE in these MODES. The proposed change is consistent with 
the NUREG.  

Consistent with the more restrictive ITS applicability, Required Action 
H.2 is added for CTS Table 3.5.6-1 instruments 1 through 7 and 9 
requiring the unit be placed in MODE 4 within 18 hours. This is 
appropriate since it removes the unit from the applicability of the LCO.  
For CTS Table 3.5.6-1 Instrument 8 (ITS Table 3.3.8-1, Function 17), 
Action 4 requires the unit to be in hot shutdown within the next 12 
hours and below 300aF within the next 24 hours. For this Function, ITS 
Required Action H.2 requires the unit be in MODE 4 (below 2500F) in 18 
hours from the time of entry into the condition versus the total of 36 
hours currently allowed. This change is consistent with the NUREG.  

M28 CTS SR 3.7.5.1 requires performance of SR 3.7.1.14.1 (EPSL automatic 
transfer) on a Frequency specified in the applicable SR. CTS SR 3.7.3.1 
requires performance of SR 3.7.1.14 on a Frequency specified in the 
applicable SR. ITS SR 3.3.17.1 and SR 3.3.21.1 require a CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TEST of the automatic transfer function channels and the 
Keowee automatic start channels. The CTS test requirement (CTS SR 
3.7.1.14) performs a functional verification for the source and Main 
Feeder Bus voltage sensing, Keowee Emergency start, Loadshed and 
Transfer-to-Standby, and Retransfer-to-Startup logic of the EPSL System 
by performing an automatic transfer of the Main Feeder Buses to the 
Startup Transformer, Standby Buses and retransfer to the Startup 
Transformers. The method of performing this test is relocated to the 
Bases for SR 3.3.17.1 and 3.3.21.1 as discussed in DOC LA12. These CTS 
SRs are captured by the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST requirements of ITS SR 
3.3.17.1 and SR 3.3.21.1. However, the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 
requirements are considered more prescriptive in that they require the 
injection of a simulated or actual signal into the channel as close to 
the sensor as practicable to verify OPERABILITY, including required 
alarms, interlocks, display, and trip functions. As such, the proposed 
change is more restrictive on plant operation and consistent with the NUREG.  
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M29 CTS does not require a calibration of the Wide Range Nuclear 
instrumentation. ITS SR 3.3.8.3 requires a complete check of the 
instrument loop and sensor. The addition of this CHANNEL CALIBRATION is 
appropriate since it verifies the channel responds to measured 
parameters within the necessary range and accuracy. The proposed change 
is more restrictive since it is an additional restriction on operation 
and is consistent with the NUREG.  

M30 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 essentially does not have any required actions for ITS 
3.3.1 Functions 1.b and 11 when in MODE 3 or lower since Column D only 
requires the unit be placed in hot shutdown (equivalent to ITS MODE 3).  
Consistent with the proposed ITS applicability (Refer to DOC M2), 
required actions are provided that require the unit be placed in a 
condition outside the applicability of the LCO when the Required Actions 
cannot be met. Required Action D.1 is added to require the operator to 
open all the CRD trip breakers in 6 hours. This additional restriction 
on operation is appropriate since it ensures rod motion is not possible 
when the required trip channels are inoperable. This change is 
consistent with the NUREG.  

M31 Not used.  

M32 Not used.  

M33 CTS Table 4.1-1, Column "Check" for Items 54, 57, 58, and 59, currently 
does not require a check of the containment high range radiation 
monitor, containment hydrogen monitor, wide range hot leg level, and 
reactor vessel head level instrument channels. ITS SR 3.3.8.1 is added 
to require a CHANNEL CHECK of these instrument channels every 12 hours 
consistent with the NUREG. A CHANNEL CHECK provides reasonable 
assurance that a gross failure of instrumentation will be identified 
promptly. The proposed change is more restrictive since it is an 
additional restriction on operation and is consistent with the NUREG.  

M34 CTS 3.7.4 LCO Applicability for Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) 
Voltage Sensing-Circuits is above Cold Shutdown. ITS 3.3.18 LCO 
Applicability for Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Voltage Sensing 
Circuits is MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 and during movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies. ITS MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are considered equivalent to 
the CTS applicability of above Cold Shutdown. ONS design requires that 
the voltage sensing circuit associated with an AC power source be 
OPERABLE for the AC power source to be considered OPERABLE. Therefore, 
since requirements for AC Source in MODES 5 and 6 and during movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies are added (refer to Section 3.8), 
requirements for EPSL voltage sensing circuits must be added. These 
additional applicability requirements provide assurance that systems are 
available to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup, to mitigate a 
fuel handling accident,and to mitigate the effects of events that can 
lead to core damage during shutdown and that instrumentation and control 
capability is available for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a 
cold shutdown condition or refueling condition. LCO Note 2 is added to 
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specify that only the EPSL voltage sensing circuit(s) associated with 
required AC power source(s) are required to be OPERABLE. ITS 3.3.18 
ACTION C is added to require the affected AC Source to be declared 
inoperable when the Required Action and associated Completion Time is 
not met or when two or more channels of a required circuit(s) are 
inoperable in MODES 5 and 6. ITS 3.3.18 ACTION D is added to require 
suspending movement of irradiated fuel assemblies when the Required 
Action and associated Completion Time is not met during movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies. Since there are currently no EPSL 
requirements during cold shutdown and refueling shutdown, the proposed 
change is more restrictive since it is an additional restriction on 
operation.  

M35 CTS Table 4.1-1 provides no specific CHANNEL CALIBRATION requirement for 
the Nuclear Overpower High and Low Setpoints. The High and Low 
Setpoints are calibrated administratively during reactor shutdowns and 
reactor startups. ITS SR 3.3.1.6 is added for comparable ITS Functions 
1.a and 1.b to provide an explicit 18 month CHANNEL CALIBRATION for 
these functions. This test ensures the channel responds to the measured 
parameter within the necessary range and accuracy and leaves the 
channels adjusted to account for instrument drift to ensure that the 
instrument channel will remain operational between successive tests. A 
Note to the SR specifically excludes neutron detectors from this CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION. The addition of SR 3.3.1.6 is considered an appropriate 
restriction on unit operation since the accident analyses takes credit 
for these reactor trip functions. The addition of this requirement 
represents a more restrictive change and is consistent with the NUREG.  

M36 CTS 3.4.1 does not allow the reactor to be heated above 250aF unless 
each emergency feedwater flow (EFW) path has at least one flow indicator 
operable (CTS 3.4.1.b). ITS 3.3.8, Item 21, Emergency Feedwater Flow, 
is added to require two channels of EFW flow to be operable in MODES 1, 
2 and 3, along with associated Required Actions A, B, and G, the Table 
entry, and Notes that are applicable for this PAM function. This is 
consistent with the ONS Regulatory Guide 1.97 Safety Evaluation Report 
which identifies these indicators as a Category 1 variable and is 
appropriate to ensure its availability post accident since EFW flow is 
the primary indication used by the operator to verify that the EFW 
System is delivering the correct flow to each steam generator. ITS 
3.3.8 ACTION A limits the time that one of the two channels can be 
inoperable to 30 days. If the channel is not restored within 30 days 
then ITS 3.3.8 ACTION B requires that a written report be submitted to 
the NRC which identifies the proposed restorative actions and discusses 
the root cause evaluation. ITS 3.3.8 ACTION G is a pointer to further 
appropriate action (dependent upon the PAM function) when the Required 
Action and associated Completion Times for inoperable channels are not 
met. The addition of these requirements represents a more restrictive 
change and is consistent with the NUREG.  

M37 CTS 3.4.3.b requires the unit be in hot shutdown (equivalent to ITS MODE 
3) within 12 hours when no EFW flow indicators in a flow path are 
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operable and below 250F (equivalent to ITS MODE 4) within another 12 
hours. ITS 3.3.8 Required Action H.2 requires the unit be placed in 
MODE 4 within 6 hours after reaching MODE 3. The ITS Completion time 
for Required Action H.2 is more restrictive since the unit must be 
placed in MODE 4 six hours earlier. The allowed Completion Time is 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required unit 
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.  
The addition of these requirements represents a more restrictive change 
and is consistent with the NUREG.  

M38 CTS does not require the Manual Keowee Emergency Start function to be 
OPERABLE below Cold Shutdown. ITS Specification 3.3.22, including 
appropriate LCO, ACTIONS, and SRs, is added to require one channel of 
the Manual Keowee Emergency Start function to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 
6 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies. This is 
necessitated by the addition of requirements for AC Source in MODES 5 
and 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies (refer to 
Section 3.8). Required Action A.1 requires both Keowee Hydro Units to 
be declared inoperable immediately when the required channel is 
inoperable. ITS SR 3.3.22.1 requires a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the 
Keowee manual emergency start function every 12 months. This function 
is currently tested during the performance of CTS 3.7.1.11. CTS 
3.7.1.11 uses the manual start function as a method of initiating the 
Keowee Hydro Units when verifying they start within 23 seconds and 
synchronize to the grid. These additional requirements provide 
assurance that the required AC Sources are available during shutdown.  
This ensures that systems are available to provide adequate coolant 
inventory makeup, to mitigate a fuel handling accident, and to mitigate 
the effects of events that can lead to core damage during shutdown and 
that instrumentation and control capability is available for monitoring 
and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown condition or refueling 
condition. Since there are currently no EPSL requirements during cold 
shutdown and refueling shutdown, the proposed change is more restrictive 
since it is an additional restriction on operation.  

M39 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note (c) allows continued operation above hot shutdown 
with the required source range instrument channel inoperable when 2 of 4 
wide range instrument channels are indicating greater than 4E-4% rated 
power. ITS 3.3.9 ACTION C, which continues to allow operation above 
MODE 3 with the required source range instrument channel inoperable, 
also requires action be initiated to repair the inoperable instrument 
channel within 1 hour. This more restrictive action is appropriate to 
ensure future availability. The I hour Completion Time is sufficient to 
initiate the action. This change is consistent with the NUREG.  
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M40 CTS 3.5.1.1 Applicability for the TSV Closure instrumentation channels 
is while in the startup mode or when the reactor is in a critical state.  
ITS 3.3.15 Applicability for the TSV Closure instrumentation channels is 
in MODES 1, 2, and 3 except when all TSVs are closed. The CTS 
applicability of "in a critical state" is encompassed by ITS MODES 1 and 
2, which are defined as MODES where the reactivity condition is 0.99 
kff. CTS defines the startup mode to be when the shutdown margin is 
reduced with the intent of going critical. This is considered 
equivalent to ITS MODE 2 as described in the associated DOCs for Section 
1.0. The expanded applicability is appropriate since during MODE 3 
conditions there is significant mass and energy in the RCS and steam 
generators and the TSV Closure function is needed to stop steam flow to 
the turbine (to prevent overcooling) following a reactor trip. As such, 
the addition of applicability in MODE 3 is more restrictive. The more 
restrictive requirement is consistent with comparable NUREG (3.3.11-1, 
Function 4) requirements.  
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TECHNICAL CHANGE-LESS RESTRICTIVE 

LI CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note (a) allows the minimum of three OPERABLE channels 
to be maintained during channel testing, calibration, or maintenance by 
placing one of the four available channels in bypass and one of the four 
available channels in the tripped condition leaving an effective one out 
of two trip logic. ITS 3.3.1 Action A also allows this configuration 
but does not limit its application (i.e., allowed for any reason, not 
just for channel testing, calibration, or maintenance) to only the CTS 
reasons. ITS requires the required action be completed within one hour 
where CTS required this action immediately. The proposed change is 
acceptable since the RPS can still perform its safety function in this 
configuration in the presence of a random failure of any single channel.  
The proposed change is consistent with the NUREG.  

L2 CTS 3.5.1.1 requires the RPS functions of Table 3.5.1-1 to be OPERABLE 
when the reactor is in a startup mode or in a critical state. A 
critical state is considered encompassed by ITS MODES 1 and 2, which are 
defined as MODES where the reactivity condition is 0.99 kff. The CTS 
defines the startup mode to be when the shutdown margin is reduced with 
the intent of going critical. This is considered equivalent to ITS MODE 
2 as described in the associated DOCs for Section 1.0. The 
applicability for ITS 3.3.1 Function 9, Main Turbine Trip (Hydraulic 
Fluid Pressure) and Function 10, Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps (Hydraulic 
Oil Pressure) is less restrictive since these functions are only 
required to be OPERABLE during MODE 1 (above 30%) and during MODE 1 and 
MODE 2 (above 2% RTP), respectively. Analyses presented in BAW 1893 
show that for operation below these power levels, these trips are not 
necessary to minimize challenges to the PORV as required by NUREG-0737.  
Duke Energy has performed a plant specific analysis which concludes that 
the Oconee RPS System is consistent with the BAW analyses.  

As a result of the change in applicability, the CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Column 
(D) required action of placing the unit in hot shutdown is modified to 
require reducing power to a level less than the applicability of either 
function in a time period appropriate for reaching that power level from 
full power conditions. The proposed change is consistent with the 
NUREG.  

L3 ITS 3.3.2 Action A is added to allow one hour to restore an inoperable 
manual reactor trip function to OPERABLE status. This is acceptable 
since the automatic functions and various alternative manual trip 
methods, such as removing power to the RTMs, are still available. The 1 
hour provides a limited time to affect repairs and avoid an unnecessary 
unit shutdown. This less restrictive change is consistent with the 
NUREG.  

L4 CTS Table 4.1-1 Item 4 requires the power range channel output to the 
calorimetric coincident with the imbalance output being calibrated to 
the imbalance condition determined by the incore detector be performed 
monthly. ITS SR 3.3.1.4, which includes the equivalent requirement, is 
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modified by a Note that allows this calibration to be delayed as much as 
24 hours after THERMAL POWER is at 15% RTP. This SR Note recognizes the 
difficulty in performing the calibration and the limitations of the 
calorimetric while operating at very low power levels. Below 15% RTP, 
ONS calculates heat balance power level based totally upon the primary 
system parameters. Above 15% RTP, the secondary system parameters are 
also considered since they are generally more accurate at higher power 
levels. By allowing the delay in performance of this calibration until 
RTP is above 15%, a generally more accurate calorimetric (one including 
secondary system parameters) is available. Also, below about 15% the 
incore nuclear instruments are not capable of providing reliable 
accurate indication of AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE. Thus, this allowance is 
appropriate due to the usable range of the incore nuclear instruments 
which are required for the performance of this SR.  

L5 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 does not include an allowance that allows placing an 
inoperable ESPS channel in the tripped condition and continuing 
operation for an indefinite period. ITS 3.3.5 ACTION A is added to 
allow continued reactor operation for an indefinite period when one of 
three ESPS channels is inoperable provided the inoperable channel is 
placed in a tripped condition for actuation within one hour. This less 
restrictive provision is acceptable since this action leaves the system 
in a one-out-of-two condition for actuation. Thus, if another channel 
fails, the ESPS instrumentation can still perform its actuation 
functions. This less restrictive change is consistent with the NUREG.  

L6 CTS does not include an allowance that allows delay of entry into 
actions when a channel is made inoperable for testing. The Note for ITS 
SR 3.3.5.2 allows a delay of up to 8 hours in the entry into the 
associated Condition and Required Action for the performance of this 
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST provided the remaining two instrumentation 
channels are OPERABLE or tripped. This Note provides a relaxation of 
ACTION requirements which is less restrictive than the application of 
CTS requirements. This Note provides a reasonable amount of time to 
perform the required testing while still allowing the channel being 
tested to remain in an untripped state. Additionally, the design of the 
ESPS system will not allow complete testing of an instrument channel 
with the channel in a tripped state. Therefore, placing the channel in 
a tripped state, as required by ITS 3.3.5 Required Action A.1, prevents 
the completion of the testing required by SR 3.3.5.2. This change is 
consistent with the NUREG.  

L7 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 requires a unit shutdown in 12 hours when one or more 
ESPS channels in one or more functions are inoperable. ITS 3.3.6 
Required Action A.1 and its associated Completion Time provide a 72 hour 
time period in which the unit may continue operation, with one or more 
ESPS Functions having one channel of the manual initiation feature 
inoperable, prior to entering an ACTION which results in the unit 
entering MODE 3. This change is made to provide ACTION requirements 
consistent with the safety function of the system, considering the 
allowed outage time for the actuated system. Therefore the less 
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restrictive change is considered appropriate. This change is 
consistent with the NUREG.  

L8 CTS Table 4.1-1 Item 4 requires a calibration of the power range 
instruments against the incore instruments monthly. This calibration is 
also required to be performed within some unspecified period of time 
after each startup if not performed within the previous week. These CTS 
requirements are replaced by ITS SR 3.3.1.3 and SR 3.3.1.4. The ITS SRs 
with their specified 31 day Frequencies represents less restrictive 
requirements in that the calibration is no longer required following 
each startup if not performed within the previous week. Removal of the 
required calibration following each startup, is acceptable because 
deviation between the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE indicated by the power range 
instruments and that indicated by the incore instruments generally 
occurs slowly. The 31 day Frequency is consistent with NUREG.  

L9 CTS Table 4.1-1, item 3 requires a heat balance check of the power range 
channels each shift. ITS SR 3.3.1.2 requires the heat balance check be 
performed every 24 hours. The 24 hour Frequency is adequate, based on 
unit operating experience, which demonstrates the change in the 
difference between the power range indication and the calorimetric 
results rarely exceeds a small fraction of 2% in any 24 hour period.  
Furthermore, the control room operators monitor redundant indications 
and alarms to detect deviations in channel outputs. The change is 
consistent with the NUREG 

L1O CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note (i)1 & 2 requires that the power supplied to the 
CRDMs through the failed CRD be removed within one hour or allows 48 
hours to place the breaker in trip if it has diverse features inoperable 
(undervoltage or shunt trip devices). ITS 3.3.4, Required Action A.2 is 
added to allow the option of removing power from the CRD trip breaker.  
This additional allowance is less restrictive in that it provides 
additional flexibility in dealing with trip breakers with an inoperable 
diverse trip function. The allowance for removing power from a trip 
breaker as an alternative to opening the breaker is currently allowed by 
CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note (i)1 but is not specifically applicable to the 
inoperability of the diverse trip function for the trip breakers. The 
addition of ITS 3.3.4 Required Action A.2 provides consistent ACTION 
requirements to compensate for inoperable CRD trip breakers whether or 
not the inoperability is due to failure of a diverse trip function. The 
Completion Times in ITS remain, as they are in CTS, significantly 
different for a CRD trip breaker with an inoperable diverse trip 
function, as opposed to one which is inoperable for any other reason.  
ITS Required Action B.1 is added to provide the option of tripping the 
CRD trip breakers that do not have diverse features inoperable. This 
additional allowance is less restrictive in that it provides additional 
flexibility in dealing with an inoperable CRD trip breakers. This is 
appropriate since tripping the inoperable CRD trip breaker has the same 
effect as removing power to the CRDMs that are powered through the 
inoperable CRD trip breakers. The proposed changes are consistent with 
the NUREG.  
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L11 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note j does not include an allowance that allows 
placing a CONTROL ROD group with an inoperable ETA rely to be placed on 
a power supply which has OPERABLE ETA relays. ITS 3.3.4 Required Action 
C.1 is added and provides an alternative to the CTS requirements for 
inoperable SCR or electronic trip assembly (ETA) relays (CTS Table 
3.5.1-1 Note (j)). Required Action C.1 specifically allows for a 
CONTROL ROD group with an inoperable ETA relay to be placed on a power 
supply which has OPERABLE ETA relays. This allowance provides new 
flexibility which is not currently allowed by CTS. Required Action C.1 
is an acceptable alternative to opening an inoperable ETA relay because 
it places the affected CONTROL ROD group on a power supply that ensures 
the rods are de-energized upon a reactor trip. The change is consistent 
with the NUREG.  

L12 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Column D and Note (e) require the unit be placed in 
Hot Shutdown within 24 hours and in Cold Shutdown in the following 72 
hours when the minimum ES digital actuation logic channels are not 
OPERABLE. ITS Required Actions Required Action A.1 and A.2 provide two 
options. One option is to place the associated component(s) in their ES 
configuration in one hour. The other is to declare them inoperable (and 
enter into their associated required actions) within one hour. ITS 
3.3.7 Required Action A.1 is equivalent to the automatic actuation logic 
channel performing its safety function ahead of time. Required Action 
A.2, which requires entry into the Required Action of the affected 
supported systems, is appropriate since the net result of the automatic 
actuation logic failure is inoperability of the supported system. The 
one hour Completion Time reflects the urgency associated with the 
inoperability of a actuation logic channel which affects multiple safety 
system components. ITS 3.3.7 is considered less restrictive since 
declaring the supported systems inoperable associated with one digital 
channel would result in only one train of the supported system being 
declared inoperable. At least a 72 hour Completion Time (Refer to ITS 
3.5.2 or 3.6.5 Required Actions and Completion Times) is provided to 
restore one train of ES actuated components to OPERABLE status prior to 
requiring a unit shutdown. In addition, where practicable, starting the 
supported system allows continued operation with no further 
restrictions. The proposed change is consistent with the NUREG.  

L13 CTS 3.5.1.1 requires the source range and wide range instruments to be 
OPERABLE in a startup mode or in a critical state. CTS Table 3.5.1-1 
Note b indirectly provides a qualification to this statement of 
Applicability. This note provides a relaxation of action requirements 
when "2 of 4 power range instrument channels are greater than 10% rated 
power." The Applicability of ITS 3.3.9 and 3.3.10 does not require 
either the source range instrument channel or the wide range instrument 
channel to be maintained OPERABLE above MODE 2. This represents a 
relaxation of requirements, by removing the requirement to take actions 
in the event that either the required source range instrument channel or 
the required wide range instrument channel is inoperable, when above 5% 
RTP (ITS) but less than or equal to 10% rated power, as indicated on the 
power range instruments (CTS). This is acceptable since the power range 
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channels provide all assumed reactor protection above 5% RTP. This 
change is being made to provide clear statements of Applicability for 
these specifications which are consistent with the requirements of the 
NUREG.  

L14 CTS Table 4.1-1 requires a calorimetric heat balance check and 
adjustment every shift. ITS SR 3.3.1.2, which requires the verification 
every 24 hours, is modified by a Note that allows this check be delayed 
as much as 24 hours after THERMAL POWER is a 15% RTP. The ITS 
recognizes the difficulty in performing the heat balance check and the 
limitations of the calorimetric while operating at very low power 
levels. No specific allowance is provided in the CTS which removes the 
requirement to perform this calibration when in a critical state at low 
power levels. Below 15% RTP, ONS calculates heat balance power level 
based totally upon the primary system parameters. Above 15% RTP, the 
secondary system parameters are also considered since they are generally 
more accurate at higher power levels. By allowing the delay in 
performance of this calibration until RTP is above 15%, a generally more 
accurate calorimetric (one including secondary system parameters) is 
available. The proposed change is consistent with the NUREG.  

L15 CTS Table 4.1-1 requires a comparison of the out of core measured AXIAL 
POWER IMBALANCE to incore measured AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE every 31 days.  
ITS SR 3.3.1.3, which provides an equivalent requirement, is modified by 
a Note that allows a delay in performance of this SR until the unit is 
above 15% RTP. This allowance is appropriate due to the usable range of 
the incore nuclear instruments which are required for the performance of 
this SR. Below about 15% the incore nuclear instruments are not capable 
of providing reliable accurate indication of AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE.  
Adoption of this Note provides a specific relaxation of requirements 
where none existed in CTS. This change is consistent with the NUREG.  

L16 CTS 3.4.2, which requires the automatic initiation circuitry associated 
with loss of main feedwater pumps to be OPERABLE prior to criticality, 
provides no allowed outage time when one of two loss of main feedwater 
instrumentation channels are inoperable. ITS 3.3.14, ACTION A is added 
to allow continued reactor operation .for an indefinite period when one 
of two EFW System loss of main feedwater instrumentation channels in an 
EFW pump automatic initiation circuit is inoperable provided the 
inoperable channel is placed in a tripped condition for initiation 
within one hour. ITS 3.3.14 ACTIONS Note is added to allow separate 
condition entry for each EFW pump initiation circuit. This allows one 
hour to place the channel in trip for each function when Condition A is 
entered. This less restrictive provision is acceptable since this 
leaves the function in a one-out-of-one logic configuration for 
initiation versus the normal two-out-of-two logic configuration. This 
maintains at least equivalent reliability for EFW initiation. EFW is 
maintained single failure proof by the separate initiation circuits for 
each the three EFW pumps. This less restrictive change is consistent 
with NUREG Specification 3.3.11, ACTION A.  
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L17 CTS 3.7.6 and 3.7.7 both require an inoperable voltage sensing relay to 
be restored within 72 hours (Required Action A.1). ITS 3.3.19 Required 
Action A.1 and 3.3.20 Required Action A.1 require the inoperable channel 
to be placed in trip within 72 hours. This less restrictive change 
allows operation to continue indefinitely when the channel is placed in 
trip and continues to allow 72 hours to restore an inoperable channel 
that cannot be placed in trip. The actuation logic for DGVP is two-out
of-three. Placing the inoperable channel in the tripped condition 
fulfills the function of the channel (and places the function in a one
out-of-two configuration). Indefinite operation in this configuration 
is acceptable since the degraded grid voltage function is capable of 
performing its function in the presence of a single failure. This 
change is consistent with comparable NUREG 3.3.8 requirements.  

L18 CTS 3.5.7 Applicability for the Main Steam Line Break and Feedwater 
Isolation Circuity is when main steam header pressure is greater than 
700 psig. ITS 3.3.11, 12, & 13 Applicability is MODES 1 and 2, and 
MODE 3 with main steam header pressure greater than 700 psig except when 
all MFCVs and SFCVs are closed. The exception of "when all MFCVs and 
SFCVs are closed" is a less restrictive change and is consistent with 
comparable NUREG requirements (Table 3.3.11-1, Note d). The exception 
is appropriate since the MFCVs and SFCVs are already performing their 
safety function when they are closed.  

Required Action B.2.2 of ITS 3.3.11, 12 and 13 is added to provide the 
option of closing the MFCVs and SFCVs in lieu of reducing main steam 
header pressure to less than 700 psig. This optional allowance is 
consistent with the applicability since closure of the MFCVs and SFCVs 
removes the unit from the Applicability of the LCO.  

L19 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 requires a unit shutdown within 24 hours when one or 
more turbine stop valve closure channels is inoperable. ITS 3.3.15 
ACTION A is added to allow one hour to declare the associated TSVs 
inoperable. The additional hour allowed to restore the instrumentation 
channel(s) prior to requiring further action is consistent with similar 
NUREG Required Actions that require supported equipment to be declared 
inoperable (e.g., NUREG Specification 3.3.7, Required Action A.2). The 
one hour Completion Time is considered sufficient to correct minor 
problems. Even with the 1 hour, the unit gets to subcriticality sooner 
(13 hours) than that time allowed by CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Column D for 
Item 16 (24 hours).  

L20 CTS Table 4.1-1 calibration requirements for RPS functions that receive 
input from neutron detectors do not specifically exclude the detectors 
from the calibration of that function. ITS SR 3.3.1.6, which provides 
comparable CHANNEL CALIBRATION requirements for RPS functions, includes 
a note that specifically excludes the neutron detectors from the CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION. This exclusion is appropriate because of the passive 
design of the detectors, the extreme difficulty in both accessing the 
detectors and in generating an appropriate input signal to the 
detectors, the fact that no specific adjustments can be made to the 
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detectors, and the principles of detector operation that ensure a 
virtually instantaneous response. The proposed change is consistent 
with the NUREG.  

L21 CTS Table 3.5.6-1 Action 3 for the Reactor Vessel Head Level and the 
Reactor Vessel Level (ITS 3.3.8 PAM #3 and #5) allows, if repairs are 
feasible, 7 days for restoration of a single inoperable instrument 
channel when one or both instrument channels are inoperable. Operation 
may continue with one inoperable channel, provided a report is submitted 
within the next 30 days outlining the cause of the inoperability and the 
plans and schedule for restoring the channel to OPERABLE status. When 
both are inoperable, if at least one instrument channel is not restored, 
the unit is then required to be in hot shutdown within 12 hours. ITS 
ACTION A allows 30 days for restoration of a single channel, and ITS 
ACTION C allows 7 days for restoration of one of two inoperable 
instrument channels. ITS ACTIONs B and I then require a Special Report.  
Therefore, the proposed Required Action I.1 is less restrictive since a 
unit shutdown is not required. Required Action I.1 is appropriate in 
lieu of a shutdown requirement since both the RCS Hot Leg Level and the 
Reactor Vessel Level are methods of monitoring for inadequate core 
cooling capability and both the subcooling monitoring monitors and core 
exit thermocouples provide an alternate means of monitoring for this 
purpose. This change is consistent with the NUREG.  

L22 The CTS Actions (Table 3.5.6-1, Action 1) for the Containment Pressure 
High Range (PAM #7) Function allow 7 days for restoration of an 
inoperable instrument channel and 48 hours for restoration of an 
inoperable channel when both are inoperable. When either required 
action is not met, the unit must be placed in hot shutdown within the 
next 12 hours. ITS 3.3.8, ACTION A allows 30 days for restoration of a 
single channel. If not restored, then a Special Report is required by 
Required Action B.1. This is less restrictive since a unit shutdown is 
not required. ITS Required Action B.1 is appropriate in lieu of a 
shutdown requirement since alternative actions are identified before 
loss of functional capability and given the likelihood of unit 
conditions that would require information provided by this 
instrumentation. ITS ACTION C allows an additional 5 days for 
restoration of a single channel when both channels are inoperable. The 
additional time allowed to restore at least one channel allowed by 
Action C is considered appropriate based on the relatively low 
probability of an event requiring PAM instrumentation and the 
availability of alternate means to obtain required information. These 
less restrictive changes are consistent with the NUREG.  

L23 The CTS Actions (Table 3.5.1-1, Action 2) for Containment Water Level 
(PAM #6), Containment High-Range Radiation (PAM #9), Containment 
Hydrogen (PAM #10), and the Core Exit Thermocouple (PAM #16) Functions 
allow 30 days for restoration of an inoperable instrument channel and 48 
hours for restoration of an inoperable channel when both are inoperable.  
When either required action is not met, the unit must be placed in hot 
shutdown within the next 12 hours. ITS 3.3.8, ACTION A allows 30 days 
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for restoration of a single channel and then a Special Report is 
required by Required Action B.1. ITS Required Action B.1 is appropriate 
in lieu of a shutdown requirement since alternative actions are 
identified before loss of functional capability and given the likelihood 
of unit conditions that would require information provided by this 
instrumentation. This is less restrictive since a unit shutdown is not 
required. ITS ACTION C for the Containment Water Level, Containment 
High-Range Radiation, and the Core Exit Thermocouple Functions allows an 
additional 5 days for restoration of a single channel when both channels 
are inoperable. ITS ACTION D for the Containment Hydrogen Concentration 
Function allows an additional 24 hours. The additional time allowed to 
restore at least one channel allowed by ITS Actions C and D are 
considered appropriate based on the relatively low probability of an 
event requiring PAM instrumentation and the availability of alternate 
means to obtain required information. ITS 3.3.8, Action I is added for 
ITS Table 3.3.8-1, Function 9 (Containment High-Range Radiation), to 
allow a Special Report in place of the CTS requirement for shutdown.  
This is acceptable since alternate means are available to monitor this 
variable. These changes are consistent with the NUREG.  

L24 The CTS Actions (Table 3.5.1-1, Action 4) for the Subcooling Monitor 
function (PAM #17) Function allows 30 days for restoration of an 
inoperable instrument channel and 48 hours for restoration of an 
inoperable channel when both are inoperable. When either required 
action is not met, the unit must be placed in hot shutdown within the 
next 12 hours. ITS 3.3.8, ACTION A allows 30 days for restoration of a 
single channel and then a Special Report is required by ITS Required 
Action B.1. ITS Required Action B.1 is appropriate in lieu of a 
shutdown requirement since alternative actions are identified before 
loss of functional capability and given the likelihood of unit 
conditions that would require information provided by this 
instrumentation. This is less restrictive since a unit shutdown is not 
required. ITS ACTION C allows an additional 5 days for restoration of a 
single channel when both channels are inoperable. The additional time 
allowed to restore at least one channel allowed by ITS Action C is 
considered appropriate based on the relatively low probability of an 
event requiring PAM instrumentation and the availability of alternate 
means to obtain required information. These changes are consistent 
with the NUREG.  

L25 Not used.  

L26 CTS Table 4.1-1 requires a CHANNEL CHECK of items 5, 26, 30, and 39 
either shiftly or weekly. ITS SR 3.3.8.1 requires a CHANNEL CHECK of 
PAM instrument channels for each required channel that is normally 
energized every 31 days. The Frequency is based on operating experience 
that demonstrates channel failure is rare, and on the use of less formal 
but more frequent checks of channels during normal operational use of 
the displays associated with the required channels. This less 
restrictive change is consistent with the NUREG.  
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L27 CTS Table 4.1-1, items 54 and 57, requires a monthly functional test of 
the containment high range radiation monitor and containment hydrogen 
monitor instrument channels. This monthly functional test is not 
included in ITS. Such a test is typically required when the 
instrumentation provides a safety related automatic actuation function.  
This instrument channel provides information only, and as such, a 
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is not appropriate, nor required. This change 
is also consistent with the NUREG.  

L28 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Column D requires the unit be placed in hot shutdown 
within 12 hours when less than two source range channels are OPERABLE 
and rated power is :5 10% as shown on the power range channels and 
< 4 x 10- % rated power as shown on the wide range channels.  
Comparable ITS Required Actions do not require the unit be placed in hot 
shutdown. Therefore, the proposed ITS Required Actions are less 
restrictive in this aspect. However, other more appropriate required 
actions are added to replace the CTS required action (Refer to DOC M13).  
This change is also consistent with the NUREG.  

L29 Not used.  

L30 CTS 3.5.1.5 requires the overlap between the wide range and the source 
range instrumentation to be checked during startup. Proposed ITS SR 
3.3.10.3 requires the overlap to be verified every startup if not 
performed within the previous 7 days. The ITS allows the test to be 
omitted if performed within the previous 7 days. This is based on 
industry operating experience which shows the instrument overlap does 
not change appreciably within this test interval. The proposed change 
is consistent with the NUREG.  

L31 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Column D requires the unit be placed in hot shutdown 
within 12 hours when less than two wide range channels are OPERABLE. ITS 
3.3.10, Required Action A.1 only requires that power be reduced to 
< 4 x 10/o RTP when one channel is inoperable. The proposed change is 
less restrictive since the CTS defines Hot Shutdown as the reactor 
having a K.ff of -. 0.99 and the reactor could have a K.ff of > 0.99 with 
power reduced below 4 x 10-% RTP as allowed by Required Action A.1.  
The proposed change is consistent with the NUREG.  

L32 CTS Table 4.1-1, Column "Test," Items 5 and 6 require a functional test 
be performed on the source range and wide range channels prior to 
startup. This requirement is not retained in the ITS. Consistent with 
the NUREG, a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the source range and wide range 
instruments is added (Refer to DOC M14). Because the calibration by 
definition encompasses the functional test, performance of the 
calibrations will ensure that testing is consistent with CTS 
requirements. The frequency of this testing is now based strictly on 
the time since its last performance and not dependent upon whether or 
not the unit is in startup. This change is acceptable, based on 
operating experience which demonstrates the source and wide range 
instruments are highly reliable.  
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L33 CTS 3.7.5.1 requires performance of SR 3.7.1.11 (Keowee emergency start) 
and SR 3.7.1.14 (EPSL automatic transfer). SR 3.7.1.11 verifies that 
each Keowee Hydro Unit (KHU) can emergency start from each control room, 
attain rated speed and voltage within 23 seconds of an emergency start 
initiate, and be synchronized to the grid and loaded. The test is 
performed by manually starting one KHU from the Unit 1 and 2 Control 
Room and the other KHU from the Unit 3' Control Room. The accident 
analyses do not take credit for a manual Keowee start during operation 
above Cold Shutdown. Therefore, the requirement to test this function 
during operation above Cold Shutdown is not retained. This function is 
required to be OPERABLE during MODES 5 and 6 and during movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies by ITS 3.3.22, "EPSL Manual Keowee Emergency 
Start Function." 

L34 CTS 3.5.1.1 Applicability for the TSV Closure instrumentation channels 
is while in the startup mode or when the reactor is in a critical state.  
This is considered encompassed by ITS MODES 1 and 2. ITS 3.3.15 
Applicability is in MODES 1, 2, and 3 except when all TSVs are closed.  
The exception of "when all TSVs are closed" is a less restrictive change 
and is consistent with comparable NUREG requirements (Table 3.3.11-1, 
Note c). The exception is appropriate since the TSVs are already 
performing their safety function when they are closed.  

L35 CTS 3.8.10 requires the radiation monitor associated with the purge 
system valve isolation to be tested and verified OPERABLE immediately 
prior to refueling operations. CTS Table 4.1-2, Item 4, requires this 
functional test be performed "Prior to Refueling." ITS 3.3.16 
Applicability is during CORE ALTERATIONS and during movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies within containment. ITS SR 3.3.16.2 requires 
the testing be performed once each refueling outage prior to CORE 
ALTERATIONS or beginning movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within 
containment. Permitting the specified testing to be conducted prior to 
beginning movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment in 
lieu of immediately prior to refueling operations is a less restrictive 
requirement upon unit operation (and is more stringent than the NUREG).  
Requiring performance of SR 3.3.16.2 once each refueling outage prior to 
CORE ALTERATIONS or prior to beginning movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies within containment represents a reasonable relaxation of the 
CTS surveillance frequency. This continues to ensure that this function 
is verified prior to irradiated fuel assembly handling within 
containment.  

L36 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Column D requires the unit to be in hot shutdown 
within 24 hours when one or more TSV Closure Instrumentation channels is 
inoperable and Note (e) to the Table requires the unit be placed in Cold 
Shutdown within the following 72 hours if the minimum conditions are not 
met. ITS 3.3.15 ACTION A is added to require the TSVs to be declared 
inoperable within 1 hour (also, see DOC L19). ITS 3.7.2, Turbine Stop 
Valves, then dictates the required action for inoperable TSVs. With one 
or more TSVs inoperable in MODE 1, Required Action A.1 requires the TSVs 
be restored to OPERABLE status within 8 hours or Required Action B.1 
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requires the unit be in MODE 2 in 6 hours. Therefore, this portion of 
ITS is more restrictive since the unit must be in MODE 2 within 15 hours 
of an inoperable TSV Closure instrumentation channel where CTS required 
the unit be in hot shutdown (equivalent to ITS MODE 3) within 24 hours.  
ITS 3.7.2 Action C allows 8 additional hours to close an inoperable TSV 
when in MODE 2 or 3 (total of 23 hours). In addition, if it were not 
closed, then an additional 12 hours (on top of the eight hours) is 
allowed to place the unit in MODE 3 and 18 hours to place the unit in 
MODE 4. This results in allowing a total of 35 hours to be in MODE 3 
and 41 hours to be in MODE 4 from initial discovery of it being 
inoperable in MODE 1. This compares to the CTS time allowed to place 
the unit in Hot Shutdown (MODE 3) of 24 hours. Therefore, an additional 
11 hours is allowed to place the unit in MODE 3. The additional time is 
reasonable considering the low probability of an accident occurring 
during this time period that would require closure of the TSVs. The 
more restrictive aspects of this change are addressed in DOC M22. The 
proposed less restrictive ITS Shutdown Times requirements are consistent 
with ITS 3.7.2, which is consistent with the NUREG.  

L37 CTS 3.4.3.b requires a flow path with no OPERABLE emergency feedwater 
flow indicators to be restored to OPERABLE status within 72 hours. ITS 
3.3.8 Required Action C.1 allows 7 days to restore an inoperable flow 
indicator when both are inoperable. Required Action C.1 allows an 
additional 4 days for restoration of a single channel when no channels 
are OPERABLE. The additional time to restore at least one channel 
allowed by Required Action C.1 is considered appropriate based on the 
relatively low probability of an event requiring PAM instrumentation and 
the availability of alternate means to obtain required information.  
This less restrictive change is consistent with the NUREG.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE-REMOVAL OF DETAILS 

LA1 CTS Table 2.3-1, Notes (1) and (2), which provide information regarding 
how the shutdown bypass setpoints are controlled or set, are relocated 
to the Bases of ITS 3.3.1. This detail is not required to be in the ITS 
to provide adequate protection of the public health and safety, since 
the ITS still retains the requirement for system OPERABILITY. This 
approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides 
for a more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of 
facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is no 
change in the Technical Specification requirements. Furthermore, NRC 
and utility resources associated with processing license amendments to 
these requirements will be reduced. Therefore, relocation of this 
detail is acceptable. Changes to the Bases are controlled by the 
provisions of the proposed Bases Control Program described in Chapter 5 
of the Technical Specifications.  

LA2 CTS Table 4.1-1, Item 2, Remarks column specifies that the functional 
test for this channel shall independently confirm the operability of the 
shunt trip device and the undervoltage device. These requirements are 
relocated to ITS SR 3.3.4.1 Bases. These details are not required to be 
in the ITS to provide adequate protection of the public health and 
safety, since the ITS still retains the requirements for OPERABILITY of 
the trip breaker function. This approach provides an effective level of 
regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change control 
process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the 
change because there is no change in the Technical Specification 
requirements. Furthermore, NRC and utility resources associated with 
processing license amendments to these requirements will be reduced.  
Therefore, relocation of this detail is acceptable. Changes to the 
Bases are controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases Control 
Program described in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.  

LA3 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Columns (A) and (B) provide the total channels 
available for each function and the number of channels required to trip 
each function. This information has been moved to the Bases. This 
information provides details of design or process which are not directly 
pertinent to the actual requirement, i.e., Definition, Limiting 
Condition for Operation or Surveillance Requirement, but rather describe 
an acceptable method of compliance. Since these details are not 
necessary to adequately describe the actual regulatory requirement, they 
can be moved to a licensee controlled document without a significant 
impact on safety. Placing these details in controlled documents 
provides adequate assurance that they will be maintained. The Bases 
will be controlled by the Bases Control Process in Chapter 5 of the 
proposed Technical Specifications.  
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LA4 Note h to Table 3.5.1-1 provides details on the number of RCP monitor 
channels required OPERABLE for the RCP monitor logic to be considered 
OPERABLE. CTS states that for OPERABILITY to be met either all RCP 
monitor channels must be OPERABLE or 3 OPERABLE with the remaining 
channel in the tripped state. These requirements are relocated to UFSAR 
Chapter 16. These details are not required to be in the ITS to provide 
adequate protection of the public health and safety, since the ITS still 
retains the requirements for the Reactor Coolant Pump to Power Function.  
This approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and 
provides for a more appropriate change control process. The level of 
safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change because there 
is no change in the Technical Specification requirements. Furthermore, 
NRC and utility resources associated with processing license amendments 
to these requirements will be reduced. Therefore, relocation of this 
detail is acceptable. Changes to the UFSAR are controlled by the 
provisions of 10 CFR 50.59.  

LA5 CTS Table 3.5.6-1, Column A lists the number of required channels in 
terms of "2 of 2" or "2 of 4." ITS Table 3.3.8-1 lists only the 
required number (i.e., "2"). The total number of channels available is 
moved to the Bases for ITS 3.3.8. CTS Table 3.5.6-1 provides an 
equipment number along with the description of the PAM instrument for 
Items 1 through 5. These equipment numbers are repeated in CTS Table 
4.1-1. This detail is moved to the Bases for ITS 3.3.8. This 
information provides details of design or process which are not directly 
pertinent to the actual requirement, i.e., Definition, Limiting 
Condition for Operation or Surveillance Requirement, but rather describe 
an acceptable method of compliance. Since these details are not 
necessary to adequately describe the actual regulatory requirement, they 
can be moved to a licensee controlled document without a significant 
impact on safety. Placing these details i-n controlled documents provides 
adequate assurance that they will be maintained. The Bases will be 
controlled by the Bases Control Process in Chapter 5 of the proposed 
Technical Specifications. This change is consistent with the NUREG.  

LA6 CTS 3.5.3 and CTS Table 4.1-1 Remarks column provide details on 
equipment started by an ESPS signal. This information has been moved to 
the Bases for ITS 3.3.5, 3.3.6, and 3.3.7. This information provides 
details of design or process which are not directly pertinent to the 
actual requirement, i.e., Definition, Limiting Condition for Operation 
or Surveillance Requirement, but rather describe an acceptable method of 
compliance. Since these details are not necessary to adequately 
describe the actual regulatory requirement, they can be moved to a 
licensee controlled document without a significant impact on safety.  
Placing these details in controlled documents provides adequate 
assurance that they will be maintained. The Bases will be controlled by 
the Bases Control Process in Chapter 5 of the proposed Technical 

* Specifications.  

LA7 CTS 3.4.2 refers to auto-initiation circuitry associated with loss of 
main feedwater pumps as sensed by hydraulic oil pressure. This 
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description of the method of sensing loss of main feedwater pumps is 
relocated to the Bases for ITS 3.3.14. This detail is not required to 
be in the ITS to provide adequate protection of the public health and 
safety, since the ITS still retains the requirement for the auto
initiation circuitry. This approach provides an effective level of 
regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change control 
process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the 
change because there is no change in the Technical Specification 
requirements. Furthermore, NRC and utility resources associated with 
processing license amendments to these requirements will be reduced.  
Therefore, relocation of this detail is acceptable. Changes to the 
Bases are controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases Control 
Program described in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.  

LA8 CTS 3.5.1.3 and 3.5.1.4 specify details on how channels are bypassed and 
requires controls on the bypass key. This information has been moved to 
the Bases for ITS 3.3.1. This information provides details of design or 
process which are not directly pertinent to the actual requirement, 
i.e., Definition, Limiting Condition for Operation or Surveillance 
Requirement, but rather describe an acceptable method of compliance.  
Since these details are not necessary to adequately describe the actual 
regulatory requirement, they can be moved to a licensee controlled 
document without a significant impact on safety. Placing these details 
in controlled documents provides adequate assurance that they will be 
maintained. The Bases will be controlled by the Bases Control Process 
in Chapter 5 of the proposed Technical Specifications.  

LA9 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Note (a) provides information regarding how the 
minimum of three operable channels may be maintained, are relocated to 
the Bases of ITS 3.3.1. This detail is not required to be in the ITS to 
provide adequate protection of the public health and safety, since the 
ITS still retains the requirement for system OPERABILITY. This approach 
provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a 
more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of 
facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is no 
change in the Technical Specification requirements. Furthermore, NRC 
and utility resources associated with processing license amendments to 
these requirements will be reduced. Therefore, relocation of this 
detail is acceptable. Changes to the Bases are controlled by the 
provisions of the proposed Bases Control Program described in Chapter 5 
of the Technical Specifications.  

LA10 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Functional Unit 19 includes specific SCR (ETA) 
control relay letter designators "E" and "F" in the description of the 
function. These designators are also included in Table 4.1-1 for Item 
2. This information is relocated to the Bases of ITS 3.3.4. This 
detail is not required to be in the ITS to provide adequate protection 
of the public health and safety, since the ITS still retains the 
requirement for system OPERABILITY. This approach provides an effective 
level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change 
control process. The level of safety of facility operation is 
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unaffected by the change because there is no change in the Technical 
Specification requirements. Furthermore, NRC and utility resources 
associated with processing license amendments to these requirements will 
be reduced. Therefore, relocation of this detail is acceptable.  
Changes to the Bases are controlled by the provisions of the proposed 
Bases Control Program described in Chapter 5 of the Technical 
Specifications.  

LAll CTS Table 3.5.6-1 Note b states that operable subcooling margin monitors 
must consist of one direct indication for I of 2 RCS hot legs and one 
direct indication for the core; or one direct indication for each RCS 
hot leg. This information is relocated to the Bases of ITS 3.3.8. This 
detail is not required to be in the ITS to provide adequate protection 
of the public health and safety, since the ITS still retains the 
requirement for system OPERABILITY. This approach provides an effective 
level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change 
control process. The level of safety of facility operation is 
unaffected by the change because there is no change in the Technical 
Specification requirements. Furthermore, NRC and utility resources 
associated with processing license amendments to these requirements will 
be reduced. Therefore, relocation of this detail is acceptable.  
Changes to the Bases are controlled by the provisions of the proposed 
Bases Control Program described in Chapter 5 of the Technical 

* Specifications.  

LA12 CTS SR 3.7.1.14 requires performing an automatic transfer of the Main 
Feeder Buses to the Startup Transformer, Standby Buses and retransfer to 
the Startup Transformers to verify the source and Main Feeder Bus 
voltage sensing, Keowee Emergency start, Loadshed and 
Transfer-to-Standby, and Retransfer-to-Startup logic of the EPSL System 
is functional. The method of performance of this surveillance is 
relocated to the Bases for ITS SR 3.3.17.1 and SR 3.3.21.1. The ITS 
retains the requirement to perform the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST which 
ensure OPERABILITY of the automatic transfer function. This approach 
provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a 
more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of 
facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is no 
change in the Technical Specification requirements. Furthermore, NRC 
and utility resources associated with processing license amendments to 
these requirements will be reduced. Therefore, relocation of this 
detail is acceptable. Changes to the Bases are controlled by the 
provisions of the proposed Bases Control Program described in Chapter 5 
of the Technical Specifications.  

LA13 CTS 3.7.5.1 requires performance of SR 3.7.1.11 (Keowee emergency start) 
and SR 3.7.1.14 (EPSL automatic transfer). SR 3.7.1.11 verifies that 
each Keowee Hydro Unit (KHU) can emergency start from each control room, 
attain rated speed and voltage within 23 seconds of an emergency start 
initiate, and be synchronized to the grid and loaded. The test is 
performed by manually starting one KHU from the Unit 1 and 2 Control 
Room and the other KHU form the Unit 3 Control Room. This manual Keowee 
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start is a method of performing the test not a requirement for meeting 
the test. This detail is relocated to the Bases for ITS SR 3.8.1.11.  
The ITS retains the requirement to test the automatic start function for 
the KHUs. The accident analyses do not take credit for a manual Keowee 
start during operation above Cold Shutdown. This detail is not required 
to be in the ITS to provide adequate protection of the public health and 
safety, since the ITS still retains the requirement for testing the 
automatic start function. This approach provides an effective level of 
regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change control 
process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the 
change because there is no change in the Technical Specification 
requirements. Furthermore, NRC and utility resources associated with 
processing license amendments to these requirements will be reduced.  
Therefore, relocation of this detail is acceptable. Changes to the 
Bases are controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases Control 
Program described in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.  

LA14 CTS 3.8.10 provides an associated equipment number when referring to the 
radiation monitor associated with purge valve initiation. This detail 
is moved to the Bases for ITS 3.3.16. This information provides details 
of design or process which are not directly pertinent to the actual 
requirement, i.e., Definition, Limiting Condition for Operation or 
Surveillance Requirement, but rather describe an acceptable method of 
compliance. Since these details are not necessary to adequately 
describe the actual regulatory requirement, they can be moved to a 
licensee controlled document without a significant impact on safety.  
Placing these details in controlled documents provides adequate 
assurance that they will be maintained. The Bases will be controlled by 
the Bases Control Process in Chapter 5 of the proposed Technical 
Specifications. This change is consistent with the NUREG.  
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RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS 

R1 CTS Table 4.1-1 requirements associated with: 

Item 22, pressurizer temperature indicators, 
Item 25a (and CTS 3.3.3), core flood pressure indicators, 
Item 25b (and CTS 3.3.3), core flood tank level indicators, 
Item 27, letdown storage tank level indicators, 
Item 31, Boric Acid Mix lank Level and Temperature, 
Item 32, CBAST Level and Temperature, 
Item 33, Containment Temperature, 
Item 35, Emergency Plant Radiation Instruments, 
Item 36, Environmental Monitors, 
Item 38, Reactor Building Emergency Sump Level, 
Item 40, Turbine Overspeed Trip and 
Item 50, PORV and Safety Valve Position indicators; 

are relocated to UFSAR Chapter 16. These requirements are not retained 
in the ITS because they have been reviewed against, and determined not 
to satisfy, the selection criteria for Technical Specifications provided 
in 10 CFR 50.36. The selection criteria were established to ensure that 
the Technical Specifications are reserved for those conditions or 
limitations on plant operation considered necessary to limit the 
possibility of an abnormal situation or event that could result in an 
immediate threat to the health and safety of the public. The rationale 
for relocation of each of these Specifications is provided in the 
report, Application of Selection Criteria to the Oconee Nuclear Station 
Unit 1, 2, and 3 Technical Specifications." 
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ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." Some of the proposed 
changes involve reformatting, renumbering, and rewording of Technical 
Specifications. These changes, since they do not involve technical 
changes to the Technical Specifications, are administrative.  

This type of change is connected with the movement of requirements 
within the current requirements, or with the modification of wording 
which does not affect the technical content of the current Technical 
Specifications. These changes will also include nontechnical 
modifications of requirements to conform to the Writer's Guide or 
provide consistency with the Improved Standard Technical Specifications 
in NUREG-1430. Administrative changes are not intended to add, delete, 
or relocate any technical requirements of the current Technical 
Specifications.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated these proposed Technical Specification changes and 
determined they do not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed changes involve reformatting, renumbering, and 
rewording of the existing Technical Specification. These 
modifications involve no technical changes to the existing 
Technical Specifications. The majority of changes were done in 
order to be consistent with NUREG-1430. During the development of 
NUREG-1430, certain wording preferences or English language 
conventions were adopted. The changes are administrative in 
nature and do not impact initiators of analyzed events. They also 
do not impact the assumed mitigation of accidents or transient 
events. Therefore, the changes do not involve a significant 
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed changes involve reformatting, renumbering, and 
rewording of the existing Technical Specifications. The changes 
do not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 
different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in 
methods governing normal plant operation. The changes will not 
impose any new or different requirements or eliminate any existing 
requirements. Therefore, the changes do not create the 
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possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of 
safety? 

The proposed changes involve reformatting, renumbering, and 
rewording of the existing Technical Specifications. The changes 
are administrative in nature and will not involve any technical 
changes. The changes will not reduce a margin of safety because 
it has no impact on any safety analysis assumptions. Also, since 
these changes are administrative in nature, no question of safety 
is involved. Therefore, the changes do not involve a significant 
reduction in a margin of safety.  
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MORE RESTRICTIVE CHANGES 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." Some of the proposed 
changes involve adding more restrictive requirements to the existing 
Technical Specifications by either making current requirements more 
stringent or by adding new requirements which currently do not exist.  

These changes may include additional commitments that decrease allowed 
outage time, increase frequency of surveillance, impose additional 
surveillance, increase the scope of a specification to include 
additional plant equipment, increase the applicability of a 
specification, or provide additional actions. These changes are 
generally made to conform with the NUREG-1430.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated these proposed Technical Specification changes and 
determined they do not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed changes provide more stringent requirements than 
previously existed in the Technical Specifications. These more 
stringent requirements do not result in operation that will 
increase the probability of initiating an analyzed event. If 
anything the new requirements may decrease the probability or 
consequences of an analyzed event by incorporating the more 
restrictive changes. The changes do not alter assumptions 
relative to mitigation of an accident or transient event. The 
more restrictive requirements continue to ensure process 
variables, structures, systems, and components are maintained 
consistent with the safety analyses and licensing basis.  
Therefore, the changes do not involve a significant increase in 
the probability or consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed changes provide more stringent requirements than 
previously existed in the Technical Specifications. The changes 
do not alter the plant configuration (no new or different type of 
equipment will be installed) or make changes in the methods 
governing normal plant operation. The changes do impose different 
requirements. However, these changes are consistent with the 
assumptions in the safety analyses and licensing basis.  
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Therefore, the changes do not create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of 
safety? 

The proposed changes provide more stringent requirements than 
previously existed in the Technical Specifications. Adding more 
restrictive requirements either increases or has no impact on the 
margin of safety. The changes, by definition, provide additional 
restrictions to enhance plant safety. The changes maintain 
requirements within the safety analyses and licensing basis. As 
such, no question of safety is involved. Therefore, the changes 
do not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES - REMOVAL OF DETAILS 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." Some of the proposed 
changes involve moving details (engineering, procedural, etc.) out of 
the Technical Specifications and into a licensee controlled document.  
This information may be moved to the ITS Bases, UFSAR, plant procedures 
or other programs controlled by the licensee. The removal of this 
information is considered to be less restrictive because it is no longer 
controlled by the Technical Specification change process. Typically, 
the information moved is descriptive in nature and its removal conforms 
with NUREG-1430 for format and content.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated these proposed Technical Specification changes and 
determined they do not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed changes move details from the Technical 
Specifications to a licensee controlled document. The changes do 
not result in any hardware or operating procedure changes. The 
details being removed from the Technical Specifications are not 
assumed to be an initiator of any analyzed event. The licensee 
controlled documents containing the removed Technical 
Specification details are maintained using the provisions of 
10 CFR 50.59, 10 CFR 50.54(a), 10 CFR 50.55(a), or other 
established review and control programs. Since changes to a 
licensee controlled document are evaluated per 10 CFR 50.59, 
10 CFR 50.54(a), 10 CFR 50.55(a), or other established review and 
control programs, no increase (significant or insignificant) in 
the probability or consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated is involved. Therefore, the changes do not involve a 
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed changes move detail from the Technical Specifications 
to a licensee controlled document. The changes will not alter the 
plant configuration (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or make changes in methods governing normal plant 
operation. The changes will not impose different requirements, 
and adequate control of information will be maintained. The 
changes will not alter assumptions made in the safety analysis and 
licensing basis. Therefore, the changes will not create the 
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possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

The proposed changes move detail from Technical Specifications to 
a licensee controlled document. The changes do not reduce the 
margin of safety since the location of details has no impact on 
any safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the details to be 
transposed from the Technical Specification to a licensee 
controlled document are the same as the existing Technical 
Specification. Future changes to this licensee controlled 
document will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, 
10 CFR 50.54(a), 10 CFR 50.55(a), or other established review and 
control programs.  
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RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." Some of the proposed 
changes involve relocating existing Technical Specification Requirements 
and Surveillances to licensee controlled documents.  

Duke Energy has evaluated the current Technical Specifications using the 
criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.36. Specifications identified by this 
evaluation that did not meet the retention requirements specified in the 
regulation are not included in the Improved Technical Specifications 
(ITS) submittal. These specifications have been relocated from the 
current Technical Specifications to licensee controlled programs, 
including the UFSAR and Selected Licensee Commitments Manual.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated these proposed Technical Specification changes and 
determined they do not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances for 
structures, systems, components, or variables that do not meet the 
criteria for inclusion in Technical Specifications as identified 
in the Application of Selection Criteria to the Oconee Nuclear 
Station Technical Specifications. The requirements are relocated 
from the Technical Specifications to licensee controlled documents 
which will be maintained pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59 thereby reducing 
the level of regulatory control. The level of regulatory control 
has no impact on the probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated. Therefore, the change does not involve a 
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances for 
structures, systems, components, or variables that do not meet the 
criteria for inclusion in Technical Specifications as identified 
in the Application of Selection Criteria to the Oconee Nuclear 
Station Technical Specifications. The change does not involve a 
physical alteration of the plant (no new or different type of 
equipment will be installed) or make changes in the methods 
governing normal plant operation. The change will not impose 
different requirements, and adequate control of information will 
be maintained. This change will not alter assumptions made in the 
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safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore, the change does 
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident 
from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances for 
structures, systems, components, or variables that do not meet the 
criteria for inclusion in Technical Specifications as identified 
in the Application of Selection Criteria to the Oconee Nuclear 
Station Technical Specifications. The change will not reduce a 
margin of safety since the location of a requirement has no impact 
on any safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the relocated 
requirements and surveillances for the affected structure, system, 
component, or variable remain the same as the existing Technical 
Specifications. Since any future changes to these requirements or 
the surveillance procedures will be evaluated per the requirements 
of 10 CFR 50.59, there will be no reduction in a margin of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE Li 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note (a) allows the minimum of three OPERABLE 
channels to be maintained during channel testing, calibration, or 
maintenance by placing one of the four available channels in 
bypass and one of the four available channels in the tripped 
condition leaving an effective one out of two trip logic. ITS 
3.3.1 Action A also allows this configuration but does not limit 
its application (i.e., allowed for any reason, not just for 
channel testing, calibration, or maintenance) to only the CTS 
reasons. ITS requires the required action be completed within one 
hour where CTS required this action immediately. The proposed 
change is acceptable since the RPS can still perform its safety 
function in this configuration in the presence of a random failure 
of any single channel. The proposed change is consistent with the 
NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

This change allows indefinite continued operation with one 
required channel inoperable provided one of the four available 
channels is placed in a tripped condition within one hour. This 
change does not result in any hardware changes. The RPS is not 
considered as the initiator of any previously analyzed accident.  
As such, the probability of an accident is independent of the 
status of the RPS. Since the CTS allows continued operation in 
this MODE, during channel testing, calibration, and maintenance, 
any increase in the probability of a spurious trip is not 
considered significant. Also, the change does not change the 
assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified 
mitigation functions from that originally considered. The 
consequences are not changed since the RPS functions the same, 
regardless of the reason for placing the channel in trip.  
Therefore, the change does not significantly increase the 
probability or consequences of an accident.  
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2. Does the change create the possibility.of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of 
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change will still ensure proper 
availability for the required trip functions. Thus, this change 
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

This change to the RPS requirements does not involve a change in 
setpoints and cannot affect any margin of safety associated with 
the response to a design basis accident. The RPS is currently 
allowed to operate with the RPS trip functions in conditions which 
are not single failure proof to prevent a spurious trip during 
channel testing, calibration, or maintenance. Therefore, this 
change to allow the RPS trip functions to operate indefinitely 
with one required RPS trip channel inoperable provided one channel 
is placed in the tripped condition within one hour, regardless of 
the reason, is not considered to involve a significant reduction 
in the margin of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L2 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS 3.5.1.1 requires the RPS functions of Table 3.5.1-1 to be 
OPERABLE when the reactor is in a startup mode or in a critical 
state. A critical state is considered encompassed by ITS MODES 1 
and 2, which are defined as MODES where the reactivity condition 
is 2: 0.99 keff* The CTS defines the startup mode to be when the 
shutdown margin is reduced with the intent of going critical.  
This is considered equivalent to ITS MODE 2 as described in the 
associated DOCs for Section 1.0. The applicability for ITS 3.3.1 
Function 9, Main Turbine Trip (Hydraulic Fluid Pressure) and 
Function 10, Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps (Hydraulic Oil Pressure) 
is less restrictive since these functions are only required to be 
OPERABLE during MODE 1 (above 30%) and during MODE 1 and MODE 2 
(above 2% RTP), respectively. Analyses presented in BAW 1893 show 
that for operation below these power levels, these trips are not 
necessary to minimize challenges to the PORV as required by NUREG
0737. Duke Energy has performed a plant specific analysis which 
concludes that the Oconee RPS System is consistent with the BAW 
analyses.  

As a result of the change in applicability, the CTS Table 3.5.1-1 
Column (D) required action of placing the unit in hot shutdown is 
modified to require reducing power to a level less than the 
applicability of either function in a time period appropriate for 
reaching that power level from full power conditions. The 
proposed change is consistent with the NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

The Applicability for the Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps reactor 
trip Function and the Main Turbine Trip reactor trip Function is 
changed from "above hot shutdown" to 2: 2% RTP and : 30% RTP 
respectively. Similarly, the Required Actions have been revised 
to require only that the condition of Applicability be exited.  
This change in Applicability and Required Actions for these 
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functions does not result in any hardware changes. This change 
also does not significantly increase the probability of occurrence 
for initiation of any analyzed event since the function of the 
equipment does not change (and therefore any initiation scenarios 
are not changed). Also, the changes do not change the assumed 
response of the equipment in performing its specified mitigation 
functions from that considered during the original Applicability 
since these trip functions are bypassed during the Conditions 
which will be omitted from the revised Applicability. Therefore, 
the changes do not significantly increase the consequences of an 
accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of 
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change will still ensure proper 
availability for the required trip functions. Thus, this change 
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

The Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps reactor trip Function and the 
Main Turbine Trip reactor trip Function provide anticipatory trips 
under certain operating conditions. In the conditions to be 
excluded from the Applicability, the trip functions are bypassed 
and provide no input to the safety analysis. Therefore, the 
changes do not involve a significant reduction in the margin of 
safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L3 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

ITS 3.3.2 Action A is added to allow one hour to restore an 
inoperable manual reactor trip function to OPERABLE status. This 
is acceptable since the automatic functions and various 
alternative manual trip methods, such as removing power to the 
RTMs, are still available. The 1 hour provides a limited time to 
affect repairs and avoid an unnecessary unit shutdown. This less 
restrictive change is consistent with the NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

The change does not involve any physical alteration of plant 
systems, structures or components, changes in parameters governing 
normal plant operation, or methods of operation. The manual 
reactor trip function is not an initiator of analyzed events. The 
proposed change allows one hour to restore an inoperable manual 
reactor trip function to OPERABLE status. The probability of an 
event occurring during the additional one hour allowed by the ITS 
actions, is no greater than the probability of an event occurring 
during the CTS Actions (12 hours allowed to bring the unit to hot 
shutdown). In addition, the consequences of an event occurring 
during the additional one hour allowed by the proposed change are 
no different than the consequences of the event occurring during 
the 12 hours allowed by CTS to bring the reactor to hot shutdown.  
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in 
the probability or consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of 
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change will still ensure prompt 
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restoration of compliance with the limiting condition for 
operation. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a 
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based 
on the safety analysis functions to be maintained. The proposed 
addition of a short restoration time has been determined 
appropriate based on a combination of the time required to perform 
the action, the alternate manual trip methods available, and the 
automatic trip functions available. Therefore, the addition of a 
short one hour restoration time prior to requiring the initiation 
of a unit shutdown involves no significant reduction in the margin 
of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L4 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS Table 4.1-1 Item 4 requires the power range channel output to 
the calorimetric coincident with the imbalance output being 
calibrated to the imbalance condition determined by the incore 
detector be performed monthly. ITS SR 3.3.1.4, which includes the 
equivalent requirement, is modified by a Note that allows this 
calibration to be delayed as much as 24 hours after THERMAL POWER 
is 2 15% RTP. This SR Note recognizes the difficulty in 
performing the calibration and the limitations of the calorimetric 
while operating at very low power levels. Below 15% RTP, ONS 
calculates heat balance power level based totally upon the primary 
system parameters. Above 15% RTP, the secondary system parameters 
are also considered since they are generally more accurate at 
higher power levels. By allowing the delay in performance of this 
calibration until RTP is above 15%, a generally more accurate 
calorimetric (one including secondary system parameters) is 
available. Also, below about 15% the incore nuclear instruments 
are not capable of providing reliable accurate indication of AXIAL 
POWER IMBALANCE. Thus, this allowance is appropriate due to the 
usable range of the incore nuclear instruments which are required 
for the performance of this SR.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

A Note is included which allows deferral of calibrating the power 
range channels (excore) to the incore channels at low power 
levels. This change in applicability for this Surveillance does 
not result in any hardware changes. The power range monitors are 
not considered as initiators for any previously analyzed 
accidents. As such, the change does not significantly increase 
the probability of occurrence of any analyzed event. Performance 
of this Surveillance at low power levels generally provides less 
accurate results than at higher power levels. Since the results 
of the Surveillance are typically small adjustments, the change 
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which allows nonperformance during low power does not 
significantly increase the consequences of an accident.  
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2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of 
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change will still ensure appropriate 
availability for the instrument channels considered in the safety 
analysis. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a 
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

The power range instrument channels provide no identifiable margin 
of safety at low power since their calibration to the calorimetric 
heat balance and incore power imbalance does not provide accurate 
results. In the conditions to be excluded from the Surveillance, 
the power range instrumentation is available, but calibration is 
recognized as uncertain. Therefore, the change does not involve a 

* significant reduction in the margin of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L5 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS Table 3.5.1-1 does not include an allowance that allows 
placing an inoperable ESPS channel in the tripped condition and 
continuing operation for an indefinite period. ITS 3.3.5 ACTION A 
is added to allow continued reactor operation for an indefinite 
period when one of three ESPS channels is inoperable provided the 
inoperable channel is placed in a tripped condition for actuation 
within one hour. This less restrictive provision is acceptable 
since this action leaves the system in a one-out-of-two condition 
for actuation. Thus, if another channel fails, the ESPS 
instrumentation can still perform its actuation functions. This 
less restrictive change is consistent with the NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

This change allows indefinite continued operation with one 
required channel inoperable provided it is placed in a tripped 
condition within one hour. This action leaves the system in a 
one-out-of-two condition for actuation. Thus, if another channel 
were to fail, the ESPS instrumentation can still perform its 
actuation functions. This change does not result in any hardware 
changes. This change also does not significantly increase the 
probability of occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event 
since the function of the ESPS does not change (and therefore any 
initiation scenarios are not changed). Also, the change does not 
change the assumed response of the equipment in performing its 
specified mitigation functions from that originally considered.  
Therefore, the changes do not significantly increase the 
consequences of an accident.  
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2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of 
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change will still ensure proper 
availability for the required ESPS actuation functions. Thus, 
this change does not create the possibility of a new or different 
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

This change to the ESPS requirements does not involve a change in 
setpoints and cannot affect any margin of safety associated with 
the response to a design basis accident. The proposed change does 
not prevent the ESPS instrumentation from performing their 
actuation functions since the action places the ESPS 
instrumentation in a one-out-of-two condition for actuation versus 
the normal two-out-of-three logic. Thus, if another channel were 
to fail, the ESPS instrumentation could still perform its 
actuation functions. Therefore, this change to allow the ESPS 
actuation functions to operate indefinitely with one required ESPS 
actuation channel inoperable provided the channel is placed in the 
tripped condition within one hour, is not considered to involve a 
significant reduction in the margin of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L6 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS does not include an allowance that allows delay of entry into 
actions when a channel is made inoperable for testing. The Note 
for ITS SR 3.3.5.2 allows a delay of up to 8 hours in the entry 
into the associated Condition and Required Action for the 
performance of this CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST provided the remaining 
two instrumentation channels are OPERABLE or tripped. This Note 
provides a relaxation of ACTION requirements which is less 
restrictive than the application of CTS requirements. This Note 
provides a reasonable amount of time to perform the required 
testing while still allowing the channel being tested to remain in 
an untripped state. Additionally, the design of the ESPS system 
will not allow complete testing of an instrument channel with the 
channel in a tripped state. Therefore, placing the channel in a 
tripped state, as required by ITS 3.3.5 Required Action A.1, 
prevents the completion of the testing required by SR 3.3.5.2.  
This change is consistent with the NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

The extension of the Completion Time for the Required Action, 
provided by this SR Note, does not result in any hardware changes.  
The Completion Time for performance of Required Actions, even when 
extended by the allowance of this Note, does not significantly 
increase the probability of occurrence for initiation of any 
analyzed event since the function of the equipment does not change 
(and therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed). Also, 
an extension of the Completion Time provides additional 
opportunity to perform required testing and avoid the increased 
potential for a transient during the shutdown process. Further, 
the extension of the Completion Time for performance of Required 
Actions does not significantly increase the consequences of an 
accident because the change does not change the assumed response 
of the equipment in performing its specified mitigation functions 
from that considered during the previous evaluation of accidents.  
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2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of 
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change will still ensure prompt 
restoration of compliance with the limiting condition for 
operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are 
taken. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new 
or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based 
on the safety analysis functions to be maintained. The proposed 
extension to the Completion Time has been determined appropriate 
based on a combination of the time required to perform the 
required testing, the time required to perform the action, the 
relative importance of the function or parameter to be restored, 
and engineering judgment. Therefore, the extension of the 
Completion Time involves no significant reduction in the margin of 
safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L7 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS Table 3.5.1-1 requires a unit shutdown in 12 hours when one or 
more ESPS channels in one or more functions are inoperable. ITS 
3.3.6 Required Action A.1 and its associated Completion Time 
provide a 72 hour time period in which the unit may continue 
operation, with one or more ESPS Functions having one channel of 
the manual initiation feature inoperable, prior to entering an 
ACTION which results in the unit entering MODE 3. This change is 
made to provide ACTION requirements consistent with the safety 
function of the system, considering the allowed outage time for 
the actuated system. Therefore the less restrictive change is 
considered appropriate. This change is consistent with the NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

An extension of the Completion Time for a Required Action does not 
result in any hardware changes. The Completion Time for 
performance of Required Actions does not significantly increase 
the probability of occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event 
since the function of the equipment, or limit for the parameter, 
does not change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not 
changed). Also, an extension of the Completion Time provides 
additional opportunity to restore compliance with the requirements 
and avoid the increased potential for a transient during the 
shutdown process. Further, the Completion Time for performance of 
Required Actions does not significantly increase the consequences 
of an accident because the change does not change the assumed 
response of the equipment in performing its specified mitigation 
functions from that considered during the previous evaluation of 
accidents.  
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2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of 
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change will still ensure prompt 
restoration of compliance with the limiting condition for 
operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are 
taken. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new 
or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based 
on the safety analysis functions to be maintained. The proposed 
Completion Time has been determined appropriate based on a 
combination of the time required to perform the action, the 
relative importance of the function or parameter to be restored, 
and engineering judgment. Therefore, the short Completion Time 
involves no significant reduction in the margin of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L8 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS Table 4.1-1 Item 4 requires a calibration of the power range 
instruments against the incore instruments monthly. This 
calibration is also required to be performed within some 
unspecified period of time after each startup if not performed 
within the previous week. These CTS requirements are replaced by 
ITS SR 3.3.1.3 and SR 3.3.1.4. The ITS SRs with their specified 
31 day Frequencies represents less restrictive requirements in 
that the calibration is no longer required following each startup 
if not performed within the previous week. Removal of the 
required calibration following each startup, is acceptable because 
deviation between the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE indicated by the power 
range instruments and that indicated by the incore instruments 
generally occurs slowly. The 31 day Frequency is consistent with 
NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

This change does not result in any hardware changes or changes in 
operating methods. The change removes an unnecessary additional 
performance of a surveillance which has been performed within its 
normal monthly Frequency. Not performing the surveillance at the 
startup would not affect any equipment which is assumed to be an 
initiator of any analyzed event. Further, since the surveillance 
continues to be performed on its normal Frequency, there is no 
impact on the capability of the system to perform its required 
safety function. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve 
a significant increase in the probability or consequences of any 
accident previously evaluated.  
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2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of 
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change will still ensure adequate 
surveillance is performed to identify any degradation of the power 
range instrumentation channel. Thus, this change does not create 
the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

The margin of safety for a power range instrument channel is based 
on availability and capability of the instrument to perform its 
safety function. Since the monthly Frequency is adequate to 
confirm the availability and capability, the removal of an 
additional confirmatory check of the instrumentation does not 
impact that availability and capability. Therefore, this change 
does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L9 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS Table 4.1-1, item 3 requires a heat balance check of the power 
range channels each shift. ITS SR 3.3.1.2 requires the heat 
balance check be performed every 24 hours. The 24 hour Frequency 
is adequate, based on unit operating experience, which 
demonstrates the change in the difference between the power range 
indication and the calorimetric results rarely exceeds a small 
fraction of 2% in any 24 hour period. Furthermore, the control 
room operators monitor redundant indications and alarms to detect 
deviations in channel outputs. The change is consistent with the 
NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

This change replaces the 12 hour interval for performance of a 
heat balance calibration of the power range instruments with a 24 
hour interval. This change allows less frequent performances of 
this Surveillance Requirement. A less frequent performance of a 
Surveillance Requirement does not result in any hardware changes.  
The Frequency of performance also does not significantly increase 
the probability of occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event 
since the function of the equipment does not change (and therefore 
any initiation scenarios are not changed) and since the proposed 
Frequency has been determined to be adequate to demonstrate 
reliable operation of the equipment. Further, the Frequency of 
performance of a surveillance does not significantly increase the 
consequences of an accident because, a change in Frequency does 
not change the assumed response of the equipment in performing its 
specified mitigation functions from that considered with the 
original Frequency. Therefore, this change does not involve a 
significant increase in the consequences of any accident 
previously evaluated.  
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2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of 
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change will still ensure proper 
surveillances are required for equipment considered in the safety 
analysis. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a 
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

Changes in the surveilled parameter occur relatively slow during 
the proposed intervals, and the proposed Frequency is sufficient 
to identify significant impact on compliance with the assumed 
conditions of the safety analysis. Therefore, an extended 
surveillance interval does not involve a significant reduction in 
the margin of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L10 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note (i)1 & 2 requires that the power supplied 
to the CRDMs through the failed CRD be removed within one hour or 
allows 48 hours to place the breaker in trip if it has diverse 
features inoperable (undervoltage or shunt trip devices). ITS 
3.3.4, Required Action A.2 is added to allow the option of 
removing power from the CRD trip breaker. This additional 
allowance is less restrictive in that it provides additional 
flexibility in dealing with trip breakers with an inoperable 
diverse trip function. The allowance for removing power from a 
trip breaker as an alternative to opening the breaker is currently 
allowed by CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note (i)1 but is not specifically 
applicable to the inoperability of the diverse trip function for 
the trip breakers. The addition of ITS 3.3.4 Required Action A.2 
provides consistent ACTION requirements to compensate for 
inoperable CRD trip breakers whether or not the inoperability is 
due to failure of a diverse trip function. The Completion Times 
in ITS remain, as they are in CTS, significantly different for a 
CRD trip breaker with an inoperable diverse trip function, as 
opposed to one which is inoperable for any other reason. ITS 
Required Action B.1 is added to provide the option of tripping the 
CRD trip breakers that do not have diverse features inoperable.  
This additional allowance is less restrictive in that it provides 
additional flexibility in dealing with an inoperable CRD trip 
breakers. This is appropriate since tripping the inoperable CRD 
trip breaker has the same effect as removing power to the CRDMs 
that are powered through the inoperable CRD trip breakers. The 
proposed changes are consistent with the NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

This change provides Required Actions which allow alternative, 
equivalent compensatory activities for inoperable equipment to 
maintain the overall availability of the RPS safety function.  
This change does not result in any hardware changes. This change 
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also does not significantly increase the probability of occurrence 
for initiation of any analyzed event since the function of the RPS 
does not change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not 
changed), and appropriate response of the RPS continues to be 
provided by the alternative Required Actions. Also, the change 
does not change the assumed response of the equipment in 
performing its specified mitigation functions from that considered 
in the safety analysis. Therefore, the changes do not 
significantly increase the consequences of an accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of 
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change will still ensure proper 
availability for the required trip devices. Thus, this change 
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based 
on the safety analysis functions to be maintained. The continued 
availability of the RPS trip devices is maintained by the proposed 
change. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant 
reduction in the margin of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L11 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note j does not include an allowance that allows 
placing a CONTROL ROD group with an inoperable ETA rely to be 
placed on a power supply which has OPERABLE ETA relays. ITS 3.3.4 
Required Action C.1 is added and provides an alternative to the 
CTS requirements for inoperable SCR or electronic trip assembly 
(ETA) relays (CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note (j)). Required Action C.1 
specifically allows for a CONTROL ROD group with an inoperable ETA 
relay to be placed on a power supply which has OPERABLE ETA 
relays. This allowance provides new flexibility which is not 
currently allowed by CTS. Required Action C.1 is an acceptable 
alternative to opening an inoperable ETA relay because it places 
the affected CONTROL ROD group on a power supply that ensures the 
rods are de-energized upon a reactor trip. The change is 
consistent with the NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

This change provides Required Actions which allow OPERABLE 
equipment to remain in service to be available to perform its 
safety function rather than remove it from service due to 
inoperability of another portion of the channel. This change does 
not result in any hardware changes. This change also does not 
significantly increase the probability of occurrence for 
initiation of any analyzed event since the function of the RPS and 
CRD trip devices does not change (and therefore any initiation 
scenarios are not changed), and appropriate response of the RPS 
and CRD trip devices continues to be provided by the alternative 
Required Action. Also, the change does not change the assumed 
response of the equipment in performing its specified mitigation 
functions from that considered in the safety analysis. Therefore, 
the changes do not significantly increase the consequences of an 
accident.  
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2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of 
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change will still ensure proper 
availability for the required trip devices. Thus, this change 
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based 
on the safety analysis functions to be maintained. The continued 
availability of OPERABLE trip devices is enhanced by the proposed 
change. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant 
reduction in the margin of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L12 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Column D and Note (e) require the unit be placed 
in Hot Shutdown within 24 hours and in Cold Shutdown in the 
following 72 hours when the minimum ES digital actuation logic 
channels are not OPERABLE. ITS Required Actions Required Action 
A.1 and A.2 provide two options. One option is to place the 
associated component(s) in their ES configuration in one hour.  
The other is to declare them inoperable (and enter into their 
associated required actions) within one hour. ITS 3.3.7 Required 
Action A.1 is equivalent to the automatic actuation logic channel 
performing its safety function ahead of time. Required Action 
A.2, which requires entry into the Required Action of the affected 
supported systems, is appropriate since the net result of the 
automatic actuation logic failure is inoperability of the 
supported system. The one hour Completion Time reflects the 
urgency associated with the inoperability of a actuation logic 
channel which affects multiple safety system components. ITS 
3.3.7 is considered less restrictive since declaring the supported 
systems inoperable associated with one digital channel would 
result in only one train of the supported system being declared 
inoperable. At least a 72 hour Completion Time (Refer to ITS 
3.5.2 or 3.6.5 Required Actions and Completion Times) is provided 
to restore one train of ES actuated components to OPERABLE status 
prior to requiring a unit shutdown. In addition, where 
practicable, starting the supported system allows continued 
operation with no further restrictions. The proposed change is 
consistent with the NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

This change provides the addition of allowances to place equipment 
affected by an inoperable ESPS Automatic Actuation Logic Channel 
in the actuated position or to declare the affected equipment 
inoperable. This change in ACTION requirements for this 
instrumentation parameter does not result in any hardware changes.  
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This change also does not significantly increase the probability 
of occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event since the 
function of the equipment does not change (and therefore any 
initiation scenarios are not changed). Also, the changes do not 
change the assumed response of the equipment in performing its 
specified mitigation functions. Therefore, the changes do not 
significantly increase the consequences of an accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of 
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change will still ensure proper 
availability for the required equipment. Thus, this change does 
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident 
from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

The margin of safety for an ESPS digital subsystem is based on 
availability and capability of the actuated equipment to perform 
its safety function. This change maintains the capability of the 
required equipment to perform its safety function even in the 
absence of its actuating instrumentation. Therefore, this change 
does not represent a significant reduction in the margin of 
safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L13 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS 3.5.1.1 requires the source range and wide range instruments 
to be OPERABLE in a startup mode or in a critical state. CTS 
Table 3.5.1-1 Note b indirectly provides a qualification to this 
statement of Applicability. This note provides a relaxation of 
action requirements when "2 of 4 power range instrument channels 
are greater than 10% rated power." The Applicability of ITS 3.3.9 
and 3.3.10 does not require either the source range instrument 
channel or the wide range instrument channel to be maintained 
OPERABLE above MODE 2. This represents a relaxation of 
requirements, by removing the requirement to take actions in the 
event that either the required source range instrument channel or 
the required wide range instrument channel is inoperable, when 
above 5% RTP (ITS) but less than or equal to 10% rated power, as 
indicated on the power range instruments (CTS). This is 
acceptable since the power range channels provide all assumed 
reactor protection above 5% RTP. This change is being made to 
provide clear statements of Applicability for these specifications 
which are consistent with the requirements of the NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

The Applicability for the source range and wide range instrument 
channels of RPS is limited such that they are not required above 
MODE 2. Similarly, the Required Actions have been revised such 
that no actions are required if these channels are inoperable in 
MODE 1. This change in Applicability and Required Actions for 
these functions does not result in any hardware changes. This 
change also does not significantly increase the probability of 
occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event since the function 
of the equipment does not change (and therefore any initiation 
scenarios are not changed). Also, the changes do not change the 
assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified 
mitigation functions from that considered in the safety analysis.  
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Therefore, the changes do not significantly increase the 
consequences of an accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of 
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change will still ensure appropriate 
availability for the instrument channels considered in the safety 
analysis. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a 
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

The instrument channels provide neutron power indication and 
control rod withdrawal inhibit interlocks (based on high startup 
rate), under low power operating conditions. In the conditions to 
be excluded from the Applicability, indication of neutron power is 
provided by the power range instrumentation channels. Therefore, 
the changes do not involve a significant reduction in the margin 
of safety.  
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The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS Table 4.1-1 requires a calorimetric heat balance check and 
adjustment every shift. ITS SR 3.3.1.2, which requires the 
verification every 24 hours, is modified by a Note that allows 
this check be delayed as much as 24 hours after THERMAL POWER is a 
15% RTP. The ITS recognizes the difficulty in performing the heat 
balance check and the limitations of the calorimetric while 
operating at very low power levels. No specific allowance is 
provided in the CTS which removes the requirement to perform this 
calibration when in a critical state at low power levels. Below 
15% RTP, ONS calculates heat balance power level based totally 
upon the primary system parameters. Above 15% RTP, the secondary 
system parameters are also considered since they are generally 
more accurate at higher power levels. By allowing the delay in 
performance of this calibration until RTP is above 15%, a 
generally more accurate calorimetric (one including secondary 
system parameters) is available. The proposed change is 
consistent with the NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

A Note is included which allows deferring the calorimetric heat 
balance for adjustment of the power range instrument channels of 
the RPS while at low power levels. This change in applicability 
for this Surveillance does not result in any hardware changes.  
The power range monitors are not considered as initiators for any 
previously analyzed accidents. As such, the change does not 
significantly increase the probability of occurrence of any 
analyzed event. Performance of this Surveillance at low power 
levels generally provides less accurate results than at higher 
power levels. Since the results of the Surveillance are typically 
small adjustments, the change which allows nonperformance during 
low power does not significantly increase the consequences of an 
accident.  
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2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of 
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change will still ensure appropriate 
availability for the instrument channels considered in the safety 
analysis. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a 
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

The power range instrument channels provide no identifiable margin 
of safety at low power since their calibration to the calorimetric 
heat balance does not provide accurate results. In the conditions 
to be excluded from the Surveillance, the power range 
instrumentation is available, but calibration is recognized as 
uncertain. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant 
reduction in the margin of safety.  
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The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS Table 4.1-1 requires a comparison of the out of core measured 
AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE to incore measured AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE 
every 31 days. ITS SR 3.3.1.3, which provides an equivalent 
requirement, is modified by a Note that allows a delay in 
performance of this SR until the unit is above 15% RTP. This 
allowance is appropriate due to the usable range of the incore 
nuclear instruments which are required for the performance of this 
SR. Below about 15% the incore nuclear instruments are not 
capable of providing reliable accurate indication of AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE. Adoption of this Note provides a specific relaxation 
of requirements where none existed in CTS. This change is 
consistent with the NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

A Note is included which allows deferring the comparison and 
adjustment of the power range instrument channels of the RPS 
against the incore detectors while at low power levels. This 
change in applicability for this Surveillance does not result in 
any hardware changes. The power range monitors are not considered 
as initiators for any previously analyzed accidents. As such, the 
change does not significantly increase the probability of 
occurrence of any analyzed event. Performance of this 
Surveillance at low power levels generally provides less accurate 
results than at higher power levels. Since the results of the 
Surveillance are typically small adjustments, the change which 
allows nonperformance during low power does not significantly 
increase the consequences of an accident.  
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2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of 
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change will still ensure appropriate 
availability for the instrument channels considered in the safety 
analysis. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a 
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

In the conditions to be excluded from the Surveillance, the power 
range instrumentation is available, but calibration is recognized 
as imprecise. Since the proposed change does not affect the 
OPERABILITY of the power range instrumentation and the 
Surveillance is only deferred to a power level in which an 
accurate calibration can be performed, the change does not involve 

* a significant reduction in the margin of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L16 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS 3.4.2, which requires the automatic initiation circuitry 
associated with loss of main feedwater pumps to be OPERABLE prior 
to criticality, provides no allowed outage time when one of two 
loss of main feedwater instrumentation channels are inoperable.  
ITS 3.3.14, ACTION A is added to allow continued reactor operation 
for an indefinite period when one of two EFW System loss of main 
feedwater instrumentation channels in an EFW pump automatic 
initiation circuit is inoperable provided the inoperable channel 
is placed in a tripped condition for initiation within one hour.  
ITS 3.3.14 ACTIONS Note is added to allow separate condition entry 
for each EFW pump initiation circuit. This allows one hour to 
place the channel in trip for each function when Condition A is 
entered. This less restrictive provision is acceptable since this 
leaves the function in a one-out-of-one logic configuration for 
initiation versus the normal two-out-of-two logic configuration.  
This maintains at least equivalent reliability for EFW initiation.  
EFW is maintained single failure proof by the separate initiation 
circuits for each the three EFW pumps. This less restrictive 
change is consistent with NUREG Specification 3.3.11, ACTION A.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

This change allows indefinite continued operation with one 
required channel inoperable provided it is placed in a tripped 
condition within one hour. This action leaves the system in a 
one-out-of-one condition for actuation. Thus, if another channel 
were to fail, the EFW instrumentation can still perform its 
initiation functions. This change does not result in any hardware 
changes. This change also does not significantly increase the 
probability of occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event 
since the function of the EFW instrumentation does not change (and 
therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed). Also, the 
change does not change the assumed response of the equipment in 
performing its specified mitigation functions from that originally 
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considered. Therefore, the changes do not significantly increase 
the consequences of an accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant 
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or 
changes in parameters governing normal plant operation. The 
change ensures proper availability for the required EFW initiation 
functions. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a 
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

This change to the EFW instrumentation requirements does not 
involve a change in setpoints and cannot affect any margin of 
safety associated with the response to a design basis accident.  
The change does not prevent the EFW instrumentation from 
performing their actuation functions since the action places the 
ESPS instrumentation in a one-out-of-one condition for initiation 
versus the normal two-out-of-two logic. Thus, if another channel 
were to fail, the EFW instrumentation could still perform its 
initiation functions. Therefore, this change to allow the EFW 
initiation functions to operate indefinitely with one required EFW 
instrument channel inoperable provided the channel is placed in 
the tripped condition within one hour, is not considered to 
involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety 
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L17 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS 3.7.6 and 3.7.7 both require an inoperable voltage sensing 
relay to be restored within 72 hours (Required Action A.1). ITS 
3.3.19 Required Action A.1 and 3.3.20 Required Action A.1 require 
the inoperable channel to be placed in trip within 72 hours. This 
less restrictive change allows operation to continue indefinitely 
when the channel is placed in trip and continues to allow 72 hours 
to restore an inoperable channel that cannot be placed in trip.  
The actuation logic for DGVP is two-out-of-three. Placing the 
inoperable channel in the tripped condition fulfills the function 
of the channel (and places the function in a one-out-of-two 
configuration). Indefinite operation in this configuration is 
acceptable since the degraded grid voltage function is capable of 
performing its function in the presence of a single failure. This 
change is consistent with comparable NUREG 3.3.8 requirements.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

This change allows indefinite continued operation with one voltage 
sensing channel inoperable, provided the inoperable voltage 
sensing channel is placed in trip within 72 hours. This action 
leaves the system in a one-out-of-two condition for actuation.  
Thus, if another channel were to fail, the DGVP instrumentation 
can still perform its function. This change does not 
significantly increase the probability of occurrence for 
initiation of any analyzed event since the function of the DGVP 
instrumentation does not change (and therefore any initiation 
scenarios are not changed). Also, the change does not change the 
assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified 
function from that originally considered. Therefore, the changes 
do not significantly increase the consequences of an accident.  
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2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of 
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The change ensures proper availability for the 
required DGVP function. Thus, this change does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

This change to the DGVP instrumentation requirements does not 
involve a change in setpoints and cannot affect any margin of 
safety associated with the response to a design basis accident.  
The change does not prevent the DGVP instrumentation from 
performing their function since the action places the DGVP 
instrumentation in a one-out-of-two condition for actuation versus 
the normal two-out-of-three logic. Thus, if another channel were 
to fail, the DGVP instrumentation could still perform its 
initiation functions. Therefore, this change to allow the DGVP 
initiation functions to operate indefinitely with one required 
DGVP instrument channel inoperable provided the channel is placed 
in the tripped condition within 72 hours, is not considered to 
involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety 
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L18 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS 3.5.7 Applicability for the Main Steam Line Break and 
Feedwater Isolation Circuity is when main steam header pressure is 
greater than 700 psig. ITS 3.3.11, 12, & 13 Applicability is 
MODES 1 and 2, and MODE 3 with main steam header pressure greater 
than 700 psig except when all MFCVs and SFCVs are closed. The 
exception of "when all MFCVs and SFCVs are closed" is a less 
restrictive change and is consistent with comparable NUREG 
requirements (Table 3.3.11-1, Note d). The exception is 
appropriate since the MFCVs and SFCVs are already performing their 
safety function when they are closed.  

Required Action B.2.2 of ITS 3.3.11, 12 and 13 is added to provide 
the option of closing the MFCVs and SFCVs in lieu of reducing main 
steam header pressure to less than 700 psig. This optional 
allowance is consistent with the applicability since closure of 
the MFCVs and SFCVs removes the unit from the Applicability of the 
LCO.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

The MSLB and MFW Isolation circuitry is not an initiator of 
analyzed events. Therefore, the probability of an accident is 
independent of the status of the MSLB and MFW Isolation circuitry.  
As such the proposed change does not involve a significant 
increase in the probability of an accident previously evaluated.  
The proposed change eliminates the requirement for MSLB and MFW 
Isolation circuitry OPERABILITY when all the MFCVs and SFCVs are 
closed. When the MFCVs and SFCVs are closed the MSLB and MFW 
Isolation circuitry has no safety function since its function is 
to close the MFCVs and SFCVs when conditions indicate a MSLB.  
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant increase in 

* the consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  
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2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of 
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a 
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

Since MSLB and MFW Isolation circuitry requirements continue to 
require OPERABILITY when the reactor is in a condition that 
requires their function, the proposed change does not involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L19 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS Table 3.5.1-1 requires a unit shutdown within 24 hours when 
one or more turbine stop valve closure channels is inoperable.  
ITS 3.3.15 ACTION A is added to allow one hour to declare the 
associated TSVs inoperable. The additional hour allowed to 
restore the instrumentation channel(s) prior to requiring further 
action is consistent with similar NUREG Required Actions that 
require supported equipment to be declared inoperable (e.g., NUREG 
Specification 3.3.7, Required Action A.2). The one hour 
Completion Time is considered sufficient to correct minor 
problems. Even with the 1 hour, the unit gets to subcriticality 
sooner (13 hours) than that time allowed by CTS Table 3.5.1-1, 
Column D for Item 16 (24 hours).  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

This change establishes a 1 hour Completion Time during which the 
unit may continue operation with MSLB and MFW Isolation 
instrumentation inoperable. This change provides an opportunity 
to repair the inoperable instrumentation channel(s) prior to 
declaring the equipment supported by it inoperable. The addition 
of this allowed condition with a short Completion Time does not 
result in any hardware changes. The allowed condition also does 
not significantly increase the probability of occurrence for 
initiation of any analyzed event since the function of the 
equipment does not change (and therefore any initiation scenarios 
are not changed). Further, the consequences of an accident are 
the same during the additional one hour time period allowed for 
instrument channel restoration as it is during the time period 
currently allowed for restoring TSVs to OPERABLE status.  
Therefore, the change does not significantly increase the 
probability of occurrence of an accident previously evaluated.  
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2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant 
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or 
changes in parameters governing normal plant operation. The 
change continues to ensure prompt restoration of compliance with 
the limiting condition for operation, or prompt and appropriate 
compensatory actions are taken. Thus, this change does not create 
the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based 
on the safety analysis functions to be maintained. The allowed 
condition has been determined appropriate based on a combination 
of the time required to perform the action, the relative 
importance of the function or parameter to be restored, and 
engineering judgment. Therefore, this new allowed condition does 
not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L20 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS Table 4.1-1 calibration requirements for RPS functions that 
receive input from neutron detectors do not specifically exclude 
the detectors from the calibration of that function. ITS SR 
3.3.1.6, which provides comparable CHANNEL CALIBRATION 
requirements for RPS functions, includes a note that specifically 
excludes the neutron detectors from the CHANNEL CALIBRATION. This 
exclusion is appropriate because of the passive design of the 
detectors, the extreme difficulty in both accessing the detectors 
and in generating an appropriate input signal to the detectors, 
the fact that no specific adjustments can be made to the 
detectors, and the principles of detector operation that ensure a 
virtually instantaneous response. The proposed change is 
consistent with the NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

This change excludes the neutron detectors from the CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION requirements for RPS functions that receive input from 
the detectors. The probability of an accident is not increased by 
these changes because the proposed change does not involve any 
physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components 
(SSC), or the manner in which these SSC are operated, maintained, 
or modified. The consequences of an accident will not be 
increased because the change will not affect the ability of the 
power range detectors to monitor and respond to core conditions.  
Changes in neutron detector sensitivity are compensated for by 
performance of the 24 hour heat balance check and adjustment of 
SR 3.3.1.2. The neutron detectors are excluded from the CHANNEL 
CALIBRATIONS because they are passive devices, with minimal drift, 
and because of the difficulty of simulating a meaningful signal.  
Therefore, this change will not involve a significant increase in 
the probability or consequences of an accident previously 

evaluated.  
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2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant 
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed). The 
equipment function has not changed, nor has its interface with 
other equipment. Adequate assurance continues to be provided to 
ensure the neutron detectors remain capable of performing their 
function. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a 
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

The proposed change excludes neutron detectors from CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION Surveillance Requirements. The proposed change does 
not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety because 
the change will not affect the ability of the Power Range detector 
to monitor and respond to core conditions. The neutron detectors 
are excluded from the CHANNEL CALIBRATION because they are passive 
devices, with minimal drift, and because of the difficulty of 
simulating a meaningful signal. Changes in neutron detector 
sensitivity are compensated for by performance of the 24 hour heat 
balance check and adjustment of SR 3.3.1.2. As a result, the 
change does not affect the current analysis assumptions and 
adequate assurance is provided that the neutron detectors will be 
maintained OPERABLE. Therefore, this change does not involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L21 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS Table 3.5.6-1 Action 3 for the Reactor Vessel Head Level and 
the Reactor Vessel Level (ITS 3.3.8 PAM #3 and #5) allows, if 
repairs are feasible, 7 days for restoration of a single 
inoperable instrument channel when one or both instrument channels 
are inoperable. Operation may continue with one inoperable 
channel, provided a report is submitted within the next 30 days 
outlining the cause of the inoperability and the plans and 
schedule for restoring the channel to OPERABLE status. When both 
are inoperable, if at least one instrument channel is not 
restored, the unit is then required to be in hot shutdown within 
12 hours. ITS ACTION A allows 30 days for restoration of a single 
channel, and ITS ACTION C allows 7 days for restoration of one of 
two inoperable instrument channels. ITS ACTIONs B and I then 
require a Special Report. Therefore, the proposed Required Action 
1.1 is less restrictive since a unit shutdown is not required.  
Required Action 1.1 is appropriate in lieu of a shutdown 
requirement since both the RCS Hot Leg Level and the Reactor 
Vessel Level are methods of monitoring for inadequate core cooling 
capability and both the subcooling monitoring monitors and core 
exit thermocouples provide an alternate means of monitoring for 
this purpose. This change is consistent with the NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

This change does not result in any hardware changes, but does 
allow additional continued operation with inoperable Reactor 
Vessel Head Level instruments. These instruments provide 
indication only and are not considered as initiators of any 
analyzed event. Therefore, the change does not significantly 
increase the probability of occurrence of any previously analyzed 
event. Neither will the change result in a significant increase 
in the consequences of any accident previously evaluated since the 
consequences of an event occurring during the operation of the 
unit during the Completion Times are the same as the consequences 
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of an event occurring while operating under the current ACTIONS.  
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant increase to 
the consequences of any accident previously evaluated 

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant 
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed). The 
equipment function has not changed, nor has its interface with 
other equipment. The change still ensures proper actions are 
required, consistent with applicable regulatory guidance. Thus, 
this change does not create the possibility of a new or different 
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

The margin of safety for PAMs is based on availability and 
capability of the instrumentation to provide the required 
information to the operator. The availability and capability of 
the PAMs may be affected but is not considered to be significant 
due to the passive function of the instruments, the operator's 
ability to respond to an accident utilizing alternate instruments 
and methods, and the low probability of an event requiring these 
instruments. Therefore, this change does not involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L22 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

The CTS Actions (Table 3.5.6-1, Action 1) for the Containment 
Pressure -High Range (PAM #7) Function allow 7 days for 
restoration of an inoperable instrument channel and 48 hours for 
restoration of an inoperable channel when both are inoperable.  
When either required action is not met, the unit must be placed in 
hot shutdown within the next 12 hours. ITS 3.3.8, ACTION A allows 
30 days for restoration of a single channel. If not restored, 
then a Special Report is required by Required Action B.1. This is 
less restrictive since a unit shutdown is not required. ITS 
Required Action B.1 is appropriate in lieu of a shutdown 
requirement since alternative actions are identified before loss 
of functional capability and given the likelihood of unit 
conditions that would require information provided by this 
instrumentation. ITS ACTION C allows an additional 5 days for 
restoration of a single channel when both channels are inoperable.  
The additional time allowed to restore at least one channel 
allowed by Action C is considered appropriate based on the 
relatively low probability of an event requiring PAM 
instrumentation and the availability of alternate means to obtain 
required information. These less restrictive changes are 
consistent with the NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

This change does not result in any hardware changes, but does 
allow additional continued operation with inoperable Containment 
Pressure - High Range instruments. These instruments provide 
indication only and are not considered as initiators of any 
analyzed event. Therefore, the change does not significantly 
increase the probability of occurrence of any previously analyzed 
event. Neither will the change result in a significant increase 
in the consequences of any accident previously evaluated since the 
consequences of an event occurring during the operation of the 
unit during the Completion Times are the same as the consequences 
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of an event occurring while operating under the current ACTIONS.  
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant increase to 
the consequences of any accident previously evaluated 

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant 
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed). The 
equipment function has not changed, nor has its interface with 
other equipment. The change still ensures proper actions are 
required, consistent with applicable regulatory guidance. Thus, 
this change does not create the possibility of a new or different 
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

The margin of safety for PAMs is based on availability and 
capability of the instrumentation to provide the required 
information to the operator. The availability and capability of 
the PAMs may be affected but is not considered to be significant 
due to the passive function of the instruments, the operator's 
ability to respond to an accident utilizing alternate instruments 
and methods, and the low probability of an event requiring these 
instruments. Therefore, this change does not involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L23 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

The CTS Actions (Table 3.5.1-1, Action 2) for Containment Water 
Level (PAM #6), Containment High-Range Radiation (PAM #9), 
Containment Hydrogen (PAM #10), and the Core Exit Thermocouple 
(PAM #16) Functions allow 30 days for restoration of an inoperable 
instrument channel and 48 hours for restoration of an inoperable 
channel when both are inoperable. When either required action is 
not met, the unit must be placed in hot shutdown within the next 
12 hours. ITS 3.3.8, ACTION A allows 30 days for restoration of a 
single channel and then a Special Report is required by Required 
Action B.1. ITS Required Action B.1 is appropriate in lieu of a 
shutdown requirement since alternative actions are identified 
before loss of functional capability and given the likelihood of 
unit conditions that would require information provided by this 
instrumentation. This is less restrictive since a unit shutdown 
is not required. ITS ACTION C for the Containment Water Level, 
Containment High-Range Radiation, and the Core Exit Thermocouple 
Functions allows an additional 5 days for restoration of a single 
channel when both channels are inoperable. ITS ACTION D for the 
Containment Hydrogen Concentration Function allows an additional 
24 hours. The additional time allowed to restore at least one 
channel allowed by ITS Actions C and D are considered appropriate 
based on the relatively low probability of an event requiring PAM 
instrumentation and the availability of alternate means to obtain 
required information. ITS 3.3.8, Action I is added for ITS Table 
3.3.8-1, Function 9 (Containment High-Range Radiation), to allow a 
Special Report in place of the CTS requirement for shutdown. This 
is acceptable since alternate means are available to monitor this 
variable. These changes are consistent with the NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

This change does not result in any hardware changes, but does 
allow additional continued operation with inoperable PAM 
functions. These instruments provide indication only and are not 
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considered as initiators of any analyzed event. Therefore, the 
change does not significantly increase the probability of 
occurrence of any previously analyzed event. Neither will the 
change result in a significant increase in the consequences of any 
accident previously evaluated since the consequences of an event 
occurring during the operation of the unit during the Completion 
Times are the same as the consequences of an event occurring while 
operating under the current ACTIONS. Therefore, the change does 
not involve a significant increase to the consequences of any 
accident previously evaluated 

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant 
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed). The 
equipment function has not changed, nor has its interface with 
other equipment. The change still ensures proper actions are 
required, consistent with applicable regulatory guidance. Thus, 
this change does not create the possibility of a new or different 
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

The margin of safety for PAMs is based on availability and 
capability of the instrumentation to provide the required 
information to the operator. The availability and capability of 
the PAMs may be affected but is not considered to be significant 
due to the passive function of the instruments, the operator's 
ability to respond to an accident utilizing alternate instruments 
and methods, and the low probability of an event requiring these 
instruments. Therefore, this change does not involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L24 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

The CTS Actions (Table 3.5.1-1, Action 4) for the Subcooling 
Monitor function (PAM #17) Function allows 30 days for restoration 
of an inoperable instrument channel and 48 hours for restoration 
of an inoperable channel when both are inoperable. When either 
required action is not met, the unit must be placed in hot 
shutdown within the next 12 hours. ITS 3.3.8, ACTION A allows 30 
days for restoration of a single channel and then a Special Report 
is required by ITS Required Action B.1. ITS Required Action B.1 
is appropriate in lieu of a shutdown requirement since alternative 
actions are identified before loss of functional capability and 
given the likelihood of unit conditions that would require 
information provided by this instrumentation. This is less 
restrictive since a unit shutdown is not required. ITS ACTION C 
allows an additional 5 days for restoration of a single channel 
when both channels are inoperable. The additional time allowed to 
restore at least one channel allowed by ITS Action C is considered 
appropriate based on the relatively low probability of an event 
requiring PAM instrumentation and the availability of alternate 
means to obtain required information. These changes are 
consistent with the NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

This change does not result in any hardware changes, but does 
allow additional continued operation with inoperable Subcooling 
Monitor instrument channels. This PAM function provides 
indication only and is not considered as an initiator of any 
analyzed event. Therefore, the change does not significantly 
increase the probability of occurrence of any previously analyzed 
event. Neither will the change result in a significant increase 
in the consequences of any accident previously evaluated since the 
consequences of an event occurring during the operation of the 
unit during the Completion Times are the same as the consequences 
of an event occurring while operating under the current ACTIONS.  
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Therefore, the change does not involve a significant increase to 
the consequences of any accident previously evaluated 

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant 
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed). The 
equipment function has not changed, nor has its interface with 
other equipment. The change still ensures proper actions are 
required, consistent with applicable regulatory requirements.  
Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

The margin of safety for PAMs is based on availability and 
capability of the instrumentation to provide the required 
information to the operator. The availability and capability of 
the PAMs may be affected but is not considered to be significant 
due to the passive function of the instruments, the operator's 
ability to respond to an accident utilizing alternate instruments 
and methods, and the low probability of an event requiring these 
instruments. Therefore, this change does not involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L25 

Not used.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L26 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS Table 4.1-1 requires a CHANNEL CHECK of items 5, 26, 30, and 
39 either shiftly or weekly. ITS SR 3.3.8.1 requires a CHANNEL 
CHECK of PAM instrument channels for each required channel that is 
normally energized every 31 days. The Frequency is based on 
operating experience that demonstrates channel failure is rare, 
and on the use of less formal but more frequent checks of channels 
during normal operational use of the displays associated with the 
required channels. This less restrictive change is consistent 
with the NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

The PAM instruments are used to support mitigation of the 
consequences of an accident; however, they are not considered the 
initiator of any previously analyzed accident. As such, the 
revision of the Surveillance Frequency of the PAMs does not 
increase the probability of any accident previously evaluated.  
Since the function of the PAM instruments continues to be 
verified, and continues to be required to be OPERABLE, the change 
of the Surveillance Frequency will not reduce the capability of 
required equipment to mitigate the event. Therefore, this change 
does not involve a significant increase in the consequences of any 
accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant 
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or 
changes in parameters governing normal plant operation. The 
change still ensures proper surveillances are required for the 
equipment considered in the safety analysis. Thus, this change 
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously evaluated.  
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3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

The margin of safety for PAMs is based on availability and 
capability of the instrumentation to provide the required 
information to the operator. The Frequency is based on operating 
experience that demonstrates channel failure is rare, and on the 
use of less formal but more frequent checks of channels during 
normal operational use of the displays associated with the 
required channels. Therefore, the availability and capability of 
the PAMs continues to be assured by the Surveillance Frequency and 
this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin 
of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L27 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS Table 4.1-1, items 54 and 57, requires a monthly functional 
test of the containment high range radiation monitor and 
containment hydrogen monitor instrument channels. This monthly 
functional test is not included in ITS. Such a test is typically 
required when the instrumentation provides a safety related 
automatic actuation function. This instrument channel provides 
information only, and as such, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is not 
appropriate, nor required. This change is also consistent with 
the NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

The PAM instruments are used to support mitigation of the 
consequences of an accident; however, they are not considered the 
initiator of any previously analyzed accident, nor do they provide 
any automatic actuation functions. As such, the revision to omit 
the Surveillance Requirement for functional testing of the PAM 
instruments does not increase the probability of any accident 
previously evaluated. Since the capability of the PAM instruments 
to provide the required information continues to be verified, and 
continues to be required to be OPERABLE, the change will not 
reduce the capability of required equipment to mitigate the event.  
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in 
the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant 
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or 
changes in parameters governing normal plant operation. The 
change still ensures proper surveillances are required for the 
equipment considered in the safety analysis. Thus, this change 
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does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

The margin of safety for PAMs is based on availability and 
capability of the instrumentation to provide the required 
information to the operator. The Frequency is based on operating 
experience that demonstrates channel failure is rare, and on the 
use of less formal but potentially more frequent checks of 
channels during normal operational use of the displays associated 
with the required channels. Therefore, the availability and 
capability of the PAMs continues to be assured by the proposed 
Surveillance Requirements and this change does not involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L28 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Column D requires the unit be placed in hot 
shutdown within 12 hours when less than two source range channels 
are OPERABLE and rated power is - 10% as shown on the power range 
channels and s 4 x 10-4 % rated power as shown on the wide range 
channels. Comparable ITS Required Actions do not require the unit 
be placed in hot shutdown. Therefore, the proposed ITS Required 
Actions are less restrictive in this aspect. However, other more 
appropriate required actions are added to replace the CTS required 
action (Refer to DOC M13). This change is also consistent with 
the NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

The source range instrument channels are the primary means for 
detecting reactivity changes and triggering operator actions to 
respond to reactivity transients initiated from conditions in 
which the Reactor Protection System (RPS) is not required to be 
OPERABLE. The source range instrument channels are not initiators 
of analyzed events. Therefore, the probability of an accident is 
independent of the status of the source range instrumentation.  
The proposed change eliminates the CTS requirement to place the 
unit in hot shutdown when the minimum required channels are not 
OPERABLE. This is acceptable since other more appropriate 
required actions are added to limit the possibilities for adding 
positive reactivity. Therefore, this change does not involve a 
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of 
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
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operation. The proposed change will still ensure proper 
availability for the required source range instrument functions.  
Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

Since the required actions for inoperable source range instruments 
continued to limit the possibilities for adding positive 
reactivity and require a check of shutdown margin periodically, 
the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a 
margin of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L29 

Not used.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L30 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS 3.5.1.5 requires the overlap between the wide range and the 
source range instrumentation to be checked during startup.  
Proposed ITS SR 3.3.10.3 requires the overlap to be verified every 
startup if not performed within the previous 7 days. The ITS 
allows the test to be omitted if performed within the previous 7 
days. This is based on industry operating experience which shows 
the instrument overlap does not change appreciably within this 
test interval. The proposed change is consistent with the NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not involve any physical alteration of 
plant systems, structures or components, changes in parameters 
governing normal plant operation, or methods of operation. The 
wide range instrument channels are not assumed to be initiators of 
any analyzed event. This change eliminates the requirement to 
verify the overlap between the wide range and the source range 
instrumentation during startup when the verification has been 
performed within the previous 7 days based on operating experience 
which shows the overlap does not change appreciably within this 
test interval. The change removes an unnecessary additional 
performance of a surveillance which has been performed within its 
normal Frequency. Not performing the surveillance prior to 
startup would not affect any equipment which is assumed to be an 
initiator of any analyzed event. Further, since the surveillance 
continues to be performed on its normal Frequency, there is no 
impact on the capability of the system to perform its required 
safety function. Therefore the probability and consequence of an 
accident previously evaluated are not significantly increased.  
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2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of 
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change continues to ensure overlap 
between the source range and wide range instrumentation channels 
is verified. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of 
a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

Based on operating experience, changes in source range and wide 
range instrument overlap does not change appreciably within the 7 
day test interval. Consequently, the proposed Frequency is 
sufficient to identify significant changes. Therefore, 
eliminating the requirement to verify overlap during every startup 
does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L31 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Column D requires the unit be placed in hot 
shutdown within 12 hours when less than two wide range channels 
are OPERABLE. ITS 3.3.10, Required Action A.1 only requires that 
power be reduced to < 4 x 10'4% RTP when one channel is 
inoperable. The proposed change is less restrictive since the CTS 
defines Hot Shutdown as the reactor having a Kff of :5 0.99 and the 
reactor could have a Kff of > 0.99 with power reduced below 4 x 10
'% RTP as allowed by Required Action A.1. The proposed change is 
consistent with the NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

The wide range instrumentation is designed to detect power changes 
during initial criticality and power escalation when the power 
range channels cannot provide reliable indication. The wide range 
instrument channels are not initiators of analyzed events.  
Therefore, the probability of an accident is independent of the 
status of the wide range instrumentation. As such the proposed 
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability 
of an accident previously evaluated. The proposed change requires 
reactor power to be reduced to < 4 x 10,4 when the minimum 
required channels are not OPERABLE in lieu of the CTS requirement 
to place the unit in Hot Shutdown (Kff of :- 0.99). At power 
levels below 4 x 10-4, the source range instruments become the 
primary means for monitoring reactivity. Since the required 
action results in the unit being placed in a condition in which 
reliable indication continues to be provided, the change does not 
involve a significant increase in the consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated.  
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2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of 
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a 
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

Since the required actions for an inoperable wide range instrument 
channel requires a reduction in power to the point where source 
range channels can provide neutron flux indication, the proposed 
change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L32 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS Table 4.1-1, Column "Test," Items 5 and 6 require a functional 
test be performed on the source range and wide range channels 
prior to startup. This requirement is not retained in the ITS.  
Consistent with the NUREG, a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the source 
range and wide range instruments is added (Refer to DOC M14).  
Because the calibration by definition encompasses the functional 
test, performance of the calibrations will ensure that testing is 
consistent with CTS requirements. The frequency of this testing 
is now based strictly on the time since its last performance and 
not dependent upon whether or not the unit is in startup. This 
change is acceptable, based on operating experience which 
demonstrates the source and wide range instruments are highly 
reliable.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

The change replaces a functional test which is required to be 
performed "prior to startup" with a CHANNEL CALIBRATION on an 18 
month Frequency. This change does not result in any hardware 
changes or changes in operating methods. The source range and 
wide range instrumentation are not considered as the initiator of 
any previously analyzed accident. Therefore, the proposed change 
does not involve a significant increase in the probability of any 
accident previously evaluated. Additionally, neither the test, 
nor the test Frequency impact the operation of equipment or its 
response to any event. Therefore, the proposed change does not 
involve a significant increase in the consequences of any accident 
previously evaluated.  
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2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of 
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change continues to ensure adequate 
surveillance is performed to identify any degradation of the 
source range and wide range instrumentation channels. Thus, this 
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

The margin of safety for source range and wide range instrument 
channels is based on availability and capability of the instrument 
to perform its safety function. If the unit operates with only 
one "startup" per cycle, the Frequency for these surveillances is 
the same, but the calibration would be an additional requirement 
because it includes testing activities in addition to the 
functional test. Industry performance history of this type of 
instrumentation has demonstrated reliability of the equipment over 
an operating cycle. Therefore, a periodic Frequency of 18 months 
has been determined to be adequate to confirm the availability and 
capability. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant 
reduction in a margin of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L33 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS 3.7.5.1 requires performance of SR 3.7.1.11 (Keowee emergency 
start) and SR 3.7.1.14 (EPSL automatic transfer). SR 3.7.1.11 
verifies that each Keowee Hydro Unit (KHU) can emergency start 
from each control room, attain rated speed and voltage within 23 
seconds of an emergency start initiate, and be synchronized to the 
grid and loaded. The test is performed by manually starting one 
KHU from the Unit 1 and 2 Control Room and the other KHU from the 
Unit 3 Control Room. The accident analyses do not take credit for 
a manual Keowee start during operation above Cold Shutdown.  
Therefore, the requirement to test this function during operation 
above Cold Shutdown is not retained. This function is required to 
be OPERABLE during MODES 5 and 6 and during movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies by ITS 3.3.22, "EPSL Manual Keowee Emergency Start 

* Function." 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

The requirement to test the manual Keowee Emergency Start Function 
during operation above Cold Shutdown is not retained. Since this 
function is not an initiator of any analyzed event, the 
probability of an accident is not significantly increased. The 
accident analyses do not take credit for a manual Keowee start 
during operation above Cold Shutdown, therefore, the change does 
not involve a significant increase in the consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of 
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a 
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new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

Since the accident analyses do not take credit for a manual Keowee 
start during operation above Cold Shutdown, the proposed change 
does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L34 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS 3.5.1.1 Applicability for the TSV Closure instrumentation 
channels is while in the startup mode or when the reactor is in a 
critical state. This is considered encompassed by ITS MODES 1 and 
2. ITS 3.3.15 Applicability is in MODES 1, 2, and 3 except when 
all TSVs are closed. The exception of "when all TSVs are closed" 
is a less restrictive change and is consistent with comparable 
NUREG requirements (Table 3.3.11-1, Note c). The exception is 
appropriate since the TSVs are already performing their safety 
function when they are closed.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

The TSV Closure instrument channels are not initiators of analyzed 
events. Therefore, the probability of an accident is independent 
of the status of the TSV Closure instrumentation. As such the 
proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the 
probability of an accident previously evaluated. The proposed 
change eliminates the requirement for TSV closure instrument 
OPERABILITY when all the TSVs are closed. When the TSVs are 
closed the TSV Closure instrumentation has no safety function 
since its function is to close the TSVs on a reactor trip.  
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant increase in 
the consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  
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2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of 
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a 
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

Since TSVs closure instrumentation requirements continues to 
require OPERABILITY when the reactor is in a condition that 
requires their function, the proposed change does not involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L35 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS 3.8.10 requires the radiation monitor associated with the 
purge system valve isolation to be tested and verified OPERABLE 
immediately prior to refueling operations. CTS Table 4.1-2, Item 
4, requires this functional test be performed "Prior to 
Refueling." ITS 3.3.16 Applicability is during CORE ALTERATIONS 
and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within 
containment. ITS SR 3.3.16.2 requires the testing be performed 
once each refueling outage prior to CORE ALTERATIONS or beginning 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment.  
Permitting the specified testing to be conducted prior to 
beginning movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within 
containment in lieu of immediately prior to refueling operations 
is a less restrictive requirement upon unit operation (and is more 
stringent than the NUREG). Requiring performance of SR 3.3.16.2 
once each refueling outage prior to CORE ALTERATIONS or prior to 
beginning movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within 
containment represents a reasonable relaxation of the CTS 
surveillance frequency. This continues to ensure that this 
function is verified prior to irradiated fuel assembly handling 
within containment.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not involve any physical alteration of 
plant systems, structures or components, changes in parameters 
governing normal plant operation, or methods of operation. The 
isolation function of the radiation monitor associated with the 
purge system valves is not assumed to be an initiator of any 
analyzed event. As a result, the probability of an accident 
occurring is independent of the status of testing the isolation 
function of the radiation monitor associated with the purge system 
valves. This change eliminates the requirement for testing of 
this isolation function immediately prior to refueling operations.  
The change continues to require the isolation function to be 
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OPERABLE and continues to ensure that this function is verified 
within a reasonable interval prior to irradiated fuel assembly 
handling within containment. This provides reasonable assurance 
the isolation function of the radiation monitor associated with 
the purge system valves remains OPERABLE. Therefore the 
consequence of an accident previously evaluated are not 
significantly increased.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of 
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be 
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change will still require the isolation 
function of the radiation monitor associated with the purge system 
valves be OPERABLE. Thus, this change does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

The isolation function of the radiation monitor associated with 
the purge system valves is still required to be OPERABLE. This 
change continues to ensure that this function is verified within a 
reasonable interval prior to irradiated fuel assembly handling 
within containment. Therefore the margin of safety has not been 
significantly reduced.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L36 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Column D requires the unit to be in hot 
shutdown within 24 hours when one or more TSV Closure 
Instrumentation channels is inoperable and Note (e) to the Table 
requires the unit be placed in Cold Shutdown within the following 
72 hours if the minimum conditions are not met. ITS 3.3.15 ACTION 
A is added to require the TSVs to be declared inoperable within 1 
hour (also, see DOC L19). ITS 3.7.2, Turbine Stop Valves, then 
dictates the required action for inoperable TSVs. With one or 
more TSVs inoperable in MODE 1, Required Action A.1 requires the 
TSVs be restored to OPERABLE status within 8 hours or Required 
Action B.1 requires the unit be in MODE 2 in 6 hours. Therefore, 
this portion of ITS is more restrictive since the unit must be in 
MODE 2 within 15 hours of an inoperable TSV Closure 
instrumentation channel where CTS required the unit be in hot 
shutdown (equivalent to ITS MODE 3) within 24 hours. ITS 3.7.2 
Action C allows 8 additional hours to close an inoperable TSV when 
in MODE 2 or 3 (total of 23 hours). In addition, if it were not 
closed, then an additional 12 hours (on top of the eight hours) is 
allowed to place the unit in MODE 3 and 18 hours to place the unit 
in MODE 4. This results in allowing a total of 35 hours to be in 
MODE 3 and 41 hours to be in MODE 4 from initial discovery of it 
being inoperable in MODE 1. This compares to the CTS time allowed 
to place the unit in Hot Shutdown (MODE 3) of 24 hours.  
Therefore, an additional 11 hours is allowed to place the unit in 
MODE 3. The additional time is reasonable considering the low 
probability of an accident occurring during this time period that 
would require closure of the TSVs. The more restrictive aspects 
of this change are addressed in DOC M22. The proposed less 
restrictive ITS Shutdown Times requirements are consistent with 
ITS 3.7.2, which is consistent with the NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  
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1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

This change does not result in any hardware changes, but does 
allow additional time to close the TSVs and for unit shutdown with 
inoperable TSV Closure instrument channels. The TSV Closure 
function is not an initiator of any analyzed event. Therefore, 
the change does not significantly increase the probability of 
occurrence of any previously analyzed event. Neither will the 
change result in a significant increase in the consequences of any 
accident previously evaluated since the consequences of an event 
occurring during the time period allowed for Shutdown is the same 
as the consequences of an event occurring during the current time 
period allowed for shutdown. Therefore, the change does not 
involve a significant increase to the consequences of any accident 
previously evaluated 

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant 
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed). The 
equipment function has not changed, nor has its interface with 
other equipment. The change still ensures proper actions are 
required, consistent with applicable regulatory requirements.  
Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

The additional time allowed to reach hot shutdown (equivalent to 
ITS MODE 3) is acceptable based on the small probability of an 
event requiring the inoperable Technical Specification component 
to function. As such, the extension from 24 hours to 35 hours for 
MODE 3 does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of 
safety.  
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LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE L37 

The Oconee Nuclear Station is converting to the Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS) as outlined in NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox Plants." The proposed changes 
involve making the current Technical Specifications (CTS) less 
restrictive. Below is the description of this less restrictive change 
and the No Significant Hazards Consideration for conversion to NUREG
1430.  

CTS 3.4.3.b requires a flow path with no OPERABLE emergency 
feedwater flow indicators to be restored to OPERABLE status within 
72 hours. ITS 3.3.8 Required Action C.1 allows 7 days to restore 
an inoperable flow indicator when both are inoperable. Required 
Action C.1 allows an additional 4 days for restoration of a single 
channel when no channels are OPERABLE. The additional time to 
restore at least one channel allowed by Required Action C.1 is 
considered appropriate based on the relatively low probability of 
an event requiring PAM instrumentation and the availability of 
alternate means to obtain required information. This less 
restrictive change is consistent with the NUREG.  

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, Duke Energy 
has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and 
determined it does not represent a significant hazards consideration.  
The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

This change does not result in any hardware changes, but does 
allow additional continued operation with inoperable EFW flow 
instruments. These instruments provide indication only and are 
not considered as initiators of any analyzed event. Therefore, 
the change does not significantly increase the probability of 
occurrence of any previously analyzed event. Neither will the 
change result in a significant increase in the consequences of any 
accident previously evaluated since the consequences of an event 
occurring during the operation of the unit during the Completion 
Times are the same as the consequences of an event occurring while 
operating under the current ACTIONS. Therefore, the change does 
not involve a significant increase to the consequences of any 
accident previously evaluated 

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

The change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant 
(no new or different type of equipment will be installed). The 
equipment function has not changed, nor has its interface with 
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other equipment. The change still ensures proper actions are 
required, consistent with applicable regulatory guidance. Thus, 
this change does not create the possibility of a new or different 
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety? 

The margin of safety for PAMs is based on availability and 
capability of the instrumentation to provide the required 
information to the operator. The availability and capability of 
the PAMs may be affected but is not considered to be significant 
due to the passive function of the instruments, the operator's 
ability to respond to an accident utilizing alternate instruments 
and methods, and the low probability of an event requiring these 
instruments. Therefore, this change does not involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety.  
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 

This proposed Technical Specification Change has been evaluated against 
the criteria for and identification of licensing and regulatory actions 
requiring environmental assessment in accordance with 10 CFR 51.21. It 
has been determined that the proposed changes meet the criteria for 
categorical exclusion as provided for under 10 CFR 51.22 (c) (9). The 
following is a discussion of how the proposed Technical Specification 
Change meets the criteria for categorical exclusion.  

10 CFR 51.22 (c) (9): Although the proposed change involves changes to 
requirements with respect to inspection or surveillance requirements; 

(i) the proposed change involves no Significant Hazards Consideration 
(refer to the No Significant Hazards Consideration section of this 
Technical Specification Change Request), 

(ii) there is no significant change in the types or significant 
increase in the amounts of any effluents that may be released 
offsite since the proposed changes do not affect the generation of 
any radioactive effluents nor do they affect any of the permitted 
release paths, and 

(iii) there is no significant increase in individual or cumulative 
occupational radiation exposure.  

Accordingly, the proposed change meets the eligibility criteria for 
categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22 (c)(9). Based on the 
aforementioned and pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22 (b), no environmental 
assessment or environmental impact statement need be prepared in 
connection with issuance of an amendment to the Technical Specifications 
incorporating the proposed changes of this request.  
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RPS Instrumentation 
3.3.1 T 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.1 Reactor Protect ystem (RPS) Instrumentation 

LCO 3.3.1 4 unschannels of RPS instrumentation for each Function in 3.5.1.1 
Table 3.3.1-1 shall be OPERABLE. -"3 C5.1-ICOld 

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.1-1. -Poe, 4Z.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One chap A.1 Pdce channel in 1 r 
inoper le. ypass or trip.  

4 woaclne t.1 Place j channel in 1 hour N3.I~~o4a (i) 
imnopeable rp 

* AND 
-T.2 Place second 

CA~~i As reuie b -.  

D 1 Required Action and -t.1 Enter the Condition Immediately 

andsr eed n D reaers 
3Table 3.3.1-1 cr .  

Enter0thent on d 
e-+- As reuired by Q. refree in D .or 

Table 3.3.-11fr1th 

*R.2 Open alle T1 T our WC M I 
drive (C )trip 
breakers.  

(continued) 

-BW06-9fS, 3.3-1 4-Rev1, 4 &796-



RPS Instrumentation CT 3.3.1 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 6 REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

As required by , 1 Open all CRD trip 6 hours boc 130 
Required Action .1 breakers.  
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.1-1.  

As required by - 1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 6 hours 2 
Required Action 1 < RTP.  
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.1-1.  

As eqird by 4 1 Reduce THERMAL POWER ous0 .2 

Required Action .1 < t/. RTP 
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.1-1.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

------------------------------------ NOTE---- ------------------------
Refer to Table 3.3.1-1 to determine which SRs apply to each RPS Function. 4 f, 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours 
C(o. ntinue 

(continued) 

Bo TS3.3-2 Rev f, 04/'67/'95



RPS Instrumentation CTS 
3.3.1 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.1.2 ------------------ NOTE---------------------)o L.  
ot required to be performed until 

-24--hours after THERMAL POWER is 
15% RTP. , 

V c m heat balance-P 24 hours 
RT rat . ower range channel-Ce 

ouqt Xjust power range channel outputCo"Ca" 
caorimetric exceeds power rangeahannel 

output by :,)2ft RTP. 0 

SR 3.3.1.3 ------------------- NOTE ------------- 10 1 oc 1i Not required to be performed until!' 
22444Rours after THERMAL POWER is fl5 P.  

Compare out core measured AXIAL POWER 31 days - /- I 
IMBALANCE A to incore measured AXIAL I .4 
POWER IMBA E. (w1, as tol lo s: ccoI"C broc 

NSgER- (RTP/TP)(APIO - A 1) = imbal 'ce erro 

Perform CHA L ALIRZNi t ab olute 
value of the imbalance rror is : 2p/o RTP.  

SR 3.3.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. ,45f'days on a .  
STAGGERED TEST 
BASIS Coto V.  

SR 3.3.1( --------- NOTF -- ---------------- -- dt OC 1. )t .I 
Ceutron doectors are eclud .f'rom CHANN C 

erform CNNNENALIBRAT .. SZ~-1-days 

--- (continued) 

-BWB-STS3.3-3 Rey-1--'4/q;33 

peu-I,..,.

2A £owrj q 4k, 774.9RAA Pow~ ;.



INSERT 3.3-3A 

and adjust power range channel output if the absolute difference between 
the power range and incore measurements is a 2% RTP.  

INSERT 3.3-3B 

Calibrate power range channel output to the calorimetric coincident with 
the imbalance output being calibrated to the imbalance condition 
determined by the incore detector system.  

3.3-3A



RPS Instrumentation 
3.3.1 clS 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.1.6 ------------------ NOTE-------------------- D)c L2.0 
Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION.  

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 84-months 7' 4,1

SR 3.3.1.7 ------------------ NOTE----------------
Neutron etectors are excluded fro RPS 
RESPO TIME testing. / /I 

erify that RPS RESPONSE IME is within / 18] months on 
limits. a STAGGERED 

TEST BASIS 

-WEGl STS 3.3-4 Ry 1, 04O7/



C TSRPS Instrupentation O.5 CI TS -r Zt 1 f3R.3.1 
Table 3.3 (page 1 of 1) 

Reactor ProtecIV ystem Instrunentation 

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS 
MODES OR REFERENCED 

OTHER FROM 
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE 

FUNCTION CONDITIONS ACTION .1 REQUIREMENTS VALUE 

1. Nuclear Overpower/05 

a. High Setpoint 144 SR 3.3.1.1 ; 
sR 3.3.11. 33. I.  
SR 3.3.1.5J 

2(b),3(b) S ...  b. Low Setpoint 2 Cb.3C A D~' SR 3.3 1 1 

4(b), 5(b) ( 
2. RCS High Outlet Temperature 1,2 )V C- SR 3.3.1.1 

SR 3.3.1,4.5 
SR 3.3.1.6 

3. RCS High Pressure 1, SR 3.3.1.1 55 in 
SR 3.3.1 Ar 
SR 3.3.1.6 

4. RCS Low Pressure 1,2 (a) A'.4 SR 3.3.1.1 
RSR 3.3.1,4A 

SR 3.3.,1.*6 

5. RCS Variable Lou Pressure 1,2(a) SR 3.3.1.1 t (E .5 
SR 3.3. 1.A- 037.8] psig 
SR 3.3.1.6 

6. Reactor Building High 1,2,3(c) SR 3.3.1.1 5 pig 
Pressure SR 3.3.1.5 

SR 3.3.1.*6 > 
7. Reactor CooLant Pump to 1,2(a) 9' C. SR 3.3.1.1 

PerSR 3.3.1 
SR 3.3.16 6A 

8. uclear Overpower 1,2(a) .. SR 3.3.1.1 NucLar er wer RC 

9. Main Turbine Trip ( 4uRT9 T 

etPressure) 
3.3.1. 6 

10. Loss of FMain Fgeedwat > 4+-9]% RTP p' Pumps (Gt" 1:1(RI.1.,C 
Pressure) 

11. Shutdown Bypass RCS Hig 2(b) 3 (b) 
Pressure SR 3.3.1.4 

,5  SR 3.3.1.6 

(a) Whenl not in shutdown bypass operation. -7,
(b) Durn shudow rationfi-ith any CR0 trip breakers in, the closed position and the CR0 Syst 0/I 

(c) With any CR0 trip breaker in the closed position and the CR0 Systems capable of rod withdrawal. -DOC, HZ.  

SRapbl 3..1d 

ro 

03.]4pi 

() Ae~- I 0 V i C 43.3.1. M Ir

4SR 3.3.1.6 

S.3-5 RR3v .1, 34.507 

S03316 , p



RPS Manual Reactor Trip 
3.3.2 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION r3 

3.3.2 Reactor ProtectloSystem (RPS) Manual Reactor Trip 

LCO 3.3.2 The RPS Manual Reactor Trip Function shall be OPERABLE. 35,1-( 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2, 1 
MODES 3, 4, and 5 with anyR0N S drive (CRD) trip D 

breaker in the closed position and the CRD System 
capable of rod withdrawal.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Manual Reactor Trip A.1 Restore Function to 1 hour O L 
Function inoperable. OPERABLE status.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. ours 5
associated Completion 
Time not met in AND 
MODE 1, 2, or 3.  

8.2 Open all CRD trip ours D MI 
breakers.  

C. Required Action and C.1 Open all CRD trip 6 hours Doc WV3 
associated Completion breakers.  
Time not met in MODE 4 
or 5.  

BOS+-3.3-6 Re 1. 941,795



RPS Manual Reactor Trip 4TS 
3.3.2 " 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS * 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.2.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. Once prior to 
each reactor xa:m 37 
startup if not Colupow.  
performed 7 /c 
within the 
previous 7 days 

.3.3-7 lv.i ,19;,'



RPS-RTM 
3.3.3 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION C"S 

3.3.3 Reactor Protecti System (RPS)-Reactor Trip Module (RTM) 

LCO 3.3.3 Four RTMs shall be OPERABLE. 3.5.I 

A74 17 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2, c .  
MODES 3, 4, and 5 with any gNJ( 0 drive (CRD) trip 3.S. 1 

breaker in the closed position and the CRD System Doc A3 
capable of rod withdrawal.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One RTM inoperable. A.1.1 Trip the associated 1 hour Ta]-I . ccDA 
CRD trip breaker. A 

OR 

A.1.2 Remove power from the I hour 541toL 
associated CRD trip Hof..  
breaker.  

AND 

A.2 Physically remove the I hour Doc M4 
inoperable RTM.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 1 ours 'DC M5 
associated Completion 
Timenot met in AND 
MODE 1, 2, or 3. 2.5 

B.2.1 Open all CRD trip ours 
1-7 breakers.  

'j or r 'orP~~. OR 

B.2.2 Remove power 4& S ours 

(continued) 

4'iw6frSTS 3.3-8 RftV 1,1 G4/"7



RPS-RTM "" 
3.3.3 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

C Required Action and C.1 Open all CRD trip 6 hours Doe- 13 
associated Completion breakers.  
Time not met in MODE 4 
or 5. OR row 

or r * C.2 Remove al power + 6 hours Doc M3 
DE CRD 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.3.1 ------------------ NOTE-------------------
When an RT is placed i an ioper ble 
status s ely for perffrmance of his 
Surveil nce, entry to associ ed 

Condi ons and Requf ed Actio 
may be 

dela d for up to hours, provided at 
least two RTM channels are OPERABLE.  

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. days oa 
IAERUEST re ( 

BAMS Ccuel 
'-res4t 

3.3-9 Rev i,44AQZ49Q5 
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CRD Trip Devices 
3.3.4 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATIO .,...s 

3.3.4 C r Dive (CRD) Trip Devices 

LCO 3.3.4 The following CRD trip devices shall be OPERABLE: 3.5.1.  

a. Two AC CRD trip breakers; V 

b. Two DC CRD trip breaker pairs; and CoI C 

c. Eight ilectronic trip assembly (ETA) relays.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2, 35.M 
MODES 3, 4, and 5 when any CRD trip breaker is in the closed Doc /A

position and the CRD System is capable of rod 
withdrawal.  

ACTIONS 

------------------------------------NOTE-------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each CRD trip device. )vc A-6 
-----------------------------------------------------------

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or RD trip A Trip the CRD trip 48 hours -3.5./-1 
break breaker breaker.  

£hn trip Functions OR 
inoperable.  

A.2 Remove power from the 48 hours DOC. 4-10 
vGe rse. -0 ) CRD trip breaker.  

B. One or e RD trip 8.1 Trip the CRD trip 1 hour DOG I.to 
breake s r breaker breaker.  
pair iniperable for 
reasons other than OR 
those in Condition A.  

B.2 Remove power from the 1 hour /0-2e .5/* 
CRD trip breaker. Co-L. b

(continued) 

-WGG-STS5- 3.3-10 Rv-1, 41907/'95-



CRD Trip Devices CTS 
3.3.4 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

C. One or more ETA relays C.1 Transfer affected 1 hour boCc L.f 
inoperable. CONTROL ROD group to 

power supply with 
OPERABLE ETA relays.  

OR -r3s. i 

associted Copletio 

C.2 Trip corresponding AC 1 hour 
CRD trip breaker 

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. ours poc MS 
associated Completion 
Time not met in AND 
MODE 1, 2, or 3. 2 

D.2.1 Open all CRD trip 46 ours T)CM5 
breakers.  

OR 

0.2.2 Remove power F 1 ours I0 tS ~.eCR0~ 
4#2 

E. Required Action and E.1 Open all CR0 trip 6 hours D M3 
associated Completion breakers.  
Time not met in MODE 4 
or 5. OR 

E.2 Remove all power e 6 hours boc M3 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SC.14/+ 1 
SR 3.3.4.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days -r. 1il 74ve2 

.8wGG-+ _ 3.3-11 Re 1, 84/'67~3-



nstrumentation C-s 
3.3.5 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION SA 

3.3.5 Engineered$afe /eature uati System nstrumentation 

LCO 3.3.5 Three channels o strumentation for each Parameter 3.,L 
in Table 3.3.5-1 s a be OPERABLEin e S n3 5.-1, /4 

li2_ 
. ;4r 

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.5-1. /.&1.  
3,5.3 Nale0) ,(2) 

ACTIONS 

- ----------------------------------- NOTE-- --------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Parameter. 'OC. p1 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more Parameters A.1 Place channel in 1 hour tWC L5 

with one channel trip.  
inoperable.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 46 ours' *r3.S,1
associated Completion Col- r64 Time.not met. AND 

B.2.1 -------- NOTE --------- /3.34 4 4/.q 
Only required for RCS 

On-e or . Pen weer7 Pressure-Lo 

0 Reduce RCS pressure 36 hours 
A < R psig.  

(nnAND 
(continued) 

BWO53.3-12 n-. 1i, 84/0 7,'96-



nstrumentati oncr 

ACTIONS 3t__ 5 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

B. (continued) B.2.2 -------- NOTE------
Only required for RCS 
Pr sure-Low Low 

Reduce RCS pressure 36 hours r- AS 
< 0%OOjpsig. 0 

AND 

B.2.3 -------- NOTE------
Only required for 
Reactor Buildin 
Pre gh 

and High 
High e pbnt.A 

-- 3.5.1-1 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

4, /.i /I
SR 3.3.5.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours 

(continued) "' Z/ 
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ESM9Ar Instrumentation C.TS 
3.3.5 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.5.2 -----------------NOTE--------
When a annel is placed in an POC' 
inoperab e status solely for performance of 
this Surveillance, entry into associated 
Conditions and Required Actions may be 
delayed for up to 8 hours, Drovided the 
remaining two channels o 
instrumentation are OPERABLE or tripped.  

~r NEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days Co i -/e 

SR 3.3.5.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. i1 a Months C, I b es n 

SR 3.3.5.4 /Aerify ESFAS RESPONSAI'IME within limits./ [18] mgiths on 
---- a ST 2GEREDn 

TEST BASIS 

3.-4-e 1 40e



Engineered afet ture £ system instrumfenltation (4, 

APPLICABLE 
MODES OR OTHER SPECIFIED ALLOWABLE 

PARAM ETE R CONDITIONS VALUE 

1. Rectr Coolant Sto PrBs urf -LwJ4890* psig 11699i ~psig 353 
etpoi i R&mtion, KRpIsoiayn., R U)01.0Q .  
Ccl H EDG St t 

2. Reactor Coolant System Pressure -Low Low r '900 1 'sig 2! im" psig L~ 3534

3. Reacto-Buiiding (RB) Pressure -High 1,2,3,4 4% (7> 
,s~~~nx TE ion, LPI,,ctuat 1 

4. Reactor Building Pressure -High High 1,2,3,4 j.wpssi gQ) ' 3..  

3.3-15 it v- t, 047'67'%



-EFA Manual Initiation 
3.3.6 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION a 6 

3.3.6 Engineered Fafety4ature fAcuatiS) System Manual Initiation 

LCO 3.3.6 Two manual initiation channels of each one of the 3.5.(,j 
Functions below shall be OPERABLE: 

a. High Pressure Injectio ; RECek- d oA- W _ Mch.U 4 

b. Low Pressure Injectio ; 4 

4r Ree- t hF++yf oolin ; 3 Fes -rrht 3.s I( G Er4 A 4oiJ Sad6) r ,.1
RB Spray&.' F--t 

6 44 eAt (7 oJ2) 4 ?, EteiJ, 4r 3s.f- I 
. RB o atiov and Is w 1 4104C1.110 

[f. ontrol om Isolation.] Ve Oldi 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1hi a1) ).* 
MODE when associated engineered safeguard equipment is 3..14 

required to be OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS a 

- - ----------------------------------- NOTE---- ------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function. t0 0 A6 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more A.1 Restore channel to 72 hours DOC L£7 
Functions wit one OPERABLE status.  
channel inoperable.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. ,& ours 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

(continued) ij 

.- fte6-s-.s 3.3-16 Rey 1, 94"Q;4/5.



W anual Initiation ___r_ 

3.3.6 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

B. (continued) B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours e) 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.6.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. {18elmonths COL "Te s4 

-BG6-S53.3-17 Re 1, 84/ 71'95-



utomatic Actuation Logic c 
3.3.7 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 4 1Pr 

3.3.7 Engineered (Gafe t FeatunActeail System ( Automatic Actuation 
Log ic C a ne 5 a nTe S 

LCO 3.3.7 automatic actuation logic shall be 
OPERABLE. 3,-iCol 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 2 an 
MODES when associated engineered safeguard equipment is 

required to be OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS 

------------------------------------- NOTE----------------------------- ------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each automatic actuation logic 0 .  

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or moreja omtic A.1 Place associated 1 hour 1-.s.H COL 
actuation logic component(s) in .14 
-ma'tres inoperable. engi tered.-ea r 4J 

coniguration.

A.2 Declare the I hour 
associated 
component(s) 
inoperable.  

OWG -84-S- 3.3-18 Rew 1-, 04/'8F,'



(e utomatic Actuation Logic 

3.3.7 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS * 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.7.1 Perform automatic actuation logic CHANNEL 31 o 
FUNCTIONAL TEST. TAGER S 

BAS S 

IBWG S 3.3-19 R , 04,'07,'9



0 
~EDG LOPS 

3.3.8 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.8 Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) oss of Power Start (LOPS) 

LCO 3.3.8 Three channels of oss of voltage Function and three 
channels of degr ded voltage Function EDG LOPS 
instrumentatio per EDG shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 2, 3, and 4, 
When sociated EDG is required to be OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.2 

'AC Sources- Shutdown." 

ACTIONS 

----- ----- ----- ----- ----- - --NOT E -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Separate ndition entry is allowed for each Function.  

CONDITION REQUIRED TION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more Functions A.1 P ce channel in 1 h 
with one channel per rip.  
EDG inoperable.  

B. One or more Functions B.1 Restore all bu ne 1 hour 
with two or more channel to OP BLE 
channels per EDG status.  
inoperable.  

C. Required Action and C.1 er applicable Immediately 
associated Completion Condition(s) and 
Time not met. Required Action for 

EDG made inoperable 
by EDG LOPS.  

I BWOG STS 3.3-20 Rev 1, 04/07/95



00-I EDG3LOP8 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANC / FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.8.1 Perform CHANNEL HECK. 12 hours 

SR 3.3.8.2 -- - -NOTE ----------- - - -
When ED LOPS instrumentation is placed in 
an in erable status solely for performance , 
of is Surveillance, entry into associated 
Co itions and Required Actions may be 

layed as follows: (a) up to 4 hours fo 
he degraded voltage Function, and (b) p 

to 4 hours for the loss of voltage 
Function, provided the two channel 
monitoring the Function for the s are 
OPERABLE or tripped.  

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIO TEST. 31 days 

SR 3.3.8.3 Perform CHANNEL ALIBRATION with setpoint 18 nths 

Allowable Val as follows: 

a. Degra ed voltage : [ ] and 5 [ ] V 
with a time delay of [ ] seconds 
+ [ ] seconds at [ ] V; and 

b. Loss of voltage [ ] and 5 [ ] with 
a time delay of [ ] seconds 
t [ ] seconds at [ ] V.  

BWOG STS 3.3-21 Rev 1, 04/07/95 
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PAM Instrumentatio 

3.3 NST MENTATION 

3.3.g st Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation 

LCO 3.30 0 The PAM instrumentation for each Function in Table 3.3 1 7 .  
shall be OPERABLE. ee 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3. 7 S. 6- / 6 

a * ) - - -ov .E - _ 33,L 

ACTIONS /A 

1. LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable. bOC AS?/M2/, 

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function. DoC A[T/Z4 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more Functions A.1 Restore required 30 days 
with one required channel to OPERABLE tDoc M<tZ, 
channel inoperable. status. )oc.4g 

B. Required Action and B.1 Initiate action in Immediately +. - 3 
associated Completion accordance with. DeC L 22.  
Time of Condition A Specification 5 $.P c' .63 
not met. DO -LX 

zoe M2G 

C. --------- NOTE--------- C.1 Restore one channel 7 days 
Not applicable to to OPERABLE status. -3.54-,Ac+l-5 
7cne.--- r41 .boe M210 

One or more Functions 
with two required 
channels inoperable.  

(continued) 
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~PPlIen/L be PAM Instrumentat C7i 
0 9 3.3 b 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

D. T D.1 Restore one-required 72 hours 

inoperable. to OPERABLE 
status.  

Required Action and Enter the Condition immediately 
associated Completion referenced in 
Tim of Condition C Table 3.3 for 
or not met. the chann D AN 

As required by a1 Be in MODE 3. ours 
Required Actio i 
and refere ed in AND 
Table 3.3 1. 18 

-F2 Be in MODE 4. j hours 3ya .  

As required by 1 Initiate action in Immediately QOC 1 
Required ActionA accordance with .1C I-Z( 
and refere ed in Specification 5.D M TabSle 3.3 .  

Table 3.3 13or34



INSERT 3.3-41A 

E. -------- NOTE-------- E.1 Restore required 24 hours 33.4.6(a 
Only applicable to channel to OPERABLE 
Function 14. status.  

One required channel 
inoperable.  

F. -------- NOTE-------- F.1 Declare the affected Immediately po( M7,6 
Only applicable to train inoperable.  
Functions 18, 19, 
and 20.  

One or more 
Functions with 
required channel 
inoperable.  

3.3-41A



PAM Instrumentation 
3.3 82 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS t 

-------------------------NOTE-- ---- ---------------
These SRs apply to each PAM instrumentation Function in Table 3.3 . DOC All ---------------------------------------------- --------- fl 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3 1 erform CHANNEL CHECK for each required 31 days 26" t7 Z 0,30 
instrumentation channel that is normally j vgmg r6 
energized. * e 

*b 00 aM .  

SR 3.3 ------------------- NOTE--- ----------------- 4 
Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL ' CALIBRATION. 30,39 G s 

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. I8 onths P'4 
M 2.9 

z. ,c+ APP~1C.ML -6c P'AMt Fw. 7.ocJ IC 

8WGG-4.& 3.3-42-R



INSERT 3.3-42A 

SR 3.3.8.2 -----------------NOTE---------------
Only applicable to PAM Functions 7 and 10.  

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 12 months 

3.3-42A



< cep a M Instrumenta ti e 

Table 3.3. (page 1 of 1) 
Post Accident Mo toring Instrumentation 

CONDITIONS 
REFERENCED FROI 

FUNCTION REQUIRED CHANNELS REQUIRED ACTI 1 

1. Wide Range Neutron Flux 2 3,54-/ 

4. RCS Pressure (Wide Range) 2 2, 
5. Reactor VesseL.Wobee Level 2 ).f..1 *g 

6. Containment Sump Water Level (Wide Range) 2 4I.S.6- T 54r-, 2..  
7. Contairnent Pressure (Wide Range) 2 g.5.6- 1, nsk. I 
8. Contairnent Isolation Valve Position 2 per pener af ow 1- Do C M1 2( 

9. Containment Area Radiation (High Range) 2 

10. Containment Hydrogen Concentration 2 

11. Pressurizer Level 2 D c) ,6 
12 Steam Generator Water Level O.1f,1 00, 2 per SG 14-P Do C. Af Mo 

0 ank Level 2 M-' tOC.  
%6  ore Exit Temperature 2 independent sets Of /4 Emergency Feedwater Flow2 r S  

(a) Not required for isolation valves whose associated penetration is isolated by at least one closed and -
deactivated automatic valve, closed manual valve, blind flange, or check valve with flow through the 
valve secured.  

(b) Only one position indication channel is required for penetration flow paths with only one installed CJc. M31b 
control room indication channel.  

The subcooling margin monitor takes the average of the five highest CETs for each of the ICCM trains.  

ftft- ST ~~3.3-43-RvI,0/O



INSERT 3.3-43A 77 

3. RCS Hot Leg Level 2 I 7r3.S.4-I 

INSERT 3.3-43B 

13. Steam Generator Pressure 2 per SG H bc / 

14. Borated Water Storage Tank Water Level 2 H 3,s 

INSERT 3.3-43C 

17. Subcooling Monitor 2 H r3.S.-1 
18. HPI System Flow 1 per train NA S '4241 

19. LPI System Flow 1 per train NA boc. m( 

20. Reactor Building Spray Flow 1 per train NA bOc N24 

S1 3.3-43A



Source Range Neutron Flux &TS 
3.3.9 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.9 Source Range Neutron Flux 

LCO 3.3.9 Two source range neutron flux channels shall be OPERABLE. 3.5.1.  
---------- ---------- NOTE--- ----------------
High vo ge to detector may be -energized above IE- amp 4 2.  
on in mediate range channel.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 2, 3, 4, and 5.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One source range A.1 Restore channel to Prior to 
neutron flux channel OPERABLE status. increasing 
inoperable with THERMAL POWER 
THERMAL POWER level 

n utronflux hnels 

B. Two source range e.1 
neutron flux channelsi 
inoperable with re v cans I 

t4mmdiato range 
neutron flux channels. B.2 

B.3o peinvolving positive 
reactivity changes.  

)Initiate action to 
insert all CONTROL 
RODS.  

& L..4 ) AND 

B.3 Open CONTROL ROD 1hu 
drive trip breakers. y 

icasined 

3.3-22Immed iatl .4'F



Source Range Neutron Flux 
3.3.9 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

B. (continued) B.4 V if SDM I hour t)OL 4/3 

AND 

aa ; Once per , J 
4t Couj' 1 2 h ours 

thereafter 

C. One or more source C.1 Initiate action to 1 hour 
range neutron flux restore affected te.-C.  
channel(s) inoperable channel(s) to 
with THERMAL POWER OPERABLE status.  
level > on 

'I;% ranget 
neutron flux channels.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

41l1 
SR 3.3.9.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours 

SR 3.3.9.2 -------------------NOTE-------------------
Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION.  

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. ,181 onths 0 

(continued) 

BWGG ff&- 3.3-23 [ 1, 57 
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Source Range Neutron Flux 
3.3.9 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.9.3 Verify least one decade overlap with Once each 
int iate range neutron flux channels. reactor startup C 

prior to source 
range c ounts 

e, exceedi 
10s c if not 
perf rmed 
within the 
previous 7 days



Range Neutron Flux r-5 
3.3.10 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.10 gRange Neutron Flux 

LCO 3.3.10 Two i. '.4s range neutron flux channels shall be 35.11 
OPERABLE. -3.5.I- o C 

APPLICABILITY: MODE 2, .__ ._._ _ _ 

,y T ~. drive (CRD) trip breilker in fthe 3SI 
clos position and the CRD System5 capaleof ro 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Oneac A.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 2 hours 
inoperable. to < L.. D 

B. Tw4 chn TsB.1 Suspend operations Immediately 
inoperable. involving positive 

reactivity changes.  

AND 

B.2 Open CRD trip 1 hour 3.5,1,$ 
breakers.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.10.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours 7-4). < 
to"C heel< 

(continued) 
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Cr5 
Range Neutron Flux 

3.3.10 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.10.2 -------------------NOTE --------------------.  
Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION.  

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. {5iteonths 0 

SR 3.3.10.3 Ver' y at least one decade overlap j Once each 
range neutron flux channels. reactor s 

range 
indication ':3 exceeding 

4tAs if not 0- ~Ter- m7d 
within the 
previous 7 days 

3.3-26 -R 1,v4t7 19



C-r5 

Instrumentation 
3.3.11 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION e 'hF'4) * 

3.3.11 merge eedwatero-olnitiation**nd Contfol lEC) ysty 
4ns rumenta ion -LZ9L9T 

LCO 3.3.11 he C Systl instru atign cfanneTs f1r each CtC, 
nTable3.3.11-s a be OPERABLE. 171 

APPLICABILITY: 3.57 Appc.  

ACTIONS 4am~ .3wh ~sveei " 4 pr-elfulri. 700 P-j'LxSi4.  

------------------------------- o ----- ----- 
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each ' 5.. F 
------------------------------------------------------- o 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME I OCA2.1 

A. One or more. mergenc A.1 Place channel(s) in -. hour5 -T1 (, ; P of 
ee wa FW) <b g or trip.  
Initia ion, M *n Stea 
Line solati , r AND 
Mai Feedwate F W V 

olation Functions A.2 / ace channe ) in 2 hours 

T' e .. 11 -1 wi th . trip 

one channel 
inoperable.  

B. One or more EF B.1 Place one channel in 1 hour 
Initiation, in Steam bypass.  
Line Isolat n, or MFW 
Isolation unctions AND 
listed 
Table .3.11-1 with B.2 Place second ch nel 1 hour 
two c annels in trip.  
inop rable.  

AND 

(continued) 
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&46 9-ypshmanstrumentation 
3.3.11 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

B. (continued) B.3 Restore one channel 72 hours 
to OPERABLE tatus.  

C. One EFW ctor Valve C.1 Res re channel to 72 hours 
Contro channel 0 BLE status.  
inoperable.  

-D. Required Action and 0.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met for - AND 
Functions-l.a or-- . .  

D.2.1 -------- NOTE--------
Only r uired for 
Func on la.  

Open CONTROL ROD hours 
drive trip breakers.  

I/AND 

S D 2.2 -------- NOTE - ------
Only require for 
Function lb.  

Be in MODE 4. 12 hours 

E. Required Ac on and E.1 duce THERMAL POWE 6 hours 
assoDciatg ompletionto51%RP 
Time noy met for 
Function 1.d.  

(continued) 

B96-66; 3.3-28 Re"-+--94,09/93 
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ACTIONS (continued) -t 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME a b 

f equired Action and '7A Reduce 
associated Completion 
Time not mit fors 

iu n c 3 3s < s ig.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

---- - ----- -- ----------------- OTE------- ------- ------------
Refer to Tab .3.11-1 to determi hich SRs shall be ormed for eadh 
EFIC Fune . e 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

-1-1 
SR 3.3.11.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours 2 4e Z( 

SR 3.3.11 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. ,18f onths 

SR 3.3.11.4Vfy:EFIC RESPONSE TIM s within limits. [1 , onths on 
a ZAGGERED 1 

AST BASIS 

3.3-29 -e ,9,9



EFIC System Instrumentation 
3.3.11 

Table 3.3.11-1 (page 1 of 1) 
Emergency Feeduater Initiation and Control System instrumentation 

APPLICABLE MODES OR OTHER REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOMABLE 
FUNCTION SPECIFIED CONDITIONS CHANNELS REQUIREMENTS VALUE 

1. EFW Initiation 

a. Loss of MFU Pumps 1,2(a),3(a 4 SR 3.3.11.1 > 155] psig 
(Control Oil Pressure) SR 3.3.11.2 

SR 3.3.11.3 

b. SG Level -Low ,2,3 4 per SG SR 3.3.11.1 t [9 inches 
SR 3.3.11.2 
SR 3.3.11.3 
SR 3.3.11.4 

c. SG Pressure -Low 1,2,3 (b) 4 per SG SR 3.3.11.1 t (600 psig 
SR 3.3.11.2 
SR 3.3.11.3 

d. RCP Status t 10% RTP 4 SR 3.3.11.1 NA 
SR 3.3.11.2 
SR 3.3.11.3 

2. EFU Vector Va e Control 

a. SG P ure -Low 1,2 ,3(b) 4 per SG 3.3.11.1 1 (6001 psig 
R 3.3.11.2 

SR 3.3.11.3 

b. SG Differential 1 , 2 , 3 (b) 4 SR 3.3.11.1 i [1252 psid 
Pressure -High SR 3.3.11.2 

SR 3.3.11.3 

[c. SG Level -High 1,2,3Cb) 4 SR 3.3.11.1 :5 [ nc h 

SR 3.3.11.3 
SR 3.3.11.3 

3. Main Stem Line Isolation 

a. SG Pressure -Low 1,2,3(bc) 4 per SG SR 3.3.11.1 [600] psig 
SR 3.3.11.2 
SR 3.3.11.3 
SR 3.3.11.4 

4. MFW Isolation 

a. SG Pressure -Low 1,2 ,3 (b)(d) 4 per SG SR 3.3.11.1 (600 psig 
SR 3.3.11.2 
SR 3.3.11.  
SR 3.3. .4 

(a) When not in shutdown bypass.  

(b) When SG pressure a 750 psig.  

(c) t.P a1 ".Except when all associated valves are closed and (deactivated].  

(d) Except when all [MFSVs), [MFCVs], [or associated SFCVs] are closed and [deactivated] [or isolated by a 
clt ose d manualI va ve].  

.8W86-5S 3.3-30 Rey 1 --G4/04,L



anual Initiation C'7-5 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.12 mergency F i i ion and Co rol ( Manual Initiation 

LCO 3.3.12 Two manual initiation switches pe actua eY or 
tch o0 te ollowlg I cunc o hall be OPRB " "rt s. -1, 
a. Steam g nerator (SG) A Main Feedwater (MFW) Isolati ; 2kvaZ2 

Col C 
b. SG B FW Isolation; 

c. S A Main Steam ne Isolation; 

d. G B Main Stea Line Isolation; and 

*e Emergency Feedwater Actuation.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 12, f. - ,57 

ACTIONS s-4e.4.ps keh-oil vv S FCF<t}eekca 

-- - - - ---- -- --- --- - ------ --- OTe -- - - ---------- - - - - - - -

Sep-arate Cond ion entry is allwdf ach Fnction.  

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or mor EFIC A.1 P1 e actuation 72 hours 
Functio s) with one annel for the 
or bo manual associated EFIC 
in' ation switches Function(s) in trip.  
inoperable in one 
actuation channel.  

AO-8 One or moreEFI' . Restor one ctua 1o I 
uncion s wi on chann. for he 
r40th minual ass late EFIC 

4ini iiation switctE) F ction s) to 
inoperable in / OPERABLE statu 
ac inch n el.  

eS-W-t(continued) 

Z48 Re 1, 04,'O/



anual Initiation 

ox ha eder f FWCt 4* d. 700 p s; , 

CTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

Required Action and Be in MODE 3. urs h 2 
associated Completion 5A - S Ct D Time not met. AND 

21 Bli Mp 4.' 4; ours 

8.,7 00Mo al P1 MFCVs aw / 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.12.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 3 

3.3-32 Rey 1, 040,'98



ogic 
o*M~les &/s &Fl< "MS Aek3.3.13 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION k .4, 

3.3.13 (Emergency Redwter Inittion and Conkfol (EF Logic 

LCO 3.3.13 c shall be . ", 
OPERABL)$ t__9'Wsalb 

Main Fee wa er solatio ; 

b. Main S eam Line I lation* 

c. Eme ency Feed ter Actuat)/ and 

d. Vector Valve Enable Logic.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 

ACTIONS ex ane B e sil Me, P416 cd avof 

Feeu tionse 1vaie perable- sal 
. Oe a channel A1 R 

Functons OPE ALE.  

on redW4k more anne Bjp 

Tim e channel AND ?cc 

unctin OP peRABLE.lt OERBE 2hor 

0 3.3-33p 

B. Rq Ie Actiand B .1 B nMr 

a s s o ci a e o p e i na t * * n s e n 
Tin ot mEt AN; oa e s wL L w j )

Pemble~ a. .Il 
s , al M C II h u t - - o l 

4 

jFV



0 .~Logic C4*,,wh 3.3.13 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.13.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.  

3.3-34 Rey i, 04,=9195



3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.14 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC)
Emergency Feedwater (EFW) -Vector Valve Logic 

LCO 3.3.14 Four channels f the vector valve logic shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 , and 3.  

ACTIONS 

IEad3 

CONDITI REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One vec r valve logic A.1 Restore chann to 72 hours 
channe inoperable. OPERABLE st s.  

B. equired Action and B.1 Be i MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 ours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.14.1 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days 

-8W90r-TS 3.3-35 Rev 1, 04A7/05 
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3.3 INSTRUMENTATION F )PUMP 
3.3 EmergencyFeedwater Initiation ak 

LCO 3.3 .nstr ntation channels for each Fwmet4o C6 
1j3.3 shall be OPERABLE.  

"TWIift 19 Crn it-CIA, 

APPLICABILITY: (According to Tble 3.3T1-1.  

ACTIONS 006.4 ade. l* 11 11 S-ir1I 

44eot re mos/au"4 

Separate Condition entry is al lowed for each OCC /6 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more-Emergenr A.1 Place channel(s) in 1 hour DGC gi6 
4 E F W puP ypa trip.  

.4nitiation 7 ea 
in soaio or ND 

i ton Fctions A.2 Place c nel(s) in 
li1 in trip.  
, a be 3.3.11-1 with 

one channe 
inoperable.  

LoMF 

B One or more EFW - B.1 'Place one channel in 1-h ur 
Initiation, Mai Steam 
Line Isolatio or MFW 
Isolation F tions AND 
listed in 
Table 3. .11-1 with 8.2 P second chan 1 hour 
two channels i rp 

inoperable.  

'Plac onechanel i 1--pur 
~b~a ~4bypa .+ 

AND 

BNWQG STS 3.3-27 - 0v*S-419e;6



INSERT 3.3-27A CT 

-- ----------------------NOTE--------- -------------------
The EFW pump automatic initiation circuit is not required to be OPERABLE 
in MODES 3 and 4.  
*3, 

3.3-27A



CCCS 

CONDITION / REQUIRED A N COMPLETION TIME 

F. Required Act' n and F.1 Reduce nce through 12 urs 
associated ompletion stea generator 
Time not t for pr ure to 
Function 1.c, 2, 3, < 50 psig. 1 
or 4.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

Refer c 3.3.11-1 to determi3 -iRs shall be perf o--- for each 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.1& Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days /ra53 

SR 3.3.1c Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. (18g honths / 4e-453 l 

TrST BASIS



3.3 S 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATIO '544 volve enV)cIoure 

3.3. merge Fe dwa r Initiatio and Control *EFIC)ASystem 

3.5. [j 
LCO 3.3 heZ E M ystep instr or eacf 'r.nc

' Taae 3.3. - sha be OPERABLE. S th% 

APPLICABILITY: ccor4#hg to Ta 3.3. ?s~ 

ACTIONS 

Separate Condii nr salwd rec ucin 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more merenc'y A.1 la chanp l(s) in 1 hour C i1 
e e d y a e r ( F W ) b ' s s o r t r i p .  

Line Isolation, or ND 4or. enr 
Maion at e M byp ss.  lis r in FW trip of L, r 

Be-TaS e.33.3.11v11,withO.  

0 *canls Intain, Main Steam by A. 1, LnIslation, or FWm NDc 

Isolation Fnti AND lc h e~)in 2hr 
listed in ctip, 
Table 3.3.11-1 -ith . c eodcanl 1hu 

tw channel~s)i rp 
ino perable. s 

Isoltio Funtio AND 

....- ---- ----(continue 

8~ Go-T .3-27 Rev 1, 04/07-45



.. .c'....  
*3.3 S) 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

F. Required Action d F.1 Reduce ne through 12 urs 

Functions 1 or 4.e 

1 ucon I II I,3 5 sg 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

- -- T-- - -- - ----- - - -- - - NOTE - - - ---------- d fo= e c 
Refer to Table- to determine whig SRs shall be perfor d for each 
(EFIC Function/ 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

S3.3 . Peform CHANNEL CHECK. NAE Ss 

SR 3.3a ~ Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days M3 

SR 3.3.11.3 /,"Perform CHANNEL CALIWATION. [18]) miffh s 

SR 3.3.11.4 V fyEFIC RESPONSE TIM s within limits. [18] enth s on) 
a ~GE RED 
T ST BASIS 

-8W65Tt3.3-29 Rev: 1, o4j7'0/'5



RB Purge Isolation-High Radiati  

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.34Reactor Building (RB) Purge Isolation-High Radiation 

LCO 3.31!t o 4tne.channel of Reactor Building Purge Isolation-High 1r 
Radiation shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: OD0ES 2./3 An4 
During CORE ALTERA:TTUNS, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within the 3. W 10 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One channel inoperable A.1 Place and maintain RB 1 hour 
in MODE 1, 2, 3, 4. purge valv s in 

closed p tions. 6 

B. Requir Action and B.1 e in MODE 3. 6 hours 
asso a/ted ompletion 
Tim of Condition A AND 
not met.  

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

One channel inoperabi Place and maintain RB Immediately T)Oc- M18 
urjpg purge valves in 

A RATIO o durin closed positions. 
vemen f r4adi1 

fuel a emb ies withi OR 
Ithe 

2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately oct 18IS 
ALTERATIONS.  

AND 

(continued) 

-OWN **5- 3.3-36 Rtev t, 04/0795 
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RB Purge Isolation-High Radiati 
3.31 &16 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately f1 
irradiated fuel 

semblies within the 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3. erform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours Doc. fr ' 

SR 3.3 2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.  

SR 3.3. r ANNEL CALIBRATION ith ospoin Months Q 
Allowabi ue :5 [251 mRh .7OC 

p f- o * f i rrdeA41.'Of, r 03oc 33, 

-ows f!3.3-37 -Icte*t** f0995



Control Room Isolation -High Radiation 
3.3.16 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION R 

3.3.16 Control Room Isolation- High R iation 

LCO 3.3.16 [One] channel of ontrol Room Isolation-High Radiation shall 
be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 3, 4, [5, and 6,] 
(Durin CORE ALTERATIONS,] 
Duri movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.  

ACTIONS.  

CON I-1ON REQUIRED ACT N COMPLETION TIME 

A. Onehannel inoperable A.1 ---- NT----
iMODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. Pa oi a 

pro ction mode if 
omatic transfer to 

oxic gas protection 
rmode is inoperable.  

Place one OPERABLE /hu 
Control Room 
Emergency Ventilat Ion 
System (CREV5) trai 
in the emergency 
recirculation mo 

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MO 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A AND.  
not met.  

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 ho urs 

(continued) 
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Control Room Isolation-High Radiation 
3.3.16 

mov men of irr 
di te 

recircula 
ion mode 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONITIN RUIRED ACTION COMPLETION-TIME 

SC.One channel inoperable C.1 Place one OPERABLE Immediately 
during [CORE CREVS train in 
ALTERATIONS or] during emergency 
movement of irradiated recirculation mode.  
fuel.  

OR 

C.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately 
ALTERATIONS.  

AND 

C.2[.2] Suspend movement of Immediately 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCY FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.16.1 Perform CHANNE CHECK. 12 hours 

SR 3.3.16.2 --Perform NOTE -- w--tt [8moh 
When the Control Room Isolatioan-Hig 
Radiation instrumentation is lplace ina 
inoperable status solely for per rmance of 
this Surveillance, entry into s sociated 
Conditions and Required Act' ns may be 
delayed for up to_3X hour 

Perform CHANNEL FUN IONAL TEST. 92 days 

Allowable Value:5 [25] mR/hr.  

BWOG STS 3.3-39 Rev 1, 04/07/95



Remote Shutdown System 
3.3.18 

3.3.18 Remote Shutdown System 

LCO 3.3.18 The Remote S tdown System Functions in Table 3.3.18-1 shall 
be OPERABL .  

APPLICABILITY: MOD 1, 2, and 3.  

ACTIONS 

---- --- --- --- --- --- --- ------ NOTES -- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - -
1. LCO 3.0 is not applicable.  

2. Sepa te Condition entry is allowed for eac Function.  

CONDITION REQU ED ACTION COMPLE ON TIME 

A. One or more required A.1 Restore required 3 days 
Functions inoperable. Function to OPERABLE 

status.  

B. Required Action and 8.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours 

BWOG STS 3.3-44 Rev 1, 04/07/95



Remote Shutdown System 38 3.3.18 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLA E FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.18.1 Perform CHANN CHECK for each required 31 days 
instrumentat* n channel that is normally 
energized.  

SR 3.3.18.2 Ver* y each required control circuit d [18] months 
tr sfer switch is capable of perfo ing 
e intended function.  

SR 3.3. .3 --------- NOTE---------------
Neutron detectors are ex uded from CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION.  

Perform CHANNEL CA BRATION for each [1 months 
required instrumeitation channel. , 

BWOG STS 3.3-45 Rev 1, 04/07/95



_J--Remote Shutdown SPysre 

Reunite. 'Shutdown System Instrumentation and controls ....................... 0..............**** -------NOTE---------------------------------------------------
This Table is for illustration purposes y. It does not atteept to encompass every Function used at every 
unit, but does contain the types of F ions commonly found.  
*****---**--***------- ------------------------------- .......----......................................  

FUNCTION/INSTRUMEN REQUIRED 
OR CONTROL P NMBER OF FUNCTIONS 

1. Reactivity Control 

a. Log Power Neut Flux [1] 

b. Source R Neutron FLux El] 

c. Reactor rip Circuit Breaker Position [1 per trip breaker] 

d. t Reactor Trip I1l 

2. Re or Coolant System (RCS) Pressure 

a. Pressurizer Pressure [1) 
or RCS Wide Range Pressure 

b. Pressurizer Power Operated Relief E1] 

Valve (PORV) Control and Block Valve 
Control 

3. Decay Heat Removal via Steam Generators 
(SGs) 

a. Reactor Coolant Hot Leg Temper ure 1 per loop] 

b. Reactor Coolant Cold Leg T rature [1 per loop] 

c. Condensate Storage T Level [1] 

d. SG Pressure [1 per SG] 

e. SC Level or Emergency Feeduater (EFU) [1 per SG] Flow 

f. EFW Controls [1] 

4. RCS Inventory Control 

a. Pressurizer Level Ell 

b. Reactor Coolant Injection Pump (13 
Controls 

BWOG STS 3.3-46 Rev 1, 04/07/95



INSERT 3.3.17 EPSL Automatic Transfer Functions 
3.3.17 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION cAd4 

3.3.17 Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Automatic Transfer Function 

LCO 3.3.17 Two channels of the EPSL Automatic Transfer Function shall "rS 3.73 
be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One channel A.1 Restore channel to 24 hours ACrA 
inoperable. OPERABLE status.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 84 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.72./ 
SR 3.3.17.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months 3 11 

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.3-41



INSERT 3.3.18 EPSL Voltage Sensing Circuits 
3.3.18 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION CTS 
3.3.18 Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Voltage Sensing Circuits 

LCO 3.3.18 Three channels of each of the following EPSL voltage sensing-TS 3,7 
circuits shall be OPERABLE: 

a. Startup Transformer; 
b. Standby Bus 1; 
c. Standby Bus 2; and 
d. Auxiliary Transformer.  

---------- - ---------------------------NOTE--------------------
1. If both N breakers are open, Auxiliary Transformer .4t0 

voltage sensing circuits are not required to be lo.  
OPERABLE.  

2. When not in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, only EPSL voltage baC. A434 
sensing circuit(s) associated with required AC power 
source(s) are required to be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 3 4 5 and 6, 
ing movement of irradiated fuel assemblie . App Ic.  

ACTIONS 

--------------------------------- NOTE ------------------------------ ACT Separate Condition entry is allowed for each circuit. _ 76k 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more required A.1 Restore channel to 24 hours AerA 
circuits with one OPERABLE status.  
channel inoperable.  

(continued) 

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.3-42



INSERT 3.3.18 EPSL Voltage Sensing Circuits 
3.3.18 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours At 8 
associated Com letion 
Time not met in MOD AND 

3, and 
B.2 Be in MODE 5. 84 hours 

C. Two or more channels C.1 Declare affected AC Immediately M14 
of a required circuit power source(s) 
inoperable when not in inoperable.  
NODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.  

OR 

Required Action and 9 
associated Completion 
Time not met when not 
in MODES 1, 2, 3, 
and 4.  

D. Required Action and D.1 Suspend movement of Immediately .DDC 
associated Completion irradiated fuel f.12'] 
Time not met during assemblies.  
movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS_________ 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.18.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months 572/ 3.7.4. ( 

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.3-43



INSERT 3.3.19 EPSL 230 kV Switchyard DGVP 
3.3.19 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.19 Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) 230 kV Switchyard 
Degraded Grid Voltage Protection (DGVP) 

LCO 3.3.19 Three DGVP voltage sensing channels and two DGVP actuation 7 T 1-7 
logic channels shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. ApoI1C.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One voltage sensing A.1 Place channel in 72 hours A/7A 
channel inoperable. trip.  

B. One actuation logic B.1 Restore channel to 72 hours 04-r 
channel inoperable. OPERABLE status.  

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours Ae-T c.  associated Completion 
Time of Condition A or AND 
B not met.  

C.2 Be in MODE 5. 84 hours 

D. Two or more voltage D.1 Declare the overhead Immediately ACT 
sensing channels emergency power path 
inoperable. inoperable.  

OR 

Two actuation logic 
channels inoperable.  

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.3-44



INSERT 3.3.19 EPSL 230 kV Switchyard DGVP C75 
3.3.19 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.19.1 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months SR 3-16.2

SR 3.3.19.2 Perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the 18 months SR 17.6,/ 
voltage sensing channel with the setpoint 
allowable value as follows: 

Degraded voltage 2: 219 kV and 222 kV with 
a time delay of 9 seconds ±1 second.  

. OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.3-45



INSERT 3.3.20 EPSL CT-5 DGVP 
3.3.20 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION CTS 

3.3.20 Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) CT-5 Degraded Grid 
Voltage Protection (DGVP) 

LCO 3.3.20 Three CT-5 DGVP voltage sensing channels and two CT-5 DGVP 5317.7 
actuation logic channels shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 when the Central Switchyard is AppVc, 
energizing the standby buses.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One voltage sensing A.1 Place channel in 72 hours ACr A 
channel inoperable. trip.  

B. One actuation logic B.1 Restore channel to 72 hours ACT 8 
channel inoperable. OPERABLE status.  

C. Two or more voltage C.1 Open SL breakers. 1 hour 
sensing channels 
inoperable.  

OR 

Two actuation logic 
channels inoperable.  

OR 

Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A or 
B not met.  

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.3-46



INSERT 3.3.20 EPSL CT-5 DGVP 
3.3.20 

CTT 
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.20.1 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months JR 3.77.-Z 

SR 3.3.20.2 Perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the 18 months .Se3.771 
voltage sensing channel with the setpoint 
allowable value as follows: 

a. Degraded voltage 2: 4143 V and 5 4185 V 
with a time delay of 9 seconds 1 
second for the first level 
undervoltage inputs; and 

b. Degraded voltage 2t 3871 V and :5 3901 V 
for the second level undervoltage 
inputs.  

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.3-47



O INSERT 3.3.21 EPSL Keowee Emergency Start Function 
3.3.21 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION CTS 

3.3.21 Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Keowee Emergency Start Function 

LCO 3.3.21 Two channels of the EPSL Keowee Emergency Start Function - 375 
shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One channel A.1 Restore channel to 72 hours 
inoperable. OPERABLE status.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours Ac 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 84 hours 

C. Two channels C.1 Declare both Keowee Immediately 4AC-r 
inoperable. Hydro Units 

inoperable.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.21.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months 7, 

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.3-48



INSERT 3.3.22 EPSL Manual Keowee Emergency Start Function < .5 
3.3.22 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.22 Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) Manual Keowee Emergency Start 
Function 

LCO 3.3.22 One channel of the EPSL Manual Keowee Emergency Start Doc id13' 
Function shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies. Doc M 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Required channel A.1 Declare both Keowee Immediately Doc M3 1 
inoperable. Hydro Units 

inoperable.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.22.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 12 months Doc Mr' 

OCONEE UNITS 1, 2, & 3 3.3-49



ONS ITS Conversion 
Attachment 5 - Justification for Deviations 

Section 3.3 - Instrumentation 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

NOTE: The first four justifications for these changes from NUREG-1430 were 
generically used throughout the individual LCO section markups. Not all 
generic justifications are used in each section.  

1 The brackets are removed and the proper plant specific information or 
value is provided.  

2 Editorial changes made for clarity, preference or consistency with the 
Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Writer's Guide.  

3 The requirement/statement is deleted since it is not applicable to this 
facility. The following requirements are renumbered, where applicable, 
to reflect this deletion.  

4 Changes are made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect the facility specific nomenclature, number, reference, system 
description, or analysis description.  

5 The current licensing basis (CLB) permits 12 hours to place a unit in 
Hot Shutdown (equivalent to ITS MODE 3) when an LCO is not met. To 
maintain consistency with current procedures, training and staffing 
requirements, the 12 hours permitted to place a unit in MODE 3 is 
retained in the ITS.  

As a result of modifying the Completion Time to place a unit in MODE 3, 
Completion Times for concurrent Required Actions within an ACTION were 
extended from 6 hours to 12 hours. NUREG 3.3.1 Required Action C.2, 
NUREG 3.3.2 Required Action B.2, NUREG 3.3.3 Required Action B.2.1, and 
NUREG 3.3.4 Required Action D.2.1 are modified to allow 12 hours to open 
all control rod drive (CRD) trip breakers consistent with the concurrent 
Completion Time to place the unit in MODE 3. NUREG 3.3.3 Required 
Action B.2.2 and NUREG 3.3.4 Required Action 0.2.2 are modified to allow 
12 hours to remove power from all CRD trip breakers consistent with the 
concurrent Completion Time to place the unit in MODE 3. Also, NUREG 
3.3.1 Required Action G.1 Completion Time is modified to allow 12 hours 
to reduce power to < 2%. This is necessary since the ONS ITS power 
reduction is to < 2% versus the NUREG power reduction to < 15%. A power 
level of < 2% is a condition very close to MODE 3.  

6 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Column C permits unlimited operation with three of the 
four available RPS instrumentation channels OPERABLE. NUREG LCO 3.3.1 
and associated Actions are modified to reflect the CTS provision. NUREG 
LCO 3.3.1, ACTION A is deleted (and subsequent ACTIONS relettered) since 
the Required Action only applies when 4 channels are required OPERABLE.  
Condition B is modified to apply when one required channel is inoperable 
(one of the three required versus two of the four available) and 
Required Action B.2 is deleted since this applies to the 4 channel 
configuration.  
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7 NUREG SR 3.3.1.7, SR 3.3.5.4 and SR 3.3.11.4 are not adopted.  
Consistent with current licensing basis, response time testing of RPS, 
ESPS, and EFIC (ONS equivalent) circuitry is not performed. Plant 
equipment does not readily lend itself to such testing.  

8 Not used.  

9 The unit specific design of the ONS ESPS provides for three analog 
channels of instrumentation for each of the monitored parameters. These 
three channels provide the required input to each of the eight automatic 
actuation logic channels. Contrary to the system design depicted in the 
requirements of the NUREG, these three instrument channels provide input 
to both trains of automatic actuation logic channels. This unit 
specific design difference required the deletion of the phrase "in each 
ESFAS train" from NUREG LCO 3.3.5 as well as appropriate changes to the 
Bases.  

10 NUREG Specification 3.3.5 Condition B has been revised to specify that 
this Condition applies when two or more channels are inoperable for each 
of one or more Parameters. This change was made to maintain 
requirements consistent with CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Column D and Note (e) 
which provide specific requirements for the inoperability of more than 

* one channel.  

Without this addition, entry into the ACTION requirements of ITS LCO 
3.0.3 would be required if more than one channel is inoperable for each 
of one or more Parameters. Entry into the Required Actions of ITS 3.3.5 
Condition B rather than the ACTION requirements of LCO 3.0.3 is more 
appropriate because, specific Required Actions, which result in the unit 
exiting the Applicability for each ESPS instrumentation Parameter, are 
provided in ITS 3.3.5. These Required Actions consistently result in 
the unit exiting the specific Applicability within a specific Completion 
Time. For example, ITS LCO 3.0.3 ACTION requirements would not provide 
a specific Completion Time for reducing RCS pressure to less than 1750 
psig, in the event more than one channel of the RCS Pressure-Low 
Setpoint Parameter was inoperable, but the required Completion Time 
would not be specifically identified. [ONS-019] 

11 NUREG Table 3.3.5-1 lists equipment actuated by each of the ESPS 
Parameters. This list is incomplete and has not been included in the 
ITS in favor of the more complete list provided in the Bases. Also, the 
term "Setpoint" is removed from the Parameter title in the Table and 
from Required Actions B.2.1, B.2.2 and B.2.3 since the setpoint is not a 
parameter. Referring to a setpoint as a parameter is inconsistent with 
the identification of other parameters and functions throughout the 
NUREG. Removal of this information represents no actual change in 
requirements.  

12 In the conversion to ITS, NUREG Table 3.3.17-1, Post Accident Monitoring 
Instrumentation, is modified by Note c which indicates that the 
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containment isolation valve position indication requirements apply only 
to containment isolation valves that are electrically controlled. This 
is consistent with ONS Regulatory Guide 1.97 response for CIV position 
indication and the NRC's Safety Evaluation Report for this response.  

13 The Applicability of NUREG LCO 3.3.6 and LCO 3.3.7 is modified to only 
include the portions of MODE 3 in which the associated ES equipment is 
required to be OPERABLE. This change was made to reflect the fact that 
some ESPS actuated equipment is not required in either MODE 3 or MODE 4.  
For example, neither CTS nor the proposed ITS requires the High Pressure 
Injection (HPI) System, which is actuated by the ESPS, to be OPERABLE in 
MODE 3 with Reactor Coolant Temperature 5 3500F. This change was made 
to provide Applicabilities for the ESPS requirements which are 
consistent with the Applicabilities of the actuated equipment. [ONS
011] 

14 The Functions specified in NUREG LCO 3.3.6 are modified to match the 
Functions as presented in the CTS, UFSAR, and other design basis 
documents. NUREG Specification 3.3.7 has also been modified to include 
ONS unit specific terminology. These changes were made to provide 
requirements consistent with the design of the ONS and consistent with 
the specific terminology and names associated with the ONS ESPS.  

15 The Frequency of SR 3.3.7.1 has been changed to 31 days. The NUREG 
Frequency of 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is not consistent with 
the CTS. The CTS requires this testing monthly, which is considered 
administratively equivalent to the proposed 31 day Frequency.  

16 The specific details of performance of ITS SR 3.3.1.3 have been removed.  
These details provided methodology and acceptance criteria not contained 
in CTS. The removal of these details maintains requirements consistent 
with CTS. The details of this testing are currently contained in 
implementing procedures and will be retained there. This change neither 
adds any new requirements nor removes any existing requirement. In 
addition, the requirement to perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION if the 
absolute value of the imbalance error is t [2]% RTP is not included 
since the Frequency for ITS SR 3.3.1.4 (NUREG SR 3.3.1.5) is the same 
and this SR also requires the power range channel calibration.  

17 NUREG Specification 3.3.3 Conditions B and C are revised to specify that 
these Conditions also apply when more than one RPS Reactor Trip Module 
(RTM) is inoperable. This change is made to provide ACTION requirements 
which specifically remove the unit from the Applicability for this 
Specification.  

Without this addition, entry into the ACTION requirements of ITS LCO 
3.0.3 would be required if more than one RTM is inoperable. Entry into 
the Required Actions of ITS 3.3.3 Condition B or C (depending upon the 
current MODE), rather than the ACTION requirements of LCO 3.0.3, is more 
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appropriate because specific Required Actions which result in the unit 
exiting the Applicability for LCO 3.3.3 are provided. These Required 
Actions result in the unit exiting the specific Applicability by either 
opening the Control Rod Drive (CRD) trip breakers or removing power from 
all CRD trip breakers within a specific Completion Time. ITS LCO 3.0.3 
ACTION requirements would not require opening the CRD trip breakers or 
removing power from the CRD system, and therefore, would not result in 
exiting the Applicability of ITS 3.3.3. [ONS-019] 

18 At ONS, the source range detectors are not turned off at power because 
the wide range instrument channels use one of the same fission chambers 
that supplies the source range instrument channels. To monitor the 
source range, two fission chambers are used and the outputs are added 
together. Only one fission chamber is used for the wide range output.  

19 NUREG 3.3.10 Applicability is changed to specify that the wide range 
instrument channel is required in MODE 2 and in MODES 3, 4, and 5 with 
any CRD trip breaker in the closed position and the CRD System capable 
of rod withdrawal. The addition of "MODES 3, 4, and 5" to the second 
statement of the Applicability was made to maintain the CTS allowance 
provided by Table 3.5.1-1 Note (b). This Note defines the upper limit 
of the applicable MODES for the required wide range instrument channel 
as being 10% indicated neutron power. Without the addition of the 
appropriate MODES, to the second statement of the Applicability for ITS 
3.3.10, a wide range channel would be required at all times in MODE 1.  
This requirement is inconsistent with the RPS design requirement of the 
wide range instrument channels which is to provide indication of neutron 
power while operating at low power levels (MODE 2). The required 
indication of neutron power level is provided by the power range 
instruments while in MODE 1.  

20 NUREG SR 3.3.9.3 is moved to ITS 3.3.10 as SR 3.3.10.3. This SR 
provides verification that at least one decade of overlap exists between 
the source range and wide range instruments when the wide range 
instruments come on scale. By associating this SR with the LCO for the 
source range instruments, the NUREG inappropriately establishes the 
successful performance of this SR as an OPERABILITY requirement for the 
source range instruments. By associating this SR with LCO 3.3.10, the 
ONS ITS more appropriately establishes the successful performance of the 
SR as an OPERABILITY requirement for the wide range instrument channels.  
This is consistent with CTS 3.5.1.5.  

The requirement to verify one decade overlap between the source range 
and wide range instrument channels ensures a continuous source of power 
indication is maintained during the approach to criticality. Provided 
the source range instruments are maintained on scale, a continuous 
indication of power is maintained, even if the wide range instruments 
fail to come on scale within the required one decade overlap. By 
associating this SR with the wide range instrument channels rather than 
the source range instrument channels, successful performance of this SR 
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will ensure that the wide range instrument channels are OPERABLE prior 
to relying upon them as the primary indication of core reactor power.  
[ONS-021] 

21 NUREG SR 3.3.10.3 is not retained in the ITS because no similar 
requirement to perform this verification exists in the ONS CTS.  
According to the BASES for SR 3.3.10.3, this SR is designed to ensure "a 
continuous source of power indication during the approach to 
criticality." The design of the ONS wide range instruments is such that 
they provide indication from 1.0 E-8 to 200% RTP. The monitoring range 
of the wide range instrument channels, in conjunction with the 
monitoring range of the source range instrument channels, provides 
indication throughout the approach to criticality with no reliance upon 
the power range instruments for this function.  

22 The value in NUREG Specifications 3.3.9 and 3.3.10 for THERMAL POWER 
level as indicated on the wide range neutron flux channels is changed to 
reflect the appropriate ONS plant specific value.  

23 NUREG SR 3.3.1.2 is modified to require a comparison of calorimetric 
heat balance to power range channel output and adjustment when 
calorimetric exceeds power range level output by 2:2%. This is 
consistent with the description of SR 3.3.1.2 in the NUREG Bases.  
Current NUREG wording requires a verification that they are within 2% 
but provides no action if acceptance criteria is not met.  

24 The Applicable MODES for Nuclear Overpower High Setpoint function and 
RCS High Pressure function are expanded to include MODE 3 when not in 
shutdown bypass operation with any CRD trip breaker in the closed 
position and the CR0 System capable of rod withdrawal. Note (d) is 
added to ITS Table 3.3.1-1. This change provides for requirements which 
are more restrictive than those provided by the CTS. This additional 
Applicability is appropriate to ensure that the instrumentation required 
to initiate the insertion of any withdrawn CONTROL RODS is OPERABLE 
whenever CONTROL RODS are withdrawn or capable of withdrawal. The 
automatic insertion of any withdrawn CONTROL ROD is consistent with 
evaluations of accidents initiated from MODE 3. In addition, the 
applicable MODES for the RCS High Pressure function is modified to apply 
only in MODE 2 when not in shutdown bypass operation. This is 
appropriate since the Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure function is 
required to be OPERABLE in MODE 2 during shutdown bypass operation with 
any CRD trip breakers in the closed position and the CRD System capable 
of rod withdrawal. [ONS-020] 

25 NUREG 3.3.4, Condition A is modified to specifically state it applies to 
a diverse trip function being inoperable rather than an undervoltage or 
shunt trip function being inoperable. This is consistent with the NUREG 
Bases discussion and the CTS requirements.  
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26 NUREG Specification 3.3.1 Condition C is revised to specify that these 
Conditions also apply when two or more required RPS channels are 
inoperable. This change is made to provide ACTION requirements which 
specifically remove the unit from the Applicability for this 
Specification.  

Without this addition, entry into the ACTION requirements of ITS LCO 
3.0.3 would be required if more than one RPS channel is inoperable.  
Entry into the Required Action of ITS 3.3.1 Condition B, rather than the 
ACTION requirements of LCO 3.0.3, is more appropriate because specific 
Required Actions which result in the unit exiting the unique 
Applicability for each LCO 3.3.1 Function are provided. [ONS-019] 

27 NUREG LCO 3.3.14, "EFIC-EFW-Vector Valve Logic," is not adopted since it 
is not applicable to ONS. ONS design does not include vector valve 
logic.  

28 NUREG Specification 3.3.11, Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control 
(EFIC) System Instrumentation; NUREG Specification 3.3.12, EFIC Manual 
Initiation; and NUREG Specification 3.3.13, EFIC logic, are modified to 
address Main Steam Line Break Detection and MFW Isolation Circuitry 
only. ITS Specifications 3.3.14 and 3.3.15 are added to address 
Emergency Feedwater System Initiation Circuitry and Main Steam Line 
Break and Main Feedwater Isolation instrumentation separately. The 
NUREG Specification combines the EFW System Initiation, MSL Isolation 
and MFW Isolation functions into one Specification apparently due to 
common instrumentation and similar initiation circuitry. ONS does not 
have common instrumentation and similar initiation circuitry for these 
functions. Consistent with CTS, the ITS addresses these requirements by 
separate Specifications. The Specification titles, LCOs, ACTIONS, and 
Surveillance Requirements are appropriately modified to reflect ONS 
specific terminology and design requirements. Where appropriate, ITS 
Required Actions are based on similar NUREG Required Actions. For 
example, the Completion Time of one hour for ITS 3.3.15, Required Action 
A.1 is consistent with NUREG Specification 3.3.7, Required Action A.2, 
which allows one hour to declare an affected component inoperable when 
the actuation logic is inoperable.  

29 SR 3.3.8.2 is added to the Post Accident Monitoring (PAM) SR Table to 
capture the 12 month calibration frequency of the containment pressure 
and hydrogen concentration functions. ITS SR 3.3.8.2 is modified by a 
note indicating that the SR is only applicable to these two functions.  
NUREG SR 3.3.17.2 (ONS SR 3.3.8.3) is modified by a note that indicates 
that the 18 month calibration is not applicable to these two functions.  
This change is necessary to accommodate the different frequencies for 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

30 NUREG Table 3.3.17-1 (0NS Table 3.3.8-1) is modified to list the 
Regulatory Guide 1.97 Type A and the Regulatory Guide 1.97 non-Type A 
instruments and their associated requirements as documented in the NRC 
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Safety Evaluation Report for Regulatory Guide 1.97 related to Oconee.  
The "NOTE" at the bottom of the NUREG Table is deleted since it does not 
apply plant specific.  

31 NUREG SR 3.3.11.2, as it relates to the MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation 
Circuitry, is deleted since the CTS (Table 4.1-1 Item 62) specifies the 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the same frequency.  
Both the CTS and ITS definitions specify that the required calibration 
includes the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. Therefore, the specific 
requirement to perform the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS is not retained in 
the ITS.  

32 The frequency of 92 days for NUREG SR 3.3.15.2 (ITS SR 3.3.16.2) is 
modified to partially incorporate the CLB. DPC considers the NUREG 
frequency of 92 days to be inappropriate for ONS. CTS 3.8.10 requires 
the radiation monitor that initiates purge isolation to be verified 
operable immediately prior to beginning refueling operations. For 
consistency with ITS SR 3.9.3.2, which verifies that the reactor 
building purge supply and exhaust valve actuates to the correct position 
on an actual or simulated actuation signal once each refueling outage 
prior to beginning CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies within containment, the same SR Frequency is adopted for ITS 
SR 3.3.16.2. This is appropriate since the safety function of the 
radiation monitor is to isolate the purge valves. Requiring performance 
of SR 3.3.16.2 at this Frequency represents a reasonable relaxation of 
the current requirement of "immediately prior to beginning refueling 
operations." 

33 ITS Specifications 3.3.17 through 3.3.22 are added to capture current 
technical specification requirements for Emergency Power Switching Logic 
Functions. The EPSL is designed to assure that power is supplied to the 
unit main feeder buses and, hence to the unit's essential loads.  
Appropriate LCOs, ACTIONS, and Surveillance Requirements are added.  

34 NUREG LCO 3.3.8, "Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) Loss of Power Start 
(LOPS)," is not adopted since it is not applicable to ONS. .ONS does not 
use EDGs for emergency power. Comparable ITS requirements related to 
the Keowee Hydro Units, which are used at Oconee for emergency power, 
are included in ITS 3.3.19.  

35 NUREG Specification 3.3.16, "Control Room Isolation - High Radiation," 
is not included in the proposed ONS ITS. ONS does not have an automatic 
Control Room isolation. At ONS, a high radiation alarm is annunciated 
in the Control Room at which time the Control Room operator can energize 
the outside air booster fans and filter systems to minimize unfiltered 
air entering the control room. Adequate administrative controls are in 
place to ensure the operability of this function.  

36 The NUREG applicability for LCO 3.3.15 (ONS ITS LCO 3.3.16) of MODES 1, 
2, 3, and 4 is not adopted in the conversion. The ITS requires the 
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reactor building purge isolation - high radiation monitor to be operable 
only during CORE ALTERATION and during movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies within the containment. At ONS, the reactor building purge 
valves are required to be verified sealed closed in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 
and (refer to SR 3.6.3.1). Since the function of the high radiation 
channel is to initiate closure of these valves on a high radiation 
signal, the channel need not be OPERABLE during these MODES since the 
valves are closed.  

As a result of the modified applicability, NUREG 3.3.15 ACTIONS A and B 
are deleted since they no longer apply. These changes maintain the CTS 
requirements.  

37 CTS do not specify an allowable value for the reactor building purge 
isolation radiation monitor. The UFSAR does not take credit for 
isolating the purge valves during a refueling accident. The isolation 
function serves only to minimize radioactive releases but is not 
required to maintain releases within 10 CFR 100 limits. As such, the 
specific wording related to the setpoint allowable value in NUREG SR 
3.3.15.3 is not included in the ONS ITS.  

38 NUREG LCO 3.3.18, "Remote Shutdown System," is not adopted. The ONS CTS 
does not include any requirements related to shutdown from outside the 
control room. This function is adequately controlled administratively.  
In addition, the proposed ONS ITS includes requirements related to the 
Standby Shutdown Facility, which is designed to mitigate the 
consequences of postulated fire or flooding incidents, or acts of 
industrial sabotage to one or more of the three units at Oconee. The 
SSF is in addition to and supplements the current shutdown capability 
described in the UFSAR.  

39 The allowable value for the RCS Variable Low Pressure Function is 
located in the Core Operating Limits Report for Oconee. Therefore, the 
equation with bracketed values provided in NUREG Table 3.3.1-1 for 
Item 5, RCS Variable Low Pressure, is replaced with: "As specified in 
the COLR." 

40 NUREG SR 3.3.1.11 requires a channel check of the EFW initiation 
function. A comparable channel check requirement is not included for 
ITS 3.3.14, EFW Pump Initiation Circuitry. The current test 
requirements, which do not include a channel check, were adopted and are 
considered adequate based on operating experience to ensure instrument 
channel operability.  

41 NUREG SR 3.3.1.5 is modified to require the power range channel output 
to be calibrated to the calorimetric coincident with the imbalance 
output being calibrated to the imbalance condition predicted by the 
incore detector system. This is consistent with the requirement 
actually described in the Bases for SR 3.3.1.5. Since the frequency of 
this calibration is changed to 31 days, consistent with the CTS 
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Frequency, the order and numbering of NUREG SRs 3.3.1.4 and 3.3.1.5 are 
changed to ITS SRs 3.3.1.5 and 3.3.1.4 respectively. A Note is added to 
NUREG SR 3.3.1.5 similar to those for SR 3.3.1.2 and 3.3.1.3 to allow 
delay in performance until 24 hours after THERMAL POWER is 15%. Table 
3.3.1-1 is modified to specify additional applicable SRs for Function 
1.a & 1.b (SRs 3.3.1.4 and 6), and for Function 8 (SRs 3.3.1.4) and to 
delete SR 3.3.1.5 as an applicable SR for Function 1.b. A CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TEST (CFT) of Function 1.b is not currently required and is 
consider unnecessary since the CHANNEL CALIBRATION includes a CFT and 
must be performed prior to entry into an applicable MODE or condition in 
which Function 1.b is required to be OPERABLE.  

NUREG SR 3.3.1.5 is called a CHANNEL CALIBRATION but is not actually a 
calibration of the Function, only a calibration of the inputs to the 
function (i.e., calibrates the power range channels to the incore 
channels). SR 3.3.1.5 is re-worded to specifically require the power 
range channels be calibrated rather than to incorrectly specify a 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION. As such, there are no requirements to demonstrate 
OPERABILITY of the entire instrument channel. Therefore, requirements 
are added to perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every 18 months for Functions 
1.a & 1.b and to perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST every 45 days on a 
STAGGERED TEST BASIS for Functions l.a and 8. The note to NUREG SR 
3.3.1.5 to allow delay in performance until 24 hours after THERMAL POWER 
is 2 15% RTP is necessary since at lower power levels calorimetric data 
are inaccurate and the incore nuclear instruments are not capable of 
providing reliable accurate indication of AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE. NUREG 
SR 3.3.1.5 applicability to Function 1.b is deleted since the Nuclear 
Overpower Low Setpoint is only applicable at power levels < 5% RTP.  
[ONS-001] 

42 Specification 3.3.3 Required Action B.2.2 & C.2 and Specification 3.3.4 
Required Action D.2.2 and E.2 are modified to specify: "Remove power 
from all CRD trip breakers" from "Remove all power to CRD System." 
Corresponding Bases revised accordingly. The requirement to remove all 
power to the CRD system could be interpreted to include all control 
power and logic cabinets since they are a part of this system. It is 
more appropriate to remove power from all CRD trip breakers. This 
action places the unit in condition where the LCO no longer applies.  
[ONS-002] 

43 The Note modifying NUREG-1430 SR 3.3.3.1 is deleted. This Note allows a 
delay of up to 8 hours for the entry into the Conditions and Required 
Actions for the performance of this surveillance. At ONS, the reactor 
trip module (RTM) cannot be bypassed. Performance of this SR, does not 
render the RTM inoperable. Therefore, the NUREG SR Note is 
inappropriate. During performance of the referenced CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST, the RTM is either in service or is in the tripped condition. In 
either case, the RTM is capable of performing its design functions of 
receiving trip status from and sending trip status to the other RTMs and 
is capable of tripping its associated trip device(s). [ONS-003] 
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44 CTS Table 4.1-1, Item 1 specifies a monthly functional test for the 
Reactor Trip Modules. In the conversion to ITS, this Frequency is 
retained in ITS SR 3.3.3.1. This change is made to provide requirements 
consistent with CTS for this testing. No new requirements are added by 
this change and no existing requirements are removed.  

45 NUREG Specification 3.3.17 is modified to incorporate plant specific 
requirements for HPI, LPI and RBS flow instrument channels and BWST 
water level instrument channels. At ONS there is only one flow 
instrument channel per train. If the flow instrument is inoperable, ONS 
considers the associated train inoperable since without flow indication 
the operator has no means of precluding pump runout or loss of NPSH.  
Therefore, the appropriate action for an inoperable flow channel is to 
declare the affected train inoperable. ACTION F is added to address the 
condition where one or more of these required flow instrument channels 
is inoperable. Required Action F.1 requires the affected train be 
declared inoperable and the appropriate action entered for the affected 
system. Condition F has a note that indicates that the Condition only 
applies to the flow instrument channels (Function 18, 19, and 20). The 
addition of ACTION F made it necessary to modify Conditions A, C, and D 
to exclude or include Functions for which the conditions are applicable.  
Table 3.3.17-1 is modified to replace the Condition reference from the 
Required Action E.1 as being not applicable since the appropriate action 
only applies to these particular instruments and that action is 
contained within Required Action F.1.  

ACTION E was added to address the condition where one of two BWST water 
level channels is inoperable. Continuous operation with one of the two 
required channels is not appropriate because alternate indications are 
not available. This indication is crucial in determining when the water 
source for ECCS should be swapped from the BWST to the reactor building 
sump. Therefore, 24 hours is allowed to restore the indication, 
consistent with CTS requirements. With both BWST water level channels 
inoperable, the appropriate action is to shut down.  

46 NUREG 3.3.1 Required Action E.1, G.1 and Table 3.3.1-1 provide a 
bracketed value for the Applicability of the Main Turbine Trip and Loss 
of Main Feedwater Pumps RPS Functions. The ITS Applicability for each 
function is based on analyses presented in BAW 1893 that show for 
operation below certain power levels, the trips are not necessary to 
minimize challenges to the PORV as required by NUREG-0737. The CTS 
Applicability for these functions is when the reactor is in a startup 
mode or in a critical state. Duke Energy has performed a plant specific 
analysis which concludes that the Oconee RPS System is consistent with 
the BAW analyses and that the appropriate plant specific applicability 
for each function is 30% RTP for the Main Turbine Trip function and 2% 
RTP for the Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps trip function.  
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47 NUREG Table 3.3.1-1 provides a bracketed value for allowable value for 
the Main Turbine Trip (Hydraulic Fluid Pressure) function and the Loss 
of Main Feedwater Pumps (Hydraulic Oil Pressure) function. CTS does not 
specify allowable values for these functions. Appropriate plant 
specific values are added.  

48 ITS Specification 3.3.22 is added to require the Manual Keowee Emergency 
Start Function to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 and during movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies. This addition is necessitated by the 
addition of requirements for AC Source in MODES 5 and 6 and during 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies (refer to Section 3.8). Required 
Action A.1 requires both Keowee Hydro Units to be declared inoperable 
immediately when the required channel is inoperable. ITS SR 3.3.22.1 
requires a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the Keowee manual emergency start 
function every 12 months. The EPSL is designed to assure that power is 
supplied to the unit main feeder buses and, hence to the unit's 
essential loads.  

49 ONS design requires that the voltage sensing circuit associated with an 
AC power source be OPERABLE for the AC power source to be considered 
OPERABLE. Therefore, since requirements for AC Source in MODES 5 and 6 
and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies are added (refer to 
Section 3.8), requirements for EPSL voltage sensing circuits are 
included in the ITS. LCO Note 2 is added to specify that only the EPSL 
voltage sensing circuit(s) associated with required AC power source(s) 
are required to be OPERABLE. ITS 3.3.18 ACTION C is added to require 
the affected AC Source to be declared inoperable when the Required 
Action and associated Completion Time is not met or when two or more 
channels of a required circuit(s) are inoperable in MODES 5 and 6. ITS 
3.3.18 ACTION D is added to require suspending movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies when the Required Action and associated Completion Time 
is not met during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.  

50 NUREG Specification 3.3.11 Condition F is revised to specify that this 
Condition also applies when two or more channels are inoperable. NUREG 
3.3.12 Condition C is revised to specify that this Condition also 
applies when two manual initiation switches are inoperable. NUREG 
3.3.13 Condition B is revised to specify that this Condition also 
applies when two logic channels are inoperable. These changes are made 
to provide ACTION requirements which specifically remove the unit from 
the Applicability for these Specification.  

Without this addition, entry into the ACTION requirements of ITS LCO 
3.0.3 would be required if more than one channel (instrument or logic) 
or manual initiation switch is inoperable. Entry into the Required 
Action of the Specification, rather than the ACTION requirements of LCO 
3.0.3, is more appropriate because specific Required Actions which 
result in the unit exiting the Applicability for the LCO are provided.  
[ONS-019] 
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.1 Reactor Protect System (RPS) Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The RPS initiates a reactor trip to protect against 
violating the core fuel design limits and the Reactor 

rCoolant System RCS pressure boundary during anticipated 
r car c AUs . By tri in the reactor, 

the RPS also assists the Engineere d(EE) 
Systems in mitigating accidents. o *L 

The protecti an monitoring systems have been designed to 
assure .safe operation of the reactor. This is achieved by 
specifying limiting safety system settings (LSSS) in terms 
of parameters directly monitored by the RPS, as well as the 
LCOs on other reactor system parameters and equipment 
performance.  

The LSSS, defined in this Specification as the Allowable 
Value, in conjunction with the LCOs, establishes the 
threshold for protective system action to prevent exceeding 

a T acceptable limits durin 

DurnA , which are those events expected to occur one or 
1 more times during the unit's life, the acceptable limit is: 

a. The departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) shall 
be maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) value; 

b. Fuel centerline melt shall not occur; and 

c. The RCS pressure SL of 2750 psia shall not be 
exceeded.  

Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures 
that the offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR 20 and 
10 CFR 100 criteria during 

Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are 
not expected to occur during the unit's life. The 
acceptable limit during accidents is that the offsite dose 
shall be maintained within 0 CFR 100 limits. Meeting the 
acceptable dose limit for n accident category is considered 
having acceptable nsequences for that event.  

(continued) 
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

BACKGROUND RPS Overview 
(continued) 

The RPS consists of four separate redundant protecta 
channels that receive inputs of neutron flux, RCS pressure, 
RCS flow, RCS temperature, RCS pump status, reactor building 
(RB) pressure, main feedwater (MFW) pump status, and turbine 
status.  

Figure...\ F AR, Chapter.47t(Ref. 1), sows the (f.  
arrangemmt of a typical RPS protection channel. A 
protecti channel is composed of measurement channels, a 
manual trip channel, a reactor trip module (RTM), and 

ROD drive (CRD) trip devices. LCO 3.3.1 provides 
urequirements for the individual measurement channels. These 

channels encompass all equipment and electronics from the 
point at which the measured parameter is sensed through the 
bistable relay co cts in the trip string. LCO 3.3.2, 
"Reactor Protect" System QRS) Manual Reactor Trip," 
LCO 3.3.3, "Reactor ProtectiW System (RPS)-Reactor Trip 
Module (RTM)," and LCO 3.3.4, "CONTROL ROD Drive (CRD) Trip 
Devices," discuss the remaining RPS elements.  

The RPS instrumentation measures critical unit parameters 
and compares these to predetermined setpoints. If the 
setpoint is exceeded, a channel trip signal is generated.  
The generation of any two trip signals in any of the four 
RPS channels will result in the trip of the reactor.  

The Reactor Trip System (RTS) contains multiple CRD trip 
devices two AC trip breakers, two DC tri breaker pair 

a or power tth Kbyem.  
d p4'.c~mQe dditio ly, the po r fordst oftte CRt passes rou 

padre ;/ (prA) lectr ic trip asse .ly (RTA rela Ine system Has two 
4wn se arae naths (or channels , with each path having n 

rbe re seri . ach 
patp ios i es in epen ent poeMrto te CRDs. it er pah 
can provide sufficient power to operate all CRDs. Two 
separate power paths to the CRDs ensure that a single 
failure that opens one path will not cause an unwanted 
reactor rp 

rt/ysThe RPS consists of four independent protecti c nls 
each containing an RTM. The RTM receives signalsfxom its 
own measurement channels that indicate a protecti~channel~l 
trip is required. The RTM transmits this signal to its own 
two-out-of-four trip logic and to the two-out-of-four logic 

(continued) 
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RPS Instrumentation 
(~frcc~p- a~ ~w~44)B 3.3.1 

BASES 

BACKGROUND RPS Overview (continued) 

of the RTMs in the other three RPS channels. Whenever any 
two RPS channels transmit channel trip signals, the RTM 2.  
logic in each channel actuates to re ve 120 VAC power from 
its associated CRD trip 6A ardo s 
The reactor is tripped by opening circuit breakers at 
interrupt thepower supply to the CRDs. Six breakers are 
installed to increase reliability and allow testing of the 

Ia trip system. A one-out-of-two taken twice logic is used to 
interrupt power to rods. ; - ** /4L 
The RPS has -w,5ypasses: a shutdown bypass and a-hanne 
bypass. Shutdown bypass allows the withdrawal of s y 
rods for SDM availability and rapid negative reactivity_ 
insertion during unit cooldowns or heatups ,Lhannei bypass A Ar 

a for maintenance and testing. es circuits in the 
ps rings allow complete testingf Sri 

P_ e'it t e Functions. 7h4down, i4 eAJ st 4o 

The RPS operates from the instrument onC K 
next. The specific relationship between measurement assed, 
channels and protecti hannels differs from parameter to 
parameter. Three basic configurations are used: 

a. Four completely redundant measurements (e.g., reactor 
coolant flow) with one channel input to each 
protecti channel; 

b. Four channels that provide similar, but not identical, 
measurements (e.g., power range nuclear 
instrumentation where each RPS channel monitors a 
different quadrant), with one channel input to each 
protect channel; and 

c. Redundant measurements ih combinational trip logic 
outside of the protectiachannels and the combined 
output provided to each protect*'" channel (e.g., main 

WF44;i~ri instrumentation).  

These arrangem n s e relationship of instrumentation 
channels to trip Functions are discussed next to assist in 
understanding the overall effect of instrumentation channel 
failure.  

(continued) 
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B 3.3.1 

BASES 

BACKGROUND Power Range Nuclear Instrumentation 
(continued) 

Power Range Nuclear Instrumentation channels provide inputs 
to the following trip Functions: 

1. Nuclear Overpower 

a. Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint; 

b. Nuclear Overpower-Low Setpoint; 

7. Reactor Coolant Pump to Power; ,., 

8. Nuclear 0 ep 
TM1 A LANCE 6PRIOP48 ~ma i ]'j;i 

9. Main Turbine Trip ressure 

10. Loss of Main Feedwater (LONFW) PWps 
Pressure).  

The power range instrumentation has four linear level 
channels, one fo each core quadrant. Each channel feeds 
one RPS protecti channel. Each channel originates in a ( 
detector assembly containing two uncompensated ion chambers.  
The ion chambers are positioned to represent the top half 
and bottom half of the core. The individual currents from 
the chambers are fed to individual linear amplifiers. The 
summation of the top and bottom is the total reactor power.  
The difference of the top minus the bottom neutron signal is 
the measured AXIAL POWER IMBALANC .f the reuttus CuIC.  

o r e- asroce 2

Reactor Coolant System Outlet Tempe 

The Reactor Coolant System Outlet Temperature provides input 
to the following Functions: 

2. RCS High Outlet Temperature; and 

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure.  

The RCS Outlet Temperature is measured by two resistance 
elements in each hot leg, for a total of four. One 
temperature detector is associated with each protect 
channel.  

(continued) 
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B 3.3.1 

BASES 

BACKGROUND Reactor Coolant System Pressure 
(continued) The Reactor Coolant System Pressure provides input to the 

following Functions: 

3. RCS High Pressure; 

4. RCS Low Pressure; 

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure; and 

11. Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure.  

The RPS inputs of reactor coolant pressure are provided by 
two pressure transmitters in each hot leg, for a total of 
four. One sensor is associated with each protectjAR ,
channel. \I~ 

Reactor Building Pressure 

The Reactor Building Pressure measurements provide input 
only to the Reactor Building High Pressure trip, Function 6.  
There are four RB High Pressure sensors, one associated with 
each protect channel.  

Reactor Coolant Pump Power Monitoring 

Reactor coolant pump power monitors are inputs to the 
Reactor Coolant Pump to Power trip, Function 7. Each RCP, 
operating current, and voltage is measured by four current 
transformer and four potential transformers drivingtfI/7) 
oveow7 an four underpower relays. Each power monitoring 

consists of n an underpower 
relay. One channel for each pump is associated with each 
protecti channel.  

Reactor Coolant System Flow /L.  

The Reactor Coolant System Flow/measurements are an ipt to, 
the Nuclear Overpower 0 -.ae 

trip, Function 87-The reactor coolant flow nputs 
to the RPS are provided by eight high accuracy differential 
pressure transmitters, four on each loop, which measure flow 

(continued) 
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B 3.3.1 

BASES 

BACKGROUND Reactor Coolant System Flow (continued) 

through calibrated flow tubes. Oe flow input in each loop 
is associated with each protect9 channel.  

Main Turbine Automatic Stop Oil Pressure 4ddred4hL tfM4 

Main Turbine Automatic Stop Oil Pressur is an input to the 
Main Turbine Trip (Cut ulre il ressur reactor trip, 
Function 9. Each of the four protecti channels receives 
turbine status information from the same-four pressure 
switches monitoring main turbine automatic stop oil onto 
pressure. An open indication will be provided to e RPS on 
a turbine trip. Contact buffers in each protecti channel(?) 
continuously monitor the status of the contact inputs and 
initiate an RPS trip when a turbine trip is indicated.  

Feedwater Pump CrniiOil Pressure dJdrOLA Ie.  

Feedwater Pump Coe4ve4 0il Pressur i a .n input to the Loss 
of Main Feedwater Pumps Gentre4 Oil ressure) trip, 
Function 10. C t o1 pressure is measured by four 
switches on each feedwater pum . One switch on each pum s 
associated with each protect channel. t 

RPS Bypasses 444 - MF1J 

( The RPS is designed with'' pes of bypasses:t channel 
bypass and shutdown bypass.  

8-z--/hannel bypass prides a method of placing all Functions in 
( / one RPS protectit channel in a bypassed condition, and 

shutdown bypass provides a method of leaving the safety rods 
withdrawn during cooldown and depressurization of the RCS.  
Each bypass is discussed next.  

Channel Bypass 

A channel bypass provision is provided to allow for 
maintenance and testing othe RPS. The use of channel 
bypass keeps the protectio channel trip relay energized 
regardless of the status of the instrumentation channel of 

(continued) 
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The dummy bistable provides a method of placing one or more functions in 
a RPS protective channel in a bypassed condition, 

INSERT B 3.3-6B 

Dummy Bistable 

The dummy bistable is used to bypass one or more functions (bistable 
trips) associated with one RPS Channel. A dummy bistable is used if a 
parameter in an RPS channel fails and causes that channel to trip.  
Dummy bistables may be used in only one RPS channel at a time. Also, if 
an RPS channel is bypassed, no other RPS channel may contain a dummy 
bistable. Inserting a dummy bistable in the place of a failed (tripped) 
bistable allows the RPS channels to be reset, thus allowing the 
remainder of the functions in that RPS channel to be returned to 
service. This is more conservative than manually bypassing the entire 
RPS channel. The trip functions in an RPS channel with a dummy bistable 
are not considered OPERABLE.  

(I B 3.3-6A
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B 3.3.1 

BACKGROUND Channel Bypass (c tinued) 

the bistable relay contact . To lace a protecti)channel 4 
in channel bypas the er channels must not be in 
channel bypas This ' 4dA fFII t 
Shutdon Bvoass L,- "'1'(RSR. b -lay. f 

ny cn t i open, the second chane tcannot e y ssed.  
o hcond a dition isthe closi of the kesit even 

of~~~ unusua poitv recivthddtonemdeao 

the bypasssoeprgized, e ypass cotact oses, 
maintaini e the channel y 'rods ar wtda 

iti~on: rip~s are reduced to a two-out-of-three 

logic in channel bypass. drasd ia sow Pesse trp 

Shutdown Byass ase A41 'p, 0'*Me r- ezt ,/ 

During unit cooldown it is desirable to leave the safety 
ro ithdrawn to provide shutdown capabilities in the event 
of unusual positive reactivity additions (moderator 

dilution, etc.).  

However, the unit is also depressurized as coolant 

temperature is decreased. If the safety rods are withdrawn 
and coolant p r e is decreased, an RCS Low Pressure trip 
will occur at 1800 psig and the rods will fall into the 

core. To avoid this, the protection system allows the i 
operator to bypass the low pressure trip and maintain 
shutdown capabilities. During the cooldown and 
depressurization, the safety rods are inserted prior to the 
low pressure trip of 1800 psig. The RCS pressure is 
decreased to less than 1720 psig, then each RPS channel is 

placed in shutdown bypass. h 

In shutdown bypass, a normally closed contact opens 0 ihe 

operator closes the shutdown bypass key switch.' This ac 1 

i~ ~trip, Reactor 
Coolant Pump to Power trip, and the RCS Variable Low 
Pressure trip, and inserts a new RCS High Pressure, 

psig trip. The operator can now withdraw the safety 
r o d s f o r a d d i t i o n a l 4 p dIh ou t ne1 t e-; -( 

/ 17Z, ) The insertion of the new high pressure trip performs two 
functions. First, with a trip setpoint of 1720 psig, the 
bistable prevents operation at normal system pressure, 
2155 psig, with a portion of the RPS bypassed. The second 

(continued) 
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BASES 

BACKGROUND Shutdown Bypass (continued) 

function is to ensure that the bypass is removed prior to 
normal operation. When the RCS pressure is increased during 
a unit heatup, the safety rods are inserted prior to 
reaching 1720 psig. The shutdown bypass is removed, which 
returns the RPS to normal, and system pressure is increased 
to greater than 1800 psig. The safety rods are then 
withdrawn and remain at the full out condition for the rest 
of the heatup.  

In addition to the Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure trip, 
the high flux trip set oint is administratively reduced to 

4 % RTP wohbe the RPS in shutdown bypass. This provides a 
acku to th Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure trip and 

ows low m physics testing while preventing the 
generation of any sign can amount of power.  

ei Module Interlock and Test Trip Relay 

Each channel and each trip module is capable of being 
individually tested. When a module is placed into the test 
mode, it causes the test trip relay to open and to indicate 
an RPS channel trip. Under normal conditions, the channel 
to be tested is placed in bypass before a module is tested.  

Trip Setpoints/Allowable Value 

The trip setpoints are the normal values at which the 
bistables are set. Any bistable is considered to be 
properly adjusted when the "as left" value is within the 
band-for CHANNEL CALIBRjATION accuracyd i.e.,t [ra 
jal ibrat ion,4comparator seftting uracy] 

The trip setpoints used 5in e 1 bles a~re ased on the 
analytical limits stated i AR, Chapter 4+4t (Ref. 2).1 
The selection of these trip setpoints is such that adequate 
protection is provided when all sensor and processing time 
delays are taken into account. To allow for calibration 
tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties, instrument drift, 
and severe environment errors for those RPS channels that 
must function in harsh environments as defined by 
10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 3), the Allowable Values specified in 
Table 3.3.1-1 in the accompanying LCO are conservatively 

(continued) 
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Each trip module is electrically interlocked to the other three trip 
modules. Removal of a trip module will indicate a tripped channel in 
the remaining trip modules.  
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BASES 

BACKGROUND Trip Setpoints/Allowable Value (continued) 

adjusted with respect to the analytical limits. A detailed 
description of the methodology used to calculate the trip 
setpoints, includin their ex lic u r is 
rovided i ni pec ic Set oint Methqdelogy]" (Pef.  
he actual nomi-na -rip setpoint enterea inuIfeV we 

OrrAyct is more conservative than that specified by the Allowable 
Value to account for changes in random measurement errors 
detectable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. One example of 
such a change in measurement error is drift during the 
Surveillance Frequency. A channel is inoperable if its 
actual trip setpoint is not within its required Allowab 
Value. _ P 

Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value ensure that 
the limits of Chapter 2.0, "Safety Limits,"' i he Technical 
Specifications are not violated during AgQe nd that the 

4de . nse ces of 08Ae-will be acceptable, providing the unit 
is operated rom within the LCOs at the onset of the M00 or I 

and the equipment functions as designed. Note that in 
LCO 3.3.1 the Allowable Values listed in Table 3.3.1-1 are 

,adthe LSSS. r uei 

Each channel can be tested online to verify that the 
of r Oneadsgae hne 

ak setpoint accuracy 1 in the specified allowance 
requirements of- r at.Once a designated channel is 
taken out of service for testing, a simulated signal is 

Mtodeg e ge. , which incorporates all of the known 
uncertainties applicable for each channel. The magnitudes 
of those uncertainties are factored into the determination 
of each trip setpoint. All field sensors and signal 
processing equipment for these channels are assumed to 
operate within the allowances of these uncertainty 
magnitudes.  

(continued) 
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BASES (continued) 

APPLIABLEEach of the analyzed cidents and transients can be 
SAFETY ANALYSES, detected by one or more RPS u ctions. The accident 
LCO, and analysis contained in Ref. T takes credit for most RPS 
APPLICABILITY trip Functions. Functions not specifically credited in the 

accident analysis were qualitatively credited in the safety 
analysis and the NRC staff approved licensing basi the 
unit. These Functions are high RB pressure, high C
temperature, turbine trip, and loss of main feedwa r 
These Functions may provide protection for conditions that 
do not require dynamic transient analysis to demonstrate 
Function performance. These Functions also serve as backups 
to Functions that were credited in the safety analysis.  

The LCO requires all instrumentation performing an RPS 6 
Function to be OPERABLE. Failure of any instrument render 
the affected channel(s) inoperable and reduces the 
reliability of the affected Functions. The,*etr annels of 
each Function in Table 3.3.1- of the RPS instrumentation 
shall be OPERABLE i 
ensure that a reactor rip will be actuated if needed. wcr .. J 
Additionally, during shutdown bypass with any CRD trip 
breaker closed, the applicable RPS Functions must also be 
available. This ensures the capability to trip the 
withdrawn CONTROL RODS exists at all times that rod motion 
is possible. The trip Function channels specified in 2L 
Table 3.3.1-1 are considered OPERABLE when all channel 
components necessary to provide a reactor trip are 
functional and in service for the required MODE or Other 
Specified Condition listed in Table 3.3.1-1.  

Kequirea -ACtions allow maintenance (protection channel) 
bypass of indivi al channels, but the pass activates 
interlocks th.4 prevent operation a second can 
bypass. B ss effectively place the unit in a < 

two-out -three logic configuration that can sti 1nitiate 
areact trip, even with a single failure withinth 

Only the Allowable Values are specified for each RPS trip 
Function in the LCO. Nominal trip setpoints are specified 
in the setpoint calculations. The nominal 
setpoints are se ected to ensure that the setpoint measured 
by CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS does not exceed the Allowable 
Value if the bistable is performing as required. Operation 
with a trip setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip 
setpoint, but within its Allowable Value, is acceptable 

(continued) 
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B 3.3.1 

BASES 

APPLICABLE provided that operation an testing are consistent with the 
SAFETY ANALYSES, assumptions of the Esetpoint calculations.  
LCO, and Each Allowable Value specified is more conservative than 
APPLICABILITY instrument uncertainties appropriate to the trip Function.  

(continued) These uncertainties are define he "Ptnit Spepi ic 

For most RPS Functions, the trip setpoint Allowable Value is 
to ensure that the departure from nucleate boiling (D rB-.  
RCS pressure SLs are not challenged. Cycle specific 4 s \ro a 
for use during operation are contained in the COLR.  

Certain RPS trips function to indirectly protect the SLs by 
detecting specific conditions that do not immediately 
challenge SLs but will eventually lead to challenge if no 
action is taken. These trips function to minimize the unit 
transients caused by the specific conditions. The Allowable 
Value for these Functions is selected at the minimum 
deviation.from normal values that will indicate the 
condition, without risking spurious trips due to normal 
fluctuations in the measured parameter.  

The Allowable Values for bypass removal Functions are stated 
in the Applicable MODE or Other Specified Condition column 
of Table 3.3.1-1.  

The safety analyses applicable to each RPS Function are 
discussed next.  

1. Nuclear Overpower 

a. Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint 

The Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip 
provides protection for the design thermal 
overp condition based on the measured out of 
core M4neutron leakage flux.  

The Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip 
initiates a reactor trip when the neutron power 
reaches a predefined setpoint at the design 
overpower limit. Because THERMAL POWER lags the 
neutron power, tripping when the neutron power 
reaches the design overpower .im BM 
POWER toA axmum.4a ue ao the des~ =ove~'powe 
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BASES 

APPLICABLE a. Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint continued 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and Thus, the Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip 
APPLICABILITY protects against violation of the DNBR and fuel 

centerline melt SLs. However, the RCS Variable 
Low Pressure, and Nuclear Overpowerybb- -nd 9 
teasreAOd AikbLPOER iMBAtANCE, provide more 
direct protection. The role of the Nuclear 
Overpower-High Setpoint trip is to limit reactor 
THERMAL POWER below the highest power at which 
the other two trips are known to provide 
protection.  

The Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip also 
provides transient protection for rapid positive 
reactivity excursions during power operations.  
These events include the rod *t wal acciden 4 J 
the rod eection accident and et & Aing 

(brea'4cdent By providing a trip during these 
events, the Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip 
protects the unit from excessive power levels and 
also serves to .Fe4ueereactor power t revent 
violation of the RC ressure S 

Rod withdrawal accident analyses cover a large 
spectrum of reactivity insertion rates (rod 
worths), which exhibit slow and rapid rates of 
power increases. At high reactivity insertion 
rates, the Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip 
provides the primary protection. At low 
reactivity insertion rates, the high pressure 
trip provides primary protection.  

he specified Allowable Value is selected to 
ensure that trip occurs before reactor power 
exceeds th highest point a which the RCS 
Variable ow Pressure and e Nuclear Over ower 
RCS Flo and Measured AX POWER IMBALA EAtrips 
are a yzed to provide rotection aga* st DNB 
and el centerline m . The Allowa e Value 
do not account for arsh environm t induced 
errors, because the trip will actua e prior to 
degraded environmental conditions being reached 

(continued) 
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BASES 

APPLICABLE b. Nuclear Overpower-Low Setpoint 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and shutdown bypa it tr S do 

(continued) ear verpower-Low Setpoin rip must be 
reduced to 5 5% RTP. The low power setpoint, in 
conjunction with the lower Shutdown Bypass RCS 
High Pressure setpoint, ensure that the unit is 
protected from excessive power conditions when 
other RPS trips are bypassed.  

The setpoint Allowable Value was chosen to be as 
low as practical and still lie within the range 
of the out of core instrumentation.  

2. RCS High Outlet Temperature 

The RCS High Outlet Temperature trip, in conjunction 
with the RCS Low Pressure and RCS Variable Low 
Pressure trips, provides protection for the DNBR SL.  
A trip is initiated whenever the reactor vessel outlet 
temperature approaches the conditions necessary for 
DNB. Portions of each RCS High Outlet Temperature 
trip channel are common with the RCS Variable Low 
Pressure trip. The RCS High Outlet Temperature trip 
provides steady state protection for the DNBR SL.  

The RCS High Outlet Temperature trip limits the 
maximum RCS temperature to below the highest value for 
which DNB protection by the Variable Low Pressure trip 
is ensured. The trip setpoint Allowable Value is 
selected to ensure that a trip occurs before hot leg 
temperatures reach the point beyond which the RCS Low 
Pressure and Variable Low Pressure trips are analyzed.  
Above the high temperature trip, the variable low 
pressure trip need not provide protection, because the 
unit would have tripped already. The setpoint 
Allowable Value does not reflect errors induced by 
harsh environmental conditions that the equipment is 
expected to experience because the trip is not 
required to mitigate accidents that create harsh 
conditions in the RB.  

(continued) 
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APPLICABLE 3. RCS High Pressure 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and The RCS High Pressure trip work in conjunction with 
APPLICABILITY the pressurizer and main steam valves to 

(continued) prevent RCS overpressurization, thereby protecting the 
RCS High Pressure SL.  

The RCS High Pressure trip has been credited in the 
analysis calculations for slow positive 

rea ivtyinsertion transients rod withdr 1 

9-r~~~ ~~ acani- drawal i 

cover a large spectrum of reactivity insertion rates 
and rod worths that exhibit slow and rapid rates of 
power increases. At high reactivity insertion rates, 
the Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip provides the 
primary protection. At low reactivity insertion 
rates, the RCS High Pressure trip provides the primary 
protection.  

The setpoint Allowable Value is selected to ensure 
that the RCS High Pressure SL is not challenged during 
steady state operation or slow power increasing 
transients. The setpoint Allowable Value does not 
reflect errors induced by harsh environmental 
conditions because the equipment is not required to 
mitigate accidents that create harsh conditions in the 
RB.  

4. RCS Low Pressure 

The RCS Low Pressure trip, in conjunction with the RCS 
High Outlet Temperature and Variable Low Pressure 
trips, provides protection for the DNBR SL. A trip is 
initiated whenever the system pressure approaches the 
conditions necessary for DNB. The RCS Low Pressure 
trip provides DNB low pressure limit for the RCS 
Variable Low Pressure trip.  

The RCS Low Pressure setpoint Allowable Value is 
selected to ensure that a reactor trip occurs before 
RCS pressure is reduced below the lowest point at 
which the RCS Variable Low Pressure trip is analyzed.  
The RCS Low Pressure trip provides protection for 
primary system depressurization events and has been 

(continued) 
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BASES 

APPLICABLE 4. RCS Low Pressure (continued) bre &MkG ccbi 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and credited in the accident analysis calculations for 
APPLICABILITY small break lo of coolant accidents (LOCAs) 

Gs'rsh RB conditions created by small 
rea Aaffect performance of the RCS press 

sensors and transmitter Therefore, degraded 
environmental conditions arextonsidered in the 
Allowable Value determina ion.  

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure 

The RCS Variable Low Pressure trip, in conjunction 
with the RCS High Outlet Temperature and RCS Low 
Pressure trips,.provides protection for the DNBR SL.  
A trip is initiated whenever the system parameters of 
pressure and temperature approach the conditions 
necessary for DNB. The RCS Variable Low Pressure trip 
provides a floating low pressure trip based on the RCS 
High Outlet Temperature within the range specified by 
the RCS High Outlet Temperature and RCS Low Pressure 
trips.  

The RCS Variable Low Pressure setpoint Allowable Value 
is selected to ensure that a trip occurs when 
temperature and pressure approach the conditions 
necessary for DNB while operating in a temperature 
pressure region constrained by the low pressure and 
high temperature trips. The RCS Variable Low Pressure 
trip is assumed for transient protection in the 
unit safety analysi ; therefore, determination of the 
setpoint Allowabl Value does not account for errors 
induced by a harsh RB environment.  

6,* vea nc* 4Aec Al ,,4- , 
6. Reactor Building High Pressure 

The Reactor Building High Pressure trip provides an 
early indication of a high energy line break (HELB) 
inside the RB. By detecting changes in the RB 
pressure, the RPS can provide a reactor trip before 
the other system parameters have varied significantly.  
Thus, this trip acts to minimize accident 
consequences. It also provides a backup for RPS trip 
instruments exposed to an RB HELB environment.  

(continued) 
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B 3.3.1 

BASES 

APPLICABLE 6. Reactor Building High Pressure (continued) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and The Allowable Value for RB High Pressure trip is set 
APPLICABILITY at the lowest value consistent with avoiding spurious 

trips during normal operation. The electronic 
components of the RB High Pressure trip are located in 
an area that is not exposed to high temperature steam 
environments during HELB transient4 The components 
are exo lt inraa lton contltions. Therefore, 
the determination of the setpoint Allowable Value 

in So 4L accounts for errors induced by the high radiation.  

. Reactor Coolant Pump to Power 

The Reactor Coolant Pump to Power trip provides 
protection for changes in the reactor coolant flow due 
to the loss of multiple RCPs. Because the flow 
reduction lags loss of power indications due to the 
inertia of the RCPs, the trip initiates protective 
action earlier than a trip based on a measured flow 
signal.  

he trip also prevents operatjon with both pmps in 

The Reactor Coolant Pump to Power trip has been 
credited in the accident analysis calculations for the/ 

su~etunC neos a pup r p psuc woureul in oth pluidm ing ar inesteai enerao 
authe loal Vauer or the Reactr Colantpt 

Power trip setpoint is selected to prevent normal 
power operation unless at least three RCPs are 
operating. RCP status is monitored by power 

seie low te hatrdett orlyi ca c oditionsth 

(continued) 
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BASES 

APPLICABLE 7. Reactor Coolant Pump to Power (continued) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and 1lthough c it is not allowed for this cability)** 
APPLICABILITY but high ough to avoid a purious trip the in 

uhcu en hn th nmne ctart; rne- uderpoweF 
A~ewble-akeis selected to reliably trip on loss 

of voltage to the RCPs. Neither the reactor power nor 
the pump poweggf wT a uE account for 

'"instrumentation errors caused by harsh environments 
because the trip Function is not required to respond 
to events that could create harsh environmen around 
the equipment.  

The Nuclear Overpower 
42W[R HIBAtANe[ trip provides steady state protection 
for the power imbalance SLs. A reactor trip is 
initiated w4 the core power, AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, 

reactor coolant flow conditions 4ndieete so 
rIor appah-to DNB or fuel centerline limit 

This trip supplements the protection provided ythe 
Reactor Coolant Pump to Power trip, through the power 

Oeged/-f J-1L to flow ratio, for loss of reactor coolant flow 

Th ,, is tr ~. AXIA PCW[ nijA A r p a s 

prmr syte flow raeirls hn ulforpm 

events. The power to flow ratio provides direc orst 
protection for the DNBR SL for the loss of 
RCP and for locked RCP rotor accidents. ffIhrimb ance 

orti on ofthe try) iis crgddited or stead t 
ro tect n o nly. r- j p _/,,L. - 6 le

The power to flow ratio of the Nuclear verpowerRG 
thoat d equiredPOEtrip also 
provides steady state protection to prevent reactor 
power from exceeding the allowable power when the 
primary system flow rate is less than full four pump 
flow. Thus, the power to flow ratio prevents 
overpower conditions similar to the Nuclear Overpower 
trip. This protection ensures that during reduced 
flow conditions the core power is maintained below 
that required to begin DNB.  

The Allowable Value is selected to ensure that a trip 
occurs when the core power, axial power peaking, and 

(continued) 
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BASES 

YB 
3.3.1 

APPLICABLE 8. Nuclear Overpower 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 4MAAWL. (continued) 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY reactor coolant flow cond4t'sJ indicate an approach 

to DNB or fuel centerline imits. By measuring 
reactor coolant flow and by tripping only when 
conditions approach an SL, the unit can operate with 
the loss of one pump from a four pump initial 
conditios. The Allowable Value for this Function is 
given in the unit COLR because the cycle specific core 
peaking changes affect the Allowable Value.  

9. Main Turbine Trip r - ressure) 

1CJo T#O~VWio44 The Main Turbine Trip Function trips the reactor when 
the main turbine is lost at high power levels. The 
Main Turbine Trip Function provides an early reactor 
trip in anticipation of the loss of heat sink 
associated with a turbine trip. The Main Turbine Trip 
Function was added to the B&W designed units in 
accordance with NUREG-0737 (Ref. 5) following the 
Three Mile Island Unit 2 accident. The trip lowers 
the probability of an RCS power operated relief valve 
(PORV) actuation for turbine trip cases. This trip is 
activated at higher power levels, thereby limiting the 
range through which the Integrated Control System must 
provide an automatic runback on 5 

ach of the four bine *"H) pressure switches feeds goo 
a ,protect channels through buffers that 

continuously moni or the status of the contacts.  

For the Main Turbine Trip Pressur 
bistable, the Allowable Value of si is selected 
to provide a trip whenever I 

j) pressure drops below the normal operating range. To 
VA rensure that the trip is enabled as required by the 

LCO, the reactor power bypass is set with an Allowable 
Value of A49 RTP. The turbine trip is not required to 

ec against events that can create a harsh 
environment in the turbine building. Therefore, 
errors induced by harsh environments are not included 
in the determination of the setpoint Allowable Value.  

(continued) 
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APPLICABLE 10. Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps (OM-ed Oil Pressure) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and The Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps (GeMtpel Oil 
APPLICABILITY Pressure) trip provides a reactor trip at high power 

(continued) levels when both MFW pumps are lost. The trip 
provides an early reactor trip in anticipation o 7M 
loss of heat sink associated with the LOM This 
trip was added in accordance with NUREG-0737 (Ref. 5) 
following the Three Mile Island Unit 2 accident. This 
trip ovides a reactor trip at high power levels for 
a LOM to minimize c en to the PORV.  

p- £ 
For the feedwat pumpe 1 oil pressure bistablo-(0 
the Allowable alue of sig is selected to provide 
a trip whenever feedwater ump oil pressure 
drops below the norma opera ing range. To ensure 
that the trip is enabled as required by the LCO, the 

,_Oe.actor power bypass is set with an Allowable @ *P.2 RTP. The Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps ( 
Oil Pressure) trip is not required to protect against 
events that can create a harsh environment in the 
turbine building. Therefore, errors caused by harsh 
environments are not included in the determination of 
the setpoint Allowable Value.  

11. Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure 

The RPS Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure is provided 
to allow for withdrawing the CONTROL RODS prior to 
reaching the normal RCS Low Pressure trip setpoint.  
The shutdown bypass provides trip protection during 
deboration and RCS heatup by allowing the operator to 
withdraw the safety groups of CONTROL RODS. This 
makes their negative reactivity available to terminate 
inadvertent reactivity excursions. Use of the 
shutdown bypass trip requires that the neutron power 
trip setpoint be reduced to 5% of full power or less.  
The Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure trip forces a 
reactor trip to occur whenever the unit switches from 
power operation to shutdown bypass or vice versa.  
This ensures that the CONTROL RODS are all inserted 

-.. gnd the flu stributipn is kg) before power 
operation can begin. lhe operator is required to 
remove the shutdown bypass, reset the Nuclear 

(continued) 
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BASES 

APPLICABLE 11. Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure (continued) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
ICO, and Overpower-Hi h Power trip setpoint, and again withdraw 
APPLICABILITY the safety o rou before proceeding with startup.  

Accidents analyze the SAR, Chapter4.-L4t(Ref. 2), 0 
do not describe events that occur during shutdown 
bypass operation, because the consequences of these 
vents are enveloped by the events presented in the 

QX R.  

During shutdown bypass operation with the Shutdown 
Bypas ,RCS High Pressure trip active with a setpoint 
of s f172Ot-psig and the Nuclear Overpower- Low I 
Setpoint set at or below 5% RTP, the trips listed 
below can be bypassed. Under these conditions, the 
Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure trip and the Nuclear 
Overpower-Low Setpoint trip act to prevent unit 
conditions from reaching a point where actuation of 
these Functions is necessary.  

1.a Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint; 

4. RCS Low Pressure; 

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure; 

7. Reactor Coolant Pump to Power; and Fay L 

8. Nuclear OverpowerA 
-POWER- MBALANC+.  

The Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure Function's 

2- Allowable Value is selected to ensure a trip occurs 
before producing THERMAL POWER.  

The RPS satisfies erion 3 of Ie4RG- Pe y '.a, 
St~B41 cy~e5 0 , (0 C R4 

In MODES 1 and 2, the following tri s shal be wr* 
OPERABLE because the reactor ri ical in these 
MODES. These trips are designe to take the reactor 
subcritical to maintain the SLs during o 
assist the ZSFAS in providing acceptable consequences 
during accidents n s6 

(continued) 
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APPLICABLE 1 S n a R H Pesure-ued) ) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and 1.a Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint; 
APPLICABILITY 

2. RCS High Outlet Temperature; 

3. RCS High Pressure; 

4. RCS Low Pressure; 

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure; 

6. Reactor Building High Pressure; 

7. Reactor Coolant Pump to Power; and 

8. Nuclear Overpower- +Fw at- st FAL 

Functions 1,14 , 7, and 8 just 1'sted may be bypassed in 
MODE 2 when CS pressure is below 720.4 sig, provided the  

3Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure and the Nuclear 
Overpower-Low setpoint trip are placed in operation. Under 
these conditions, the Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure trip 
and the Nuclear Overpower-Low setpoint trip act to prevent 
unit conditions from reaching a point where actuation of 
these Functions is necessary.  

To oheroFunctions are required to be OPERABLE during 
rtionD s f MODE . These are the M bn Turbine Trip 

the RP isntrqi e to be OPRAL he n MOD rbth 

(cotnired 

s a e r u reto be OPPERAB ab v [4 ] RT nd (1 ] RT , r ec i e y 

Beao l 3 1 r s ar no t \ to m c t t r r BeCaustheOi safety ftrion of e RPSctios to tripte 

MoeOD E R a4, o e 4]% if the reactor trip bek r aretenr A e ys e is in ap blf .rod winthdra al Si il r ,lath-t th RP s notrqed t b e PRBE nMD 6( h 

CONTROL RODS,-are deci oupledufrom the CR PEAs.i 

(continued)



INSERT B 3.3-21A 

In MODE 3 when not operating in shutdown bypass but with any CRD trip breaker 
in the closed position and the CRD system capable of rod withdrawal, the 
Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip and the RCS High Pressure trip are 
required to be OPERABLE.  

The Main Turbine Trip (Hydraulic Fluid Pressure) Function is required to be 
OPERABLE in MODE 1 at 2: 30% RTP. The Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps (Hydraulic 
Oil Pressure) Function is required to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 and in MODE 2 at 
: 2% RTP. Analyses presented in BAW-1893 (Ref. 6) have shown that for 
operation below these power levels, these trips are not necessary to minimize 
challenges to the PORVs as required by NUREG-0737 (Ref. 5).  
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APPLICABLE However, in MODE 2, 3, 4, or 5, the Shutdown Bypass RCS High 
SAFETY ANALYSES, Pressure and Nuclear Overpower-Low setpoint trips are 
LCO, and required to be OPERABLE if the CRD trip breakers are closed 
APPLICABILITY and the CR0 System is capable of rod withdrawal. Under 

(continued) these conditions, the Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure and 
Nuclear Overpower-Low setpoint trips are sufficient to 
prevent an approach to conditions that could challenge SLs.  

ACTIONS Conditions(AB,a-&B re applicable to all RPS protect@,'e 
Functions. 's trip setpoint is found 
nonconservative with respect to the required Allowable Value 
in Table 3.3.1-1, or the transmitter, instrument loop, 
signal processing electronics or bistable is found 
inoperable, the channel must he declared inoperable-and 
Condition Ar F onction i n entered immediately.o 

hen the n ber of inoperable oiannels in a trip cetin 

inbpsto/ i. I tecan is byasd a l P congr oe n an thei byas ayohenhn 1i 

with a rip Function, th h e of is o m h e f 

an ly s he e l. L 3 .0.3 m t e i mme e ately ante d 

rce bts s ed in tp. rip g te Safffet Eot ction 

Ih nel rl mo Functi onse int ai onut-ofthre bec 

ino s rn red 

Fnctios. aerplace in a .. two-o -of-thre itl logice 

cofguao and3the byas ay thrha 1, is '~, 

0af ty fiN of a ra of 

any s e hael Aot nativeyn th etin erabe chane canrt s be placedte in trp Trppn taffaeted poEction 
channel~~~~~~ plce all~ RPS Fuctn inaoeoto-he 

configulrptio htnt 

-(continued 
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ACTIONS A.1 (continued) 

Operati~onfin te two-out-of-three co figuration or in the 

trip Fun tion in the presence a any single ra am failure.  
The 1 hour Completion Time is sufficient to perform Required 
Action A 1 

For Required Actio f one or 
more Functions annel t'becom( inoperable, 
see-e4-t4:o -npzrmhd keprtet.e .banets'.must be placed in (ye 

trpgn hee re+-bps".T Required Actiont place~ all R un on. one-out-of-two logic configuration Se. Ithis 

con 1Pguration, the RPS can still perform it saey 
functions in the presence of a random failure of any s 
channel. The 1 hour Cam letion Time is sufficient time to 
perform Required Action 1han Re ed Actrb n 5.  

C: twoq- ou-Ae 

IfeRequiredActionl decttyinthed optopriaeo 

Condition A efre in e T able 3.3.1-1 dpirctlen 

go a tss ia n Im o t in 

ich the specified RPS trip Functions are not required to 
be OPERABLE. The allowed Completion Time ofie t ours Rsqu
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 

(continued) 
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The "non-required" channel is placed in bypass when the required inoperable 
channel is placed in trip to prevent bypass of a second required channel.  

B 3.3-23A
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ACTIONS and 2 (continued) 

from full power conditions in an orderly manner and to open 
all CRD trip breakers without challenging systems.  

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Condition A r re not met and Table 3.3.1-1 directs entry 
into ition , the unit must be brought to a MODE in 
w ich the specified RPS trip Functions are not required to 
be OPERABLE. To achieve this status, all CRD trip breakers 
must be opened. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is 
reasonable, based on operatin ex erience, to open CRD trip 
breakers without challenging syst ems.  

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Condition A are not met and Table 3.3.1-1 directs entry 
into Conditiong.,O, the unit must be brought to a MODE in 
which the specified RPS trip Function is not required to be 

SOPERABLE. To achieve this status, THERMAL POWER must be 
reduced <.4 %?/. RTP. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours 

asonable, based on operating experience, to reach 
% RTP from full ower conditions in an orderly manner 

without challenging systems.  

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Condition A or re not met and Table 3.3.1-1 directs entry 
into Condition , the unit must be brought to a MODE in 
which the specified RPS trip Function is not required to be 
OPERABLE. To achieve this status, THERMAL POWER must be I 
reduced < f466% RTP. The allowed Completion Time of ours 

reasonable, based on operating experience, to reac 
- o RTP from full D conditions in an orderly manner 

without challenging systems.  

(continued) 
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SURVEILLANCE The SRs for each RPS Function are identified by the SRs 
REQUIREMENTS column of Table 3.3.1-1 for that Function. Most Func 

are subject to CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUTIONAL TEST 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION Ntesting 

The SRs are modified by a Note. The Note directs 
the reader to Table 3.3.1-1 to determine e correct SRs to 
perform for each RPS Function.  
Reviewer's te: The CHANNEL F c TIONAL TEST Freque ie 
are based n approved topical sorts. For a licens e r 
ans Iu ir by the assumpthe to insrent 

SR 3.3.1.1 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures 
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A 
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter 
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other 
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument 
channels monitoring the same parameter should read 
approximately the same value. Significant deviations 
between two instrument channels could be an indication of 
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of 
something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect 
gross channel failure; therefore, it is key in verifying 
that the instrumentation continues to operate properly 
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

Agreement criteria are determined based on 
a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, 
including isolation, indication, and readability. If a 
channel is outside the criteria, it may be an indication 
that the transmitter or the signal processing equipment has 
drifted outside its limit. If the channels are within the 
criteria, it is an indication that the channels are 
OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off scale during 
times when surveillance is required, the CHANNEL CHECK will 
only verify that they are off scale in the same direction.  
Off scale low current loop channels are verified to be 
reading at the botn ef-heran e-nd not failed downscale.  

The Frequency, bu-eeeeyshift, is based on operating 
experience that demonstrates channel failure is rare. Since 

(continued) 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

the probability of two random failures in redundant channels 
in any 12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL CHECK 
minimizes the chance of loss of protective function due to 
failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK 
supplements less formal but more frequent checks of channel 
OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the displays 
associated with the LCO's required channels.  

For Functions that trip on a combination of several 
measurements, such as the Nuclear Overpower RCS-Fiew-ynd" 

wMeAsured- AXiL-roP814" WeMNif Function, the CHANNEL CHECK 
must be performed on each input. Yowl 

SR 3.3.1.2 

This SR is the performance of a heat balance calibration for 
the power range channels every 24 hours when reactor power 
is > 15% RTP. The heat balance calibration consists of a 
comparison of the results of the calorimetric with the power 
range channel output. The outputs of the power range 
channels are normalized to the calorimetric. If the 
calorimetric exceeds the Nc ear Instrumentation System 
(NIS) channel output by RTP, the NIS is not declared 
inoperable but must be adjusted. If the NIS channel cannot 
be properly adjusted, the channel is declared inoperable. A 
Note clarifies that this Surveillance is required y 1 
reactor power is 2: 15% RTP and that 24 hours is a lowed fo toaW" 
performing the first Surveillance after reachin 15% RTP.  
At lower power levels, calorimetric data are e en iZ 

The power range channel's output shall be adjust 
consistent with the calorimetric results if th calorimetric 
exceeds the power range channel's output by 2: .2pRTP. The 
value of Mr. is adequ e because thi ue is assumed in 
the safety analyses SAR, Chapter [-T(Ref. 2). These 

-- ntecks and, it necessa y, the adjustmen of the power range 
channels ensure that channel accuracy is maintained within 
the analyzed error margins. The 24 hour Frequency is 
adequate, based on unit operating experience, which 
demonstrates the change in the difference between the power 
range indication and the calorimetric results rarely exceeds 

(continued) 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.2 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS a.a 

a small fraction of (2/. in any 24 hour period.  
Furthermore, the control room operators monitor redundant 
indications and alarms to detect deviations in channel 
outputs.  

SR 3.3.1.3 

A comparison of power range nuclear instrumentation channels 
against incore detectors shall be performed at a 31 day 
Frequency when reactor power is > 15% RTP. A Note clarifies 
that 24 hours is allowed for performing the first 
Surveillance after reaching 15% RTP. If the absolute 
diffeXence between the power range and incore measurements 
is : :2 . RTP, the power range channel is not inoperable, Im 10 but a O LIgATATjg'that adjusts the measured J.*** 
imbalance to agree with the incore measurements is 
necessary. If the power range channel cannot be properly 
recalibrated, the channel is declared inoperable. The 
calculation of the Allowable Value envelope assumes a 
difference in out of core to incore measurements of 2.5%.  
Additional inaccuracies beyond those that are measured are 
also included in the setpoint envelope calculation. The 
31 day Frequency is adequate, considering that long term 
drift of the excore linear amplifiers is small and burnup of 
the detectors is slow. Also, the excore readings are a 
strong function of the power produced in the peripheral fuel 
bundles, and do not represent an integrated reading across 
the core. The slow changes in neutron flux during the fuel 
cycle can also be detected at this interval.  

SR 3.3.1t;) <C1,r-k Order> 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required RPS 
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the 
intended function. Setpoints must be found within the 
Allowable Values specified in Table 3.3.1-1. Any setpoint 
adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions of the 
curren setpoint analysis.  

0Z The as found and as left values must also be recorded and 
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the 

(continued) 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1 g (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

surveillance interval extension analysis. The r uirements 
for this review are outlined in BAW-10167 (Ref 

The Frequency of, 45tdays on a STAGGERED TEST SIS is 
consistent with the calculations of Reference 7 that 
indicate the RPS retains a high level of reliability for 
this test interval.  

This SR is t per ormanc a CH N IBR ION ever 
a s. This CHANN C i the power 

range c annel outpu to the calorimetric coincident with 
mbalance output being aRQmal4zedTo e imbalance condition 

,.4y the incore neutron detector system 

ca 1 a onfor ot mbalanceand otal owe is 
integred P ef 1t 
rocedur The e9e1 requency s ectie he Nuclear 

838.94 Overpower trip string T" wITn ri 

01 kdsumptions a ee y t e u " Uni S eycifi e a s 
* ethodol qogyY ( . 4-1. Furthermore, operating experience 

icon~sders o'f showsathe reliabil f of the tri string is acceptable when 
d 44er ** calibratedon ndthisinterv A oe can ciesbt 

AsNot ton etectors are not required to be tested as part of 
the CHANNEL CAIBRATION. There is adjustment tat can be 

el ocalogymade to t/heetectors. Furthermo /, adjustment the 
detector nnecessary becauseodhey are passi devices 
with min 1a drift. Slow chanas in detector ensitivity 
are compensated for by performing the daily calorimetric 

2 calibration and the monthly axial channel calibration.  

SR 3.3.1.6 

A Note to the Surveillance indicates that neutron detectors 
are excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION. This Note is 
necessary because of the difficulty in generating an 
appropriate detector input sjgnal. Excludinfg the detectors 
is acceptable because the principles of detector operation 
ensure a virtually instantaneous response.  

(continued) 
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INSERT B 3.3-28A 

A Note clarifies that this Surveillance is required to be performed only if 
reactor power is 2: 15% RTP and that 24 hours is allowed for performing the 
first Surveillance after reaching 15% RTP. At lower power levels, 
calorimetric data are less accurate.  
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

REQUIREMENTS 
SURVEILANCE SR 3.3.1.6 (continued) 

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 
channel, including the sensor. The test verifies that the 
channel responds to the measured parameter within the 
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves 
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift to 
ensure that the instrument channel remains operational 
between successive tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall find 
that measurement errors and bistable setpoint errors are 
within the assumptions of the unit specific setpoint 
analysis. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must beperformed consistent 

Sj 

with the assumptions of theontn 

eFrequency is justified by the assumption of an 

B&.3233- 1 0,9AJ 

Sf Month calibration interval in the determination of the 
magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  

R 3.3.1.7' 

This SR verifies individual channel actuation response times 

are lss tan o eg to the maximum values assumed in the 
accident analysis Individual component response times are 
not modeled in e analyses. The analyses model the 
overall, or t al, elapsed time from the point at which the 
parameter ex eds the analytical limit at the sensor to the 
point of r insertion. Response time testing acceptance 
criteria or this unit are included in eference 1.  

ANot to the Surveillance indicaV s thatnuto dtctr 

are xcluded from RPS RESPONSE rfE testing. This Note is 
necessary because of thdif ulty in generating an 
appropriate detector input Xgnal. Excluding the d ectors 
is acceptable because thyprinciples of detecto r eration 
ensure a virtually ins taneous response.  

Response time testskare conducted on an [1 month STAGGERED 
TEST BASIS. Testing of the final actuat n dvcs, which 
make up the bulk of the response time, s included in the 
testing of each channel. Therefore, taggered testing 
results in response time verification of these devices every 
(18] months. The [18] month Frequency is based on unit 
operating experience, which shows that random failures of 

(continued) 
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INSERT B 3.3-29A 

Whenever a sensing element is replaced, the next required CHANNEL CALIBRATION 
of the resistance temperature detectors (RTD)sensors is accomplished by an 
inplace cross calibration that compares the other sensing elements with the 
recently installed sensing element.  

B 3.3-29A



RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE R 3.3.1.7 ntinued) 

REQUIREMENTS 
instrume~n io n components cauffng serious Ysponse time 
degradatn u not channel efailure, are Ofrequent 
occurrences.  

REFERENCES 1. AR, Chapter,7 ( 
2. AR, Chapter44~ .  

3. 10 CFR 50.49.  

4. Unit S fic Setp0i tho og 

5. NUREG-0737, November 1979. rArc r 31330A 

6. BAW-1891.__ 

. BAW-10167, May 1986,g 
*/a t FR To, IC(, 
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INSERT B 3.3-30A 
EDM-102, "Instrument Setpoint/Uncertainty Calculations." 

INSERT B 3.3-30B 

"Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements," 

INSERT B 3.3.30C 

, "Basis for Raising Arming Threshold for Anticipating Reactor Trip on Turbine 
Trip," October 1985 
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RPS Manual Reactor Trip 
B 3.3.2 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.2 Reactor Protect System (RPS) Manual Reactor Trip 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The RPS Manual Reactor Trip provides the operator with e 
capabilit to tri the reactor from the control room 

Manual trip is 
provid e TtTip~ ush button on the main control board.  
This push button operates four electrically independent 
switch% one for each train. This trip is ind pend of 

too s theautomatic trip system. As shown in fiure .1-SAR, 
Chaptert7f-(Ref. 1), power for the AR4g J drive (CRD) 
breaker undervoltage coils and contactor coils comes from 
the reactor trip modules (RTMs). The manual trip switch 
are located between the RTM output and the breaker 
undervoltage coils. Opening of the switche pens e in 
to the breakers, tripping them. The switche-also energize 
the breaker shunt trip mechanisms. There is a separate 

ch in series, with the output of each of the four RTMs.  
All switchee are actuated through a mechanical linkage from 
a single pus button 

APPLICABLE The Manual Reactor Trip ensures that the control room 
SAFETY ANALYSES operator can initiate a reactor trip at any time. The 

Manual Reactor Trip Function is required as a backup to the 
automatic trip functions and allows operators to shut down 

The Manual Reactor Trip Function satisfies Criterion 3 of 

LCO The LCO on the RPS Manual Reactor Trip requires that the 
trip shall be OPERABLE whenever the reactor is critical or 
any time any control rod breaker is closed and rods are 
capable of being withdrawn, including shutdown bypass. This 
enables the operator to terminate an, yrw ? 
that in the operator's judgmen re res protective action, 
even if no automatic trip cond1 xists.  

(continued) 
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RPS Manual Reactor Trip 
B 3.3.2 

BASES 

LCO The Manual Reactor Trip Function is composed of four 
(continued) electrically independent trip switche sharing a common 

mechanical push button.  

APPLICABILITY The Manual Reactor Trip Function is required to be OPERABLE 
in MODES 1 and 2. It is also required to be OPERABLE in 
MODES 3, 4, and 5 if any CRD trip breaker is in the closed 
position and if the CRD System is capable of rod withdrawal.  
The safety function of the RPS is to trip the CONTROL 
RODS; Herefore, the Manual Reactor Trio Function is n 
needed in MODE 3, 4, or 5 ifFthe reactor trip breakers are 
open or if the CRD System is incapable of rod withdrawal.  
ASimilar1 the RPS Manual Reactor Trip is not needed in 
MODE 6 he CONTROL RODS are ecoupled from the CRDs.  

ACTIONS A.1 

Condition A applies when the Manual Reactor Trip Function is 
found inoperable. One hour is allowed to restore Function 
to OPERABLE status. The automatic functions and various 
alternative manual trip methods, such as removing power to 
the RTMs, are still available. The 1 hour Completion Time 
is sufficient time to correct minor problems.  

B.1 and B.2 

2, or 3, the unit must be placed in a MObt in which manual 
trip is not required. Required Action B.1 and Required 
Action B.2 place the unit in at least MODE 3 with all CRD 
rip breh~f open withiare-hours. The allowed Completion 

Time ofy hours is reasonable, based on operating 
( experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power conditions in a 

orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

C.1 "asoian &Ca**p lelpo, nTT-we no,4 **4_Cb 

Q ith e" M an a c or fip Func 'n inope bll a d u ab 
to We OPRM statuf wihi 1'h 

(continued) 
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RPS Manual Reactor Trip 
B 3.3.2 

BASES 

ACTIONS C.1 (continued) 

or 5, the unit must be placed in a MODE in which manual trip 
is not required. To achieve this status, all CRD trip 
breakers must be opened. The allowed Completion Time of 
6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to 
open all CRD trip breakers without challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST of the Manual Reactor Trip Function. This test 
verifies the OPERABILITY of the Manual Reactor Trip by 
actuation of the CRD trip breakers. The Frequency shall be 
once prior to each reactor startup if not performed within 
the preceding 7 days to ensure the OPERABILITY of the Manual 
Reactor Trip Function prior to achieving criticality. The 
Frequency was developed in consideration that these 
Surveillances are only performed during a unit outage.  

REFERENCES 1. gSAR, Chapter7f. 0 
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RPS - RTM 
B 3.3.3 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.3 Reactor Protect System (RPS) -Reactor Trip Module (RTM) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The RPS consists of four indepen ent ote ion cha ngs, 
each containing an RTM. Figure -* tSAR Chlapter$7 
(Ref. 1), shows a typical RPS pro ec ion channel and the 
relationship of the RTM to the RPS instrumentation, manual 
trip, and CONTROL ROD drive (CRD) trip devices. The RTM 
receives bistable trip signals from the functions in its own 
channel and channel trip signals from the other three 
RPS-RTMs. The RTM provides these signals to its own 
two-out-of-four trip logic and transmits its own channel 
trip signal to the two-out-of-four logic of the RTMs in the 
other three RPS channels. Whenever any two RPS channels 
transmit channel trip signals, the RTM logic in each channel 
actuates to emove 120 VAC power from its associated CRD 
trip devi S -.  

The RPS trip scheme consists of series contacts that are 
operated by bistables. During normal unit operations, all 
contacts are closed and the RTM channel trip relay remains 
energized. However, if any trip parameter exceeds its 
setpoint, its associated contact opens, which de-energizes 
the channel trip relay.  

When an RTM channel trip relay de-energizes, several things 
occur: 

a. Each of the four (4) output logic relays "informs" its 
associated RPS channel that a reactor trip signal has 
occurred in the tripped RPS channel; 

b. The contacts in the trip device circuitry, powered by 
the tripped channel, open, but the trip device remains 
energized through the closed contacts from the other 
RTMs. (This condition exists in each RPS-RTM. Each 
RPS-RTM controls power to a trip device.); and 

c. The contact in parallel with the channel reset switch 
opens and the trip is sealed in. To re-energize the 
channel trip relay, the channel reset switch must be 
depressed after the trip condition has cleared.  

(continued) 
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RPS-RTM 
B 3.3.3 

BASES 

BACKGROUND When the second RPS channel senses a reactor trip condition, 
(continued) the output logic relays for the second channel de-energize 

and open contacts that supply power to the trip devices.  
With contacts opened by two separate RPS channels, power to 
the trip devices is interrupted and the CONTROL RODS fall 
into the core.  

A minimum of two out of four RTMs must sense a trip 
condition to cause a reactor trip. Also, because the 
bistable relay contacts for each function are in series with 
the channel trip relays, two channel trips caused by 
different trip functions an result in a reactor trip.  

APPLICBLE Tccident analy~ses rel~y on a reactor trip for protection 
SAFETY ANALYSES of reactor core integrity, reactor coolant pressure boundary 

integrity, and reactor building OPERABILITY. A reactor trip 
must occur when needed to prevent accident conditions from 
exceeding those calculated in the accident analyses. More 
detailed descriptions of the applicable accident analyses 
are found in the bases for each of the RPS trip Functions in 
LCO 3.3.1, "Reactor Protect System(RPS) 
Instrumentation." 

RTM respon e time is inc u eon e overall r uired 

LCO The RTM LCO requires all four RTMs to be OPERABLE. Failure 
a aniRTM renders a o RPS ino E ab 

single relaslity of he affectad u if aon 2o 

Four RTMs st be t at reaor trip L 
would occ if needed any ime the reacgar is itica P f 

- -- ale o receive and 
interpret trip signals from its own and otherRP canels 2 
and to open its associated trip device. O)psrp-Aa RT' 

The requirement of four to be OPERABL ensures tha 
a minimum of twodTZ will remain OPERABLE if a0 
single failur as occured in grV-EFA29n- and if a second 

(continued) 
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RPS-RTM 

- Ick 30B 3.3.3 

BASESB3.3 

LCO eea 2b sse 
(continued) is two-ou our rip logic also ensures tha a single 

failure will not cause an unwanted reactor trip.  
Violation of this LCO could result in a trip signal not 
causing a reactor trip when needed.  

APPLICABILITY The RTMs are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2. They 
are also required to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, and 5 if any 
CRD trip breakers are in the closed position and the CRD 
System is capable of rod withdrawal. The RTMs are dje 
to ensure a reactor t ip would occur, if neededi 

. This condition can ex'7t in all of 
ese MODES; therefore, the RTMs must be OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS A.1.1, A.1.2, and A.2 

When an RTM is inoperable, the associated CRD trip breaker 
must then be placed in a condition that is equivalent to a 
tripped condition for the RTM. Required Action A.1.1 or 
Required Action A.1.2 requires this either by tripping the 
CRD trip breaker or by removing power to the CRD trip 
device. Tripping one RTM or removing power opens one set of 
CRD trip devices. Power to hold up CONTROL RODS is still 
provided via the parallel CRD trip device(s). Therefore, a 
reactor trip will not occur until a second protection 
channel trips.  

To ensure the trip signal is registered in the other 
channels, Required Action A.2 requires that the inoperable 
RTM be removed from the cabinet. This action causes the 
electrical interlocks to indicate a tripped channel in the 
remaining three RTMs. Operation in this condition is 
allowed indefinitely because the actions put the RPS into a 
one-out-of-three configuration. The 1 hour Completion Time 
is sufficient time to perform the Required Actions.  

I' 4WQ o,0 re 12 Trmf ' B.1, B.2.1, and B.2.2 Inoperv,6/z or

Condition B applies f the Req o Condition A 
are not met p in in MODE 1, 
2, or 3. In is case, e unit must be placed in a MODE in 

(continued) 
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RPS - RTM 
B 3.3.3 

BASES 

ACTIONS B.1, B.2.1, and B.2.2 (co ued) ';p breA rs 

which the LCO does no app y. is is done by placing th 
unit in at least E 3 with all CRD trip breakers open or 
with 01 power M RD removed within ours.  
The alowed Comp ion Time of ours is reasonab based 
on operating experience, to reac MODE 3 from power 
conditions in an orderly manner an without allenging unit 
systems.  

C.1 and C. A7's 0' 1".dl oM a6 Assoc J 

Condition C applies if the Required Actio f Condition A 
are not met omp e ion irui in MODEi4 
or 5. In this c se, unit must e p ace in a MODE in 
which the LCO does not apply. This is done b opening all 
CRD trip breakers or removing power CRD 
The allowed Completion Time ofT hours is reason ,based 
on oper .ng experience, to open all CRD trip breakers or a 
remove(&D power t e CRD without challenging uni 
systems.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.3.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

The Note defines a channel as being OPERABLE for up to 
8 hours while bypassed for Surveillance testing. The Note 
allows channel pass for testing without defining it as 
inoperable al ough during thi time period it c not 
actuate a re ctor trip. This allowance is based n the 
assumption f the RPS relia lity analysis in B -10167 
(Ref. 2) at 8 hours is t e average time req red to 
perform annel Surveill ce. The analysis monstrated 
that t 8 hour testin allowance does not ignificantly 
reduc the probabilit that the RPS will rip when 
nece ary. It is no acceptable to ro inely remove 
ch nels from servi e for more than 8 hours to perform 
r uired Surveillance testing. Such a practice would be 

(continued) 
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RPS - RTM 
B 3.3.3 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.3.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

The S include performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 
every 49-as R§ This test shall 

verify the OPERA ILITY of the RTM an its a i i to receive 
Sand proper1l resa~n~d to channel trip and reactor t 

.2 sgnals. La 54atons apw a erequency 
ays) m ntains a high evel of relia lity of the 

R e acto p Syst em in BA-10167 (Ref. 2) 

REFERENCES 1. SAR, Chapterf4 0 
U. B W-1O167,Aay 198qwo 
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O INSERT 3.3-38A 

The Frequency of 31 days is based on operating experience, which has 
demonstrated that failure of more than one channel of a given function in any 
31 day interval is a rare event.  

Testing in accordance with this SR is normally performed on a rotational 
basis, with one RTM being tested each week. Testing one RTM each week reduces 
the likelihood of the same systematic test errors being introduced into each 
redundant RTM.  

* --- B 3.3-38A



CRD Trip Devices 
bfft#e v~GanB 3.3.4 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.4 C TRQ R& Drive (CRD) Trip Devices 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The Reactor ProtectlaSystem (RPS) contains multiple CRD 
trip devices: two AC trip breakers, two DC trip breaker 
pairs, and eight electronic trip assembly (ETA) relays. The 
system has two separate paths (or channels), with each path 

d having one AC breakernin series wit b a pair of DC 
four ETA relays in paralleTl. Each path provides 

independent power to the CRDs. Either path can provide 
sufficient p r to operate the entire CRD System.  

Figure * AR, Chapter .7j (Ref. 1), illustrates the 
configurat'on of CRD trip devices. To trip the reactor, 
power he CRDs must be removed. Loss of power causes the 

s mechanisms to release the CONTROL RODS, which then 
2. fall by gravity into the core.  

Power to CRDs is supplied from two separate c9 sources 
through the AC trip circuit breakers. These breakers are 
designated A and B, and their undervoltage trip 
coils are powered by RPS channels A and B, re ively.  
From the circuit breakers, the CRD power travels through 
voltage regulators and stepdown transformers. These devices 
in turn supply redundant buses that feed the DC powe 
supplies and the regulating rod power supplies. CrAL * 

The DC power supplies rectify the AC input and supp y power 
to hold the safety rods in their fully withdrawn position. c 
One of the redundant power sources supplies phase A; the of kQ.  
other hase . Either phase being energized is sufficient 
o old the rod. Two breakers are located on the output 
each power supply. Each breaker controls ower to-one Of 
the four safety rod groups. The undervoltage t trip 
coils on the two circuit breakers on the output of one of 
the power supplies is controlled by RPS channel C. The 
other two breakers are controlled by RP .  

In addition to the DC power supplies ndant buses 
also supply power to the regulating and auxiliary power 
su pleS. (ese poweru ant 
g~ate on yprogram eMg lamps. Progr ming lamp p er is 
control 'Ad by cont etors (E and F), hich are con rolled by 

(continued) 
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INSERT 3.3-39A 

These power supplies contain silicon controlled rectifiers (SCRs) that are 
gated on and off to provide power to, and remove power from, the phases of the 
CRD mechanisms. The gating control signal for these SCRs is supplied through 
the closed contacts of the ETA relays. These contacts are referred to as E 
and F contactors, and are controlled by the C and D RPS channels respectively.  

B 3.3-39A



CRD Trip Devices 
B 3.3.4 

BASES 

BACKGROUND RPS power., O of the redundant p gramming lamp plies 
(continued) is controlle by RPS channel C; e other, by RPS hannel D 

The AC breaker and DC breakers are in series in one of the 
power supplies; whereas, the redundant AC breaker and DC 
breakers are in series in the other power supply to the 
CONTROL RODS. The logic required to cause a reactor trip is 
the opening of a circuit breaker in each of the redundant 
power supplies. (The pair of DC circuit breakers on the 
output of the power supply are treated as one breaker.) 
This is known as a one-out-of-two taken twice logic. The 
following examples illustrate the operation of the reactor 
trip circuit breakers.  

a. If the A AC circuit breaker opens: 

1. the input power to associated DC power supply is 
lost, and 

2. the SCR supply from the associated power source 
is lost.  

b. If the D DC circuit breaker(s) and F contactors open: 

1. the outu 1s DC supply is  

2. when the F contactor opens, g 

e-enervied.  

c. The combination of (a) and (b) causes a reactor trip.  

Ay ohrc''Pbination of at least one circuj1X brer 
opnngieach power sup~y will cause a (eactor tIri 

In summary, two tripped RPS channels will cause a reactor 
trip. For example, a reactor trip occurs if RPS channel B 
senses a low Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure condition 
and if RPS channel C senses a variable low RCS pressure 
condition. When the channel B bistable relay de-energizes, 
the channel trip relay de-energizes and opens its associated 
contacts. The same thing occurs in channel C, except the 
variable lower pressure bistable relay de-energizes t 
channel C trip relay. When the output logic relay c eda .  
de-energize, the B and C contacts in th eryb ge an



CRD Trip Devices 
B 3.3.4 

BASES c.  

BACKGROUND and Fcont is dd-_eer14gh, 1 . breaker open, and 
(continued) C programmif'g lamolpower is removed. 11 rods fal into the 

core, resulting in a reactor trip. a IIcd 

APPLICABLE Accident analyses rely on a reactor trip for protection 
SAFETY ANALYSES of reactor core integrity, reactor coolant pressure boundary 

integrity, and reactor building OPERABILITY. A reactor trip 
must occur when needed to prevent accident consequences from 
exceeding those calculated in the accident analyses. The 
con n limits ensure that adequate rod worth 

GPrA WEt ifvuill eupon reactor trip to shut down the reactor to 
the required SDM. Further, OPERABILITY of the CDti 
devices ensures that all CONTROL RODS will 
trip when required. More detailed descriptions of the 
applicable accident analyses are found in the Bases for each 
of the individual RPS trip Functions in LCO 3.3.1, "Reactor 
Protect em (RPS) Instrumentation." 

The CRD trip ices satisfy Criterion 3 of the-NAG-Pe44ey 

LCO The LCO requires al of the CRD trip devices to be OPERAB E.  
Failure of any RD trip device renders a portion of the RPS 
inoperable and reduces the reliability of the affected 
Functions. Without reliable CRD reactor trip circuit 
breakers and associated support circuitry, a reactor trip 

occur when initiated either automatically or 
manual y.1j4 

All CRD trip devices shall be OPERABLE to ensure that the 
eactor remains capable of being tripped any time it is 

critical. OPERABILITY is defined as the CRD trip device 
being able to receive a reactor trip signal and to respond 
to this trip ignal by interruptingepower to the CRDs.  

th of the breaker's trip devices a d the breaker itself 
mus e unc ioning properly for the 4)breaker to be 
OPERABLE.  

Requiring all breakers and ETA relays to be OPERABLE ensures 
that at least one device in each of the two power paths to 

, the CRDs will remain OPERABLE even with a single failure.  

Y/ A (continued) 
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INSERT 3.3-41A 

Both ETA relays associated with each of the three regulating rod groups and 
the two ETA relays associated with the auxiliary power supply must be OPERABLE 
to satisfy the LCO. The ETA relays associated with the APSR power supply are 
not required to be OPERABLE because the APSRs are not designed to fall into 
the core upon initiation of a reactor trip.  

B 3.3-41A



CRD Trip Devices 
B 3.3.4 

BASES 

LCO 
(continued) srneae 

APPLICABILITY The CRD trip devices shall be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and 
in MODES 3, 4, and 5 when any CRD trip breaker is in the 
closed position and the CR0 System is capable of rod 
withdrawal.  

The CRD trip devices are designed to that a reactor Z 
trip would occur if needed ime the re nr on .  
Since this condition can exist in all of these MODES, the 
CRD trip devices shall be OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating separate 
Condition entry is allowed for each CRD trip device.  

Condition A represents reduced redundancy in the CRD trip 
Function. Condition A applies when: 

* One diverse trip Function (undervoltage or shunt trip 
device) is perable in one or more CRD trip 
breaker(s) or breaker pairr, or 

* One diverse trip Function is inoperable in th DC 
trip breakers associated with one protect hannel 
In this case, the inoperable trip Function oes not 
need to be the same for both breakers.  

A.1 and A.2 

If one of the diverse trip Functions on a CRD trip breaker 
1or breaker pair-" ecomes inoperable, actions must be taken 
to preclude the inoperable CRD trip device from preventing a 
reactor trip when needed. This is done by manually tripping 

inoperable CR0 trip breaker or by removing power from 
anne con nig the inoperable CRD trip breaker.  

Either of these actions places the affected CRDs in a 
one-out-of-two trip configuration, which precludes a single 

(continued) 
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CRD Trip Devices 
B 3.3.4 

BASES 0 S 

ACTIONS 
A.1 and A.2 (continued 
failur prevent brippngofLk 
reactor he 48 hour Completion Time has been shown to be 
accepta thro h operating experience.  

Lon4tiny 

Condition B represents a loss of redundancy for the CRD trip 
Function. Condition B applies dihe 

One or mor CRD trip breaker(s) [or reaker pair] *ll 

no fn/con on either undervolta or shunt tri 
Functio S; or/ 

Both diverse trip Functions are inoperable in one or 
DCrip- f-ekre asnmdW le wiu ion 

(channel 

Required Action B.1 and Required Action 8.2 are the same as 
Required Action A.1 and Required Action A.2, but the 
Completion Time is shortened. The 1 hour Completion Time 
allowed to trip or remove power from the CRD trip breaker 
allows the operator to take all the appropriate actions for 
the inoperable breaker and still ensures that the risk 
involved is acceptable.  

C.1 'and C.2 

Condition C represents a loss of redundancy for the CRD trip 
Function. Condition C applies when one or more ETA relays 
are inoperable. The preferred action is to restore the ETA 
relay to OPERABLE status. If this cannot be done, the 
operator can perform one of two.actions to eliminate 
reliance on the failed ETA relay. This first option is to 
switch the affected cont olxsigroup to an alternate power 
supply. This removes me faTed ETA relay from the trip 
sequence, and the unit can operate indefinitely.A The second 
option is to trip the corresponding AC CRD trip breaker.  
This results in the safety function being performed, thereby 
eliminating the failed ETA relay from the trip sequence.  

(continued) 
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CRD Trip Devices 
B 3.3.4 

BASES 

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued) 

The 1 hour Completion Time is sufficient to perform the 
Required Action.  

D.1. D.2.1, and D.2.2 

the Required Action ofCondition A, B, or C not met 
thin the -peu:qed- emp44444- Tim. in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the 

unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not 
appI.To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to 

MODE 3, with all CRD trip brea ers open or with 
CRD removed within ours. The allowed 

omp etion Time of ours is reasonable, based on operating 
exp ience, o reach MODE 3 from full powe conditions in an 

22 ilemal orderly manner and withou challenging uni systems.  

E.1 and E.2 

-4f-the Required Action/ f Condition A, B, or C not met 
awti t rnmploticn-4Tme-in MODE 4 or , the unit 

m;be bro ut to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply.  
To ac ieve this status, 11 CRD trip breakers must be opened 
or ower CRD removed within 6 hours. The 
a owe ompletion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on 
operatin experience, to open all CRO trip breakers or 
remove power ( CRD without challenging unit 
systems.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.4.1 is to perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST every 
31 days. This test verifies the OPERABILITY of the trip 
devices by actuation of the end devices. Also, this test 
independently verifies the undervoltage and shunt trip 
mechanisms of the breakers. The Frequency of 31 days is 

se on operating experience, which has demonstrated that 
failure of more than one channel of a given function in any 
31 day interval is a rare event.  

REFERENCES 1. O$SAR, Chapter 7[0 
a. / CB7 3 .34, 4 
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p 4.T Vnstrumentation 

8ao 3.3.5 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION e 

B 3.3.5 Engineered System ( Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The initiates necessary safety systems, based on the 
va ues of selected unit Parameters, to protect aainst 
viola ' core design limits andteacor cooen resure 

$SPS darya to mitigate accidents.  

actuates the following systems: 

* High pressure injection (HPI)(c 

* Low pressure injection (LPI)(; 

* Reactor building (RB)/'ooling; 

* RB Isolation; and he ' 

* Emer en diesel enerator G Start.  

SFSalso pro I des a signal to the7mergency Fey water 
Isolation a ZControl (EFIC) Sys di. This sigr~ iiates 

The- 5lperatsi a istributed manner o initia emeen SAaeeaterEFW whe Ha is initiat 
appropriate systems. The 1,5AS-does by determining the 
need for actuation in each of three channels monitoring each 
actuation Parameter. Once the need for actuation is d; 4 determined, the condition is transmitted to u omatic 
actuation logi , which perform the two-out-of-three logic 
to e ermine e actuation of each end device. Each end 

C44''e~ device has its own automatic actuation logic, although all 
automatic actuation logi take their signals from the same 6/e 

Gij '- in each channel for each Parameter.  

Four Parameters are used for actuation: 

* Low Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure; 

* Low Low RCS Pressure; 

* High RB Pressure; and 

(continued) 
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Q*C v B 3.3.5 

BASES 

BACKGROUND * High High RB Pressure. e 
(continued) 

LCO 3.3.5 covers only the instrumentation channels that 
measure these Parameters. These channels include all 
intervening equipment necessary to produce actuation before 
the measured process Parameter exceeds the limits assumed by 
the accident analysis. This includes sensors, bistable 
devies operational bypass circuitry,(6lo tIfR and 

44e 1dr ut u re aysteLCO 3 3 6 a En ineered lon,. an e-1V 

"E-ngineered)afety-Feeture-Aetee44e System ( SP 
Thenllomatic Actuation Logi " provide requirements on the d 
manual ini au omatic actuation lo ic Functin 

The t e nes. Eac 
isPS c el provides input to1log i c& ainitiate equipment CALA 

with a two-out-of-h~r-ee logic on eachwampneag tch 
r o0 hannel includes innt from on e 

A1 insrumentation channel of Lw ressure, Low Low RCS 0Pressure Hi h RB Pressure, a gh High RB Pressure.  
\ omatic ac ua lo frU§1 Mcombine the three 

(Ann s channel t n ' e to actuate the individ alI 
kngineered (ESIR) components needed to 

.;. initiate each E System Figure-#-4 , chapter. l3L 
(Ref. 1), illustrate ow istrumentation channel trips 

li combine to caus cag is 

the RCS pressu e sensors are common Tomboth r 
Isolation is rovidd via separate./stables for each train.  

faewnrSeparate Mpressure sensors are ed for the *h and high 
high pre ure Functions in each tan, and serate sensors 
are used for each trai, 

The following matrix identifies the measurement~channels and 
the-eehe actuated by each.  

(continued) 
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48 3.3.5 

BASES 

BACKGROUND / 
(continued) HIGH 

LOW RCS LOW LOW RCS HIGH RB HIGH RB 
PARAMETER P RSSURE PRESSURE PRESSURE PRESSURE 

HPI __x X X 

fZjEiT LPI /_x / _ _ x 

5 -,Y ' A RB Coolin X X X (b) 
RB Spr b 

RB Isolo ion(a) x /x x 
ED Start X X X / 

C trol Room 
Isolation 

(a) Only isolates systems not required or RB or RCS heat 
removal.  

(b) Actuates on High High RB Pressure coincident with HP 
actuation.  

Engineered saf guards bus undervoltae ill also sequence on 

EI Fu tin.mPrIu ~dsini 

the HPI loa s tarted by the HPI bloc imers. owever, HPI 
will not oc r unless the ESFAS HPI gnal is so present.  
LCO 3.3.8/ "Emergency Diesel Gene or (EDG) Kss of Power 
Start (LE 5p)," contains the requirements for the 
ndervo1 age channels 

-0 
The Ec equipment i vi e between the two redundanua 
actuationfswtce l t ohe dcve.on oom 

oicknt etween the two is based on the equipment 
redundanc an ucion and is accomplished in such a manne 
that the failure of one of the actuation channels and h 
rej ted safeguards equipment will no-inhibit-the overall 

E tions.j-M - motor edO -30inp 
erated vajve is driven by ither of two matric s, one is 

froMarai hnl, an one from actu atinn'rhannel R 
Redundant EVpumps are controlled f oms rt d 

cP..  

independentyactuationtchne 1w5a 6 

The aatin of Eqfeq;1 e'nt is also available by manual 

actuation switches located on the control room console 

(continued) 
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RCS RB 
Digital Actuated RCS PRESS RB PRESS 
Logic Systems/ PRESS LOW PRESS HIGH 

Channels Functions LOW LOW HIGH HIGH 

1 and 2 HPI and RB Non- X X 
Essential Isolation, 

Keowee Emergency Start, 
Load Shed and Standby 
Breaker Input, and 
Keowee Standby Bus 
Feeder Breaker Input 

3 and 4 LPI and RB Essential X X 
isolation 

5 and 6 RB Cooling, RB X 
Essential isolation, 
and Penetration Room 

Vent.  

7 and 8 RB Spray X 
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4SWA4 nstrumentation 

B 3.3.5 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The 6SfAST in conjunction with the actuated equipment, 
(continued) ovides protective functions necessary to mitigate ee4ga

BaeeSegccidents4QBAe., specifically the loss of coolant 
accident (LOCA) and steam line break &SLB) events. Ti 

pp'S .4FS relies on t OPERABILITY of the automatic actuation 
ogy r eac component to perform the actuation of the 

selected systems of LCO 3.3.7.  

Engineered Ii tF n r Webrton System Bypasses 

No provisions are made for maintenance bypass of E 
instrumentation channels. Operational bypass of certain 
channels is necessary to allow accident recovery actions to 
continue and, for some channels, to allow xeaeare shutdown 
without spurious ESFAS actuation.  

The ESM RCS pressure instrumentation channels include 
permissive bistables that allow manual bypass when reactor 
pressure is below the point at which the low and low low 
pressure trips are required to be OPERABLE. Once permissive 
conditions are sensed, the RCS pressure trips may be 
manually bypassed. Bypasses are automatically removed when 

~~~bypass permissive conditions aeyceeded.j 

Lach High RB Pres re channel may be manu 1ly bypassed after 
I the other two ch nels in the Parameter ye tripped. The 
manual bypass ows operators to ta manual contr of ESF 

I Functions af r initiation to allo ecovery acti s. The 
bypass may e manually removed and is automatical y removed 
hen RB ressure returns to below the trip setpoi 

Reactor Coolant System Pressure 

The RCS pressure is monitored by three independent pressure 
transmitters located in the RB. These transmitters are 
separat om the transmitters that feed the Reactor 
Protect System (RPS). Each of the pressure signals 
generate y these transmitters is monitored by four 
b istables to provide two trip signals, at 1500 psig and 

asigpsand two bypass per ive s ignals, at I sig 

The outputs of he three bistables, associated with the low 
RCS pressure, 500 psig, trip drive relays in two sets 

(continued) 
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This bypass provides an operational provision only outside the Applicability 
for this parameter, and provides no safety function.  
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BASES 

BACKGROUND Reactor Coolant System Pressure (continued) 

actuat channels &,lnd & of identical and independent 
channels. These two sets of HPI channels each use(2M 

two-out-of-three coincidence networIe 
f r I F Actuation. The outputs of the th ee bistab es 
associated with the Low Low RCS Pressur0OipRI 
drive relays. in two sets t F ne and of -( 

identical and independent-channels. These two sets-of LP 
channels each 

The outputs of the three Low Low RCS Pressure bistables also 
trip the drive relays in the corresponding HPI Actuation 
channel as previously described.  

Reactor Building Pressure 

B pressure inputs to the ESFAS are provi e y sure 
switches. Six pressure switches are used for the High RB 

3 33 Pressure Parameter, and six pressure switches are used for 
the High High Pres re Parameter.  

The output cont ts of six High RB Pressure switches are 
used in two se of identical and independent actuation 
trains. The two trains each use three logic channels.  
The outputs f these channels are use in two-out-of-three 
coincidenc networks. The output c tacts of the six RB 
pressure itches also trip the dryve relays in the 
correspo ding HPI and LPI Actuat' n channels as pre ously 
describ d.  

The output contacts of six H h High RB Pressu switches 
are used in two sets of id tical and indepen ent actuation 
trains. These two trains each use three logic channels 
(RB4, RB5, and RB6). The outputs of these channels are used 
in two-out-of-three coincident networks for RB Spray 
Actuation. Each high high pressure train actuates one RB 
Spray train when the High High RB signal and the HPI signal 
are coincident in that train.  

Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values 

Trip setpoints are the nominal value at which the bistables 
are set. Any bistable is considered to be properly adjusted 

(continued) 
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There are three Reactor Building pressure sensors. The output of each 
sensor terminates in an input isolation amplifier, which provides 
individually isolated outputs. One isolated output of each pressure 
measurement goes to the unit computer for monitoring. One output of 
each pressure measurement goes to a bistable which initiates action when 
its high building pressure trip point is exceeded. Each input 
isolation amplifier module contains an analog meter for indicating the 
measured pressure. Each of the three bistables has contact outputs 
that are combined in series with the output of the High and Low Pressure 
Injection System bistables as previously described.  

The outputs of the three bistables are brought together in two identical 
two-out-of-three coincidence logics which provide two ESPS channels.  
Either of the two channels is independently capable of initiating the 
required protective action.  

The ESPS channels of the Reactor Building Spray System are formed by two 
identical two-out-of-three logic networks with the active elements 
originating in six Reactor Building pressure sensing pressure switches.  

Three independent pressure switches containing normally open contacts 
from one protective channel's two-out-of-three logic inputs. Three 
other identical pressure switches from the two-out-of-three logic inputs 
of the second protective channel. Either of the two protective channels 
is capable of initiating the required protective action.  
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BASES 

BACKGROUND Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values (continued) 

when the "as left" value is within the band for CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION accuracy (i.e., I Kfack calibration + paparator 
etting crtl 

'The tri setDoints used in the bistab1es arbased on-the 
y tica imtmy- 'in Figure [ FSAR, Chaptfr 

Ref 1) Th etCtion of thpAP ri wtnnintz i such 
that adequate protection is provided when all sensor an ce
processing time delays are taken into account. To allow for 
calibration tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties, 
instrument drift, and severe environment induced errors for 

nose channels that must function in harsh 
(SP$ environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 2), the 

Allowable Values specified in Table 3.3.5-1 in the 2 
accompanying LCO are conservatively adjusted with respect 
the analytical limits. A detailed description of th e4 4t3 

thodolo y used to calculate the trip setpoints, ncluding 
their uncertainties, is provided in the 

;Peb e-Sespolt-Methoedelegy" -4Ra.1P *-The actual nominal 
trip setpoint entered into the bistable is more conservative 
than that specified by the Allowable Value to account for 
changes in random me surement errors detectable by a CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TES One exam o such ange 

asurement epfor is drift during the urveillaafe interva4J1 
anne is inoperale if its actual trip setpoint is 

within its required Allowable Value 

Setpoints, in accordance with the Allowable Values, ensure 
that the consequences of 48As will be acceptable, providing 
the unit is operated from within the LCOs at the onset of 
the and the equipment functions as designed.  

'c) f' Each channel can be tested online to verify that the 
setpoint accuracy is within the specified allowance 7 
requirements t7M ndefende3 Once a designated chann 1' 
taken out of serv-ice for testing, a simulated signal o 4 

-linjecte 3n _-lace of the field instrumen sig 
/bress ouipment tr te-7aly in tept is th t1 

verifief, and calibkrated.-, 

he Allowable Values lsted in Table 3.3. -1 are based on8 
the methodology desc-4 bed in FSAR, Chap r [14] (Ref. 4), 
which incorporates 11 of the known u nertainties applicable 
for each channel. The ma nitudes of hese uncertainties are 

(continued) 
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B 3.3.5 

BASES 

BACKGROUND Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values (continued) 

factored in the determinatio of each trip setpoint fAll 

field senr and signal proc sing equipment for th e 
channel are assumed to oper e ithin the allowances of 
hese uncertainty magnt 

[Reviewer's Note: The ESFAS LCOs in the BWOG Standard 
Technical Specifications are based on a system 
representative of he Crystal River Unit 3 design.] As 
discussed earlie , this arrangement involves measurement 
channels shared among all actuation functions, with separate 
actuation logi channels for each ctuated component. n 
this arrange nt, multiple compo nts are affected b each 
instrumenta on channel failure but a single auto ic 
actuation ogic failure affect only one componen . The 
organiza on of BWOG STS ESF LCOs reflects the escribed 
logic a rangement by identi ing instrumentati 
requir ments on an instru ntation channel ra er than on a 
protective function basis. This greatly simplifies 
delineation of ESFAS LCOs. Furthermore, the LCO 
requirements on instrumentation channels, automatic 
actuation logics, and manual initiation are specified 
separately to ref~lect the dif~ferent impa~ct each chas on ESFA 
OPERABILITY.  

APPLICABLE The following p Functions have been assumed within the 
SAFETY ANALYSES accident analyses.  

High Pressure Injection 

T actuation of HPI has been assumed for core cooling 
in the LOCA analysis and is credited with boron addition in 
theSLB analysis.  

Low Pressure Injection 

The i-SfAS actuation of LPI has been assumed for large break 
LOCAs.  

(continued) 
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Instrumentation 

BASES i 

APPLICABLE Reactor Building Spray, Reactor Building Cooling, and 
SAFETY ANALYSES Reactor Building Isolation 

(continued) 
Th ESAWW actuation of the RB coolers and RB Spray have been 
credited in RB analysis for LOCAs, both for RB performance 
and equipment environmental qualification pressure and 

temperature envelope definition. Accident dose calculatons 
milrlyhave credited RB Isolation and RB Spray.  

Th ESPAS initiated 69wtart has beenIsumdithLOA 
indaa / '(~at TTto ensure that emergency power -is available 

throughout the imitin CA scenart s.  

The small and ar rel LOCA ana ses assume a 
conservati econd dela ime for the actuation of HPI 
and LPI i AR, ChapteraA (Ref. 4). This delay time 

limits and forth imiting f ieds~eesfloiga 

~ sat~y Crterioc3 o 

includes a owances for-G starting, Emergency 
kto ee "" oeCoigSsems (ECCS) pump starts, and valve openings.  

robr Similarly, the RB Cooling, RB Isolation, and RB Spray have 
been analyzed with delays appropriate for the entire system 
analyzed. j1lypij atl Value e in th e analysi~saryl 
f5 seconds for/B Cooling, 60 sonds for RB Isolation, and 
56 econds RB Spray.  

Accident analyses rely on automatic-g9PAS acTtu6ation for 
protection of the core temperature and containment pressure 
limits and for limiting off site dose levels following an 
accident. These include LOCAZEL2 
events that result in RCS n tory reduction orseve7re os s 
of RCS cooling.  

The channels satisfy Critero 3 o, R ) 

LCO The LCO requires three c *ne s of HFSinstrumentation or 
944.9each Parameter in Table 3.3.5-1 to be OPERABLE in each 

a j deAotaoo. Failure of any instrument renders the affected 
oac4v444s' channel(s) inoperable and reduces the reliability of the 

} r affected Functions.  

(continued)
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Penetration Room Ventilation Actuation 

The ESPS actuation of the penetration room ventilation system has been 
assumed for LOCAs. Accident dose calculations have credited penetration 
room ventilation.  
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CKFASnstrumentation B 3.3.5 

BASES 

LCO Only the Allowable Value is specified for each ,1 9 
(continued) Function in the LCO. Nominal trip setpoints are specified 

in the nijTsef setpoint calculations. The nominal 2 
trip setpoints selected to ensure the setpoints measured 
by CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS do not exceed the Allowable 
Value if the bistable is performing as required. Operation 
with a trip setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip 
setpoint, but within its Allowable Value, is acceptable 
provided that operation and testing are consistent with the 
assumptions of the he setpoint calculations.  
Each Allowable Value specified is more conservative than the 
analytical limit assumed in the safety analysis to account 
for instrument uncertainties appropriate to the trip 
Parameter. These uncertainties are defined in 4e-A0nWt 

The Allowable Values for bypass removal functions are stated 
in the Applicable MODES or Other Specified Condition column 
of Table 3.3.5-1. ( j 
Three nstrumentation channels shall be OPERABLE~i 

rain to ensure that a single failure in one *anne will not result in loss of the ability to 
automatically actuate the required safety systems.  

fThe bases for the LCO o Parameters include the 
following.  

eactor ant stem Prssur 

Three channels ( R)of RCS Pressure- Low(2D)RCS 
Pressure-Low Lo4fare required OPERABLE in Each 
channel includes a sensor, trip bistable, bypass bistable, a  
cnntypass re bys, doutput relays n-er bThnI TI op e 

^ gonoU aun pressure enannel is common to bot trains 
oth RCS Pr sure Parameters. herefore, failur of on 

0nalog cha el r nel of the low ssure nd 
ow ow p essur Fnctions each train inopabe Th 
istabl portions of the annels are Function and train 

pecif' .' Therefore, a bstable fail-ure rendersz nnlyon 

uction in onp train inanrble./ Failure of a by as 
bistable or bypass circuitry, such that )( $c annel 
cannot be bypassed, does not render the channe noperab1 

an 0 a m re* s ye r Tpec 1c but 

may be s~h d among Parameters. Thfefo re, ot ut-o bloc 

continued) 
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BASES 

LCO) 
(timer reJy failure renders Alaffected Functi s in 
(_tran idonJ4 l 

1. Reactor Coolant System Pressure- Low Setpoint 

The RCS Pressure-Low Setpoint is based on HPI 
actuation for small break CAs. The setpoint ensures 
that the HPI will be actu ed at a pressure greater 
than or equal to the val e assumed in accident 
analyses plus the inst ment uncertainties. The 
maximum value assume for the setpoint of the RCS 
Pressure-Low trip f HPI in safety analyses is 
1480 psig. The s point for the low RCS and Allowable 
Value of 2: [160 psig for the low pressure Parameter 
is selected t ensure actuation occurs when actual RCS 
pressure is ove 1480 psig. The RCS Pressure 
instrument ion must function while subject to the 
severe e ironment created by a LOCA. Therefore, the 
trip s point Allowable Value acco nts for severe 
envir ment induced errors.  

To ensure the RCS Pressure- trip is not bypassed 
when required to be OPERAB by the safety analysis, 
each channel's bypass re al bistable must be set 
with an Allowable Valu of s [1800] psig. The bypass 
removal does not nee o function for accidents 
initiated from RCS essures below the bypass removal 
setpoint. Theref e, the bypass removal setpoint 
Allowable Value eed not account for sev e 
environment i uced errors.  

2. Reactor Coolant System Pressure- Low ow Setpoint 

The RCS Pressure-Low Low Setpo* LPI actuation occurs 
in sufficient time to ensure flow prior to the 
emptying of the core flood nks during a large break 
LOCA. The Allowable Valu of 2: [400] psig ensures 
sufficient overlap of t core flood tank flow and the 
LPI flow to keep the reActor vessel downcomer full 
during a large break LOCA. The RCS Pressure 
instrumentation must function while subject to the 
severe environment created by a LOCA. Therefore, the 
trip setpoint Allowable Value accounts for severe 
environment induced errors.  

(continued) 
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BASES 

LCO Reactor Coolant System Pressure-Low Low Setpoint 
(continued) 

To ensure the RCS Pressure -Low Low trip is not 
bypassed when assume OPERABLE by the safety analysis, 

with an Allowable alue of [900] psig. The bypass 
removal does not eed to function for accidents 
initiated by RC Pressure below the bypass removal  
setpoint. The fore, the bypass removal setpoint 
Allowable Val e need not account for severe 
environment nduced errors.  

Three c nnels each of RCS Pressure-Low an RB 
Press e-High are required to be OPERABL in each train.  
Each hannel includes a pressure switch ypass relays, and 
output relays. The high pressure cha els also include 
block timers. Each pressure switch 'Function and train 
specific, so there are 12 pressure witches total.  
Therefore, a pressure switch ren rs only one Function in 
one train inoperable. Output r ays and block timer relays 
are train specific but may be hared among Parameters.  
Therefore, output or block mer relay failure renders all 
affected Functions in one rain inoperable 

The RB Pressure switch may be subjected to high radiation 
conditions during the ccidents that they are inte ed to 
mitigate. The senso portion of the switches is so 
exposed to the steam environment present in the B following 
a LOCA or high energy line break. Therefore he trip 
setpoint Allowable Value accounts for meas ement errors 
induced by these environments.  

1. Reactor Building Pressure-Hi Setpoint 

The RB Pressure-High Se oint Allowable Value 
5 [5] psig was selected o be low enough to detect a 
rise in RB Pressure t t would occur due to a small 
break LOCA, thus ensuring that the RB high pressure 
actuation of the safety systems will occur for a wide 
spectrum of break sizes. The trip setpoint also 
causes the RB coolers to shift to emergency mode to 
prevent damage to the cooler fans due to the increase 

(continued) 
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BASES 

LCO 1. Reactor Building Pressure-High Setpoint (continued) 

in the de ity of the air steamytixture present in he 
contain nt following a LOCA.  

2. F Rea or Building Pressure- qh High Set poin 

e RB Pressure-High Hi Setpoint Allowa le Value 
s [30] psig was chosen to be high enough to avoid 
actuation during an SLB, but also low enough to ensure 
a timely actuation during a large break LOCA.  

APPLICABILITY Three channels o instrumentation for each 
sis shall be OPERABLE i e 

1. Reactor Coolant System Pressuree-Low 6 

The RCS Pressure-Low wie D g ac tuation P ameter a 
shall be OPERABLE during operation ove psig.  
This requirement ensures the capability to 7 { 
automatically actuate safety systems and components 
during conditions indicative of a LOCA or secondary 
unit overcooling. Below 44800psig, the owk 
Pressure actuation Parameter can be bypassed to avoid 
actuation during normal unit cooldowns when safety 
systems actuations are not required.  

The allowance for the bypass is consistent with the 
transition of the unit to a lower energy state, 
providing greater margins to safety limits. The unit 
response to any event, given that the reactor is 
already tripped, will be less severe and allows 
sufficient time for operator action to provide manual 
safety system actuations. This is even more 
appropriate during unit heatups when the primary 
system and core energy content is low, prior to power 
operation.  

In MODES 5 and 6, there is adequate time for the 
operator to evaluate unit conditions and respond by 
manually starting individual systems, pumps, and other 
equipment to mitigate the consequences of an abnormal 
condition or accident. -4le4" pressure and temperature 

G "" a(continued) 
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BASES 

APPLICABILITY 1. Reactor Coolant System Pressure- Low 
(continued) 

are very low, and any om onents are 
administratively or ot hrwis preventedr 
from actuating to prevent inadvertent 
overpressurization of unit systems.  

2. Reactor Coolant System Pressure-Low LowcSeoit)b 

The RCS Pressure-Low Low e actuation Parameter 
shall be OPERABLE during operation abovef9O0ofpsig.  
This requirement ensures the capability to 
automatically actuate safety systems and components 
during conditions indicat*ve of a LOCA or secondary 
unit overcooling. Below g90f-psig, the low low RCS 
Pressure actuation Parameter can be bypassed to avoid 
actuation during normal unit cooldowns when safety 
system actuations are not required.  

The allowance for the bypass is consistent with the 
transition of the unit to a lower energy state, 
providing greater margins to safety limits. The unit 
response to any event, given that the reactor is 
already tripped, will be less severe-and allows 
sufficient time for operator action to provide manual 
safety system actuations. This is even more 
appropriate during unit heatups when the primary 
system and core energy content is low, prior to power 
operation.  

In MODES 5 and 6, there is adequate time for the 
operator to evaluate unit conditions and respond by 
manually starting individual systems, pumps, and other 
equipment to mitigate the consequences of an abnormal 
condition or accident. ,pressure and temperatur 
are very low, and man E components are 
administrativel or otherwise prevented 
from actua ing to preven inadvertent 
overpressurization of unit systems.  

(continued) 
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nstrumentation 
B 3.3.5 

BASES 

APPLICABILITY 3, 4. Reactor Building Pressure-High and Reactor Building 
(continued) Pressure-High High5 T 

The RB Pressure-High and RB Pressure-High High 
actuation Functions ofAA-shall be OPERABLE in 

, an 4 when the potential for a HELB 
exists. In MODES 5 and 6, the unit conditions are 
such that there is insufficient energy in the primary 
and secondary systems to raise the containment 
ressure to either the RB Pressure-High or RB 
ressure-High High/etpoints. Furthermore, in MODES 5 

At on and 6, there is adequate time for the operator to 
evaluate unit conditions and respond by manually 
starting individual systems, pumps, and other 
equipment to mitigate the consequences of an abnormal 
condition or accident. ssure an temperature 
are very low and many E components are 

n or otherwise prevented 
from acu pee inadvertent 
overpressurization of unit systems.  

ACTIONS Required Actions A and B apply to alln rumentation 
Parameters listed in Table 3.3.5-1. 4#s 

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating separate 
Condition entr is 1lowed for each Parameter.  

If hannels trip setpoint is found nonconservative with 
respect to the Allowable Value, or the transmitter, I 
instrument loop, signal processing electronics, or E D ) 
bistable is found inoperable, then all affected functions 
provided by that hannel should be declared inoperable and 
the unit must enter fe Conditions for the rticular 

0protect Parameter affec e d. 0_4 

hen the nmber of inoperable channels in a trip prameter 
exceeds ose specified, th he unit is outsi the safety 
analysi Therefore, LC 0.03 shall be immed 4tely entered 
if app icable in the cur nt MODE of operation.  

(continued) 
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BASESS 
Instrumentation 

B 3.3.5 

(continued) 
Condition A applies when on channel becomes inoperable in 
one or more ara . f one channel is inoperable, 
placing it in a tripped condition leaves the system in a 
one-out-of-two copdition for actuation. Thus, if another 
channel were to fail, theMSFAE instrumentation could still 
perform its actuation functions. This action is completed 
when all of the affected output relays ffdeTKKttWFD re 
tripped. This can normally be accomplished-by tripping the 00 (afcenitbe t this unitV/the specific o ut reaays 
associated with ea ESFAS inswfument cannfe1 are 
listed in the fo owing document:] 

The 1 hour Completion Time is sufficient time to perform the 

9P000 must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply.  B1B.., to.20. si, and fo th RB Presur igh o 1.  

2- 'A e and High High e , to MODE 5 within 36 hours. e .  
hro eption Bimppli es rereasonabe bs (ontied 

rting expeienc toiP. .3 e3 he5 req red it codtins 

Opp Nira, frmfl oe cniin anrderl a ne an wii- th ut 
&_ mchallegingunit sto E. wic t; LC d o no s apely 

SUREILANC e amts lstte uin utbe ..- breoujet to es 

ManDE r3nn timen6-r talnd, fthe pe rational bypasse 

associaed 
wi t ea hi 

s r m n a i n c a n l a e a s 

sujc to thes S sig fo en LSPesure OPRBLT of th 

insrumatiopein cnel.orahteeurduitcniin 

fromfullpowe conitios inan oderl ma (c nwtnud



nstrumentation 0 3.3.5 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK every 12 hours ensures that 
a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A 
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter 
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other 
channels. It is based on the assumption that 
channels monitoring the same parameter should read 
approximately the same value. Si nifican 
between the tworTstrument channe s could be an indication 
of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of 
something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect 
gross channel failure; therefore, it is key in verifying 
that the instrumentation continues to operate properly 
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

Agreement criteria are determined( b u t s t based 
on a combination of the channel instument uncertainties, 
including isolation, indication, and readability. If a 
channel is outside the criteria, it may be an indication 
that the transmitter or the signal processing equipment h 
drifted outside its limit. it the channels are normally off 

minmiesrn themehancenofurossilfancetestie fuiode t 

CHANNEL CHECdwill only verify that the E off sca in 
the same diction. Off scale low current loop ch els are 

Axen ctht e mon ratecane fail r up rare. Sc 

ie pan 2 e or urveillance i s t ro ided the C 

minimizes th e chan of l hoss o of tecie funtiondu nt 

feainu g p obf nant channels. a e Al EL r ried he 

oie aes t or chane byass f testing pi t o due  

reaining o eunant channels. are P NERA L E C ortipe. h 

Ntaschannel bbiiyps fuinorma tetionl husef the 

.........  
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nstrumentation 
B 3.3.5 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.2 (continued) 
REQUIREMENT 

RQ E as , although during this time period it cannot 
in ia e This allowance is based on the inability 
er orm the Surveillance in the time permitted byth 
Required Actions. Eight hours is the-zev e ~rA9me 
to perform the Surveillance. It is not acceptable to 
routinely remove channels from service for more than 8 hours 

to perform required Surveillance testing. e 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on ach requ~rF JJJW-® 
channel to ensure the entire channel will perform the 

ended functions. Any setpoint adjustment shall be 
consistent with the assumptions of the current unit specific 
setpoint analysis.  

The Frequency of 31 days is based on ' operating 
experience, with regard to channel OP A ILITY and drift, 
which demonstrates that failure of more than one channel of 
a given function in any 31 day interval is a rare event.  

SR 3.3.5.3 4,A 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 
channel, including the sensor. The test verifies that the 
channel responds to a measured parameter within the 
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves 
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift to 
ensure that the instrument channel remains oper ' al 
between successive tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATION shafl in 
that measurement errors and bistable setpoint err rs are a4ru 
within the assumptions of the unit specific setpoint 
analysis. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent t 
with the assumptions of the 6 z setpoint analysis 

is Frequency is justified by the assumption of an 
8S ionth calibration interval to determine the magnitudes 

of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  

SR 3.3.5.4 

SR 3.3.5.4 en res that the ESFAS a uation chan el response 
* times are 1 than or equal tP. e maximum t s assumed in 

the accider1 analysis. The r sponse time vales are the 

(continued) 
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0 ,nstrumentatiol 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.4 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

maximum values assumed in the safety analyses. Individual 
component response times are not modeled in th anlss 
Response time testi acceptance criteria for this unit are 
included in Referen e 1. The analyses model the overall or 
total elapsed time from the point at which the parameter 
exceeds the actu ion setpoint value at the sensor to the 
point at which e end device is actuat d. Thus, this SR 
encompasses th automatic actuation lo ic components covered 
by LCO 3.3.7 d the operation of th mechanical ESF 
components.  

Response ime tests are conducte on an [18] month TAGGERED 
TEST BA S. Testing of the fi actuation devic , which 
make up the bulk of the respo e time, is includ in the 
testing of each channel. Therefore, staggered esting 
results in response time verification of thes devices every 
[18] months. The 18 month test Frequency is ased on unit 
operating experience, which shows that random failures of 
instrumentation components causing serious response time 
degradation but not channel failure are infrequent 

c urren ces.  

REFERENCES 1.( SAR, Chaptert%-f.- 1 

2. 10 CFR 50.49.  .. ("-'Unit B 3.-62,Set oint1thoddo
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EDM-102, "Instrument Setpoint/Uncertainty Calculations." 
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O M anual Initiation 
B 3.3.6 

B 3 .3 I N S T R U M E N T A T I O N A4j y a . d ; P 4 *1 )u I a 

B 3.3.6 Engineered Sefzty Fcaturc AettLs51 System (E ) Manual Initiation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND ThefESAS manual initiation capability allows the operator 
actuatceal S Functions from the main control ro in the 

nitabsence of any other initiation condto n t radly in i 
uate nctions include High P ssure Injecti , Low 

ressu Injection, Reactor Buioing (RB) Cool R 
B Is ion nd orol eas anual 
tian bility is provided in the operator 

eterminetat beeanF Function is needed and has not been 
automatically actuated. Furthermore, the OteASrmanua 
initiation capability allows operators to rapidly initiate 

ica s ~ acafl ont.41 ben ;/d 

LCO 3.3.6 covers nly h sse ete contnual initiatin of 
these Functions. LCO 3.3.5, "Engineeredate 

BSystem ) rumentation," and LCO 31,' 
Ae nineeredo fe &44P, be44eSystem (Afrar JA.  

A omatic Actuation Lo i ," provide requirements on the 
portions of-the. that automatically initiate the 
Functions describe i er.  
The *Ef4manual initiatio Function relies on th 
OPERABILITY of the maic actuation logicLCO 3.3.7)(0g 

(HE 55 20Wito perform the actuation of the systems. A 
manual trip push button is provided on the 
control room console for each of the protec , 

ne-as -4 .Oeaino the push button energizes 
Ll relays whose contacts perform a logical "OR" function with 

the atorces pt th1&)automatic actuation eep lu on 
matrices which are part of the Lbb bD es loading seq nce.  

) Manual actua on of the ESF buses 1ding sequence 'made 
c by de-enerq ing the timed output l ays. The pow suppl 

for the mual trip relays is taken from the staton 
batterie Different batteries ar used for the two 
,artuati ons /_ 

The%6A manual initiation channel is defined as th 
. instrumentation between the console switch and the automatic 

actuat~ion logi , which actuates the end devices. Other 
c,4**-,dme ns of manual initiation, such as controls for individual 

E Z*devices, may be available in the control room and other 

(continued) 
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gA; Manual Initiation 
B 3.3.6 

BASES 

BACKGROUND unit locations. These alternative means are not required by 
(continued) this LCO, nor may they be credited to fulfill the 

requirements of this LCO.  

APPLICABLE T , in conjunction with the actuated equipment 
SAFETY ANALYSES provides protective functions necessary to mitigat 

( j50dccidents, specifically, the loss of coolant accident 
and steam line break events.  

S PS 
The RSEAS.manual initiation ensures that the control room 
operator can rapidly initiate E! )Functions at hav Ald 
The manual initiation trip Function is required as a backup 
to automatic trip functions and allows operators to initiate 
ESFAS whenever any parameter is rapidly trending toward its 
trip se otI Furt o he re'tboAoR ma Ta OAL o 
e pe ne opeat n sing cedures for verificat n that 

ESF systeq are running /P 

Ell PC The manua1 in t aion functions satisfy Criterion 3 of 

LCO TwoEKA5 manual initiation channels of each -&51unction 

s all be 0RABLE whenever conditions exist that cou 

reureE protection of the reactor or RB. Two OPERABLE S 

channels ensure that no single random failure will prevent 
system level manual initiation of any EASFunction. e 

manual initiation Function allows the operator to 
initiate protective action prior to automatic initiation or 
Accidentsrin the event the automatic initiation does not occur.  

APPLICABILITY mtatd manual initiation Functions shall be OPERABLE in.  
MODES 2and in 4 when the associated 

engineeed saeguard equipment is required to be OPERABLE.  
The manual initiation channels are required because E p 

'ESP Functions are designed to provide protection in these MODES 
949%@ -md-,*4ESFAS initiates systemsthtaeehr 

reconfigured (:r 1isPe)for sk-kne Qee RA eratio.  
Accidents in tese MDSare slw to develop and would e 

mitigated by manual operation of individual components.  

Adequate time is available to evaluate unit conditions and 

(continued) 
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The required Function is provided by two associated channels as indicated in 
the following table: 

Function Associated Channels 

HPI and RB Non-Essential 1 & 2 
Isolation, Keowee Emergency 
Start, Load Shed and Standby 
Breaker Input, and Keowee 
Standby Bus Feeder Breaker 
Input 

LPI and RB Essential 3 & 4 
isolation 

RB Cooling, RB Essential 5 & 6 
isolation, 
and Penetration Room Vent.  

RB Spray 7 & 8 

B 3.3-64A



a. Manual Initiation 
~r w44~,J>B 3.3.6 

BASES 

APPLICABILITY to respond by manually operating the E components, if 
(continued) required.  

ACTIONS A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating separate 
Condition entry is allowed for each ,..Snanual initiation 
Function.  

A.1 

Condition Aa lies when one manual initiation channel of 
one or more Functions becomes inoperable. Required 
Action A.1 mus e taken to restore the channel to OPERABLE 
status within the next 72 hours. The Completion Time of 
72 hours is based on (W operating experience and 

inistrative controls, which provide alternative means of 
Function initiation via individual component controls.  

e 72 hour Completion Time is consistent with the allowed 
outage time for the safety systems actuated by* .  

B.1 and B.2 p 0 equired Action B.1 n Required Action B. apply if 
Require Action A.1 nnot emtwthin e reured 
Com 4 Required Action-A.,+ eennet-be-e 

2t " Completion Timi ,te unit mus e 
Irbrought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To 

achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least 
ftt eda 4 MODE 3 within 6-hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The 

allowed Lompletion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required MODES from full power 

1z conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit 
'systems.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR requi the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST of the manual initiation. This test verifies 
that the initiating circuitry is OPERABLE and will actuate 
th dn jcf- .e., pumpe va ves etc.. The 8f-month 
requency is based on the need to perform this Surveillance 

(continued) 
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~N anual Initiation 

B 3.3.6 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

under the conditions that apply during a unit outage and the 
potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance 
were performed with the reactor at power. This Frequency is 
demonstrated to be sufficient, based on operating 
experience, which shows these compongntk usually pass the 
Surveillance when performed on the Kmonth Frequency.  

REFERENCES 
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utomatic Actuation Logic w4 
B 3.3.7 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION pro Ile 

B 3.3.7 Engineered nn System ( Automatic 
Actuation Logic ton 

BASESeale 

BACKGROUND Thed tat OEc acuation ogic channels of ESPAS re defined 
s e wll c e buffers of the ceeb aichannelsed 
he controllers a actuate qu pment Eacf the 

comonents actuated U the ion mualions A c d 
Ctoa actuatmen ogic . If two-out-of-thre.  
instrumentation channels indicate atrip oy leveinitate 

anual initiatio e curs, the auomatic actuationogic  
activated and the associas is actuateL.O f 
purpose of requiring l IABILITY of the ic ;I 

I atuation ngiis to ensure that the Function o eau o 
CIA can be automatically initiated in the event of an accident.  

Automatic actuation of some Functions is necessary to 
prevent the unit from exceeding the Emergency Core Cooling 

C, 4Ac Systems (ECCS) limits in 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 1). It should /,4qone 
b e e n that OPERABL ITYofautomatic actuation logic channels 
alone will not ensure that each Function can be activated; aw e 

t instrumentation channels and actuated equipment 
dit4ss4em ssociated with each Function must also be OPERABLE to ish it 5 

ensure that the Functionj can be automatically initiated ek* *-0645 

Thl duringa accident. LO A s 
LCO 3.3.7 covers on del omatic actuation logic that 
initiates these Functions. LCO 3.3.5, "Engineered fety 

34/Fe *Ai54R metwat4 pSystem (i-5 )4nstr-umeai on~r , ad 
Pm~thet LO .3.b, "Engineeredi'Safety-Feature 4ewatme Syste 

( &F) Manual Initiation," provide requirements on heotl 
.--nstrumentation and manual initiation channels that inputo 

pg; the automati actuation logig 

Th in conjunction with the actuated equipment, 
provides protective functions necessary to mitigate Qei,' 
-Sth ccidents -+BAs), specifically, the loss of coolant 
accident (LOCA) andAsteam line break SLB) events. The 
4-LR49*relies on the OPERABILITY of th automatic actuation 
logic for each componen t o perform he actuation of the 
selected systems 

The small and~i '" brea 'LOCA analyses assume a 
.conservativeg second delay time for the actuation of high 

pressure injection (HPI) and low pressure injection (LPI) in 

(continued)



Automatic Actuation Logice 3 
4q B3.3.7 

BACKGROU- (Ref. 2). This delay time includes 
(continued) a Tlowances for emer genjdient -g eeatee (ED) eterts-,ED 

loading, ECCS pump starts, and valve openings. Similarly, 
the reactor building (RB) Cooling, RB Isolation, and RB 
Spray have been analyzed with delays appropriate for the 
entire system.  

Typical vjplues used in the analy s are 35 secor s for RBXj~ 

(E$J Functions to mitigate accident conditions is assumed 
in he ($analysis and is required to ensure that 
consequences of analyzed events do not exceed the accident 
analysis predictions. Automatically actuated features 
include HPI, LPI, RB Cooling, RB Spray, and RB Isolation.  

e ESFAS LC~s in t e andard Technical Specifications 
(STS) are based on a system representative of the Crystal 
River Unit 3 design. As discussed earlier, this arrangement 
involves measurement hannels shared among all actuation 
functions, with sep ate actuation logic channels for each 0 actuated component In this arrangement, multiple ESF 
components are af cted by a measurement channel failure, 
but a single au matic actuation logic failure affects only 
one component. The organization of BWOG S ESFAS LCs 
reflect the scribed logic arrangement linking actions 
for automatc actuation logic failures irectly to the 
actions f the affected ESF compone . The overall 
philosop is that if an automatic tuation logic ils, 
the affected component is put into its engineered afeguard 
configuration. This action elim ates the need or the 
automatic actuation logic. If fe affected c ponent cannot 
be placed in its engineered s eguard confi ation, actions 
are taken to address the ino rability of e supported 
system component. This greatly simplifie delineation of 
ESFAS LCs. Furthermore, the [CO requirements on 
instrumentation channels, automatic actuation logics, and 
manual initiation are specified separately to reflect the 
different impact each has on ESFAS OPERABILITY.  

(continued) 
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Automatic Actuation Logic 
B 3.3.7 

BASES (continued) t 

APPLICABLE Accident analyses rely on automatic actuation 
SAFETY ANALYSES for protection of the core and RB and for limiting off site 

dose levels following an acci dentL.- Thes-e incl ude LA, S 
na eene rea events thy result in Re or 

Coolant ste~m (RCS) inventoryreduction or severe loss ofD 
RCS coo ing jtlb umatic actuation logic-is an integra 
part of the % 

e -E f*S omatic actuation logicl'satis y Criterion 3 of 

q-b. 6 g 2  - t o 

LCO The a tic actuation logic a or-eat oMnni 
c e" v . :V require to be OPERABLE whenever 

Eonditions exist that could require El protection of the 
reactor or the RB. This ensures automatic initiation of the 

ppy- ES lrequired to mitigate the consequences of accidents.  

&~DE 3. *-1 

APPLICABILITY The automatic act ation logic futlct+oti shall be OPERABLE in 
MODES 2and i 4 when the associated 
engineered a eguard equipment is required to be OPERABLE 
because E Functions are designed to provide protection i 
these MODES. Automatic actuation in MODE 5 or 6 is no 
required because the stems initiated by the-SFA are 
either reconfigured r isa e for h n j n 
operatio ccidents in these MODES are slow to develop and 
would be mitigated by manual operation of individual 
components. Adequate time is available to evaluate unit 
conditions and respond by manually operating the E 
components, if required.  

ACTIONS A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating separate 
Condition entry is allowed for each omaAS om), 
actuation logic.  

A.1 and A.2.  

When one or more tomatic actuation logic J are __are 

inoperable, the associated component(s) can be placed inj".t 
engineered safeguard configuration. Required Action A.1 is 

(continued) 
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The required Function is provided by two associated digital channels as 
indicated in the following table: 

Function Associated Channels 

HPI and RB Non-Essential 1 & 2 
Isolation, Keowee Emergency 
Start, Load Shed and Standby 
Breaker Input, and Keowee 
Standby Bus Feeder Breaker 
Input 

LPI and RB Essential 3 & 4 
isolation 

RB Cooling, RB Essential 5 & 6 
isolation, and Penetration 
Room Vent.  

RB Spray 7 & 8 

B 3.3-69A
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B 3.3.7 

BASESS 

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued) 

equivalent to the utomatic actuation logic performing its 
safety function ahead of time. In some cases, placing the 
component in its engineered safeguard configuration would 
violate unit safety or operational considerations. In these 
cases, the component status should not be changed, but the 
supported system component must be declared inoperable.  
Conditions which would preclude the placing of a component 
in its engineered safeguard configuration include, but are 
not limited to, violation of system separation, activation 
of fluid systems that could lead to thermal shock, :or 
isolation of fluid systems that are normally functioning( 
The Completion Time of I hour is based on operating 
experience and reflects the urgency associated with the 
inoperability of a safety system com onent. e /9St 

5 Required Action A.2 requires ntry i o theequined c 2.  
of the affected supported systems since the true effect of 
utomatic actuation logicifailure is inoperabi i y o e e 
supported system. The Completion Time of 1 hour is based o 
operating experience and reflects the urgency associated 
with the inoperability of a safety system component.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.7.1 .e'pect 
REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.7.1 is th erformance fa HANNE FUNCTIONAL TEST 
on a 31 dayS E E ST BASI9. The est demonstrates 
tha tyij-,)automatic actuation logic (so0ated 9ith one of) 

em ai successfully performs the 
two-out-of -three logic combinations every 31 daLSr7- , 

o on o ics are t r every 6 days 
T e test simulates the required one-out-of- ree inputs o 
the logic circuit and verifies the successful operation of 
the automatic actuation logic. The Frequency is based on 
operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of more 
than one channel failing within the same 31 day interval.  

utomatic ctuation logic rpponse time testr g is 
incorpo ted into the res p6nse time testing equired b 
CO 3 .5 
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A combination of Required Actions A.1 and A.2 may be used for different 
components associated with an inoperable digital automatic actuation logic 
channel.  

S 

SB3.-0
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. z B 3.3.7 

BASES (continued) 

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.46.  
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.5~ EDG LOPS 
8 3.3.8 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION' 

B 3.3.8 Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) Loss of Power Start (LOPS) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The EDGs ovide a source of emergency power when offsite 
power i either unavailable or is insufficiently stable to 
allow fe unit operation. Undervoltage protection will 
gener te a LOPS in the event a loss of voltage or degraded 
vol ge condition occurs in the switchyard. There are two 
L S Functions for each 4.16 kV vital bus.  

Three undervoltage relays with [inverse voltage time] 
characteristics are provided on each 4.16 kV Class lE 
instrument bus for the purpose of detecting a sustained 
undervoltage condition or a loss of bus voltage. The relays 
are combined in a two-out-of-three l;ogic to generate a LOPS 
if the voltage is below 75% for aythort time or below 90% 
for a long time. The LOPS initiated ACTIONS are described in 

iFSAR, Section [8.3] (Ref. 1).  

Trip Setpoints and Allow eValue 

The trip setpoints u d in the bistables are based on the 
analytical limits sented in accident analysis in FSAR, 
Chapter [14] (Ref 2). The selection of these trip 
setpoints is s that adequate protection is provided when 
all sensor an processing time delays are taken into 
account. T actual nominal trip setpoint entered into the 
bistable * more conservative than that required by the unit 
specifi setpoint calculations. A channe is inoperable if 
its a uation trip setpoint is not wit its required 
Allo ble Value.  

Setpoints in accordance with the lowable Value will assure 
that limits of Chapter 2.0, "S ty Limits," in the 
Technical Specifications are t violated during anticipated 
operational occurrences (AO ); that the consequences of 
accidents will be accepta e, providing the unit is operated 
from within the LCOs at e onset of the AOO or accident; 
and that the equipmen functions as designed.  

The undervoltage p otection scheme has been designed to 
protect the unit from spurious trips caused by the offsite 
power source. This is made possible by the inverse voltage 

(continued) 
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r 
BASES 
BACKGRROtUJND Trip Setpoints and Allowole Value (continued) 

e 
s 

L 

time characteristics the relays used. A complete loss of 

i 

a 

I 

e 

S 
offsite power will sult in approximately a (1] second 

P 
s 

efd 
ac c 

j 

a delay in LOPS act tion. The EDG starts and is available to 

r 

wa n 

u 
0a e 

r 

accept loads wi in a 10 second time interval on the 

s 

En y 
e r 

ine 

r 1 

g 
w j 

Engineered S ty Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) or LOPS.  
egfE s 
sEmergency er is established within the maximum 

time delay 
eac h even t ar d I a r 

a 

assumed each event analyzed in the accident analysis 
cy 

1 j 

(Ref.  
um 

j f h d 1 
1 1 c a u s e 

Wi three protection channels in a two-out-of-three trip S st gic for each division of the 4.16 kV power supply, no 
single failure will cause or prevent protective system tt rI 

itactuation. This arrangement meets IEEE-279-1971 criteria t (Ref. 3).  

APPLICABLE The EDG LOPS is required for the En ' ered Safety Features 
SAFETY ANALYSES (ESF) to function in any accident th a loss of offsite 

ed fo r t he En ee re 
power. Its design basis is th of the ESFAS.  

js is t h of the 
ny ac ci den t t h a 1 

d It e 1 0 ad j ng of 
Accident analyses credit e loading of the EDG, based on 

0 d u r I n g a Jos 
s 0 the loss of off it 0 during a loss of coolant accident 

(LOCA). The actuaT Po Start has historically been 
associated with ' _ESFAS actuation. The diesel loading has s of of G S t a rt ha s h i sto been includ ed i. tethe d elay time associated with each safety 
system compo requiring EDG supplied power following a 
lo ss of of Kitetpower. The analysis assumes a 
nonmech stic EDG loading, which does not explireTtly 
accou for each individual componen ' of ss of power 

T toihe,,W 
ou 

for det. tion and subsequent actions. he actuation time 
for'the limiting systems, high pressure jection, and low 
pressure injection is 35 seconds. T i delay time includes 
contributions from the EDG Start, loading, and safety 

p t 
ad 1 
0 

e 

s u injection system component actu on. The response of the c T he 
0 p e r u s t dem n s t r a t ed EDG to a loss of power must emonstrated to fall within 

j tj 

fro 

T J 
this analysis response ti when including the contributions 
of all portions 

of the oe ay.a - n r 

e sp on e t i when I n I u d n 

j it 
m10 0 

The required chann of LOPS, in conjunction with the ESF 
systems powered om the EDGs, provide unit protection in 
the event of 0 f t I yz c c . t s I 

J 
of the analyzed accidents discussed in the 

accident ana ysis (Ref. 2), in which a loss of offsite power 

(continued) 
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BASES 

APPLICABLE The delay times assu d in the safety analysis for the ESF 
SAFETY ANALYSES equipment include t 10 second EDG Start delay and, if 

(continued) applicable, the a ropriate sequencing delay. The response 
times for ESFAS tuated equipment in LCO 3.3.5, "Engineered 
Safety Feature ctuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation," 
include the ropriate EDG loading and sequencing delay.  

The EDG L channels satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy 
Stateme .  

LCO T LCO for the LOPS requires that three channels per bus of 
ch LOPS instrumentation Function shall be OPERABLE in 

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 when the LOPS supports safety systems 
associated with the ESFAS. In MODES 5 and 6, the three 
channels must be OPERABLE whenever the associated EDG is 
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that the automatic start 
of the EDG is available when needed.  

Loss of LOPS function could result i /the delay of safety 
systems initiation when required. his could lead to 
unacceptable consequences durin ccidents. During the loss 
of offsite power, which is an 0, the EDG powers the motor 
driven emergency feedwater p ps. Failure of these pumps to 
start would leave only the ne turbine driven pump and an 
increased potential for loss of decay heat removal through 
the secondary system.  

Only Allowable Val s are specified for each Function in the 
LCO. Nominal tr' setpoints are specified in the unit 
specific setpo* calculations. The nominal setpoints are 
selected to sure that the setpoint measured by CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL STS does not exceed the Allo ble Value if the 
bistable i performing as required. Ope tion with a trip 
setpoin less conservative than the n nal trip setpoint, 
but wi hin the Allowable Value, is ceptable provided that 
operation and testing is consist with the assumptions of 
the unit specific setpoint cal lation. Each Allowable 
Value specified is more con vative than the analytical 
limit assumed in the tran * nt and accident analysis to 
account for instrument u ertainties appropriate to the trip 
function. These uncer inties are defined in the "[Unit 
Specific Setpoint Met.odology]" (Ref. 4).  

(continued) 
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BASES 

(continued) 
LCO Degraded Voltage LOPS 

Voltage: The minimum A owable Value includes an allowance 
for relay coil calibr ion error and is based on maintaining 
at least [90.] of ra d voltage on the 480 V motor control 
centers, with a [4 /] V drop across the [4160/480] V 
stepdown transfor rs. The [4.1%] V drop associated with 
these transform s is the maximum expected due to ESF bus 
loading, while he MCC contactors are considered to require 
at least [900 V for proper operation.  

The maxi Allowable Value is not based on equipment 
operabi ty concerns, but rather avoidance of unnecessary 
EDG s rts due to spurious channel trip.  

T' e Delay: The response time includes [5 seconds] for 
dervoltage relay actuation following detection of degraded 

ES bus voltage, [13 seconds] for the bus trip delay timer, 
and [3 seconds] for the dead bus timer. /Note that the 
acceptance criteria of [21 seconds] do ' not account for the 
setpoint tolerance of [10%] or [t 2. seconds].  

I Loss of Voltage LOPS 

Voltage and Response Time: e Allowable Value for the loss 
of voltage channels is : 0 . This Allowable Value and the 
associated channel respo e time are based on the physical 
characteristics of the oss of voltage sensing relays. The 
loss of voltage chan s respond to a complete loss of ES 
bus voltage, provi . g automatic starting and loading of the 
associated EDG. wever, their response time is not 
critical to the verall ES equipment response time following 
an actuation, ince the degraded voltage LOPS 
instrumenta on will also respond to thercomplete loss of 
voltage, and will do so earlier than tWW loss of voltage 
instrumentation. The loss of volta 'channel response 
includes only the time response ociated with the 
undervoltage relays, including e nominal setpoint of 
[7.8 seconds] and a toleranc f [7%] or [0.55 seconds].  

APPLICABILITY The EDG LOPS actuat Function shall be OPERABLE in 
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 because ESF Functions are designed to 
provide protection in these MODES. Actuation is also 

(continued) 
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E D 

APPLICABILITY required whenever the DG is required to be OPERABLE by 
(continued) LCO 3.8.2, "AC Sourc -Shutdown," so that the EDG can 

perform its functi on a loss of power or degraded power to 
the vital bus.  

ACTIONS If a chan 's trip setpoint is found nonconservative with 
respect o the Allowable Value, or the channel is found 
inoper le, then the function that the channel provides must 
be d ared inoperable and the LCO Condition entered for the 
pa icular protection function affected. Since the required 

nnels are specified on a per EDG basis, the Condition may 
e entered separately for each EDG.  

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating that 
separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.  

A.1 

If one channel per EDG in on or more Functions is 
inoperable, it must be tri ed within 1 hour. With a 
channel in trip, the LOP channels are configured to provide 
a one-out-of-two logic o initiate a trip of the incoming 
offsite power. In t p, one additional valid actuation will 
cause a LOPS signa on the bus. The 1 hour Completion Time 
is reasonable to aluate and to take action by correcting a 
degraded condi on in an orderly manner and takes into 
account the probability of an event requiring LOPS 
occurring ing this interval.  

B.1 

Condition B applies when two or more ervoltage or two or 
more degraded voltage channels on a ngle bus are 
inoperable.  

Required Action 8.1 requires a but one inoperable channel 
to be restored to OPERABLE s us within 1 hour. With two 
or more channels inoperabl the logic is not capable of 
providing an automatic E LOPS signal for valid loss of 
voltage or degraded vol ge conditions. The 1 hour 
Completion Time is re onable to evaluate and to take action 
by correcting the degiraded condition in an orderly manner 

(continued) 
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BASES 

ACTIONS B.1 (continued) 

and takes into acco t the low probability of an event 
requiring LOPS oc rring during this interval.  

C.1 

Condition applies if the Required Action of Condition A or 
Conditio B and the associated Completion Time is not met.  

Requi d Action C.1 ensures that Required Actions for 
aff ed diesel generator inoperabilities are initiated.  
De nding on unit MODE, the Actions specified in LCO 3.8.1, 
" C Sources-Operating," or LCO 3.8.2, are required 
immediately.  

SURVEILLA/ SR 3.3.8.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.8.1 is the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once 
every 12 hours to ensure that a gro failure of 
instrumentation has not occurred. CHANNEL CHECK is 
normally a comparison of the pa meter indicated on one 
channel to a similar paramete on other channels. It is 
based on the assumption tha instrument channels monitoring 
the same parameter should ead approximately the same value.  
Significant deviations tween the two instrument channels 
could be an indicatio of excessive instrument drift in one 
of the channels or something even more serious. CHANNEL 
CHECK will detect oss channel failure; therefore, it is 
key in verifying hat the instrumentation continues to 
operate proper between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

Agreement teria are determined by the unit aff based on 
a combina on of the channel instrument unc ainties, 
includip isolation, indication, and re ility. If a 
channel- is outside the criteria, it be an indication 
that the transmitter or the signal ocessing equipment has 
drifted outside its limit. If t channels are within the 
criteria, it is an indication at the channels are 
OPERABLE.  

The Frequency, about once every shift, is based on operating 
experience that demonstrates channel failure is rare. Since 

(continued) 
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BASES 
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

the probability of two ndom failures in redundant channels 
in any 12 hour period is low, the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes 
the chance of loss o protective function due to failure of 
redundant channels The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less 
formal, but more requent, checks of channel OPERABILITY 
during normal erational use of the displays associated 
with this LCO' required channels.  

SR 3.3. .2 

The te allows channel bypass for testing without defining 
it s inoperable although during this time period it cannot 

uate a diesel start. This allowance is based on the 
ssumption that 4 hours is the average time required to 

perform channel Surveillance. The,:4 hour testing allowance 
does not significantly reduce the probability that the EDG 
will start trip when necessar . It is not acceptable to 
routinely remove channels fm service for more than 4 hours 
to perform required Surv i lance testing.  

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL ST is performed on each required EDG 
LOPS channel to en e the entire channel will perform the 
intended functio Any setpoint adjustments shall be 
consistent wit he assumptions of the current unit specific 
setpoint anal is. The Frequency of 31 days is considered 
reasonable sed on the reliability of the components and on 
operating perience that demonstrates channel failure is 
rare.  

SR 3.3.8.3 

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete eck of the instrument 
channel, including the sensor. T setpoints and the 
response to a loss of voltage a a degraded voltage test 
shall include a single point rification that the trip 
occurs within the required lay time, as shown in 
Reference 1. CHANNEL CA ATION shall find that 
measurement setpoint er rs are within the assumptions of 
the unit specific set int analysis. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS 
must be performed c sistent with the assumptions of the 
unit specific setpeint analysis in Reference 4.  

I 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.3 continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

The Fre ncy is based on operating experience and 
consis ncy with the typical industry refueling cycle and is 
just* ied by the assumption of an 18 month calibration 

2. FSAR, Chapter [14].  

3. IEEE-279-1971, April 1972.  

4. [Unit Name], "[Unit Specific Setpoint Methodology]." 
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B 3.3 INSJtLENTATION 

B 3.30)-W Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of the PAM instrumentation is to display 
unit variables that provide information required by the 
control room operators during accident situations. This 
information provides the necessary support for the operator 
to take the manual actions for which no automatic control is 
provided and that are required for safety systems to 
accomplish their safety functions for Design Basis Events.  

The OPERABILITY of the accident monitoring instrumentation 
ensures that there is sufficient information available on 
selected unit parameters to monitor and to assess unit 
status and behavior following an accident. NRC. ' 

The availability of accident monitoring instrumentation is 6,d k -,he 
important so that responses to corrective actions can be 5,-A r 
observed, and so that the need for and magnitude of further u Z R 00S 
actions can be determined. These essential instr ents ar k" y 
identified b [Uni -peei4444muntn :- (Ref. 1) ( 1 A 

mmendations of Regulatory Guide 1.97 ef. a 
required by Supplement I to NUREG-0737 (Ref. . Lakok a 

4t & SYPQ. I The instrument channels required to be OPERA by this LC 
j~e5quish".1 a Kd' - equate to two classes of parameters identified during unit 
,; 4,/,ta specific impl of egulatory Guide 1.97 as Type A 

and Category U ariaDies.a 

Type A variables areinced tI LCO}because they 
provide the primary information that permits the control 
room operator to take specific manually controlled actions 
that are required when no automatic control is provided and 
that are required for saeys t acco i their 
safety functions fo ' cidents ( ecause 
the 11st of eype A variablE-S widgly differs between units, ] 
Table 3.3 -1 in the accompan ' fg LCO contains a those _ 

examples of Type A variables tat may also be Cat gory I.  

Category , ariables are the key variables deemed risk V 
significa because they are needed to: 

* Determine whether systems important to safety are 
performing their intended functions; 

(continued) 
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BASES 

BACKGROUND * Provide information to the operators that will enable 
(continued) them to determine the potential for causing a gross 

breach of the barriers to radioactivity release; and 

* Provide information regarding the release of 
radioactive materials to allow for early indication of 
the need to initiate action necessary to protect the 
public and to estimate the magnitude of any impending 
threat.  

#44.k 0 4 
These key variables are identified by ua specific 
Regulatory Guide 1.97 analysis (Ref. 1). This analysis 
identifies the unit specific Type A and Category kvariables 
and provides justification r deviatin rom the 
proposed list of Category FcarislistTables 

Reviewer's Note: able 3.3.17-1 provides a list of 
variables typical of those identified ya unit s cific 
Regulatory Guid 1.97 analysis (Ref. Table .17-1 in 
unit specific echnical Specificat' ns shall 1i all Type A 
and Category variables identifardby the u specific 
Regulatory uide 1.97 an s o t mended by the NRC's 
Safety Evaluation Report (SER). , 

The specific instrument Functions listed in Table 3.3d 9 
are discussed in the LCO aection 

APPLICABLE The PAM instrumentation ensures the availability of 
SAFETY ANALYSES information so that the control room operating staff can: 

Perform the diagnosis specified in the emergency 
operating procedures. These variables are restricted 
to preplanned actions for the primary success path of 

(e.g., loss of coolant acci(dent (LOCA)) 

* Take the specified, preplanned, manually controlled 
actions, for which no automatic control is provided, 
which are required for safety systems to accomplish 
their safety functions; 

* Determine whether systems important to safety are 
performing their intended functions; 

(continued)
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APPLICABLE * Determine the potential for causing a gross breach of 
SAFETY ANALYSES the barriers to radioactivity release; 

(continued) 
* Determine if a gross breach of a barrier has occurred; 

and 

* Initiate action necessary to protect the public and 
estimate the magnitude of any impending threat.  

specific Regulatory-Guide 1.97 analysis documen 
the process that identifies Type A and Cate ry non-Type A 
variables.  

PAM instrumentation that meets the definition of T e in 
Re ulatory Guide 1.97 satisfies Criterion 3 of 

L . . Categor non-type A, instrumentation 
must be re ained in Technic Specifications because it is 
intended to assist operators in mi izing the consequences 
of accidents. ategor Inon-Typ eA variab1 
are important r re ucin blic ris a re SO 7 

Teo 11c SA1 C 5436 

LCO LCO 3.3 requires two OPERABLE channels for all but one 
FunctionZ o ensure no single failure prevents the operators 
from being presented with the information necessary to 
determine the status of the unit and to bring the unit to, 
and maintain it in, a safe condition following that 
accident.  

urthermore, provision of two channels allows a CHANNEL 
CHECK during the post accident phase to confirm the validit 
of displayed information. ? [More than two channels may be 

ui4Q-r Ta~t some units if the Regulat y Gide 19 ayi 
determines that lure of on in o itorI c hannel 
results in infoation ambiguity .e., is rfedant 
displays disa e) that could lear operators to defeat or to 
ail to acco plish a r "n 

3.3- The exception to the two channel requirement is containment 
isolation valve position. In this case, the important 
information is the status of the containment penetrations e 
The LCO requires one position indicator for each o mi 
containment isolation valve. This is sufficient o 
redundantly verify the isolation status of each isolable 
penetration either via indicated status of the valve 

(continued) 
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Where a channel includes more than one control room indication, 
such as both an indicator and a recorder, the channel is OPERABLE 
when at least one indication is OPERABLE.  

B 3.3-142A
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LCO and prior knowledge of the passive valve or via system 
(continued) boundary status. If a normally active containment isolation 

valve is known to be closed and deactivated, position 
indication is not needed to determine status. Therefore, 
the position indication for valves in this state is not 
required to be OPERABLE. b: 

ethe specifie 
instrument Functions listed in Tale 3.3.-1 M e 

s5cus ons areIen . as examples of wha sn oulybe 
provC ed f a bnit s cific of core 
re ar urto s t o t i p 

1. Wide Range Neutron Flux) 

CSPer(Wide Range)Fu instrmnation is provided  

2 ). Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Ho Le 
Temperature 

.RCS Hotl Le Temperature instrumentation42D 

Category riable)(provided for verification of core 
coolin and long term surveillanace.e.eactor ou t 
Wmperatur Rnpts to ths RPS are proviod by wo fas 

response esistance span 0psents and associat .  
Sps r eansmiters in each loop The c ne provide 

3e3 indicatin over a nge b F to 700F.  

4. RCS Pressure (Wide Range) ,,0 

: ytV-r ,4i RCS Pressure (Wide Range) instrumentation is provided 
ne" 1)4 pa9 for verification of core cooling and RCS integrity 

W~long term surveillance.  

Wide range RCS loop pressure is measured by pressure 
transmitters with a span of 0 psig to 3000 psig. The 
pressure transmitters are located outside the RB.  
Redundant monitoring capability is provided by two 
trains of instrumentation. Control room indications 
are provided through the inadequate core cooling 
plasma display. The inadequate core cooling plasma 

(continued) 
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two channels of fission chamber based instrumentation with readout 
on one recorder. (Note: four channels are available only two are 
required). The channels provide indication over a range of 1E-8% 
to 200% RTP.  

INSERT 83.3-143B 

The two channels provide readout on two indicators. Control room 
display is through the inadequate core cooling monitoring system.  

B 3.3-143A
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LCO 4. RCS Pressure (Wide Range) (continued) 

display is the primary indication used by the operator 
during an accident. Therefore, the accident 
monitoring specification deals specifically with this 
portion of the instrument string. - I 

(In saCe u RCS Pressure is a Type A variable 
because the operator uses this indication to monitor 
the cooldown of the RCS following a steam generator 
(SG) tube rupture or small break LOCA. Operator 
actions to maintain a controlled cooldown, such as 
adjusting SG pressure or level, would use this 
indication. In addition, high pressure injection 
(HPI) flow is throttled based on RCS Pressure and 
subcooled margin. For some small break LOCAs, low 
pressure injection (LPI) may actuate with s 
pressure stabilizing above the shutoff head o the LPI 
pumps. If this condition exists, the operator is 
instructed to verify HPI flow and then terminate LPI 
flow prior to exceeding 30 minutes of LPI pump 
operation against a deadhead pressure. RCS Pressure, 
in conjunction with LPI flow, is also used to 
determine if a core flood line break has occurred. kg 7 PC 

t~aJL 4-o j 5. Reactor Vessel Leve ang RCS o- LeLe yore 

Reactor Vessel -Water Level instrumentation is rovided 
for verification and long term surveillance of core 
cooling. The reactor vessel level monitorin system 
provides,ta-ffTfWE7msT eE# of-the c -liquid 

represens IeaDnt at lqul mass that is in 
the reactor vessel above the core. Measurement of the 
collapsed water leve is selected because it is a 
direct indication the water inv tory.  

The collapsed vel is obtaine over 
temperature 3dpressure ran as the sat tion 
measuremen ,thereby encorassing all o rating and 
accident conditions where t must function. Also, it 
functions during the recovery interval. Therefore, it 
is designed to survive the high steam temperature that 
ma - ---- 1-- - - - rovery interval.  

(continued)
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from the top of the Hot Leg on each steam generator to the bottom 
of the Hot Leg as it exits the vessel and from the top of the 
reactor vessel head to the bottom of the Hot Leg as it exits the 
vessel. Compensation is provided for impulse line temperature 
variations.  

B 3.3-144A
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LCO )5. Reactor Vessel 4fthy Level (continued) 

he level range extends from the top of the vesse 
down to the to of the fuel alignm t plate. The 
response tim is short enough to ack the leve 
during smal break LOCA events. The resoluti is 
sufficien to show the initia level drop, e key 
locatio near the hot leg evation, an he lowest 
levels just above the alig ent plate. his provide 
the erator with adequate indication to track the 

Reactor Vessel Water Level channels 

B33-if5A e yz 

6. Containment Sumo Water Level (Wide Range) k eyPt ; 

Containment Sump Wat Level (Wide Range) 
instrumentation is rovided for verification and long 
tg m surveillance of RCS integrity. [Fe. th..s un., 

. Containment Sump Water Leve instrumentation 
consists ofvtbeh: e al g a I 

7. Containment Pressure (Wide Range) 

Containment Pressure (Wide Range) instrumentation is 
provided for verification of RCS and containment 
OPERABILITY. [Fe.,-th~e-eni4, Containment Preys jre 

isrmainconsists oftcfcl~in:3 

8. Containment Isolation Valve Position a4 

instCIVmpoition istrovided for verificat of on 

6 ~chee // cooSiv//s/ the important information is the isolation status of 
4/M a41D the containment penetration. The LCO requires one 

channel of valve position indication in the control 
room to be OPERABLE for each emdvCVin a 
containment Peetration flow path, i.e., two total 
channels of IV position indication for a penetration 
flow path with two valves. For containment 

et 

8. Conainmet Isoltio(continued)io 

B .3145P ntecs of I , position, 

0 nomto ste slto ttso
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two Reactor Vessel Head Level channels that provide readout on two 
indicators (RC-LT0125 and RC-LT0126) with one channel recorded in 
the control room and two RCS Hot Leg Level channels that provide 
readout on two indicators (RC-LT0123 and RC-LT0124) with one 
channel recorded in the control room.  

INSERT B3.3-145B 

two channels with readout on two indicators (LT-90 and LT-91) and 
one recorder. The indicated range is 0 to 15 feet.  

INSERT B3.3-145C 

two channels with readout on two indicators (PT-230 and PT-231) 
and one channel recorded. The indicated range is -5.0 psig to 175 
psig.  

B 3.3-145A
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LCO 8. Containment Isolation Valve Position (Continued) 

penetrations with only one . V having control 
room indication, Note (b) requires a single channel of 
valve position indication to be OPERABLE. This is 
sufficient to redundantly verify the isolation status 
of each isolable penetration via indicated status of 
the valve, as applicable, and prior knowled je S4,tT 

"ck'c 0 passive valve or system boundary status.A- Z 83.3 ' 6 

Therefore, 
the position indication for valves in an isolated S g 
penetration flow gth is not required to be OPERABLE. B3.1-14 
[Fur +I-pheat, ,ieXkIV position PAM instrumentation 

consists of th.e full 1 ing.] Q 
9. Containment Area Radiation (High Range) r 9 

Containment Area Radiation (High Ran e 
instrumentation iskprovided o monitor the potential 
for significant radiation releases and to provide 
release assessment for use by operators in determining 
the nee to invoke site emergency plans. 44ee-4649-II 4-fro- e e Containment Area Radiation instrumentation 
consists of tb:-fzlsoingt]

10. Containment Hydrogen Concentration 

Containment Hydrogen Concentration instrumentatio is 
provided to detect high hydrogen concentration 
conditions that represent a potential for containment 
breach. This variable is also important in verifying 
tte adequacy of mitigating actions. [F;. th>" unL, 

tf4e Containment Hydrogen Concentration instrumentation 
----- _consists o the ful1..in.] 

11. Pressurizer Level 

Pressurizer Level instrumentation is sedto determine 
whether to terminate safety injection (SI), it still 
in progress, or to reinitiate SI if it has been 
stopped. Knowledge of pressurizer water level is also 

(continued) 
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As indicated by Note (a) to the Required Channels, if a 
penetration flow path is isolated by at least one closed and 
deactivated automatic valve, closed manual valve, blind flange, or 
check valve with flow through the valve secured, position 
indication for the CIV(s) in the associated penetration flow path 
is not needed to determine status.  

INSERT B3.3-146B 

Note (c) to the Required Channels indicates that position 
indication requirements apply only to CIVs that are electrically 
controlled.  

INSERT B3.3-146C 

limit switches that operate both Closed-Not Closed and Open-Not 
Open control switch indication via indicating lights in the 
control room.  

INSERT B3.3-146D 

two channels (RIA 57 and 58) with readout on two indicators and 
one channel recorded. The indicated range is 1 to 107 R/hr.  

INSERT B3.3-146E 

two channels with readout on two indicators and one channel 
recorded. The indicated range is 0 to 10% hydrogen concentration.  

B 3.3-146A
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LCO 11. Pressurizer Level (continued) 

used to verify the unit conditions necessary to 
establish natural circulation in the RCS and to verify 
that the unit is maintained in a safe shutdown 

; sexeoAlr condition. [Fnr +hiW nr<+ Ae Pressurizer Level 
S3..7A instrumentation consists o 44&-f*l+* (D 

12. Steam Generator Water Level 

Steam Generator Water Level instrumentation is 
provided to monitor operation of decay heat removal 
via the SG. The indication of SG level is the 
extended startup range level instrumentation, covering 

a-- m s p n o ,- - 1 n h e s t o = c e b v r e I o 

eu usetred 0Terential pressure i 
spayed in in s sf water at 68*F. Temperature 

compensation fo this indicati is perfor ed manuall 
ynthe o pera . Redundant nitoring c aility is 
provided by wo trains of i tr~umentatie . The 
uncompens ed level signal is input t the unit 

computer, a control room indicator, X the Emergenc 
Feedwater (EFW) Control Syste~m.  

Tev-e indi ation i1s--u-se y the operato a~,6 
manually r 'e and control SG evel to est lsh 

boilertco enser heat tran f Operator actio0 is 
initiat on a loss of su 01ed magi. Fedater 

SEMIGAT-flow is increased until t e indicated extended startup 

8 3.3-li47a range level reaches the h oint.  

j&Level (p 

"T evel instrumentation is provided to ensure A4 

.rN~rA I-water supply for EFW. e 31P I e asur , /&r 1 

3 tMT ey gradew4 er spply for t EFW System. The CS 

Of-fyonsists of t dentical tank connected 4y a common 
.outlet heade . I nventory is onitored byO 0 inch to 

144 inch 1el indication f eachttank. CST Level is 
displayed on a control ro indicator, trip chart 

DC FOT-recorder, and unit computer. In addition, a control 

19 3 3 -q-7Droom 1 unitor alarms on low level 

(continued) 
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three channels (two for Train A and one for Train B) on the 
computer and one channel recorded (selected among the three 
channels). The indicated range is 0 to 400 inches (11% to 84% 
level as a percentage of volume).  

INSERT B3.3-147B 

The operator relies upon SG level information following an 
accident (e.g., main steam line break, steam generator tube 
rupture) to isolate the affected SG to confirm adequate heat sinks 
for transients and accidents.  

The extended startup range Steam Generator Level instrumentation 
consists of four indicators (2 per steam generator). The channels 
also display on the computer and and one channel provides input to 
a recorder.  

INSERT B3.3-147C 

13. Steam Generator Pressure 

Steam Generator Pressure instrumentation is a Type A, Category 1 
variable provided to support operator diagnosis of a main steam 
line break or SG tube rupture accident to identify and isolate the 
affected SG. In addition, SG pressure is a key parameter used by 
the operator to evaluate primary-to-secondary heat transfer.  

Steam generator pressure measurement is provided by two pressure 
transmitters per SG. Each instrument channel inputs to the ICCM 
cabinet that provide safety inputs to two indicators located on 
the main control board in the control room. One channel per SG 
also provides input to a recorder located in the control room.  

14. Borated Water Storage Tank (BWST) Level 

BWST Level instrumentation is a Type A, Category 1 variable 
provided to support action for long term cooling requirements, 
i.e., to determine when to initiate the switch over of the core 
cooling pump suction from the BWST to sump recirculation. BWST 
level measurement is provided by two channels with readout on two 
indicators and one channel recorded. The channels provide level 
indication over a range of 0 to 50 feet (13% to 100% of volume).  

B 3.3-147A
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EFW draws condensate grade suction from the USTs and the Condenser 
Hotwell.  

Two Category 1 instrumentation channels are provided for 
monitoring UST level. These instrument channels are inputs to 
corresponding train A and B Inadequate Core Cooling Monitoring 
(ICCM) system cabinets. The ICCM Train A cabinet provides UST 
level input to a dedicated qualified recorder and to a qualified 
indicator, both located in the Control Room. The ICCM Train B 
cabinet also provides an input to a qualified indicator located in 
the Control Room. The range of UST level indication is 0 to 12 
feet.  

B 3.3-1478
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LCO -.e a-4 Level (continued) oF4 

WoWLevel is the primary indication used b thet 
oper r to identify loss of .G6 volume) eplenish 
thef or align suction to he EFW pu s from the 
hotwell.  

Core Exit Temperature 

Core Exit Temperature is provided for ve 'fication and 
term surveillance o core coolin .8n evaluation 

IW/aminimum nu er o va core exit 
B 3.3-/qA ithermocouples (CETs) necessary for inadequate core 

cooling detection. The evaluation determined the 
reduced complement of CETs necessary to detect initial 
core recovery and to trend the ensuing core heatup.  
The evaluations account for core nonuniformities and 
cold leg injection. Based on these evaluations, 
adequate or inadequate core cooling detection is 
ensured with two sets of five valid CETs.  

(2 t.dC India e subcooling margin monitor takes the average of the up 
4-k i ve highest CETs for each of the ICCM trains. Two e, 

*rfI t' channels ensure that a single failure will not disable 
W j y-AJ Bf the ability to determine the representative core exit 

temperature.  

iEmergency Feedwater Flow r"atar4 We S . -td.  
EFW Flow instrumentation isaprovided to monito e IA 
operation o deqheat removal via the SGs.  

o- 'w t e9a c S8} dtrne tro edtrent o1r 
r."el uessurp Im mrpn-albted tr as a A o m to b 

1 qpm.' Redundant monitoring capability is provided 
btwo independent-Q~ of instrumentation for each 

chasle .Eac pressur transmitter provides 
He an input toa control room indicatied+-n 

EFW Flow is the primary indication used by the 

(continued) 
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The operator relies on this information following a LOCA to secure 
HPI and throttle LPI, following a SBLOCA to throttle HPI and begin 
forced HPI cooling if needed, and following a MSLB and SG Tube 
Rupture to throttle HPI and isolate the affected SG.  

There are a total of 52 Core Exit Thermocouples (CETs) 
per Oconee Unit. Twenty-four (12 per train) meet seismic and 
environmental qualification requirements (Category 1). The unit 
computer is the primary display for all 52 CETs. The CETs are 
distributed to provide monitoring of four or more in each quadrant 
for each train. The ICCM plasma displays (1 per train) located in 
the Control Room serve as safety related backup displays for the 
twenty-four Category 1 CETs. The range of the readouts is 50*F to 
23000F.  

The ICCM CET function uses inputs from twelve incore thermocouples 
per train to calculate and display temperatures of the reactor 
coolant as it exits the core and to provide indication of thermal 
conditions across the core at the core exit. Each of the twelve 
qualified thermocouples per train is displayed on a spatially 
oriented core map on the plasma display. Trending of CET 
temperature is available continuously on the plasma display. The 
average of the five hottest CETs is trendable for the past forty 
minutes.  

O INSERT B 3.3-148B 

17. Subcooling Monitor 

The Subcooling Monitor is a Type A, Category 1 variable provided 
for verification and long term surveillance of core cooling. This 
variable is a computer calculated value using various inputs from 
the Primary System.  

Two channels of indication are provided. One channel monitors RCS 
Loop A and the Core Saturation margin while another separate 
channel monitors RCS Loop B and the Core Saturation margin. The 
indication readouts are located in the control room. This 
variable also inputs to the unit computer through isolation 
buffers and is available for trend recording upon operator demand.  
The range of the readouts is 200'F subcooled to 50*F superheat.  
The control room display is through the ICCM plasma display unit.  

A backup method for determining subcooling margin ensures the 
capability to accurately monitor RCS subcooling margin (Refer to 
Specification 5.5.17).  

B 3.3-148A
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18. HPI System Flow 

HPI System Flow instrumentation is a Type A, Category 1 variable 
provided to support action for short term cooling requirements, to 
prevent HPI pump runout and inadequate NPSH, and to indicate the 
need for flow cross connect. HPI flow is throttled based on RCS 
pressure, subcooled margin, and pressurizer level. Flow 
measurement is provided by one channel per train with readout on 
an indicator and recorder. There are two HPI trains. The 
channels provide flow indication over a range of 0 to 750 gpm.  

19. LPI System Flow 

LPI System Flow instrumentation is a Type A, Category 1 variable 
provided to support action for long term cooling requirements, to 
prevent LPI pump runout and for flow balance. The indication is 
also used to identify an LPI pump operating at system pressures 
above its shutoff head. Flow measurement is provided by one 
channel per train with readout on an indicator and recorder.  
There are two LPI trains. The LPI channels provide flow 
indication over a range of 0 to 6000 gpm.  

20. Reactor Building Spray Flow 

Reactor Building Spray Flow instrumentation is a Type A, Category 
1 variable provided to support action for long term cooling 
requirements and iodine removal and to prevent Reactor Building 
Spray and LPI pump runout. Flow measurement is provided by one 
channel per train with readout on an indicator and recorder.  
There are two RBS trains. The channels provide flow indication 
over a range from 0 to 2000 gpm.  
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LCO Emergency Feedwater Flow (continued) 

delivering the correct flow to each SG. However, the 
primary indication used by the operator to ensure an 
adequate inventory is SG level.  

RCS pressure is used by the operator to monitor the 
cooldown of the RCS following an SG tube rupture or 
small break LOC . In addition, HPI flow is throttled 
based on RCS p essure and s cooled margi . The 
indication is also used to dentify an LP pump 
operating at system pressu es above its hutoff head.  
If this co ition exists the operator s instructed 
to verif his condito exists, to v ify HPI flow, 
and to rminate LPIa w prior to ceeding 
30 min es of LPI pu operation a inst a deadhead 
press re. RCS pressure, in conjunction with LPI flow, 
is also used to determine if a core flood line break 
has occurred.  

accl 
TheIPALinstrumentation LC is applA intu M E 1, 2, 
and 3. These variables are related to a diagnosis and 
preplanned actions required to mitigate . The 

* noiscab1 dl are assumed to occur in MODES 1, 2, and 3.  
In MODES 4, , and 6, unit conditions are such that the 
likelihood of an event occurring that would require PAM 
instrumentation is low; therefore, the PAM instrumentation 
is not required to be OPERABLE in these MODES.  

ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by two Notes. Note I is added to 
the ACTIONS to exclude the MODE change restriction of 
LCO 3.0.4. This exception allows entry into an applicable 
MODE while relying on the ACTIONS even though the ACTIONS 
may eventually require a unit shutdown. This exception is 
acceptable due to the passive function of the instruments, 
the operator's ability to respond to an accident utilizing 
alternate instruments and methods, and the low probability 
of an event requiring these instruments.  

Note( Vis added to the ACTIONS to clarify the applicatio4 7) 
of Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this 
Specification may be entered independently for each 

(continued) 
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ACTIONS Function listed in Table 3.3 1. The Completi Time 
(continued) of the inoperable channels of a Function - tracked 

separately for each Function starting from the time the 
Conditions entered for that Function.  

A.1 

When one or more Functions have one required channel 
inoperable, the inoperable channel must be restored to 
OPERABLE status within 30 days. The 30 day Completion Time 
is based on operating experience. This takes into a nt 

maining OPERABLE channelf or, in the ca se ora 
runct-ion -tF hds Us&,f Un requyed channel, her 
Inon-Regufatory Guide 1.97 instfument channelstomno 

th.Oe Fuction) "The 'passive nature of the instrument (no 
critical automatic action is assumed to occur from these 
instruments), and the low probability of an event requiring 

rsA'se T7 PAM instrumentation during this interval.  
&3.315 IS 

B.1 

Required Action 8.1 specifies initiation of action 
described in Specification 5.6 that requires a written 
report to be submitted to the NRC. This report discusses 
the results of the root cause evaluation of the 
inoperability and identifies proposed restorative actions.  
This action is appropriate in lieu of a shutdown 
requirement since alternative actions are identified before 
loss of functional capability and given the likelihood of 
unit conditions that would require information provided by 
this instrumentation. The Completion Time of "Immediately" 
for Required Actio 8.1 ensures the requirements of 
Specification 5.6 are initiated.  

C.1 

When one or more Functions have two required channels 
inoperable (i.e., two channels inoperable in the same 
Function), one channel in the Function should be restored 
to OPERABLE status within 7 days. This Condition does not 
apply to the hydrogen monitor channels. The Completion 
Time of 7 days is based on the relatively low probability 

(continued) 
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Condition A is modified by a Note indicating this Condition is not 
applicable to PAM Functions 14, 18, 19, and 20.  

B 3.3-150A
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ACTIONS C.1 (continued) 

of an event requiring PAM instrumentation action operation 
and the availability of alternative means to obtain the 
required information. Continuous operation with two 
required channels inoperable in a Function is not 
acceptable because the alternate indications may not fully 
meet all performance of qualification requirements applied 
to the PAM instrumentation. Therefore, requiring 
restoration of one inoperable channel of the Function 
limits the risk that the PAM Function will be in a degraded 

condition should an accident occur.  

D.1 

When two required hydrogen monitor channels are inoperable, 
Required Action 0.1 requires one channel to be restored to 
OPERABLE status. This action restores the monitoring 
capability of the hydrogen monitor. The 72 hour Completion 
Time is based on the relatively low robability of an event 
requiring hydrogen uonitoring and t a v a I1 
errnative men .ntinternidifrai 

q1 osO3rto ihtoious operation with two required channels inoperab1 l 
is not acceptable because alternate indications are not 
savailable.  

Required Action . directs entry into the appropriate 
Condition referenced in Table 3.3. 1. The applicable 
Condition referenced in the Table is Function dependent.  

time an inoperable cann has not met kequired Z.  
Action of Condition C CoD, ~plicable, 

C a'ah Con iti n..-i is' 
<enteredfor- tat channel andiprovides for transfer to the 
appropriate subsequent Condition.  

If the Required Action and associated Completion ime of 
Conditions C eq' D ar not met and Table 3.3. directs 
entry into Condition the unit must be brought to a MODE 
in which the requiremn of this LCO do not apply. To 

(continued) 
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Condition C is modified by a Note indicating this Condition is not 
applicable to PAM Functions 10, 14, 18, 19, and 20.  

INSERT B 3.3-151B 

Condition D is modified by a Note indicating this Condition is only 
applicable to PAM Function 10.  

E.1 

When one required BWST water level channel is inoperable, Required 
Action E.1 requires the channel to be restored to OPERABLE status. The 
24 hour Completion Time is based on the relatively low probability of an 
event requiring BWST water and the availability of the remaining BWST 
water level channel. Continuous operation with one of the two required 
channels inoperable is not acceptable because alternate indications are 
not available. This indication is crucial in determining when the water 
source for ECCS should be swapped from the BWST to the reactor building 
sump.  

Condition E is modified by a Note indicating this Condition is only 
applicable to PAM Function 14.  

F.1 

When a flow instrument channel is inoperable, Required Action F.1 
requires the affected HPI, LPI, or RBS train to be declared inoperable 
and the requirements of LCO 3.5.2, LCO 3.5.3, or LCO 3.6.5 apply. The 
required Completion Time for declaring the train(s) inoperable is 
immediately. Therefore, LCO 3.5.2, LCO 3.5.3, or LCO 3.6.5 is entered 
immediately, and the Required Actions in the LCOs apply without delay.  
This action is necessary since there is no alternate flow indication 
available and these flow indications are key in ensuring each train is 
capable of performing its function following an accident. HPI, LPI, and 
RBS train OPERABILITY assumes that the associated PAM flow instrument is 
OPERABLE because this indication is used to throttle flow during an 
accident and assure runout limits are not exceeded or to ensure the 
associated pumps do not exceed NPSH requirements.  

Condition F is modified by a Note indicating this Condition is only 
applicable to PAM Functions 18, 19, and 20.  

B 3.3-151A
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B 3.3.  

achieve this status the unit must be brought to at least 
MODE 3 within2 ours and MODE 4 within 4t ours. The 
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full 
power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.  

tth15Iif it, ernative means of monitring in 
:2A ea Redfatio hav - These 

a rnative means may be temporarily installed if the 
normal PAM channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status 
within the allowed 

ese tthe Required Action is 
oh oshut the unit down, but rather to follow the 
directions of Specification 5.6 the Administra 
Controls section of the Technica Specifications. The 
report provided to the NRC should discuss the alternative 
means used, describe the degree to which the alternative 
means are equivalent to the installed PAM channels, justify 
the areas in which they are not equivalent, and provide a 
schedule for restoring the normal PAM channels.  

n the c e of reactor vesse level, Reference 4 etermined 
that t appropriate Requi Action was not to ut the 
unit dn, but rather to ollow the directions f 
Specification 5.6.8.  

SURVEILLANCE As noted at the beginning of the SRs, the SRs appl 
REQUIREMENTS to each PAM instrumentation Function in Table 3.3 1 

(continued) 
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If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of Condition C, D 
or E are not met and Table 3.3.8-1 directs entry into Condition I, 
alternate means of monitoring the parameter should be applied and 

INSERT B 3.3-1528 

Both the RCS Hot Leg Level and the Reactor Vessel Level are methods of 
monitoring for inadequate core cooling capability. The subcooled margin 
monitors (SMM), and core-exit thermocouples (CET) provide an alternate 
means of monitoring for this purpose. The function of the ICC 
instrumentation is to increase the ability of the unit operators to 
diagnose the approach to and recovery from ICC. Additionally, they aid 
in tracking reactor coolant inventory.  

The alternate means of monitoring the Reactor Building Area Radiation 
(High Range) consist of a combination of installed area radiation 
monitors and portable instrumentation.  

B 3.3-152A
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SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days for 
each required instrumentation channel that is normally 
energized ensures that a gross failure of instrumentation 
has not occurred. A CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison 
of the parameter indicated on one channel with a similar 
parameter on other channels. It is based on the assumption 
that instrument channels monitoring the same parameter 
should read approximately the same value. Significant 
deviations between the two instrument channels could be an 
indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the 
channels or of something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK 
will detect gross channel failure; therefore, it is key to 
verifying that the instrumentation continues to operate 
properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The high 
radiation instrumentation should be compared with similar 
unit instruments located throughout the unit. If the 
radiation monitor uses keep alive sources or check sources 
OPERABLE from the control room, the CHANNEL CHECK should 
also note the detector's response to these sources.  

Agreement criteria are ' , based 
on a combination of the channe instrumen uncer anties, 
including indication and readability. If a channel is 
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the 
sensor or the signal processing equipment has drifted 
outside its limit. If the channels are within the 
criteria, it is an indication that the channels are 
OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off scale during 
times when surveillance is required, the CHANNEL CHECK will 
only verify that they are off scale in the same direction.  
Offscale low current loop channels are verified to be 
reading at the bottom of the range and not fail 
downscale.  

The Frequency is based on( operating experience that 
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK 
supplements less formal but more frequent checks of 
channels during normal operational use of the displays 
associated with this LCO's required channels.  

(continued) 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) A CHA U A a me v mon s or 
pprx' el CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a 

e e c eck a the instrument channel, including the 
sensor. This test verifies the channel responds to 
measured parameters w hin e necessary range and 
accuracy. .  
.-kNote ifies that the neutron detectors are not 
required to be tested as part of the CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  
There is no adjustment that can be made to the detectors.  
Furthermore, adjustment of the detectors is unnecessary 
because they are passive devices, with minimal drift. Slow 
changes in detector sensitivity are compensated for by 
performing the daily calorimetric calibration and the 
monthly axial channel calibration.  

For the Containment Area Radiation instrumentation, a 
S3 3-3 Is CHANNEL CALIBRATION may consist of an electronic 

calibration of the channel, not including the detector, for 
range decades above 10 R/hr, and a one point calibration 
check of the detector below 10 hr with a gamma so e.  

onsisijP!n c and 
is jus 1 Te y the assumption of aif8S-mesk a i ration 
interval in the determination of the magnitude of equipment 
drift.  

REFERNCES 1. GUGit Spe fic Documen (e.g., FSAR(SNRC egula 

NUREg-0737 44de.9 

G 33..j4~ .32-11772e-00, 
t1Techni/a1 Basis for Rea tar Vessel 
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Whenever a sensing element is replaced, the next required CHANNEL CALIBRATION 
of the resistance temperature detectors (RTD)sensors or Core Exit ther pl 

is accomplished by an inplace cross calibration that compares the 
'6 sensing elements with the recently installed sensing element.  

Whenever a senzing elemcnt is rcplaccd, the next requircd CHANNEL CALIBRATION 
of the Care Exit thcrffocouplc scnzors is aecomplished by an inplacc cross, 
cealibration that coniparcs the other sensing elements w:ith the rcccntly 
-instal lcd sens ing element.  

INSERT B 3.3-1548 

SR 3.3.8.2 is modified by a Note indicating that it is applicable only to 
Functions 7 and 10. SR 3.3.8.3 is modified by Note 2 indicating that it is 
not applicable to Functions 7 and 10.  

INSERT B 3.3-154C 

1. Duke Power Company letter from Hal B. Tucker to Harold M. Denton (NRC) 
dated September 28, 1984.  

2. UFSAR, Section 7.5.  

3. NRC Letter from Helen N. Pastis to H. B. Tucker, "Emergency Response 
Capability - Conformance to Regulatory Guide 1.97," dated March 15, 
1988.  

INSERT B 3.3-154D 

, "Instrumentation for Light Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant 
and Environs Conditions During and Following an Accident," Revision 3, May 
1983.  

INSERT B 3.3-154E 

"Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements," 1980.  
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B 3.3.9 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.9 Source Range Neutron Flux 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The source range neutron flux channels provide the operator 
with an indication of the approach to criticality at lower 
power levels than can be seen on the 'ipm&"at ange W4 
neutron flux instrumentation. These channels also provide 
the operator with a flux indication that reveals changes in 
reactivity and helps to verify that SDM is being maintained.  

The source range instrumentation has redundant count 
4fiow- rate channels originating in 4-h e 

e-4,0o.be's r t ",ote. . IwoeAsource -range detectors are .  
externally locate Q4-499444-;eee-the core-P. , 
These channels are used over a counting range of 0.1 cps to 

I cps and are displayed on the operator's control console 
in terms of log count rate. The channels also measure the 
rate of change of the neutron flux level, which is isplayed 
for e operator in terms of startup rate from - decades 
to +3iecades per minute. An interlock provides control 
rod withdraw "inhibit" on a high startup rate of +2 decade 
per minute in either channel. _ , r 

he propoltioal counters of e ourcrange channes ar 
BF3 chambers. Th detector high voltage is automatically 
turned off when he flux level is appr imately one cade 
above the use 1 operating range. C versely, the igh 
voltage is rned on automatically hen the flux evel 
returns t ithin approximately e decade of e detectors' 
maximum seful range. High vol age will be turned off 
autom ically when the flux level is above 1E-10 amp in both 
intermediate rang ch~ s, or 10% power in power range 
channels.  

APPLICABLE The source range neutron flux channels\are necessary to 
SAFETY ANALYSES monitor core reactivity changes. 4A-44)the primary means 

for detectinqand triggering operator actions to respond to 
.10 reactivity transients initiated from conditions in which the 

recX4 V Reactor Protection System (RPS) is not required to be 
OPERABLE. +talso triggerX operator actions to anticipate 
PS actuation in the event of reactivity transients starting 

from shutdown or low power conditions.  

(continued) 
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BASES 

APPLICABLE The source range neutron flux channels satisfy Criterion 2 
SAFETY ANALYSES of dfne N P ? rmIIcyc.  

(continued) /6d CF o/o (Re4 

LCO urce range neutron flux channels shall be OPERABLE 
Q-c (11z eo ei 1 r to 
provide the operator with redundant source range fieutron 
instrumentation. The source range instrumentation U4 e F 
rimar ower indication at low power levels < - 0 on 

ange instrumentation and must remain BLE 
for the operator to continue increasing power.  

A No e haspbeen added allowing etector high vol age to be 
de-energize above 1E-10 amp the intermediate p age 

chntrnta Above prir toient enMOE tfo, sourcerag 

instrume ation is no lon the primary pow indicator. 5 
As such the high voltage to the source range detectors may 
be de- nergized.  

APPLICABILITY Two source range neutron flux channels shall be OPERABLE in 
MODE 2 to provide redundant indication during an approach to 
criticality. Neutron flux level is sufficient for 
monitoring on tjhyeE3ifgE range and on the power range 
instrumentation prior to entering MODE 1; therefore, source 
range instrumentation is not required in MODE 1.  

In MODES 3, 4, and 5, source range neutron flux 
instrumentation shall be OPERABLE to rovide the operator 
with a means of monitoring ca s in Dand to riovide an 
early indication of reactiv1 y c anges. he 4 ",- 7 
The requirements for source range neutron flux 
instrumentation during MODE 6 refueling operations, are o 
addressed in LCO 3.9.8 Nuclear Instrumentati on."2 

ACTIONS A.1 wAIlok 

The Required Action for one channel of the source range 
neutron flux indication inoperable with THERMAL POWER 

5 on the iAtepfme44444 range neutron flux 

g D7' (continued) 
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BASES 

ACTIONS A.1 (continued) 

instrumentation is to delay increasing reactor power until 
the channel is repaired and restored to OPERABLE status.  
This limits power increases in the range where the operators 
rely solely on the source range instrumentation for power 
indication. The Completion Time ensures the source range is 
available prior to further power increases. Furthermore, it 
ensures that power remains below the point where the 

range channels provide primary protection 4ti 
otn source ra ge cnannels are availaple LU support tnee 
overlep uired b SR4.3.9.  

B.1, B.2, B.3, and B.4 Wr.gc4 S 
With both source ran e neutron flux channels inoperable with 
THERMAL POWER :saF on the 4ctermed+ate range neutron 

ux ins rumentation, the operators mustiitULIr-dUF 
nn-L-e x Iowest lonton Tor wn sou rc ranq 

instrumentaion is not reouired-J This is done by F'0 

4aeac oJ 's immediately suspending positive reactivity additions.  
~initiating ac iqn to insert all CONTROL RODS, an44pening 

fed.the O NT@a 1L dri ve-tri reakers within I hour. Periodic 2 
peil efoSDM verificationaE/ 1 %is then required to provide a 

#0,a 's e# means for detecing teslow reactivity changes that could 
444,,&}.be caused by mechanisms other than 5021rn1 gigwithdrawal or 

operations involving positive reactivity-changes. Since the 
(D source range instrumentation provides the only reliable 

direct indication of power in this condition, the operators 
must continue to verify the SDM every 12 hours until at 
least one channel of the source range instrumentation is 
returned to OPERABLE status. Required Action B.1, Required 
Action B.2, and Required Action B.3 preclude rapid positive 
reactivity additions. The 1 hour Completion Time for 
Required Action B.3 and Required Action B.4 provides 
sufficient time for operators to accomplish the actions.  
The 12 hour Frequency for performing the SDM verification 

that the reactivity changes possible with CONTROL 
RODS inserted are detected before SDM limits are challenged.  

C.1' 

With reactor power > in MODE 2, 3, 4, or 5 on the 
range neuTron lux instrumentation, continued 

W 4e (continued) 
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BASES 

ACTIONS C.1 (continued) 

operation is allowed with one or morelsource range neutron 
flux channels inoperable. The ability to continue operation 
is justified because the instrumentation does not provide a 
safety function during high power operation. However, 
actions are initiated within I hour to restore the 
channel(s) to OPERABLE status for future availability. The 
Completion Time of 1 hour is sufficient to initiate the 
action. The action must continue until channels are 
restored to OPERABLE status.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.9.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures 
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A 
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter 
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other 
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument 
channels monitoring the same parameter should read 
approximately the same value. Significant deviations 
between the two instrument channels could be an indication 
of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of 
something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect 
gross channel failure; therefore, it is key in verifying 
that the instrumentation continues to operate properly 
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

Agreement criteria are determined by e_ untistaft ased 
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, 
including isolation, indication, and readability. If a 
channel is outside the 'teria, it may be an indication 
that the ra er signal processing equipment has 17 
drifted ou e its limit. If the channels are within the 
criteria, it is an indication that the channels are 
OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off scale during 
times when surveillance is required, the CHANNEL CHECK will 
only verify that they are off scale in the same direction.  

scae op channe s are erified to e 
eading at the ottom of the range an not failed ownscale.  

The Frequency, 4 ery shift,.is based on operating 
experience that demonstrates channel failure is rare. Since 

(continued) 
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BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.9.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

the probability of two random failures in redundant channels 
in any 12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL CHECK 
minimizes the chance of loss of protective function due to 
failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK 
supplements less formal, but more re uent, checks of 
channel OPERABILITY during norma opera ion o e 
displays associated with the LCO's required channels. When 
operating in Required Action A.1, CHANNEL CHECK is still 
required. However, in this condition, a redundant source 
e --- ... no available for comparison. CHANNEL CHECK ma 

-t u performed via comparison with 4teinediste nge 
detectors, if available, and verification that the OPERABLE 
source range channel is energized and indicating a value 
consistent with current unit status.  

SR 3.3.9.2 

For source range neutron flux channels, CHANNEL CALIBRATION 
is a complete check and readjustment of the channels from 
the preamplifier input to the indicators. This test 
verifies the channel responds to measured parameters within 
the necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION 
leaves the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift 
to ensure that the instrument channel remains operational 
between successive tests.  

The SR is modified by a Note excluding neutron detectors 
from CHANNEL CALIBRATION. It is not necessary to test the 
detectors because generating a meaningful test signal is 
difficult. The detectors are of simple construction, and 
any failures in the detectors will be apparent as change in 
channel output.  

The Frequency of &le months is based on demonstrated 
jnst u ent CHANNEL CALIBRATION reliability over an 
.G8 month interval, such that the instrument is not 
adversely affected by drift.  

SR 3.3.9.3 

SR 3.3.9.3/s the verification of one ecade of gxerlap with 
the inter diate range neutron flux istrumen lon prior to 

(continued) 
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BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.9.3 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

source range coun rate exceeding 10s cps if not performed 
within 7 days pror to reactor startup. This ensures a 

coninuus oure of power indication du ng the a proach to 
criticality ailure to perform this rveillanc leaves5 
the unit inA safe, suberitical cond' ion un til e 
verificatj' n can be made. The tes may be omi ed if 
performefwithin the previous 7 ys based o/noperating 

-experielfce, which shows that so ce range an intermediate 
range instrument overlap does not change appreciably within 
this 

REFERENCES *o a c 4 46 
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION -S 

B 3.3.10 Range Neutron Flux 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The intermediate range neutron flux channels provide the 
operator with an indication of reactor power h 9her power 
levecl: then the o wre ?-g ntrmnaio n - . oe 

The i range jnsrumentation hasw log "' 
N channels originating in electrically identical 
rmpansa.e-4e chambers. Each channel provide 
decades of flux level information in terms of the log o ion, 

icuaorf From mVTaf IAa o 
measurdthe rate of ciiang of the neutronflxey1 v ;4a,4wis displayed for_.he operator 

from -0 ( ecades to apecades per minute. A high startup 
C. S r .rate of decades per minute in either channel will 

i late a control rod withdrawal inhibit.  

[The inter diate range compensate ion chambers are f t 
electric ly adjustable gamma pensaing type. Aach 
detecto dhastabsepaompenadjustvoe highsvoltage/ ower supply 

APPLICABLE range neutron flux channels are necessary to 
SAFETY ANALYSES monitor core reactivity changes and are the primary 

indication to trigger operator actions to anticipate Reactor 
Protection System actuation in the event of reactivity 
transients starting from low power conditions.  

The + range neutron flux channels satisfy 
Criterion 2 of the-N RG-Pe+e-Sl eme 

LCO Two range neutron flux instrumentation channels 
shall be OPERABLE to provide the operator with redundant 
neutron flux indication. These enable operators to control 
the increase in power and to detect neutron flux transients.  
This indication is used until the power range 
instrumentation is on scale. Violation of this requirement 
could prevent the operator from detecting and controlling 

(continued) 
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from 1E-8 to 200% of RTP and fully overlap the source range and power range 
channels providing continuity of information needed during startup.  

B 3.3-86A
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BASES 

LCO neutron flux transients that could result in reactor trip 
(continued) during power escalation.  

APPICBILTY Th- 4*'- 'ob range eutron f channels shall be 
ERABLE in MODE 2 and any CONTROL ROD drive (CRD) trip 

6reaker-'i in-the closed~position and'the CRD System is 
capable of rd withdrawal.  

Th e range instrumentation is designed to detect 
power changes during initial criticality and power 
escalation when the power range and source range 
instrumentation cannot provide reliable indications. Since 
those conditions -can exist in aL of-these MODES, the 
49t:mmodit range instrume n mus OPERA 

A.1 

If o an. ' te range channel becomes inoperable 
the unit is exposedetRoth 

p ssibility that a single fal ure will disable all neutron 
monitoring instrumentation. To avoid this, the inoperable 
channel must be repaired or power must be reduced to the 
point where source range channels can provide neutron flux 
indication. Completion of Required Action A.1 places the 
unit in this state, and LCO 3.3.9, "Source Range Neutron 
Flux," requires OPERABILITY of two source range 
once this state is reached. If the one channel failuireR 
occurs when indicated power is < IC+1--uns, the Required 
Action prohibits increases in power above the source range 
capability.  

The 2 hour Completion Time allows controlled reduction of 
power into the source range and is based on unit operating 
experience that demonstrates the improbability of the second 

aLk range channel failing during the allowed 
interval.  

B.1 and B.2 ,L& 

With tw wher'Mete range neutron flux channels inoperable 
when THERMAL POWER is 5 5% RTP, the operators must place the 

(continued) 
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ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued) 

eactor * the next lowest condition for which the 
range instrumentation is not required. This 

InVolves providing power level indication on the source 
range instrumentation by immediately suspending operations 
involving positive reactivity changes and, within 1 fiour, 
placing the reactor in the tripped condition with the*CRD 
trip breakers open. The Completion Times are based on unit 
operating experience and allow the operators sufficient time 
to manually insert the CONTROL RODS prior to opening the CRD 
breakers.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.10.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures 
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A 
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter 
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other 
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument 
channels monitoring the same parameter should read 
approximately the same value. Significant deviations 
between the two instrument channels could be an indication 
of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of 
something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect 
gross channel failure; therefore, it is key in verifying 
that the instrumentation continues to operate properly 
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.TO 

Agreement criteria are er e by ie u staf3based on 
a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, 
including isolation, indication, and readability. If a 
channel is outside the criteria, it may be an indication 
that the (fFrWmiter o thiNsignal processing equipment has 
drifted outside its limit. If the channels are within the 
criteria, it is an indication that the channels are 
OPERABLE.  

The Frequency,Law o e ery shift, is based on operating 
experience that demonstrates channel failure is rare. Since 
the probability of two random failures in redundant channels 
in any 12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL CHECK 
minimizes the chance of loss of protective function due to 

(continued) 
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BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.10.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK 
supplements less formal, bu more frequent, checks of 
channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the 
displays associated with the LCO's required channels.  

When operating in Required Action A.1, CHANNEL CHECK is 
still re uired. However, in this condition, a redundant 

ran e available for comparison. CHANNEL 
CHECK may still e per ormed via comparison with power or 

rce range detectors, if available, and verification that 
~ Q the OPERABLE iemed : range channel is energized and 
indicates a alue consistent with current unit status.  

SR 3.3.10.2 

For 4iAeaee+eerange neutron flux channels, CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION is a complete check and readjustment of the 
channels, from the preamplifier input to the indicators.  
This test verifies the channel responds to a measured 
parameter within the necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to account for 
instrument drift to ensure that the instrument channel 
remains operational between successive tests.  

The SR is modified by a Note excluding neutron detectors 
from CHANNEL CALIBRATION. It is not necessary to test the 
detectors because generating a meaningful test signal is 
difficult. In addition, the detectors are of simple 
construction, and any failures in the detectors will be 
apparent as a change in channel output. The Frequency is 
based on operating experience and consistency with the 
typical industry refueling cycle and is just'fied by 
demonstrated instrument reliability over an B'wmonth 
interval such that the instrument is not adversely affected 
by drift.  

SR 3.3.10.3 r't eA S -

SR 3.3.10.3 is the verification wAAh~ll e--e-ro-o 
-nat r wetn of o ne de c ad e o overl1a p w it h t hle we o5r0 

,rane neutron flux instrumentatio rio~ .1Lr;g 
XM~e- T"range in ion excee n -6 pf lThis ensures a J 

(continued) 
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The wide range detector should be on scale and indicating a 1E-8% of RTP 
when the source range detector is indicating a 104 counts per second in 
order for the wide range detector to indicate a one decade change prior 
to the source range detector going off scale.  
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.10.3 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

continuous source of power indication during the approach to 
criticalit. 1 u t!-U11 DSurvel I ace )eav 
te unit in a ndition where t intermediate ra~i e 

channels pr de adequate ro ction until the veification 
can be made.) 

The test may be omitted if performed within the previous 
on operating experience, which shows that^ o 
range instrument overlap does not change 

apprecia y within this test interval. ( 

REFERENCES 
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.11 (mer e Feedwater 'Initiation ) dCont 1(EF Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The e *nstrumentation is designed to rovi e 
a e scl con to on ary system as a 

heat sink for core decay heat removal. To ensure the 
secondary system remains a heat sink, the EFIC System takes 

ctin to initiate emergency feedwater (EFW) 
when the 

prmry source of feedwater is lost and to isolate 
functional components fro hydraulic faults within the 
econdary system. These ctions ensure that a source of 
ooling water is avail e to be fed to a once through steam 
enerator (OTSG) that as a controlled steam pressure, 
hereby fixing the at sink temperature at the saturation 
emperature of th secondary system. The EFIC Functions 

. 7 /VSEA?" tT hat are support and the parameters that are needed for 
3 3g3-4,A each of these F nctions are described ne 

The EFIC in rumentation contains dev' es and circuitry that 
generate t following signals when onitored variables 
reach le ls that are indicative conditions requiring 
protective actions.  

a. EFW Initiation; 

b. EFW Vector Valve Co rol; 

c. Main Steam Line olation; and 

d. Main Feedwater (MFW) Isolatio 

EFW is initiated to restore a urce of cooling water to the 
secondary system when condit' ns indicate that the normal 
source of feedwater is insu ficient to continue heat 
removal. The two indications used for this are the loss of 
both MFW pumps and a low level in the steam generator (SG).  
Also, EFW is initiated when action is being taken to isolate 
the MFW from the SG during conditions of uncontrolled 
depressurizations. This is done by initiating EFW when 
steam pressure reaches the low SG pressure setpoint for 
isolation of main steam and MFW, and EFW vector valve 
control. Finally, EFW is initiated when the primary system 
experiences a total loss of forced circulation. This 

(continued) 
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address containment overpressurization concerns by isolating main 
feedwater (MFW) to both steam generators during an MSLB and to mitigate 
core overcooling concerns.  

Steam generator header pressure is used as input signals to the MSLB 
circuitry for detection and feedwater isolation. When a MSLB is sensed, 
or upon manual actuation, the main feedwater control valves (MFCVs) and 
startup feedwater control valves (SFCVs) will be closed to isolate the 
MFW flow paths to both steam generators. In addition, the MFW pumps are 
tripped. The turbine-driven emergency feedwater (TDEFW) pump will be 
inhibited from auto-starting or will be auto-stopped if it has already 
started. A manual override for the TDEFW pump inhibit is provided to 
allow the operator to subsequently start the TDEFW pump if necessary for 
decay heat removal. These functions are credited for mitigating an 
MSLB. The function of closing the main and startup feedwater block 
valves is not credited in the MSLB analysis for mitigation of 
containment overpressurization during a MSLB. However, the MSLB 
detection and MFW isolation circuitry performs this function.  

There are three pressure transmitters per steam generator with each 
feeding a steam pressure signal to a signal isolator (when used) and 
bistable. These bistables are calibrated to provide an ON/OFF signal at 
the desired setpoint for actuation of the feedwater isolation circuitry.  
A pressure transmitter and its associated signal isolator(s) and 
bistable(s) constitute a MSLB detection analog channel.  

The six MSLB detection analog channels feed two redundant feedwater 
isolation digital channels consisting of two single failure proof two
out-of-three logic circuits. If the logic is satisfied, a master relay 
coil is energized. The use of an energized master relay ensures that a 
loss of power to the digital channels will not result in an in advertent 
feedwater isolation. If either digital channel is actuated, an MFW 
isolation will occur. Energizing the master relay results in closure of 
contacts in various control circuits for systems and components used for 
the MSLB containment overpressurization protection. Therefore, when the 
master relay is energized, the systems and components perform their 
isolation functions. Other features of the digital channels include a 
test/manual actuation pushbutton, a circuit seal-in after the master 
relay is energized, a 2 second time delay to prevent spurious.actuation, 
and an "enable" or "arming" switch. The two two-out-of-three logic 
circuits, along with their associated enable switch, master relay, seal
in, time delay, and test/manual actuation pushbutton are considered a 
feedwater isolation digital channel.  

The feedwater isolation digital channels are enabled and disabled 
administratively rather than automatically. Appropriate operating 
procedures contain provisions to enable/disable the digital channels.  

B 3.3-91A
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BASES 

BACKGROUND "ensures the EFW is available to raise SG levels to promote 
(continued) natural circulation coolin . Add Itionally, this ensures 

that EFW is available un r the worst-case, small break loss 
of coolant accident (LO )conditions when secondary system 
cooling with high SG ter levels is necessary.  

The EFIC System a o isolates main steam andPFW to an SG 
that has lost pr ssure control. With the 1 s of pressure 
control, the at sink temperature contro is lost and the 
heat removal ate cannot be controlled The main steam and 
MFW are is ated to an SG when the s am pressure reaches a 
low setp nt, a condition which i eyond the normal 
operati point of the secondar system.  

The EFIC System also perfr an EF cotrol f pttion to 

avoid delivering EFW to a pressurized SG we the other SG 
remains pressurized. Thi continues t he f cion of 
isolating functional com onents from an whose pressure 
cannot be controlled. This function p r cludes the delivery 
of fluid to a depressurized SG, ther yavoiding an 
uncontrolled cooling condition as 1 gas the other SG 
remains pressurized. When both a the SGs are 
depressurized, the EFIC logic pr vides EFW flow to both SGs 

~until a significant pressure difference between the two SGs 
is developed, thereby ensuring that core cooling is 

Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values 

The trip setpoints e the nominal value at which the 
bistables are set. Any bistable is considered to be 
properly adjusted hen the "as left" value is within the 
band for CHANNE CALIBRATION accurakcy t~. + [ck 
calibration + mparator -sttingoffccu acy]).  

The trip se oints-used in the bis bles are sed on the 
analtial imits stated in FSAR, ection-PT .1] (Ref. 1).  
The sele ion of these trip set ints is su that adequate 
protecti n is provided when al sensor and processing time 
delays are taken into account. The Allow le Values 
specified in Table 3.3.11-1 in the accompanying LCO are, 
conservatively adjusted with respect to the analytical 
limit&to allow for calibration tolerances, instrumentation 
uncertainties, instrument drift, and severe environmental 

(continued) 
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BASES 
BACKGROUND Trip Setpoints and Allwable Values (continued) 

environments as def* ed by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 2). A 
detailed descripti n of the methodology used to calculate 
the trip setpoin , including their explicit uncertainties, 
is provided in Unit Specific Setpoint Methodology]" 
(Ref. 3). Th actual nominal trip setpoint entered into the 
bistable is re conservative than that specified by the 
Allowable ue to account for changes in random measurement 
errors de ctable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. One example 
of such change in measurement error is drift during the 
survei ance interval. A channel is inoperable if its 
actu ion trip setpoint is not withi its required Allowable 
Va e.  

etpoints in accordance with the lowable Value ensure that 
the consequences of Design Basi Accidents (DBAs) are 
acceptable, providing the uni is operated from within the 
LCOs at the onset of the DB and that the equipment 
functions as designed.  

Each channel can be tes d on line to verify that the 
setpoint accuracy is thin the specified allowance 
requirements of Figu [ ], FSAR, Chapter [73 (Ref. 4).  0 Once a designated annel is taken out of service for 
testing, a simul d signal is injected in plac of the 
field instrumen signal. The process equipmen for the 
channel in tes is then tested, verified, an calibrated.  
The SRs for e channels are specified in e 5Rs Section.  

The Allow le Values listed in Table .11-1 are based on 
the "[U 'Specific Setpoint Methodo gy]" (Ref. 3), which 
incorporates all of the known unce ainties applicable for 
each channel. The magnitudes -of hese uncertainties are 
factored into the determinatio of each trip setpoint. All 
field sensors and signal proc sing equipment for these 
channels are assumed to oper te within the allowances of 
these uncertainty magnitudes.  

Figure [ ], FSAR, Chapter [7] (Ref. 4), illustrates EFIC EFW 
Initiation logic operation.  

Each EFIC train actuates on a one-out-of-two taken twice 
combination of trip signals from the instrumentation 
channels. Each EFIC channel can issue an initiate command, 
but an EFIC actuation will take place only if at least two 

(continued),I 
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BASES 

BACKGROUND Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values (continued) 

channels issue initiate comma s. The one-out-o-two taken 
twice logic combinations are ransposed between trains so 
that failure of two channe prevents actuation of, at most, 
one train.  

More detailed descri ons of the EFIC instrumentation are 
provided next.  

1. EFW Initia on 

Figure ], FSAR, Chapter [7] (Ref. 4), illustrates 
one channel of the EFIC EFW Initiation channel. The 
individual instrumentation c he s hat serve EFIC 
EFW Initiation Function are discussed next.  

a. loss of MFW Pumps (Control Oil Pressure) 

Loss of both MFW Pumps is o of the four 
parameters within the EFI ystem that 
automatically initiates W. Loss of MFW Pumps 

automatic inTiain amte ecatusitett is 
diprtofteneaintuet(I and imeeactortroflsso MW 

Protecto n St -wE 

For ec edie MFW P r atubine lovrol romi 
presur si he (forprum) Ifbt RPSchnnlSris. EaRS chanlpoie 

peothLve MF Lowp rped usigna to gnrthe soathed 

0 r 

peICshane. The ttrip Funcuettion is asdwe 

removed wh en T EM AL P OW R i e t r t a 

Loss of bthe MFump s hostuen asI and e to 

automaie iniP tiat rmatbcuit isoa 
dierect and imei inaourr op)f ossohMW 

Fourhe EI deiatednglow rhangeeel trteasites 

perh SG Level -Lowpaed usedna to enea te 
sIg nl ed fo r i ete ction or lowlevel he 

THERAL PWER 5 2% RT and(contis in ud 

-RTP**t Bn 3.3-9 
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BASES 

BACKGROUND b SG Level - Low (continued) 

conditions for EFW actuation. here is one 
transmitter for each of the fo channel. A,-B, 
C, and D. The signals are al o used after EFW is 
-ctuated to control SG level at the low level 
setpoint-.130, inches when e or more RCPs are 
operational.  

The lower and upper ta for the low range level 
transmitters are loc ed at 6 inches and 
277 inches, respect' ely, above the upper face of 
the SG's lower tu sheet. The calibrated range 
is 0-150 inches.  

SG Level- Low as chosen as an EFW automat' 
initiating p ameter because it indicate that 
the primary eedwater source is insuff ient to 
meet the at removal requirements 
therefor , additional cooling wat is necessary 
to ensu core decay heat remov 

c. SG Pr ssure-Low 

Four transmitters per S provide the EFIC System 
with channels A thro D of SG Pressure-Low.  
These are the same ansmitters used by the MFW 
and Main Steam L Isolation Functions. When 
the SG pressure rops below the bistabl setpoint 
of 600 psig o a given channel, an EF nitiation 
signal is s t to the automatic act tion logic.  
The low pr sure Function may be nually 
bypassed hen both SGs are less an 750 psig.  
If eit r SG input channel ex eds 750 psig, the 
EFIC annel bypass is auto tically removed.  
The w pressure operatio 1 bypass 1lows for 
normal cooldown withou FIC act ion.  

SG Pressure-Low i a primary ndication and 
actuation signal or steam 1i e breaks (SLBs) or 
feedwater line breaks (FWL ). For small breaks, 
which do not depressurize he SG or take a long 
time to depressurize, automatic actuation is not 
required. The operator has time to diagnose the 
problem and take the appropriate actions.  

(continued) 
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BACKGROUND d. RCP Status 

A loss of pow to all four RCPs is an indication 
of a pendin oss of forced flow in the Reactor 
Coolant S em. These sensing signals are input 
into th our channels of EFIC.  

Whe t least two channels issue initiate 
co ands based on loss of all RCPs, the EFIC 

stem will automatically actuate EFW and switch 
the level control setpoint to approximately 50% 
in the SG. This higher setpoint provides a 
thermal center in the SG at a higher elevation 
than that of the reactor to ensure natu al 
circulation of the reactor coolant.  

To allow heatup and cooldown oper ions without 
actuation, a bypass permissive 10% RTP is 
used. The 10% bypass permis i e was chosen 
because it was an availabl , qualified Class lE 
signal at the time the C System was designed.  
When the first RCP is arted, the "loss of four 
RCPs" initiation si 1 may be manually reset.  
If the bypass is manually reset, it will be 
automatically r t when the unit reach s 10% 
power. Durin cooldown, the bypass m be 
inserted at ny time the power has en reduced 
below 10% However, for most op ting 
conditi s, it is recommended at this trip 
functioi remain active unti fter the Decay Heat 
Removal System has been i iated and the system 
is ready for the last to be tripped. This 
trip function must b ypassed prior to stopping 
the last RCP.  

2. EFW Vector Valve Control 

Figure [ ], FSAR, Chapter [7] (Ref. 4), illustrates 
one channel of the EFIC EFW Vector Valve Control 
logic. The function of the EFW vector logic is to 
determine whether EFW should not be fed to one or the 
other SG. This is to preclude the continued addition 
of EFW to a depressurized SG and, thus, to minimize 
the overcooling effects of a steam leak.  

(continued) 
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BACKGROUND 2. EFW Vector Valve ntrol (continued) 

Each set of ve or logic receives SG pressure 
information f om bistables located in the input logic 
of the same FIC channel. The pressure information 
received l : 

a. A pressure less than 600 psig; 

b. SG B pressure less than 600 psig; 

c. SG A pressure 125 psid greater than SG B 
pressure; and 

d. SG B pressure 125 psid greater than SG A 
pressure.  

Each vector logic also receiv a vector/control 
enable signal from both EFI channel A and channel B 
when EFW is initiated. ch logic also receives an 
SG high level signal. gh level in an SG prevents 
opening the associate vector valves and ables 
closing the valves thout either EFIC ain vector 
valve enable.] 

The vector log' develops signals o open or to close 
SG A and B EF valves.  

The vector ogic outputs are n a neutral state until 
enabled by the control/vec enable from the 
channel A or B trip logic . When enabled, the vector 
logic can issue open or ose commands to the EFW 
control valves and EF solation valves per the 
selected channel assignments.  

Each vector logic may isolate EFW to one SG or the 
other, never both.  

(continued) 
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BASES 

BACKGROUND 2. EFW Vector alve Control (continued) 

The val open or close commands are determined by the 
relat e values of SG pressures as follows: 

SG VALVES 

RESSURE STATUS "A" "B" 

SG A and SG B > 600 psig Open Open 

SG A - SG B < 125 psid Open Open 

SG A or SG B :5 600 psig 
and pen Close 

SG A - SG B 2: 125 psid 

SG A or SG B 5 600 psig 
and Close Open 

SG B - SG A 2: 125 psid 

BIpass 

One of the four initi on channels can be put into 
"maintenance bypass." Bypassing one initiation channel 
isolates that chan 's signal to the functions fed from 
initiation chann but does not bypass the trip 1 ic within 
the actuation c nnel. An interlock feature pr ents 
bypassing mor than one channel at a time. In ddition, 
since the EF System receives signals from and RPS, the 
maintenance bypass from the NI and RPS is * erlocked with 
the EFIC System. If one channel of the and RPS is in 
maintenance bypass, only the correspon i g channel of the 
EFIC may be bypassed (e.g., channel A NI or RPS, and 
channel A, EFIC). This ensures tha only the corresponding 
channels of the EFIC and NI and RP are placed in 
maintenance bypass at the same t* e.  

EFIC channel maintenance byp s does not bypass EFW 
Initiation from Engineered fety Feature Actuation System 
(ESFAS) high pressure inj tion (HPI). The EFIC HPI 
Actuation Function is, however, bypassed when ESFAS is 
bypassed.  

The operational bypass provisions were discussed as part of 
the individual Functions described earlier.  

(continued) 
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BACKGROUND Bypass (continued) 

Operatio bypass of the OTSG Level -High input to the 
vector lve logic is possible after EFIC initiation. [For 
this it, bypassing the overfill function is for the 
fol wing reasons:] 

3, . Main Steam Line and MFW Isolation 

Figure [ ], FSAR, Chapter [7] (Ref. 4) illustrates one 
channel of the EFIC Main Steam L e and MFW Isolation 
logic. Four pressure transmit rs per SG provide EFIC 
with channels A through D lo of SG pressure. The 
channels are as described f EFW Initiation mentioned 
earlier.  

Once isolated, manual ction is required to defeat the 
isolation command i desired. The EFIC System is 
designed to perfo its intended function with one 
channel in main nance bypass (in effect, inoperable) 
with a single ailure in one of the remaining 
channels. is is in compliance with IEEE-279-1971 
(Ref. 5) e to the redundancy and independence in the 

APPLICABLE 1. EFW Initiation 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

Although loss of both MFW pumps is a direct ad 
immediate indicator of loss of MFW, other s narios 
such as valve closures could potentially use loss of 
feedwater. The loss of MFW analysis, refore, 
conservatively assures the actuation EFW on low SG 
level. If the loss of feedwater due to loss of MFW 
pumps, EFW will be actuated mu earlier than assumed 
in the analysis, which will rease the SG heat 
transfer capability and wi lessen the severity of 
the transient.  

The DBA which forms e basis for initiation of the 
EFW systems is a. ss of MFW transient. In the 
analysis of this transient, SG Level -Low is the 
parameter assumed to automatically initiate EFW. This 
assumption yields the least SG inventory available for 
heat removal and is, therefore, conservative for 

(continued) 
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Based on the containment pressure response reanalysis, the containment 
design pressure would be exceeded for a MSLB inside containment without 
operator action to isolate main feedwater and installed equipment 
necessary to automatically isolate main feedwater to both steam 
generators during a MSLB.  

Steam generator header pressure is used as input to the MSLB circuitry 
for detection and feedwater isolation. When a MSLB is sensed, or upon 
manual actuation, the MFCVs and SFCVs are closed to isolate the MFW flow 
paths to both steam generators. In addition, the MFW pumps are tripped.  
The TDEFW pump will be inhibited from auto-starting or will be auto
stopped if it has already started. A manual override for the TDEFW pump 
inhibit is provided to allow the operator to subsequently start the 
TDEFW pump if necessary for decay heat removal. All of these functions 
are credited for mitigating a MSLB inside containment.  

B 3.3-99A
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APPLCA9LE- 1. EFW Initiation (continued) 
CAFT ANAlYSFS 

evaluation of this DBA SG Level-Low would be an 
indicator of all acci ents involving a loss of primary 
to secondary heat r oval.  

SG Pressure-Low s a primary indication and provides 
the actuation gnal for SLBs or FWLBs. For small 
breaks, which o not depressurize the SG or take a 
long time to depressurize, automatic actuation is not 
required. he operator has sufficient time to 
diagnose e problem and take the appropriate actions.  

Loss o four RCPs is a primary irjd cator of the need 
for xiliary feedwater (AFW) i the safety analyses 
for oss of electric power an oss of coolant flow.  

It also serves as a backup i dicator for SLBs and 

2. EFW Vector Valve Cont 1 

Most of the FSAR analyses were perf ed prior to 
the development the safety grade EF System.  
Therefore, the IC vector valve con ol was not 
credited in e original licensing sis for a main 
SLB analys' Instead, operator tion was credited 
with iso ing AFW to the affec SG within the first 
60 sec s. However, isolatin the affected SG is a 
funu n autonatically perfo ed by the EFIC System.  
The fore, the FSAR analysi remains conservativem I 
r ative to the inclusion f the vector valve co ol.  

3, 4. Main Steam Line and W Isolation 

,The FSAR analysi as~i TTegrated trol system 
action for MFW d Main Steam Line olation. The 
analysis took edit for turbine op valve closure 
and feedwater valve isolation o reactor trip and 
considered the isolation func ons occurring on SG 
pressure 600 psig as back . These isolation 
functions are currently p vided by the safety grade 
EFIC System. Use of the FIC System in the original 
safety analysis would have been consistent with the 
licensing position allowing mitigative functions to be 

(continued) 
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APPLICABLE 4. Main Steam ine and MFW Isolatio (continued) 

SAFET ANAYSESperfor by safety grade sX ems in ac/ dent 
anal is. For these reasp s, teSB ccident 
ana ysi s remains conserv tive with the assumed 
inte qated control system actions.  

r;7J ons ru en ren er th e ff cte cha ne s inoperable and " 

gets a ee reduces the reliabilit of the(M** Functiog.  
a- MFkl isola chnnl sre 

-h- to ensure that no single failure 

prevents GMBagi-tp Each Q5D Anstrumentalion.  
f4Fl se channel includ he sensor* and measurement 

0 2 channelX or ea ru , sw cn v-vr- I LIUI101IdZZ'kWiCnes 

pissi s. Failures that di letecpbiyto 
place a c~h/el in operational b Wass, but whichfdo not 
disable t trip Function, do not render the protection 
s'channel inoperablpt.  

tnly the Allowabe Vlues are specified for each EFIC 
/initiation and bypass removal function in the LCO. In 
Table 3.3.11-1, Allowabl Values for the bypass removal 

. functions are spec ifie: in terms of applicability limits on 
the associated trip F nction. Nominal trip s tpoints are 
specified in the uni specific se tpoint ca ulations. The 
nominal setpoints re selected to ensure e setpoints 

meaure b CH L UNTIOAL ESS d otexeedth 
Allowable al if the istableis peromn s reued 

ace a pr o ded tha ope at L F N T O A n T o o x ed t g a e 
cosi nt wiht e smtions f the unit spcii sepitcluatoslahAlowable Valui h itbei e nseied.  

safety anlyi toacu t or i stuet unetite apperoato thea trip Futin. hes e neratie s t arethe 

defisned i hteasmtoso the "[nit Specific Ston ehdlg] 

(continued) 
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LCO The Bases for the LCO requirements of each specific EFIC 
(continued) Function are discussed next.  

Loss of MFW Pumps 

Four EFIC channels shall be ERABLE with MFW pump 
turbnesA ad 8conro o'lwpesr acut n sepont o >[5]psg he55psgsepontisabu 
haf f henoma oe n cntoloi pesur. h 55 psig setoint All ab Eu wa ar tarl chsn sa 

goo idiatonof os o MW ums.Anlyisony ssme 
Loss f MF Pump nd aspeii au fMWpm oto oilprssrei t se i te nayss. Th LssofMF 

PupsFucto nluesa yps eabe ndrmoalfucto 
fro te N P. he ypssremva fucto s bse o maitani cosiseny it RP LO ndde n f ysem 

SG Levl,-,Lo 

Fou EICdeicte lw ang lv rasmttrspe S 
shall be O~PaBL wih S ee Lwatainstonso 

a [9) inches, t eeaet gasue o eeto o 

thersinas Ar andBcrlso uo pafersri actuattionto 

setpoint, ot is [55 si Thlae thesi setpoint low asou 

opealiftye nmai bewete in g rae on trol oi r s ste m low 
loa contro setpoint ande the wa Inbitaiy chston Thsa 

tas et whco j n ot inval ve a r a ddevrn nt Thror n oma e n io nmn er rfMWPms lss only aseo 

SGu Pes re-Lo Foou EFum chnnel peaS sheiialle oAL Mwit SGm lowro 
opressure tio sepointe ofnal60]ysi. The setointF 
ius cnto avoid actuat une aneva condition o 
frqirn shecodr N P S hys em o l n pfengto i ta n 

c on sI 
s te cy w(continued)C
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LCO SG Pressure-Low (con nued) 

a steaming path to e condenser, if possible. Small break 
LOCA analyses hay indicated minimum secondary system 
pressures of a oximately 700 psig. The SG Pressure-Low 
Function inc es a bypass enable and removal function. The 
bypass rem al Allowable Value is chosen to allow sufficient 
operatin argin for the operator to bypass when cooling 
down.  

SG Differential Pressure-High 

Four EFIC channels for SG differential pres re shall be 
OPERABLE with setpoints of 5 [125] psid. he setpoint 
ensures that automatic EFW isolation to depressurized SG 
occurs for the range of sizes of SLB hat require rapid 
actuation early in the event. The etpoint has also been 
chosen to avoid spurious isolati of EFW during conditions 
due to relatively small deviat' ns in SG pressures that can 
be caused by primary system nditions. The SG Differential 
Pressure-High Function i udes a bypass enable and removal 
function. The bypass r val Allowable Value is chosen to 
allow sufficient oper ng margin for the operator to bypass 
when cooling down.  

RCP Status 

Four EFIC channels for RCP status shall be OPE LE. This 
ensures that upon the loss of four RCPs, EFW ill be 
automatically initiated with the EFW contr level 
automatically raised to approximately 5 ., providing a 
higher SG level for establishing and intaining natural 
circulation conditions when the fo ed reactor coolant flow 
is lost. No setpoint is specifi since the status 

Statu Fu ct o in lu e a by as en b e n r ov al n 
indction S used s Te Aisloal nar in for the n atur ss 

removal~ is se hig enug to avi prosatuain duin low N po oeaion.cii snc h sau 

(continued) 
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LCO SG Level -Hiq 
(continued) 

( For this un' the basis for SG Level gh signal as 
follows:/ 

APPLICABILITY he-EFIG Systemlinstrumentation Functions shall be OPERABLE 
in accordance with Table 3.3.11-1. Eich Function-has its
own requirements that are based on the specific a idents 
land conditions that it is esigned to protect inst.  

The initiation of EF on the Loss of MFW P ps shall only be 
required in MODE nd in MODES 2 and 3 en not in shutdown 
bypass, when cor power production and eat removal 
requirements e the greatest. Belo hese unit conditions, 
the EFW Ini ation on low SG level s rapid enough to avoid 
unnecessar primary system overh ing, 

EFW In. iation on low SG lev shall be OPERABLE at all 
times/the SG is required f heat removal. These con tions 
include MODES 1, 2, and To avoid automatic actu ion of 
the EFW pumps during no al heatup and cooldown t nsients, 
the low SG pressure F ction can be bypassed a r below a 
secondary pressure [750f psig. This seco ry pressure 
can normally only e reached during MODE 3 peration.  

he EFW System nitiation on loss of a RCPs Function shall 
be operable t 10% RTP. It is pos ble to bypass the 
Function be w 10% RTP; however, f most cases, the 5 
Function i kept in service until he unit is placedAn the 
Decay He Removal System. To p event inadvertent tuation 
of the W pumps, it must be bypassed rior to stoppi the 
ast RC .A----A..--

Function shall e OPERABLE in MODES 1 2, and 3 
1 ressure 2: sig because the SG inventory can be 
a ig energy evel and contribute significantly to the 

peak pressure with a secondary side break. -BatWtA im seem e 
feedwaterGan must be able to be isolated on each SG 

wa to limit c I DrimaV and) mass and energy 
releases to the reactor building. Once the SG pressures 

dr1 ave decreased be oh?50 psig, the a23:0 r - _ e1-> MFW 
Isolation FunctionK can be bypassed to avoid actuation 
during normal unit cooldowns T6 0 

(continued) 
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Also during MODE 3 the MFW isolation Function is not required to be 
OPERABLE when all main feedwater control valves (MFCVs) and startup 
feedwater control valves (SFCVs) are closed since the function of the 
instrumentation is already fulfilled.  
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APPLICABILITY ogic will not perfor ny function en 
(continued) are w; thus he 16 ic can also b b assed a the sa 

' In MODEFS4, 6, and te energylevel is low and 
e secondary side feedwater flow rate is low or 

nonexistent. In MODES 4, 5, and 6, the primary system 
temperatures are too low to allow the SGs to effectively 
remove energy andE instrumentation is not required to be 
OPERABLE. /.lSAS- Dee i t.,4 /r0 ) 

ACTIONS If a channel's trip setpoint is found nonconservative wit , 
respect to the Allowable Value, or any of the transmitte rcja 
signal processing electronics.roni cO 
q are found inoperable, then unctiod 4 

provided by that channel must be declared inoper e an the 
unit must enter theAConditions.fe-h ea pa4r4tic 4isre etee 
Fun9t; - e14ffoc6,d. L~cfoP.-aa~ 

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating that a 
separate Condition entry is allowed for each F~ete4 .  

* on ofCondition A applies to failures of single if*W-jttaM, 
MareMy ; N4n-Ste.- .tine !s+etitmneer FW Isolation instrumentation 
frlfcanne rnt men-141- - a lo~n 

FunhI cvn i combinat*on o t he Fun tio 

With one channel inoperable in one or more-B W'4,w44064* 
trhi .t 4eeeam im, MFW Isolation FunctiorY4+9ted 
in Table 9.9.111 1 the channel(s) must be placed in 4ypess 

GharMT ip n in hhnnelonditionchannel A, whch when 
pi bypassed will mov intei F( inhe channel 

B 44 W/ from service Since th R d EFCc nn e a 

channe,4. Play,- interlocke only the corre nding channel each system 

may be by ssed at any t/im This feature s ensured by an.  
. Uc t- eectic interlock If esting of anot er channel in 

' n on-oq either he EFIC or RPS ' required, the EFIC channel must be 

a 4place in trip to allow the other channel to be bypassed. , 

441 th henhanel e Completo oTe a 1 Q s adequate 
Pe 0 4- 4 to perform Required Action A.1.  
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ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued) 

Required Action .2 provides for placing the channel(s) in 
trip if the ch nel(s) is/are not re ored to OPERABL 
status withi 2 hours.  

A single ' operable EFIC instru tation channel ffects at 
most on train of EFW, Main St m Line Isolatio , and MFW 
Isola on. Therefore, the 72 our Completion ime was 
selec ed to be consistent w* h the allowed ou of service .  
time for the EFW, Main St m Line Isolation, and MFW 
Isolation Functions.  

B.1. B.2, and 9.3

Condition B app es to a situation w re two instrumentation 
channels for 1tipTe protcan afutns of oEr 
onitiation, in Steam Line Isolato n, or MFW Isolation 
instrument ion are inoperable. Tm w electedito B 
aies i canlAndB oft apples ichanel AandEFW Initiation Function 

are inop ab-14e-

Condi on B does not apply j one channel of different 
Func ions is inoperable in he same protection chan-n.  
h condition is address (by Condition A.n 

th two EFW Initiatio MainSteam Line Isolati , or MFW 
Isolation protection annels inoperable, one anlms 
e placed in bypass equired Action 8.1)j. Bpassing one of 
the remaining OPE LE channels is n ot poss. le due to 
system interlock Therefore, the second annel must be/ 
tripped (Requir Action B.2) to prevent singl e failur 
from causing 1 s of the EFIC Function. The CompletioK 
Times of 1 h are adequate to perfo the Required 
Actions.  

One of t channels must be retu ed to OPERAB status 
(Requir Action 6.3) to minim* e t he time system is 
ermit ed to operate in a co igu ra tio n t is not capable 
f wi hstanding a single fa* ure and s ti initiate EFW, 
ain team Line Isolation, and MFW Iso tion. Restoring one 

channel changes system sta us to that f Condition A.  
A single inoperable EFIC channel affects at most one train 
of EFW, Main Steam Line Isolation, and MFW Isolation.  
Therefore the 72 hour Completion Time was selected to be] 

(continued) 
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ACTIONS B.1, B.2 and B.3 ,kcontinued) 

consistgeVt the all osevice time for the 
ain Steam Line Isolation, and MFW Isolation Eftions.  

C.1 

The function of he EFW Vector Valve Control is to meet the 
single-failure criterion while being ble to provide EFW on 
demand and is ate an SG when requi d. These conflicting 
requirements result in the necessi for two valves in 
series, in arallel with two valv in series, and a four 
channel v ve command system. R er to LCO 3.3.14, 
"Emergen Feedwater Initiiation and Control (E FIC)' mergency 
Feedwat (EFW) -Vector Valve ogic." 

With e EFW Vector Valve C trol channel inop able, the 
WOA 4U (44nt 4syst cannot meet the sin e-failure criteri n and still 

meet the dual functional riteria described arlier. This 
condition is analogous having one EFW t in inoperable.  

A4 RiTherefore, when one ve or valve control annel is 

;4^C460%inoperable, the channe must be restored o OPERABLE status 
(Required Action C.1) within 72 hours, w ich is consistent 
with the Completion Time associated with the loss of one 
train of EFW.  

the Required Action 2-O not 43e met-, ; e -"q sd 
orl, tlyn-Me, Teunit must be placedi or 

0 a~A'lo% tlo n a l on iff cn te eqrment o apply. This is 
done by placing the unit in a nonapplicable MODE for her 
articular Fun; Ifon. The nonappli le MODE is to en the f 

CRD trip brp ers for Function .aMODt4 
aprssure les 

thany9ps .L The" 'PNa1ll'kr aeiowed noL 

Completion ime$6 eaonable, based on operating 
xper , to reach the required unit conditions from full 

power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.  

(continued) 
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SURVEILLANCE Note indicates that the SRs for each EFIC instrumentation 
REQUIREMENTS Function are identified in the SRs column of Table 3.3.11-1.  

All Functions are subject o CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TEST, and CHA EL CALIBRATION. The SG-Low Level 
Function is the only F ction that was modeled in transient 
analysis, and thus i the only EFW Initiation Function 
subjected to resp se time testing. Response *me testing 
is also require for Main Steam Line and MFW solation.  
Individual EF subgroup relays must also tested, one at 
a time, to rify the individual EFIC c onents will 
actuate w n required. Some compone cannot be tested at 
power s ce their actuation might d to unit trip or 
equip t damage. These are spe fically identified d 
must e tested when shut down. The various SRs acc nt for 
individual functional differ nes and for test f uencies 
apromce oeifiy the HE ounctons e vr l os nsu 

Thatla gross-1 falue ofpermnationas no occted.t 

inat EFIC ntuentaton channel o i are as ot othe 
channs . t OPEd o the FIC instrumentt 
channel tr 

peromance l the sameaE. igh n dev i 2 iornsure 

between thdae .two i strmn chnes ole an indicat ni ied on 

tat e essie instrument a dit i one o hs ca occunl rr 

soehnAvn oesros CHANNEL CHECK isnrmlyilomalsno dh aete 

indid channel failure; thfie l s a re in oherifi 
Thanne Iinsm ben ta onth cot asnusto tat pir ent 

apoimtl the ismeto vaae ignificant tohse 
besteensueOEAIIYo the twoC instrument canl ol ea nation 
ofhexcessv ntuetdrf.noeo hecanl ro 

seomnceen ore shers CHANNEL CHECK will dvr 2hueue 

that theosfareo instrumentation cotiue tooprt properly 

between each CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION.  

Agreement criteria are etridbyheu}stt)based 
on a combination ofe channel in ru metuncertainties, 
including isolation, indication, and readability. If a 
channel is outside the criteria, it may be an indication 
that the transmitter or the signal processing equipment has 
drifted outside its limit. If the channels are within the 

(continued) 
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3.3.11 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.11.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

criteria, it is an indication that the channels are 
OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off scale during 
times when surveillance is required, the CHANNEL CHECK will 
only verify that they are off scale in the same direction.  
Off scale low current loop channels are verifiedto be M 
reading at the bottom of the range and not failed downscale.  

The Frequency, about once every shift, is based on operating 
experience that demonstrates channel failure is rare. Since 
the probability of two random failures in redundant channels 
in any 12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL CHECK 
minimizes the chance of loss of protective function due to 
failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK 
supplements les ormal, butAmore frequent, checks of 
channel durin normal operational use of the 
display with the LCO required channels.  

R-3.3.  

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies the function of the 
required trip, nterlock, and alarm functions of the 
channel. Setp nts for both trip and bypass removal 
functionc mus be found within the AlBle Value specifie 
wn the LC'. (Note that thallowable lues for the bypass 
removal fu tions'are specified in th Applicable-MODES or 
Other Spe fied Condition column of able 3.3.111 aimits 
CHANEpLa Aility for the trip Func o.) nstpoet 
adjust nt shall be consistent the assumptions of the 
curre /unit specific setpoint alsis.  

The Frequency of 31 days is based on unit opera ng 
experience with regard-to channel OPERABILITY and drift, 
which demonstrates that failure of more than one channel of 
a given function in any 31 day interval is a rare event.  

SR 3.3.1 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 
channel including the sensor. The test verifies the channel 
responds to a measured parameter within the necessary range 

(continued) 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.11 (continued) 
REQU IREM ENTS 

and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channels 
adjusted to account for instrument drift to ensure that the 
instrument channel remains operational between successive 
tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall find that measurement 
errors and bistable set oint errors are within the 
assumptions of the S setpoint analysis.  
CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be erformed consistent with the 
assumptions of the setpoint analysis.  

The Frequency is based on the assumption of ani18imonth Q 
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude 
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  

'SR 3.3.11.4 _ 

This SR verifies individual channel actuation response times 
are less than or equal to the maximum value assumed in the 
accident analysis.  

Response time testin acceptance criteria are included in 
"Unit Specific Re nse Time Acceptance Criteria" (Ref. 6).  

Individual co onent response times are not modeled in the 
analysis. e analysis models the overall or total elapsed 

Freqec is bed on ui t operan e encwihso 

time, fr the point at which the parameter ceeds the 
actuat* n setpoint value at the sensor, to e point at 
which the end device is actuated.  

ts a re (continued)a 

EFIC RESPONSE TIME tests are cond ed on an [18] month 
STAGGERED TEST BASIS. Testing the final actuation 
devices, which make up the bof the EFIC RESPON§E TIME, 
is included in the testin f each channel. Ther ore, 
staggered testing resul in response time verx leation of 
these devices every [1I months. The [18] th test 
Frequency is based on unit operating exp ne hc hw 
that random failures of instrumentation -components causing 
serious response time degradation, bu notcanlfiue 
are infrequent occurrences. EFIC RESPONS TE Santb 
determined at power since equipment operation is required.  

(continued)
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BASES (continued) 

REFERENCES 1. FSRR ect-,n)14.1]-.  

2. CF& 50.4 

3.7 [ lit tOfe] , "[Unit ciqjf i Set t thdby-! 
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Manual Initiation 
'e CB 3.3.12 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.12 (Emergenc Ptedwatep'nitiatiown nd Contry (EFIC anial Initiation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The Eff manual initiation a aiy provides the operator 
with the capability to actuate AfunctionP-from the 
control room.in tho ab Vf an t. ;1 ;;Lun 
eend+44eft. an mainLIFI 

edwater (MFW Isolation for ce through steam derator 

(SG)o A, MF aion for SG , anSemLn solatinj 
frSA, in Steam Line Is o fo 9'lpn 

Feedwat - T Functiont provided in M4
the event the operator determines that - 4unction is 
needed and does not automatically actuate. Thed-e backup 
F u n c t io n X t o s h os e p e rF r m e d o m a t icb 

A The .544manual initiation circuitry satisfies the manual 
initiation and single-failure criterion requirements of 
IEEE-279-1971 (Ref. 1).  

APPLICABLE P credited in the-safety analysisiE 
SAFETY ANALYSES auto atic However, the manual initiation Functions eoe is 

required by design s backupX to the automatic 
Functio and allo perators to actuate , 

' 'MFW Isolation whenever the( Functior© 
~,eeded. Furthermore, the manual initiation of if

*At M oo Aetuetie R Mam St-~ umul ' a-44et , t nd MFW Isolation may 
sole, be specified in unit operating procedures.  

he manual initiation functio satisfy Criterion 3 of 

LCO 444-44eemeekti , m znfFwhagjan-cee manual in iation 
Function shal OPERABLE. F .*ure of any in Kument 
renders the ed channeln inoperable and reduces the 

4we-manual initiation switch@>per actuation channel (A 
and B) o B MFW an B llaB 
Strer-t re:t a b - n E W Ajoe4+e4-) r required to be 
OPERABLE. w!hcnesr- t 6 eiae- ft 

(continued) 
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Manual Initiation 
B 3.3.12 

BASES 

LCO -beat.-eeb-Fuet44n-(MFW Isolation +lle teem-Ho&e
(continued) 1Feke4eny-.H - +4 4 has wo actuation "trip" 

channels, channels A and B. Within each channel ctuation 
logic there e-bwomanual trip switctf. When anual 
switch is depressed,-l-f-4 -eep, e -When-rbeth manoal 
se k f ampxama full trip of c anne ac ua 1 
OCi enryca bhat a s u enrtl 1mig nn 
c i s ificon as two manual t r p switches. oth switche r a uation channel mu be 

OPERABLE d must be depresse to get a full map al trip of 
that ch nel. The use of t manual trip swite flor each 
channe of actuation logi t.ows for testin without 
actua 'ng thelend devices and also reduces the possibility 
f accidental manual actuation s b P L 

APPLICABILITY The MFW -- 3 -%a,_ f Isolatio m alriiation 
Function shall 2, becAse in aE 1e2,eano because SG 
inventory can be at a sufficiently hig energy level to 
contribute significantly to the peak containment pressure 
during a secondar side break. In MODES 4, 5, and 6, the SG 
DecM ayis How and secondary side feedwater flow rate 

is low or nonexistent.  
The EFW manua initionon shall be OPERABLE 
MODES 1, 2bod 3 because thiGs are relied o onor Reactor 
Coolant em heat removal/ In MODES 4, 5, 4fd 6, heat 
removal equirements are rtuced and can be Orovided by the 
Dec ay Heat Remo v al Sy stem.  

ACTIONS A Note ha een added to the ACT NS indicatin that 
Eseparat ondition entry is al wed fo r eac FIC manual 
initi ion Function.  

With one or both yanual initiation switches of one or more 
EFIC F unction'seinoperable in one ch~ael, the channel for 
the asso c iate FIC Function(s) must placed inthe 
tripped con tion within 72 1hours., ith the cha nneln the 
tripped co dition, the single-failrre criterion istand 
the operator can still initiate one actuation ch 1given 

(continued) 
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During MODE 3, the MFW Isolation manual initiation Function is not required to 
be OPERABLE when all main feedwater control valves (MFCVs) and startup 
feedwater control valves (SFCVs) are closed since its function is already 
fulfilled.  

B 3.3-113A



Manual Initiation 
B 3.3.12 

BASES 

ACTIONS 1 (continue 

a single failure 'n the other channel. Failure to perform 
Required Actio .1 could allow a si e n 
switch tpr ntioanual actuatin least one s two 
trip chann s. The Completion Ti allotted to p the 
channel lows the operator to sti ll e atua opriate 
action for the failed channel and still ensure that the 
risk involved in operating with the failed channel is 
acce tab1g, 

With one or h manual initiation switch of one pr je 
RI uncti (s) inoperaDUT tActuation channelIs, one 

prtuati channel.for ea h Funetion mus t be restored to 
PERA status thin I hour. With the hannel resutore 
he second chan must be placed inth trippeconi 
ithin 72 hour (Required Action A.1) With the cha 1 in 
he tripped ndition, the single-f ure criterio smet nd the o ator can still initia one actuation hannel 
given a pngle failure in the o er channel. T;Completion 
Time al tted to restore the c nnel allows the operator to 
take the appropriate actions for the failed channel and 
still ensures that the risk involved in operating with the 
failed channel is acceptable 

-f Required Actio .1 or Re ed A 'on a. oemt -be -t 
withn th R enit must be 

rougtt A a MODE in which th-eT aoes not app 1y. To ch' ve is st us, the uniteust be br wht toy least 
00E3 th in 4 ours and to MODF 4wihn 2hnr e 

1 -mpletion Times are reasonable, based on operating gg/'*"experience, to reach the required MODES from full power 
cond itions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit 
systems.  

(continued) 
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inoperable, the manual initiation switch must be restored to OPERABLE status 
within 72 hours. The Completion Time of 72 hours is based on unit operating 
experience and administrative controls, which provide alternative means of 
MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation Function initiation via individual component 
controls. The 72 hour Completion Time is consistent with the allowed outage 
time for the components actuated by the MSLB Detection and MFW Isolation 
Function.  

INSERT B 3.3-114B 

placed in MODE 3 within 12 hours and the main steam header pressure reduced to 
less than 700 psig or all MFCVs and SFCVs must be closed within 18 hours.  

B 3.3-114A
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B 3.3.12 

BASES (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.12.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST to ensure that the channels can perform their inten 
fun 1 ions. owe er, r l so ation, 

S'JSL. he test need not include act- ion of the end dice., This 

00 

is due to Vthe ri sk of aunit ransient caused t he cosure 
BIB-I s/At of valves a ociated with and Main Steam Lne' Isolation 

actuati p EFW during te ting at power. The Frequency of 
1 days 'based on operating experience that demonstrates 

th ?aiyv of more tha 'n rhnnl fn n wihn-h s 
31 da i val.  

REFERENCES 1. IEEE-279-1971, April 1972 
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The Frequency of 18 months is based on engineering judgment and operating 
experience that determined testing on an 18 month interval provides reasonable 
assurance that the circuitry is available to perform its safety function, 
while the risks of testing during unit operation is avoided.  

B 3.3-115A
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.13 mergency edwater In 'ation ed'd Con ol (EFIC Lg 

BASES 

BACKGROUND Main Steam Line and-Main Feedwater MFW) Isolation 

The four emergency feedwater initiation and control (EFIC) 
channels sensing a steam generator (SG) low outlet pressure 
condition input their ini iate commands to the trip logic 
modules. Figure [ ], FS R, Chapter [7] (Ref. 1), 
illustrates the Main S -am Line and MFW Isolation Logics.  
The trip logic module are physically located in the "A" and 
"B" EFIC channel cab' ets. Channel "A" actuation logic 
initiates when inst umentation channel "A" or "B" initiates 
and channel "C" or "D" initiates, which in simplified logic 
is: 

"A" actuation (A and C) or (A and D) or (B and C) 
or (B and D) 

Channel "B" actuation logic initia es when instrumentation 
channel " or "C" initiates and annel "B" or "D" 
initiate which in simplified gic is: 

"B" ac ation = (A and B) or A and D) or (C and B) 
or (C nd D) 

Each of the four Functi s (SG A Main Feedwater solation, 
SG B Main Feedwater Is ation, SG A Main Steam ne 
Isolation, and SG B M n Steam Line Isolation has a 
channel "A" and a ch nnel "B" of automatic uation logic.  

Both channels "A" nd "B" of the SG A N n Feedwater 
Isolation automat c actuation logic s d closure signals to 
the SG A main feedwater pump suctio valve, the three SG A 
block valves, and the MFW pump di arge cross connect 
valve. In addition, the instrum tation trips MFW pump "A." 

Both channels "A" and "B" of the SG A Main Steam Line 
Isolation automatic actuation logic send closure signals to 
both of the SG A Main Steam Isolation valves.  

SG B MFW and Main Steam Line Isolation automatic actuation 
logics respond similarly for the SG B valves and MFW 
pump "B." 

(continued) 
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The six MSLB detection analog channels feed two redundant feedwater 
isolation digital channels consisting of two single failure proof two
out-of-three logic circuits. If the logic is satisfied, a master relay 
coil is energized. The use of an energized master relay ensures that a 
loss of power to the digital channels will not result in an inadvertent 
feedwater isolation. If either digital channel is actuated, an MFW 
isolation will occur. Energizing the master relay results in closure of 
contacts in various control circuits for systems and components used for 
the MSLB containment overpressurization protection. Therefore, when the 
master relay is energized, the systems and components perform their 
isolation functions. Other features of the digital channels include a 
test/manual actuation pushbutton, a circuit seal-in after the master 
relay is energized, a 2 second time delay to prevent spurious actuation, 
and an "enable" or "arming" switch. Each of the two two-out-of-three 
logic circuits, along with their associated enable switch, master relay, 
seal-in, and time delay is considered a feedwater isolation digital 
channel.  

B 3.3-116A



BASES 

BACKGROUND Emergency Feedwater (EFW) Actuation 
(continued) 

The four EFIC instrumentation channels for each of the 
parameters being sensed input toeir initiate commands to the 

l ogic cnnel.1) 

trip logic modules. Figur [ , FSAR, Chapter [7] (Ref. 1), 
illustra h y initiates the EFW logic. These trip logic 
modules are physically loc ed in the "A" and "B" EFIC 

> 2 R wtchannel cabinets.  

EFW Actuation functio are the same logic combinations as 
MFW and Main Steam e Isolation. EFW initiation also 
occurs on high pre ure injection (HPI) initiation. Both 
trains of HPI in' iation are input ined eitiate 
logic channel.  

EFIC autom cally initiates the EFW System when any of the 
following onditions exist: 

a. All four reactor coolant pumps are t r ped; 

b. Both MFW pumps are tripped and r tor power is 

Acuto 20ogPics h Whe anula EFW uentation rteactor 
enbl rogicenable Syte veor logic on eryates;o 

clsTinst he EFW moulalgiivess defending oe oreltv 

c on tnued) 

Biue1] SR hpe 3[-1 7)Rf ) illutae the4*~/~ 

Sd 

Actuatio logi. he nulan EFW Actu ation c Rteavctor 
values~~ oSGpes re 

Protecion Sstem nt i(continued)ss
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BASES (continued) 

APPLICABLE utmatic isolation of MFW and main steam line was assum 
SAFETY ANALYSES 'n the safety analyses to mitigate the consequences of main 

steam line or MFW line ruptures. The FSAR analyses for 
steam line breaks (SLBs) s generated before the 
development and install ion of the safety grade EFIC 

~NSE~TSystem, which current performs these automatic safety 
functions. The FSA analysis, for example, assumes main 
steam line isolat' n through turbine stop valve closure 
based on an in rated control system signal. This same 
function is vided by the EFIC System b a safety grade 
signal tha loses the Main Steam Line olation valves.  
The anal s are bounding, and the u of the EFIC System is 
consis t with the licensing pos on to take credit for 
safe grade systems to mitigat he consequences of an 

Similarly, vector valve ntrol was not credited the FSAR 
SL8 analysis. Operato action was credited wi isolating 
EFW to the affected within the first 60 s onds. This 
function would be tomatically performed EFIC.  
Therefore, the FSAR analysis remains c ervative relative 
to the inclusion of the vector valve ogic.  

~Automatic initiation of EFW is credited in the loss of main 
feedwater analysis. The automatic actuation was based on 
the 5G low level function of EFIC, although EFIC would 
nitiate EFW based on the loss of both MFW s well 

Thqf $logic est iefCriterion 3 of 4e-NRS-Pe4+ey 

logidotal Ie 
0 A L . There are only two channels of automatic 
actuation logic 404 F . Therefore, violation of this 
LCO could result in a complete loss of the automatic , 

S a sl o , anne 

0e 

nSysm whcn buet piheergm tee andocantribufte 
119Asignciicntl Tohe peAaknta inme porexapessu e dur in 

1 

(conin 
u d
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MSLB circuitry is installed equipment necessary to automatically isolate 
main feedwater to both steam generators during a MSLB.  

Steam generator outlet pressure is used as input to the MSLB circuitry 
for detection and feedwater isolation. When a MSLB is sensed, or upon 
manual actuation, the MFCVs and SFCVs will be closed to isolate the MFW 
flow paths to both steam generators. In addition, the MFW pumps are 
tripped. The TDEFW pump will be inhibited from auto-starting or will be 
auto-stopped if it has already started. A manual override for the TDEFW 
pump inhibit is provided to allow the operator to subsequently start the 
TDEFW pump if necessary for heat removal. All of these functions are 
credited for mitigating a MSLB inside containment.  

B 3.3-118A
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BASES 

APPLICABILITY secondary side line break. In MODES 4, 5, and 6, the energy 
(continued) level is low and the secondary side feedwater flow rate is 

low or nonexistent.  

The EFW automatic actuation and vector enable logics shall 
be OPERABLE in M ES 1, 2, and 3 ecause the SG are being 
used for heat moval from the rimary syste During these 
MODES, the c e power and he removal re cfrements are the 
greatest, d if the normal source of feedwater is lost, EF 
must be rnitiated rapidly to minimize the overheating of th 
primary system.  

or portions o MODE 4 and f all of MODES 5)nd 6, the 
primary syst temperatur are too low to aow the SGs to 
effectivel remove energy.  

ACTIONS If a channel is found inoperable, then all affected logic 
Functions provded by that channel ust be declared 
inoperable a the LCO Condition ntered for the icular 
protection unction affected.  

For thi LCO, a Note has be added to the ACTIONS 
indic ing that separate Condition entry is allowed for each 
FIC ogicFucin 

A.1 

on dtion ap ies when one or more E. C logic Func ions i'r 
a single cha 1 are inoperable/(i.e , channel A c d be 
inoperable r all four-EFIC logic unctions and ndition A 
ould stil be applicable) with 1 Functions i the other 
hannel ERABLE. This Condi on is equivalen to failure 
f one FW, Main Steam Line Isolation, and MFW Isolati 
rain 

With one automatic actuation logic channel' 
e1FTURE ions,.inoperab e, e assoc EFIC train must be 

restored to ERABLE status. Since here are only two 
automatic tuation logic channels er EFIC unction, the 
conditi of one channel inope e is a ogus t g 

83.3-119,6 one t in of a two train Eng ered S ty Feature (ESR) 
Syst m inoperable. The syst m safety function can be 
accomplished; however, a single failure cannot be taken.  

(continued) 
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Also, during MODE 3, the MFW Isolation function is not required to be 
OPERABLE when all main feedwater control valves (MFCVs) and startup 
feedwater control valves (SFCVs) are closed since its function is 
already fulfilled.  

INSERT B 3.3-1198 

the channel must be restored to OPERABLE status within 72 hours. The 
Completion Time of 72 hours is based on unit operating experience and 
administrative controls, which provide alternative means of MSLB 
Detection and MFW Isolation Function initiation via individual component 
controls. The 72 hour Completion Time is consistent with the allowed 
outage time for the components actuated by the MSLB Detection and MFW 
Isolation Function.  

B 3.3-119A
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BASES 

ACTIONS A_1 (continued) 

Therefore, the failed channel(s) must be restored to 
OPERABLE status to re-establish the system's single-failure 
tolerance.  

Condition A can be ought of as equivalent to failure of a 
single train of two train safety system (e.g., the safety 
function can baccomplished, but a single failure cannot be 
taken). Thu , the Completion Time f2hu s sbe 
chosen to consistent with Com etion Times for restoring 
one inop able ESF System t1rai.  

The EF CSystem has not be analyzed for failu of one 
train of one Function an the opposite train the same 
Function. In this con tion, the potential or system 
interactions that dis le heat removal capa ility on EFW has 

6;, 4 to. let not been evaluated. Consequently, any combination of 
CA4nnty tu failures in both channels A and B is not covered by 
r 0-44_ Condition A and must be addressed by entry into LCO 3.0.3.  

B .1 a n d B .2 . .....o... mI ............. ..........  

Required Action 44 MtW4 "th 

re a s n ab e , as e o n i p e r t ng e p r i e nc e t o ra c thei w requredMODE frm fll pwerconitios ianOrDel 
mann e nithout ch lengingis tu, unit sses 

ThEis R in requires , the rfrman e Lo pen.I a CHNErUNTOA 

functonal., Thistestnsimuatgextereirediut torec the 
logicuircuad vOErifie ucsfull poeopratioin ofdert 
amaticr acwtuton lgi ent oyt inc 

aTh o fte d eie his due touie the skfomac of aCANLFNTOA 

unicicit trd thif e sucessure ofpaesra sociaf 

(continued) 
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placed in MODE 3 within 12 hours and the main steam header pressure must 
be reduced to less than 700 psig or all MFCVs and SFCVs must be closed 
within 18 hours.  

B 3.3-120A
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.13.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS ___L n______o __ 

interval 
7x %ser B 9. 3/2/1A/ 

REFERENCES 1. FiAR[ 
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engineering judgment and operating experience that determined testing on 
an 18 month interval provides reasonable assurance that the circuitry is 
available to perform its safety function, while the risks of testing 
during unit operation is avoided.  

B 3.3-121A
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B 3.3.14 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) 
Emergency Feedwater (EFW)- Vec r Valve Logic 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The function of he EFW vector valve logic is to determine 
whether EFW s uld not be fed to one or the other steam 
generator. is is to preclude the continued addition of 
EFW to a d ressurized once through steam generator (SG) 
and, thus minimize the overcooling effects of a steam leak.  
Each ye or logic may isolate EFW to one SG or the other, 
never oth.  

Th e are four sets of vector valve logic; one in each 
c nnel of EFIC. Each set of vector valve logic receives SG 
ressure information from bistables located in the input 
logic of the same EFIC channel. The pressure information 
a Sreceived is: 

a. SG "A" pressure less than 600 p g; 

b. SG "B" pressure less than 6 psig; 

C. SG "A" pressure 125 psi reater than SG "B" pressure; 
and 

d. SG "B" pressure 1 psid greater than SG "A" pressure.  

Each vector valve 1 ic also receives a vector/control 
enable signal fro both EFIC channel A and channel B when 
EFW is actuated 

The vector ve logic develops signals for open and close 
control of G "A" and "B" EFW valves.  

The vector valve logic outputs are in a neutr state with 
the valves fully open until enabled by the ntrol/vector 
enable from the channel A or B trip logic . When enabled, 
the vector valve logic can issue close mmands to the EFW 
control valves and open or close co nds to the EFW 
isolation valves per the selected annel assignments.  

(continued) 
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40 

B 3.3.14 

_BASES 

BACKGROUND The valve open/close commands are determined by the relative 
(continued) values of steam generator 7ressures as follows: 

/ SG VALVES 

PRESSURE STATUS "A" "B" 

If SG "A" & SG " Open Open 
> 600 psig 

If SG "A" > 00 psig & Open Close 
SG "B" 600 psig 

If SG " < 600 psig & Close Open 
"B" > 600 psig 

SG "A" & SG "B" 
< 600 psig 

AND 

SG "A" & SG "B" within Open Open 
125 psid 

SG "A" 125 psid > "B" Open Close 

SG "A" 125 psid SG "A" Close Open 

APPLICABLE Automat' isolation of main feedwater (MFW) and main steam 
SAFETY ANALYSES line s assumed in the safety analyses to mitigate the 

cons quences of main steam line or MFW line ruptures. The 
FSAR analysis for steam line breaks (SLBs) was generated 
before the development and installation of the safety grade 
EFIC System, which currently performs these tomatic safety 
functions. The FSAR analysis, for exampl assumes main 
steam line isolation through turbine s valve closure 
based on an integrated control syst signal. This same 
function is provided by the EFIC stem by a safety grade 
signal that closes the main st line isolation valves.  
The analyses are bounding, a the use of the EFIC System is 
consistent with the licens g position to take credit for 
safety grade systems to m igate the consequences of an 
accident.  

Similarly, vector logic valve control was not credited in 
the FSAR SLB analysis. Operator action was credited with 
isolating EFW to the affected SG within the first 

(continued) 
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BASES 

APPLICABLE 60 seconds. This f nction would be automatically performed 
SAFETY ANALYSES by EFIC. Therefor , the FSAR analysis remains conservative 

(continued) relative to the i clusion of the vector valve logic.  

EFW vector valv logic response time is included in the 
required resp se time for each EFW actuation initiation 
function ins umentation and is not specified separately.  

The EFIC- FW-vector valve logic satisfies Criterion 3 of 
the NRC olicy Statement.  

LCO Fo channels of the EFIC -EFW -vector valve logic module 
e required to be OPERABLE. The necessity for 

our channels is discussed in the BASES for ACTIONS. The 
600 psig and 125 psid setpoints were chosen as discussed in 
Specification B 3.3.11, "EFIC System/Instrumentation." The 
feed only good generator verificati n study assumed a 
differential pressure vector valu of 150 psid. The 
125 psid setpoint conservatively assumes a 25 psi margin for 
instrument error. Failure to et this LCO results in not 
being able to meet the sing -failure criterion.  

APPLICABILITY EFIC-EFW-vector va e logic is required in MODES 1, 2, 
and 3 because the s are relied on in these MODES for 
required RCS hea removal. In MODES 4, 5, and 6, heat 
removal requir ents are reduced and may be provided by the 
Decay Heat Re val System. Therefore, vector valve logic is 
not required to be OPERABLE in these MODES.  

ACTIONS A.1 

The function of the EFIC-EFW control/is ation valves and 
the vector valve logic is to meet the ingle-failure 
criterion while maintaining the cap ility to: 

a. Provide EFW on demand; a 

b. Isolate an SG when re ired.  

(continued) 
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BASES 

ACTIONS A.1 (continued) 

These conflicting quirements result in the necessity for 
two valves in ser' s, in parallel with two valves in series, 
and a four chann valve command system.  

With one chan 1 inoperable, the system cannot meet the 
single-failu criterion and still meet the dual functional 
criteria pr iously described. Therefore, when one vector 
valve log' channel is inoperable, the channel must be 
restored o OPERABLE status within 72 hours. This is 
analog s to having one EFW train inoperable; wherein a 
72 ho Completion Time is provided by the Required Actions 
of L 3.7.4, "EFW System." As such, the Completion Time of 
72 ours is based on engineering judgement.  

B.1 and B.2 

If Required Action A.1 cann be met within the required 
Completion Time, the unit st be brought to a MODE in which 
the LCO does not apply. o achieve this status, the unit 
must be brought to at ast MODE 3 within 6 hours and to 
MODE 4 within 12 hour . The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based o operating experience, to reach the 
required unit con ' ions from full power conditions in an 
orderly manner a without challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3 .14.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.14.1 is the performance of a CHAN L FUNCTIONAL TEST 
every 31 days. This test demonstrates at the 
EFIC--EFW-vector valve logic performs ts function as 
desired. The Frequency is based on erating experience 
that demonstrates the rarity of m than one channel 
failing within the same 31 day * terval.  

REFERENCES None.  
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INSERT B 3.3.14 EFW Pump Initiation Circuitry 
B 3.3.14 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION it e mse> 

B 3.3.14 Emergency Feedwater (EFW) Pump Initiation Circuitry 

BASES 

BACKGROUND EFW pump initiation circuitry is designed to provide safety 
grade means of controlling the secondary system as a heat 
sink for core decay heat removal. To ensure the secondary 
system remains a heat sink, the EFW pump initiation 
circuitry takes action to initiate EFW when the primary 
source of feedwater is lost. These actions ensure that a 
source of cooling water is available to be supplied to a 
steam generator (SG), thereby establishing the heat sink 
temperature at the saturation temperature of the secondary 
system.  

EFW is initiated to restore a source of cooling water to the 
secondary system when conditions indicate that the normal 
source of feedwater is insufficient to continue heat 
removal. The EFW pump initiation circuitry contains devices 
that generate an EFW pump initiation signal when loss of 
main feedwater pumps are indicated by low hydraulic oil 
pressure. Each EFW Pump initiation circuit is fed by two 
loss of main feedwater (LOMF) instrumentation channels 
(hydraulic oil pressure switches) common only to that 
circuit which feed a two-out-of-two logic circuit that 
automatically starts each EFW pump. Each EFW pump also has 
a dedicated manual start circuit.  

Each motor driven EFW pump is normally controlled by a four
position, OFF-AUTO1-AUTO2-RUN, control switch located in the 
control room. The pump can be manually started by turning 
the control switch to the RUN position. In the AUTO1 mode, 
each motor-driven EFW pump starts automatically after a 
sustained low water level in either steam generator for 
greater than 30 seconds. In the AUTO2 Mode, each pump 
starts automatically on low steam generator level or loss of 
both main feedwater pumps.  

The turbine-driven EFW pump is started by opening valve 
MS-93 which admits steam to the pump turbine. A four
position, RUN-AUTO-OFF-PULL TO LOCK, control switch is 
provided to control operation of MS-93. The switch is 
maintained in the AUTO position. In the AUTO mode, MS-93 
opens on low hydraulic oil pressure in both MFW pumps.  

(continued) 
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INSERT B 3.3.14 EFW Pump Initiation Circuitry 
B 3.3.14 

BASES 

BACKGROUND When the switch is in the RUN position, MS-93 is opened.  
(continued) 

Loss of both MFW Pumps was chosen as an EFW automatic 
initiating parameter because it is a direct and immediate 
indicator of loss of MFW.  

EFW is also initiated by a low level in the SG (after a 30 
second delay to prevent spurious actuation) for SG dryout 
protection. EFW initiation for SG dryout protection is not 
required by this Specification. Finally, EFW is also 
initiated by a loss of both MFW pumps as indicated by low 
hydraulic oil pressure as part of the ATWS Mitigation 
Circuitry (AMSAC), which is a system provided to comply with 
the requirements to reduce risk from an anticipated 
transient without scram (ATWS). EFW initiation for ATWS 
mitigation is not required by this Specification.  

APPLICABLE The transient which forms the basis for initiation of the 
SAFETY ANALYSES EFW systems is a loss of MFW transient. In the analysis of 

the transient, MFW pump turbine low control oil pressure is 
the parameter assumed to automatically initiate EFW.  

The EFW pump initiation circuitry satisfies Criterion 3 of 
10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2).  

LCO Two loss of main feedwater (LOMF) pump instrumentation 
channels and an automatic initiation circuit and a manual 
initiation circuit are required OPERABLE for each EFW pump.  
Each LOMF instrumentation channel is considered to include 
the sensors and measurement channels. The LCO is modified 
by a Note that limits the OPERABILITY required for the 
automatic initiation circuitry to MODES 1 and 2.  

APPLICABILITY The initiation circuitry for EFW pumps shall be OPERABLE in 
MODES 1, 2 and 3 and in MODE 4 when the steam generator is 
relied upon for heat removal. In MODE 4 when the steam 
generator is not relied upon for heat removal, and MODES 5, 
and 6, the primary system temperatures are too low to allow 

(continued) 
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INSERT B 3.3.14 EFW Pump Initiation Circuitry 
B 3.3.14 

BASES 

APPLICABILITY the SGs to effectively remove energy and EFW Pump initiation 
(continued) instrumentation is not required to be OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by a Note indicating that this 
Specification may be entered independently for each EFW pump 
initiation circuit. The Completion Time(s) of the 
inoperable channels for each EFW automatic initiation 
circuit are tracked separately for each circuit starting 
from the time the Condition is entered for that circuit.  

A.1 

With one or more required EFW pump initiation circuits with 
one LOMF channel inoperable, the channel(s) must be placed 
in trip within 1 hour. With the channel in trip, the 
resultant logic is one-out-of-one. This channel may be 
considered placed in trip, after tripping, by installing 
jumpers or by other means that assure the channel remains in 
the tripped condition.  

* B.1 

With one or more EFW pump initiation circuits inoperable or 
the Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Condition A not met, the affected EFW pump(s) must be 
declared inoperable immediately since the initiation 
function is no longer capable of performing its safety 
function.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.14.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies the function of the 
required trip of the channel. Setpoints for trip must be 
found within the Allowable Value. Any setpoint adjustment 
shall be consistent with the assumptions of the current 
setpoint analysis.  

(continued) 
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INSERT B 3.3.14 EFW Pump Initiation Circuitry 
B 3.3.14 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.14.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

The Frequency of 31 days is based on operating experience 
with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift, which 
demonstrates that failure of more than one channel of a 
given function in any 31 day interval is a rare event.  

SR 3.3.14.2 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 
channel including the sensor. The test verifies the channel 
responds to a measured parameter within the necessary range 
and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channels 
adjusted to account for instrument drift to ensure that the 
instrument channel remains operational between successive 
tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall find that measurement 
errors and setpoint errors are within the assumptions of the 
setpoint analysis. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed 
consistent with the assumptions of the setpoint analysis.  

The Frequency is based on the assumption of an 18 month 
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude 
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapters 7 and 15.  

2. 10 CFR 50.36.  
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INSERT B 3.3.15 TSV Closure 
B 3.3.15 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.15 Turbine Stop Valve (TSV) Closure 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The Turbine Stop Valves (TSV) Closure function partially 
isolates the main steam lines from the SGs by closing the 
TSVs on both main steam lines following a high energy line 
break (HELB).  

Two TSVs are provided for each main steam line and are 
located outside of containment. The TSVs are downstream 
from the main steam safety valves (MSSVs) and emergency 
feedwater pump turbine's steam supply to prevent the MSSVs 
and EFW pump's steam supply from being isolated from the 
steam generators by TSV closure. Closing the TSVs partially 
isolates each steam generator from the other, and isolates 
the turbine from the steam generators.  

TSV Closure is initiated by a reactor trip. To keep from 
rapidly cooling down the primary plant by drawing off too 
much steam, the turbine is tripped when the reactor trips.  
Two independent and redundant "Reactor Trip Confirmed" 
signals in the form of contact closures from the control rod 
drive system will energize two independent turbine trip 
mechanisms. The Channel A trip circuit will close all four 
TSVs within a maximum of 1 second. The Channel B trip 
circuit will close the TSVs within a maximum of 15 seconds.  

APPLICABLE The design basis of the TSV Closure function is established 
SAFETY ANALYSES by the analysis for the main steam line break (MSLB) as 

discussed in the UFSAR, Section 15.13 (Ref. 1). TSV closure 
is necessary to stop steam flow to the turbine (to prevent 
overcooling) following all reactor trips.  

The accident analysis compares several different MSLB 
events. The MSLB outside containment upstream of the TSV is 
limiting for offsite dose, although a break in this section 
of main steam header has a very low probability. The main 
MSLB without ICS and without operator action is the limiting 
case for a post trip return to power. The analysis includes 
scenarios with offsite power available and with a loss of 
offsite power following turbine trip. With offsite power 

(continued) 
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INSERT B 3.3.15 TSV Closure 
B 3.3.15 

BASES 

APPLICABLE available, the reactor coolant pumps continue to circulate 
SAFETY ANALYSES coolant through the steam generators, maximizing the Reactor 

(continued) Coolant System (RCS) cooldown. With a loss of offsite 
power, the response of mitigating systems, such as the High 
Pressure Injection (HPI) System pumps, is delayed.  

The TSVs remain open during power operation. These valves 
close upon a reactor trip.  

a. For an HELB or an MSLB inside containment, the 
analysis assumes the TSV in the affected steam 
generator remains open. For this scenario, steam is 
discharged into containment from both steam generators 
until closure of the TSV in the intact steam generator 
occurs. After TSV closure, steam is discharged into 
containment only from the affected steam generator.  

b. An MSLB outside of containment and upstream from the 
TSVs is not a containment pressurization concern. The 
uncontrolled blowdown of both steam generators must be 
prevented to limit the potential for uncontrolled RCS 
cooldown and positive reactivity addition. Closure of 
the TSVs isolates the break and limits the blowdown to 
a single steam generator.  

c. An event such as increased steam flow through the 
turbine will terminate on closing the TSVs.  

d. Following a steam generator tube rupture, closure of 
the TSVs isolates the ruptured steam generator from 
the intact steam generator.  

The TSV Closure function satisfies Criterion 3 of 
10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2).  

LCO Two TSV Closure channels are required to be OPERABLE.  

This LCO provides assurance that the TSVs will perform their 
design safety function to mitigate the consequences of 
accidents that could result in offsite exposures comparable 
to the 10 CFR 100 limits (Ref. 3).  

(continued) 
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INSERT B 3.3.15 TSV Closure 
B 3.3.15 

BASES (continued) 

APPLICABILITY Both TSV Closure channels must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2 
and 3 with any TSVs open. In these conditions when there is 
significant mass and energy in the RCS and steam generators, 
the TSV Closure function must be OPERABLE or the TSVs 
closed. When the TSVs are closed, they are already 
performing the safety function.  

In MODE 4, the steam generator energy is low. Therefore, 
the TSV Closure channels are not required to be OPERABLE.  
In MODES 5 and 6, the steam generators do not contain a 
significant amount of energy because their temperature is 
below the boiling point of water; therefore, the TSV Closure 
channels are not required for isolation of potential high 
energy secondary system pipe breaks in these MODES.  

ACTIONS A.1 

With one or more TSV Closure channels inoperable, all TSVs 
must be declared inoperable. A Completion Time of 1 hour is 
provided to return the TSV Closure channels to OPERABLE 
status. The 1 hour Completion Time is sufficient time to 
correct minor problems.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.15.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST to ensure that the channels can perform their intended 
function. This test verifies the TSV Closure automatic 
actuation channels are functional. This test simulates the 
required inputs to the logic circuit and verifies successful 
operation of the automatic actuation logic channels. The 
test need not include actuation of the end device. This is 
due to the risk of a unit transient caused by the closure of 
TSVs during testing at power. The Frequency of 31 days is 
based on engineering judgment and operating experience, 
which determined the interval provided adequate confidence 
that the TSV Closure channels are available to perform their 
safety function, while the risks of testing at operation are 
avoided.  

(continued) 
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INSERT B 3.3.15 TSV Closure 
B 3.3.15 

BASES (continued) 

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 15.13.  

2. 10 CFR 50.36.  

3. 10 CFR 100.  
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RB Purge Isolation-High Radiati 
* B 3.3 1_6 

B 3.3 INSTP4ENTATION 

B 3.3. Reactor Building (RB) Purge Isolation-High Radiation' 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The RB Purge Isolation-High Radiation Function closes the 
RB purge valves. This action isolates the RB atmosphere 
from the environment to minimize releases of radioactivit 
in the event an accident occurs. Jie 1 " raalton signar 

inalcat I aVa ueofaDaretthe fuel radio?/tivity, 
and most likel aos; of coola ccident. The ug 

valve mus gin to shut rapi t ensure the- reach a 
completely-flosed position pr I r to excessive pressures in 

The radiation monitoring system measures the activity in a 
representative sample of air drawn in succession through a 
particulate sampler, an iodine sampler, and a gas sampler.  
The LCO addresses only the gas sampler portion of this 
Sys e . he sensitiveu volves es s the RBer is s ielded 

drand monitored by a Geiger-Mue de ector. The 
air sample is take from the center of t pu rge-exhaust 
duct through an ie instaed in thaddtet at a' 
point selected f( reduced turbulence) 

If a gaseou B ctivity flow rate of approximaf 00ly 0 
fE-2I Ci/se (Kr-85) is exceed , the monitor wil~llarm and 

initiat c sure of the pur valves. This activ' y flw 
rate is lected on the basi of 50,000 scfm flo rate in 
the pure exhaust and on a basis of a gas mo tor setpoint rIuequal o two times the e ected background at he location 
of te monitor, which w' 1 provide fast det tion of any 
release. The alarm se /points for the parti ulate and iodine 
channels indicate tha an alarm is obtained after the 
monitor samples a maximum permissible concentration level 
for 8 hours. Therefore, a maximum of 1.3 mCi of Cs-137 or 
67 L Ci of DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 will be released to the 

33 --1MA atmosphere during this period, 

The closure of the purge valves ensures the RB remains as a 
barrier to fission product release. There is no bypass for 
this fu n ton .1 r c o u e aco n u ge v provides a 

(continued) 
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INSERT B3.3-126A 

The trip setpoint is chosen sufficiently below hazardous radiation 
levels to ensure that the consequences of an accident will be 
acceptable, provided the unit is operated within the LCOs at the onset 
of an accident or transient and the equipment functions as designed.  
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RB Purge Isolation-High Radiatiga-. 4(g) 
8 3.3 

BASES 

BACKGROUND riD Setpoints and Allowable Values 
(continued) 

The trip setpoints are the nominal values at which the 

band f r CHANNEL CALIBRATI accuracy i.e.7e erxaEk 
scalibration + cmparator tting accuracy]).  

The trip setpoint in the bistables are based on the 
analytical limits der sed frobsed on the 

Smetodolgy d s ibed inRfrmee3, hic tcorprae all.1 

(Ref. 1). The s ete ion of these trip setpoints is such 
that adequate Prot tion is provided when all sensor and 
processing time d ays are taken into account to allow for 
calibration tol ances, instrumentation uncertainties, 
instrument dri , and severe environment errors for those 
channels that ust function in harsh environme ts as defined 
by 10 CFR 5 .49 (Ref. 2). Allowable Values ecified- ih 

magnitudes.  

Lo3.315re conservative ly thant a djed withe rsctontinue 

methodoble gy used 3.3-127 c Ul the Trp e , cpludigo 

tuhi pichnei uncries, is prror isdeidrin the nt 
sprelaice epintethdl o"(e. 3).ne Thno e tal ominal 
acltrip setpoint nee int wthn ts abeqie rAllyostill 

mor cosraietaTta p iidbhe Allowable Value R3..53!sbsdo h 
mtodcounl orde chanes in fran m measurmen eroras al 

sanuchs chane neasrmiteos rft duringo the 
survellanocessint qperva frchannel inp rab e if suits 
atualpetripstpint alnotwihnce its r erdAla ble 

Thes Allowable Value in e SR .3153is aed orvnt the aio 
methodlg deaie in Rf rne3 hc croae l 

magnidet ofteetuncetaitiesra re intipte 

toperatea within te awnces s otes.ncrait 

S etpoints in accordance with the 
Allowable Value will ensure 

t hat the consequences of Design Basis Ac-cTHERent (DBAs) will 

(continued) 
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RB Purge Isolation-High Radiati9-.  
* B 3.3.tIJ 

BASES 

BACKGROUND Trip Setpoints and Allowable VgAlues (continu d) 

be acce l e, providing t unit is oper ed from within 
the LCP at the onset of he A0 or DBA d the equipment 
functi nsas designed.  

APPLICABLE he analysis for the maximum hypothetical accident assumes 
SAFETY ANALYSES he RB remain intact, with pen rations that are 

uThec r oat oling t lated early in e event, 

LCO For samplngs:: y s e , OP RA IL T 
req ire cor ec va v 

itector apximately [60] sends. The l of the purge 
valve s e ures the RB integity assumed in e analysis is 

-W 1AA Ma in t a id. The isolation/of the RB has no been analyzed 
mechani tically in the dose calculations, although its rapid 
Asolation is assumed .  

The RB Purge Isolation System satisfies Criterion 3 ofti 

LCO 7For sampling systems, OPERABILITY requires correct valve 
lineups, sample pump operation, filter motor operation, and 

Va i when these sampling features are 
necessary t a t rip as assumed by the safety 
analysis or setp int analysis.  

- tiOnly the All able Values are specied for each RB Purge Isolation t p Function in te t . Nominal tp setpoints 
are specifted in the unit spectpoint culations.  
The nomi 1 setpoints are se eted to nsu! the setpoint 

01 

measur by CHANNEL FUNCTI AL TESTS do nt exceed the 
Allow le Value if the b' table is pe r orming as required.  
Oper tion with a trip tpoint less o8nserrvative than the 
nominal trip setpoin , but within -t s Allowable Value, is 
1acceptable provided hat operat n and testing are 
consistent with t assumptio/ntofathe unit specific 
setpoint calcul ions. Each 1oale Value specified is 
more conservative than the analytical limit assumed in the 
safety analysis to account for instrument uncertainties 
associated with the trip function. These uncertainties are 
defined in the "Unit Specific Setpoint Methodology" (Ref. 3 
and the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual.  

(continued) 
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INSERT B3.3-128A 

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment, the most 
severe radiological consequences result from a fuel handling accident. The 
fuel handling accident is a postulated event that involves damage to 
irradiated fuel (Ref. 1). A minimum fuel transfer canal water level and the 
minimum decay time of 72 hours prior to movement of irradiated fuel assemblies 
from the reactor ensure that the release of fission product radioactivity 
subsequent to a fuel handling accident results in doses that are within the 
guideline values specified in 10 CFR 100. The design basis for fuel handling 
accidents has historically separated the radiological consequences from the 
containment capability. The NRC staff has treated the containment capability 
for fuel handling conditions as a logical part of the "primary success path" 
to mitigate fuel handling accidents, regardless of the assumptions used to 
calculate the radiological consequences of such accidents (Ref. 1).  

INSERT B3.3-128B 

One channel of RB Purge Isolation - High Radiation instrumentation is required 
to be OPERABLE. OPERABILITY of the instrumentation includes proper operation 
of the sample pump. This LCO addresses only the gas sampler portion of the 
System.  
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RB Purge Isolation-High Radiati ) 

BASES 

(continued) asfsofo setpo n A 

APPLICABILITY The RB purge isolation-high radiation shall be OPERAB 
DES 1, 2/3, an .eof tese 7 eE purt e 

'soltio'mut h OPRA ~rken'dver CORE ALTERATIONS or 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within the RB is 
taking place. These conditions are those under which the 
potential for fuel damage, and thus radiation release, is 
the greatest. While in MODES 5 and 6, without fuel handling 
in progress, the Purge Valve Isolation System does not need 
to be OPERABLE because the potential for a radioact've 

43 ,-release is minimized n pera or s cie t to 
nsur Gs ac'dn of te dosgc are main* ind 7+hi thD 

1imit of 1 FR10 The need to use the purge valves in 
and 6 is in preparation for entry. This capability 

is required to minimize doses for personnel entering the 
building and is independent of the automatic isolation 
capability.  

ACTIONS A.1 

With one channel inoperable in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the RB 
purge valves must placed and maintained in the closed 
position. This ion accomplishes the safety function of 
the RB Purge Is ation-High Radiation Function. The 1 hour 
Completion Ti is reasonable consi ering the time required 
to isolate e penetration and t relative importance of 
maintainin containment OPERAB TY during MODES 1, 2, 3, 
and 4.  

B.1 nd B.2 

If Required Action A cannot be met w' in the required 
Completion Time, th unit must be br ght to a MODE in which 
the LCO does not a ly. To achiev this status, the unit 
must be brought to at least MODE within 6 hours and to 
MODE 5 within 36 hours. The a owed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an 
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

(continued) 
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INSERT B3.3-129A 

While in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the Purge Valve Isolation System does not need 
to be OPERABLE because the purge valves are required to be sealed closed.  
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RB Purge Isolation-High Radiat I 

BASES 

ACTIONS 
(continued) A 

Condition1applies to failure of the high radiation purge 
function during CORE ALTERATIONS or during movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies within the RB.  

With one channel inoperable during CORE ALTERATIONS or 
during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within the RB, 
the RB purge valves must be closed, or CORE ALTERATIONS and 
movement of irradiated fuel semblies within the RB must be 
suspended. Required Actio 1 accomplishes e function of 
the high radiation channel. Required Acti oV)2.1 and 
Required ActioR 2.2 place the unit in a c iguration in 
which purge iso tion on high radiation is not required.  
The Completion Time of "Immediately" is consistent with the 
urgency associated with the loss of RB isolation capability 
under conditions in which the fuel handling accidents are 
possible and the high radiation function provides the only 
automatic actions to mitigate radiation release.  

SURVEILLANCE 3.3 
REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3. .1 is the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK for the 
RB purge isolation-high radiation instrumentation once 
every 12 hours to ensure that a gross failure of t A4 ra 4,io
instrumentation has not occurred. C is-s 
normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on fn 
channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is 
based on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring 
the same parameter should read approximately the same value.  
Significant deviations between two instrument channels could 
be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the 
channels or of something even more serious. Performance of 
the CHANNEL CHECK helps to ensure that the instrumentation 
continues to operate properly between each CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION. The high radiation instrumentation should be 
compared to similar unit instruments located throughout the 
unit. If the radiation monitor uses keep alive sources or 
check sources OPERABLE from the control room, the CHANNEL 
CHECK should also note the detector's response to these 
sources.  

Agreement criteria are termi d by . nit based 
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, 

(continued) 
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RB Purge Isolation-High Radiati .  
B 33 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.31 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

including isolation, indication, and readability. If a 
channel is outside the criteria, it may be an indication 

1' that the transmitter or the signal processing equipment has 
drifted outside its limit. If the channels are within the 

2our criteia it is an indication that the channels are 
OPERABLE. e Frequency, about once every shift, is based 

erating experience that demonstrates channel failure is 
rare. , 2,is unit, the sollo ing adminittdratl cont 
and des' features (e.g., do cale alarms) in ediately 
t alert erators to loss of f Dfction.G 6 

SR 3. 62 

This SR requires the comance e of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST e er. t e testfhat the channe can 

reson o a nesed acte iThis test ve es r ate 
cap to the instrumentation to rovidete esRB 

ation. /ny et nt adspnt s(all be consistent 
B n he cren unit specific setpo 

loo MOE O ,3and the sno. the est eifes tht th cane 

a nd~~ ~ a c c r a .de e a n n e 
a t oa con for inst ndrf s et successive 

caiati tnsre thatnl oe channel rem vai opReationa 

beweCcsieHet.ANNEL CALIBRATIO Ss muopeecec fteistruben 

rpfr on sis tm se wi th e unithi p ecific sepo n e 

7 toiproun forin~r~r!ntdrifs 
btwe s(cntined



INSERT B3.3-131A 
Additionally, control room alarms and annunciators are provided to alert the 
operator to various "trouble" conditions associated with the instrument.  

INSERT B3.3-131B 

The frequency requires the isolation capability of the reactor building purge 
valves to be verified functional once each refueling outage prior to CORE 
ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment.  
This ensures that this function is verified prior to irradiated fuel assembly 
handling within containment.  
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RB Purge Isolation-High Radiatio 
B 3.3. 4 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3 A-3 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

The CHANNEL CALIB TION is a compl e check o he 4 
instrumentatio nd detector. Ip 'ODES 1, 23, and 4, the 
FCHANNEL CALI1- TION does not i nude the a ation of the 
purge val sic Ihe s 

The- 19f-honth Frequency is based on/enee o ef 
3ns surveline under the c ditions that apply ring a 

nit outage 3A the potenti for an unplanned tr nsient i 
he Surveilrance erpfaa at ow 

REFERENCES 1. F , Sectio [14.1].  

2. 1 R 5 oy 4.'Af4y ccep44 
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Control Room Isolation -High Radiation 
B 3.3.16 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 
33.3.16 Control Room Isolation- High Radiation 

B 3 -3 .16 

S S 
BASES 
BAE 

BACKGROUND The principal unction of the Control Room Isolation- High 
0 p 
n 

0 

a 
s 

0 

RTRadiation is o provide an enclosed environment from which 
t 
0 
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prefilter with the charcoal cartridge. f a radioactivity 
concentration above normal backgroun evel is detected or j s 1 0 s t , t mo if sampling capability is lost, t monitor will initiate a 
shutdown of the normal duty sup fans and will place the 
ventilation dampers in their circulation mode.  

Trip Setpoints and All ble Values 

The trip setpoints e the nominal value at which the 
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calibration tolerances, ins umentation uncertainties, and 
instrument drift, Allowab Values specified in LCO 3.3.15 
are conservatively adi u ed with respect to the analytical 
limits. A detailed de ription of the methodology used to 
calculate the trip se/points, including their explicit 
uncertainties, is provided in the "Unit Specific Setpoint 
Methodology" (Ref. 2). The actual nominal trip setpoint 
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BACKGROUND Trip Setpoints and Al owable Values (continued) 

entered into the bi table is more conservative than that 
specified by the lowable Value to account for changes in 
random measurem t errors that are detectable by a CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TE . One example of a change in measurement 
error is dri during the surveillance interval. A channel 
is inopera e if its actual trip setpoint is not within its 
required 11owable Value.  

APPLICABLE e CREVS is isolated when a reactor building high pressure 
SAFETY ANALYSES ngineered Safety Feature Actuation System signal or a high 

radiation signal is received. For the first 4 days 
following a loss of coolant accident, the CREVS is operated 
in the total recirculation mod . Four days after the start 
of the accident, the CREVS i started in the intake and 
recirculation mode and cont* ues to operate in this mode for 
30 days. This intake sli tly pressurizes the control room.  
In both cases, the air ows through charcoal filters that 
are 95% efficient for lemental, particulate, and organic 
materials. The hi radiation function only performs the 
initial isolation unction to begin the recirculation mode 
of operation.  

The Control oom Isolation-High Radiation satisfies 
Criterion of the NRC Policy Statement.  

LCO On1 the Allowable Value is specifi for each Control Room 
Is lation-High Radiation trip Fu ion in the LCO. Nominal 
trip setpoints are specified in e unit specific setpoint 
calculations. The nominal se oints are selected to ensure 
the setpoint measured by t CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST does 
not exceed the Allowable alue if the bistable is performing 
as required. Operati with a trip setpoint less 
conservative than t nominal trip setpoint, but within its.  
Allowable Value, 'acceptable provided that operation and 
testing is cons' tent with the assumptions of the unit 
specific setp nt calculations. Each Allowable Value 
specified i more conservative than the analytical limit 
assumed in. he safety analysis to account for instrument 
uncertainties appropriate to the trip function. These 
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LCO uncertainties are defined in the "Unit Specific Setpoint 
(continued) Methodology" (Ref. 2).  

[At this unit, the bas for the Allowable Value is as 
follows: 

APPLICABILITY The control roo isolation capability on high radiation 
shall be OPE E whenever there is a chance for an 

c1I 
accidental r ease of radioactivity. This includes MODES 1, 
2, 3, 4, [ and 6] [and during CORE ALTERATIONS] and all 
MODES and onditions during movement of irradiated fuel 
assembl' s. If a radioactive release were to occur during 
any of hese conditions, the control room would have to 
rema habitable to ensure reactor shutdown and cooling can 
be ontrolled from the main control room.  

ACTIONS A.1 

Condition A applies to fa' ure of the Control Room 
Isolation-High Radiati Function in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.  

With one channel of ntrol Room Isolation-High Radiation 
inoperable, the C S must be placed in a condition that 
does not require he isolation to occur. To ensure that the 
ventilation sy em has been placed in a state equivalent to 
that which oc rs after the high radiation isolation has 
occurred, 0 OPERABLE train of the CREVS is placed in the 
emergency , circulation mode of operation. Reactor 
operation can continue indefinitely in this state. The 
I hour Completion Time is a sufficient amou i of time in 
which to take the Required Action.  

The Required Action is modified by a e, which requires 
the CREVS be placed in the toxic ga rotection mode if 
automatic transfer to the toxic protection mode is 
inoperable, since the pressuri ion mode would increase 
vulnerability to toxic gas r eases.  

(continued) 
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ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 
(continued) 

If the CREVS ca ot be placed into recirculation mode while 
in MODE 1, 2, , or 4, actions must be taken to minimize the 
chances of an accident that could lead to radiation 
releases. Te unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 
6 hours, wi h a subsequent cooldown to MODE 5 within 
36 hours. This places the reactor in a low energy state 
that all s greater time for operator action if habitation 
of the ntrol room is precluded. The allowed Completion 
Times re reasonable, based on operating experience, to 
reac the required unit conditions from full power 
con tions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit 
sy ems.  

C.1, C.2.1, and C.2.2 

Required Action C.1 is the s e as discussed earlier for 
Condition A, except for Com etion Time. If the CREVS 
cannot be placed into rec' culation mode during [CORE 
ALTERATIONS or while] mo ng irradiated fuel assemblies, 
then Required Action C .1 and Required Action C.2.2 suspend 
actions that could le to an accident that could release 
radioactivity resul ng from a fuel handling accident.  

Required Action .2.1 and Required Action C.2.2 place the 
core in a safe d stable configuration in which it is less 
likely to exp ience an accident that could result in a 
release of r ioactivity. The reactor must be maintained in 
these condi ions until the automatic isolation capability is 
returned operation or when manual action places one train 
of the C VS into the emergency recirculation mode. The 
Comple on Time of "Immediately" for Required/Action C.2.1 
and R uired Action C.2.2 is consistent with'/the urgency of 
the *ituation and accounts for the high radiation function, 
which provides the only automatic Control oom Isolation 
Function capable of responding to radia on release due to a 
fuel handling accident. The Completi Time does not 
preclude placing any fuel assembly i oa safe position 
before ceasing any such movement.  

Note that in certain circumstan s, such as fuel handling in 
the fuel building during power :operation, both Condition A 
and Condition C may apply in the event of channel failure.  

(continued) 
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0BASES(continued) 
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.16.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.16.1 is 'he performance of a CHANNEL CHECK for the 
Control Room olation-High Radiation actuation 
instrumenta on once every 12 hours to ensure that a gross 
failure of nstrumentation has not occurred. A CHANNEL 
CHECK is ormally a comparison of the parameter indicated on 
one ch nel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is 
based n the assumption that instrument channels monitoring 
the ame parameter should read approximately the same value.  
Si ificant deviations between the two instrument channels 

uld be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one 
f the channels or of something even more serious.  

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK helps ensure that the 
instrumentation continues to opera properly between each 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The high ra ation instrumentation 
should be compared with similar it instruments located 
throughout the unit. If the r iation monitor uses keep 
alive sources or check source operated from the control 
room, the CHANNEL CHECK sho d also note the detector's 
response to these sources 

Agreement criteria are etermined by the unit staff, based 
on a combination of e channel instrument uncertainties, 
including isolatio indication, and readability. If a 
channel is outsid the criteria, it may be an indication 
that the transmi er or the signal processing equipment has 
drifted outsid its limit. If the channels are within the 
criteria, it an indication that the channels are 
OPERABLE. T e Frequency, about once every shift, is based 
on operating experience that demonstrates channel failure is 
rare. [At this unit, the following administrative controls 
and design features (e.g., downscale alarms) immediately 
alert operators to loss of function.] 

SR 3.3.16.2 

A Note defines a channel as being OPE LE for up to 3 hours 
while bypassed for surveillance test g. The Note allows 
channel bypass for testing without efining it as 
inoperable, although during this ime period it cannot 
actuate a control room isolatio . This is based on the 

(continued) 
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